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Foreword

In tliis book I liavc attempted to take tlie reader from the earlii-st-

known astronomiral diseoveric"s up to the latest modern develop-

ments. The illustrations, so amply and effeetively provided b\ my
colleagues in this enterprise, are iiUiiuled as a real aid to following

the text, not just as a means oi niaking the book look well.

.\stronomv is the oldest of the sciences, as has often been said.

What has not been so often realized is that, in a certain sense,

astronom\ is also the newest of the sciences. The great advances in

phvsics during the first third of this century are bearing fruit in

astronomv at the present day. Scientists are coming more and more

to realize that only a very limited range of experiments can be

performed in the terrestrial laboratory. The universe itself supplies

a far subtler laboratory-, and a far wider ranging one, w ith possibili-

ties that can never be realized here on the Earth. A supernova will

never be produced in a terrestrial laboratory, although many of the

processes governing the explosion of these stars Iia\e indeed been

studied in local experiments. It is just heri' that the point lies; for

local experiments have fortunately been sullicient to discover

physical laws which then turn out to have a wider range of applica-

tion on the stage of the w hole universe.

This situation is not wholly new, however. Already in the nine-

teenth century, discoveries concerning the nature and properties of

light had effects on astronomy, not only in extending the scope of

already-existing lines of research, but in starling new lines and in

shifting the balance of "importance" within astronomy in general.

With these thoughts in minti, I lelt it would be wrong to write

purelv from an astronomical point of view. In eight of the chapters

I have been concern«d with a histt)ry of the development of

astronomy. Since this development has been so intimately affected

by discoveries in physics, I have felt it essential to say something

about the meaning of those discoveries.

The reader will find (piite extensive discussions on light, and on

electricity and magnetism. Nuc lear plnsics appears in later chapters,



where its important applications to modern astrophysics arc de-

scribed at some lengtli. Quantum tlicory and relativity are briefly

touched on.

I feel some personal comment on the historical chapters to be

necessan,'. In a survey of astronomical discovery, Greek astronomy

must be accorded a prominent place, since many major advances

were quite certainly made by the Greeks. Yet an accurate descrip-

tion of exactly what occurred between, say, 500 B.C. and 200 B.C.,

is, I would think, irrecoverable by the modern world. Original

manuscripts are few. Most of our knowledge of this period comes
from corrupt Latin texts, which must be interpreted in the light of

modern knowledge —and this may not always lead to a correct

understanding of what really occurred ! Eratosthenes' determination

of the diameter of the Earth is a case in point. Was Eratosthenes
1

7

per cent wrong or was he only | per cent wrong? A generation ago,

scientific historians favored the worse result. On reading the evidence,

I felt convinced of the opposite, however. The difference lies not in

any change of documentary evadence but in a change of outlook.

Nowadays, scientists are entirely willing to concede that men of the

past, of the remote past too, were every bit as competent as we are.

But to our grandfathers it seemed almost indecent that Eratosthenes,

with only primitive instruments at his disposal, could have achieved

a wonderfully accurate result. He had no business to be so good!

I have also found that hindsight has influenced many scientific

histories, particularly the more popular expositions. Ve^^' great

work has been slightingly condemned, whenever later developments

turned research in new directions. Probably no great man has been

so contemptuously dismissed by posterity as Ptolemy, the perfector

of the epicyclic theory of planetary motions. His theory fitted closely

to the known facts in his own day. It survived for over a thousand

years as the best description of the observed motions; and even after

its overthrow , Ptolemy's geometrical methods still played an impor-

tant role at a decisive stage in the work of Kepler. Yet Ptolemy has

been devalued, at any rate in the popular eye, to negligible stature.

Such attitudes arise, I am convinced, from ignorance. A few scholarly



pitsriilations apiirl, il is ii(»t ^ciit r;ill\ iiridt rstood that I'lolcmv was

rcalK t;ra])plini; with tin- coiiipUxitiis olt-lliijlir motion. Alnadv in

(inik times, tin- circcts of the tn riUric itirs of thr |)laii(tar\ orl)ils

had l)rrn ohsiTvatioiially dt'ti*cti*d. A satisfat lory thcorx rouJd not

treat the orbits as circK's. even rircU-s with the Sun as center. My
suspicion is that even the most detailed descriptions of Ptolemy's

work still fail to appreciate the mathematical basis of certain of his

geometrical constructions. For this reason I Iiave added a mathe-

inatii al ai^pcndix at the end o( the book in which I iia\ t altcmpicd to

explain win Ptolcmv was led to these construt tions.

Lastly, a few words al)out new te< hniques. Ihere is a lairly wide-

spread present belief that the traditional observational methods of

astronomy will soon be ri'ijlaced b\ space research. It may pro\e tf)

be so, but for my own part, I doubt it. All important new^ techni(|ues

appear at first siu;ht to have unlimited possibilities. Hut after a de( ade

or two experience shows that a process oi dimitiishinu; returns sets in.

Each significant new result then costs more in time, efTort and money

than was the case in the beginning. This process is already operating

in radio astronomy. A few years ago, discoveries could be made in

radio astrononn with the aid of only rather primitive ec|ui|)iuent.

I'odav, this is no longer true. New radio telescopes, if they are to be

el]c( live, nuisl now be financed and planned <m a big scale. .\ similar

situation must inevitably arise in space research. Moreover, we can

hardly expect that the wealthiest nations will continue indefinitely

to spend appreciable fractions of their incomes on the firing of instru-

ments into space. Vor both these reasons I think space research, along

with radio astronomy, will eventually reach an equilibrium in re-

lation to more traditional methotls, and I think that in this ((luili-

brium the major part of astronomy will (ontinue to advance in inucli

the way it has done in the past.

This will explain whv I have not written this book from the

enthusiastic point of \iew that astronomy is due to be revolutionized

tomorrow. I see astronomy as a (ontinuing process, in which each

new techniqu*' has a place in relation to the whole, but in which no

particular techni(|ue overwhelms the rest.

p-^.<_^ H-V--~yl^
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Chapter 1 Earth and Sky

In our modern world scifiilific discovrry is in lull

spate. So strona; is the current now running that

nothing, it seems, short of the utter annihilation of

man himself can hold hack the Hood. But this was

not always so. The first steps in science were taken

slowly and tentatively, thousands of years ago. And
hut lor astronomy it is well-nigh certain that these

early, hesitant steps would never ha\e been taken at

all. For asironomx is the progenitor of science.

So much is commonplace. What is not usually

realized is that luck, in the sense of help from the

heavens, has also lieen exceedingly important. At

least four luckv circumstances made astronomy the

ideal starting point for man's first major advance

into an era in which natural phenomena can he ex-

plained and predicted, in which the world no longer

presents itself as a stage for the playing out of a

s<-(juen(e of niysterious and uncorrelated events.

The Karth is not a cloud-hound planet. This is

the first piece of luck, for if the Karth had been

wholK cloud-lxnmd, as the planet \ enus is, man's

iiUellectual emergence would scarcely have Ijeen

|K>ssil)le. Al any moment roughly halfof the I*larth's

surface is cloud-covered and half is clear. I he cloud

cover shifts alxuil, however, so that although cloud

is much more frequent in some areas than in others

there are times e\er\where when an obser\er can

l<M)k out into space. If man had not iH'cn able to do

so, it is doubtful whether he would ever have esial)-

lished the directions north, south, east and west;

and without that knowledge he would never have

learned to find his way to and fro over an\ consider-

able part of the Karth's surface. Without sight of the

regular rhvthmical movements ol Sim and stars

across the skv, he would have found it next to im-

j)ossible tf) grasp the very concept of time; and

without attempting to measiu'e time and direction

it is highly improbable that he would have gra|ipled

with problems of simple geometry.

Simple geometrv, often called Fluclidean geo-

metrv, may be imderstood as geomttry in which

Pythagoras's Theorem is true. If AB(.' is a triangle

with a right angle at /i. Pythagoras's Theorem es-

tablishes that a square drawn on the line AC is

equal in area to the sum of the squares drawn on

lines AB and BC. i By riglit angle we mean simply

the angle which results when we bisect a straight

line by orthodox rule-and-compass procedure.)

However, systems t)f geometry exist in which

Pythagoras's Theorem is not true. Such geometries



Top: Moving clouds over the south of

Greece. Bottom: Rocket-camera view

of Earth's cloud-cover at a single

moment. Because this cover is partial

and shifting, early man everywhere

could look out into space and gain

from the heavens a sense of time and

direction. Had the Earth been wholly

cloud-bound like Venus he could

never have done so.



Mesopotamian malhematicians knew
ot many cases in which the square on
the longest side of a right-angled

triangle is equal in area to the sum
of squares on the two shorter sides.

This early Arabic edition of Euclid

shows Pythagoras's proof thai the

same is true of all such triangles.

• J/'t

if/
.-f^i^'-^.^Ap' u t/'> l^^l J.

wen- first iiivciucd \>\ I.hIi.k li<\sk\ ,iii<l l>\

Ki(-Iliailli. in the inidilli' <>l the iijiu'lrinlli (c iiliitA.

riiry arc mcry l)it a> scll-toiisi-iiiiil as simple tjco-

inrtn,-, lni( llu-y ai«- iiuuli iiuin- dilliciili and <<iiii-

|>li<-at<-(l l<) xvcirk willi.

I he (|iirsli<iii ai"is<'s as tn \\ liicli i;<-(iiii(tr\ iiiiisi l>c

used ill the sdluiidii nl |iriilil(iii^ (il incasiinnicMl in

till- r\(r\(l.i\ \Miild. rii( aiiswiT is l^m lidi.ui '_;(ii-

iiicliy, not lli<- inorr <'iiiii|>ii<alcd ;j<-<iiiictii(S ol

I.<il)acli<'vsky aiul Kicinaiiii. Many people iiueiprel

this weU'oine siiiipliiiealion as an indicalinn thai ol

all possil)le sysleiiis. laielidean <;eonii-tr\ is iheonlv

"true" one that the others are mere iiilijjci inal

exercises or li'j^menls ol tiie imairiiiatiim l>nl lliis

view is eiilirely wroiiif. I'.iielidean i^eomelrv cnniinl

Ih- applied to the phvsieal world ij llw liitiii«/i' .l/i(.

IV !frr /ai^i\ In sue li < ases the <»<-oinelry olKiemanii

must he used. In l.ni. ilic "true'" i>eometrv of tin-

iinivers<' is the eomph-x i;coinelry orRiemami!
riiis hrin'^s ns to tli<- second slic<- of luck. It is

jMissilile to pro\e malliemalieally that Ri<'maniiian

u;eonielry JKHonies indislini^nishaMe Ironi I'aiclid-

eaii i;«-oinetry wluiiirn t/i\lniiii\ air small, so that the

more complical<'(l i;<-oinetry can then he replaied

hv simple geometry. KorlunalcK all distances in-

volved in e\<Tyciay prohlems ol measuremeiil , in-

small enough to alloxv us Id icK on simple -^eo-

metr\ . II this ha<l not In en s.,. ilie prohlem ol lor-

miilatinL; Kiemani'ian i;eometr\ would lia\(- pro-

virled a se\ere. and prohahK iiisiiperahle. ohstacle

to till- di'velopmeiil ol malliemali< s in iieiieial .\ii(i

wilhoul malhemali<-al tools, man would have at-

lained little imd<-rslaiidin<;ortiie world around liin..

As an aside, we may ask: how hii; does a phvsieal

IrianL'le have lo hecome iM-llirc Pvdiasjoras's Theo-
rem ceases to Im- a|>pro\imalel\ inie!^ IJis^irer than

the I'-arth, than the Solar Sysiem, and e\en than

th<- .Milky Way. Only when we c<ime to prohlems

conceriiinL' much vaster rci^ions ol' the univ<-r.si- do
i;eoiiielrical complexities Ih-coihc se\ere. We shall

encoimler such prohlems in the last chapter.

The third lucky circumstance which coiurihiiled

to man's iiitelU-ctual emergence is nior<' dillitiill to

<'xplaiii. Perhaps we can hesi he<.^iii hy asking how.

in a physical sense, w<- caw delineate a trianijle.

The existence ofa lriaiii;lc was a\.\uiiitd iiii/i/uilly in

lh<- alnive ar»i;umeiil. One method minht Ik- with

rulers; liiil ohv ioiisK miK \ir\ small trian".;les can

he laid out willi ruins I he inelliod of delineating

lar lar"4er triangles used in practire is h\ /»<,'/// ray\.

We mak«- the initial assumption that li<;ht travels in

strai'jht lines, so that the sides ola trianijh- can then

Ik- determined hy li'^ht ravs emitted at the vertices,

r'or example, a liijht ra\ einitt<-d from a point .1

and re»'<'i\-ed at a point /I delineates the side .1/}

ol the irian-le AHC.

Hill is our assumption corre< t.' Does li>.;ht reallv

travel in slraisjht liiu-s.' TIk- strict answer is no. This

can Im- <lemoiistrat<'d h\ tin- experim<-nt shown in

I'imire i.i. I.el .V he a sm.ill source ol lii;ht. a so-

called point source. I.ii;lit from it falls on an ohser\-

iii'..; screen al /i .liter passing ihroii'^h a hol<- in an



ii|>a(|ili' scircii al .1. II llirli'^lil i'<mII\ ir.iM'Ird i (
m-

sist(-iill\ in sii'ai<;lii lines liir si/c i>l llir |>al< li ol

lii;lu on llir <>l>sfr\ ins; Mrrcn would (It-crease stca<li-

U as llie si/e of the hole al A deereased. I'.x|)eri-

nient shows thai il ajln;>lly d<K-s so, /innidci/ lliat tin

liiile remains tiitiile) limn ahmit o.oi milliniilii\ in iliti-

niilfi. But when ihe hole becomes sinalK'r ihaii this,

ihe patch ol lii;ht on the ohservinij screen, so lar

Iroin (liniinishin<;, actnalK begins to increase ai^ain.

Hence, when we are concerned with the hi-havior

of lisjhl over distanc«'S ol o.oi nun. or less, the

.issmnption that li<4ht travels in slrai',;lii lines he-

comes altogether too crude. But |)ro\ ided we are

not concern<'d with the passai^e ol li<;hl throui;li

\<-r\ small a|>ertures, the assuniption iiads us iiUo

no appreciahle errors.

Ihe upshot is this. 'Vhr delitiealion of a Iriaui^le

l)\ lii-hl rays is necessarily incomplete, since the

positions ol'the vertices .1, B aitcl f. caimot he deler-

mine<l within tlistan<-es oralM>ut o.oi mm. But lor

most |)racti<al purjioses this indeterminac\ ol the

vertices is iinim|M>rtant, since the len.mhs ol the

sides of the triani^le are so enornionsK sjreater. In-

deed, in astronomy the sides ol the trians^le arc

ollen •rreater than a million million miles, in which

case errors of a fraction of a millimeter are ohvi-

oiisK enlirclv nenliifihle. This, then, is man's third

slice ol luck. He can, lor most ])ractical purposes,

reduce the hiv;hlv com|)le.\ way in which li'^ht actu-

allv travels to a \ er\ simple ]>icture. And this simple

picture is not onlv ade<|uate lor determining the

|M>sitions and distances ol the Moon, Sun, planets

and stars, hut is also siilHciently accin-ate lor use in

ihe design ol' many optical instruments, including

ihe telescope, the microscope and the camera.

Nevertheless, the I'act remains that a physical tri-

angle can never Iw det<-rminefl with ahsolute |)re-

cision. We cannot delineate a triangle in which the

vertices are id<-ali/ed |M>ints Kuclidean ahsirac-

lions having jxisition hut no dimension.

.\ loiirth ( ircumslanic which helped lo deselop

man s inlellect. I>\ silling him a prohleiii dillicult

<nough lo <-xercise his mental poxvers lo the lull hut

not so dilheult as to discourage him altogether,

arises Irom the Iremeiuloiis distances of the stars

and galaxies. I he angle at xvhich an ohserAcr views

a \ir\ (list.ml l)ofl\ liardK sciins lo c liange. r\eii

though I Mil 1 1 ihe (lislant l)od\ and I he njiserver nia\

he mr)ving in <hlleniii directions.

In Figure i.j, .1 and li arc two oiijet Is \\hi<h

ino\e with the same sp<'ed along parallei tra<ks. ()

is the ohserver. mo\ing at the same s|M-eil as .1 and
/)' bill along a track not parallel with theirs. Initially

() is at 0„ A is at .1,, /i is at /{,. so thai .1 and H
lie in the sjiine dir(( lion Inim ihi- oi>s(r\i-r. .\l sduic

later time is al <)., A is at .1... H is al /i,. I he

distances.!, lo .1.^, B^ lo B., and O, to ().. an- ihe

sanie, since .1. B and O move al tlu- same- spt-<-d.j

OIniouslv tht- diietlion Irom () lo the distant B has

changed much h-ss than the direction from (> to the

much nearer .1.

To the ancients, the stars, because of their great

distances, lormed an a])])arenlly (onslant hack-

ground—the background ol the so-calle<l tixed

stars. Without that constant backgrouml lhe\- would

never have lound it possible to determine the mo-

tion oI'iIk- I'.arlh. Without that seemingly unchang-

ing background, no direction whatever would have

seemed fixed, and man would never have been able

lo orientati- hinisell. Further, instead ol aiming to

Figure 1.1

Here light from a point source

passes through a hole in an opaque
screen on to a viewing screen.

If light travels in straight lines, the

illuminated area should decrease as

Ihe size of Ihe hole decreases.

In fact il does so until Ihe diameter

of the hole is reduced lo about 0.01 mm.
Then it begins to Increase.

*



cIcKTiiiiiir llic- tii<ili<inN ol all llit- IxHlit-s ol the iiiii-

\rrsf us llif iniKlcni .isiriiniiiiii-r aims (<> tio ilu-

aiu'ifiils roiiUI vimplilv llii- wIikIc- pnilih-iii nl asirn-

iiiiiiiN to a (lisciission nl (lit- niDliiins <il <iiily llu'

ICanli. MiMiii, Sun and planets. I',\rii the siiliilioii ol'

this r<'slri>'l('<l priilil<-iii (K-iiiaiult-d llic coiu'ciilratcil

(•Hurts id'tJH- lincst iiitcllccls o\cr a pfri<Kl covcrim;

scM-ral llioiis;iii(l y«-ars.

Ill lad tin- prolilfiii pro\c<l to U- of just the rii;lit

k-vfl ol' i-oiiipl.'xitv . It is trill- that if it had Ihvii

f;Lsirr it wonUi havr Iwcii solved siKiiu-r. IJiil then

nialliciiiatics would not have <leveloped to the sta;^i-

where it served as a s|)riiii<l>oartl lor the advame ol

iiiiKleni seieiiee. The i^reat tliinn is that the prolileni

was not so toiiijh as to lie iiisoluliU- lint was yet

lousjh eiioii!{ii to exi-reise the mind ol man to the

uliiiost. It was ideal as a stimulant lo the a<lii<-\e-

iiiciit 'irmaximmn proijress.

Til, Celfylwl S/)li,i,

When we look at the stars with eyes and miiul iin-

prejudie<'tl liv preeoiueived notions alioiit llieir

relative distances I'rom one another, they all appear

to I'all on a spherical surface, an upturned Imiw I. So

strikiny; is the illusion that the ancients l)elieve<l tlu'

heavens were indeed a real sphere. Oiu' early (ireek

vi<"w was that a threat sjiherical shield |)rotected tlu-

1-^arth from a distant lire, riiroiisrh holes in th<-

shield the hol<-s lieiin,- the stars llanies Irom the

tire cotild Ik- si-en.

The soiiH-what naive concept of a tileslinl \/>liir(

on which lie all tlu- stars has always heen, and still

is, of vital iinport;ince to tlu- astronomer. In l-'ii;iire

i.^j, an ol)serv<T () is on the I'-arth, and .1, li. (., and

I) are distant astronomical ohjects stars, iialaxic-s.

aiul so on. The jxiinls when- lii!;lit from .1 to (>, li to

<). (, to (> and f) to () cut a larije si}he'n- liavini^ its

(<-nt<-r at () an- marked as <;, b, r, and rt. The oli-

ser\-er"s e\<- is C|uit<- iiu-apalile ol" informiiv.; him

whether the- lii;hi which n-aches it realK comes

from .1. n. r and /> or uhelhcr il oimes Irom n. h.

< and f/. Indeed, if the oI)M'1^it is concernetl only

with «les(-ril>iiii> the iliri-ilwn\ ol aslroiioiiiical ob-

jects, il is iMtlc-r lor him to think ol iIkiii all .is Kiiii;

on the sphere. We may sa\ that <;, h. ,. ei< .. rep-

resent the linijfiliiim on tin- sphere ol the .isiroim-

iiiical ol))<-cts .1, It. (',. etc.

We should think of the sphere of l-"ii;iirc I .•{

as being \ery larj;e compared with the 1-^irth.

This t^ives the advantage- thai when the ol)ser\er ()

changes his jiosilion on tin- i-"-irtli the jMiiiits a, h. .

,

<-tc., are not appreciably changed. Thus all obsi-r-

v<-rs (-\(-rywlier<- on Karth can then agrei- wiiliin

]iracti(al limits .lUiut llie (xisilious of/;, />, <, «-tc..

on the sphen-.

I'^l«-m<-iitary lextlKtoks sometimes state that w<-

sluiiild think of the celestial sphere as In-iiig iiiliii-

itely large. This is <piite wrong. We must not think

of it as being so large that simple l-aiclideaii geo-

metry ceases lo be vali<l on its surface. In fact il can

Ik- as large as the Milky Wa\, but it must not Ih-

mucli larg<-r. (;alaxies vi-ry distani from th»- Milk\

Way must evidently then be takc-ii to lie unlade the

celestial sphere, as, indeed, li and D are shown to do
in the diagram. Il is llien-foi-«- wrong to imagiiie

that all astronomical o^ijecls lie wilhin the celestial

sphere, as is olu-n stated.

//;«' I iiiiiiiiv lull til

At any given moment the stars form a definite pat-

tern on the celestial sphere. Obserxation, even with

the naked eye and even exiend<-<l over oiiK an hour

or iwd, shows cU-arly that this whole pattern moves

with respect to our local surroundings on the Karth.

It is as though the whole c<-lestial sphere were spin-

ning round. This, again, is an illusion. The a|>-

pan-nt motion of the eel<-stial sphere arises from the

actual rotation of the Karth.

Strictlx, this stati-nient is subject to the proviso

thai we adhere to local Kuclid<-an g)-om<-tr\ . If we

an- prepared to depart I'mm Kiiclidi-an geometn,

not onK over great distances but e\<-n hnalK, lh<-

Figure 1.2

How, at two diflerent moments, an

observer (O) on our moving Earth

sights (A) near and (B) more distant

objects which are moving at equal

speeds along parallel paths

observers

direction of motion

object A
direction of motion

Figure 1.3

In describing apparent positions ol

objects A, B, C and D, a terrestrial

observer (O) is not concerned with

their distances. He need only define

their projections—a, b, c and d—on
the celestial sphere.

object 8
direction of motion

horizon



assmiiin ciniiol Ih- inadf. Al llu- «'.\|>ciisf i>l ureal

ijc'onirlriral roinplcxitx it is |x>s,sil)lr to rcijani the

Kartli as lixcil ami the heavens as spinniiii; roiiiul

it. Wlu'i). in a later ehapter, \vc come to discuss tlie

prohleni of llie l",arth"s iiiolioii roiincl the Sun a

similar situation will arise. \Vr «'aii then only assert

the ("o|><-rniran doctrim- that th<- Karth moves

roimd the Sun provided we spi-cify thai onr ;j;e»)-

nietry has the simple Kn<lid<-an form, based on

Pxthanoras's Theoreni; the admission of a complex

sieometr\- into the context would allow us to say

that the .Sim moves around the Karth.

In fact, at the ex|x-nse of ai>palliiig geometrical

complexity, we can les;itimalely assert that the

Earth is flat! The error of the tlat-Karth faddist lies

in the fact that he ima;j;ines he can combine the

notion of a Hat Karth with sim|)le t^eometrv . The

latter |x>siti\ely demands that we regard the Karth

as round, just as it demands that we regard the

Karth as inoxing round the Sim and not riVc lersa.

.Similarly, simple Kiiclitlean geometry demands that

we exj)!ain our observations of the celestial sphere

in t«-rms of a rotating I'.arth.

When we take a long-exposure jjliolograph of an

area of the night sky, the rotation of the Karth causes

light from tlie stars to leave a trailing arc on the

plate. If we i)oint the camera toward the north, at

the correct ele\ation, these arcs Iwcome jxirtions ol

circles, as shown on the following page. Moreover, all

the arcs are ])ortions of circles having the same

center. The reason is easily seen. In Figure t.4, P
and Ct are the geographical |)oles of the Karth and

O is the obser\-er. The rotation of the Karth aUiut

its geographical axis produces exactly the same

apparent etVect as would a rotation of the celestial

sphere in the i>p))osite direction about the axis from

/) to (/. These are simply jjoints lying along a straight

line representing an extension ol the Karths axis,

and are the two possible points toward which a

camera nnist Ix- pointed in order to produce a

photograph of the kind we slu)w. 1 In fact, of

course, a caiiM-ra |>ointed from () toward if. would l)e

ol>structed by the ImkIv of the Karth. We can point

it toward q onlv from the southern hemisphere.)

The rotation of the Karth has no eflect on the

jMiints/) and 1;. They remain fixed. A star at 11, how-

ever, will ap|H-ar to move. It will a|)pear to trail out

a circular path on the celestial sphere, the center of

the circle being on tlte line Pp. After a half-rotation

the star will appear to have shifted to «,, the angles

/JjOp and pOa U-ing essentially equal, because

the celestial sphere is very large compared with

the Karth. After a full rotation the apparent

|>osition of the star returns to a.

A m4(st im|)ortant ])oint <'merges out ol these

simple consiflerations. If the ol>s<ner O in Figure

I.-) takes the piojeflinii olthe tlirection of/) on to the

horizontal plane, he obtains the direction OA'. This

gives him the direction along which he must travel

in order to reach /'. the Karths north geograjjhical

|X>le, in the shortest ])ossiblc <listanc«-. In other

words, the direction of the )K>le p of the celestial

sphere determines the (Miints of the compass.

Evidently it would be highly convenient if a

bright star were to lie exactly at p. Actually none

docs. But the star Polaris lies only a single degree

away. The eflect of the Karth's rotation is therefore

to make Polaris a])ix-ar to move in a vcr\- small

circle, so small as not to be noticed by the casual

eye. For all practical purjjoses in which accuracy to

within one degree is uniin)x>rtant. this star can

therefore be used for determining th«- observer's

imrtherly direction. Probably many jx-ople at one

time or another, when lost in .some trackless place,

have cause to he thankful for the information

supplied by this most useful star.

Measuring Positions on the (,'eleslial Sphere

It is important, when referring to individual stars,

to have some means of describing accurately their

apparent positicms on the celestial sphen*. The few

brightest stars can Ix- referred to by naine, as we
have just referred to Polaris, an<l every astronomer

knows exactly where to look for Polaris, .\rcturus,

Capella, Canopus, and so on. He iilentilies them

from his memory of the pattern of the sky. But ol)-

viously he cannot depend on his memory when he

is faced with the problem of identifying any one of

the millions of faint stars which a powerful mod-

ern telescoix- may reveal.

Many of the most interesting stars are faint not

l)ecause they are feeble sjx^cimens but because they

are far distant. When an astronomer discovers an

unusual case and wishes to talk alx>ut it to his

colleagues, he must have some means of s(x-cifying

precisely which among the multitude of stars is the

one he has in mind. The only way to do this is by

stating a jirecise jx)sition, .so precise that there can

Ix' no |X)Ssibility of confusion with nearby stars. In

short, the accurate determination of the positions

of stars is essential to the interchange oi' informa-

tion among astronomers.
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A long-exposure photograph of the

ntght sky taken with camera pointed

to the north shows that stars seem
to trail out circular arcs, all

having a common center.

Figure 1.4

The rotation of the Earth about PO
explains the apparent rotation ol

stars (in opposite sense) about pq

Figure 1.5

By taking the projection of the

direction of p on to the horizontal

plane, the observer O obtains the

northerly direction ON.

•! ':^<s

I'hc pnililfin is i;n"atly siiiiplilu-d hy the liickv

'iniiinslaiKc. aln-a<l\ iii<-iili(ifii-(t. that tli<- siar-

|i.ilt<'i'ii i> (-SSI-Ill iaily (iii('liaiiuiii<{. It is lni<- lliat all

I In- stars an- iiii>\ini;. ami that tlicir appamil jxisi-

liiiiis ri-laliM- n> i-a<li oilier an- lli<-rcl<ir<- slowK

I liaiii;iiii; : lint nvcr sluirt |M-ri<Kls nl liiiic. ii|> in loiir

<>r ti\c- \i-ais, llicsi- <liaMi;<-s<-aii Ix- ii<-i;l<-<u-cl. I Iciuc

• iiir pr<ilili-m is in rlrii-rminc llic |><isiliiiiis of (ixrd

|)(piiiis <in ilii- sMil.ii I- 111 iIk splicrc. Tliis is tin- kind

• il priililriii Willi \\lii<li inaiikiiid has lonu Ih-cii

laiiiiiiar, siiui- the dclcrininiiii; <il piiviiinii-. mi ihi-

siirracc <>( the I'.arth is pn-ciscK similar

I'lisitions on tin- l.arlh's surlacr arc ii<iriiiali\

st<il(-d in laliliidrs and ioii'^iiiidcs. Tlirrc (|naiuilii-s

play a crucial roU- in d(-lt-rniiiiiii<^ latiliidc and

lons^itiidr : th<- ijc<i<;raphical <-quat<>r. the jKilar axis.

.111(1 an arhilrarv jMiint (III tlu-(-cpial<ir. Inrimin- l.li,

ilic pdlar axis nils the siid'arc (»l the Karlh at the

iwii |)(ii(-s. marked /'and (.K- (,h the Ivirth's center:

A is the arl)iliar\ |M>int. To delerininc the latitiidi-

aiid Idimitiide nl any i;iven ixiinl here the [loint

mark(-d .1 , we lak(- a [)lane which [lasses ihroiiirli .1

,111(1 ihroiiuli llic polar axis. This plane cuts the

(-([iMlor ai //. \\i- next join .1, B. and tin- arl>itrar\'

]K)inl -V, all to the center, (.'. The angle A(.'B now
gives us the latitude of the |x>int .(, while the angle

fir.'.V gives us its longitude.

This is not quite the end. Iwo lurlli(-r ((iincii-

tioiis arc ii(-((led. 11 .1. the |)oiiU we wish lo ck-line,

is ill (lie northern hemisphere we designate its lati-

tude N, lor (-xampU- ",o X: il' it is in the southern

hemisphere we designate its latitude S— 50 S. The
scc(jnd con\ention concerns the angle BCX. As

drawn in the figure, B lies lo the wt-si ol'.V, and the

longitude is ilierelore d(-signaled \V say 1 10 W. II

Z? were to lie to the east ol'.X' then the longiuide would

he d(-sigiiated I", sa\ 110 V.. What if the |>oint /{

should lall diametrically op|xisite to A'!' Should the

longitude he written 180 \V or iHo l^'' The answer

is that either can he used. No longitiich- is ever

greater lliaii iJin . while no i.itilude is ever greater

than <|o .

The last geographic (|ueslioii concerns the arhi-

lrarv |M>int .\. How is il chosen!* l"or many years

dilVerent so\(-i(-ign states chose the jxiint at which

the plane through iheir administrative capitals and

the jxilar axis cuts the e(|ualor. This led lo consider-

able conlusion. For close on a century A has Ik-cii

accepted. l)\ international agn-cment, as the |x>int

at which the plane through the |X)lar axis and the

old (irecuwich ( )l)S(-r\ .ilor\ cuts the (-(pi.Uor.



Bt-fort- \vc j^o on to consider ihr (Ictcrniinatioii of

astronomical positions, a word alM>iit the incasurc-

iiK-nt of angles may 1k' uscliil. A movable straight

arm Oli is pivoted at O. Initially at OA, it is moved

around until ultimately it comes hack to OA. The

arm thus sweeps out one complete rotation. In

practice angles are commonly measured according

to a scale in which a whole turn- -one sweep through

a complete rotation is divided into ^(Jo equal parts

of a degree each. (There is another widely-used sys-

tem of angular measurement, in which the imit is

the radian, which does not here concern us.) In

turn the degree is divided into (io equal parts called

minutes, and each minute is divided into 60 equal

parts called seconds ; and we can achieve still greater

precision by using decimal fractions of a second.

The decision to divide angles in this way is very

inconvenient. It would be far better to divide a

complete turn into 1000 equal parts, and then to

subdivide each such part into 1 000. We should then

have milliturns and microtiirns, and elementary

calculations involving angles would consequently

be much easier to perform.

The division of the circle into 360 equal parts was

first made, perhaps 5000 years ago, in the river-

valley civilization ofMesopotamia, though the circle

was similarly divided elsewhere at different times

—

wherever and whenev'er men had succeeded in de-

fining the length of the year as approximately 360

days. The division into 360 parts was far more con-

venient for the people ofancient Mesopotamia than

it is for us today, since they used 60 as a fixed base

in calculation, whereas we use 10; and as a general

rule the units in which quantities are measured

should always bear a simple and convenient rela-

tionship to the number currently used as a fixed

base in calculation.

It seems that it is easier to achieve space flight

than to change our archaic system of angular meas-

ure. The MesofXJtamians imposed the number 60

on us, and we seem powerless to escape from it. The

same kind of absurdity shows itself in the divisions

of the clock into 24 hours, 60 minutes, and 60

seconds. It also shows itself in the British monetary

system, and in British and American units of linear

measurement. Man's inability to rid himself of in-

convenient conventions is a trait that could lead to

his undoing.

But to return to our theme of defining positions

on the celestial sphere: one inight expect this to be

an extremely complicated business, but in tact the

data can be even more limited than when we are

defining terrestrial latitudes and longitudes. Pro-

vided we can sjjccify the equator, it is not necessary

initially to specify the polar axis. All we have to do

is to take the plane of the equator, which passes

through the center C, and draw a straight line

through C perpendicular to this plane, as shown in

Figure 1.7. This line is the required polar axis.

Evidently, then, all we need in order to determine

positions on the sphere is to specify an equator

together with an arbitrary point on it.

Better still, we can simply specify any plane

through C. This will cut the sphere in a great circle

which we can regard as the equator. (A great circle

is simply any circle of maximum diameter that can

be drawn on the surface of a sphere, and the plane

on which such a circle lies necessarily intersects the

center of the sphere.) An arbitrary point on the

equator must still be specified. So our recipe for

determining positions on the celestial sphere is as

follows: specify a plane through the center, that is,

through the observer. Take the great circle in which

this plane cuts the celestial sphere and specify a

point on that circle. Then use a system of latitude

and longitude.

In principle it is possible to choose the plane

through the observer in an infinity of ways. In

actual practice, however, there are four convenient

Figure 1.6

Principle of defining terrestrial

latitude and longitude.

J

polar axis

Equator
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For centuries different map-makers
chose different meridians from
which to measure longitude. The top

map (c. 1650) measures from the

meridian of Cape Verde. That on

page 19(1708) uses two zero meridians,

those of Paris and Ferro Island.

By international agreement longitude

everywhere is now reckoned from the

meridian of Greenwich Observatory.

A brass strip adjoining the building

marks a small segment of the line.

i8



and fcasilile ways of doing so. The four fcasiljlc

planes are

:

(i) the horizontal plane, delcnnincd simply by

using a spirit level

;

(2) a plane parallel to the plane of the Earth's geo-

graphical equator;

(3) the plane of the Karth's ntotion roiuid the Siui;

(4) the plane ol" the Milky Way.

Case (1), known as the altaziinuth system, has

the advantage that it is very easy to set up the

horizontal plane. It has, however, two very serious

disadvantages. In the first place, the horizontal

planes will not, in general, be parallel for different

observers, and the great circles in which the planes

cut the celestial sphere will therefore be different for

different observ'ers. Hence there caii be no common
agreement al>out the way in which points on the

celestial sphere are located. Each observer has his

own private system.

To understand the second disadvantage we must

notice that for each given observer the horizontal

plane cuts the celestial sphere in the horizon. Now
stars rise alxwe the horizon and set below it. No star

stays {permanently on the horizon (unless the ob-

sci^-er happens to be at one or other of the geogra-

yjhical poles). This means that no star can be used

to determine the arbitrary point without which

positions cannot be specified. The arbitrary point

must therefore be chosen by a geographical criterion

rather than by an astronomical one ; for example, we
may elect to choose that point on the horizon which

lies directly to the south. This procedure has the

profound drawback that the rotation of the Earth

causes the measured positions of astronomic^jl ol>-

jects to change from one moment to another. Hence

the [X)sitions that each observer measures with his

own private system are different at every moment
of the day! As a basic method of cataloguing the

positions of the stars the altazimuth system is there-

fore obviously useless.

Let us look next at Case (2), usinga plane parallel

to the plane of the Earth's equator. This is free from

the disadvantages inherent in the altazimuth sys-

tem and the basic circle is, moreover, readily deter-

mined. All that need be done is to find the direction

of one of the poles and draw a plane perpendicular

to this directit)n, as in Figure 1.8. The circle in

which this plane cuts the celestial sphere is the re-

quired equatorial circle. The situation now is that

any star lying on the equator at one moment of the

day also lies on it at any other moment ofthe day. In

other words, the rotation of the Earth about the

polar direction does not alter the latitude of a star

as measured in this system. Hence any star lying on

the equator can conveniently be chosen as the arbi-

trary point. A description ofhow this choice is made
in practice will be deferred for the moment, until

we have examined Case (3).

So far we have been concerned only with how to

measure the positions of the stars. Here the problem

Is simplified by the fact that, taken over any reason-

ably short jseriod of time, such as a few years, the
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stars maintain an unrhanijing pattrrn. Measuring

thr pjisitions f>f thr Moon, Sun and planets is made
more diftirult by the lael that these l)odies do not

loriii a part of that unchanging pattern. Their |)osi-

tions change from day to day. If we use C!ase (2) as

a system of mca.suring their positions, lK)th their

latitude and their longitude will change with time.

If we use Case (3), however, only the longitude

changes in a first approximation. Hence Case {_]) is

more convenient than Case (2) for the purjDose of

describing positions within the Solar System.

To understand how this comes about, w-e must

first notice that the Earth moves in an orbit round

the Sun which, over not Kkj long a period of time,

can be taken as lying in a plane. This plane cuts the

celestial sphere in a circle known as the ecliptic. A
simplification now arises because it so happens that

the planets and the Moon lie very nearly in the same

plane. Hence their positions on the celestial sphere

fall nearly on the ecliptic. This means that if the

ecliptic circle is used to determine position, the

planets will all have latitudes close to zero. Only

their longitudes will change in any marked manner.

The ecliptic is readily determined by observation.

The Sim lies always on the ecliptic, by the ver\- defi-

nition of the word. As the Earth moves in its orbit, a

line drawn from the Earth to the Sim changes in

direction. This means that the Sun appears—as seen

frf)m the Earth -to move relative to the stars. Infact,

the Sun simply moves along the ecliptic. So by trac-

ing the path ol' the Stni among the stars we obtain

the ecliptic itself.

The circle of C^se (2) and the circle of C.a.se (3)

cut each other at two points.Oneof these twf) points,

called the First Point of Aries, is marked by its

traditional sign T in Figure 1.9. When the Sun b
at T, its direction is perpendicular to the polar

direction. We then have the situation as shown in

the small diagram, when every place on the F^rth

has the .same length of day. That is to say T' indi-

cates the position of the Sim at one or other of the

equinoxes. If the polar direction is taken to point

north, then T denotes the vernal, or spring, equinox.

The opiX)site p>oint to T, where the two circles

again intersect, denotes the au/umrw/fi/umox. In other

words, the Sun reaches T at alx>ut March 2 1 . It

reaches the point diametrically opposite to T at

about September 22.

The daily rotation of the Earth is equivalent to a

rotation of the celestial sphere so far as the apparent

motions ofthe heavenly bodies are concerned. Hence

in relation to the observer's own horizon the Sun

will appear to trace a diurnal path which is very

nearly a small circle on the celestial sphere.

What this means to an observer living in the nor-

thern terrestrial hemi.sphere is shown in Figure i . 10.

Figure 1.7

As a step to defining positions on

the celestial sphere we can specify

the equator, then draw through its

center (C) a line perpendicular

to it. This line is the polar axis.

Figure 1.8

Alternatively, we can find the polar

direction and draw a plane at right

angles to it. The circle in which
this plane cuts the celestial sphere
is the equatorial circle.

Figure 1.9

Celestial longitudes are measured
from the First Point of Aries(T),
one of the two points at which the

circle of the equator cuts the

plane of the ecliptic.

polar direction polar direction

Ecliptic

polar axis of rotation

direction of Sun



The <il)srr\'rr's )K>8iti<iii (at the point O), tlio polar

diri'otioii, tlic <)l)scr\'rr"s zciiitli and liis horizon arc

all to [)c regarded as fixed— the alta/.imuth system

again. Sup[K)se the Sun lies on the ecliptic at .1.

Then the Karth's diurnal rotation causes the Sun

(and indeed the whole ecliptic) to appear to rotate

alniut the |x>lar direction. The Sun itseli will appear

to move nearly round the small circle AXi'^.

(Actually the Sun din's not quite come hack to its

starting point at the end of a day, because of the

apparent solar motion along the ecliptic.) The
points .V and T correspond to sunsel and dawn res-

pectively, while ^ corresponds to midday. From ?'

to ..^ to -V the Sun lies alK)ve the observer's horizon,

so that the time taken for this part of the Sun's

apparent motion corresponds to the observer's day-

time. From A' to /"the Sun lies below the observer's

horizon, and this part of its apparent motion corre-

sponds to his night-time.

The lengths of day and night are in general un-

equal. When the Sun lies on the ecliptic between C
and D, the night is longer than the day, whereas the

section between D and B gives a day longer than

the night. Thus the Sun is at B in midsummer and

at C in midwinter. The p)oint D again shows the

vernal equinox, one of the two occasions in the year

when day and night are equal. The point diametric-

ally opposite to D indicates the autumnal equinox.

The direction from the observer to D is the obser-

ver's west, which means that the Sim sets in the

west (and rises in the east) at the equinoxes.

One point may seem puzzling. In the system in

which the observer regards his own horizon as fixed

—Case (i), the altazimuth system—the ecliptic has

an apparent diurnal motion. This is also the case

for our diagram (Figure i .io).Theecliptic can lie in

the position there shown only at one single moment
of the day. But at what moment? (^ur diagram is

drawn with the ecliptic in the position for midday

at midsummer. The position would be the same at

dawn at the autumnal equinox, at midnight at the

winter solstice, or at sunset at the vernal equinox.

Indeed, on any day there is always some moment
when the ecliptic lies in the position depicted.

Returning once more to position measurement,

we have still to see how the arbitrary point is chosen

for Case (2) as well as for Case (3). If we choose the

point T (as shown in Figure 1.9 on page 20), it

will ser\'e equally well for both cases, since this point

lies on both the fundamental circles concerned.

Hence the position of the Sun ainong the stars at

the vernal equinox defines the required arbitrary

p)oint for Case (2) as well as for Case (3).

We have examined the first three systems of posi-

tion-measurement in ascending order of astronomi-

cal significance. Case (
i
) is entirely particular to the

Figure 1.10

Position of ecliptic at noon on
midsummerday (northern fiemisphere).

The Earth's rotation makes the Sun
and the echptic appear to move
in the day round the circle AXYZ.

polar direction

(north)

Z observer's zenith

NZ Solar diurnal circle

Figure 1.11

One system of celestial co-ordinates

makes use of the galactic circle,

the central line of the Milky Way.
Here we see the angle at which

it cuts the celestial equator.

polar direction

a

Galactic circle

observer's west

•^ Equatorial circle

- reference point



observer's location on the Earth. In contrast. Cast-

(2) yields the same results for every location on the

ILarth. Even so, positions measured hy this system

have a special relation nnly to the Earth; they would

have no significance for an observer not situated on

the Earth. Positions measured according toCa.se (3)

would have significance lor observers on any

planet within the Solar System, but they would not

be significant for an obser\'er living on a planet

moving round any star other than the Sun. To
obtain a system which would he equally meaningful

for all observers within the Milky Way we must

move on to Case (4), explained in Figure i.ii.

The central line of the Milky Way forms the basic

circle of Case (4). Thus positions arc referred in this

case to the structure of the galaxy of stars in which

we live. The circle of Case (2) cuts the circle of Case

(4) at two points. One of these is chosen as the

arbitrary- p)oint for Case (4). The angle at which the

two circles cut is alxnit 62', as compared with the

angle of alwut 23.5 which the plane of the ecliptic

makes with the circle of Case (2).

In practice, the positions of a.stronomical objects

are catalogued in accordance with Case (2). Al-

thr)ugh this system is related to the Earth's polar

axis, and therefore has no general astronomical sig-

nificance, the basic circle it employs is readily deter-

mined and is common to all olxservatorics on the

Earth. It is, moreover, a system that is convenient

for use in relation to the setting and orientation of

astronomical instruments.

A final point about Case (2). Although this is a

system of latitude and longitude essentially similar

to that used for determining geographical positions

here on the Earth, two small differences have l)een

introduced in the astrfinomical measures. Instead of

latitudes being designated N or S, for example 30 X
or 30"S, the corresponding astronomical latitudes

are written-f or -
, e.g., +30° or - 30 . Written in

this way, the latitudes are called declinations, for

example a declination f 30' or -30". Longitudes

are likewi.se written somewhat differently. Instead

of l>eing measured both east and west, they are

measured only eastward, and thus rim from o" to

360'^. Divided into 24 intervals of 15" each, longi-

tudes may be expressed in hours. Thus 1
5" = 1 hour.

30^= 2 hours, 45 =3 hours, and so on. Finer divi-

sions into minutes and seconds are also used. E.\-

pres.sed in this way, a longitude is referred to as a

right ascension.

.\t\ important feature of position-measurement is

that references given in terms of one system can

readily )tc converted into those of another by calcu-

lation. To convert measurements given in terms of

Case (2) to measurements in terms of the other

cases, the I'ollowing data are used.

Jo obtain the altazimuth system. Case (i). Here we
must know the location of the observer on the Elarth,

and also the tiine. (The latter is necessary since the

position of an astronomical object changes with

time in the altazimuth system.)

To obtain the rclifitic system. Case (3). The angle at

which the eclijjtic cuts the basic circle of C'ase (2)

must be known. This is sufficient to enable the posi-

x'vm in the ecliptic system to be calculated. The
angle is alwut 23.5.

To obtain tlie galactic system. Case (4). Here we must

know the right ascension of the point at which the

galactic circle cuts the basic circle of Case 1,2). (The

declination of this point is of course o , as is the

declination of "y. ) Tr)gether with the angle of62 at

which the two circles cut each other, this is sufficient

to determine the galactic co-ordinates of an object

whenever its right ascension and declination are

specified.

Nowadays conversions from Case (2) to the other

systems can be performed almost instantaneously

with the aid ofa high-speed comjjuter. The extreme

rapidity of modem methods of calculation fxrmits

the design of instruments which make special use of

an altazhnuth system of reference, as we shall see

in the following chapter.

Sketch-Maps of the Heavens

In ancient times men divided the stars visible in

adjacent portions f>f the sky into groups and gave

each group a name—often the name of an animal, a

deity or a hero. These constellations are still used in

modem astronomy as a rough and ready means of

refeiring to objects on the sky, though it should

always Ik- remembered that this grouping of stars

in adjacent parts of the sky into constellations has

no physical significance.

The constellations to which the mixleiTi astrono-

mer refers are listed on the opposite page, and the

positions of most of the main ones are plotted on

pages 26 to 28. The decorative star maps on pages

24, 25 and 29 are fairly typical of the fanciful

kind of way in which men have plotted the

heavens over a period of several thousand years.
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star maps
map 1

The maps here and on the next two

pages show the main constellations

in eight regions of the heavens.

The diagram at the top shows
the breakdown of the celestial sphere

into the eight regions.

\li^
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map 5 tf.^^

Scale of apparent magnitude

The top symbol Indicates
the brightest stars. Each
of the following symbols,
reading downward, indicates

stars of steadily decreasing
degrees of brightness.

map 4
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star maps

map 7 tlL^

Scale of apparent magnitude

The top symbol indicates
the brightest stars. Each
of the following symbols,
reading downward, indicates
stars of steadily decreasing
degrees of brightness.

Part of the constellation Aquarius,

as depicted in a Persian manuscript

of about A.D. 1650.
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Chapter 2 Some Tools of Astronomy

VVc have seen that it was only by observing the

heavens that early man was able to develop a sense

of time and to find direction. When we consider the

complexity of the apparent motions of the Sun,

Moon, stars and planets we may well wonder how

he learned as much from them as he did. But it is

astonishing just how much can be achieved with the

simplest possible equipment. We can see how true

this Ls if we imagine ourselves faced with the same

problems and possessed ofonly the same tools as our

early forebears.

Suppose you were stranded on a desert island

with only one companion. How would you go about

determining the time of day, the length of the year,

the dates of midwinter, of mid.summer, and of the

equinoxes? How would you determine the points of

the compass, measure the angle Ijetween the ecliptic

and the equator, and fix your own geographical

latitude? Could you possibly fix T, the point of in-

tersection of the ecliptic and the equator? And could

you state the positions of the Sun, Moon, stars and

planets, using the system of declination and right

ascension outlined in Chapter I? The answer is that

you could do all these things with very little appara-

tus. Provided you do not demand t<x) high a standard

ofaccuracy, mostofthem require only a phniil>line,

a stick, two cans, a supply of water and a little help

from your companion.

First fix the stick in an upright position, using the

plimib-line to make sure that it Ls placed as nearly

vertical as possible. Then, on a really bright day,

keep a close watch on the length of the shadow cast

by the stick, noticing the moment when it is shortest.

At that moment the Sun is at its zenith— in other

words it is just crossing your meridian. Assuming

your island to lie in the northern hemisphere the

Sim then lies to the south. (If your island were in

the southern hemisphere the Sun would then lie to

the north.) Now take a bearing toward the Sun,

using .some fixed object in the distant landscape to

giv'e a permanent indication of the direction. That

fixed object will always lie to the south of your

primitive observatory, irrespective of the time of

day, and irrespective ofwhether the Sun happens to

be hidden by cloud or not.

But because the Sun is bright, and therefore blind-

ing to the eye, your southerly direction would pro-

bably not yet be fixed very accurately. You could

improve the result by observing some bright star, in

the manner shown in Figure 2. 1 . Sit as nearly to the
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Accuracy of astronomical observation

depends largely on the degree of

refinement of ttie tools employed.
That, in turn, depends on technology.

Lett: Borneo tribesmen using upright

gnomon to measure length of shadow
cast by sun near summer solstice.

Above: Interior photograph of the

200-inch Hale telescope on Palomar
Mountain, the most refined tool of

visual observation at the disposal

of the modern astronomer.



north of the pluml)-line as you can, using your stick

as a nilcr to measure your distance from it. Next

keep watch on one particular Wright star in the

southern sky until the rotation of the Karth causes

it to cross Ix-hind the |iluml>-line. Get your assistant

to mark the point .1 on the plumb-line where the

star crosses, and also the point Z? where the line Irom

your eye to the distant horizon intersects the pluml)-

line. Now measure the distance AB, and take the

ratio ofAB to BO (your measured distance from the

plumb-line).

For any star this ratio will be greatest wOien you

lie dead north of the plumb-line. So carry out the

same observation on the same star for a number of

nights, moving your position a little to right or left

of the original position each time. When the ratio of

AB to BO is greatest, take a bearing through the

pluml>linc to a distant fixed object. Your north-

south direction will then be determined with toler-

able accuracy.

Alternatively, with the plumb-line now to your

north, you could make a similar series of observa-

tions of some bright star in the northern sky, but

this time seeking the direction in which the ratio of

AB to BO is least. The plumb-line then gives a

reasonably accurate determination of the north.

Once you have determined south and north, you

can bisect the linejoining them to obtain the approx-

imate directions of west and east. This you could do

either by eye or, if you wanted greater accuracy, by

means of pegs and string used as a compass.

Next, using your stick placed vertically in the

grouhd, measure the length of the shadow it casts

at noon each day. (Still assuming that your island is

north of the tropics, mwn is, of course, the

moment when the Sun is due south of you, and the

stick is casting a shadow due north.) The length of

the stick's n<K>n shadow will vary a little from day to

day. It will reach its longest at niidwinter and its

shortest at midsummer.

If you are sufficiently energetic you can also ob-

serve the position of the Sun at dawn each day. On
two occasions only during the whole year it will lie

due east. These arc the times of the equinoxes, the

vernal equinox occurring about halfway between

midwinter and midsiuimier, and the autumnal equi-

nox occurring about hallway between midsummer

and midwinter. When you know the point at which

the Sun lies at the vernal equinox you know "y, for

T simply means that point. The Sun does not stay

at T", ofcourse, because of its ap])arcnt motion along

observer from plumtyUne -

Figure 2.1

Method of determining north-south
direction with plumb-line.

Figure 2.2

Fixing angle between observer, Sun's
highest noon altitude and Sun's
lowest noon altitude.

J Jun 21

Figure 2.3

Angle between Earth's equator and
plane of ecliptic is half that above.

Noon Sun at Equinoxes

angle = observer's latitude

Figure 2.4

Using observation of Figure 2.2 to

determine terrestrial latitude.
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the ecliptic; but any star that risj-s in the east at the

moment of sundown at the autumnal equinox, doei,

lie almost jK'rnianently close to T. When you liavc

located such a star you can use it as a reference

point for determining right ascensions. We shall sec

how later.

The length of the year cjin also l>c worked out

from these olwervations. For example, the number

of davs that elapse between successive annual pass-

ages of the Sun through the vernal equinox, or the

numl>er of days that elapse Ix-twecn one midwinter-

day and the next, gives the length of the year.

The length of the year, and the dates of midsum-

mer and midwinter, could also be determined with

the aid of your plumb-line, provided you could con-

struct some simple device for cutting down the glare

of the Sun. A hollow tube with a thin, semitrans-

parent slice ofsome vegetable substance fitted across

one end would suffice as a simple sighting tube.

Sitting at a fi.xed point due north of the plumb-line,

you would merely have to instruct your assistant to

mark the point when the center of tlie Sun lies

athwart the line at noon on each day. From mid-

winter to midsummer the point so determined moves

up the plumb-line. From midsummer to midwinter

it moves down again. The point is highest at mid-

summer, lowest at midwinter. The number of days

required for one complete oscillation of the point

determines the length of the year.

So farwe have used only the most primitive equip-

ment imaginable. To glean much further informa-

tion from our observations we now need something

more sophisticated—a large protractor for measur-

ing angles. The highest and the lowest marks which

our assistant made on the plumb-line during the last

series ofobservations indicate the maximum change

in the angle of elevation of the noon Sun during the

course of the year. This change is equal to twice the

angle between the plane of the Elarth's equator and

the plane ofthe ecliptic. Figure 2.2 shows that ifyou

measure it you will find it to fie alx)ut 47°, indicat-

ing that the Earth's equator makes an angle ofabout

23.5° with the ecliptic, as in Figure 2.3.

Furthermore, you can use these two extreme

positions of the noon Sun to determine your lati-

tude; for the fine which bisects the angle between

these fKJsitions—the line which marks the position

of the noon Sun at the equinoxes, when it is directly

overhead at the equator—itselfmakes an angle with

the plumb-line. This latter angle, marked in Figure

2.4, is your geographical latitude.

angle ol elevation =

geographical latitude

light from Pole Star

Figure 2.5

Measuring angle of elevation of

Polaris gives observer's latitude.

Pole ^ zenith star

Figure 2.6

Principle of measuring declination.
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Even more simply, you could place yoursrll' in a

position where the plumb-hne hes due north ot you,

antl pick o\it the star Polaris, 'riicii with the pluinh-

line, and using the methods described above, you

could measure the angle of elevation of that star.

This angle, as Figure 2.5 shows, is again your geo-

graphical latitude.

By the time you had been strandcil long enough

to profit t'njiTi all this do-it-yourself astronomy, you

might well be fired with the ambition to comjjile a

simple star catalog-—one which would give the decli-

nation and right ascension of each of the brightest

and most easily recognized stars. Declinations are

easy, as we can see from Figure 2.(1. Vou wf)uld only

need to measure the angle of elevation of each star

at the moment it lay due south of your position and

this you would do by the now-familiar plumb-line

method. You then obtain the declination of the star

by the siinple process of subtracting your (o-lalttude

from the angle of elevation. (Your co-latitude is

simply 90" minus your geographical latitude.)

The measurement of right ascensions would be

equally easy provided you had a reliable watch or clock.

If vou have made your previous desert-island obser-

vations conscientiously, you will already have loca-

ted some standard star near T, some star that rises

in the east at sundown at the time of the autumnal

equinox. All you need do now is to note the time

when that standard star crosses your plumb-line and

the time when the star to be catalogued crosses it.

The time difference, expressed in hours and minutes,

is the right ascension of the star you wish to catalog.

The snag, of course, is that you don't have a watch

or clock. But it is here that your two cans and a

supply of water come in handy. Fill one can with

water and pierce a very small hole in the bottom of

Two instruments used for measuring
time in ancient Egypt, a shadow-clock
and a water-clock. Both measured
hours of unequal length.

Not until the fifteenth century A.D.
were mechanical clocks at all common.
This clock-dial of about 1500 was
calibrated to show day-hours and
night-hours at Nuremburg. In late

November there were 16 night-hours
and 8 day-hours, m late May 16 day-
hours and 8 night-hours.
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il, so that the water trickles slowly into the second

can, placed just iK-neath. Mark the level to which

the water rises in this second can durinfr one com-

plete day, measured from one n<H)n to the next.

Then, judginij; carefully by eye, divide the distance

Ix'tween the bottom of the can and the water-level

into twenty-four equal divisions. Kach division,

marked on the side of the can, represents one hour.

\'ou now liave a water-clwk—a very crude one, no

doubt, but l>etter than no clock at all. If you use

only clear water and take care that the hole in your

top can df)es not become clotjged, you should be

able, over not ttx) long a period, to measure time to

within a quarter ofan hour. An error ofthat amount
corresponds to an error ofabout 4" of celestial longi-

tude. By repeating the observations of a star many
times, however, and by taking a final average of

all the determinations, it might be possible to

reduce the error to alK)ut 1'. In a primitive survey

of the sky, this would Ijc an entirely acceptable

measure of accuracy.

Simple Inslrutnenls of Antiquity

We are now in a position to imderstand the enorm-

ous importance ofvery crude, simple instruments in

the early history of astronomy. Indeed, throughout

the second millennium B.C., the astronomer-priests

of Egypt and Mesopotamia were concerned essenti-

allv with problems of the kind we set ourselves on

our desert island, and the instruments at their com-

mand were seldom much more complicated than

those we used there.

By night, and possibly by day as well, they meas-

ured time by means of simple water-clocks. The
astronomers of Mesopotamia seem to have favored

outflow models—vessels from w hich water escaped

through a hole at a steady pace and in which the

fall in water-level marked the passage of time. The
Egyptians used lK)th outflow and inflow models, the

latter Ix-ing vessels into which water drip|K-d at a

steady pace, the rise in water-level marking the

pa.ssing of the hours.

The ambition to achieve ever-increasing stand-

ards ofaccuracy must have lieen as strong in ancient

Mesopotamia as it is in the modern world, for the

astronomers of 3000 years ago had already dis-

covered one im|X)rtant way of improving on our

desert-island water-clock. Ifwe use a cylindrical can

as a crude clepsydra, one drawback is that the

water rims out of the hole faster when the can is

nearly lull than when it is nearly empty, for as the

water-level falls the pressure of water falls with it.

Astronomers of the ancient world overcame this

difficulty by using vessels made in the shajx^ of a

truncated cone. The water still runs out of such a

vessel faster when it is nearly full than when it is

nearly empty, but for each inch of vertical height

near the top of the vessel there is a greater volume

to run out than for each inch of vertical height near

the bottom of the vessel. Thus ten pints jjer hour

may escape when the vessel is nearly full and only

six pints per hour when it is nearly empty, but the

fall in vertically-measured water-level is approxi-

mately the same in both cases. (On our desert island

we could have come quite near this degree ofaccur-

acy simply by using a very large can with a ver^'

small outlet for the water, and by topping up fre-

quently, so as to keep the head of water almost

constant.) At a somewhat late stage in their develop-

ment, water-clocks were frequently fitted with a

floating pointer which rose or fell with the water-

level, pointing toward a rod calibrated in hours.

Sundials with gnomons set at an
angle equal to the latitude of their

site measure hours of uniform length.

When this one was drawn (about 1550),

they were often used to check the
accuracy of mechanical clocks.
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The merkhet, a device consisting of
sighting rod and two plunnb-lines,

used in ancient Egypt for observing
the transit of stars.

W VO"^

To the priests of Kijypt and M«-sopotaniia (as,

indeed, to the citizens of ancient (ireece and Rome
or to the burj^esses of medieval Euro|x-i an luiur did

not commonly mean one twenty-fourth part of a

whole day. Rather it meant one twelfth of the

period Ijetwecn sunrise and sunset, or one twelfth of

the period jjetween sunset and sunrise. In the lati-

tude of northern Ri;ypt a daylit^ht hour of mid-

summer was about 40 per cent long<T than a day-

lis^ht hour of midwinter, iln the latitude of the

medieval Hanseatic ports the difference was al)out

I 10 per cent.) The business of calibrating a hkI to

measure hours at all seasons of the year was there-

fore a complicated one. Ouneiform tablets un-

earthed in Mesopotamia show that mathematicians

sometimes tackled the problem another way. They

worked out elaborate tables statins^ the amount of

water that should be placed in water-clocks at each

season of the year in order that they should empty
between sunset and sunrise. One twelfth of the total

I'all in water-level during any night would then

correspond to one twelfth of the period between

sunset and sunrise at that particular season.

In both the great river-valley civilizatirms tall,

slender columns of stone were commonly placed in

the temple precincts. These, built more accurately

vertical than any desert island dweller could place

a stick in the ground, and throwing shadows of far

greater length, provided an excellent means of fix-

ing the time of ntum with considerable precision, by-

noting the moment of the day when the shadow was

shortest. The direction in which the shadow pointed

at that precise moment also gave a very close

approximation to the due northerly direction. The
length, and to some extent the direction, of the

shadow cast by such a tall colimm could also be

usfii to measure (he hour i>l(la\.

At some time between the tenth and eighth

centuries B.C. the Egyptians developed a rather

more advanced type of shadow-clock. It consisted

of a long, horizontal bar fitted at one end with a

shorter horizontal bar placed at right angli-s to it

and rai-sed a few inches above it. At dawn the in-

stiamicnt was placed so that the end fitted with the

short bar faced due east. Now although the Sun

ri.ses in the east at the equino.xes, north of east in

iniilsnmmer and south of east in midwinter, this

short bar was ol" sufficient length to ensure that at

any season at least part of the dawn shadow should

fall on the longer horizontal bar. Throughout the

morning, as the Sun <liml)etl the hea\eus and
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moved steadily through south-east to due south at

noon, the short bar would throw an ever-shortcning

shadinv on the long one, and the long bar was

calibrated so that the length of the shadow could

lie read olTas the hour ol the day. At noon the whole

instnnnent was turned round so that the short bar

now faced due west. Then, as the Sun declined in

the sky, moving steadily through south-west toward

west, the short bar cast an ever-lengthening sliadow

on the long one. Again the length of the shadow-

could l)e rexid ofT as the hour of day.

Incidenuilly, it was not until about the time of

the Ousades tliat astronomers ofthe Islamic Empire

devised sundials which, at any fixed latitude, could

be calibrated to show hours of uniform length at

every season of the year. Instead of placing the

gnomon, or shadow-casting rod, vertically, as in

earlier sundials, they now set it parallel to the

Elarth's axis that is, at an angle equal to the lati-

tude of the j)lace where the instrument was to lie

used. Sundials of this kind were not common in

Europe until the close of the fifteenth century A.D.,

by which time crude mechanical clocks were

already coming into use.

For obser\'ing the transit of stars, the astronomers

of ancient Egypt used a device known as the

mcrkhet, which consisted of a simple sighting rod

with a slit sight, and two plumb-lines susjiended in

the plane of the observer's meridian. The observa-

tions were made in essentially the same way as tliat

used on our desert island.

The common feature of all these primitive instru-

ments is that they contain no moving parts, in the

engineer's sense of the term. To Ix- sure movement
dfjes occur—the rise of the float in certain water

clocks, for instance—but this demands no specially

difficult process of manufacture. And in observing

the transit of a star with a pluml)-linc there is

certainly one very important movement -that of

the assistant who marks the points of transit across

the line! By using an assistant we can obviate the

need for an instrument with moving mechanical

parts. Equally, by using an instrument with moving

mechanical parts, we can obviate the need for an

assistant. Indeed, if we wanted to improve on our

desert-Lsland oljservations the next step in sophistica-

tion and convenience would be to dlsjx*nse with

the almost endless string of verbal instructions

needed for the jxiints of transit to l)e marked at all

accurately by an assistant. We should seek to con-

struct instruments that could be operated by a

single observer.

Assuming we were still without workshop facili-

ties, we should be obliged to confine ourselves to

simple constructions in wood, perliaps with metal

strips on which scales could be marked. In fact we
should turn naturally to the sort of instrument used

by the astronomers of the classical world, by men
such as Hipparchus and Ptolemy. In particular we
should want to construct instrvmients for measuring

the angles of elevation of the Sun and the stars.

Ptolemy describes an instrument used in his time

—

alx)ut A.D. 150—for measuring the angle of eleva-

tion of the Sun. A castaway on a desert island,

equipped with only a few simple tfH)ls, could prol)-

ably make a replica of it, though he would doubtless

have to work in wood instead of in stone.

The plinth tliat Ptolemy describes (Figure 2.7)

was sjmply a block of stone with one face cut as

smooth and as square as possible. The block was set

level on the ground with the help of wedges, and so

placed that the smooth face looked due east. At the

Figure 2.7

Rolemy's plinth, for measuring the
angle of elevation of the noon sun.

Figure 2.8

The triquetrum. This specimen, used
by Copernicus, eventually passed
into Tycho Brahe's possession. ^^==^
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top soiitlirrii roriHT of this face was a horizontal

peg, which served as a i;nomon to cast a shadow on

to a uradiiated quadrant of arc engraved on the

face. AI)oiit lialfway down the southern edge t)f the

face was a second j)eg. When a pl\inil>-line suspended

from the top peg just grazed the lower one, the

observer could be sure that the plinth was set dead

level. Since the snicM)th face looked due east, the

top peg cast a shadow on it only until n(«)n, when

the Sun lav due south. Al the moment immediately

before the shad<iw disappeared, its angle, and there-

fore the angle ol elevation of the noon Sun, could he

read off from the <iuadrant. By using the Sun's

shadow the jiroblem of glare was solved.

Ptolemv also mentions another instrument, the

iriquetrum, or Ftolemvs rules (Figure '2.8), whose

purpose was to enable the astronomer to measure

the angle r)f elcvatif)n of a star as it made its transit

across his meridian. One of the problems of making

such an instrimicnt was to provide it with a reliably

calibrated scale of angular measurement, for at the

stage of technological development reached in

Ptolemy's time it was no easy matter to make a

large arc of metal and to mark it off into small and

equal angular divisions. The triquetrum by-passed

the problem. It consisted of a vertical post with

two arms hinged to it, an upper arm and a lower

one. The upper ann was provided with a ring or

slot through which the lower arm was fitted. The

essential condition was that the distance between

the upper and lower hinges on the vertical post had

to be equal to the distance on the upper arm be-

tween the slot and the upper hinge, so that the two

arms and the post ff)rmed an isosceles triangle. The

upper arm was provided with sights at either end,

through which a star or a planet could be viewed.

Now if we know the lengths of all three sides of a

triangle, it is easy, with the help of simple Kuclidean

geometry, to workout the angles of that triangle. In

the case of the triquetrum, the lengths of two sides

(the upper arm and the distance between the two

hinges on the post) were known in advance. It only

remained to measure the distance between the lower

hinge and the point where the upper arm crossed

the lower one; and the lower arm was calibrated in

linear units to do just that job. So once the observer

had taken a reading from the lower arm he had

only to consult his table of'chords (a simple trig-

onometrical table) tT find out the angle at the apex

of the triangle. He could thus find the angle of

elevatif)!! of the star sighted.

It is true that the use of the triipietrum demands
access to a table of chords, but the instrument itself

is still ol a kind that we could construct for ourselves

on a desert island, using only bits of wood, scraps of

metal and a few sim|)le tiKils. Without far better

facilities, however, that is probably as far as we

should get. For the next step we should need some

Swiss-Family-Robinson stroke of luck that would

enable us to set up a well-e<|ui|)ped workshop with

a plentiful supply of metal. Instead of confining our

scale engraving to a line, as in Ptolemy's rules,

we could then tackle the more dillicult task

of engraving a metal arc. This would allow the con-

struction of an engraved quadrant ring with motion

about a vertical axis, as shown in Figure 2.(). At the

center, O, of the quadrant we could mount a mov-

able arm in such a way that it could swing freelv in

the vertical plane of the quadrant. The free end ol

the arm would carry a pointer to facilitate the read-

ing of the engraved .scale. The ami would also carrv

two holes through which a star could be sighted.

Such an instrument would have the obvious

advantage of rigidity, and of consequent greater

accuracy, over Ptolemy's rules. And because of the

possible motion of the quadrant about the vertical

axis the observation of a star would not need to be

confined to its transit of the southern meridian. We
could follow a star continuously; and by noting the

moment ol maximum elevation we could, in fact,

determine the southern meridian with far greater

precision than was possible either with primitive

immovable instruments or with wooden moving

instrimients.

Our instrument would have essentially the fea-

tures of Tycho Brahe's movable (juadrant. Ptolemv's

rules belong to classical antiquity. Tvcho Brahe's

quadrant belongs to the sixteenth century. About

fifteen lumdred years were required to bridge the

gap between them. The difiicidty lay not at all in

the intellectual concepts, but in the development of

the necessary techniques oi" metalwork.

Early Analogue Computers

Analogue lomputer is the modern name l()r a model

designed to simidate some feature of the natural

world. We have already encountered one such

analogue computer in the water-dock. The water-

dock allows us to simulate the rotation of the Karth.

We are able to estimate how much the Earth

rotates between the transit of a star n<-ar T and the

transit of some other star b\ the siin|)le jirocess of
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measuring the amount of water that escapes from a

vessel between the two transits.

Before the invention of the telescope many of the

astronomical instruments in widespread use were

skilfully-designed analogue computers. For the most

fxart they depended on the simple fact that if we
erect a plane disk, or a plane ring, parallel to the

Elarth's equator, the parallelism Ls not destroyed by

the Earth's rotation. Nor is it destroyed by the

motion of the Earth around the Sun.

The simplest instrument to make use of this

property is a single rigidly-fastened thin metal ring.

Such an instrument was probably used in the second

century B.C. by Hipparchus, the great Alexandrian

mathematician and astronomer, to determine the

precise dates of the equinoxes. At the equinoxes the

Sun lies in the plane of the Elarth's equator, and at

that time the shadow cast by the front of an

Hipparchus ring therefore falls exactly on the back

of the ring. At other times the shadow falls either

above or below the back ofthe ring. It was probably

in this simple way that Hipparchus was able to

arrive at his great discovery of the precession of the

equinoxes, a discovery that will be mentioned again

in later chapters.

A far cry from the simple fixed circle of Hippar-

chus was Tycho Brahe's great equatorial armillary,

another analogue computer type of instrument. Its

construction can be understood from Figure 2.10.

The rod fQ.can rotate in bearings at P and Q_, the

direction of PQ, being arranged parallel to the axis

of rotation of the Earth. A metal circle is rigidly

fastened to the rod PQ^.Thc function of this circle is

to carry the sight 5, which can slide along the

circumference of the circle. The sight is also fastened

to an arm SC which turns about the center C as 5
slides along the circle. A cylindrical jaeg is mounted
at C perf>endicular to the plane ofthe circle, the jjeg

being used for sighting in the manner shown in

Figure 2.10A.

A star, or planet, was sighted in turn through

each of two slits, the arm SC of Figure 2.10 being so

turned that the star appeared equally bright through

both slits, and so that it appeared on opposite sides

of the cylinder in the two cases.

The f>osition of the slide S on the circumference

of the circle gave the declination of the star or

planet, while the rotation ofPQ^gave the longitude.

In order to read off the longitude a further reading

scale had to be added to Figure 2.10. This is shown
in Figure 2.1 1. The circle was simply read against

this further scale. One single reading did not, of

course, give the longitude. Since the reading

changed continuously as the Elarth rotated, a single

reading evidently had no special sigfnificance. But

if, in a short time interval, we make readings of two

different stars, the difference between the readings

is equal to the difference of longitude of the two

stars. For a star at T the longitude is 0°, since T is

the arbitrary point on the equator from which

longitudes are measured. Hence, if we choose a star

very near to T as one of our two stars, our two

readings g^ve us the longitude of the other star.

Since longitude is simply the equivalent of right

ascension—one hour of right ascension equals

15° of longitude—both the declinations and the

right ascensions of the stars and planets are easily

obtained with this important instrument. Indeed,

it was through observations of the planets which

Tycho Brahe made with the equatorial armillary

and other instruments that Kepler was able to

formulate his laws of planetary motions. And it was

through these laws that Newton was able to arrive

at his great system of universal dynamics.

The turning motion about PQ^, necessaiy to follow

any one particular star with the equatorial armill-

ary, measures the passage of time, 15° to the hour.

Hence the equatorial armillary could serve as a

clock, a clock vastly more accurate than any

mechanical timepiece available in the age ofTycho
Brahe. It could therefore perform the important

function of checking the accuracy of mechanical

clocks, and Tycho Brahe did, in fact, so use it.

The equatorial armillary was a highly refined

specialist instrument, however, as inaccessible to the

average man as are the great modern telescojies. It

therefore had no utility as an everyday method of

time-measuremen^ This was the function of the

sundial. But there was one other instrument which

served the same purpose, and served it better, for

a fairly wide range of professional men to whom
time-measurement was important—the astrolabe.

Although far less accurate in operation tlian the

equatorial armillary, the astrolabe was of a con-

venient size to carry about, and it was not unduly

expensive to manufacture. But the idea underlying

its construction was of a level of subtlety hardly

equalled in any other instrument of the jjeriod.

Some form of the astrolabe was probably known
in antiquity', for Ptolemy seems to have referred

to some such device. But no such instrument

lias survived from that period and we can speak of
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The Quadrant

otation axis

Figure 2.9

Metal quadrant, marked with angular
scale and fitted with movable
sighting arm. capable of rotation
about a vertical axis. With such an
instrument the observer can follow
a star continuously, reading off its

elevation at any given moment.

Tycho Brahe's great steel quadrant
with a radius of over six feet was
readably calibrated in small fractions
of a degree, thus enabling him to

measure star positions with un-
precedented accuracy.

Using quadrants in modern and in

medieval times.



The Equatorial Armillary

The Hipparchus ring, a very simple
analogue computer, relies on the

fact that if a plane ring is set parallel

to the Earth's equator the parallelism

is not destroyed by the Earth's

rotation. Only at the equinoxes does
the shadow cast by the front of the

ring fall on the back.

Engraving of Tycho Brahe's great

equatorial armillary, from his book
Astronomiae Inslruralae Mechanica.

Figure 2.10

The key to the construction of the
armillary is the rotating rod, PQ,
aligned parallel to the Earth's axis

of rotation. The graduated circle

fastened to the rod carries a sliding

sight. Position of sight on circle at

moment of observation gives
declination of star or planet.

Figure 2.10A
Star or planet was sighted in turn

through two slits in the sight S.

The arm SC of Figure 2.10 was so
turned that the object appeared
equally bright through both.

Figure 2.11

Here a second graduated circle is

added. This measures the rotation

of the rod PO of Figure 2.10. From
two readings of this scale it was
possible to determine the longitude
of the star or planet.
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Part of a manuscript of Cfiaucer's
Treatise on the Astrolabe compiled,
probably in 1391, from Latin and
English translations of far older
Arabic works on astronomy.

the astrolabe only as wc know it -a device owing

much of its ingenuity, if not its original conception,

to Arab and Pei^ian astronomers and craftsmen of

the ninth to eleventh centuries, and remaining

virtually unchanged after its introduction into

north-west Europe a century or two later.

It consists essentially of a circular metal plate

engraved with a projection of the celestial sphere on

a plane parallel with the equator. This projection

shows azimuths 'great-circle arcs from the zenith

to the horizon), and almuc^nlars (circles of altitude

parallel to the horizon), and is l)ounded by the

Tropic r)f Capricorn. Surrf>unding this pnyection

is a scale for measuring the time in hours. Mounted

above the main circular plate is a second plate,

called the rele, cut away to form a kind of plani-

sphere, or nvap of the brightest stars. On this star

map (also Ijounded by the Tropic of Capricorn)

the ecliptic is marked as an eccentric circle, divided

according to the signs of the Zfxliac. Worked into

the tracer^' of the rete arc several pointers, the tip of

each marking the position of a bright star and

each lx"aring the name of the star to which it points.

The rete and a mie arc pivoted to the center of

the main plate. On the back of the astrolabe is a

scale for measuring angles in degrees, together

with a sighting arm.

The oljserver suspends the jistrolabe vertically

from its ring and measures the altitude ofa star with

the help of the sighting arm and the angular scale.

He then turns the rete on its pivot until the position

of that star, as marked on the rete, lies on the

almucantar that corresponds with the altitude of

the star. Next he rotates the rule until it lies over

the point in the ecliptic that corresponds to the

Sun's position in the ecliptic. (This has to be known

for the day in question, since the Sun's position

varies day by day throughout the year.) The pointer

of the rule then gives the correct time, on the en-

graved scale of hours.

One particularly ingenious analogue computer,

the Corquetum, was developed in Islamic countries to

meet a difficulty which now no longer exists. Wc
saw in Chapter I that once the position of a star is

known in the system of right ascension and declina-

tion, it is only a matter of calculation to deteimine

its position in ecliptic co-ordinates (Case 3 of

Chapter 1). Nowadays such calculations can be

performed almost instantaneously with the aid of

an automatic computer, but until long after the

close of the Middle Ages these calculations were

long and laliorious. For this reason it was desirable

to construct an instrument that enabled the observer

to read (iff the ecliptic co-ordinates of a star (or

more usually ofa planet) directly. Perliaps the most

highly-developed torquetum was that used by

Regiomontanus.

To understand the curious construction of the

torquetum we start with a plane fixed table,

parallel to the Karth's equator. (This fixed plane Ls

inclined to the horizontal by an angle equal to the

observer's co-latitude.) On the table is mounted a

cylindrical column capable of turning about its
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Plate, carrying a projection of the
celestial sphere, within a scale of

hours numbered 1 to 12 twice.

The rete, which rotated within an
engraved scale of hours.

The astrolabe, like the equatorial

armillary, was used not only for

observing but also for time-keeping.

Unlike the armillary, it was portable

and not prohibitively expensive.

The two pictures above show first

the front then the back of an
astrolabe of about 1430.

Rule (on front of instrument, over
the rete), sighting arm (on the back),
and pivot pin.
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central axis. The movable cylinder ends in a plane

face inclined to the fixed table al an angle of 23.5',

the purjKwe Ix-ini; to orientate tliis end lace parallel

to the plane of the ecliptic. Mounted on the end

face Ls a sighting arm, pivoted so tliat it can rotate

abont an axis perpendicular to the face. All this b

shown in Figure 2.12. The plane end ak<j carries a

circular scale graduated from o" to 3()o', the scale

being oriented in such a way that the sighting arm

points to o^ when a star near T is being sighted.

Because the fixed tabic is parallel to the Karih's

equator, a star near T lies essentially in the plane

of the table. The observer's aim is to line up the

movable cylinder so that such a star lies also in the

plane of the inclined end of the cylinder. For this

purpose the cylinder must Ik- turned and the arm

moved until the star at T lies in the sights on the

arm. The cylinder is then correctly orientated, and

provided the jx)inter on the arm reads o^ the scale

on the cylinder end is correctly positioned.

In Figure 2.13 we see the complete torqiietum.

The sighting arm is now attached to a plate that pro-

jects from the inclined end of the cylinder, and this

plate carries a circular graduated scale at its upper

end. A second movable sighting arm is attached to

the center of this circular scale. With the cylinder

correctly orientated, as just described, the ecliptic

co-ordinates of any star or planet can immediately

be read off by sighting the object in the second arm.

To make such a sighting it will in general be

neces-sary to make two motions. First there will be

a turning of the whole plate structure, which will

move the lower arni over the scale on the cylinder

end. By reading the position of the lower arm on the

scale on the cylinder end, the obser\'er then obtains

the ecliptic longitude of the star or planet. Next

there will be a rotation of the upper sighting arm.

The observ'er then reads off the {>osition of the star

or planet on the up|x-r circular plate, and this read-

ing gives him its ecliptic latitude.

It is abundantly clear that there lias never been

any lack of ingenuity in the design of astronomical

instruments, nor in their u.se. MtKlern instruments

are vastly suj)erior to primitive devices for two

rea-sons, neither being the product of superior in-

tellect. Today we can handle much larger struc-

tures, we can divide far fmer scales, and we can

make reliable mechiinical and electrical clocks. We
also understand, as a consequence of the general

advance of science, much more alxiiit the nature

and behavior of light, and of the optical profx-rties

of matter in general. It is because of this superior

technology and superior knowledge that our modem
instruments In-long to a wholly dilfer<-iit order of

refmcment (rom Tvcho Brahe's moving quadrants

and armillarv' sphc-r<5. The accuracy we can achieve

nowadays is alKuit a thousand times greater than

tlial o( ry<;h<) Brahe's age. Instead of angular errors

<if al)out I ' of arc, we can now manage rather Ix-tter

than o. l'. Yet the problem of accuracy is as much
with us today as it was with Tycho Brahe, for the

modern astronomer would dearly like to jjush his

margin of error down to 0.00 1'. The instruments

change, but the intellectual problems remain.

Refraction and Reflection

As we have seen, the development ol the tools of

astronomy since Tvcho Brahe's time has been ver\'

largely conditioned by an increasing understanding

of the projH-rties of light itself. To begin with, it was

suflicient to think of light as being a collectijm of

bullets that trav»-l in straight lines, except where

they reach an interface between one medium and

another—for example, an interface tx-tweenair and

glass. Here it was necessary to understand the la\\s

of reflection and refraction.

Figure 2.14 shows light along AB incident on a

gla.ss block. There is a reflected ray BC that comes

off the glass at an angle exactly equal to that made

by the incident ray. There Ls also a refracted ray

BD continuing on into the gla,ss. This ray is Ix-nt

toward the normal XY, the normal Ix-ing an

imaginary line which pa.sses through B at right

angles to the surface of the block. The three rays

AB, BC, BD, and also the normal AT, all lie in the

same plane.

The fact that a ray of light Ix-haves in this way

when it impinges on glass was doubtless known in

ancient times. But the precise specification of the

direction of the refracted ray was not discovered

until i(j2i, more than a decade after the first lele-

scojxs were coiLstructed. The man who made the

discovery w;is Willebrord Snell, a Dutch astronomer

and mallK-matician.

Wliat Snell's discoven,- implies is shown in Figure

2.15. We see the incident ra\', the normal and the

refracted ray. The two jxiints A .ind D are chosen

so that the distances AB and BD are equal. Snell

discovered that where this is so the ratio of DT to

AX is always the same 7'"' a gwen change of medium.

Tluit is to say. if we change the angle which the

incident ra\' makes with the normal, the ratio ol
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Figure 2.12

In the torquetum a fixed table is

arranged parallel lo the plane of

the Earth's equator. The top face
of the rotating cylinder mounted
on the table is inclined to the table

at an angle of 23.5 , thus lying in

the plane ol the ecliptic.

Figure 2.13

Here is the complete torquetum
with the above portion picked out
in blue. The instrument enabled
the observer to read off not only
declination and right ascension of
stars but also ecliptic co-ordinates.

The oldest existing European
torquetum, bought by Nicholas
of Cusa in 1444.
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Dfio AX will remain unrliain»rd. Oner w«- knosv

the valur of tluit ratiii for any sjxTihrd change (il

medium it is therefore easy to determine the direc-

tion of the refracted ray for any one particular

incident ray.

When we m<tke use of any translucent material,

such as glass, in optical instrmnents, we are far

more concerned with th«- refracted ray tlian with

the reflected ray, for the reasons shown in Fit^ure

2.16. Light always undergoes some measure of

aljs<jrption when it p;isses through matter, Ix-corn-

ing progressively weaker the farther it (K'netrates.

But in translucent materials the rate of loss is com-

paratively small, so tliat the refracted ray is a strong

one. On the other hand, translucent materials also

have the projHTly of giving only a weak reflected

ray whenever the angle <>( incidence is small; and

in astronomical instruments we are almost always

concerned with small angles of incidence. Thus, il

we want to construct a refracting lelesco|)e, in

which refracted rays arc all-important and reflected

rays of little or no importance, we shall obviously

use lenses made of glass.

If we want to make a reflecting telescope, how-

ever, the choice of material for the mirror is not so

obvious. Glass, as we have seen, gives only a weak

reflected ray at small angles of incidence, and is

therefore not suitable. Metals, on the other liand,

give a very strong reflected ray and, because they

are powerful absorbers of light, virtually no refracted

ray. At first sight it might seem that the choice lies

clearly on the side of metals. But unlbrlunately

metals expand and contract very considerably with

changes of temperature, and a mirror coin|K)sed

entirely of metal would have the grave disadvantage

that it would Ix- subject to large changes of size and

shape, lK>th of which would affect the direction of

the reflected rays, (ilass, on the other hand, is com-

paratively free from such thermal changes but is

only a very jXMir reflector. The problem is to dis-

cover how the freedom from thermal variati(»ns of

glass can Ix- combined with the high reflectivity of

metal. Antl this problc-m was not solved satisfactorily

until the threshold of the present century. It was

indeed the solution of this lecluiological [)roblem

that ojx'ned the way to the construction of really

large mixlern telescopes, the to-inch Mount Wilson

reflector, built in i(>o8, Ix-ing the first of the new era.

The basis of a m<xlern telescope mirror is a bUx-k

or disk of glass shaped accurately to within alxiut a

millionth of an inch. Then on the surface of the

glass a thin uniform layer of metal is deposited.

Such a combination gives the Ix-st of Ixith worlds.

The shajx- of the surface Is c<mtrolled b\ the glass

and is hence not subject to much change with

temperature, particularly if a special lf>w-cxpansion

form of glass is used. The metal coating, even though

very thin, is suflicient to give high reflectivity at

small angles of incidence.

The first metal surfaces were of silver. These gave

a high reflectivity for red and green light, but the

reflectivity was less g(xxi for blue light. It was s<H)n

found, however, that a layer of aluminum gave a

uniform reflectivity over the whole normal color

range of light, and for this reason aluminized

mirrors are nt)w used in all major observatories.

An alumiimm coating d<x^ not, however, give

g<x>d reflectivity for ultraviolet light. This is no

embarrassment to the ground-ba.sed astronomer, for

he is not concerned with ultraviolet light, since

none jx'netrates the atmosphere. But the d<-signer of

equipment for satellites <ind space rockets may.

Figure 2.14

At interface between air and glass
refracted ray is bent toward normal.
Reflected ray comes off at an angle
equal to that made by incident ray.

Figure 2.15

If segments of incident ray AB and
refracted ray BO are equally long,

the ratio of OY to AX is always the

same tor a given change of medium.
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indeed, wish to work witli iillr.u inlil linlil. He
must, iherel'ore, solve the |>rol>leiii ol liiKliiit> suit-

able new materials for coating his mirrors. Magne-

sium lluortde layers have already heeii used with

eonsiilerahle success for this purpose, hut nuuh
research on this problem is still in i)rogress.

lenses and Refracting Telescopes

At the beginning of the seventeenth century, when

the telescope first became a tool of astronomy, there

was already an old-established industry of lens-

making in Kurope, but the time had not yet come

when mirrors of high optical quality could be made.

It is no wonder, therefore, that th<' first telescopes

were all refractors. Before we can understand the

principle of the refracting telescope we shall need to

examine the behavior of light passing through glass

lenses.

Figure 2.17 shows a cross section through a con-

vex lens with central axis OC. (We assume that the

lens is made so that the section would be the same

for any plane containing the line OCO'.) O is an

object emitting rays of light in all directions. We
see that the ray along OC travels through the lens

without deviation, but all other rays refracted by

the lens arc deviated. The measure of deviation of

any particular refracted ray can readily be worked

out front the rule of refraction which Snell dis-

covered, for if the surfaces of the lens are quite

smooth the curvature of the glass at the points .J

and B can be neglected. The ray is therefore turned

toward the normal at .-1, and away from the normal

at B in exactly the way we have discussed. Because

of the symmetry of the lens, the ray emerging from

B must continue to lie in the plane of OC and OA.

It can thus intersect the axis at O', sav. The nearer

.1 is to the edge of the lens, the greater is the measure

of deviation of flO' from OA.

An important cjueslion now arises. Clan all the

rays from which |)ass through the lens be made to

p;iss through the same point O'? The answer is that

if the two surfaces of the lens are figured correctly

the rays can indeed be made to pass through 0' to

an extremely high degree ofaccuracy. The accuracy

is lost, however, if the distance of the object point

from the lens is changed at all markedly. For this

reason, lenses are not usually given the complicated

shapes that would be required to produce a well-

nigh perfect focus for one particular and precise

position of 0. Instead, the lens surfaces are made
spherical. This leads always to imperfect focusing,

the defect known as splierical aberration. To minimize

the spherical aberration, the two surfaces are ground

to spherical shapes of different radii, as in Figure

2.17. This gives a much better result than a sym-

metrical lens would do. For the moment we shall

ignore this question of spherical afjerration. That is

to say, we shall assume a perfect focus at 0'. We
shall also a.ssiune a perfect focus when the object is

off-axis, as in Figure 2.18, although in actual fact

further imperfections of focus are thereby intro-

duced. These are known as coma for objects that are

slightly ofT-axis, and as astigmatism for objects that

are far ofl'-axis.

In a first attempt to understand the broad prin-

ciple of the refracting telescope we may indulge in

the luxury of ignoring the practical imperfections of

lenses, but it is important to recognize that such

imperfections do e.xist and that spherical aberration,

coma and astigmatism are not the only ones. Before

we proceed it will be as well to look at the others.

In Figure 2.19 the plane/) is perpendicular to the

*ea<,

"'^^?-. re<racted3_

Figure 2.16

At small angles of incidence glass
gives a strong refracted ray but

a weak reflected ray. It is thus un-
suitable for reflecting telescopes.

Figure 2.17

Top: Focusing with a convex lens

Right: Surfaces of lens are given
curved shapes of different radii

to minimize sptierical aberration.
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axis <>t the Iriis. Siip|M>s<' that a riuinl)pr of |><)ints of

p arc emitting light, perhaps in the liirm oC sonic

picture. In arrordanrc with what w<- hav<' already

assumed, each point ol emission will Xtv liroughl to

a sharp f<><iis to the right of the lens. Will all the

focal j)oints lie in the same plane, p' , say? In fact,

thev will not lie in exactly the same plane hut in a

curifd field. Will the picture formed on p' Ix- a true

rciin-sentation ol the picture on />, or will there ix-

distortion? There will, in fact, he distortion. I-astl\,

docs a lens behave the same way for light of different

colors? It d(xs not. (loing hack to the law of refrac-

tion illustrated in Figure 2.13, it is true that the

ratio of .-I.V to Dt is independent of the angle of

incidence, hut the value of this ratio changes with

the color of the light, because the gla.ss changes its

behavior with the color. This means that a given

object point, such as O of Figure 2.17, will be

brought to a different focal point O' according to

the color of the light. This effect is known as

chromatic aherratinn.

No practical optical system is entirely free from

spherical aberration, coma, astigmatism, curvature

of field, distortion, and chromatic aberration. These

imperfections can, however, be minimized by a

careful attention to the layout of the system and to

the conditions under which it Ls to be operated. The
history of the telescope is in large measure the

history of attempts to free it as far as |K>ssible from

these imf>erfections. For the moment, however, we
may ignore all these difficulties, since our immediate

aim is to understand the principle of the telescope,

rather than the rehnements of its design.

With that aim in mind we might l<K»k again at

Figiire 2.iq and ask how the size of the picture on
p' compares with its size on p. Is the picture

magnified or Ls it reduced? The answer depends on

the distance of the lens from p. If the lens is I'ar

enough away from p the picture on p' is smaller

than the original. But as the lens Ls moved toward p
the size on />' increa.ses, until evenluallv it is larger

than the original. And the size on />' go<-s on increas-

ing without limit as the lens Ls brought to a certain

critical distance from p known as ihc focaJ Imglh of

the lens. If the lens is brought still c1os<t to p no

plane p' can bf found al all.

I'o make this clearer, it must lie realized thai p'

is not a fixed plane. As the lens moves (with p fixed;

the plane />' on which the rays come to a focus also

moves. As the lens is moved toward />, the plane //'

moves farther and farther away to the right. And
when the distance of the lens from p becomes equal

to the focal length of the lens, the plane p' moves

off to infinity. After this, no plane/)' can be found.

What is this critical distance, thLs focal length of

the lens, and what does it de[>end on? Simply on the

two surfaces of the lens. If these are spherical sur-

faces with radii r, and r^, the reciprocal of the focal

length is just the sum of the reciprocals of r, and r^.

In other words;

I I I

focal length Tj r.

We can express all this vei^' simply. The two

pictures, the original on p and the imagf picture on

p\ make the same angles at the center of the lens.

If we imagine an oljserver situated at the center ol

the lens, he would therefore see the two pictures as

having precisely the same size. This means tliat the

iinage picture is magnified if the lens lies nearer to

p than to /)', otherwise it is reduced. Figure 2.20

shows that there is an important svmnictr\- Ix^tween

p and p' in the following sense. As the lens moves

toward /), the plane p' moves to the right to

Figure 2.18

When object O is off-axis there
will be a defect of focus at O :

coma for objects slightly off-axis,

astigmatism for those far off-axis.

Figure 2.19

Here all points of p (the object)
lie in the same plane. Yet there
will be some distortion and field

curvature at the focal plane p'.
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infinity when thr lens reaches its focal length from

p. Similarly if/* niovc-s off to infinity the distance of

the lens from p' In-conies equal to its lix-^l length.

It is nt)t dirticult to see how this applies to photo-

g[raphy. DisUmt objects we wish to photograph can

be thought ol" as lying on one and the same distant

plane, p. Film is placed in the camera on the plane

p' and an image is formed with the lens at its focal

length from />'. (Reference to Figure 2.19 shows

that the image is formed upside down, and that left

and right are reversed. But because the negative is

transparent it is jjossible to look through it and to

turn it in a way that restores the correct orientation

of the original picture.) Now it is well known that

nearby objects cannot usually be photographed

accurately; some of them will be in focus and some

out of focus. This is because we cannot by any

stretch of imagination think of nearby three-

dimensional objects as lying in a single plane,

whereas distant objects can be thought of as doing

so—to an adequate degree of accuracy.

In astronomy, we are concerned with observing

objects on the distant celestial sphere, and for the

most part astronomers are content at any one

moment to observe only a tiny portion ofthe celestial

sphere. To an extremely high degree of accuracy,

this tiny {X)rtion can be thought of as belonging to

one and the same very distant plane. With p thus

very distant, the image plane p' is spaced from the

large main lens of the telescope by an amount equal

to the focal length of the lens.

Sup{X)se we place a white screen at p'. The size

of the image on the screen will depend only on the focal

length of the lens, and not at all on its diameter. (This is

because the image would appear to an imaginary-

observer at the center of the lens to have the same

size as the original object on p.) Hence if we take a

series of lenses of increasing diameter but all with

the same focal length, the image on p' will have the

same size in each case. But the images will not be

equally bright. The lens of largest aperture will

give the brightest image, simply because it receives

most light from the object plane/;; the lens of least

diameter wrill give the faintest image because it

receives least light from p.

Here, then, we can see what is the first important

function ofa telescop)e. // must serve as a gatherer oflight.

In this connection it may be worth noting that a

telescope lens with a diameter of 20 inches gathers

10,000 times as much light as the dark-adapted

naked eye.

In principle, we could use the large letLs of a tele-

sco[>e as a camera lens for photographing the sky,

simjily by placing a film on />'. In practice, such a

procedure fails because the image on p' is too small.

Suppose we wish to photograph a fair-sized portion

ol the Moon, say the region around Marc Imlirium.

The size of the image of Mare Imbrium on />'

depends on the focal length of the lens. For a small

amateur's telescope, with a focal length of alx>ut

3 feet, the image has a diameter of less than a tenth

of an inch. Even for a big telescope of focal length

about 50 feet, the diameter of the image is still only

about an inch. Hence we must magnify the image on p'

before we attempt to make a phot/jgraph.

This is easily done. We simply place a second

lens beyond />', as in Figure 2.21. This lens brings

•the light from/)' to asecond focus on a second image

plane at p". And provided the second lens is nearer

to p' than to p" the image on p" will be larger than

that on /)'. Indeed, we can ensure that the image on
p" will reach a convenient size simply by placing

the second lens at a distance from/)' that is suffici-

ently close to its own focal length. By placing film

on p", we can now photograph a small area of the

celestial sphere to the required size. In short, we
have a telescope with a camera.

We see, then, that a telescope consists essentially

of two parts: a light-gatherer which must have a

large diameter, and a magnifier which must be

adjusted so as to give the final image a convenient

size. The light-gatherer is usually referred to as the

objective of the telescope, and the magnifier as the

eye-piece.

Instead of making a photograph, we may wish to

look through the telescope with the eye. In that case

the second image must be formed on the retina of

the eye. The situation is then a little more compli-

focal length

focal length

Figure 2.20

When lens is at focal length from p,
plane p' moves off to infinity. If p
moves to infinity, distance of lens
from p' is equal to focal length.
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Above: Region of Mare Imbrium as
photographed through the 200-inch
Hale telescope, with a focal length
of 55 feel. Right: Pari of the Moon
as Galileo drew it after seeing it

through a telescope with a very

small focal length.
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calcd, l)ccausf ihc eye itself contains a Ions, and the

cyc-lcns works toijethcr with the <'yc-|)ic<x to pro-

duct" the niK-iisiuR ofthr srcond iniajiic on the retina.

Because the eye-muscles can change the focal lengtii

of the eye-lens, there is no completely unique com-

bination of eye-lens and eye-piece. In practice, the

observer adapts his eve to the |X)sition he finds most

comfortable, and this position diflers from one

observer to another, particularly if one is short-

sighted and the other long-sighted. This explains

whv each observer must make his own individual

adjustment of the eye-piece.

When we use a telescope with a camera, the

image on /»' always appears less bright than the

image on p\ simply l)ecause the second image is

spread out over a larger area. Since in astronomical

work light is nearly always precious, it is therefore

unwise to make the image on/>' any larger than we
arc absolutely forced to. In the photography of very^

faint objects the astronomer is usually obliged to

accept a compromise. A larger image would pro-

vide more detail but it would be fainter and liarder

to photograph. So in the case of the faintest objects,

detail must perforce l>e sacrificed. But in the case of

a brighter object a larger image can profitably be

used, thereby allowing more detail to be seen. It is,

however, a fact that a limit exists to the amount of

detail. One cannot continue indefinitely to increase

the detail by taking higher and higher degrees of

magnification.

When we look through the telcscofx" with the eye,

an apparently different problem arises. In this case,

il the second image is made too large, not all of the

light from it will enter the eye. Some of the light

that could otherwise focus on the retina will be

blocked by the opaque front of the eye, as in Figure

2.22. In other words, part of the light collected by

the objective will be lost. To prevent this, the mag-
nification between p' and p" must not exceed the

ratio of the diameter D of the objective to the

diameter d of the opening of the eye.

For the puqiose of obser\'ing the image on p" in

maximum detail it might nevertheless Im' thought

worthwhile to lose some light, especially in the case

of a bright object such as the M<K)n. Actually, it can

be proved that this is not .so, because the maximum
degree ol detiiil, referred to above, has already l)een

reached at precisely the stage at which the light

begins to be blocked by the opaque front of the eye.

Even so, almost all visual observers do employ

magnifications larger than D/d. This is partly be-

cause visual observers almost always work on very

bright objects where loss of light is not a grave

matter; partly because a greater magnification is

probably more restfid to the eye; and partly because

it is easier to deceive oneself as to what is actually

seen. There is, too, the better reason that a larger

magnification helps to overcome the imperfections

of the eye-distortion prixluced by the eye-lens, and

the lack of discrimination caused by the finite size

of the rods and cones of the retina. In the case of

photography it may sometimes be necessary to

exceed the D/d ratio so as to achieve a magnifica-

tion sufficient to overcome the "graininess" of the

film or plate.

A simpler but less convenient arrangement than

that of Figure 2.21 is to place the second lens infront

ofp'. In this case the second lens must be concave,

as in Figure 2.23. This has the effect of increasing

the distance ofp' from the objective and of increas-

ing the size of the image. We now have only one

image plane, that at /»'.

The first astronomical telescope, that of Galileo,

was constructed in accordance with Figure 2.23.

obiective magnifier

Figure 2.21

The objective of a telescope
usually gives only a small image
at p'. This image is therefore enlarged

for photographing at p'.

Figure 2.22

We can look at the enlarged image
with the eye. If the image is too

large, some of the light is blocked
by the opaque front of the eye.

blocked light

blocked light
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The type of telescope mounting
shown on the opposite page did not
at first give great positional accuracy.
But as mountings improved, star

positions were measured to within
5 seconds of arc. Left is the 4-foot

transit circle of 1806 with which
Groombridge mapped 4000 stars.

The transit telescope above was
used by W. H. Smyth in the 1830s
to observe double stars.

Figure 2.23

Principle of Galileo's first

astronomical telescope.

(
Che, (Xj

Figure 2.24

Usual placing of objective and
adjustable eye-piece.
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The far bcHiT system ol' Fiijurc 2. '2 1 was invciitccl

by Kepler. Ironically, Kepler relerred to himself as

dull in olwerx'ation, awkward in mechanical work!

Figures 2.21 and 2.2;^ show ftiily idealized tele-

scopes. To make an actual telescope, the lensi-s must

be mounted in some fashion. The usual arrange-

ment is to place the objective at <me end of a tube

and the eye-piece at the other, as in Figure 2.24.

Because it is desirable to adjust the eye-piece to

allow for variability in the eye itself, the eye-piece

must be capable of motion jiarallel to the axis of the

tube. This is usually achieved with the aid of a

ratchet device.

It remains now to mount the telescope. The way
to do this is immediately clear from Tycho Brahe's

equatorial armillary. In effect, all we need do is

replace Tycho Brahe's sighting arm by the tele-

scope. But since the early telescopic observers were

much more interested in viewing the Sun, Moon,

and planets than they were in ]K)sitional accuracy,

they could dispense with a great deal of the com-

plexity of the equatorial armillary, particularly

with its circular metal rings. Today we can still

dispense with these rings because we have other and

better ways of measuring turning motion. So in the

telescope moimting the outer part of the equatorial

armillary is replaced bv a couple of pillars sup-

porting an axis on which the inner part is mounted.

This axis is conveniently orientated parallel to the

Earth's rotational axis, exactly as in the armillary.

The axis b permitted to turn in bearings fixed to the

pillars. A second axis is rigidly fastened at right

angles to the first one. The telescope is then moim-

tcd at one end of this second axis in such a way that

it can turn around it. At the opposite end of the

second axis there is iLSually some kind of counter-

weight, which serves to balance the turning

moment of the telesco|K' around the lirst axis.

The direction of pointing of the telescop«" can Ik-

determined from the degree of turning about the

two axes. The first axis gives right ascension, the

second one gives declination. At first, these meas-

ures were cruder than Tycho Brahe's had l>een.

But by the time astronomers again l)ecame inter-

ested in |H>sitional accuracy it was jKissible to

measure the turning motions alK)ut the two axes

with so great a |)recision that there was no necessity

for returning to Tycho Brahe's system. In any case,

positional accuracy could always l>e obtained with

special quadrants fitted with telescopic sights. In

Isaac Newton's time, the standard of positional

accuracy was gradually pushed from Tycho's one

minute of arc to about five seconds ofarc. In modern

times it has become rather better than one-tenth of

a second of arc.

Mirrors and Reflecting Telescopes

The telescope has an important advantage over

manv other optical instruments. Since the astro-

nomer is not usually concerned with light coming

into the objective at more than small angles, the

imperfections of spherical aberration, coma, field

curvature and distortion can be kept within reason-

able bounds. But wherever lenses are employed, as

they must be in refracting telescopes, there is one

imperfection that is more difficult to overcome. An
ordinary lens refracts light of different colors in

different ways, and does not therefore bring light

of all colors to the same focus.

Even in the early days of the telescope this color

aberration was considered a serious defect. In 1636,

no more than twenty-five years after Galileo's first

telescope, Marin Mersenne, a Minorite friar, pro-

posed the construction of a reflecting telescojje. In

In its simplest form, the equatorial

mounting merely dispenses with the

metal rings of Tycho Brahe's
equatorial armillary and replaces

the sighting arm with a telescope.
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|M){, James (irrjr<iry put lorward a {litlrrcnt drsi^jn

of rcHrrlinn iclcscojw, while in the years ifiyo-ya,

Isaae Newton and a Freiuhmaii named (lassetrrain

sui^j»ested the most prarlieal arrant^ements.

The idea ol a relleclini; telescope is to replace the

objective ol" the relractinij tekrscope l)y a mirror.

That is to say, a mirror is used as the li^ht-ijatherer

instead ofa lens. This hastwo important advaniat;es.

First, while a lens refracts lii^ht ofdifferent colors in

diflerent ways, a mirror reflects all colors in the

same way, and thus hrint^s lii^ht nl' all colors from

the same object to the same focus. Next, if the

mirrf)r is shaped to the form ofa paraboloid, lis^ht

from a distant object lying in the direction of the

axis of the paraboloid is brought to a focus \villio\u

spherical aberration.

But with optical systems perlection in one respect

usualK implies a serious imperfection in some other

respect. The paraboloidal mirror suffers badly from

rnma. that is the focus becomes bad for objects that

do not lie indirections very close to that of the axis.

In modern instnnnents this difficultv is overcome

by correcting devices located in the magnifier.

Instead of using a single lens as magnifier, we now
use a complex optical system, and a prime concern

in shaping and positioning the various lenses of the

system is to correct errors due to the coma produced

by the mirror.

The simplest form ol reflecting telescope is shown

in Figure 2.25. The mirror brings objects on our

distant plane /> to a focus on />'. Exactly as before,

the picture on />' is then magnified on to/)", where

it can either be photographed or viewed by eye. in

.Newton's time, however, only viewing bv eye was
|M)ssible, and here there was the overriding dithciilty

that placing the human eye at p' would have
blocked light from reaching the mirror, since the

mirrors of those times were small, of course, com-
pared with human dimensions. So the simple device

of Figure 2.25 was not then practicable. Yd pre-

cisely this system is now em])loyed in the 200-inch

reflectingtelescoix-at Mount Paloniar. The mirrorof

the Palomarins>rurnent has so great a diameter that

a human being can indeed sit inside the telesc<ipe

without blocking out very much of the light ! The

observer does not view the image directly with the

eye, however. He rides inside the telescope in order

to operate the camera land other instruments) and
to ensure that the image plane p" is kept in the

correct position in relation to the camera.

In many respR-cts the 200-inch tele.scop*- is ex-

tremely simple in its design. The moimting is more
elegant than that shown on page 53. Instead ofa
simple axis between the bearings on the fixed pillars,

there is a cradle, inside which the telescoix- itself

can ride. It again turns on a declination axis which

passes through bearings fixed to the cradle. 'I'his

declination axis is aligned per[)endicular to the axis

of the cradle. This system dispenses with the need

tor a counterweight.

When the 200-inch telescope is used in the simple

manner of Figure 2.25 it is said to be operated al the

prime focus. As we shall later see, it can al.so be iLsed

in otlier wavs.

But such a solution of the reflector problem was

not possilile in the seventeenth centurv. (Jregorv

The Hale telescope is so big that
an observer can sit inside it

without blocking out much light.

The arrangement of Figure 2.25
is then a practical proposition.
Used in this way the telescope is

said to be operated at prime focus.

Figure 2.25

Simplest form of reflecting telescope
—impracticable in Newton's time.
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suijKcstcd placing a small secondary mirror behind

the plane ^', uhile Casscgrain propcjsed a secondary'

mirror infmnt ofp'

.

In (Jregory's ci«c (illustrated in Figure 2.26)

the mirror was an elliiKoidal one with the inter-

section of the central axis on /»' as the nearer focus.

A second fjKral plane p" is then formed at the

farther focus of the secondary mirror. The image on
p' can now be viewed with a normal eye-piece, a

hole in the center of the main mirror Ix-ing cut

away for this purpose. In Cassegrain's case (Figure

2.27) the secondary mirror was hyperboloidal, a

second focal plane p" l)eing again formed at the

outer focus of the secondary mirror. The image on
/>' is not actually formed, as can be seen from

Figure 2.27. The image plane/)' is said to be virtual

in this case. In the Gregorian telescope, on the other

hand, the image on plane />' is actually formed, and

is said to hf real.

But neither Gregory nor Casscgrain was able to

put his profKJsal to a practical test. It was left to

Newton to construct a working model ofa reflecting

telescof)e by the simple device of placing a flat

mirror inclined at 45^ in front of /»', as in Figure

2.28. All light rays coming to p' are reflected in the

flat mirror and are thereby caused to form an image

plane p" at right angles to p' . The observer views

the image on p' with a normal eye-piece mounted
in the side of the telescope.

The immediate sujieriority of Newton's device

lay in the fact that a flat mirror could easily be

made, whereas at that date it was difficult to con-

struct the carefully figured secondary mirrors which

secondary

mirror

Figure 2.26

Principle of Gregory's proposed
reflecting telescope.

A 48-inch Cassegrain reflector

erected in Melbourne, Australia,
in the 1860s. It had at least one
advantage over the Newtonian type.
The observer was at the bottom, not
perched precariously near the top.

Figure 2.27

Cassegrain reflector. Newton said
"Its advantages are none".
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observer to remain stationarv- even when an equa-

torial mounting is used. The lower flat mirror of

Figure 2.29, instead of remaining fixed in relation

to the telescope, must Ix" turned by a dri\'ing shaft

placed through the back of the main mirror. If the

drive is adjusted to compensate precisely for the

motion of the telescope, the image pl^ne p" will

then always be formed in a fi.xed direction. This is

the basis of the modem coudc system.

Until the middle of last centurs' an important

limitation to the design of reflecting telescopes arose

from the fact that multiple reflections had to be

avoided as far as fxjssible. This was because a good

deal of light was lost at each mirror owing to poor

reflective efficiency. Even with modem mirrors,

multiple reflections must be avoided whenever very

faint objects are under investigation. This is exactly

why the observer works at the prime focus of the

200-inch tclescojje (Figure 2.25) whenever he has

to deal with extremely faint objects. He must per-

force accept the discomfort of sitting inside the tele-

scojje, often for many hours on end, rather than use

the far more comfortable system of Figure 2.29. The
latter is used, of course, whenever comparatively

bright objects are under investigation. (A candle at

a distance of a hundred miles may be thought of

as a bright object.)

Refractors versus Reflectors

The early reflecting telescop>es certainly overcame

the problem ofchromatic aberration but they raised

another problem just as grave. The mirrors were

solid disks of metallic alloy, and hence were subject

to gross changes of form due to temperature fluctu-

ations. So it is not surprising that when, in the mid-

eighteenth century, a method was found of over-

coming chromatic aberration in the refracting tele-

scop)e, the reflector fell into immediate disfavor.

And interest in the reflector did not revive imtil

about a century later, when Foucault discovered a

method of def)ositing a thin layer of silver on a glass

surface.

Before we can understand how refracting tele-

scopes overcame the problem of chromatic aberra-

tion we shall need to examine more closely just how
the problem arises. In Figure 2.

1
5 we saw that the

ratio of the distances AX to Dt'h. always the same
for light of a particular color. But this ratio diflcrs

slightly with the color of the light. This causes the

light that passes through the outer part of a lens to

Ix- separated into itsconstituentcolors (Figure2.3o).

It is said to be dispersed. In contrast, light of all

colors passes straight thn)ugh the center of the lens,

and is therefore neither refracted not dispersed. If

the lens has concave, instead of convex faces, the

dispersion is simply reversed, as in Figure 2.31.

Thus one method of correcting for dispersion

readily suggests itself It is shown in Figure 2.32.

We simply place a concave lens to the right of the

convex one.

This explains a point that might otherwise seem
puzzling. How was it that astronomers were so

disturbed by the chromatic aberration introduced

by the objective of a refracting telescop>e and yet

were undisturlx-d by the chromatic effects of the

eye-piece? For even reflecting telescopes make use

of lenses in the eye-piece

!

The answer is that eye-pieces were made with

two lenses even in the time of Newton, the first

example being due to Christian Huygens. The two

lenses produced something of the effect shown in

Figure 2.32, so that chromatic distortions produced

in the eye-piece were much less serious than those

produced by the objective. The reason why an

objective could not readily lie corrected by the use

of a second lens is that the two lenses, ifmade of the

same glass, would need to be very widely spaced

—

a serious inconvenience. Eye-pieces, on the other

hand, being small, {jermit adequate separation

without any such inconvenience arising.

But to come back to the objective of a refracting

telescope : how is this to be corrected for chromatic

aberration, widely spaced lenses being forbidden?

Two quite different considerations are involved : the

actual value of the ratio of .-lA' to DT (Figure 2.15)

for light of a particular color, and the degree to

which that ratio alters when the color is altered.

These two factors do not change in exactly the same

way when the material of a lens is changed, for

example from one type of glass to another. This

means that two lenses of different materials can

have different ratios of AX to DT in yellow light,

but the same degree of dispersion of the ratios with

change of color. Then by making a convex lens

from the material oflarger ratio and a concave lens

from the material of smaller ratio, we can produce

the desirable situation in which the opf)osite disper-

sive effects of the two lenses (Figures 2.30 and 2.31)

comjjensate each other, but in which there is still a

net degree of refraction. If, moreover, the lenses are

suitablv shaped thev can be fitted together into a

doublet of the form shown in Figure 2.33 which
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In the coude system (above)

eye-piece is at upper end of

polar axis, which rotates to make
changes in right ascension.
Changes in declination are made
by the rotation of a plane mirror in

front of the object glass.

A single observer can view any
part of the sky without moving.
Left: Large equatorial coude
used at the Pans Observatory near

the close of last century.
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then i(iv<-s a focal plain- p' that is siil)stanlially lli<-

same for all colors.

There seems little doubt that the man who dis-

covered tills method of making achromatic objec-

tives was Chester Moor Hall, a London barrister

whose hobby was making optical experiments.

Being by nature a somewhat secretive man, Hall,

in 1733, approached two diHer<-nt London optic-

ians, one to grind the convex half ofthe doublet and

the other to gimd the concave half Oddly enough,

lx)th of them sul>contracted the work to the same

craftsman, (ieorge Bass. Discovering that lK)th

lenses were di-slined for the same customer, Bass

Htted them together and recognized their achro-

matic property. Bass was less reticent than Hall,

and within the next few years several I.^)ndon op-

ticians were in possession of the new idea and had

begun to make achromatic lenses for themselves.

Among them wasjohn Dolland, a man of very high

reputation in the scientific world, who eventually

joined his more commercially-minded son Peter in

a biisiness enterprise at The Sign nf the Go/den

Spectacles and Sea Quadrant in the Strand.

Peter Holland jHTSuadcd his father to apply for a

patent on the new device, and although nolmdy

ever claimed that John Dolland was the inventor,

the patent was duly granted. Nevertheless, through-

out the remainder of John Holland's life, other

British opticians seem to have gone on making

achromatic objectives without let or hindrance. But

s<wn after his father's death, Peter Dolland brought

an action against one of them and was successful.

Thereupon the London Opticians presented a [x-ti-

tion to the Privy Council asking for the patent to

Ije revoked. The legal proceedings which followed

were long and complicated, but the upshot was

that the Dolland patent was upheld. The court,

presided over by Lord Camden, held that Clhester

M(K)r Hall, "the jierson who locked his invention in

his scritoire", was not the person who ought to

benefit by the patent. The right j)erson to l)enefit

was Dolland "who brought it forth for the benefit

of the public."

In fact it is to Ix* doubted whether the granting

of such sweeping patent rights is ever an expedient

policy, for the interplay of ideas is thereby dis-

couraged, and in the alisence of comjietition the

monopolist is apt to become lazy. Certainly, patent

rights are hard to justify on moral grounds, for the

bigger an idea the less it is patentable. You may

make a fortune by patenting a better way of clip-

ping an indiarublKT to a jx-ncil, but you will not

make a cent in patent rights through the discovery

<»f a new scientific theory ofthe scojx* and power of

Einstein's. Society is well aware that only a king's

ransom could pay for a really great scientific idea,

so it mak<-s no payment whatever.

At all events, the granting ofthe IX>lland patent

had an all but disastroiLS effect on the course ot the

optical indiLstf-v in Britain. With the invention of

the achromatic objective the stage was set for the

ultimate struggle between the refracting telesco|X"

and the reflector. But the British, who had played

so large a part in the early development of the

reflector and who had produced the first achrt>-

matic t)bjective for the refractor, scarcely took any

further part in the technological development ofthe

two iiLstruments. The monop<ily accorded to the

DoIIands allowed them, without any great cfTori,

to produce l)etter refracting telescopes than their

immediate rivals could produce. Their rivaLs-, dis-

couraged by being debarred from using the correct

technique, tended to wither away. Some fifty years

after the I>)lland case, the government, l)ecoming

alarmed by the rapid rise of the CJennan optical

industry, at last attempted through the Royal

S<x;iety to encourage the manufacture of better

light dispersed

light not dispersed

Figure 2.30

Color dispersion produced near

periphery of a convex lens.

ight dispersed

light not dispersed

Figure 2.31

Use of a concave lens merely
reverses the dispersion.
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optical glass in Britain. But the projoct iailtcl inno-

MiiniousK. tor by tlicn all really hinh-ijrado jjro-

I'cssional optical work in l".M!;lan(l was \\cll-iiit;li

ilfstroyrcl.

In CJcnnaiiy things took a very cliHert-nt course.

When, in the early years of the nineteenth century,

the Dolland telescopes were critically examined by

the young (Jernian. Joseph I'raunhofer, it was

found that none of the really important problems

of the retracting telescope had been solved din-ing

lite titty years since Lord Clamden's decision. The

essential problem ot the retracting objective was to

choose the material of the lenses and to shape their

surtaces in such a way as to give not only chromatic

correction but also I'reedom IVom splierical aberra-

tion and coma in a distant object. 'I'his was among
the first problems in hmnan history to demand both

an accurate mathematical insight and a skilled

practical technology. The mathematical insight

was available in England but the practical tech-

nology was sadly lacking.

The two requirements were combined in the

person ol Fraunhoter. It is not too much to say that

Fraunhoter carried through, essentially by himself,

a research program that would nowadays be as-

signed to a substantial team of scientists. A poor

boy, Fraunhoter was trained as a glass technologist.

Later, he acquired mathematical knowledge. In an

energetic young man of genius the combination

proved irresistible. Fraunhofer realized that he

must beitin bv measuring the retraction ot dilferent

kinds of gia.ss in the separate colors, not with light

of mixed colors. This led him to the basic techno-

logical di.scovery that one particular kind ol glass

llint glass —does not give reproducible results unless

the conditi<ms of its manulacture are controlled

with extreme care. Impurities produce variations

of behavior. .\ov\ Fraunhoter's early training, to-

gether with a body of information acquired from

the Frenchman, Pierre Louis Ciuinand, came to his

aid. Furnaces were designed and l)uilt in which

glass disks of stable optical cpiality could be pro-

duced. F'raunhoter's practical skill as a lens grinder

and his mathematical knovsledge of optics did the

rest. I'he resulting telescopic objectives were sensi-

bly free from chromatic alx"iTation, spherical aber-

ration ;^distant objects), and coma.

To Fraunhoter it was a simple matter to improve

the rigidity and the accuracy of the normal equa-

torial mounting of the telescope. The final product

was of a degree of excellence far surpassing any-

thing that had been .seen before. His qi-inch

Dorpat retractor earned him freedom from the

taxes ot Mimich. It did more than that. It shook

the complacence of the Britisli govermuent sullici-

entlv lor the ;iti)rementioned glass-making project

to be set imder way. But all to no avail. With the

failure of the glass-making project the government

relapsed once more into technological somnolence.

ThroughoiU most of his short lite (he died of

tuberculosis at the early age of thirty-nine)

Fraunhofer was regarded by the scientific savants

as a ""mere technologist." He was allowed to attend

scientific meetings but m)t to speak! It is therelbre

pleasant to record that in the course ot his work he

made basic discoveries which carried him far be-

yond the science of his own day, right into the

science of the twentieth century. We shall meet liis

discovery of certain particularly important spec-

trimi lines in a later chapter.

During the era of the Dolland refractors, the

reflector was by no means entirely eclipsed. In the

last quarter of the eighteenth century, William

Herschel, famed for his discovery of the planet

Uranus, constructed with consummate skill a series

ol reflecting telescopes, culminating in one of 48-

inch aperture. But although great results were

Figure 2.32

Two widely-spaced lenses of same
glass can cancel dispersion effect.



arhifvrd with tht-sr iiLSlniiiifiits, they all sufTcnnl

from ihr drfccLs alrrady remarked on.

The magnificent Fraunholer refractors trans-

formed the situation. Professional astronomers the

world over now had no doubt that refractors were

much to Ik- preferred to reflectors. F-verylxniy

wanted a Fraunhofer refractor. It was true tliat

reflectors could be made with larger apertures, but

because of the inefhciency of reflection at the mirror

surfaces, a reflector of given aperture was reckoned

to have no greater ligiit-gathering power than a

refractor of only half the aperture.

Reflectors wxrc still constructed in England, but

now mainly by amateur astronomers such as

Nasmyth, whose ingenious instrument we have

already seen, and the Earl of Rosse, whose largest

reflector had a mirror of 6-foot diameter. Yet

Rosse, who saw the reflector as a better iristrument

than the refractor, was in a small minority. Most

astronomers thought that Fraunhofer had brought

about the final triumph of the refracting telescop)c.

Ironically, what Fraunhofer's discoveries had
really demonstrated was the ultimate impractic-

ability of the refractor. Fraunhofer's success was

based on the superb optical quality of his glass. It

had of necessity to be free from bubbles and internal

striae. It had to have very precisely defined refrac-

ting properties. And these clmTocUrislics are extremely

hard to achieve in lenses of appreciable aperture. The
Dorpat refractor, Fraunhofer's masterpiece, had an

afjerture of only pi inches. In spite of the f)oor

reflective efficiency of the mirrors of that time, there

was no great difficulty in achieving a greater prac-

tical light-gathering [xiwcr than this with a mirror.

If a refractor was to achieve equality with the large

Rosse mirror, the aperture would have to be

pushed up to alx)ut 30 inches. Therefore strenuous

efforts were made to increase the diameter of re-

fractor objectives. In fact this was achieved only

during the last twenty years of the nineteenth

century. During the 1870s two American observa-

tories (Washington and McConnick, Charlottes-

ville) installed 26-inch refractors, while Vienna had

one with a 27-inch aperture. In the middle 1880s

the Pulkovo Observatory in RiLssia and the

Bischoffstcin Observatory in France both had 30-

inch instruments. Not until 1888 was a refractor

with a still larger objective installed— the ;j6-inch

telescope at Lick OI)ser\atorv in the U.S.A.

By that time Foucault had discovered how to

silver a glass mirror. From then onward, therefore,

reflectors were no longer subject to gr<jss losses of

light nor to serious deformations due Ut temp<Ta-

ture chang<5>. The reflector now went rapidly

ahead, for it made far less exacting demands upon
gla.<vs technology than did the refractor.

The gla.ss disk out of which a large mirror is to

Ik- made must certainly satisfy the requirements of

rigidity and of a low temperature coefficient of

expansion, but there is no need for the glass to be

of high optical quality. There can even be a

plethora of bubbles and striae inside the glass so

long as they do not interfere with the grinding of

the surface. In contrast, the glass required for a

refractor objective must satisfy the most stringent

optical requirements. Hence very large mirrors c^n

he made more easily and with less risk of inaccuracy

than can very large lenses. For sound technologicaJ

reasons, therefore, we seem to have reached the

ultimate end of the race between refractor and
reflector. The world's largest refractor, at present,

is the 40-inch instrument at Yerkcs, Williams Bay,

U.S.A. By way of contrast there are many reflectors

with apertures in excess of 50 inches. Some of the

largest are listed below.

Observatory Aperture Completed

60 in. 1908Mount Wilson (U.S.A.)

Harvard, Bloeinfontein

(S.Africa) 60 in. '933

Bosque Alegre (Argentina) 60 in. '942

Harvard, Oak Ridge

(U.S.A.) 61 in. 1937

Perkias, Delaware (U.S.A.) 70 in. 1932

Dominion, \'ictoria (Canada) 72 in. '9'9

Dunlap, Toronto (Canada) 74 in. '935

Radcliffc, Pretoria (S. Africa) 74 in. 1948

Mount Stromlo (Australia) 74 in. '955

Haute- Provence (France) 74 in. 1958

McDonald, Mount Locke

(U.S.A.) 82 in. 1939

Moimt Wilson (U.S.A.) 100 in. 1917

Lick, Mount Hamilton

(U.S.A.) 120 in. 1959

Mount Palomar (U.S.A.) 200 in. '948

In addition to the fourteen large reflectors listed

alK)ve, at least half-a-<lo/en others of comparable

size are now either planned or actually under

construction in various parts of the world. It is

a matter of ironv that in the davs when reflect-
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When refractors gained ascendancy
reflectors were by no means eclipsed
The Earl of Rosse's 6-foot

reflector, set up near the Bog of

Allen in the 1840s, was known as
the Leviathan of Parsonstown.

Fraunhofer's Dorpat refractor, with
an aperture of 91 inches, was equal
in light-gathering capacity to a

reflector with an aperture twice
as big. But large lenses are harder
to manufacture than large mirrors.
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inj;; t«-lrscoix"s wrrr cquipjx'ri with nirlal rnimtrs,

and wrrc lirnrc suhjcrl to |XM)r rcllcctivity and tft

rhani^cs <>l lii^urr, lh«" larK<-sl rr-flrrtors wrrr built in

Kni^land. But sin<"r thc-sr difliniliics wrrr ovrrcoinr,

sinrr it iK-ranir |><>ssil)lr to liuild a wrll-nii<h iXTlfCt

rrllrt'tor, Knt;land lia.s not pnKlucrd a singlr iiistru-

nirnt ot lari(<' ajKTturr, though it is Irur tliat a

(>8-infli rrflrctor is now In-ing plarinrd. Several

contrilxitini; n-asons for this odd situation can l>e

sugijested, inrhiding lack of confidrncr occasionrd

l)y thr success ofFraunhofrr rrfractors and thr iwd

climatic conditioiLs rncountrrrd by the astronomers

who used the large Rosse reflector. Hut a stroni^er

reason is that British iistronomers had Iwcoine al-

most exclusively interested in the study of the Sun.

For this no larsje reflectf>r was necessary, liccausc

there is plenty of light from the Sun! It is probably

not an exaggeration to say that the prosecution of

general observational astronomy in Britain was

all but killed by a grossly lop-sided concentration

on solar studies.

There is one final issue concerning the refractor i.

reflector struggle. Although the reflector was finally

established as the more powerful light-gatherer, the

traditional paraboloidal reflector suffers more

severely from coma than the refractf)r does. This

means that the reflector cannot Ik* usefully employed

when the object ravs come into the mirror at more

tlian a sm3.ll angle with the axis of the. mirror. In

other words, the reflector necessarily lias only a

small field ol view.

Tliis disadvantage would probably liave served

to keep the refractor "in business" had it not Ixrn

Not until near the end of last

century was a telescope equipped
witfi a lens of 3-foot diameter.

Today ttie world's largest refractor

is the 40-inch instrument at

Yerkes, Williams Bay, shown above.

Here we see first the big lens
of the Yerkes refractor and next
the main mirror of the Hale
reflector. The difference in size
is emphasized by the presence of

the men in both pictures.
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for tin- iii\Tii(ioii <>i a iii-\\ t\|K- (ifn-llcrtDr with lar

less coma ihaii that iiilu'rcnt in tlic tractitimial para-

lH)l<ii(lal mirror. The optical li-aturcs ol" llic new

systrni were invriitctl liy K<'lliU'r in k)io, hut the

first tclcscoix- cml)o(lyins> Kcllncr's ideas was not

constructed until 1930, hvIVrnliard Scliinidt. Sucli

teli'scojjcs are now knf)wii as Schmidt telescopes.

If rays arc admitted throuijh a circular openiiiL;

on to a spherical mirror, ;us in Fii^ure 2.;{4, a chans^e

«)(' directioit of tlie object point makes little dirter-

ciice. The rays are l)roiis!;ht to a focus without coma,

astii^inatism, or chromatic aherration. But spheri-

cal al)erration is now v<'ry serious. To overcome

this dilhculty a correctins» plate of good cjuality

optical <!;lass is placed across the circular openini;.

I'he surfaces of the <^lass are carefully fissured

to give a weak refraction, just sufricicnt to com-

pensate for the spherical aberration of the mirror.

The glass itself introduces optical defects, of course,

but these are not serious uiilcss the aperture be-

comes very large, in which case chromatic aber-

ration raises new difficulties.

A Schmidt telescope is in a sense a cross-breed

Ix'tween the reflector and the refractor. The mirror

is borrowed from the reflector, the correcting plate

from the refractor. Qiiite apart from the chromatic

difliculty already noted, there is the difliculty at

large apertures of obtaining and of shaping a large

glass plate of adequate quality. So far, nobody has

undertaken the figuring of a plate with a greater

diameter than 48 inches. However, it is a less exact-

ing task to shape a plate for only weak refraction

than to grind an objective lens of equal aperture.

In recent years, the Schmidt telescope has proved

extremely pojiular. li<-cause of its large lieid of view

it enables th<' obser\er to accumulate astronomical

material far more rapidly than with a traditional

fellector. It was for precisely this reason that the

comprehensive sky survey carried out ten years ago

1)\ the Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories

was made with the aid of a Schmidt telescop<-. The
instrument is naturally [>opular with observatories

situated in unfavorable climates, for in the rare

])eriods when astronomical conditions happen to be

go<id much more material can be obtained. Thf
Schmidt telescope is also well suited to handling

statistical prol)lems involving large mimlx-rs of

objects, stars or galaxies. Traditional reflectors arc

better suited to examining particular objects, which

they can do in greater detail than the Schmidt.

However, we \\a\'e already noticed more than

once that the resolution of one optical difficulty

seems always to raise new ones. So it is with tlie

Schmidt telescope. In practice the apertures of

Schmidt telescopes are limited by the difficulties

of making correcting plates. To this we must now
add that the Schmidt system suffers severely and

inherently from field curvature. The focal image is

not formed on a plane at all, as it is in the normal

telescope, but on a spherical surface. For this reason

photographs must be taken on film or on plates

that are curved to a spherical form. While this

creates no immediate practical difficulty, it makes

the Schmidt telescope awk\\ard to use for precise

metrical work. Research directed toward overcom-

ing this difficulty is now being actively prosecuted.

Figure 2.34

Principle of Schmidt telescope, which
borrows mirror from reflector and
correcting plate from refractor.

The 48-inch Schmidt telescope
with which the Mount Wilson and
Palomar Observatories made a

sky survey published in the 1950s.
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Chapter 3 Planetary Motion and Ancient Astronomy

Men oflikc intelligence to ourselves have been lfM»k-

ing out into s|)aee for at least twenty-five thousand

years. I'hroughout the hve to six thousiuul years lor

which written records exist, wc know that what they

learned at dilTerent times and in diflerent plact-s

depentled partly on the driving interest that under-

la\ their ol)ser\ati<)ns. partly on the iiisiriunents at

their disposal, partly on the care with which they

recorded the res\ilts of their ol«er\ations, ami partly

on the skill and ingeiuiity with which they inter-

preted those results.

We can Ik- reasonably sure that until cpiite recent

times there were no really serious attemjits to a.ssess

the masses or the com[)ositions ofheavenK Ixxlies.

Without a knowledge of the universal laws of gravi-

tation and without the aid of highly developed op-

tical instruments, any such attempts would have

In-en IbredcKjiTied to failure. So early astronomers

were interested almost exclusiv<-ly in noting and in

trying to inleqirel the apparent motions of the Sun,

.MiMHi, stars and |)lanets.

The motioiLs ol the stars followed a regularly re-

curring antl comparativ»-ly simple jjattern. Those

of the Sun and the Mcmmi, thttugh certainU more

complex, were clearly characterized by sonte fairly

regular rhythm. Most baffling of all were the mo-

lioiLs of the planets, which fitted into no easily-

recognizable aiiti simple pattern. Hence planetary

motion lormetl a major pre-occupation of astron-

omy in anticpiitv and, indeed, iinlil long alter the

close of the Middle .Ages.

Much of what follows in this and the next two

chapters will therefore l>e considerably easier to

understand if wc iK'gin l)v getting the ])roblem into

])ersiM!Ctive ourselves.

Thrill' 1 1 'ays of Viewing the PrMeni

The motions of the planets are either very simple

or vei-v' complicated, according to the degree ol re-

linement with which one l(M>ks at the problem, and

it will Ik- useful to dehne three stages of refinement.

In the least sophisticated stage we may regard the

planets as moving in circular orbits around the .Sun.

I'lie Sun forms the center of each orbit and the

planets inov<- with uniform s|>eetls along their re-

spi'Ctive circles, l hese circles, moreover, all lie in

the same jilaiie.

This verv simple i)oint of view is sunmied up

by the entries which ap|x-ar in Table i at the top

of |)age <i«.
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The Babylonians were concerned
with listing observed positions of
planets. The Greeks thought of the
motions of the planets in geometrical
terms. Bottom: Part of a Babylonian
record of positions of Jupiter during
the first and second centuries B.C.
Top: Seventeenth-century
representation of geometrical
picture of the planetary orbits.
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'I'liis iiu'.iiis that till- I'.artli is iicari r to the Sun at

pcrtltclion tliaii it is at apliclioii l)y alxml
5
per cent.

Wfsaw in Cliaptcr 1 tlial lite plane ofthc ecliptic

cuts the plane of tile celestial ecpiatorat two points,

one of wliich is the First Point ol' Aries (T). The
|}osition of the line pointing from the Sun toward

T(asit wasat the beginnins;; of January, 1920) is

shown in Figure ).•], in relation to the direction

fnini aphelion to perihelion. It will be recalled that

at the vernal equinox, the Sun, as seen from the

Farth, lies in the direction of T whereas it lies in

precisely the o]iposite direction at the autumnal

equinox. The positions of the two equinoxes are

marked in our figure, and because of the sense of

the Farth's motion, summer lies to the left and

winter to the right of the line pointing toward T.

If the Farth's axis of rotation were exactly at

right angles tt> the ])lane of its orbit there would, of

course, be no seasons of the year. Still thinking in

terms of our second stage of sophistication, we may
say that the Earth's axis of rotation keeps a con-

stant direction in space, this constant direction

being carried round the orbit shown in Figure 3.3.

In summer the axis of rotation leans toward the Sun

and in winter away from it (summer and winter

being here reckoned as experienced in the northern

hemisphere). Because of the ellipticity of the

Farth's orbit the journey from spring through

the ])oint .1 to autumn takes a little longer than the

journey from autinnn through the point /* back to

spring. Thus in the second stage of sojihisticalion

we expect a slight inequality in the lengths ol' the

seasons. In point of fact the difference amoimts to

about seven days, and was easily detected by means

of the observational methods used by astronomers

of the ancient world. In ancient times, therefore,

evidence was already available for the elliptic char-

acter of the Farth's orbit, although that evidence

was not correctly interpreted.

Also in the second stage of sophistication, we
must take account of the fact that the orbits of the

other planets are also elliptic. The corresponding

\alues of the eccentricities [e) for all the planets

known to antiquity are shown in the first column of

Table 2, from which it is seen that the orbit of the

Earth is less ellij)tic than that of any planet other

than \'enus. Indeed, the thictuations in distance

from the Sun arc quite substantial in the case of

Mars and even more so in the case of Merciu-y,

amounting roughly to ])lus or minus to |ier cent and
plus or minus 20 per cent respectively.

Figure 3.1

Venus is a morning star when at

V,, and an evening star when at V^

Figure 3.2

V marlis position of Venus
at inferior conjunction, V, marks
its position at superior conjunction.

Figure 3.3

Earth's orbit is here an ellipse

with the Sun at one of the foci.

A is the aphelion point, P perihelion.
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Ilaml Kxrrniri* ily

olorhii

Mercurv D.-jii-jti

Venus (>.(>i>(>8

Earth t>.oi(>7

Mars
*^-^^'Ji',\

Jupiter 0.0484

Saturn 0.0558

Table 2

l.<>ni;itu(lr liii lin:ilii>ii

ol I'rrilirliiMi l<> l_-irlli's orliil

7<> '3' 7 0'

l;{o 27'
;}

24'

'<>'" 34' —
334° 35' ''5''

if 2'
I 18'

Oi*" 29' 2' 29'

\Vr s<-c from Fit;urf 3.3 that tin- perilu-lion direc-

tion of the major axis olthe Kartli'sorl)it makes an

angle of 101 154' with the (hreetion of T, the latter

direction Ix'ins^ jiidiied from tlie |)ositions of stars in

the sky. The corresiXMulinj^ an<j;les for the other

planets arc given in the second column of 'rai)le 2.

.\ hirther iiiipiirt.int jv)int in this second stage of

refinement is that the orl)its of lh<" different j)lariets

do not fall in the same |ilane. Kach orbit d<'fin<-s a

separate plane, and the various planes make small

angles with each other. The angles which the planes

of other |)lanetar\ orbits make with the plane of the

Earth's ori)il are shown in llie third coluiu.i of

Tabic 2.

It is clear that there are \ ital dilferences between

onr two stagi's of r»-tinement. In the first stage we
luuc a sin)ple picture in which the various planets

all do i-ssentially the same thing, namely move in

ciniilar paths aromid the Sim with iniiforni s|K'eds.

In the second stage there is nothing uniform about

the orbits ol the planets. Their eccentricities are all

dilTerent, the orientations of their major axes are all

ditferent, and the planes of the orbits are all dif-

ferent. We therefore |)ass i'rom imifiirmitv to ex-

treme irregularity.

This irregularity becomes still more marked when
we pass to the third stage of relinement. At that

stage wc have to recogni/.e that the orbits of the

planets arc not even true «;lliy)ses. The orbit of a

planet around the Sun would be an ellipse only if

all gravitational induences except that of the Sun
could Ix- com))letely neglect<'d. While it is true that

the Sun's gravitational influence is much greater

than that of the planets lhemselv<'s, the fact remains

that all the planets are pulled by th.e gravitational

lieldsof the other planets as well as by the |X)werfid

field of the Sim. These small elVeets priKluce small

irregularities in the paths that the |)lancts follow.

Fortunately for the ancient world tlie.se line ir-

regularities in the motions of the planets could not

Ik- detected with the ol)s<T\alioMal instrnnK-nts then

available, otherwise th<- problem of describing

planelar\ motions in complete detail would have

Ixen <|uite intractable. The irregularities of stai^e

two, however, urrf accessible to the ancient world

and this, as we shall see, turned out to Ix- a dis-

advantage rather tluin an advantage.

In addition, then- wj-re jtist two facets of the third

stage of rehnenu-nt that also la\ within the ijrasp of

ancient astronomers. These were rehiienients in the

motions ol the Karth and the M(H)n. So far nolhint;

has Ixen said alxnit the motion of the Moon, and
here again we can descrilx- the situation in three

stages. In the first crude stage we can think of the

M(x>n as piu'suing a circular orbit with a radius of

alx>ut a quarter of a million mil<-s with the Karth as

its center. We can also think of the plane of the

.\I<H>n"s orbit as coincident with the plane of tlu-

F,arth"s orbit aroimd the Sun. In this simple picture

the orbit of the Moon is a tin\ circle cofH|)ared to

that of the Farth's circle aroimd the Sun. In fact,

the radius of the latter is some ;570 times greater

than the radius of the .M<M)n's orbit.

In the second stage we must take account of the

lad that the .\I(M>n"s orbit is elliptic, with an eccen-

tricity of 0.0549. •'"<' ''*"' ''" pI'Tif of thai orbit

makes an ansfle of 5 <»' with the plane of the

I-^arlh's orbit.

When we come to stag<- three of refinement, in

which wc nnist take into account more than one

gravitational field, we find tliat this maki-s a far

greater difference to the motion of the Moon than

it does to the motions of the planets. The dominat-

ing gravitational influence on the Mix)n comes

from the Farth.not from the .Sun, simply Ix-cause the

.Moon issoclc)se to the Karth. ButalthoiightheSiinis

ver\' much larther away, its large mass producc-s

ver\' serious perturbations in the orbit of the M<M>n,

far more serious than an\ perturbations which the

gravitational field ol one planet j)r<Kluci-s in the

orbit ol another planet. Ihus the perturbations in

the orbit of the M(K)n, that is to say the refinements

of st;ige three, are far more noticeable than the

perturbations in the orbits of the planets. IniUvd,

they are so marked that they lav readiK within the

grasj) of the ancient worUI.

Turning now to the line detail in the motion of

the I'^arth, we ha\e spoken of the Karth's axis of

rotation as always preserving a constant ilireelion

in s|)ace. Actually this is not so. The axis inovi-s

slow Iv around a cone with its center at the center ol

the I'.artli and with its axis [M-rpendicular to the
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plane i>l lli<- I'^iitlis urhil. Tlu- lialf-aiis^lc of the

<<iiu- is jiisl ilu- 'i}, which iho Karih's axis always

niak<-s wilh lh<- plane ul the nrhit. i TIk- situation is

show n in Ki<»nre •>. i , ( Ihapter t). The lime r<-<|niretl

lor <ine niialioii ofthe axis aroniul the ron<- is alM>iii

j(>,o<K) vears. This nu-aiis that the |)ol<'s oltlie celes-

tial sphen-, (lisenss«-<i in Chapter i, ehans^e slowly

with tiiiK'. M«ireovef, the line in which th<' plane ol

the I'.artii's equator cuts the piaiK' ol'the l^arth's or-

hit also thaiisjes. I'his causes the line i'T, markeii

in Fiijun- ^.), to turn round slowly, inakin<^ one

complete rotation in alKMil 2<>,<HKt years.

B<-<ansc at any ••iven moment the plaiw ofthe

Karth's ec|uatt>r caei Ik- determined with a consider-

able d«-«frre ol' accuracy, even with the aid of only

primitive instruments, the luomeiU in the year

when the Sun lirst lies in the plane of the l^artli's

equator can also he determined with lair precision.

This moment, is, of course, the moment ofthe ver-

nal efpiinox. H<-uce the line .VT can he iletermine<l

to wilhiui say, a few minutes of arc. And this can he

done in any year. If, now , the line .S'T turns slowly

with time, the effect must readily iK-conie noticc-

ahle ;is s<H)n as observations are compared over a

jM-riod of a century or more, for in a ceittury the

line St turns by nearly t i , and this is much s;reat-

cr tlian any likely errors of measurement. It is true

that the effect is not lars^e o\er a |K"ri<Kl of a few

centuries, but to a man ofthe ability of Hipparchus

it was readily within the rans^e of ol)ser\ation.

So far we lia\e considered everythinii; from the

iiMHiern |)oiiit of view, in which the Sun is taken as

the c<-nter ofthe Solar System. But for early astron-

omers the natural ihin;; to do was to consider the

I'Uiitii its Ix-iiii; the center. TIk' «(iiestion tlu-refore

arises as to what the [)icture described alwive ItMiks

liki- if we reijard the Earth as Ix-iui; the center from

which ol)s<-r\ations are made. II, for institnce, we

assume the Karth to be Hxed and not the Sun, thei.

in place of Fifjure ]/\ we must substittUe Fissure ;{.4.

where we luive the Sun movinj^ in an orbit around

the I'^arth an orbit of exactly similar shape to thai

in Fii;ure 3.3 but with reflective synuiietrx-. The

nuitter of reflective symmetry can Ix' understcHxl

more clearly with the help ofthe fantastic example

shown in Figure 3.5. Here we liave a IxkK /•, mov-

ing aroimd a second lK)dy S, the drawins; on the leli

^ivins; the motion of /-"as determined by an observer

situated at S. The question now arises as to how an

ol)server attached to K would regard the apparent

motion ofS. The answer is shown in the draw-in" on

the right, where we have an exactly similar curve but

with reflective symmetry; that is to say the w-liole

cutAe is turned throtigh an angh" of 180 . This prop-

•rtv is geiK-ral for <iir\cs of any shap<- \x hat.so<'ver.

Wlu'ii viewed from the I'^arth the direction of T
is, of c<»urse,the s;ime as it w;>s from the Sim, sim|>ly

In-cause T" is a direction ass<Kiated with the stt;llar

background, and the stars are so far away that they

appear to Ik; in th<- same direction from the liarth

as they would do from th<- Sun.

The {Klint in Figure j..}^ where the Sun is nearest

to the Fiirth is now called periuee and the |)oinl of

greatest distance is calletl afmiiir. The apprf>priatc

seasons ofthe year are also marked in the figure.

Ix^Kik now at Figure ;{.<). where the orbits of

\'enus and the I%arth are againshown in termsof the

helicKrentric picture. What dfKS this l<K)k like if

viewed by an ol)ser\er on the I'^arlh? For simplicity,

we may return to our first stage of sophistication

and consider the case where the orbits are taken to

be circles. The Sun may then be regarded a.s pursu-

ing a circular orbit around the Flarth, and since

Venus is also regarded as moving in a circular orbit

Tlie stone depicted near the buttom
of this Greek red-figure vase
marked "the navel of the world",
at Delphi. To the ancients, who
thought of their own locality as
the center of the world, it was only
natural to think of the Earth,

rather than the Sun, as the center
of the universe.
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Apogee

Figure 3.4

If we think of the Earth as center,

Figure 3.3 must be re-drawn with
reflective symmetry, as shown above.
Perigee corresponds with perihelion,

apogee with aphelion.

Figure 3.5

Example of reflective symmetry.
On left we regard S as fixed and
E as moving. On right we regard
E as fixed and S as moving.

Figure 3.6 (Left)

Orbits of Venus and Earth, with

Sun regarded as fixed center.

Figure 3.7 (Right)
Orbits of Venus and Sun, with
Earth regarded as fixed center.

around iho Sun, wr must jjictun- it in Fii^rc 1^.7 as

moving in a circular «)rl)ii around the [xtint .V. But

the |}<)int S itself is now movinj;, and therefore the

whole circular orl>ii of X'enus moves with it. .So the

motion of X'eniis is made up of two parts: a motion

around the circle with center S, and a motion of the

center of the circle. .Motion of this kintl is called

epicyclic motion. Both in Figure ;j.(j and in Figure

3.7 the heavy dots show the positions of the I^artli,

the Sun and \'enus at a particular moment. The
triangles liSl' have exactly the same shape in l)oth

ca.ses, and corres[jonding sides of the two triangles

are parallel to each other.

So far we have considered only the motif>n of

Venus, a planet nearer t(j the Sun than our Earth is.

What hap])ens if we change over from the helio-

centric to the geocentric viewpoint in considering

the motion of a planet that is more distant from the

Sun than the Farlh is? Figure 3.8 shows the orbits

of the Earth and an outer planet in terms of the

heliocentric picture. The first part of Figure 3.9

shows th(-m in terms of the geocentric picture. The
Sun is now traveling around the Earth in a circular or-

bit, and the outer planet is circling aroimd the mov-

ing Sim. .Since the first circle has a radius equal to

the radius of the Earth's orbit, and the second circle

has a radius equal to that of the orbit of the outer

planet, it is clear that the second circle is larger than

the first one. Both in Figure 3.8 and in Figure 3.9

the heavy idols represent the positions of the Earth,

the .Sun and a given outer planet at a particular

moment. The triangles liSO are similar in both

cases; they are ofthe same size and their correspond-

ing sides arc parallel. The type of representation

shown in Figure 3.9 is known as an eccentric circle

picture, that in Figure 3.7 as an epicycle picture.

Now it is not hard to see that an eccentric circle

picture can beconverted in to an epicycle picture, and

vtce versa. Take, for example, the case shown in Figure

3.9. Draw a line through K parallel to .SO and a line

through O parallel to SK, the two new lines inter-

secting at (.'. Then SOCK is a parallelogram, as

shown in the second part of Figure 3.9. Thus f,Y,' is

equal to the radius of the orbit f>f the outer planet

and 0(J is equal to the radius of the Earth's orbit.

This allows us to construct an ej)icycle picture for the

motion ofan outer planet , asshown i n Figure 3 . i o. We
now draw a circle with the Earth as center, the radius

of the circle being ec|ual to that of the radius ol the

orbit of the outer ])lanrt, not equal to the radius of

the Earth's orbit. (. is a |)ninl on this circle. Now
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Figure 3.8

Orbits of the Earth and an outer planet

witti Sun regarded as center.

Figure 3.9

Orbit of that same planet if

we regard the Earth as center.

The small figure hinis now to turn

the eccentric circle picture of the
main figure into an epicycle picture

like that of Figure 3.7

Figure 3.10

Epicycle picture of the orbit of

the same outer planet.

witli Cas ilsrciilcr, draw a scrond rirrlc witli radius

('(|iial til that (it tiic Karlli's (irliit. I'lu' tnolion oi tlic

imtrr plaiirl can now lu- rcprcscntccl as an rpic yclic

inoliiin in wliicli (.' moves around the larijcr cirrlc

ill llir period ol niolion of the outer j>lanel around

tlie Sun, and tlie outer planet itself moves aroimd

llie small eircle not in its own period l)ul in the periinl

of liie Karth's motion around the Sun. This follows

Ixeause in the second pari of Figure ^j.q the line K(.'

is ])arallel to .SO, and therefore takes the pericKJ of

the outer planet in its orbit around the Sun t(»

swing round once, while OC' is parallel t«) .S'A," and

therefore swings round onee in a year - that is to

say, in the period oi'the Karth's motion around the

Sun. The heavy dots in Figure ;5.io show the posi-

tions of the F^arth, the .Sun and the outer j)lanet,

and of the cpicyclic center (.' corresponding to the

same moment as that in which the j)lanets have the

[positions shown in Figure 15.9.*

ly a similar way the epicycle picture shown lot

N'enus in Figure 3.7 can be replaced by an eccentric

circle picture, and the method is exactly the same.

Draw a line through E ])arallel to SV and a line

through F parallel to SE. these new lines intersect-

ing at C, as in second part of Figure 3. 1 1 . The line

K(.' is equal in lengnh to the radius of the orbit of

\'enus and swings through a complete rotation in

the period of Venus around the Sim. Hence the

point C moves aroimd the Earth in a time ec|iial to

the motion of Venus around the .Sun. This is shown

in the other pari of Figure ;5.i 1. And the line CV
is equal in length to the railius of the Karth's orbit,

and therefore makes one complete rotation in pre-

cisely a year. Hence the motion of \'enus can be

represented as being made up of two coin]X)nents

:

one, a motion around the center C where CFccjuals

the radius of the Earth's orbit, and where the time

taken for this motion around (.' is a year ; and two, a

motion of C around a smaller circle with radius

equal to the radius of the orbit of \'cnus, this latter

*7/(c reader equipped with modem elementary mathe-

matics iiill recognize the equivalence of Figures y. <y and

i.io as simply the associative laic for complex numbers.

Let r^ be the radius cf the Earth's orbit, and r„ the radius

of the orbit of the outer planet; let Cj, and 0„ be the corre-

sponding arguments. Then the position ofO in Figure j.g

is given by r^^e ' + r^v ", while in Figure j.w the

' + r,e''position ofO is r„e ° - Jfc
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iiKilioii l;ikinu plarr in a linir rf|iial to llu- |XTi<Kl nf

\rniis. A similar roiislriic-lioii ohvitnisly applii-s lo

llu- (asc 111' the planci Mcrrnn, while- <<(iisinirii<>iis

similar t(i lliosr of Kij^iircs {.<) and {.luappK l<i all

planets (lisianl iH-yoncI (lu- llarlli.

'I'liis niatlcr liius Ikth c<iiLsi<l<-rc-tl al li-ni^tli Iw-

caiisi- ihrro s<-»;nis simic cl<uil»t as to ulnllirr tin-

(-(piivalrnn- of the opicyclr and lli<- ocrrntric cinir

rcpri-scntations w;us iinticrstiKKJ hy llu- rarly astroii-

onu-rs tor llu- rits<-s of \'<-nus and Mercury. It \\;ls

<<-rlaiiil\ iiiid(-rst<MKi lor the oul<-r plaiu-ts, l't<>l<-m\

in particular In-ins; <piitc clear that llu- two pictun-s

arc (-ntirciv c<|ni\alcnt. Others wereprohahiv much

less clear alxiut llu jxtiiit tluiii I'toli-my, and somr

an- said to have laxon-d oiu- picture and sonu- llu-

other without apparently reali/.ins^ tlial they arc

oxactK the sanu- thintf. There seems to Ik- somi-

doubt .Ls to whcth<-r even Ptolemy realized the

e(|uivalciut-. lor the cases of Wniis aiul Mercurv.

We shall later se<- thai Plolemy succeeded l)y an

in<;eiiious construction in inodilVins; the epicy<'le

picture in such a way as to take |)artial account ol"

llu- elliptic charactt-r of the planet;iry orbits so far

as Mars, Jupiu-r and Saluni wer<- conccrnetl. The

nu'tluKl also worked v<-r\ well lor \ emis, but, lor a

reason explained in llu- matheinalical appeiulix to

this Inxik. it did luil work for Mercury. This laltcr

lailure arost- puri-Iv lioin ihe use of the epicycle

picture-, ir I'tolemv had carried out an exactly simi-

lar constriiclion for Mercury as lu-did for llu- other

planets, but usini; the eccentric circle picture in-

stead of ihe epicydic one, his method would luive

Im-cii siicccsslul lor NIercurv also.

If the epicycle picture is used in all ca.scs, :u> in

I'ii^un :{.IJ, then the center (,' ol' ihi- rpicvcle r<--

pres<-nts tlu- position of the Sun <<«/)• /nr /il/tiirh iriliriai

1:1 llir luiilli. For plaiu-ts exti-rior lo the l^artli the

Sun li<-s not at C but on a liiu- lhroii<;h /•.' drawn
parallel Ut(.'J',:\i\d at a disLance from /•' e<pial lu the

(list.uice ol /' from (,\ thai is at llu- |>oint niark<-d .V.

Because olllu- motion in the epicycle, lUine of llu-

plaiu-ts ap|x-ars lo move- snuMithly round the ILarih

at a imilorm rale. Insu-ad, the ap|Karaiice as s<-en

b\ a terrestrial ol)s«T\'«-r lak<-s the lorin shown in

Kiijure ;{.! ;. This slums tluit a liiu- drawn from the

I'^arlh to a |>laiiet diK-s not move siniMilhly rouiul in

an anticlockwise sense-. Instead, a plaiu-t at .V, lol-

lowin^ the track ol'l-'i!;urc ;^.i j, nu>ves in such a wa\

that the line drawn from it to the Martli swings

round in the anticloekwise st-nse unlil it rea<lu-s tlu-

posilion /•,.l|. all<-r which it rev<-rses its dir<-ction

and moves in a cIcK-kw is<" sense back to /•.'.I... There-

after tlu- liiu- resumes its anlicl<Kkwis<- rotation un-

lil the lu-xt loop is reached. Liiu-s such as AVI, and

l-Li., at which tlu- direction ol llu- plaiu-t revers»-s

its angular motion are called sldlioiuiiv diratinns.

Kvidently, the allele .f,/:.!^ de|H-nds on llu- radius

ol llu- orbit ol the planet and on tlu- s|M-fd at which

it nuives aroiuul its orbit. In s^eneral. tlu- lar-^er the

radius ol the e])icycle in comparison to llu- radius of

tlu- lari-er circle, the <p-eater is the ansjie A^EA... ihe

ani^le lliroutjh which the plaiu'l is siiid to irlioiiitiiif.

This means that llu- ansjie is much iartjer liir Mars

than it is for Jupit<-r, aiul it is <;realt-r for Jupiter

than it is foi Saturn. Similarly, the ani;le is greal<-r

for \ <-nus than it is for M<-rcur\ .

Figure 3.11

Here an eccentric circle picture

replaces the epicycle picture of the
orbit ol Venus given in Figure 3.7.

Small figure gives basis of change.

Figure 3.12

If v»e use the epicycle picture for
all planets, C represents the Sun
only for inner planets. For outer
planets S shows Sun's position.
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Figure 3.13

Apparent motion of a planet as

seen from the Earth. Planet moves
anticlockwise from X to line EAi,

then clockwise back to line EA2.

This photograph was taken in the

Munich planetarium, where the motions

of the planets over a period of

seventeen years are being simulated.

It shows the apparent loops in the

orbits of Mars, Venus and Mercury

and also the retracting motions

of Jupiter and Saturn. The very

complexity of the pattern explains

why planetary motions presented

the astronomers of antiquity with

such a baffling problem.
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With those introductory- rrmarks in mind we

should not only Im- more al)le to undei-stand \vh\

the prohlt m of planetary motion lornied such a

dominant theme of early ixstronomy; we should

also be in a Ixlter position to appreciate the ingen-

uity of manv attempts that were made to find a

satislaclors- solution.

Ancirnl Astronomy in General

Ancient astronomy had two main local [joints,

one in Me5ojM)tamia and the other in Greece. Al-

though extensive claims have sometimes been made

for the development of astronomy in India and in

China, much of the work done there was probably

derivative from Mesojiolamia. The developments

in Greece and in Mesojjotamia were not contem-

|x>rary, the latter in its phase of maximum achieve-

ment prolwbly preceding the former by as much as

five centuries. C^crtainly (ireek astronomy before

UK)0 B.C. was quite negligible, whereas in the

Babvlonia of that time astronomy was already a

strong development. And even before Babylonian

times it is possible that the Simierians already

possessed a eonsideraljle body ol" fairly refined

astron<miical data.

Because of the diflerence in their respective mo-

ments of greatest achievement, it is well-nigh cer-

tain that early Greek astronomy must have been

influenced through the importation of ideas Irom

the Near East. In recent years it has indeed been

claimed that Hipparchus, as late as 130 B.C., de-

rived certain of his results from the Babylonians,

and that they had already anticipated certain

others. Neugebauer, ffir example, has hinted that il

credit for early developments could be appropri-

ately apf)ortioned, much that has previously been

accorded to the Greeks would need to be trans-

ferred to the Babylonians. Although this is probably

in some degree true, the present writer tends to feel

that the methods of working of the two groujjs were

quite distinct, and that the main features of the

Greek mode of thought were not derived from

This Egyptian carving on stone,

dating from the fifth century B.C.,

shows Nut, goddess of the sl<y,

arched over the Earth. At right

and left of the disk of the Earth

are tvi/o boats. Egyptian astronomers
long believed that the Sun made a

hidden journey each night from

the western to the eastern horizon

in a boat along a river.

Babylonian astronomers. Indeed it seems likely

that (Jreek ideas from the third century B.C. on-

ward produced considerable repercu.ssions in Meso-

]X)tamia, as, for instance, the heliocentric theory ol

Aristarchus, which was studied by Seleucus, an

astronomer from .Seleucia on the River Tigris.

My own suspicion is that the work of the Baby-

lonians was largely numerological. In other words,

Babylonian astronomers observed the jX)sitions ol

the planets, and more particularly of the Moon,

with considerable precision, set out to discover

regularities among their observations, and then

used the discovered regularities to predict the lu-

ture positions of the Moon and planets. The reg-

ularities were discovered empirically; they were

then found to fit various mathematical formulae,

and these were used in predicting future positions.

The Greek method was entirely different. In-

stead of viewing the problem as a species of code-

cracking, they conceived the motions of heavenly

bodies in terms of a geometrical model. The planets

and the Moon were assumed to move along certain

geometrical paths, and the effects of their motions

along these paths were calculated and then crnn-

pared with observation. And so the validity of the

model they conceixed was either confirmed or

contradicted. In the latter case they attempted tr)

improve the geometrical picture.

There is a crucial difference between the Baby-

lonian and the Greek methods of approach. If one

is seeking onlv algebraic formulae which will re-

present the actually observed positions ofthe planets,

then it is quite unnecessary to worry aboiu where

the planets are when they cannot be observed, that

is, when thev are set below the hf)rizon. One does

not have to face up to the question of whether the

planets and the stars continue their motion below

the horizon alr)ng paths that take them below the

Earth back to points at which they rise. But one

cannot e\en begin to arrive at a semible geometri-

cal model unless one can answer questions about the

whereabouts of stars and planets bf)th when they

are above and below the horizon.

The opinion that the Greeks were first to think ol

astronomical problems in terms of a geometrical

model is based on logical inference. We know that

the early Greeks, in the eighth and seventh cen-

turies B.C., considered that the Sun, Moon, planets

and stars did not continue their apparent daily

circular motions on setting in the west, that they

did not coiuinue to move in their daily circular
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pallis Ik-1(>\\ the l"-;irlh. It w.is iM-licvcil, iiisu-ad,

llial tlicy <luinn<-cl llirir nuitions al lli<- horizon,

moving round to tin* nortli just Ix-low tlu- li<iri/.on

iinlil llioy rradird llir approprialf risiii<!; jxiint in

tlic cast attain. In I'^nypt llic Sun was lliou'^lit to

make tliis tour Iroin tin- wost t«i the norlli and l>ack

to th«- rast in a Ixiat aloii<; a river. Now since l^^ypt-

ian;istrononiv, malhcinalics and science were in the

main hut jXMtr relations of Bahyionian nslrr)noiny,

mathematics and science, it seems clear that th<-

li,th\lonians tiiemselves had not worried .-ilx)ut

geometrical mixlels. Similarly, il is diflicult to Ix;-

lieve lluil the Cireeks <il' the eii^hlh century B.C.

could ha\e enlertained similar primitive notions if

more relined concepts had l>ccn available in Baliy-

lonia. AikI in this connection il must Ix" remem-

l)<-red that the eighth century B.C. was very close

to the hinh jK)int of astronomy in the Near Kast.

This is not to say thai the Bahylonians ihein-

sclves Ix'lieved any such nonsense ius that the Stm

was carried around the horizon in a boat. Prohahly

their interests in astronomy were simply not direct-

ed tow.ird geometrical notions at all. And there is

a very i;<K)d reason why this should have ix-cn so.

It is clear that the motion of lh<- M<K»n had Ix'-

come woimd into the cultural patierns of Mesopo-

tamia and adjacent areas in a very intimate way;

and the |)rediction of the future motion ofthe M<K>n,

particularly the nujments of new moon, was

regardetl as a matter of the utmost impirtance.

(The Old Testament aljountls in references to feasis

and riles connected with the new in(x)n, and even

at the present day the dale of one of the main

Christian festivals, Easter, is decided l>y the first

full m<x)n (xxurring after the spring equinox.

Now ihecaseol the Mixin is just the one in which a

geometrical approach \\'as (piite iin|xissil>le if high

accuracv w:\s demanded, lor it is just the one in

which our third stage ol sophistication is needed.

Without till- modenigravitatir)nal theory , tin- Bahy-

lonians c<iuUl not |xissil>ly have determin«'d the

(»rl>it of the M<M)n to the retpiired degree of ac-

curat:v. A numeric.-il, empirical approach to ihe

problem was th<'ir only lio|X". AntI if this was their

approach to wiuit they clearly regarded as the most

imixirtanl problem, it is easy to see why the siime

incKJe of thought was probably applied to the

planets and to the stars. To the Cireeks, on the

other hand, the M<K)n was far from Ixing the most

im[x>rtant case. It was not necessary to them alx)\(

all else tlutt the future |X)sitions of the M<K»n Ix-

correctly predicted. Indeed, not until comparatively

late times did they worry themselves alM>ut the

intricacies in the motion of the M(xin.

It cannot Ix- claimed tluit this jx»int of view is

certainly correct, for the d<xinnentary evidence

available, even if it could Ix" e.isily re.td and de-

ciphered, is insullicicnt to determine the history ol

ancient astronomv in great detail, particularly with

regard to motives. So far as Meso|x>tamia is con-

cerned, information is derived from a few thousand

tai)lets obtainetl from various excavations, and this

cannot Ix- regarded as more than a very tiny rc-

l)resentation of the thought and activities of a

civilization that extended over several thousand

vears. A dilTercnt dirticiilty presents its<-ll in the



case of Orcf-k rivili/ation. A|iart from Ptolemy's

Alniagfsl. very little siir\ives in uiuomiptecl form of

the writings of tlie ijreat (Jreek scientists. Kxistinj^

texts are copied from earlier texts, and tlies«' were

no doubt already copies of the oris^inals. Following

the decline of (Ireek science in Roman times, the

copyists were of lesser intellectual stature than the

ori^nal Gn-ek scientists and sometimes, indeed,

were ilownriijht stupid. Hence gross distortions

w(Te intrtKlucod, and very likely jjriorities were

wronglv ilistrihuted. Mon-over, onlv those views of

the Greeks that were |)opular in the early centuries

of the C christian era Avere preserved. Unpopular

theories, such as the heliocentric theory of Aris-

tarchus, survive only through casual remarks in the

writings of other people. The tantalizing situation

therefore arises that those Greek ideas which are of

the greatest interest to the mf>dern mind are com-

monly just the oni-s alx)ut which we have the least

certain information. The attempted reconstruction

in the remainder of this chapter must therefore be

viewed in a cautionary light.

The Seasons and the (.'alendar

As soon as man passed from his earlier nomadic

existence to an agricultural economy a knowledge

of the lengths of the seasons became of paramount

impf>rtance. The correct moinent for planting seeds

had to be known. One \ery simple prescription was

available, a prescription implicit in the previous

chapter. The daily motion of the Sun determines

the direction of the south for any oljserver situated

anywhere in the northern hemisphere. Hence the

westerly and easterly directions can alsrt Ik- deter-

mined simply by observing the Sun on any <me day

of the year. There are only two moments in the

year when the Sun rises in the due east«-rly flirection

and sets in the due westerly direction the vernal

and autumnal equinoxes; and the equinox follow-

ing winter was the appropriate one for determining

the moment of spring sowing.

If the Earth iiad hatl no satellite, this method,

or soiTie refinement of it, would doubtless have been

universallv used and mankind would have had

little trouble in arriving at a sensible calendar. But

through a grotesque set of coincidences the Mf)on

greatly complicated the situation.

The Moon completes a circuit of the Earth in

alxjut 273 days, that is, in 273 days it returns to

essentially the same position when viewed against

the background of stars. But the a\erage time l>e-

tween two successive ne\N' moons or full moons is

about 29i days. The difference arises because of the

motion of the Earth around the Sun. This causes

the Moon to have to make rather more tlian one

complete circuit in order to get into a position

directly in line with the Sun, which is, ofcourse, the

condition that produces new moon nr full m<K)n.

The latter period of 29I days is called the synodic

month, and the true period of 27^ days is called the

sidereal month.

If we speak roughly \\e can round off the synodic

month to 30 days. Then twelve synodic montlis

make 360 days, which is nearly the length of the

year. To the modem mind it would seem remark-

able if there were anv connection Ijetween the

Modern photograph of a solar eclipse,
with the Moon's disk all but
hiding the Sun. To the ancients the
fact that Sun and Moon have the
same apparent diameter and the fact

that the motions of both can be
roughly fitted in with the cycle of

the seasons, made it seem possible
that either could be used as the
basis for a calendar.

Little of the Greek geometrical
approach to problems of astronomy
survived in uncorrupted form in

early and medieval Christendom.
Over the years copyists introduced
errors and distorted priorities.

In the Tifteenth-century Italian

manuscript on the right the artist

has confused Ptolemy the astronomer
with one of the Rolemies of Egypt.
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Fragment of a Babylonian tablet
giving detailed information about
positions, phases and eclipses of the
Moon during the second century B.C.
To the people of Mesopotamia it was
a cultural imperative to forecast
the Moon's movements accurately.
This was just the one problem where
a numerological approach gave better
results than a geometrical approach.

On this boundary stone of 1100 B.C.
the Moon appears between its two
"children"—Venus (left) and the
Sun (right). So important was the
Moon in Mesopotamian culture that
it was chosen as the calendrical
basis in spite of all the practical

difficulties the choice involved.

Iini^llt of till- (l.iy, llic Icimlli III the smiikIIc moiilti,

.md till' l»-ii]nlli ill the year. In facl, tli<- awraj^t-

Iriiglli <il llic syiKKlic inoiilli is -j*) clays 12 lio(in> 44
ininiili's 2. 78 scjomls. wliiic tin- l<-iii;lli uf thr \var,

(Iclitu-d as llir intiT\ai Iwtwccn succt-ssivc passaijcs

1)1' llu- Sun arross tlir cch-stial c'<|ual<)r, is ;}(»ij days

, luiurs 48 minutes 4().(> seconds. Bui to the ancient

mind, without a jirecise knowledi^e of thest* values,

there was ever\- rea.son to fall into the trap of as-

siunins^ siiitie sul)tle connection to exist iK-lweeii the

M<Min and the Sun. When viewed in the sky the Sun
and the M<Kjn have almost exactly the same appa-

rent diameter. Today we know that this is a mere

coincidence, hut to the ancients it must liavc seem-

ed of the utmost sii^nificaiice. Tliere was a further

coincidence Ix-tween tlie period of the Mckhi and
women's menstrual peri<Kl. So when the first crude

ol)ser\ations indicated lliat there were alKuit twelve

lunar montlis in the year, it wiis entirely natural

tliat this should have been taken ;is a major regular-

ity in the behavior of the physical world. This

assumption, though natural enough, proved disas-

trous. Xot tmjy was it wrong, not onlv did it lead to

a displacement of almost ten days in the com|)uted

time of the vernal etjuinox, but it also put men's

minds on a completely wrong track. As wc liavc

already seen, it was |)robably responsible for dic-

tating the course of Mesopotamian astronoinv, not

merely tlirougli centuries, but through millennia.

It was a mistake that we have not completely freed

ourselves from even to this day. It shows it.self, for

example, in the computation of the date of Easter,

and it shows itself in the division ofacircle into3()o'.

Agricultural requirements obviously could not

tolerate a progressive error of ten days per year in

the reckoning of the moment of the vernal ecpiinox.

Fortunately the discre])anc\ was so gross that for

practical pur|)oscs th<- seasons of the year simply

had to be determined Irom the apparent motion of

the Sun. Thus the M(H)n lost its im[K)rtance as a

nieaiis of determining the seasons; but what it lost

in ])ractical imj)ortance it gained in mystical sig-

nificance and in the place it filled in the cultural

beliefs of the peo|)k's of the Near East. And for this

reason .\Ieso|Kitamian astronomers were apparently

ready to resort to various shifts to continue to use

it for calendrical piirjjoses.

Almost certainly the Babylonians discovered the

so-called Metonic cycle. It hap|M-ns tliat 235 syn-

odic months are very nearly equal to 19 years. This

discovery suggests how to o[K'rate a lunar calendar



with lair accuracy. One must divide the 19 years

into two sets: 12 years each witli 12 Uinar inontlis,

and 7 years each with 13 Uniar montiis.

Since lK)th 12 and 7 were numbers of special

mystical significance to the ancients, this must liave

seemed a sugi^cstive feature. A further imfortuiiaie

coincidence was that the 19 years of the. Metonir

cycle fall very close to the i8.(j years requirc-d for

the turninj; of the plane of the Moon's orbit. (Tliis

will be considered in more detail in C'hapler 6.)

The existence of the latter p<'riod was certainly

known to the Babvlonians, since it formed an im-

portant clement iu their system for the prediction

of eclipses.

It may be appropriate here to add a few words on

the construction of a calendar. For practical pur-

f)Oses it is important that a calendar year should

contain an integral nnmber of days. This means

that a calendar year cannot agree with the astron-

omical year. Hence dates get further and further

out of step from year to year imless the number of

days in the calendar year is occasionally varied.

Since the astronomical year is nearly 365^ days, the

simplest system is clearly to take three calendar

years each of 365 days followed by a fourth year in

wliich there are 36(1 days. This is just the familiar

system of the leap year, first introduced by Julius

Caesar in 45 B.C.

But of course the astronomical year is not exactly

365 J days; it is less than this by 1 1 minutes and 14

seconds. Although this is not very much it added u])

persistently over the centuries that followed Caesars

introduction of the so-called Julian calendar, and

by A. I). 1 582 the progressive di.screpancy amounted

to about ten days. To deal with the matter. Pope

Gregory XIII ordered that the calendar should be

corrected by dropping ten days, so that the day

following October 4th 1582 should be called the 15th

instead of the 5th. This change was inmiediately

adopted by all Catholic coimtries, but the Greek

Church and most Protestant nations refused to

recognize the Pope's authority. England did not

come into step w ith most of western Europe until

1 752, when, by Act of Parliament, eleven days were

dropped from the year, the eleventh day having

accumulated since Pope Gregory's proposal.

To ensure that the same dilHculty did not arise

again, Pope Gregory proposed that certain years

which would have been counted as leap years in the

system of Julius Caesar should not now be counted

<is leap years. These were the years 1700, 1800,

1900, 2100, 2200, 2300, 2500, etc., the rule being

that where the number of the year ends in two

zeros it should be counted as a leap year only if the

figures preceding the zeros are divisible by four.

The new calendar with this extra rcfin<-mcnt is

known as the Gregorian Calendar.

I hf Tinif of Day

Keeping track of the sea.sons is only one aspect of

time-measurement. It is difficult for us today,

governed as we are by public and jjcrsonal time

schedules, to realize that the ancient world had no

convenient method of measuring the time of day.

But at the easier pace of everyday life that existed

then this was probably no great hardship. Anyone
who accustoms himself to not wearing a watch soon

develops a subjective judgment of time that is

usually good to within about a C|uarter of an hour.

And in antiquity time-judgment of this kind would

have been sufficient lor most practical purpcjses.

Simdials and water-clocks were the practical

means for measuring time, as we have already seen.

Qviite apart from their lack of accuracy by modern
standards, these devices did not divide time into

equal units. This does not seem to have lieen deli-

berate, but to have arisen from an error. The length

of shadow cast by a stick changes during the day,

l)ut it does not change at a uniform rate. So if one

uses the length of the shadow as a measure of time,

one has a nonuniform system. The length of the

shadow changes niore rapidly just after dawn and

just before sunset than it does around midday, so

if we assess the passing of time according to that

rate of change, time passes more quickly in the

morning and evening than it does at midday.

It is hard to believe that people were not sub-

jectively aware of this difference. Probably, indeed,

they were not only aware of it but even welcomed

it, since there may well have been social advantages

in having a unit of time that was longer near mid-

day than in the morning and evening. In this

connection it is noteworthy that when reasonably

reliable water-clocks were invented, great care was

taken to ensure that they did not measure time in an

approximately uniform way, reflecting the pace at

which the heavens appear to revolve; instead, they

reflected the behavior of the length of a shadow.

Yet the lack of accurate clocks, not only in an-

tiquity but up to and after the time of Newton, did

have one grave disadvantage. It meant that longi-

tudes could not he systematicallv cletcnniiied, and
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Because the Earth does not complete
its orbit in an integral number of

days, an extra day must be added to

the year from time to time. By 1582
Julius Caesar's system of leap years
had resulted in the calendar being
badly out of step with the seasons.
Above is the meeting called by Pope
Gregory XIII, which inaugurated the
Gregorian Calendar we use today.

It was not until 1752 that Britain

came into line with most of Europe
and adopted the reformed calendar.

By then the discrepancy between
the old and new calendars amounted
to eleven days. This painting by
Hogarth shows a rowdy scene at a
time when many riots broke out in

England. Rioters used the slogan
"Give us back our eleven days".
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hence that acrurato maps could not be drawn.

Not until near the end of the eighteenth century,

after the invention ol" rehahU" chronometers, did

maps manifest a dramatic increase in accuracy.

Hipparchus made tlie ingenious suggestion tliat

the longitudes of a considerable number of places

might be established by using a solar eclipse to

determine a moment of simultaneity ^t all of thein.

The method does not, of course, give strict simul-

taneity l)ecauso the eclipse does not start simulta-

neously at every point along the track of the Moon's

shadow. But the method would have given more

accurate results than any previously available if

only it had been carefully carried out. Unfortunate-

ly, the only deliberate attempt to make use of

Hipparchus's suggestion seems to have been badly

bungled. A substantial eiror was made and there

was no means of discovering it. It was therefore

reflected in maps for many years.

Thf Shape and Size of the Earth

By the time men became concerned with Ijoth

latitude and longitude, they had already come to

believe tliat the Earth lias a spherical, or nearly

spherical, shape. But this belief was not universally

held throughout Greek times. To the early Greeks

the Earth consisted of a circular disk supported bya

great ocean, above which was the hemispherical

bowl of the sky. Such a picture is clearly revealed

by the works of Homer, and was apparently accept-

ed until about the sixth centun,- B.C. This picture

clearly poses a problein as to what happens to the

stars, the Sun, the Moon and the planets as they set

below the western horizon. As we have already

seen, the early belief seems to have been that all the

heavenly bodies circulated in some fashion around

the horizon to the north, later reappearing in the

east ready to follow their circular diurnal paths

across the sky once more.

The observation that destroyed the flat-Earth

concept was simply that the stars visible from

different latitudes are not the same. In Egypt, for

instance, certain stars were clearly visible that

could not be seen at all from Greece. In Greece the

constellation of the Great Bear could be seen to

complete a circuit around the pole without dipping

below the horizon, whereas in Egypt it was found

to dip into the sands of the desert. These observa-

tions indicated very clearly that the surface of the

Earth is curved in some way. The first idea about

how it might be curved aj)pears to be due to Anaxi-

mander. He Ixad the curious notion that the l^arth

is curved toward the north and the south but thai

it goes straight toward the east and the west, forming

a surl'ace rather like that of a cylinder. This hypo-

thesis enabled him to account for the clianging

aspects of the stars between Greece and Egypt,

where the difference is essentially one of latitude,

and at the same lime to preserve theold mythologi-

cal notion that the region of the dead lay very (ai

away to the west.

According to Theophrastus, a pupil of Socrates,

it was Parmenides, a follower of Pythagoras, who
first taught that the form of the Earth's surface is

spherical. (Later conunentators of the early Christ-

ian era give the credit for this great step to Pythag-

oras himself, because by iheir time the views of the

Pythagoreans were very popular and Pythagoras

had become an almost legendary hero.) Parmenides

lived in the late sixth and early fifth centuries B.C.,

and his argument for the spherical lorm of the

Earth was a good one. He argued that a body ofany
other shape than a sphere would fall inwards on
itself—that a sphere was the one shape that would

remain naturally in equilibrium. No doubt, too, the

hemispherical dome of the sky was a great help in

arriving at the idea of a spherical Earth. And the

idea, once stated, doubtless gained support from the

fact that it ofl'ered a simple explanation of what

happens to stars. Sun, Moon and planets after they

set in the west, namely that they continue their

circular patlis, and reappear again in the east.

Yet the idea of a spherical Earth did not gain

general acceptance until the time of Plato, a cen-

tury or more later. Plato's argument was philosophic

and even flimsy : that a sphere was the most perfect

shape for a body, that it had the most complete

syinmetry, and that hence the Earth, at the center

of the universe, must be a sphere. While such an

argument was not as good as the original argument

that Parmenides had advanced, Plato's powerful

advocacy served to establish the idea. From then

onwards no Greek believed that the Earth was

anything other than spherical, and when we come
to Aristotle, an extremely telling and decisive

argument appeais. Often when the Sun, Earth

and Moon come nearly into line, with the Earth

between the Sun and the Moon, the Moon crosses

the shadow cast by the Earth. At such times the

shadow on the Moon is invariably seen to be cir-

cular, and this would not be the case on all occa-

sions unless the Earth were spherical.
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With tlif realization that the Earth is spherical,

it Ix-camc a prohlt-m of ^rrat practical interest to

determine its size, and the most remarkal)le estimate

1)1 antiquity was that made hy Eratosthenes, pro-

bably about 230 B.C:. The method he used is illus-

trated in Fij^re ;^.i4. Eratosthenes staled that at

noon on the summer solstice a vertical stick at Syene

(Aswan) cast no shadow, thereby indicating that the

Sun was vertically overhead. At Alexandria, at the

same time, the Sun made an angle with the vertical

estimated at 7" 12', or one fiftieth part of the circum-

ference of a circle. Hence if Alexandria wrre due
north of Syene, wliich Eratosthenes apparently

a.ssunied it to l>e, the diflTerence in latitude Ijetween

the two places amounted to 7" 12', or one
fiftieth of the Earth's circumference. The next step

was to determine the overland distance from Syene

to Alexandria. Fifty times that distance divided by
TT would then give the Earth's diameter. By this

method Eratosthenes arrived at the figure of 7850
miles, a value only about 70 miles less than the

mtxlem value of the Earth's diameter. (The precise

value depends on one's definition, since the FLarth

is not exactly spherical, the polar diameter being

about 7900 miles, the equatorial about 7927.)

Eratosthenes' result was so good that in modem
times many people have queried it. For myself I do
not see any good reason to doubt its authenticity.

In the first place we know that Eratosthenes wrote

a book specially about his determination; and al-

though that book has not survived, the very fact

that it was written shows that Eratosthenes thought

well of the work and had carried it out carefully.

In the second place we have independent evidence

of the accuracy of Eratosthenes as an observer. He

Figure 3.14

When noon Sun was directly overhead
at Syene it made an angle of 7 12'

with the vertical at Alexandria.
If both were on the same meridian,
the distance between themwas just
one-fiftieth of Earth's circumference.'

is known to have determirietl the angle made by the

Earth's axis of rotati<m with the plane of the Earth's

r)rbit around the .Sun. The value he arrived at was

23 5'
'. when-as at the time of his determination the

true value was 23 43', which impli<-s an error of

only al)out 0.56 p>er cent. I'l'he value todav is 2'^

;{h', the change iK-ing due to the fine details in our

third stage of sophistication di.scus.sed aljove.)

The actual latitude of Syene is 24^5'. Hence in

the time of Eratosthenes the Sun was not strictly

overhead there at the summer solstice, but lay out

of the vertical by some 22'. On this basis we might

exp>ect an error of scmie five per cent in Eratos-

thenes' final answer, but by good luck a comp>en-

sating error was made in the latitude of Alexandria.

Thus the actual diflTerence In-tween the latitudes of

the two places is 7"5', as compared with Eratos-

thenes' value of 712'. This reduces the error one

might expect to about one-and-a-half per cent. It

has also been objected that Alexandria does not lie

due north of Syene, the difference in longitude

being about three degrees. But the error that would

arise in this way is only the amount of the difference

of the cosine of three degrees from imity, and this is

only a little more than o. i per cent. Hence the total

error arising from the angle determination was
about one per cent ; Eratosthenes' value should have

been too small by this amount. And this, indeed, is

just what it was 7850 miles as compared with 7920.

All this, of course, would imply that the distance

from Syene to Alexandria had been measured with

complete accuracy, and it is here that the main
questions have been asked. The unit of distance

used was the stade. Unfortunately three diflferent

units bearing that name were then in use: the

itinerary stade, used in incasuring the distance of a

journey and equal in length to alx)ut 157 meters;

the Olympic stade of 185 meters; and the royal

Egyptian stade of 210 meters. Pliny states that

Eratosthenes used the itinerary stade, and this

checks with an independent commentary that

Eratosthenes obtained the distance from profes-

sional runners—a procedure wliich secnrts natural

enough, since the transmission of important mess-

ages in Egypt must have been maintained through

the use of professional runners for upward of two

thousand years. It does not seem in the least im-

likcly that over the centuries specialist runners in a

flat coimtry such as Egypt should have established

distances to within a margin of one per cent. The
alternative point of view (tliat Eratosthenes used
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the Olympic slade) would imply that the nmners

made an error of some 17 per cent in theit estimate

of the distance, and this seems wildly lantastic.

Tiu Cosmology oj the Greeks

The first step to understandim; ilie iieavens is

prohahly no more difficult than the lii-st step toward

recou;ni/.inii; the Karth's sphericity. It is simply to

perceive that the diurnal motion ol tlie stars across

the sky arises from the rotation of the Earth. The
CJreek world as a whole never came to understand

this although, as we shall see, there were individual

Creeks who did understand it; hut these men were

never fully able to persuade their contemporaries.

The first step in the right direction was taken In'

Philolaus, a j>hilosopher of the Pythagorean school.

He argued that the main influence in the universe

must come from its center, and that since the main

influence did not come froin the Earth, the Earth

could not he at the center. This would suggest tliat

the Earth must be in motion around the center. At

first sight one might suppose that this was a step

toward a heliocentric thcorv, but Philolaus did not

place the Sun at thecenter of the system; he thought

of it simply as a disk made hot by a rapid passage

through the air. Instead, he conceived the center of

the system to be a gigantic fire, hiddeti from us by

the lM)dy of the Earth. Although this was a fantastic

idea according to our modern point of view, Philo-

laus deserves great credit for two reasons : first for

the idea that the center <>f the system might exert a

controlling influence over the whole, and second

for realizing that the motion of the Earth around

the center would be reflected in a corresponding

opp(»site motion of the stars, which would explain

the ajjparent diurnal rotation of the heavens.

Philolaus was a contemporary of Socrates, and

lived shortly before Plato. Plato had no use for his

views, being out of sympathy with the Pythagorean

schiKil; neither had Aristotle. It is only when we
come to the second of the giants ofGreek astronomx.

Heraclides, that we find the idea being revived and

developed. Heraclides dispensed with the fanciful

notion of the central fire and simply made the Earth

rotate on its axis, as we do today.

Heraclides belonged to the fourth (cnmry B.C:.,

and Arislarchus, who did much of his work in the

middle of the following century, may well have

been influenced by him. Apollonius was the out-

standing mathematical astronomer of the third

century B.C!.. Hipparchus oi the second ccnturv

B.C., and Ptolemy, who lived in the second century

A.l)., wiLS the last of the great line. Sadly, by the

time we come to Hipparchus and Ptolemy, Herac-

lides' great idea had been drop|)ed, and once again

the heavens, rather than the l'',arth, were assumed

to have a diurnal tnotioii. lioth Hipparchus and

Ptolemy had a rea.son for rejecting the idea that the

Earth rotates, although whether they felt it to be a

strong one it is impossible to .say. It could liave been

no more tlian an excuse for rejecting an idea they

did not like. Their ostensible objection was that if

the Earth were spinning a body thrown up into the

air would simply be left behind.

Perhaps a more valid reason for rejecting the idea

that the Earth rotates is that such a theory does not

explain the apparent motion of the planets. Re-

ference back to Figure 3.1;^ shows that as seen from

the Earth the planets sometimes reverse their appa-

rent direction of motion. Usually the line from the

Earth to a planet turns in an anticlockwise sense,

but sometimes it reaches a stationarv' point and

reverses into a clockwise sense; it then continues in

that direction until it reaches another stationarv

point where the anticlockwise motion is once more

resumed. The great problem in ascribing anv sim-

ple geometrical form to the motions of the planets

was to give a description of these retrograde motions

in terms of the orbits of the planets.

Now it cannot be too strongly stressed that since

the Greeks had no physical theory of gravitation,

they had no idea of why the planets move in orbits.

To overcome their physical ignorance they made
the bold assumption that all planetary motion is in

circles. Combinations of circular motion were per-

initted in their scheme, as in the epicycles of Figures

5.7 and 3.10, but no motion was admitted that

could not be built up from circles. This hypothesis

not only veiled the need for a physical theory; it

also agreed with the philosophy of symmetry which

Plato had expounded for the case of the sphere.

Just as a sphere has the greatest degree of symmetry

lor a three-dimensional body, so a circle has the

greatest degree of syminetry for a closed curve.

Without some simple, bold assumption such as

Greek astronomers made, the universe would have

seemed an entirely lawless place. Although we may
now be out of sympathy with such a point of view,

we must remember that it persisted until the age of

Kepler, and even Kepler finally discarded the

notion of circular motion with extreme agony of

mind. Perhaps, too, we can have more sympathy
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with the CJrcrks if \vr rcnK-mlx-r that today's sci-

entists rxpt-ct physical laws to have elegance and

symmetry, even if they no longer exfx-ct the mater-

ial world to manifest those qualities. We have simp-

ly replaced the concept of Plato by a similar, but

deeper, concept.

The first serious mathematical attempt to under-

stand the complexities of the planetary motiorus was

made by the great Greek mathematician, Kudoxiis.

It has often been .said, somewhat vaguely, that "the

Greeks" believed in a system of crystalline sj)heres:

the Moon was believed to be attached to the nearest

sphere, then there was a sphere for the .Sun, a sphere

for each of the planets (in the order Mercury,

Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn), and finally a

sphere for all the stars. And all these spheres, it is

said, were supposed to have their centers at the

Earth. This story seems to lie a compound between

earlier ideas and the theory of Eudoxus, and it is

certainly a complete travesty of the theory which

Eudoxus actually propounded.

In the theory of Eudoxus only the stars moved on

a single sphere. The Moon and the Sun each

{KKsessed a nest of three spheres, while the planets

each had a nest of four. The outermost sphere of

each nest moved in the same way as the sphere of

the stars. The second outermost sphere was attach-

ed at its poles to the outermost one, and was free to

turn around an axis lying Ijetween its p<jles. The

third sphere was attached to the second one in a

similar way, and so on. Finally, the planet, or the

Sun, or the M<K)n, as the case may be, was attached

to the innermost sphere. The |x)lar axes of the var-

ious spheres were not parallel to each other, but

were chosen in a complicated manner. In this way,

highly complex motions of the innermost sphere

could be )}n>duced.

The situation liad some analogy to a cf)mpass in

gimbals. The mathematical problem was to cImhisc

the polar axes, their points f>f attachment, and the

motions of the spheres in such a way as to reproduce

the observed motions of the planets, the Sun and

the Moon.

How far did Eudf>xus succeed? He was, in fact,

able to represent the changing directions of the

planets, particularly their retrograde motions. Fur-

ther, his theory automatically required that the

directions of the planets did not usually lie in the

plane of the Sun's motion around the Earth. In

other words, he went some way toward explaining

the effect of the lilt of a planet's orbit to the plane

of the orbit of the Earth. Unlike the Mesopotamian

astronomers before him, and unlike Hipparchus

and Ptolemy who came after him, Eudo.xus does

not seem to have concerned himself with trying to

explain the particular motions ol heavenly Ixxlics

at particular times. Instead, he confined himself to

an attempt at explaining the general features of

their motions in geometrical terms. And as more

details of planetary motions came to light, it t>e-
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Here is a simplified modern diagram
of what is sometimes referred to

as "the Greek" idea of a system of

spheres. In numerical order, spheres
shown are propelling sphere (invisible),

then spheres of the stars, Saturn,

Jupiter, Mars, Sun, Venus, Mercury,

the Moon and the Earth.

The theory of Eudoxus was at once
more complex and more subtle than

this might lead one to imagine.

Eudoxus thought of the polar axes

of his ideal spheres as not being
parallel with each other, yet as
being connected with each other

in the manner of a compass in

gimbals, as indicated above.



carnc rwTcssary to add more spheres to those which

Kiidoxus had originally jiroposed. Thus the nests of

spheres were gradually exleiided, notably by Kiid-

oxus's pupil, Kalippus.

It seems quite clear tliat Eudoxus never intended

his spheres to be thought of as having any actual

plivsical existence. To him thcv were no more than

mathematical devices for re])resenting planetary

motions. His theory was produced at about the time

that marked the old age of Plato and the early

years of Aristotle's maturity, and we find it fully

accepted in the writings of Aristotle. But Aristotle

made the serious mistake of attaching physical

reality to the spheres of Kudoxus, and this mistake

compelled liim to try to combine the separate nests

of spheres for the various planets into one huge

mechanical structure. Thus it came about that

Aristotle ended his descrijjtion of the theory with a

fantastic total of fifty-five spheres.

After the time of Aristotle, the theory of Eudoxus

was discarded. It represented fairly well the chang-

ing directions of the planets, but it did not begin to

explain why the planets change in brightness, why,

for example, Mars is sometimes comparatively

bright and sometimes comjjaratively faint. Accord-

ing to the theory of Eudo.xus, Mars is always at the

same distance from the Earth and should not there-

fore change in brightness. Yet plainly Mars must be

nearer to the Earth when it appears brightest than

when it appears faintest. It was in an endeavor to

explain this point that Greek cosmographers ar-

rived at epicyclic pictures of the motions of planets,

like those already shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.10.

Working from our present knowledge of the

heliocentric theory, we saw above that in Figure

3.10 the radius (OC) of the small circle must equal

the radius of the Earth's orbit, and that the radius

(CE) of the large circle must equal the radius of the

orbit of our outer planet. But this information is not

necessary either for understanding the changing

directions of, say. Mars, or for understanding the

changes in the relative distance of Mars. For those

purposes, all we need know is the ratio ofOC to CE.

Then, provided we take the time required to go

once round the large circle as being equal to the

time that Mars in fact takes to travel once roimd

the Sun, and y)rovided we take the time required to

go once round the small circle as being equal to the

tune that the Earth in fact takes to travel once

round the Sim, the epicyclic picture will adequately

represent the observed motion of Mars. In other

words, the accuracy of the representation ofTered by

Figure 3.10 is not dependent on the establishment

of the true scale of the two circles, but only on the

establishment of tlie ratios of their radii.

Exactly similar considerations apply to Figure

3.7. There the radius of the circle with center at

E niiiy be clvosen to have any value; it is necessary

only that the ratio of the radius of the large circle

to the radius of the small circle should be correct.

Thus in drawing Figure 3.7 there was no imme-

diate requirement that the Sun should be the center

of the small circle. The essential thing was that the

Earth, the Sun and the center of the small circle

should be in line, as they are in Figure 3.15. Hence

it was not inmiediately obvious to the men who
first used epicycle pictures ofplanetary motions tliat

tlie Sim must lie at the center of the epicycle.

Nevertheless, it was clearly suspicious that the

points E, S, and C should always have to lie on a

straight line. This demanded two coincidences:

first that C should move around the Earth in exactly

the same period as S, and second that E, S, and C
should be lined up initially in the same direction.

It is probable that this coincidence suggested to

Heraclides that the radius of the solar circle should

be taken as equal to the radius of the circle on which

the center of the epicycle of Venus moved—that is,

that the point S should be taken at the point C, as it

is shown in Figure 3.7.

(The difference between Figure 3.15 and Figure

3.7 is, of course, that in Figure 3.15 we are working

only from the observations, whereas in Figure 3.7

we were working froin an initial knowledge of the

heliocentric theory.)

The epicycle picture for Mercury could be

amended on the lines Heraclides suggested in just

the same way as could the epicycle picture for

Venus. But the situationwas more awkward for the

outer planets. This is clear ifwe refer back to Figure

3.10. There, unless we set the radius of the solar

circle (the distance SE) equal to the radius of the

epicycle (OC) then all we can say is that the line SE
must be j)arallel to OC. A crucial feature is lost,

namely that the distance from the Sun to the planet

(the distance SO) must always be equal to the

distance EC, and therefore that the planet main-

tains a constant distance from the Sun. Hence the

di.scovery of the heliocentric point of view, working

simply from the observations, was not so easy in the

case of the outer planets as it was in the case of

Venus and Mercury.
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Yet we have it on the unimpeachable testimony

of one of his contemporaries, Archimedes, that

Aristarchus did arrive at a heliocentric point of

view, probably around the year 260 B.C. We can

only speculate as to how he managed to make this

remarkable step. Probably he realized the equiva-

lence of the epicycle picture and the eccentric circle

picture, discussed early in this chapter. He would

then also realize that a representation of the motion

of an outer planet such as that in Figure 3.9

could be translated into the kind of representation

shown in Figure 3.16. Yet because of lack of know-

ledge of the true scale of the circles in Figure 3.16,

it could still be asserted only that the Sun must lie

on the line C£', just as was the case in Figure 3.15.

But now it was possible to take the same step as

Hcraclides had taken in his picture of the motions of

the inner planets. It was possible to take the radius

of the solar circle as equal to the distance from C to

E, so that the Sun fell at the point C, as in Figure

3.9, and so that the planet maintained a constant

distance from the Sun.

On this basis, we arrive at a situation in which

every planet moves in an orbit around the Sun, and
the Sun itself moves in an orbit around the Earth,

the situation shown in Figure 3.17. This is the so-

called Tychonic picture, the picture which Tycho
Brahe accepted almost two thousand years later.

But Aristarchus took a step beyond this. He realized

that the picture presented in Figure 3.17 could be

simplified still further, because the question of

whether the Sun moves around the liarth or the

Earth around the Sun is a relative one. And if we
accept the view that the Earth moves around the

Sun, then every planet can be shown as moving

around the Sun, just as they are sho^^n in Figure

3.18, opposite.

The remarks of Archimedes also show that

Aristarchus took a further remarkable step. He
realized that if the Earth does indeed move around

the Sun there can be only one explanation of why
the background of the stars does not appear to

change during the year: the stars must be vcrv far

indeed away from us.

At the top of these pages is

part of an astronomical papyrus,
callf^d "The Teaching of Leptinus"
or "The Art of Eudoxus". which was
written in Egypt at some time
between 331 and 111 B.C. It is

noteworthy for the number of simple
diagrams which it employs.

Figure 3.15

In an epicycle picture of the motion
of Venus, the ancients did not have
to make the Sun the center of the
small circle. But it had to lie

somewhere on the line EC.

Figure 3.16

Similarly, in making an eccentric
circle picture of the motion of an
outer planet they need not make the
Sun the center of the large circle.

But again it had to lie on EC.
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/lw«j»n^ the Scale of the Solar System

Aristarchus also made a magnificent effort to

determine the true scale of the Solar System. He
argued that at the moment when the Moon is in

quadrature (when, as seen fromi the Earth, half its

surface is lit by the Sim and half is dark) the direc-

tions of the Sun and of the Karth, as seen from the

Moon, must form a right angle. Thus, at that mo-

ment. Sun, Moon and Earth form a right-angled

triangle, as shown in Figure 3.19. The angle SME
is known to be a right angle, the angle SEM can be

measured, and the angle MSE can thus be deduced.

A simple calculation then determines the ratio of

the distance of the Sun to the distance of the Moon.

On measuring the angle SEM, Aristarchus found it

to be about 87°, and his calculation, based on this

measurement, showed the Sim to be about twenty

times as far away as the Moon is. We shall later see

that this estimate was gros.sly deficient, but Aristar-

chus was not aware of this. Thus it seemed to him

that if he could establish the Moon's absolute dis-

tance he could easily establish that of the Sun.

Figure 3.17

Since epicycle picture and eccentric
circle picture are equivalent, we can
make an epicycle picture for all

the planets. If we take ES as equal
to EC we then have the so-called
Tychonic picture of the planets.

Establishing the distance of the Moon was com-

paratively easy. For example, it could be done at a

time of an eclipse of the Moon. We have already

noticed that the edge of the Earth's shadow as it

sweeps across the Moon is always circular in shape.

By comparing the apparent radius of this circle

with the apparent radius of the Moon one can dis-

cover the ratio of the radius of the Earth to the

radius of the Moon. Knowing this, and knowing the

Moon's apparent angular diameter, it is easy to

calculate the distance of the Moon in terms of the

radius of the Earth. A surprisingly accurate value

can be obtained in this way, and about a hundred

years later Hipparchus obtained a value that was

Figure 3.18

The question of whether the Sun
moves around the Earth or the Earth

around the Sun is a relative one.
If we accept the latter view we
can simplify Figure 3.17 and get the
heliocentric representation below.



can be deduced

right angle (known)

can be measured

Figure 3.19

When the Moon is in quadrature
we know one angle of the triangle

(jrmed by Sun, Moon and Earth

and we can measure another.
Aristarchus used this information
to determine the ratio of the Sun's
distance to the Moon's distance.

Figure 3.20

The belief Aristarchus held, that
the Earth moves in a circle around
the Sun, could not explain the known
difference in the lengths of the
seasons. Had he assumed the Sun to

lie just off center, as above, this

would have been explained.

within al>()ut one per cent of the correct vahie.

Earlier determinations were less accurate, but they

were sufficient for Aristarchus's purjiose.

Knowing the distance of the Moon in terms ol'

the radius of the Earth, he then also knew the dis-

tance of the Sun. Further, it was pf)ssiblc to caliii-

latc the radii of the orbits of all the known planets

in terms of the distance of the Sun from the Earth.

Hence Aristarchus made possible the first dcierinin-

ation of the scale of the Solar Sysleiii.

Using Eratosthenes' estimate of the Earth's

radius, or even earlier and less accurate estimates,

Aristarchus calculated the Sun's distance to be

some four or five million miles. Although this was
far short of the true value, it was remarkably u.scful

in establishing something of the general order of

magnitude of the Solar System. The snag in the

method Aristarchus employed lies, of course, in the

difficulty of judging the precise moment of quad-

rature ofthe Moon. This is rendered difficult because

the Moon is not strictly spherical in shape. If the

momi-nt ol quadrature is not correctly judged, then

the angle measured at A" is wrong, and here even a

slight error makes a very large difference tf) the

result. For example, if the measured angle had l>een

8g ' instead of 87" , the calculated distance of the Sun

would have 15een tripled; and if it liad Ix-en al)out

89 5'6 , Aristarchus's result would liave Ix-en al-

most correct.

Aristarchus seems to have propounded his helio-

centric theory only in a tentative fashion. He did

not set out his arguments comprehensively in a

tx)ok, and we may well ask why. Probably it was

because he was well aware that lus theors', as it

stood, simply did not fit the observed facts. We have

already noticed that the seasons of the year are of

uneven length. Why should this be so if the Earth

moved aroimd the Sun in a circular path? This diff-

erence in the length of the seasons could be ex-

plained by suppf)sing that the Earth moves not

aroimd the Sun but around a point slightlv dis-

placed from the Sun, as in Figure 3.20. But such an

assumption would already mar the beautiful sim-

plicity of the heliocentric picture. Further, Aristar-

chus must have known that the directions of the

planets do not in general lie in the plane of the

Earth's orbit, and the simplicity of his theory would

also be partially destroyed by the requirement that

the planes of the orbits of the various planets are

not coincident.

At the outset ol this chapter we saw that irregu-

larities arise as soon as we move from the first stage

of sophistication to the second, and this is just what

Aristarchus was up against. His picture was ad-

mirably suited to the first stage of sophistication,

but it was not suited to the second stage. For this, it

\vould liave been necessary to break with the idea

of circular tnotion and to go over to elliptic motion.

And this was a step the Greeks were not capable

of making. It is true that so far as the planets are

concerned, the effects arising in the second stage

of sophistication are comparatively small ones, or

could have been regarded as so in Greek times.

But this is not true of the M(X)n. Even in ancient

times it was com|)arativel\' easy toseethat the M<M)n

could not be represented as moving aroimd the

Earth uniformK' along a circular path. But its

motion could be reasonably well represented by an

epicyclic ])icture, since the epicycle can be made to

mock the effects of elliptic motion in a first order of

approximation. Hence it looked to the Greeks as if
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the Moon must be allowed to move in an epicycle,

and if one were obliged to assume epicyclic motion

for the M(K>n, then why not also lor the planets?

These, then, seem to have been the considerations

that restrained Aristarchus from pressing his helio-

centric views. Certainly they were among the main

reasons that prevented such men as Hipparchus and

Ptolemy from accepting that viewpoint.

It is remarkable that following Aristarchus we
have two quite contrary trends. On the practical

side, the appreciation of the obser\ational situation

became more and more refined, and Greek astron-

omy passed into the second stage of sophistication.

But on the theoretical side, the ideas of the Greeks

moved steadily further and further away from the

correct picture.

We noticed earlier that Hipparchus and Ptolemy

discarded Heraclides' great idea of a rotating Earth

in favor of the old idea of a diurnal rotation of the

heavens ; and we have now seen why the heliocentric

theory of Aristarchus found no favor with the

astronomers who followed him.

Here we have a remarkable example to show-

that it does not always pay to know too much about

the facts of a situation. No theory ever proposed lias

been found ultimately to fit ail the facts, and even

the most profitable theory will be rejected if the

discordant facts are known at too early a stage. This

must not be construed as a plea that facts should

be ignored. All one can hope is that discordant

facts will not appear until worthwhile theories have

had a chance to establish themselves. If Greek

astronomy had remained in the first stage of so-

phistication for five hundred years or so after the

time of Aristarchus, so that the heliocentric theory

could have become firmly established, then the

history of astronomy from the beginning of the

Christian era to modern tiincs might liave been

entirely different.

From the point of view of astronomy it has pro-

ved almost disastrous that our Earth possesses a

satellite. If there had Ijeen no Moon astronomy

would have developed far more easily. In the very

early stages there would have been no problem of

try-ingto reconcile a solar calendar with a lunar

calendar; in Greek times divergences from simple

circular motion would not have been so glaringly

obvious; and the modern astronomer, in his turn,

would not have been forced to carry through all his

most deJicate work during the half of the month
when the Moon is not visible in the skv.

After the time of Aristarchus, Greek astronomy

developed along lines that might be called the

geometrical equivalent of the numerology of the

Babylonians. The reason for this development is

quite clear. The Greeks, like the Babylonians before

them, were attempting to represent phenomena
that were far too complicated for them. In the

event, the world had to wait almost two thousand

years before Kepler succeeded in realizing tliat the

complexities of the second stage of sophistication

demanded no more than a representation of elliptic

motion. And Kepler had the advantage of living at

a time when the value of the heliocentric theory had

recently been strongly re-empha.sized by Nicolaus

Copernicus.

Before ending the present chapter we should take

at least a brief look at the work of Hipparchus and
Ptolemy. This work proceeded on the basic assump-

tion that all motions must be compounded out of

circular motions—essentially the same assumption

as Eudoxus had made three centuiies or so earlier.

Subject to this condition being satisfied, mounting

degrees of complexity were allowed. Planets were

still required to move around circular epicycles,

and the centers of the epicycles were still required

to move around circles, but it was not demanded
that the centers of the latter circles must coincide

exactly with the Earth. Moreover, there was no

requirement that the centers of the epicycles should

move around their circles with uniform speed. With
these additional degrees of freedom Ptolemy, in

particular, was able to reproduce many of the

features of elliptic motion.

Even though we now know that he had set his

course along a wrong path, the ingenuity of his

constructions cannot fail to excite our admiration

provided we understand what they really mean.

Unfortunately those constructions are usually de-

scribed in a way that makes them look arbitrary

and unattractive. This is simply because they are

described against an inadequate mathematical

background. Here they are dealt with in an appeia-

dix at the end of the book, where the main con-

struction, in terms of circular motion, is compared

mathematically with the real situation, namely

with the situation for elliptic motion. Since Ptolemy's

conclusions will be stated simply in the next chapter,

the nopmathematical reader can pass over this

appendix without feeling that he has missed any-

thing essential to an understanding of the remain-

ing chapters of this lx)ok.



Chapter 4 Copernicus and Kepler

Luther: The fool would overturn all of astronomy.

In the Holy Scriptures wc read that Joshua or-

dained the Sun to stand still, not the Earth.

Copernicus: To attack me by twisting a passage from

Scripture is the resort of one who claims judgment

upon things he does not uiulerstand.

Probably nothing would have surprised the Greek,

Ptolemy, more than to have been told that no sig-

nificant advance in astronomy beyond his own
Almagest would be forthcoming for some fourteen

hundred years.

The reasons for the long delay are not hard to

find. The growing cleavage between eastern and

western Europe which marked the decline and fall

of the Roman Empire, coupled with the rise of

Christianity, resulted in an almost coni|)lete

obliteration of Greek science in the west. The
Hebrew people, whose writings made up the bulk

of the Christian Scriptures, had never been much
interested in astronomy, and as a consequenc<"

these writings, and [jarticularly the Book of (icnesis,

consisted of a-stronomically naive borrowings from

other peoples. The heavens were a firmament

separating the waters al)ove from those below.

Such statements did the Hebrews themselves no

particular harm, but in the hands of the early

Church, they came nigh to destroying science

completely. For the Bible now had to be interpreted

literally; there really had to lie a firmament that

separated the waters above from those l>elovv. In

other words, above the sky there had to be another

ocean which, at a moment's notice, cf)uld pour

through a hole in the sky and deluge the Earth as

it had done in the time of N'oah. Such notions wen-

easier to accept on the basis that the Earth is flat.

So wc find commentators such as Lactiintius and

Kosmas pouring scorn on the idea of a spherical

Earth and thus denying the first great discovery ol

the CJreeks. Indeed, wc find a return to the crude

notion that the stars and the Sun, after setting in

the west, proceed to change their course. pa,ssing

round to the north just below the horizon until llic\

are in a position to emerge again in the east.

It is true that the less prejudiced members ol the

Church, such as St. Augustine of Hippo, living in

the fourth and early fifth centuries, did not treat

Cireek science with contempt; but imfortuiiaic

phrases in the Bible, such as "the firmament ami

the waters above it," made it impossiiilc lor them
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Astronomically naive Hebrew writings

incorporated in the Christian Bible

long imposed strange views of the

universe on western Christendom.

Piero di Puccio's picture of the

universe, made in the fourteenth

century, is typical of its period.

Not until the time of Copernicus

did Europe make any advance on the

cosmologies of the Greeks.
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to accept any sensihir system of cosmoldgv. Over
the centuries things slowly improved. S<K>n after

the close of the seventh cenlun.- th<' \'eneral)le

Bctle was williiitr to consider the idea tliat the

Earth might Ix- a sphere. He mentions the zones of

the Karih, saying that imly two of them are in-

habitable but that no assent should Ix- given to

fables about the Antipodes, since nolxxly had ever

heard or read of anyone iiaving cros.sed the torrid

zone and found human i)eings dwelling In-yond it.

But for the fact tluit history, as well as science, had

been largely obliterated, this would have been an

astonishing statement in view of the circumnavi-

gation of Africa, by Phoenicians in the service of

King Necho of Egypt, completed more titan a

thovisand years earlier.

By al)oul the niinli ceniurv- the sphericity of the

Earth and the Cireek views of planctan.' motions

had once again become largely accepted by the

liberal section of Church opinion. The later CJreek

writers, particularly Ptolemy, were once again

being read, albeit only through the medium of

Arabic translations. It must lie emphasized, how-

ever, tliat liecause a few men had familiarized

themselves with the general outline of Greek

astronomy, this was not true of the population at

large. In the popular imagination the notion that

the Earth was flat continued to sur\-ivc until the

fifteenth century aitd even l)eyond. Moreover,

there was little or no appreciation ol' anything

beyond the crude facts of astronomy. The refined

details that had so tormented the Greeks were

unknown in medieval Europe, nor was Europe in

any mental condition to determine such detailed

facts for itself. Such was the price of accepting the

Scriptures literally and in toto.

Meanwhile the spirit of astronomy was lieing

kept alive by other peo])les. The torch Iiad been

passed first to the Hindus, and probably from them

to the Arabs who became avid obser\'ers of the skv.

In this they were probably aided and encouraged

by the clarity of a desert climate. By the beginning

of the present millennium the ./Xrabs had becf)me

deeply interested in the finer details of planetary

motions. They had learnt the intricate theories of

Ptolemy and they had found that the theories did

not fit the facts as they found them.

Here a word of explanation may be necessary.

Ptolemy's theory wr.s constructed to enable astro-

nomers, starting from a known situation, to work

out where the planets would he lound at sonic later

lime, and provided the prcdiiiions were not made
t<K) far in advance, it worked pretty well. But as

time went on, predictions In-came increasinglv

inaccurate, and over a centur\-, if nr)i o\er a year

or two, the inadequacy of the iheorv' l)ecamc

clearly apparent. Over the time that separated

Ptolemy from the Arabic astronomers, it was cpiile

incapable of yielding accurate predictions.

Now the Arabs pursued l>otli the theoretical and
the practical aspects of astronomy. On the theo-

retical side they attempted to im))rove the theory

of Ptolemy, but in this they were quite lULSuccessful

in spite of the great complexity of the systems of

circles and spheres that they emploved. 'I'lieir

observational work was both a help and a hind-

rance to the further development of astronomv. It

was a help because Arabic influence in Spain did

much to kindle European interest in observational

astronomy. It was a hindrance because, at a later

date, Copernicus placed too great a reliance on its

accuracy, as we shall see below

.

It is fa.scinating to speculate on the causes o( the

great scientific outburst in Europe soon after I5<mi,

an outburst in which Copernicus [)layed so con-

spicuous a part. It is probable that the political

diversity of Europe and, alter the Reformation, its

religious diversity, helped to bring it about. Al-

though Copernicus was obliged to proceed with

caution within his (»wn Cnuirch, he was not afraid

to deal sharply with Luther. Indeed, but for the

existence of Protestiintism in Germany, it is prob-

able that the great work of C^opernicus woulil

never have been published at all. The advantage of

religious diversity lay in the lact that the suppres-

sion of an idea by the religious amhorities in one

place did not imply the sujipression of that idea by

other authorities in another place.

But, ol course, the scientific revolution in Europe

came largely as a result of a long period during

which Greek ideas were gradually reintrcKluced

into western Europe, and astronomy was naturalK

only one facet of (Jreek learning to excite scholastic

attention. With the rediscovery of the Greek

authors, particularly in the origiiud Greek, interest

s<K)n became focused f>n the works of Aristotle.

Already in the thirteenth century Aristotle was

lifted to pre-eminence among ])hiloso])hers through

the WTitings of St. Thomas Acpiinas. Il will l>e

recalled that Aristotle, who lived iK-fore the dis-

covery ol the epicyclic- theorx of ))laiietarv motions,

was a heliexcr in the s|)li<Tes ol l.tidoxus. The
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During the Middle Ages astronomy
flourished mainly in Moslem lands.

The figure on the right above is

Ulagh Beg, an outstanding observer
of fifteenth-century Samarkand.

Astronomers of Istanbul Observatory.

Men such as these had learnt the

theories of Ptolemy. They had also

realized that those theories did not

fit the facts as they found them.

Reconstructions of the observatory

at Samarkand. Left: General view.

Center: View showing placing and
size of the great mural quadrant.

Right: Full view of quadrant.
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Thorn, the birthplace of Copernicus,

as It was toward the close of

the Middle Ages.

Copernicus and (right) the uncle who
did so much for his advancement
and education, Lucas Waczenrode.

reverence that developed for the works of Aristotle

in the years preceding a.d. 1500 meant that, in

addition to the theory of Ptolemy, a difierent

theory, that of homocentric spheres, now became

canvassed. This may have helped to weaken the

long-established authority of Ptolemy and to set

men searching for yet another theory, different

fnjm both the known theories of antiquity.

Within the Church itself there were signs of

incipient revolution. Men such as the English

Franciscan friar, Roger Bacon, were clearly seeking

to break away from the old ideas, although Bacon

himself was too isolated to make the great step that

liad lain open to everyone since the time of Aris-

tarchus. Nevertheless, Bacon—one of the founders

of experimental science—is perhaps the best ex-

ample of the general mental unrest and ferment

that were developing among thinking men in the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.

By the middle of the fifteenth century, astrono-

mers such as Johann Miiller, better known as

Rcgiomontanus, had familiarized themselves with

the finer details of the Ptolemaic systt m, takt n now

from the Greek, not from corrupt translations.

Books wi're written setting out the Greek ideas and

making thi m more widely accessible. So it was

that by the close of the fifteenth century the ori-

ginal Greek ideas had been largely or completely re-

covered. They also became widely diflTu.sed through

a number of countries with differing p>olitical and

religious affiliations. These factors, together with a

greatly improved physical sense, seem to have

provided the foundations on which the extra-

ordinary .scientific developments of the following

centuries were based.

It is clearly evident when one turns to the works ol

Copernicus thai he possessed a far better developed

physical sense than had his Greek forerunners.

Ptolemy had rejected the notion of a rotating Earth

on the ground that if the Earth were rotating then

bodies thrown upward from it would be foiuid to

lag behind. Copernicus dismissed this objection,

arguing correctly that a body thrown up into the

air possesses two essentially independent motions, a

circular motion due to the rotation of the Earth,

and a motion up and down. Because wc ourselves

also possess the circular motion, we do not recog-

nize it in the body; we recognize only the up and

down motion. To the argument that the Earth

would fly asimder if it were spinning roimd,

Copernicus answered by saying how much more

certainly must the sphere of the stars burst asunder

if it were spinning around; for the distant stars

would have to move at far greater speeds than the

Earth in order to make a complete revolution in

twenty-four hours.

Although, unfortunately, we iiave no ])recise

records telling us about the evohilioii ol liis ideas.
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it seems to Ik* a fair [)resuinption tliat Oopcrnictis

started from precisely this piiiii, that jt was physi-

cally more reasonable to suppose that the Earth is

in rotation than to supjKtse that the rest of the

imiverse is. And it was probably from this Ijegin-

ning that he was led bit by bit toward his great

theorv' of planetary motions.

Where did this crucial physical intuition come
from.* Certainly C'opernicus was an unusual man,

but there had In-en remarkable men among the

Greeks, tCK). \'er\' likely the Eiiro[X!ans of the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries posses-sed a Ix-tter-

de\eloped physical sense than the ancient Greeks

simply iK'cause of the very wide variety of small

practical problems tiiat Ivad Ix-en solved in Europe

during the inteiAening centuries. As an example,

the building of the great medieval cathedrals must

have presented a host of practical prol)lems that

were almost certainlv more severe than those

which faced (ireek builders. Further, during the

Middle Ages mechanical devices such as windmills

and watermills had l)ecome of great practical and

i-<-onomic imjxtrtance, while to the Greeks thev

had lieen little more than toys. Such devices de-

manded the wid<'spread use ofsimple mathematical

calculation-s, and this need led to the In-ginnings of

matluiuatical tables. For example, in the fifteenth

century fairK' detailed tables of trigonometrical

fimctions were constructed. Without such tables

the oi)ser\'ational work of the sixteenth century

would have lK?en greatly impeded. Tycho Brahc,

the grealt-st oljservational astronomer of that cen-

tury, did not have to depend on a crude system of

measuring instruments as Ptolemy had had to do!

Nicolaus Kopjx'rnigk, known to posterity as

Gopernicus, was lH)rn at Thorn on the \'istiila on

February 19th, 1473. In 1491 he entered the Uni-

versity of Cracow where he was taught astrctnomy

and mathematics by All>ert Brudzewski. As Ix"-

fitted a young man of means, he proceeded some

five years later to one of Eurojie's chief centers of

learning, the University of Bologna, where he

worked for some time under the direction of Maria

da Xovara, from whom he learnt the elements of

practical astronomy. In 1500 he traveled to Rome,
then in 1501 lie made a brief return to north-

eastern Europe—to Frauenlx*rg, where he was

installed as a canon due to the good ofJices of his

imcle Lucas W^aczenrode, Bishop of Ermland.

Plainl\' Copernicus must have found the in-

tellectual atmosphere of Italy extremely congenial,

for within a few months of l^eing installed in his

canonry he was traveling hot-foot to Italy, tlus

time to Padua, and he remained in Italy for a

further five years. During the total of some ten

years which he sjient there he studied law, theology,

medicine, mathematics, astronomy, and the class-

ics. Study of the classics was of vital importance
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siiirc it cnahlcd liiin to rcail llu- works ol llir j^riMt

(ircck astronomers in ilu-ir own lanmia!»c.

VVc know littlr of llic precise ste|)s hy whicli

Co|X'niicus arrived at the threat ideas set (orth in

Ills De Revotulinnibus Orhium (,'nfle.sliuiii. We have

already noticed that he was impressed with how

miirli easier it is to suppose that ilie Karth is tiirnini;

around than to snpix)se that the whole splierc of

stars rotates cHilv around the hcavcn.s. It seems as

if he mav have started from the fcelins» that it was

entirely implausilile to sup]>ose that the I''.arth is the

only IxkIv in the imiverse that does not mo\-e. Once

the idea of a motion ofthe Earth was admitted, the

strans^e part jilayed ijy the Sun in the thef>ry of

Ptolemy must surely have made a deep impression.

According to Ptolemy the outer planets move in

their epicycles in the same ptTiJxl as the Sun moves

aroimd the Earth. But why? Again, according to

Ptolemy, the Sun is nearly the center of the epi-

cycles of Mercury and \'eniis. But why?

Copernicus nuist have seen that these questions

were immediately answered if he a.ssumed that the

Earth moves around the Sun, for then these strange

features become simply a reflection of the Earth's

motion. Moreover, by placing the Earth third in

the sequence of planetary distances from the Sun

it was possible to divide the ])lancls into two groups:

Mercury and \'enus lying closer to the Sun than

the Earth does, and Mars, Jupiter and Saturn

King farther awa\'. It was then easy to see why the

two groups had to Ix- treated dilTcrently in the

theory of Ptolemy. Most iiriportant, the retrograde

motioiLS of the planets were easily explained.

Figure 4.1

Modern picture of the orbit of a

planet, with ellipticity greatly

exaggerated. C marks the center,

S the Sun's position. The fraction

by which the length of CI must be
multiplied to give the length of

CS is the eccentricity of the orbit.

\'ery likely these ideas, or the germ of th<'ni. Ii.ul

already occurred t<» C:o|XTnicus during his stiulein

days. Only so dix-s it se<-m possible to underslaiid

why he lelt his congenial environment in Italv in

i')0<) and went first to Htilsberg and later back ti.

FrauenlxTg, essentially to lead the life of an intel-

lectual heriTiit for the rest of his days. Almost cer-

tainly he im<lerst«xxl that a description ol' the

planetary orbits in terms of simple circU-s with the

Sun at their centers would have Ix-en ev<-n less

satisfactory to his contem|X)raries than it liad tx-eti

in the days of Aristarchus. In order to Ix- acce|)tablc.

any new heli<K'entric theory would have to satisl\

the demands of what, in the j)revions chapter, was

calletl the second stage ol' sophistication; further, ii

would liave to achieve at least as much as the

theory of Ptrilemy. And for this huge task (;o|xt-

nictis neetlerl a life free from distraction, free from

the inces.sant interruptions that must hav<- accom-

panied life in the intellectual center of tin- world.

From what has Ix^en said it will be realized that

the commonly-held ideas concerning the work ol

Copernicus are a wild travesty of the facts. Co|K-r-

nicus did not ]ir(Kluce a sim])le circular picture ol

the planetary motions. He was not an innocent who
was unaware of the ditliculties which had faced

Aristarchus and which had caused the heli(Kentrie

theory to Ix- abandoned in favor of the epicyclic

theory. The task he set himself was to prrxhice a

picture of planetar\' motions lx)th simpler in form

than that of Ptolemy and in Ix-tter accord with the

observed facts. If he had done no more than to

postulate a simple system of circular motion, he

would scarcely have deserved the enonnous credit

that imist Ix" aceoriled to him.

C\)]XTnicus was quite certainly aware of the

opinions ofsuch men as Heraclidesand Aristarchus.

and indeed he was greatly encouraged to find that

others before him had seriously entertained the

idea that the I^arth itself might move. His greatness

lies in the fact that he faced up to the ditliculties

that had caused Hipparchus and Ptolemy to turn

away from the heliocentric theory. Not only <lid he

succeed in this but, as we shall see, he came within

a hair's breadth of prrxlucing a system that \\ould

have Ix'en in almost perfect accord withobserxation

at the standards of accuracy available in his own
day. But for sheer bad luck he would ha\c come

very close indeed to anticipating Kepler.

In order to appreciate how Copernicus improved

on the simple-circle jiicture of planetary motions,
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Above: The Geometry Room at

Cracow, where Copernicus pursued

his early study of astronomy and

mathematics at about the time when

Columbus first set foot in the New
World. Many traditional Euclidean

diagrams permanently covered the

walls. Left: An anatomical lecture at

Padua shortly before the time when
Copernicus studied medicine there.
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\vr may well l><-<;ii\ \t\ l(H>kin^ al llic iii<kI<tii pic-

tun- oftlic urhil ol'a plaiicl. In l-'isjiirc 4.1 we lia\<-

a planet /' piirsuin<; its ()rl)it around the Sun.

Ncslcctint; tlir iiiducncc iif other plan<ts, the orhil

is an ellipse wiili the Sun, .V, al one oi'llie loei. '1 In-

[)oint /represents the |>osition of the planet when it

is nearest to the Sun and the jM)int // the iK)sition

when it is farthest IVoni th<- Sun. (,' is the center ol'

the ellipse. 11"^ is the length ol" the line Irom (. to /,

and a / e in the distance from (.' to the Sun, then <• is

called the eccentricity ol the orbit. \ahi<s t>{' e for

the orbits ol all the planets known in the time of

("o|K-rnicus are tabulated in the previous chajjler.

Reference to the table will show that all the values

are much smaller than one. The eccentricitv Is

largest for Mercury (().205<); and next lari^est for

Mars (0.0933) ; I'l*"" fonie Saturn and Jupiter, with

eccentricities close to 0.05, then the Karlli with

0.0167, and (inally Venus with 0.0068.

The fact that all the values off are much smaller

than tmc means that all the planetary orbits are

rather similar to cireli-s. Indeed, as a first cnide

apj)ro.\imation they can be considered as circles,

just as we consider them when we erroneovisly r<'fer

to the Copernican |)icture. But we need not <;o the

whole nay of regarding them as circles. In our cal-

culations it is |x>ssil)le to include all terms that con-

tain the quantity c but to neglect all that contain

e", e^, etc. In words we can then say that the cal-

culation is made to the first order in the eccen-

tricity, but that second and higher order terms are

neglected. This gives a nnich closer a|>proximation

to the true orliit than the use ol a simple circular

pi( lure. 'i"o regard the orbit of Mars as a circle

would Ik- to achic-ve only alH)ut 10 |mt cent ac-

curacy, whereas lo include terms in the eccentricity

l)Ut not in its square means that we work lo iM-lter

than oni- p<T cent accuracy actually to alH)ut a

(piarterof one p<T cent. L(H)k<-d at fr<im the mrxlern

|)oini of view, the geometrical conslruelions of Inith

I'tolemy and (>>|x-riiicus did just this. They in-

cluded the effecLs of the first r.rder ternts in the

eccentricity but not those of the second order terms.

In Figure 4.2 we have the construction of Ptol-

emy, which is mentionetl in the previous chapter

and mor<- fully explained in the inalh<-malical ap-

l)en(lix at the end of the book. The planet /' is taken

as moving around a circle of radius a and with

center (.'. The distance from C to the Sun, .V, is

again the pnxinct n y e. The distance from (.' to .V is

equal to the distance from C to the j)oint ,1. The
signihcance of the ix)iiit .1 is that a straight line

drawn from .1 to P turns around at a uniform rate,

while a line from (.' to /' diK-s not. .1 is Ptolemy's

pumtum aeqtians. Of crmrse. Figure 4.2 is here drawn
on the basis ol a heliocentric pictun-. In Ptolemv's

theory the point .V was not taken as the Sun but as

the Karth. Xeverlheless, Figure 4.2 is still the essen-

tial construction of Ptolemv.

In Figure 4.3 we have what appears to Ix' a <|uite

different construction. S is again the position of the

Sim, but the distance of .V from A" (the center of the

large circle) is now half as great again as was the

distance from C. to .V in Figure 4.2. That is to say, it

Figure 4.2

Ptolemy's construction of planetary

orbit. Here the distance C to S
(center to Sun) is the product of

the radius (a) and the eccentricity.

Figure 4.3

Corresponding Copernican
construction, here L moves around
K at same raie as AP turns in Figure

4.2. LP turns at twice the rare of LK.
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is onc-and-a-half times the pnKiiict axf. The dis-

tance from A" to /, is as^uin a. I. now moves at a

uniform rale aroiiiul the circle with center A' iii-

deetl at exactly tlu- s;ime rate that the hne .1 to /'

turns in Fiifure \.i. But /, is not now the ]M>sitiou of

the planet. /', the planet, moves on a small ejjicycU-

with center at L, the radius /, to /* Iwini; one hall of

the pr<Kluct a <•; and the line /. to /' turns round at

twice the rate at whi<ii the line /, to A turns round.

Thus the planet /* complcti's two revolutions of the

epicycle in the time required for /. to complete one

revolution around the main circle. (RotatioiLS are

referred to fixed directioas, these iKMiig determintxl

by the direction ofsome particular star.)

Figure 4.3 is the essential construction of Coper-

nicus. From a mathematical [joint of view it is ex-

actly equivalent to Figure 4.2, the cotLslruction of

Ptolemy, lioth constructions are equivalent to the

elliptic motion of F'igure 4. 1 provided second and
higher order terms in the eccentricity are neglected.

C"^)[)ernicus preferred Figure 4.3 to Figure 4.2

liecause he appears to liave felt it unnatural that

the radius C to P of Figure 4.2 should not turn

round at a uniform rate. (In Figure 4.3 l>oth r<f the

radii, A" to I. and /, to /*, turn uniformly.) As things

turned out, Copernicus paid dearly for his prefer-

ence for the more complex construction. Had he

preferred the construction of Figure 4.2, as Kepler

later did, it is likely that the two errors in his theory

might have lieen avoided.

Nevertheless, if Copernicus had used the con-

struction of Figure 4.3 consistently for all planets.

Copernicus knew that to produce a

heliocentric theory consistent with

observation demanded freedom from
distraction. Above is his quiet study,

below, the sleepy town of Frauenberg



lie would liavc i)l)iaim<l .i ilicory titlint; i)crlc(ll\

with llir ol)scr\'ati<»ns availal)l<- in his day. All he

nerd have done was to use the ohser\'ations U>

determine the slii^htly difTcrent planes of the orbits

of the planets, to find the (joint A' for each orbit and

the length of the radius A to /. for each orbit. This

would have given him his complete theory. His

only error would have lain in the neglect of the

second order ttrms in the eccentricity.

The essential feature of the theory is that the

point S is the .same for all the planets. The point A

is different for each planet and must i)C determined

from f)bservation: and the same thing is true of the

radius of the circle. A" to L. The distance from /- to

P docs not require .separate determination since

thLs distance is one third of the distance from K'ioS.

One further detail needed fixing from observation,

namely the particular jjosition of each planet at

one particular moment of time. Exactly where in

the construction was the point P on .some specified

date? When this had been fixed for each planet the

theory could l)e used to work out future positions.

As we have just noticed, the point S must be the

same for all the planetary orbits, and it must l)e the

Sun. Copernicus realized the. iinportance of the

first of these requirements, but he made an astonish-

ing error over the second. Instead of taking S to be

the Sun, he made the niistake in all cases except

that of the Earth of a,ssuming it to l)e the point A

for the Earth's orbit. That is to say, he found the

point A for the Earth's orbit and regarded the

point .S' for all the other orbits as being coincident

with that point. This error was an astonishing one

lx;cau.sc in all other respects Coj)crnicus seems to

have Ijcen quite clear in his mind that the Earth

must Ijc dcjxised from having any importance as a

center; yet here he was attaching a special sig-

nificance to a particular geometrical point

ass(K;iated with the Earth's orbit. Here, however,

was almost the only mistake lor which C'opernicus

might reasonably be blamed, while the mistakes of

Kepler, nearly a century later, were many.

It is possible that the remarkable error just noted

sprang in some way from a second error. In the

special case of the Earth, Copernicus omitted the

epicycle of Figure 4.3 and it is not very difficult to

trace the probable rea.sons why he did so. In break-

ing away from a two-thousand-year-old prejudice

that the Earth pK>sses.sed no motion at all he had

already attributed several motions to it : first a di-

urnal rotation, second an annual rotation about a

center A . and third a niolion needed lo ai <<iuiu lor

the phenomenon of precession. Co|>ernicus visu-

alized the motion round the circle with center A" as

iK-ing rather like that f)f a bob held by a string and
susjM-nded from a fixed |X)int, as in Figure 4.4. .A^is

the fixed [X)int and f^,, A',, A",, K^ and K^ are a set

of points on the Earth's orbit. The effect of the

motion was to cause the Earth's axis of diurnal

rotation to point always toward the fixed point JV.

Thus when the Earth was at /i, the axis of rotation

would tend to point along the line A",jV, when at E^
the axis would point along the line li.^', and so on;

and becau.se the- point jVwas not as far away as the

stars, the Earth's polar axis would point in different

directions relative to the stellar background at

different moments of the year. Now this did not

agree with obser\'ation. Hence Ciopernicus held

that the Earth's axis of rotation must possess a

counter-motion that compensated for the effect

shown in Figure 4..^. Then came the crux of the

argument. Perhaps the counter-motion did not

exactly com|x-nsate Ibr the swinging shown in Figure

4.4. If this were so, then the heavens would ap(M-ar

to possess a very slow rotation, and this was

precisely the phenomenon of precession.

Subsequent writers have criticized Copernicus

for the artificiality of introducing this counter-

motion. Why not simply |)ostulate a slow motion of

the Earth's axis of rotation bv itself to account for

precession? Why introduce two large, opposed an-

nual motions? The answer may lie in the in-

credible slowness of the jirecession. It takes the

Figure 4.4

Copernicus thought of the Earth (E)

as moving around a center K in

the manner of a pendulum bob
suspended from the point N.

First right is an extract from the

preliminary account of the Coper-

nican theory which Rheticus wrote.

Next IS the title page of Book Vl

of the work of Copernicus himself.



Earth's axis some 26,000 years to complete one

circuil. C«i|)eriiicus probably felt this slow motion

to Ik* so much at variance \\ ith the rapidity of the

E^th's diurnal rotation and of its annual motion,

that he thou<j;hi it could Ik- more plausibly repres-

ented as a sliii;ht difVerence l)et\veen two compara-

tively rapid motions. (Jiven the change in direction

of the I-l;»rth"s axis shown in Figure 4.4 together

with a comj>cnsatina; motion, one could projH^rly

ask whv the two motions should exactly compensate

each other. Copernicus would probably have

answered that they did not (fuilf compensiile each

other, and that the lack of precise comiiensation

accounted for the phenomenon of precession.

There were certain other long-term problems

coimected with the Earth's orbit that Copernicus

felt obliged to face. If we apply Figure 4.3 to the

case of the Earth, we have to recognize that the

line from .V to h' is not strictly of fixed direction. It

turns steadily around. That is to say, the line J to H
of Figure 4.1 turns steadily around, due to the in-

fluence of the other planets. .Such an effect had

already liccn detected by comparing the obser-

vatiorts of the Greeks with those of Arabic astrono-

mers, and this caus<-d Copernicus to give a slow-

motion to the point A" for the Earth's orbit.

Xow comes the stroke of sheer bad luck. In

addition to tliis jx'rfectly correct inference from a

comparison of Creek and Arabic oljservations,

other long-term eflfects were also deduced. These

were illusory, and arose simjily from observational

errors, particularly errors in Arabic ob.servations.

IR rn I E Idus Maiasad
!tc Pofnania; dcdi lite-

(ras,quibus tcde CuCce--

pta mea profcdiione in

Prufsiam ccrtiorem fc-

ci.&^fignificaturum me
qiiam primum poflcm,

fatnxfic6<:meacexpc<^ationi refpondc

rctc'icntus.prom'fi. Etfi aiitemufxiam

dcccTifcpti 11.1:135 mpcidifcendoopcrc

Auioromico ipriiis D. DocfJofis, ad

qu'm coricefsMiibucrc potui, cum pro.

ptcr aJiicrrairt nl;qiiantul"i<n iislerudi-

ncm , rim quia honciliisimc a rcucren-

difsir.-.o D. Do-.riino Ticcmanno Gy-
Ik) l.pifcopoCulmcnnuocatus.imacil

D- Prxccprorc mco Lobaiiiam profe.

diissliquotfcptunanisaftudijs quicii.

Tamcn iitpromilTa dcniq; prxttarcin.ct

uotis rT.isfaccrcm tuis, dc his quae didt^

ci,qua potcio brcuiratc dC peripiaiitate

gd D.Prarccptormcus rcntiat,oflcdam.

l^rincipioaut«mft3tuasiielim do<5li(si=

Thus the plane of the l^arth's orbit was thought to

undergo oscillations, and even the phenomenon of

precession was thought not to Ik- steady. These

errors forced CojK'rnicus to introduce a variety of

sl<»w trepidati(jn.s into his picture of the Earth's

orbit. His picture of the motion of the Earth there-

fore amounted to this: a diunial rotation; an

annual motion around the circle with center A

(Figure 4.3); a third motion to account for jjre-

cession; a slow change in the direction of the line

from A" to S; and various trepidations in the orbit,

such as changes in the orbital plane.

All these motions were forced on him by obser-

vation. It is easy to see that he felt them to Ix' so

complex that he hesitated to add yet another mo-

tion for theoretical reasons, namely the motion in

the little epicycle with center at L. It seems a safe

guess that it was for this reason that the correct

epicyclic representation of the Earth's motion was

not introduced; and given this omission it Ijecame

necessary to add coin])lications to the motions of

Mercury and X'enus. Thus we find the point A

iK-ing given complicated and unnecessary^ motions

in the cases of the two latter planets. These could

have been avoided if Figure 4.3 had lieen adopted

in lolal for the case of the Earth. If we wish to in-

dulge in being wise after the event we can say that

what Copernicus should have done was to forget

alx)ut the trepidations, to forget alx)ut precession,

and to use the construction of Figure 4.3 uniformly

for all the planets, making the point .S the same in

each case, namely the position of the Sun.

NICOLAI CO
PERNICI TORINENSIS

Om KEVOIVTIONIBVS OR«l«

tim ccckftuiin,Librt yT.

Habcs inhoc opcrciam rcccns nata,& xdi'co,

ffaidiofc lcAor,Nlotus fldbruni , um lixanini,

quam crraticaruffl.aiin ex uacribus, turn ciiam

ex rcccncibas obferuauonibus rclh'tutos:S iio>

uis infupcrac admirabilibus hy|x>(lKlibtuor'

natos.HabcsctiamTabuIascxpcdiiiisitnas.cx

quibus rofdcm ad quoduis tcmpusquam facilU

mccalaiJarc poccris.lgicur ciiK,lc«>:,frucrc.

Norimbcnpcapud toh. Prtronni,

AniM* M. I>. X L 1 1 I. 103



Kvcn so, C>)|XTniriis prixliici'd a Ijiilcr tlicury

than tliat of Ptolrmy. -Not only was il sinipli-r in its

m-omrlrical conslnirtion, hut also it atjrccd In-ltcr

with ihf larts. Partiriilarly (li<l il aijn-c iK-tlcr with

thr farts when the slit;lit (iiircTcncfs lM-lw<-cn the

orhital planes of the difrcrcnt planets were tak<'n

into arrount. In I'toleniy's theory the planes of the

orbits all passed throtii^h the Karth. In the C^oper-

niran theory tlu y all passed throus^h the (Kiint A of

the Earth's orbit. In faet, they should all pass

throiii;h the Sun. But althoui^h C:o]MTnieus was

wrong, he was only slightly wrong. For in the case

f»f the Earth the distanre frfun A" to S (Figure 4.;{)

is only alK)ut one fortieth of the distanre from A to /,.

So the error in the Copernijan system was only

al)out two per cent as great as that in the Ptolemaic.

These, then, were the considerations that

occupied Coix-rnicus after his return to Frauenl)erg.

'I'he practical problem he had to face was to deter-

mine the point A" for the Earth's orbit and then to

sul)siitute the point .so determined for the ]x»int S

of Figure 4.3, treating that i)oint as the fi.xed re-

f«Tence ]X)int for all the other ])lan<"tai-\ orbits. This

left him w-ith the determination of A lor the other

planets, and also with the determination ol tin-

length of the line A to /, in each case. All estimates

of distance, such as that from A to /. or from .V to A

or from /, to /', were made in terms ol the distance

from A" to /- in the case of the Earth that is,

in trnns of the mean radius of lli<- I'.arlh's r)rl)it.

,\bsr(liiie distances ruuld iml be Ituincl at this stage.

The observations of Ptolemy and of the .Aralw

were not sutlicienlly complete lor ( lo|XTnicus"s pur-

|)oses and he was therefore obliged to make some

ol)s<Tvalions of his own. Somi- commentators have

criticized these observations as (raginentar\' and

incomplete. Actually they were preci.sely what

C-opemicus needed. They were carried out with

great eci>nomy of elTort, and their accuracy can Ix;

judged by comparing the values Copernicus arrived

at for the distances A" to /, of each ()lanetar%' orbit

with the iiUKlern values. 'I'he two sets of values are

given in the following table.

Plaitft

Mercury
Venus
Earth

Mars
Jupiter

.Saturn

Mean Radius nj Orbit

(Compared with mean radius

of Earth's orbit ( i.<>oo<j j

Coperiiiean Modern

Value I 'aliie

0.3763 0.3871

0.7193 0.7233
I .OIMM) 1 .0000

'o'98 J -5237

5.2192 5.2028

9«743 95388

When we consider that this was the first time the

relative scales of the planetar\' orbits had lx"cn

given, Clopernicus's achievement was a most remark-

able one. It is true that Ptolemv might have ol>

t^incd similar results if he had made the hxpothesis

that all circles, whether epicvcies or deferent

i >« .~«^—(-X~* nt>~- ^..Ililijj jr"
»*»—»./. ori. f^l"-
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Left: Planetary orbits as Copernicus
depicted them in his great work,

De Revolutionibus Orbium Coelesiium.

Below: Giese, the Protestant bishop
to whom the work was first sent.



circles, that were traversed in the annual period,

possessed the same radii. But the fact that it ditl not

occur to Ptolemy to nuike this step a natural one

for Copernicus- -is a measure of the improvement

of the Copernican theory on that of the (Ireeks.

In time rumors of the new theor\' mafle their

way to the south, and without CojM-rnieus himself

lieing in any way involved, heated discussions

based on inadequate information took |)lac-e. At

NVittenherg a youni; professor, Joachim Rheticus,

became keenly interested in the theory. After

giving a course of lectures in which he attempted to

disprove it, Rheticus ap])arently found himself in a

position where he could see the advantages of the

simple heliocentric picture but could not under-

stand the details. So in 1 539 we find him traveling to

Frauenlx-rg. There he \vas \velcomed by Copernicus

who at once gave him leave to study the new work.

By the following year Rheticus had underst<M>cl it

and had written a preliminary account of it, the

Prima Aarralio de I.ibris Revolulmmni Cof)ernifi. This

account produced a great sensation, and now
Cojicrnicus, at the age of (17, was pressed on all

sides to publish his theory.

To the modem mind it seems surprising that

Ct)pernicus was willing to work for upward of

thirty years without attempting to receive recog-

nition for his great discoveries. Althfuigh we have

no clear-cut evidence as to why he a]>parently

decided against publication, it is not difficult to see

that the decision must have arisen from a clear and

accurate appraisal of the religious temper of the

age in which he lived.

The fragmentary evidence we do have shows

Copernicus as a man of swift and determined

decisions. Yet although a man of incisive character

he W.1S prepared to make a cf)mpromise with life.

Just as he was prepared to sacrifice the conviviality

of the Italian scene for the intellectual freedom and

simplicity of life in Frauenberg, so, it seems, he was

willing to sacrifice the publication of his life work

rather than face perseoition by his own Church.

It is likely that he saw clearly what course pub-

lication would have set him f)n much more clearlv

than (iaiileo w<xs to do and that it was a course

that led almost certainly to the Inquisition. Doubt-

less, too, he knew himself well enf)ugh tf) realize

that once he had embarked on a course of action he

was not lightly to be dissuaded from it.

In the event, publication did occur in the verv

last year ol"{!opernirns"s Hie. Probablv ;is a result of

AD LECTOREM DE HYPO.
TBISIIri HTITl orBRIf.

OH dubito , <]uin cnidiri quidam, uulgvtaiam <fe

nOuicatc hypothe/fon hums opcris bnu,{fudd ax
ram mobiloTi,Solcm ucto in medio uniucrfi itn»

mobile conAiaiic,iKhcment(rGntofFmn,putni9
di/ciplinas libcralcs rccflc lam olim conllinitas , nirbari no o«
portert-Vtnim Gmn cxaAc popcnderc iiolcnt,iiuKni« au
diortm huius opo-i.s^ihil quod ixprchcndi mcrcanir cornt*

Effc.ER enim Alironomi prophum.hifloriam monium cotle

ftium diligcrui & anifidora obfcruationc coIIioctc . Dcindc
<aufascarundcm,(<uhyix>th(fcs,cumu(Taj a/Icqui nulla ra«

bone pofljt,quaiefcun<^ cxcogitaTC& confing(FC,qiubus fup
poGos.iidem motus,cx Gcometiur prjndpps.tam in funirii,

quim in pneteridi rttflc pofTiiu cakuiarLHoru autc utnmqi
egrrgit prxffacit hie anifa.Noy oiim necrfle rd , eas hypo*
thefts tffc ucras^md ne uehGmiles quidem.fcd fuflTidt hoc um
nuin,fl caiculum obferuationibus oongnKntem cxhibcant.ni

G fone ([uis Gcomctn*& Opticcs ufcpdco Gt ignanis, ut c«
picydium Veneris pro ueriflmili habeat.feu in caufa efle cre#

dat.qiiodea quadraginta panibus.&eo ampliiis. Sole inter*

ehim prarcedac,iiiterdii fcqiunir.Quis enim no uidet, hocpo
fico^eceflano fcqui.diametruin ftellzin -mao^tm pluf^qua*
dniplo.corpus autem ipfuin pluf^ Icdccuplo,maionL, quim
in <imyi!if apparere.cuj tamcn omnis anii expenenria refraga

turT Sum& alia in hac difaplina non minus abfurda, quae in

prxrendanunexcuierc,nihi]eftneceIIc.Saris enim pater,apa

parennu insrqualiom moniii cau(as,hanc arte penitus & Citn*

pUdiCT ignorarcEt G quas (ingedo excogiut.ut certe quaplu
nmas excogicac , nequaqui laraen in hoc cxcogitat,ut tta efle

cuiquampaiiiadcat/ed (antum,ut caiculum rc(fle inftituanc.

Cum aotcmunus& eiulclem motus.uarie intcrdum hypodx
fes life oflferantCut in moraSolis,eccentnd{as,& epicydiura)
Aftronomiis earn podfsinium arripiet,qux comprathenfu Ik^m &cillima.Phdorophus fbitaire,ueri (unilitadiocmma«

Opening page of the damaging
preface which Osiander added to

the work. (Translation of part is

given below.) Since it was unsigned
most people assumed Copernicus
had written it until Kepler

undeceived them in 1609.

Note To The Reader Concerning
the Hypotheses Put Forward in This Work.

No doubt there are learned men who have been shocked
by the rumor that has already spread abroad touching the

strange new hypotheses put forward in this work: for it

states that the Earth is in motion and that it is the Sun that

holds a fixed position at the center of the universe. These
men imagine that the liberal sciences were correctly

established a great while ago and ought not to be altered.

But if they are willing to examine the question thoroughly,

they will find that the author has done nothing which
deserves reproach. For it is the astronomer's duty to

collect the records of the movements of the heavenly bodies
with diligent and skilful observation. Then, if he has no
means of finding the true causes or hypotheses underlying

this information, he must conceive and work out such
hypotheses as. once assumed, will enable him to

calculate those same movements correctly from the

first principles of Geometry—for the future as well as
for the past. Now the author of this work has fully

discharged each of these duties. These hypotheses
are not necessarily true or even probable, but if they

provide us with a method of calculation which is

consistent with observation, this alone is enough.



The Copernican theory stimulated

observation, and during the sixteenth

century Europe produced its first

really great observer, Tycho Brahe.

On the left is the man and above is

his ovKn picture of the universe.

Opposite is the room at Uraniborg,
Denmark, that held his great quadrant.
On the walls are pictures of Tycho
and some of his instruments.

ihc visit of Rlu-ticiis, he ctitnistcd tlic piihliralioii

<>l' liLs jrrcat lM«)k to the l'ri»toslaiits, sriulintr it to

Gicsc. tin- Bishop of Kulni. (licsc immediately en-

trusted the piil)hratioii to Rheticus, who ari-ans^ed

for the jirintinsj to lake plaee in XiirnlK-rs^. Un-
fortunately, Ix-fore the priming was cftmpleled

Rheticus left Xiirnhcrsr to take up a new professor-

ship at Leipziij, and handetl over tlie sup<T\isioM of

the printing to one Andreas Osiander, a Lutheran

theologian of \urnl)erg. Osiand<-r took the op|K>r-

tunity to add a preface of his <)wn writing hut with-

out signing it, thereby making it seem as if the

opinions it expressed had come from Cojierniciis

himself The preface says tliat while the hypothesis

of the motion of the Earth may appear to fit the

facts, this doi-s not ncc<>ssavily mean that that hvpo-

thesis is true or even probable. In this way Osiander

attempted to devalue to the maximum degree with-

in his ix)wer the greatest scientific work that had

emerged since (Jreek times.

Those immediately connected with the publi-

cation, Giese and Rheticus, knew full well that the

preface did not come from C'o])ernicus, but the

world at large iK-lieved it did for almost three-

quarters of a centin-y. Then Kepler foinid out the

real author's name from a learned colleague in

XUrnberg, and announced it on the title pag<- ol his

own Ijook on Mars issued in liiog.

C;o|)eriiieus {lied i'l the year i 54'{ at the ;ige of

seventy. By turning his back on the world, he had

forced the world to come to him. The following

century was filled with intense controversy over the

C>)I)ernican theory. I-lxce])ting merely prejudiced

discussions, of which there wen- more than plentv,

the issue now was whether the new theor\- was

ca|>able of representing the observations of planet-

ary motions to a still greater degree of accuracy.

Thus tlw'ory gave a new impetus to obsei^ation and
in the hist (juarter of the sixteenth century the first

really oiUstanding P^uroix-an observational astron-

omer liad arisen in Denmark- Tycho Brahe. Just

as CoiK-rnicus was the first Kuro|K-an since Greek

times to ri.se to the stature of Arisiarchus and Ptol-

emy in theoretical matters, so Tycho Brahe was the

first to rise to the stature of Hip[)archus as an

observational astronomer.

Tycho was imaffectedly op|xised to the C>)jjer-

nican theory. His objections do not appear to have

arisen through religious bigotry. Rather, it seems,

they sprang from a eharact<'ristic that marks almost

all great ol>ser\ers : that the world as they see it has a

more immeciiate emotional reality than it does for

an ordinary person, and very mucii more than it

d<H-s for the tlie<irelician. This mystical relatioitship

between observer aiul oljject seems to arise only as a

result of light actually entering the telescojK- or the

eye, and does not exist, for instance, wlu'ii one is

l<H)king at a phi>togra])h of a c<lestial object. This

psychological trait leads the observer to tloiibt the

reality of situations in which i\e cannot establish the

same physical contact. For example, we have no

immediateU direct awareness of the l^arth's motion.

lofi
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Tycho Brahe's Observatory

At the top left is the observatory

at Uraniborg, built for Tycho Brahe

by a German architect and said to

be epoch-making in the history of

Scandinavian architecture. At the

bottom left is the Stjerneborg, a kind

of annexe that Tycho built when
his fame brought him many assistants.

Most of it VKas underground so as to

protect instruments from the wind.

The cross section of the Uraniborg

observatory (top right) shows where
most of the important instruments

were housed. Under the arch near

the left is Tycho's largest celestial

sphere. The cross section just above
shows the placing of the main
instruments in the Stjerneborg. On the

right is a map of the island of Hveen.



liul<-<-<l, <mr SCUM'S scciii id iiulic.iii' that ilic l'..irlli

isslill aiul the imi\<Tsc (iiitsidc in nuilinii.

'I'his, tlicn, was ili<- probable cause of 'Ivclui

Bralu-"s ol>i<-<-(i<itis to ilu- C:<i|><Tni<-aii tlieory. and
to satisfy liis |)n;jn<li<<-s it was nc-ccssar\ in csiabiisli

a tlicory that the Kartli did lun nioxc. He lonnd

lltal siirii a thcor\ o»iild Ix- l>iiilt up hv Ictlin-; all

tlu- plaiu-ts cxcrpl the ICarth move around lh<- Sun
cxartly as in the '.^opcrnican theory, hut 1)\ inakini;

the Sun itsellinove around tlie Kaith. To the end
o( his hie ill- was inrapahle of seeini; tljat this so-

ralled new theory was exactly tlie same as th<-

C'o|M-rnican theory. I'o th<- inathematiciati the

transtorniation fioin one system loanollic r is li illiiit;.

Vet althouirh Tycho was tmdoul)tedly cpiitc-

naive in this sense, iiis ol>sei-\ational work lorms a

groat nionument ol" hiunan endeavor. Ft was on
this oi)servatioiial work tiiat the decisi\e steps taken

l)\ Kepler w<re based. Quite ajjart Iroin his ohser-

vatioiLs ol the planets, I'ycho settled a mnnher of

issue's that otherwise- misrht ha\e caused ^reat

trouble in the seventeenth centur\ . He- siiowed, for

instance, that the trepidations which had so wor-

ried Co|)ernicus had no rciil existence, but were due
to inaccuracies ol ol)ser\ation: the plane ol the

Karths orbit is not subjected to the variations thai

worried Copernicus, nor is the rate ol' |)rece.ssioii

irregular. From his ol)ser\ations of the comet of

•577 Tycho made the first suggestion that an
astronomical body might move along a < uiac- that

was not com[)ounded out of a number of simple

circular motions. His observations of the new star

( supernova
, of 1 572 were so accurate th^t they have

yielded valuable information even in modern times.

Johann Ke])ler, whose- work owes so much to

1 ycho Brain-, was born in Wiirtembcrg on Decem-
ber 27lh, 1571, .ilmost a century later than Coper-
nicus. At the age of eighteen he entered the

University of Tiibingen where, through the leclure-s

of Miistlin, he Ixcame acquainted with the- Copt-r-

ni< an tli<-or\ . He was instantly dc-lighti-d by it and
decide-d to devote- his life's we)rk to astre»neiin\-. His

first work, the Mvsttriwn (Msinoffrnftliiaiiii. which
appeared in l^yfi, is interesting on two major
ceumts. First, it gi\es a very clear exposition e)f the-

C:eipernican thee.ry, showing its advantages over the

Pteile-maic thee)ry; se'cond, it reveals se»me-thing of

the strange cpie-siii!g nature e)f Kepler's mental
make-up. As regards the fii-st of the-se, it was pre>-

hably at alwuit this time that Kepler realized the

e-quivalence of the ceinsiruclions she>wn in Figures

Below this portrait of Kepler is his

abortive attempt to associate
the planetary orbits with a system
of regular solicis inscrioet) in spheres.



4-2 and 4.3. As rcerards the second, it will lie as well

to explain Kepler's ideas in detail, since, fantastic

as tliey now seem, tiiey lield Kepler's attention

tliroiighoiit his life and iindouhtedly provided tiie

driving loree toward his threat discoveries.

We have already noticed, in this and in the pre-

vious chapter, the values ol'the mean radii and the

values of the eccentricities ol" the planetary- orhits.

To the modern mind these values have no special

significance, except insofar as they reflect the man-

ner in which the planets were <)ria;inally formed and

in which they have evolved by slow dynamical

changes over thousands of millir>ns of years. But

Kepler felt he must give some cogent explanation

of why the radii and eccentricities had those par-

ticular vahu-s and no otln'rs. There had to he a

imique theorv. His attempt to grapple with this

quite unnecessars' problem was most remarkable.

Imagine a culx* inscribed inside a sphere. Xow
inscribe a sphere inside the cuIh*. Xext inscribe a

second cube inside the second sphere. Then keep on

reijcating the process, inscribing a third sphere in-

side the .second cube, and so on. In this way a series

of spheres of different radii will be foimd. Suppose,

now, that the radii of these spheres turn out to have

the same relation to each other as do tlv radii of the

planetary orbits. We shall then have a weird and

mysterir)us explanation of why the radii of the

planetary orbits have the particular values they do

in fact have. Such was the basis of Kepler's idea.

Let us see where it led.

The sequence of spheres calculated in this man-

ner did not agree at all with the radii of the planet-

ary orbits. This forced Kepler tf) change the idea in

detail, though not in j)rinciple. Instead of inscribing

a second cul>e inside the second sphere, inscribe a

tetrahedron in its place. Then inside the tetra-

hedron irtscribe a third sphere. Next inscrilx; a

diKlecahedron inside the third sphere. Now a

fourth sphere goes inside the dodecahedron, and
inside this fourth sphere ctmics an icosahedron. A
fifth sphere is added inside the icosahedron, and

then comes an octahedron inside this fifth sphere.

Finallv comes a sphere inside the octahedron, al-

though Kepler fomtd it better to cheat at this last

stage and to place a mere circle inside the octa-

hedron. How do the radii of all these spheres com-

pare with the relative radii of the planetary orbits

on this basis? Standardized to the case of the Karth,

they take the values shown in the first column of

the table on page 1 13.

Cross section through Kepler's

original system of cubes inscribed

in spheres. It gave poor comparative
values of the planetary orbits.

Kepler's own diagram of the spheres
and inscribed regular solids. This

gave results just good enough to

encourage Kepler to try once more.
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tt IS through his determination of
the true orbit of Mars that Kepler
emerges as a great discoverer in his
own right. Above are two of several
hundred pages of calculations that
this important work entailed.
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and if the Kartli slionkl in Tact be ircaicd in ihc

same wav as all tlu- other ])lanets, his own weird

theory could he hioujfht into i)clter consonaiuc

with ohseivation. ISo we now line! Kepler resolved

on a tlelerniinalion ol'the correct orhil oltlie l',;irtii.

For this he needed the most accurate observations,

so he decided to make hiiuself assistant to Tycho

Brahe. The jfreal distauciiJ'rom Graz, where Kepler

livtxl, to Denmark niit;lu have prevented him h-om

joining Tvcho, hut fortunately Tycho had quar-

reled with many people in Denmark, and fearing

that his instruments might be taken from him, he

left Denmark in 1597 and settled in Bohemia to-

ward the close of the sixteenth century. Kepler,

meanwhile, had been driven from Graz by religious

jHTSCcution and had arrived in Prague in January

1600. So it became easy for Kepler to join Tycho

—

casv, that is, from a geogra]ihical point of view. But

the association could not have been easy to Kepler

from a human point of \iew, for, as he himself re-

marks, Tvcho was a man with whom one could not

live without exposing oneself to the greatest insults.

Perhaps there is no more fitting testimony to the

character of Kepler than that some twenty-five

years later he dedicated his great planetary tables,

the Tabuli Rudolpliiiiac, to Tycho Brahe's nu iiiory.

Kepler did not have to swallow the insults for

very long, for Tycho died in 1601 leaving the rich

harx'cst of his obsei-\'ations in Kepler's hands. With-

out these observations Kepler could scarcely have

determined the true nature of the planetary orbits.

On his death-bed Tycho implored Kepler not to

forget the system that he himself had advocated,

that the Sun moves around the Earth, and that all

the other planets move aroimd the Sun. Kepler

promised that he would not forget, and although he

was well aware that this system was only trivially

different from the Copernican system, he faithfully

kept to his promise in his subsequent works.

So it came about that Kepler set himself the task

of determining the true orbit of the Earth with

respect to the Sun. To do this he made one crucial

assumption which fortunately is very nearly satis-

fied : namely, that whene\er a planet is in the same

direction from the Sun (as judged with reference to

the backgroiuid of stars) then it is always at the

same distance from the Sun. This assumption is

very nearly true over limited lengths of time, such

as that s]5anned by Tycho Brahe's observations.

In Figure 4.5, 5 represents the Sun and M the

position of Mars. We choose a set of moments when

the direction from .V to M is always the same, and

we then say tliat the distance from S to A/ is always

the same. Now because the time required for the

F,arth to move round in its orbit is different from

the lime required for Mars to move round its orbit,

the Earth will not in general lie in the same position

on occasions when Mars is in the same position.

Thus we get a set of positions /?,, E^, E3, etc., f<r>r

the Earth. When the Earth is at the position /•,",,

observations give both the angle between MS' and

.STsi, and also the angle between MEf and /t,.S.

Hence the angles of the triangle are known, so that

the ratio of the distances from .V to M and from .V to

/•J, can be computed. By doing this for each of the

Eartii's positions E„ E,, E^, etc., Kepler obtained

the corresponding values of the Earth's distance

from the Sun at various points along its orbit, that

is, the distances from .9 to /:,, from S to E2, and so

on. In this way he was able to map the orbit of the

I*larth tfi within the accuracy of the observations.

He found that the Earth follows the construction of

Ptolemy given in Figure 4.2.

It will be recalled that this construction is correct

to terms of the first order in the eccentricity. Be-

cause the eccentricity of the Earth's orl)it is very

small, terms of the second order (terms iiivolving

the square of e) were too minute to be re\-ealed by

Tycho's observations. Hence it appeared to Kepler

that the Earth followed Ptolemy's construction

exactly. Since Ptolemy's construction, as we have

seen, is exactly equivalent to Copernicus" s con-

struction of Figure 4.3, it followed that Copernicus

had been wrong in not giving to the Earth the sntall

epicycle of Figure 4.3. Hence Kepler's hunch that

Copernicus had erred here was shown to be coiTect.

Now if the Earth's orbit followed Ptolemy's con-

struction, then perhajjs those of all the planets did,

too. Kepler's next step, therefore, was to use the

construction of Figure 4.2 for all the planets, but of

course with different directions for the line from S

to C\ and with difTerent values for the eccentricity

of the orbits (that is to say, with difTerent values for

the ratio of the distance CS to the distance CP). The

situation now was that Kepler had rectified the two

mistakes of Copernicus. He had added the epicycle

to the Eai th's motion and he had correctly esftab-

lished the Sun, rather than the center of the F^arth's

main circle, as the center of all the planetary orbits.

When one considers that Ptolemy's theory had

stood for almost fourteen hundred years and that

the Copernican theory liad sKxxl for close on a ccn-



Ilir\, (liis new |)i( lure llii'^lil lliivr lircii ixpcclrd In

iwrsisl liir (|iiilc soiiir limr. \N li;il Ki'jilcr had (liiiic,

ill rITrcl, was U> rciovcr the rllipiic inolioiis of the

plaiii-ts rorn-rt lo tlu' first nnicr in the rcrcnlricily.

aiul cinr iiiitjiil liavr r.\|M-(lccl litis l<i Ix- a iiiajor

laiulinark in astn>iii>iiiy. \vl l>y llic irony of fair the

nvw pic'liirc did nol last lor niori- liian a siii<^lr )i-ar.

Tiir vrrv ol)scr\alions ol Tyrlio l$rali<' lliat luul

(•iial)l<'d Krplcr to corrcil llu- C!op<Tni«an theory,

ihcniscjvcs iTvralctl that Kcpl<-r"s pirturr ilid not

accurately represent llie motion o( Mars in its

orl)it. In the case of Mars tlie distance froin (. lo .S

is almost to per cent ol the distance Irom (. in /'.

Now as we have seen, Pij^iires 4.1 and 4. J are mil

identical when quantities involvini; the scpian- ol

the eccentricity arc considered; and the icriii in-

volving the square of the eccentricity ol Mars

amtiunted to about one |>art in Four liiindred. This

means that Kepler's theory t;ave the jjosilion ol

Mai-s incon-cctly hy anything up to about a (|uarler

of one per cent. 'I'hiis the actual |K)sition ol Mars

could difler from its calculated j)osilion by about

eight minutes of arc, and this diirerencc was will

within the range ol" Tycho Brahe's observations.

or course Mars was not always out ol its cal-

culated position. At the jjoints / arul // of Figure

4.1, for exam|ile, the error was f)uit<; diU'erent Irom

\\ h.il il was when Mars lav in ihc intiTiiii'diale

parts ol its c>rbil. In lact the calculations soiiiciinies

gave the positions of Mars almost exactly, but on

other oc< asions the discrepancy ol eight ininutes

would show itself again. Probably to most men su( h

a discrepancy would not havi- mattered very much.

Thev would have Ihcii content with the lact that

the ihi-ory gave very M»-arly the correct predictioiLs.

Indeed lor all the other ]>lancts the situation w;ls

much In-tter, except in the case of Mer<ury, and

there the observations were nol very complele. lint

Kepler was not the man to permit such errors. Just

as he had determined to liiid the true orbit of the

I'.arth, he now determined to lind th<- true orbit of

Mars. Anil it w;ls through this determination that

Kei>ler emerges as a great iliscoverer in his own

right, and nol merely as a corrector of two errors in

the work ol (Copernicus.

before w<' look at Kepler in this role, il will be as

well to say a little more about the construction

shown in I'igure .j^.",. How w;us il |)ossible to know

that the line from .V to .V/ always pointed in a lixed

direction for each of lli<- points Kj, li.,, /'"j, etc'

.Simplv i)y Knowing the revolution perioti ol Mai>,

and by making sure that the points A',, /•,\„ /-."j, <-t<-.

were taken at a delinite mimber of Martian years

apart. Next, imw were the angles io the triangle

Figure 4.5

Kepler chose a set of moments when
the direction S to M (Sun to Mars)

was the same. At each moment chosen

the position of the Earth (E) was
different. The positions E,, E,, etc.,

thus mark pan of the Earth's orbit.

Fixed direction

•E4
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.V.A//-." iiicasur<-«L^ I'lic ;ins;lc .VA'A/ was >ri\cii by

direct i)l)si-rvati<>n. Tlic an<;lc .V.\//: cdiiUl also he

(Ictcriniiuxl l)y direct observation, provided tliat

tlte star to wliicli the line S\l pointed \\ its known in

atlvance; ail that need he done was to measure that

angle between the stars in the direct ion from A" to .\/

and those in the direction from S to At. 'Yhc re-

quired inlorination, namely the direction toward

which the line V.M pointed, could be obtained ])ro-

vided one ol" the points A^,, /%, Z-',, elc, lay on the

line SXI. that is to say, i)ro\ided one ol'thc ]>oinls

was taken at an o])posiiion of Mars.

We come now to Kepler's determination of the

true orbit of Mars. The method employed was

rather complex in its details; but its principle was

simply to carry f)ut the work indicated in Figure j.r,

far a riuiiibti uj dhectinns of the line S to M. The orbil

of the Karth had to be the same for all cases, and

this allowed the distances from .V to At (the distances

of Mars from the Sun at difTerciit times) to be di-

rectlv c<»mpared in the various cases. The result

showed that the orbit of Mars tfK)k the form of a

symmetrical oval of the kind shown in Figure 4.1,

with the Sun lying on the long axis of the oval. .\

circle could be circumscribed about the oval in the

manner shown in F"igurc 4.(), and for any point /' on

the oval a corresponding point (^ could be found on

the circle. If we take the line through /' perpen-

dicular to the long axis of the oval, (^is simpK llio

]>oint at which this perpendicular line cuts the

circimiscribed circle.

After many trials anil false starts, Kepler at

length made the remarkable discovery that the

distance from the Sim, .V, to the jjlanet, /', was al-

ways giv«'n, no matter where the planet was in its

orbit, by the following simple relation. The distance

SP was always equal to the distance CI minus the

product of C,7 and a constant number which we

may denote as e, and of the cosine of the angle (K./.

We may write this more bricttv in the ffirm .S'A'=
f.7 e.CI.cn.siOf.l ). Now this is the relation for a

point on an ellipse with the Sim, .S', as one of its

foci. The great problem had at last been solved. The
planets move in ellipses with the Sun as one of their

foci. The principle f)f motion in circles had at last

been abandoned.

Perhaps in taking this crucial step, Kepler had

lieen liel]5ed by Tycho's obser\ations of the comet

of 1577, for as we have already noted, Tycho had

liimself suggested that the comet seemed to be mov-

ing along a path that was not coinpounded from

simple circular motions.

To set the physical discoveries ol (ialileo and his

lolhnvcrs in a correct light, it will lie as well to rnd

Left: The observatory at Prague
where Kepler did much of his work.

Above: Kepler's demonstration of the

orbit of Mars. The broken line marks
the orbit. The Sun lies at n, one of

the foci of the ellipse.

Figure 4.6 (Below)

The ellipse represents a planetary

orbit. Around it a circle is escribed.

S marks the Sun's position, P the

planet's position. Kepler discovered

that the distance SP is always
equal to CI—e.Cl.cos(OCI).

Figure 4.7 (Above)
As a planet moves from P, to P.> it

sweeps out the area PiSP^. In spite

of two errors in working out, Kepler

arrived at the correct result—that

the area is proportional to the time

taken to move from P, to P^.

J'7



the ])rcsrnt < tiiiptcr l)y iiu'iitioiiiiit; soiiir ol tlif

stninm-r notions lluit Kcpli-r liclcl. To explain why

(lie |)lan<'l.s niovi- around the Sun, ho Im'M that the

Sun rachatcd some sort of influrncc, thi- ruiHation

l>cing alter the manner of the spokes of a wheel.

Because of the rotation of the Sun, the s|K)kcs im-

pinged on the planets, pushinij them around in

their nearly circular orbits. Hence Kepler JM-iieved

that the phmetary motions were caused l>y forces

es-sentiallv at ris^ht angles to the direction from the

Siin to the j)lanet in cpiestion. In the lollowing chap-

ter we shall see that the true physical explanation of

the motion of the planets dejjends on a force not

transverse to the direction from the Sun to the

planet, Imt along that direction. Moreover, Kepler

iH'lieved the Sun to radiate its influence not equally

in all directions, but only along the planes of the

planetarv orbits. This led him to In-lieve that the

influence of the Sun decreased with increasing dis-

tance simply as the inverse of the distance. The
gravitatifinal theory, of cf»urse, requires the force

exercised bv the Sun to fall off as the inverse square

of the distance.

It is a curious anomaly that working from this

incorrect notion, Kepler nevertheless arrived at an

entirely correct result, namely that th<' planets de-

scrilM- equal areas in equal times. In Figure 4.7 the

ix)ints/*, and P., represent two jx>sitions of a planet,

and the shaded area has the lines .S7',, Sl'.^, and the

arc /', to/'^ of the planetary orbit as its boundaries.

Then the shaded area is simply pro|K>rtional to the

time taken [ar the planet to move from /', 10 I',.

Double this area, and the time doubles.

The reason wli\ Kepler arTi\<cl at this correct

conclusion was that he combined the physical error

of sup|x»sing that plani'tary \«-U«'ities decreased in-

versely with their distance from the Siui with a

mathematical error in estimating the area shown in

Figure 4.7. The two <Trors just comp<"ns;»ted each

other. Kepler did, in fact, discover his mathematical

i-rror but strangely enough he did not realize that

this implied some seconti error. To the r-iid ol his

days he Ix-lieved that the planetary velociti<-s de-

creiLsed inversely with their di.stance Irom the Sun.

The strange thing alx)Ul this conclusion was that it

could not ap|>ly from planet to planet, but only for

the same planet when taken at different <listances

from the Sun. The fact that the ix-ritxls of re\'olu-

tion o( the planets aroimd the Sini did not depend

on the stpian-s ol' their distances, should havi- shown

Kepler that his idea c<»uld not Ix; correct. Ind<-ed

Kepler discoven-d a most im]x>rtant relation Ix--

iween the perifxls of revolution of the planets and

their mean distances from the Sun. It t(K)k the very

simple fomi that the squares <»f the perifxls were

[)roportional to the cubes of the distances.

Another distinctly mid notion of Kepler's was

that the pericxl of ri-volution of Mercury around the

Sun must bear the same relation to the Sun's rate

ol rotation as the period of revolution ol the Moon
aroimd the F.arth bears to the Farth's rate of ro-

tation. Fhis Wf)uld mean that the Sun riuist rotate

in about one twenty-seventh of the periiKl of revo-

lution of Mercury, which is alx)ut 88 days; thus the

Sim was sup|X)si'd to rotate aroimd an axis of ro-

tation in alxmt three days. Galileo's di.scoyerv of

i JOJNNISK,EPPLERI
dc tempore cundi , qiiam Luna ab orientis par-

tibusccpcncdcficcrc: quacvbitotaluxericno-

bis adhuc in itincrc Iixrcntibus : in ita redd itiir

noftra profcdio. "* Tamprxccps occadocffi-

cit , vt paucos ex liumana genre, nee alios, nili

noftn obfcrvantifsimos cornices habcanius.
** Ergo hominem aliqucm liujiis modi agmi-

natim invadimus , omncsque (ubtiis nitcntes,

inaltumeumtollimus. "^ Prima quxq;moli-

tioduriflimaipfi accidie.''' Ncceniinalitcrtor-

quetur ac fi pulverc Bombardicocxcuirus,m6-

tcs& mana tranatct. "" Proptcrea Narcoticis

&Opiatis,ftatimmprincipio fbpicndiiscfl, &c

""mcmbratimcxplicandus, nccorpusapodi-

ce.caputacorporegcftetur , icdvt violentiain

finguIaMicinbradividatur."'"Tuncexcipit no-

va dilficultas, mgcnsfrigus, &:" prohibitarc-

fpiratio,'''quoriiilh, ingemta nobis vi,'* Iiuic

verb, rpon^i)sliumc(ftisad narcsadmotis, ob-

viam imiis.
'^^ Confcdta prima parte itineris.

Right: The range of sounds that Kepler

ascribed to the planets, based on
their speeds and the eccentricities

of their orbits.

Left: Extract from Kepler's Somnium,
the earliest, or one of the earliest,

works of science fiction. In this

passage Kepler describes the hazards

ot a flight into space. A man would

bo thrown upward, he says, as il by

an explosion of gunpowder. He would

therefore first have to be dazed by

opiates, and his limbs protected to

prevent them being torn from him.



sunspots, whirli led to the first determination ol'

the Sun's rate of rotation, immediately showed lii.it

tliis curious notion was very far from correct.

Kepler never entirely lost interest in his itiea

alM)ut a cnix", a tetraht-dron, etc., but he developed

an odd new theory that seemed to fit the facts far

better. He suggested that the planets emit some

sort of harmonv analogous to musical notes, the

pitch of the note being jiroportional to the speed of

the planet. Bv using the known size of the orbits

of the planets, their eccentricities and their periods,

he obtained the system of notes illustrated below.

The two planets Mars and Mercury have a large

range of notes simply because their eccentricities

are coniparatively large. This means that they have

comparatively large variations in their distance

from the Sim, and hence, according to Kepler,

large variations in their velocity and in their cniit-

ted notes. N'enus, on the other hand, has only a very

tinv eccentricity, so it hardly changes its distance

from the Sun at all. Hence \'emis emits only the

same note. Of course it was not the case that the

calculated notes agreed precisely in frequency with

the musical ijotes here shown. Could this be due

to errors of observation? Supi^ose we make the

notes come out exactly as they should be on a prop-

erly tempered scale, and suppose we then infer

from this the ma.ximum and minimum distances of

the planets from the Sun. How will the results com*-

parc with obser\ation? The answer is shown in the

following table, where \alues of the aphelion 'maxi-

mum distance) and perihelion (niininnyn ilistancc)

are comp.ired, first as inferred from the harmonic

theory, and next as given by the actual observations

that Tvcho Brahc had made.
*

Harmony Tychn limhf

Pltwel A/ilielion Perihelion Af'liclion I'lrilirlicri

Oiiliime Distance Distance I)i\lanic

(Mean distance of Earth from Sun is taken as i.(*>oi

Mercurv



Chapter 5 The Theory of Gravitation

Kepler's great work on tin- plaix-lary orl)ils was

carried out durins; the first five years oltlie seven-

teenth century. Newton's great work on tlie theorv-

of the planetary motions was carried out some

eighty vcars later. A vast range of human thought

separates N'ewt<m from Kepler, a range of thought

even greater th-in that which separated Kepler

IVoni Ptolemy.

Up to the lime ol KcpU r, nun had set tliems<-lves

the comparatively modest goal of describing ac-

curately how the planets move. They had Ix-eii

satisfied hv a geometrical description of the orbits

of the planets. But uhy do the |)lanets mo\e in such

orbits? Particularly, why does a planet move in an

elliptical orbit and not along some r)ther tyjx- ol

cur\'e? This is the problem that Newton solved in

his great lKK)k, \.\vv I'rincipia. The diirerence iK-tween

the kind of problem that Kepler tackled and the

kind that Newton tackled is the difference IKtwcen

kinematics and tlynamics. In kinematics we simply

descrilx- the paths along which t)odics move. In

dynamics our aim is to explain w liy the bo<li<s move

along their paths.

The subject of dynamics had In-en far too difli-

cult for even the Creeks to make any progri-ss in it.

The b.isic ditliculty la\ in giving a ])reci.se statem<nt

of what one means by a force. A vague qualitative

concept of force docs, of course, arise in eversday

life. We use the word force fre(|nently in common
s|x-i'cli, but exactly when dcK-s a force ojx^rate and

when d<K's it not?

Aristotle gave an answer that, while jjlausible,

was entirely wrong. He said tliat a force o|xTated

whenever a lM)dv movj'd. As sof>n as the lorce

ceased to operate the IkkK- cea.sed its motion. The

ap])arent truth of this statement can \x seen by

attempting to push an automobile along a level

road. .As s<K>n as the push stops, the automol)ile

stops. But how alK)Ut the flight of an arrow?

Aristotle supposed that the continuing motion of

the arrow was cau.sed by the air following aUmg

l)ehind it and constantly pushing it. This curious

notion did not find l'a\'or in Kurope even as early as

the thirteenth century. Suppose the arrow were

fired against the wind, what then? Later, with the

advent <»fcannf)ns, another questifMi could bejxwed :

is a cannon ball also pushed along by the wind?

(Questions such as these, while highly pertinent,

did not of thems«-lves solve the problem, but they

did supply a climate ol' thought that was to lead

Less than a century separated the

work of Newton from that of Kepler,

but in that tinne the intellectual

climate had changed enormously.

The man primarily responsible was
Galileo Gahlei. Beside his portrait

IS a model made from his drawing of

a pendulum clock. Above is a picture

ol seventeenth-century observers

using a Galilean telescope.

Galileo's work on the pendulum
led to the beginnings of dynamics.

The way in which he developed and

used the telescope opened up vast

new possibilities of observation.





i-v<-nui;illy to its solution in the scvciitccntliccniun,

.

\V<- have already noticed tlie wide •jiilflK-iween the

scmi-nivsiical notions of Kepler and the physical

assurance of scientists some seventy or eighty years

later. Insofar as this irreat chani^e can Ik- altrihuted

to one man, it must Im- credited lo Galileo Cialiiei.

When we compare the \v<irk o( the two men it is

difiiciilt to iM-lieve that Galileo and Kepler were

contemiioraries. Ind<'cd,CJalileo was Kepler's senior

by seven years, iM-ing horn in Pisa in 1 5()4. Galileo's

work was essentially modern in its style, whereas in

many resjwcts Kepler's was essentially medieval.

Kepler may l)e said to liave closed an era while

Galileo started a new f>ne. The differences l)etwcen

the two men arose from a different cast of mind,

well rccf)!^ized in modern times but not so com-

monly distinguished at the beii;inning of the seven-

teenth century. Galileo was in his instincts an

experimental physicist whereas Kepler was a

mathematical theoretician. The difference shows

itself very clearly in their resijcctive attitudes to the

invention of the telescope by a Dutch spectacle-

maker. Galileo's immediate reaction was to con-

struct a telescope for himself, without woiTying too

much al)out the way it worked, and to point his

instrument at the sky to find out wliat the Sun,

Moon, planets and stars Icxiked like. Kepler, on the

other hand, proceeded to work out the optical

thcorv f>f the telesrf)]>c: but lie did not build one,

Ix'inc;, as he said himself, unhandy in such matters.

The difference is all the more strikini; when we con-

sider th:«t l>efore the invention ofthe telescf)pe Kepler

had attached himself ;'.s assistant to Tycho Bralie.

All this is not to say that Kepler had less respect

for obser\-ation than Galileo. In fact, he had more.

Cialileo could never brins^ hirrtself to Ix-lievc the

finer ober\-ational points on which Kepler's d(-

duction of the elli])tical orbits of the planets rested.

The difference l^etween a theoretician and an

exiK-rimentalist is very far from l)eing a difference

in the det^ree of their respect for ol)ser\-ations. In

fact it is quite common to find theoreticians more

respectful than the ol)scr\"ers themselves, just as in

Kepler's case. The difference is one of instinct.

Ki pier's instinct was to understand how a tele-

scope wr)rks; Galileo's was to make one.

Both inethf)ds f)f approach are essential for the

progress of science but at the ix-ginnina; of tin-

seventeenth century Galileo's method was par-

ticularly necessary. Science had become rip<- for th''

emergence of the experimental physicist. This was

the field in which progress could be made most

easily. Kepler's speculations on the orbits of the

jilancts, on the causes of th'-ir motions around the

Sun, and on their relative spacings, were improfit-

able because at that stage physics had not develop-

ed sufliciently to enable the theoretician to grapple

successfully with these problems. Indeed, half a

ii

'J>^ -fff-CaU*CMm .

•- .. /

J
Above: Galileo's drawings of sunspols,

from his work De//e Macchie Solari.

Right: A series of photographs, taken

at Mount Wilson Observatory in 1947,

showing how the Sun's rotation

carries spots across the solar disk.
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ccnlurv' of progri-ss in physics was m-rdccl Ixlurc

this could Ih- achicvctl.

A sins»lo example will sullicr. Kepler h;i(l a

theory that the ratit) of the (jcriod of rotation of the

K^irth to the [x^riod of revolution of the MiK)n alxxit

the H;»rth was the same as the ratio of the pcri<Kl of

rotation of the Sun to the pcriiKl of revolution of

Mcrcurv al>out the Sim. According to this theory

the |x-ri<Kl of rotation of the Sun worked out at

alxnit three days. With his telescoix" (iaiileo found

that the Sun in fact rotates not in three days, hut in

alioiii twenty-seven days. This he did hy oljseiA-ing

sunspots, which apjx'ar to mcjve from the western

limb of the Sun to its eastern limh as the Sim turns

on its axis of rotation.

I The discovery of sunspots, by the way, was first

announced not by Galileo but by Father Scheiner.

The reason for this was that CJalileo held back the

annoimcement of his ol)ser\ation of suns{x)ts for

alx>ut two vears, probably because he wished to

make absolutely sure that the sjjots really were

associated with the Sun and were not simply small

Ixxlies that had interposed themselves Ix'twcen the

Sim and the Karth. From time immemorial, very

large spots must have Ix-en seen on the disk oithe

Sun by naked eye, so the telt-scopic discover)' of

sunsp«)ts was not really their first discovery; but the

naked-eye obser\-at ions had alwavs Ix-cn attributerl

to the passage of IxKlies in front of the Sun. In one

recorded case, it was thought that the planet

.Mercury had come Ijctween the Earth and the Sun.;

The use that (ialileo made of his ol»s<Tvations of

smispots easily surpasses that of all his contem-

poraries. Not only did he use them to determine the

p<"riod of rotation of the .Sun, but he also noticed

that they are not aljsolutely dark. They only appear

dark in comjiarison with the brightness of sur-

rounding regions of the .solar disk. He also noticed

that the spots are confined to an equatorial zone <>\'

the Sun, Ix-ing rarely found at latitudes greater

than ;}o". Galileo even noticed that the axis of

rotation of the Sun is not exactly perpendicular to

the plane of the Earth's orbit.

Galileo's life's work and his fjerstjiial character

can {jerhaps Ix^t be exemplified by describing one

f)f his experiments. According to Aristotelian

physics lx)dies that fall down possess weight, and

those that do not fall down do not possess weight.

Since the air does not fall down it therefore has no

weight. Galileo dealt widt this matter in an ex-

tremely simple way. He pumjjed air into a bladder,

sealed the bladder and weighed it. Then he punc-

tured it, so that air escaped, and weighed it again.

The weight at the second reading wa"; less than at

the first, thus proving that the air which had es-

c.ipcd pK>ssessed weight.

Throughout his life f Jalileo was a piincturer of

mental balloons and bladders. It seems clear that

Scheiner announced the discovery of

sunspots before the rriore cautious
Galileo. Here we see how he used a

telescope to give an inverted image
of the Sun on an opaque screen.
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STARRY MESSENGER

Revesting great, unusunt, and re-

marttabte spectactes, opening //lese

to tlie consideration of every man,
and especially of philosophers and

astronomers
.

as observed by Galileo Galilei

Gentleman of Florence

Professor of Mathematics in the

University of Padua,

With the Aid of a

Spyglass

lately invented by him,

In the surface of the Moon, in innumerable

Fixed Stars, in Nebulae, and above all

in Four Planets

swiftly revolving about Jupiter at

differing distances and periods,

and known to no one before the

Author recently perceived them
and decided that they should

be named
The Medicean stars

Venice

1610

Title page, together with translation,

of Galileo's Sidereus Nuncius.
Published in 1610, it announced the
first impact of the telescope on
the exploration of the heavens.

lie iiiiisl liaxc ciccidcci as a matter oliJolicA lliat al-

iiKPsi all that liad been said in previous sffiieralioiis

alxnii llie plivsical uorki was wrong. His technique

was to take any w idely-lield Ijchcf, to doubt its

validity, and to plan an expcriincnl to test it. The

motive for ado])iing this icchniquc was probably

that (JaHlco j)ositiveiy enjoyed the siiocks and sur-

prises that his discoveries caused. Clearly he was

much happier when an experiment disproved an

old-established notion than when it confirmed one.

Hca\y bodies were sup])osed to fall to the ground

faster than light ones. (Jalileo simply dro])i)ed

several objects oi different weight from a height on

to the ground in from of the n()ses of his colleagues.

They all hit the ground at very nearly the same

instant. The slight differences which did exist

Galileo correctly ascribed to the diflering effects of

the resistance of the air to the downwaid passage

of the various objects.

Here wc have an ex])eriniont, probably started

with the motive of "taking a rise" out of the com-

]}lacent schoolmen around him, which led (Jalileo

to a disccjvery of first-class imixirtance, the dis-

covery that all bodies started in motion in the. same

way in the same gra\ilational field pursue identical

orbits, irrespective of their different masses. Thiv

discovery was to ha\c an important place in the

Xewtoiiian theory of grasitalion, and about lour

centuries later it was to form the cornerstone of

Einstein's general theory of relativity.

Galileos triple policy of doubt, experiment and

derision naturally made him extremely mi])opular

among his academic colleagues at the University

of Padua, but it made him extremely po|)ular with

the students. While his colleagues could scrape to-

gether little more than aquorumof stud<-nts,(;alileo

lectured in the largest available auditorium. This

would be suflicient in a university atinos|)here to

make many enemies, ev<'n if CJalileo had been mild-

mannered and gentle, but he was neiilicr. 11<-

was forthright and outspoken, irritable and diri-

sory, and above all he could not suffer fooN.

When fJalilco receiscd news of the invention ol'

the telescope he ])robably sensed the possibility of

escaping from the tension of the uni\( rsit\ .ilnio-

spheie in I'adii.i to ;\ l.ii'^cr lile imlside. lie lurmd

his first simple instrument not only on the Sun bin

also on the Moon, planets and stars. He loimd that

the Moon was not a smooth sphere, as the ])hilo-

sophers had claimed it to be. There were mountains

and valleys theri-, just as there are on the f^arlh, and

there were also round-walled craters. He saw the

shadows cast bv the Sun. and from these he was

able to calcul.ue ilic licii-hl ol ihi' mount. lijis. and
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These pages from Galileo's booklet

show the many "new" stars which the

early telescope revealed. Before 1610

the belt and sword of Orion (left)

appeared as a group of only nine

stars, the Pleiades (right) as a group
of only seven stars. On the left is a

replica of one of Galileo's telescopes.

to show tliat they comparrd with those on the

Earth. He found that the planet Jupiter liad rf>ur

small satellites that move in orbits around the

central massive planet just as the planets them-

selves move in orhits around the Sun. He found

that N'enus showed phases like the Mrx)n.

These discoveries were annoimced in the book

Sidereus Kuncius, published in Venice in March 1(110.

The lK)f>k created a major sensation. It lifted (ialileo

out of the comparatively narrow atmosphere of

university life tr) a position where he could talk on

terms ol equality, or near equality, to princes and

cardinals, and from which he could even ask for

and be tjranted numerous audiences with the Pope.

In the same year that his IxKjk was published he

t(M)k u]) residence in Florence where he lectured to

a brilliant audience from all parts of Kurope.

An interesting idea which Galileo developed at

this time arose out of his observations of the satel-

lites ofJupiter. As these satellites move around their

parent planet their positions change from day to day.

(ialileo siigg<-sted that their positions might be

wf»rked out in advance, just as the positif)ns of the

planets themseK'es as they move around the Sim

can be worked out in advance. Since Jupiter is so

far away from the Earth the asjjects of the satellites

would l(K)k the same frrjm all parts r>f the Earth.

Hence, wherever one was on the Earth, one could

measure time by comparing the observed dis-

position of the satellites with a catalog of their

predicted positions and thus establish one's longi-

tude. The idea was a good f)ne. The whole issue

bf)iled down to whether the future positif>ns of the

satellites could be wf)rked out with sufficient pre-

cision. The ])roblem was referred to Kepler who
decided that they cmild not. Galileo disagreed, but

here we have a theoretical problem, not an ob-

servational one, and Kepler's judgment turned

out to be right.

Galilef) was f)vcrwhelmingly impressed by the

fref|uent points of contact between his telescopic

obser\'ations and the Copernican theory of the

motions of the planets. The satellite system r)f

Jupiter and the phases of Venus were cases in point.

Moreover Galileo's experimental work had shown

him how completely imfounded were the previous
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<>l)j<-(ti<ms to llic- inolioii ol ihc K;irth the ohjrc-

tion llial siicli a motion would sliow itst-lfon ialliti"

IxKlii-s, lor rxampK'. 'lyclio IJralu- liad iK-iicvcd

that ii a heavy ImkIv were rrk-ascd from a tower, the

path aloiis; which it lill to the jo""""'! would Iw

afFi-ctrd if the I-^arth were in motion. Calileo dis-

jx)scd of this ohjectioii i>y |X)intiii!^ oiil tluU no sucli

efTect aris<-s if a i>ody is tlropped from the mast of a

ship moxini; smootlily llirout<h the water. (In actual

fact, the motion of the Karth dues produce a vcr\

small elTecl on the path aloni; which a fallini^ ImkIv

travels, but tiiis effect was too small to be noticed at

the Ixginning ol the seventeenlh century. It arises

from the fact that the Earth is turning around, so

that a place on the Earth's surface is not in strict

rectilinear motion, but is moving along a curved

path.) Here Galileo liad the germ of ain)iher great

physical discovery, that uniform rectilinear motion

of a laboratory has no efiect on the events that take

place inside the laboratory. This is the cornerstone

of the special theory of relativity. The modern
physicist still refers to (iaiilean systems ofrfference , any
uniformly-moving laboratory constituting such a

system of relerence.

Front his now exalted jxisitioii Galileo set himself

the task of estal)lLshiiig the Copernican system in

Italy, and in the Catholic world in general. His

failure to do so is tw) well known to need any ex-

tensive description here. He began well, however,

by sensing a hesitation in thcattitudeof the Church.

On the one hand common sense and raiionalilv

suggested accejuance of the Copernican system, but

on the other hand the Protestant Reformation had

almost certainly made the Papal authoiiiies feel

that unless the Church asserted itself (irmly, the

whole Catholic world might fall rapidly to pieces.

And in this instance the method of asserting itself

was to insist on adherence to strict dogma which

plainly demanded the rejection of the Clopernicaii

theory. One has the impression that the authorities

arrived at this conclusion with regret, but (iaiileo,

being a scientist, could not accept such a conclusion

at all. He believed that one's |)osition is never weak-

ened by acce[)tance of the truth, and so his disas-

trous campaign began.

At first he was warned in a friendly maimer that

he must not teach or advocate the idea of the move-

ment of the I'^arth; he was free to consider it as a

hypothesis, but he must not say that the Earth

actually moves. For ten years Galileo fretted under

this restriction, for such a nicet)- of argument was

not to his tasti-. I'hcn. uhen he was almost sixty

y<-ars old, a new Po|h- w;ls elected. Urban \'III,

who, as Cardinal Barlx-rini, liad Ix-en Iriendlily

disposi-d toward him. (Galileo iminediatelv went

to Rome, and in a series of audienct-s with the Po|h'

he i)leaded for acce|)tance of the C:o|K-rnican

theory. The Pope [K)inted out tltat the Copernican

doctrine had not oUicially been declared heretical;

it was rather that the (Church considc red it to Ik'

not proven. This encouraged Galileo to go back to

I'"lorence and to .set alKtut ])roving it. This he at-

tempted to do in his famous binik I)taloi>iu nii the

Chief Systems of the World.

Actually Galileo did not ])ossess any proof at all.

We Ixave already noticed in the jjrevious cha|)ter

tltat the theory of Tycho Brahe, in which all the

planets except the Earth move around the Sun and
in which the Sun itself moves around th<' Earth, is

really entirely equivalent, so far as the a|)parent

motioiLs of the planets arc concj-rned, to the Ck)|)er-

nican system. Proof of the Copernican theory can

be given, but not along the lines followed by Galileo.

In a later chapter we shall come to con.sid<T

Bradley's discov<-ry of the phenomenon of aber-

ration. This demands tltat we adopt the Co|x-rnican

picture and not the Tychonic picture. (In accord-

ance with the theory of relativity it is, of course,

always possible to regard the Ivirth as being at rest

pro\'ided we are prepari-d to depart from simple

Euclidean geometry. But if we stick to Euclidean

geometry, then it can be demonstrated from the

]>henomenon of aberration tluit the Earth must

move around the Sun, and not vice versa.)

Galileo was so impressed with the simplicity and

elegance of the CojxTiiican picture :is compared

with the complexity of the Ptolemaic pictun- that

he felt emotionally that it must be true; and in the

absence of a convincing ]jhysical argument, his

method of di-scussion really amounted to little more

than ridiculing the com|)lexities of the Ptolemaic

system. It was natural enough that the Church

should object to this ritlicule. Indeed, (Jalileo com-

pletely misjudged the considerations that were then

influencing the innermost councils ol' the C:hurcli.

When it was first published, the Dialogue received

<iuii<' general approval. It was supported by the

J<"suits and by the Pope's own secretarv, as well as

by tlu^ wider public who could all ap])reciate the

('(iinnion .sense on which the whole discussion was

based. But ihc situation was that common sense

was at tliat time oppt)sed to the policy ofthe Church.
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Moreover, (laliico had writtrn his l)i«)k in an cii-

tirrly iiiicoin|)romisinn slylc. The situation loiikl

thrrcforr in)t tw ii^ne)rr<l.

It was rortiiiiatc (or (Jalilco that his case \v;i.s

iiivestitjalecl by as|X'rial commission rather than i)y

the Holy Olhce, l)iit it was iinliortimate that tlie

warnini^ tiehveretl to him seventeen years earli<'r

hati l)een ollicially minuted. Now, tf> liis conster-

nation, it was produced in evidence against him.

Clearly he had no lotrical delen.se, except, of course,

to deny the authority olthe (Ihurch in such matters.

Instead he prevaricated. He claimed that his liook

did not advocate the idea tiiat the Karth moves. In

this it is C|uite probable that when he re-examined

Ills own argunvnts, he saw that they really did not

On the 7th of January 1610 Jupiter was seen in my
telescope with 3 fixed stars thus: east • *0 • west.

These were invisible without the telescope. On the 8th

they appeared thus: O***.
They were therefore direct and not retrograde, as

previously calculated. On the 9th it was cloudy. On
the 10th I saw them again, like this: » «0. The most
westerly seemed to be occulted. On the 11th they were
arranged thus: * * O, and the nearest star to Jupiter was
half the size of the other and close to it; whereas on other

nights they appeared of equal size and equidistant.

From this it appears there are 3 wandering stars around
Jupiter, previously invisible to everyone.

Below is a page from the notes
that Galileo made on the satellites

of Jupiter. Above is a translation

of the first few lines.

>\««^U- A tAJi3l^<X4^
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Frontispiece to an early edition of

the Dialogue, representing Aristotle,

Ptolenny and Copernicus. It was in

this worl( that Galileo backed the
Copernican theory and so came
into conflict with the Church.

In 1600 Giordano Bruno had died
a martyr's death, refusing to repent
of his own heretical views on the
universe. Galileo thus knew he must
either recant or suffer martyrdom.

|)riiv<- (111- iiiiilloii <irilir l',;irlli, and lliis iiuvy liavc

Mit;m-sliil to liiiii ;i |><is.silj|c liiir of (IcIciLsc. Bill liis

book luul liccii so plainly writlcii witlian (-niolioiial

l»ia.s toward the C'^)|KTiiican llu'ory tliat such a

(lcf<'ii.sc sttMKi liltK- cliaiirr <>l succeeding, and
(iaiiico wa-s privately warned tliat this w;ls so. The
only course now open to iiitn if he wished to avoid

torture, condemnation, and death was to admit

error and to plead lor mercy, and it is common
kiiowled<.;e that this is the course he look.

.Much lias l)een written Iwith for and gainst

(iaiileo over this decisir)n. Il seems to me tliat those

of us who have never been threatened by immediate

torture are in no position to pass juds^ment. It is,

moreover, doubtful whether anvthint; would have

been achieved by takins; the martyr's course, the

course which (iiordano Bruno liad taken .some

years earlier.

VVc can a.ssess the quality of Bruno by comparing

some of his ideas with those of Kepler. Kepler be-

lieved that all the stars were confined to a distant

shell only two miles thick; Bruno suggested that

they were bodies like the Sun and were hence at

enormous distances away from us. He extended

this concept to infinity, suggesting tliat space

might be infinite, and that the universe might be

eternal, without l)eginning and without end. Such

remarkably motlern ideas led him to the stake. He
was burnt in Rome in February i()iKi. His final

remark at his trial was "I await your sentence with

less fear than you pa.ss it. The time will come when

all will see as I see."" The time has come indeed, but

Bruno's martyrdom probably did little to bring

aUmt the result. It can also Ik- said that a rational

mode of thought ought to lie al)le to triumph of

itself without the need for martyrdom. Martyrdom

implies the matching ol emotion by emotion, and

this is not the essence of rational thought.

The outcome of the trial wjis tliat CJalileo was

forced to deny the Copernican doctrine and was

])laeecl utider house arrest, in his own countrv'

house near Florence, for the rest of his life. He w;ls

allowed visitors and many people made pilgrinuiges

from abroad to see him. During the last vear t)l his

eight-year c<)nfinement his sight failed, but never

his questing mind.

In the most im(Kiriant sense of all. the story ol

(ialileo nia\' I)e said to start rather than to finish

with the period of his house arrest. Ifthe Church h id

acce])tecl his Dialoi;uc, (Jalileo would certainly have

gone down in history as an outstanding scientist but
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Iiartlly .xs <inc <>(' the very sfrcatest. H*- ka<l rstab-

lishcd (lt(- rxiM'riinrntal iix-tluKl l)iit li<- had not

iiiiliaU'd it ; olhrn. hcliirc lihii hatl uscil cxiMTiiiiciil^

l<i test ideas. lie luid made- iiiijxirlaiil astronoinical

disrovciirs, hut they were ola (|iialilativ(- kind, and

oiirc their wonder \v;ls passetl they had left no threat

ImkIv oI preeise data on wltieh lheori<:s eould l><

Galileo chose to recant. On the right

is part of the document in which he
abjured and cursed his false opinions.

and below is a translation of it.

Whatever view one takes of Galileo's

decision, it is doubtful whether he
could have achieved much through
martyrdom. Recantmg gave him eight

years of life, which he employed in

laying the foundations of dynamics.

"I, Galileo, son of the late Vincenzo Galilei, Florentine,

aged seventy years, arraigned personally before this

tribunal and kneeling before you, Most Eminent and
Reverend Lord Cardinals Inquisitors-General against
heretical pravity throughout the entire Christian com-
monwealth, having before my eyes and touching with my
hands the Holy Gospels, swear that I have always believed,

do believe, and by God's help will in the future believe all

that is held, preached, and taught by the Holy Catholic
and Apostolic Church. But, whereas—after an injunction
had been judicially intimated to me by this Holy Office

to the effect that I must altogether abandon the false

opinion that the Sun is the center of the world and im-

movable and that the Earth is not the center of the world
and moves and that I must not hold, defend, or teach in

any way whatsoever, verbally or in writing, the said false

doctrine, and after it had been notified to me that the said

doctrine was contrary to Holy Scripture— I wrote and
printed a book in which I discuss this new doctrine already

condemned and adduce arguments of great cogency in its

favor without presenting any solution of these, I have
been pronounced by the Holy Office to be vehemently
suspected of heresy, that is to say. of having held and
believed that the Sun is the center of the world and
immovable and that the Earth is not the center and moves:

Therefore, desiring to remove from the minds of your
Eminences, and of all faithful Christians, this vehement
suspicion justly conceived against me. with sincere heart

and unfeigned faith I abjure, curse, and detest the aforesaid

errors and heresies and generally every other error,

heresy, and sect whatsoever contrary to the Holy Church,
and I swear that in future I will never again say or assert,

verbally or in writing, anything that might furnish occasion
for a similar suspicion regarding me: but, should I know
any heretic or person suspected of heresy, I will denounC(
him to this Holy Office or to the Inquisitor or Ordinary
of the place where I may be. Further, I swear and promise
to fulfil and observe in their integrity all penances that have

been, or that shall be, imposed upon me by this Holy
Office. And, in the event of my contravening (which God
forbid') any of these my promises and oaths, I submit
myself to all the pains and penalties imposed and promul-
gated in the sacred canons and other constitutions, general

and particular, against such delinquents. So help me God
and these His Holy Gospels, which I touch with my hands.'
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fouiitli-tl, .IS luul tile iil>s(-rvati<iii> ol l\(h(> liralx-.

Ciulilni had missed the actual iiivi-iitimi of tlic (clc-

sr<>|K-, i-vfii dioui;!) Iiis ust- (if it liatl .nivcii dccisivt-

iiioiiu-iitiim to its d<-vcl<>|>nu-iit as a scientific in-

sinitueiit. He liad also missed Kepler's threat

discover)' of the elliptic orhits of thi- ])laiiets. It is

true that Tycho IJrahe's ohserxations were availahh-

only to Kepler, hut even if (iaiileo had Iweii the

man lo have access to them he was almost certainly

not the man to nndertake the meticidons, l)ack-

hreakini^ calculations which Kepler carried out.

Galileo had, indeed, made two threat discoveries in

embryo the relativity ornnilorin motion, and the

fact that ixKlies started in motion in similar wavs in

the same (gravitational field have identical orhits;

but the im|K)rtance of these two discoveries was not

immediately apparent. They woidd very likely have

l)ccn forgotten and rediscovered at .some later date,

but for the final tremendous di.scovery which

Galileo made durini^ his term of house arrest.

(ialileo had always been interested in the pen-

dulum. At Padua, as a young man, he had dis-

C(»vered that the lime required for a pendulum to

swins^ through one complete oscillation is in-

dependent of the angle of swing, provided onlv that

the angle is small. 'I'his had suggested to him that a

j)endnlum might provide an excellent method of

measuring time. Unfortunately, however, the

amplitudes of swing In-came gradually less and less

owing to air resistance, and Galilef) could find no

satisfactory way of keeping the penduliun swinging

against this resistance. He thought of swinging the

pendulum in a vacuum, but tliis was beyond the

Galileo found that if the speed of a
pendulum bob at the bottom of its

swing remains unchanged, the height

to which the bob rises is not
afJected by changing the length of

the string. This suggested that the

behavior of the bob does not depend
on the existence of the string.

range of his ex|M'rimenl.il tii liiii(|iie. and llie prol>-

lem of keeping the |><'iidulum swinging was not

solved in an elegant way until some s<-vr'ntv years

later, by Roln-rt Hooke, in Ijigland.

.Now, in his last years, (ialileo again turned his

attention lo the ;>enduluin. He tioticed tluit pro-

vided the siK-ed of the ix-ndulum l)ob at the l>ottom

of its oscillation remained unchanged, the height to

which the lM»b ro.se was always th<- same, irrespec-

tive of the length of string that attached it to a

fixed |K>int. For instance, if at tin- moment when
the string was xcrtical he tiKik hold of it at some
point between the original fixe<l |>oint and the liob,

the bob woiild still rise to the same height. Tfiis

suggested that the backward antl forward move-

ment of the pendiihun \x>h was really quite in-

dependent of the exist<'nce of the string. A ball

rolling backward and forward without slipping

inside a Ixjwl shaped like part of a sphere would

jjossess exactly the same projM-rty. That is to say, it

would go on rolling backward and forward, rising

always to the same height, until friction and air

resistance gradually damped out the motion.

Suppose, now, that the Ik)wI is not made as a

portion of the inner surface of a sphere; suppose it

is sleeper on one side than on the other. Docs the

ball rise to the .same height r)n lK)th sides? Cialileo

found that it did. Let us tiiink for a moment only

of the less steep side. If we make this side even less

steep, the ball will still continue to rise to the same
height as belore, but l)ccause of the decrease in

steepness it will travel a greater actual distance in

doitig so than it did Ix'fbrc. If we go on decreasing

the steepness, then the ball will roll farther and

farther in the horizontal sense In-fore it attains the

rec|uired height. What ha()jx-ns if we decrease the

steepness to /ero.^ The answer is that the ball will go

on rolling indefinitely, always trying to rise to the

required height, which, of course, it will not be

able to do.

The last link in the chain of reasoning that

(ialileo forged is to forget al)out the Ixiwl and to

;isk what hapj)en.s if we simply start the ball rolling

along a horizontal table. In fact the conditions are

the same as Ix'fore, so the ball will roll on in-

definitely. One last refinement is needed. In every-

day life we can think of a horizontal plane in which

the jiull of the Karth's gravitational field is every-

where peri)endicular to the plane. But this rjbvioiis-

ly holds gofxl only if the plane is of very limited

extent. We cannot coiLsider distances on the plane
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at all r()in])aral)l<- with tiic radius of tlir Kartli,

«»tlu'n\ isf it would no longer he true tlvat the

!p'avitati(»nal force was everywhere per]>en<lirular

to the ]>lane. Thus (lalileo's result <mly held in

planes of limited size, in relation to wiiieh the

cur\atin-e of the l-iarth could t)e nei^iected. But the

essential point had been made. So ioiit; as all lorces

were nonnal to the plane perpendicular to it

the hall would ,s;;o on rolling for ever.

We have already removetl the pendulum string

and the IhiwI from the prohlem. We C4in now
remctve the I'^arth and consider in the abstract a

plane along which a hall is set rolling. I'hen pro-

vided no (orces act on tlu" hall in the direction of its

motion, provided there are no forces at all,

or provided there are only l<>rces acting [)erpen-

dicular to the plane, the hall will go on rolling for

ever; and it will do .so at a constant speed. The last

stage of abstraction is to n-move the plane. Con-

sider a ])article pnijected intf) a region of space

where there are no forces at all. What will ha]>penj'

Th<- particle will go on moving with a uniform

s|)e<'d in its original direction of motion.

Notice the developing stages of abstraction in

arriving at this result. Start with the ])enduliun,

then remove the string and replace it by a bowl.

Then change the shape of the bowl, and next

replace the bowl by a horizontal ]ilane. Then re-

move the I'-arth. and iinally removt- the plane. This

at last gives the result that a bodv in motion under

no forces moves with a constant velocity in a con-

stant direction.

From this we can give an an.swer to the question

])oscd almost at the Ix-ginning of this chapter:

exactly when docs a force operate on a Ixidy? The
ans\\-er is whenever the iKidy does not mo\e with

constant s|ieed along a straight line. This defines

the pre.siiicf of the force. The degree to which the

motion of the Ijody departs from simple coustancv

along a straight line measures the force acting on the

lx)dy. This great discovery, which Galileo made
during the term of his house arrest, was one for

which the world had waited two thousand years.

From now on the science of dynamics could make
progress at break-neck speed.

The reason why it had taken so long to arrive- at

this apparently simple result is tluit in nature we
just do not see iKKlies in rectilinear motion. This is

l)ecause all the IkkUcs wc sec are subject to force's,

IxKlies at rest as well as bodies in motion. If von

stop jjushing your car and the car stops, there are

still forces acting on it. To us nowadays this seem.s

obvious, but it was not at all obvious uiuil Cialih'o

mad<' his discovery. And until one could dcfme the

state in which there was zcni forc<-, it was impossible

to d<-line and measure forces in any cjuantitativc

way. Flence it was impossible to arrive at any

reasoned svstem of dynamics.

(Jalileo had also beei\ right in his estimate of the

importance of the Copernican issue, not only to

science but also to Italy and to the whole C^atholic

world. By its decision, the C'hurch effectively stem-

med the advance of science wherever it was strong

enough to enforce its decrees; and with the decline

ofscience there was a failure to follow up the ra])idly

developing technologies of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries. Hence those comitrics such as

Italy and Spain, which had hitherto ])layed an

important part in enlarging the field of human
knowledge, Ix-came poor and backward. The
development of science was in very large measure

handed over to the Prf)testant world. (FVance wiis

an important exception but only to the extent that

Catholicism did not wield complete power there.)

For this reason we lind the next great scientific

developments taking place not m Italy, hitherto the

center of intellectual advance, but in a remote

island off the European continent, in England.

Before we pass to the Newtonian revolution it

will be as well to look at an important step taken by

Huygens. We have just seen that the force acting on

a body is to be measured by the degree to which the

bodv departs from rectilinear motion at fi.xed speed.

Let us take a special and important case, that of a

A ball rolling without slipping in

a bowl behaves in the same way.
However much the two sides of the

bowl differ in steepness, it always
tries to reach the same height on
both sides. If one "side" becomes
horizontal, the ball therefore rolls on
indefinitely in the same direction.
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Iwidy muviiin in a ( irclr. What Ion i- miisl acl on it.'

A \vr\ simple (XiMTinirMl liriiii^ us Uif»ri|)s with the

pnililnn. Tir a licavy Ix)!) to our ciul ol a piece ol

slriiit; and whirl the Ih>I) roniicl in u circle, niakini;

the other en<l of the Mrinj^ the center of the circli-.

Mere we have a Ixxly niovini; in a circli- under the

infliK'nce of a force tniiLsinitted aloni; the strinij.

Now a taut strini^ can transmit a force only along

its lens^th, not Iransvj-rse to itsr-lf. Hence at any

i^iveii moment th(- force acting on the Iml) must

alwa\s he tlirecled along the string, that is, toward

the center ol the circle.

Huygens foimd that the magnilud<' ol the lorci-

incrciLses as the scpiare of the velocity of the hoh,

and thai it decreases invei^ely ;is the length of tli<-

pi<"ce of string. Furthermore, if the quantity ol

material in the boh is changed, the force is changed

in a similar proportion. If, lor instance, we douhle

llie C|uantity of material in the Ik)I), then the force

re(|uired to keep it inoving in a circle of the same

radius at the same speed is just twice ixs great as

before. Taking these three results together, the

force can he written as where V is the sjx-ed
r

of the \x)h along the circle, r is the radius of the

circle, and m is the mea.sure of the amount of

material in the Ixih.

What happens if we remove the string and place

a very massive lH)dy at the center of the circle?

Provided the massive central Ixxly |)ulls llie hob

The force acting on a body is to be
measured by the degree to which the
body departs from rectilinear motion
at fixed speed. It was Huygens (above)
who discovered how to measure the
force needed to keep a body moving
in a circle. It is the same whether the
force IS transmitted along a string or,

like gravity, through space.

The rule is that the force is equal
to the mass of the body times the
square of its velocity divided by
the radius of the circle.
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Inward ilscll wiili .1 lone /• wliiili ((inaK tin-

Ixil) will rdiitiaiK' lo iiikm- .'iroiuiil (lie (ciiiial

allrartiiii; ImkIv <-xa<'liv as it did w liilc it was alla<li-

<<! tM tlir ciid olllic- striiiij. The lone /•', wliicli w<'

now dcsrrilx- as (lie !;ra\ italioiiai loicc, takes the

]>lan- (il llii- tciisidii |)i<-\ ionslv d<\clii|)<-d in tin-

string.

... , ,, ml'-
1 tlic ((inalioii r we can add a scroiid

r

equation. Ilic l<Ti<4tli ol the (•ii<iiiiir<-i<Muc ol' ilic

rirclc cicscrilicd l)\ the l)(p|> is 27:1, and the lime

r(Tniiic<l lor tin- l)iili in niM\r once amnnd lliis

riroi<' is -— 11 w«' call lliis Icnirtli of liin<- lli<-

r
J 77/

]>cii(>d, P. we can write /' —-. I'roni these two

c(|nalioiis we <an deriv<' a tliird one. in wliicli the

velocity, I', is eliiniiialcd. This e(|nalion <'an he

, , I.-.
^T^'mr

written m the lorni I -^-
/•

At this stai^e wo recall Ke]iler's third law, namcK'

that the square of/' is projiortioiial lo the cube of/.

We then see that the qiiantitv /•'. the i^raxilalionai

torce. must lie |)ro|)orti<>nal 'o ^. 11 w<' also tak<'

accoinit or(;alileo"s r<-siilt that the orbit of a l)od\

inoviny; in a i;ra\ilalional licld does not de])eiul on

the mass of the Iwidy hiil only on the wav it is

started oil', tliiii \\i see that the period /' ( annol

depeiul on th<' mass m ol'the hob. Hence th<' force/""

must ils<-irconlaiii a factor m. Coinbininj; these (wo

A,
re(niirements we can write/-' where ihcfuiail-

tity .1 may c<intain some as yet undetermined

lactors.

.Next consider the Gravitational force between

two narticles of cc|iial stains not the case of oii<-

body beiiitr very lars;c compan-d to the other, but

the case of two particles of comparable mass. C'all

their respective inas.s<'s m^ and w,, and let them be

spaced apart bv a distance r. From what we hav<'

just said the 'gravitational loree exerted bv l>l^ on w.,

. Am.,
can be writt<-n .1 ///., :

(- or ". If we now make

the sensible requirement that both m^ and m.^ must

appear in the expression for /^ on ecpial terms, then

clearly A must contain the factor m^. That is to say

.) can be written as the product Gxm^, the ex-

pression iitr F now taking the form G x m, / in., : r*,

where the quantity O is retained so as to allow lor

anv other still undetermined factor.

Now let us go back to our formula for /*-, relurii-

int; to the case of a large central massive body.

Write /// for the ni;i.ss of the bob and M for the mass

ol the central boclv. From what wc have just said

the force /'is ecjual to Gym -^ .\f ; r'. Inserting this

477-;"
ill the expressiftn lor /''- gives /'

is Keplers third law a|)|)licablc to planets moving

— • This now
G.\r

0m = 2

m2 V4 r'. F64
2 4 4-.'. 64

m2 V8 r.', F256
2 ^Sy e~ }. 256
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The picture at right shows Louis XIV
visiting the French Academy of

Sciences which he founded in the
middle of the seventeenth century.

Seen through the right-hand window
IS the Pans Observatory, then in

course of erection. (A print of the

completed observatory is shown on the
left.) Members of the newly-founded
Academy made the first sensibly
correct determinations of the
distances of Mars and the Sun.

ill circular i>rl)its. It is also apprtixiinatcly true lor

the actual planets inovintr in not-qiiitc-circular

orbits. It will also ser\'e for the satellites of the

planets— lor example, for the case o( the Moon.

Evidently if the C|uantities Panel r are cletennined

by obsei^ation in a particular case, then the ])rofluct

G X A/ can be determined from our equation. And if

in some way the quantity G could be foiunl, then

the mass \I of the central attractins^ bodv could be

immediately obtained. Suppose for the moment

that G is known, and consider the determinations

oiP and r for the planets.

The period P had, of course, been known with

tolerable accuracy since the time of the Greeks. It

was known with comparatively high accuracy to

Tyclut Brahr-, but only the ratios of the radii of the

j)lanetary orbits were known, not their absolute

values, re|)r<-sented in rnir '•quations by r. We saw

in Chapter ;j that Aristarchus's determination of

the distance of the Sun, while a remarkable step

in its time, gave a result that was far tru) small.

Kepler realized this fact, but even so he still set the

{listance of the Sun much too small himself His

value was al>out 15 million miles as compared to

the true value of alxnit (y^ million miles. It must be

said, however, that Kepler gave his value as a

lower limit. He said that the Sun must Ik- at least

13 inillir)!) miles away.

The first sensibly correct eslim.ile of the true

scale of the Solar System was obtained by members
ol' the French Academy of Sciences, Ibunded by

Louis XI\' in the middle ofthe seventeenth century.

They determined the distance of Mars by straight-

forward triangulation, one of the sides of the

triangle being the line between Paris and C^iyennc.

The distance between the two towns was measured

as were the directions of Mars from each end f>i the

ba.se line, the obser\'ations of Mars being made at

essentially the same moment. It was then a simple

matter of trigonometry to determine the distance

of Mars from the Earth. The method cf)uld n«)t

give an extremely accurate answer lx"caiise the

distance Irom Paris to C^avemie was very small

compared to the distance of Mars. This meant that

the angles had to be measured with high precision,

and slight errors here led to appreciable errors in

the distance of Mars. Nevertheless, the value oIh

tained was correct to within aljout ten per cent.

I.el us now rewrite our equation connecting /', r

and M in the form GM~
pi

Knowing r and /',

the right-hand side of this equati«>n could be com-

puted, and hence the product G/ M could \tc

determined. Thus if 6' were known, the mass A/ of

the Sun w;ls easily obtained. Actually the (|uantity

G was not known in the seventeenth centurv, so all

tliat this argument gave at that time was the prrxhict

GxA/. But what could be done was to carry

through aji exactly similar argument for the case of

the Earth and the MtKm. Now A/ in our <-(]uation

represents the mass of the Earth; /' repres<-nts the

peri<Kl of revolution of the M<K)n around the Earth;

•:h
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and r r<-prcN<'nl.s ihc radius olllic orhil ol'lhc Moon.

The p<Ti(Kl /' was known, and die dclcrininalif)n of

r Wiks nmrli easier than it was for die easi- of the

planets. Indeed r was known to within an areuracy

of alM>ut one [XT cent u> Hipparchns. .So tlie pro-

duct G M could Ik- determined for the ease of the

tarth. If, now, the (juantity 6' is the same in l>oth

cases, then a simple division of the priKluet G \i

for the .Sun by 'lie jjroduct G <M for the I\arth

cancels out the unknown G and leaves the ratio of

the mass of the Sun to th<- ma.ss of the Karth as a

known numlK-r. The calculation showed the ma.ss

of the Sun to l>e alxnit 3(M),ooo times as s^real as

that of the Karth.

The detenuination ol'tlie value off.' chnianded a

different type of e.\|K-riment. Let us go back to our

two particles of mass /h, and m.,. The force of

attractiim l)etwccn the two particles is the priKluct

G m, m.> . r^ where r is the distance apart.

Suppose we set up an exjM-riment in which the

force of attraction is actually measured for two

particles of known mass and known distance apart.

Then by <-q\iating the measure<l \alue ol' the force

to our formula, the hitherto unknown quantity, G,

will be det<Tmined. In fact, such an exjx-riment

could not be carried out in the seventeenth century.

It had to wait until almost the beginning of the

nineteenth century when it was carried through l)y

Henry Cavendish.

.S*) far we have thought only alwuit the simple

case of a planet or a satellite moving in a circular

orbit around its primary . But need the orbit neces-

sarily Im- circular? C:ould it be that the case of a

circular orbit arises only if the planet or the satel-

lite is initially set in motion in an appropriate way,

and that if it is set in motion in some other way the

orbit will not lie a circle? Let us formulate the

V

^\th*** "f*^

Newton (right) not only iormulated the

law of universal gravitation; he also

showed that a flattened elliptical orbit

satisfies the law of gravitation

just as well as a circular one.

Newton's diagram demonstrating how
a proiectile launched at different

speeds from a great height above
the Earth follows different tracks.

Launched from the right height at

the right speed, it circles the Earth

in the manner of a sputnik.
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Right: Woolsthorpe Manor, where
Newton began his work on gravitation

at the time of the Great Plague.

Above: Trinity College, Cambridge,
where his mathematical genius

first showed itself. His living

quarters and the highly formal

garden so eloquent of his character

appear in the right foreground.



proljicm a little morr precisely. Wc have a IxxJy of

large mass which we shall flermte by M, and a IwkIv

of small mass which we shall deuole by in. (iivcii

thai the force actins; on the small IkkU' Ls directed

toward the large IxKly and is of magnitude G v ,V/ x

m -r r-, where r is the distance apart of (he two

Ixxlics at the moment in question, and giveti, also,

tliat G is a constant numlx-r, what will ix- the orbit

of the mass m when it is set in motion initialK in

some particular specified way? Before we alt<'mpt

to answer th<- question it is worth noting the steps

in reasfining that led up to it. First we used the

sim])le ca.se of circular orliits in order to guess a

formula for the gravitational force. Then, equipp<-d

with this formula, we liavc turned the whole

question around to ask what is the general nature of

the orbit of a planet or satellite actetl on 1)\ the

gravitational force.

Ec|uipped with the appropriate mathematical

technique, namely the difTerential and integral

calculus, probably one person in about a thousand

or even one in a hundred, could answer for ihem-

.'.elvcs the question we have just posed. But in the

seventeenth century, Ix^fore this technique was

availai>Ie, not more than perhaps one jx-rson in a

hundred million, or even one in a thousanti million,

was capable of suy)plyiiig the answer. It is often

said that mathematics and science become harder

and harder as more is known. This is a misreading

of the situation, for although the problems them-

selves may become more complex, the techniques

with which scientists are equi])ped tr) solve them

become more and more effect ive.

In the seventeenth century, then, there were

|)erhaps two men w ho were capable f>f answering

f>ur question Newton and Leibniz. Leibniz was a

mathematician not primarily interested in astron-

omy, and so far as is known he ma<le no attem[)t to

solve the i)roblem. Some time between i()8o and

1^85 it was solved by Xewton. The answer he gave

consisted fiftwo parts. If the lx)dy m were projected

with a sufliciently high speed it would swing around
the massive Ixxly and event uallv recede to a verv

large distance to infinity from it, along a path

known as a hyperbola. But if the speed of projection

of w were not as large as this, tlu-n the IxkK would

pursue a chised orbit tliat was an ellipse; mf>reover,

the massive Ixxly M would lie at one of the foci ol'

the ellipse. Finally, the small body m would sweep

out equal areas of its orbit in equal times. Newton
thus demonstrated thai the laws which Kepler had

discovered empirically could also Ik* arrived at

deductively by precise mathematic-al argument

from the law of gravitational lorce obtained from

the simple case of the circular orbit.

Since Newton's answer to our problem si^ecilies

only that the planetary orbits should be elliptical,

we may well ask why the planets do in fact move
along paths which are very nearly circular ellipses.

The answer nmsl l)C bccau.se they were set in

motion initially in a special way, in the sp<-cial way
required to make them inovi: along nearly circular

orbits. The slight deviations from circular motion

also depend on the manner in which the system

was started, and not at all on such mvstical con-

siderations as those which Kepler envisaged.

It was natural, lollowing Newt<in's discover\. to

pursue the question still further. Lqiiipped with the

means of calculating the motions of the planets,

could not f)ne work backward in time, instead of

forward, and so deduce the manner in which the

planets originated? After considering the problem.

Newton decided that such an enormous calculation

could not, in fact, l)c carried through, and sub-

sequent experience has confirmed his judgment.

Nowadays we do have ideas on how the planets

originated, but these arise from entirely different

considerations, as wc shall sec in a later chapter.

Arc there any celestial IxKlies whose orbits are

not nearly circular? The answer is yes, the comets.

Newton found that the comet obser\-ed in 1680

followed a highly flattened elliptical orbit. This

demonstrated that a highly flattened elliptical

orbit satisfies the law of gravitation just as well as an

almost circular one. The degree of ellipticitv of the

orbit simply depends on how the lx>dy was initialb'

set in motion.

Iti Chapter '] we .siiw that a description of planet-

ary orbits can be gi\<'ii in three stages ol sophisti-

cation. In the first stage the orbits can Ix- regarded

Before Newton's time the motions of

comets were thought to be quite

unpredictable. Part of the Bayeux
Tapestry, shown opposite, records how
King Harold regarded the appearance
of a strange star only as an omen
of misfortune. In 1682 Halley saw the

same comet, calculated its orbit, and
almost correctly predicted its return.

The top picture shows its neKt

appearance, as seen from London in

1759. The diagram shows the extreme
ellipticity of the orbit of Halley's

Comet compared with the almost
circular orbits of the planets.
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as simple linh's. In lli<' si-rond sta>^r llii- (Ic-vi.itiiiiis

from (lie cirrh-s arc ol'sucli a nature thai tlie plaix-l-

arv orhils can Im- tonsiilercd as nearlv rirriilar

ellipses. Ill liie lliird sla.i;e, in wliicli tlie mutual

influences of the jilanels <in each other are taken

into account as well as the major influence of the

Sun, the plaiictars' orbits must Im- regarded as

chans^ini^ niinutelv all the time. We now s<'e wluil

light the Newtonian theor\- shed on the orbits

postulated at each stage ol sopiiislicalion. The

first arose from the manner in which the |ilanets

were initially set in motion; the second was a

natural consecpience of the law ol" gravitation ; the

third X<'Wton set himself the t;isk of iii\cMigating

liy cjilciiiaiion.

In particular he set himself to examine iIm' ca.se

of the motion of the M<K)n, for in this c;i.se the

third stage of sophistication, which takes account <»f

more than on(' gravitational field, is <'xlremely

important, as we already saw in Chapter ;{.

Newton took into account not only the gravitational

force acting on the MtK)u from the Karth, hut also

that acting on it from the Sun. He liiund that al-

most all the irregularities in tlie motion of the

Moon that had so trouliled the .xstronomers of

anticpiity could he explained in a natural way by

the new llieor\'. Tlieie were still a few small dis-

cre[>ancies lielwceii ol)ser\ation and calculalioii.

and these we shall r<-fer to again in ike next chapler.

Sullice it, for the moment, that tli<- major |)art <if

the hitherto intractahU- problem of the moiiori of

the M<«)n liac) lx-<-n soK<-<l.

Several limes in previous cliaplers uc have had

r>ccasion to refer to th<- phenonien<in of pre*cssioii.

rii<" Ivarth's axis ol rotation is not perpendicular to

the ])lane of the Martirs orbit. Taken over a few

years, the direction of the axis <if rotation can Ik-

r<-garded ;vs sen.sibly constant, bin i>\rr ;i long

IM'rifKl of lime we liave to recogni/i- lli.n ilie axis

mov<-s around a c<mical surface. TIk- axis of the

cone is taken perpendicular to the plane of the

Kartli's orbit, and the half-angle of th<- coii<- is 2{.', '.

As lime jiroceeds the I^arth's axis of rotation moves

around the cone in such a way that it always passes

through the vertex. It complel<-s on<- circuit of the

cone in about 2b,<HK) years. It is this motion ol the

axis thai constitutes the phenomenon of ])recession.

Newton discovered tliat the effect is caused bv the

fact that the Karth is iKit strictly a uniform splien-.

It is an oblate spheroid, the diameter thiougli the

jKiles being some 27 miles less llum the diameler

through the ef|uator. Because of the I'-artlTs stricllv

non-spherical shape, the giavilalional force which

the Moon and tiie Sun e.xert on il priKliices a \cr\

slight twist. .\ncl it is this twist tluil causes the

I'-arth's axis ol rotation lo innxc around iis <<ine.
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NcwiDii, iiidccd, (Mliiilalicl (lie time n<|iiin(l lor

llu- inolioii iiriiiiiul llii- <'iin<- and ohiaiiird aliiiosl

cxarlly live correct answer.

Let us move hack I'roiii this tliird .slai^e ol' so-

phistication to the simple e;Lse of a planet niovins;

aroinul the Sun in an almost c-ircnlar orhit. The

surprisins^ thinij is that no transverse force aloiit,' the

circumi'erence of the circU- is n<'<-tled to keep the

])lanet inovinsj. The i^niviiational tlu-ory showed

that the only force enteritis^ into the problem is a

radial one, directed from the planet toward liie

Sun. The idea that sf»m<' force was needed to keep

pushintj the planets aloni; lh<"ir orbits the idea

that had l)cen entertained by continental mallie-

maticians of the caliber of Hnygens could now

l)c completely dis|iensed with.

One detail remains to be discussed, llial of takinij

the quantity 6' to be the same in all cases, of re-

ijardinsj; it as a cf»nstant. Xewton had already

tested this link in the chain of ar<i;unient when, at

the atjc of 2;}, he returned from Clambridi^e to his

native villaije of Woolsthorpe in Lincolnshire at the

outbreak of the CJreat Plague. The formula ('•

\l \ ni : r- could not only be used for determinint;

the period of revolution of the Moon aromid the

Karth in the manner described above; it conic! also

l)e used for lindins^ the speed with which a vertically

tailing IwKly clro])s to the surface t)f the Karth. The
C]uantity .V/ would represent the ma.ss of the F.arih

in lM)th cases. The quantity r would, however, be

difTerent in the two case-s. In the first case it would

represent the radius ol" the orbit of the Moon, and

in the second ca.se it would represent the ratlins of

the Karth itself. (The mass ni would also be different

in the two cases, but this did not matter since >ii

canceled out of both calculations. We have already

noticed (ialileo's great {liscovery that the orbit

followed by a l)ody in a gravitational field is in-

dependent of the mass of the body.;

From this it followed that if the ratio of the

values (jf r in the two cases were known, then the

peri<Kl of revolution of the Moon around the Karth

and the speed with which a falling Ixxly dro[)ped

from a known height reaches the surface of the

Karth would give the values of the product (i / XI

for the two cases. Since the product was found to be

the same in bf>th cases, then th<- (juantity f- miisl be

the same, since the mass ol the Karth, M. was

certainlv the same. B<-sifles testing the constancv of

Right: Title page of the Principia.

Lett: Extract from a minute recording
the presentation of the manuscript
to the Royal Society. In this work
Newlon showed for the first time
that the phenomena of the physical
world are accessible to precise
calculation. From that time onward
astronomy moved into a new era.

ih<- valiK- off. this ingenious argument also showed
very clearly that the M(M)n is held in its orbit by a

radial force and not by a transverse one, since it

was plainly a radial force that caused bodies lo

fall vertically to the ground.

'I"liis was in the year i()t)/"). Twenty-two years

later, in U>ii-J, Newton's great work, the I'liilnsophiae

.\altiralis Primipia Mathemalica, was seen through

the press by Samuel Pepys. What Newton had done
for the first time was to show that th<- ]>henomena
ol th<- physical world were accessible to precise

calculation. If one knew how a system was started

off then its subs<'C|uent behavior could be calcu-

lat<:d. This was the science of dynamics. While it is

true that Newton did not show that all natural

])henomena were accessible to mathematical in-

vestigation, the range of phenomena he did con-

sider was sufficiently wide to convince mankind
of the general proposition that if one knows the

present state of affairs cf)mpletely, one can calcu-

late the future.

W'ith certain reservations relating to modern
cle\elopinents in c|uantimi theory, all subsecjucnt

scientific experience has confirmed this tremen-

dous idea. The apparently impenetrable under-

growth in which scientists had hitherto been

laboring was suddenly cleared away, and a new
|)ath w;is opened before them.
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Chapter 6 The Post-Newtonian Era

So great were the advances in inatlirinatics and the

pliysical sciences durinsf the Newtonian Age that

it t<K)k astronomers something like a rentnry and a

half to exploit them at all fully. Their achieve-

ments during this period, wliich lasted from the

early eighteenth century to about the middle oitlie

nineteenth centur\-, can conveniently Ix- divided

into three parts. First, they attained far greater

accuracy than ever before in measuring the posi-

tions of stars and planets. Next they em[)loyed

the Newtonian mathematical theory of gravitation

to explain not merely the broad features of plane-

tar\ motion but also many of the intricate details

of motions within the Solar System. Finally, they

Ijegan to reach out Iji-yond the Solar System into

the larger universe outside. It is simplest to con-

sider each of these major developments in turn.

The Position.', of Stnis and I'Innrls

The Post-Newtonian era began with a strong

emphasis on the jiractical applications of astronomy.

In 1714, British sea captains presented a petition

to tiie House of Commons asking for a sohnion to

the pntblem of determining longitude at sea. As

we saw in Chapter 2, determining latitude is com-

paratively easv; all one need do is to observe the

elc\-alion of the sim at midday, liut the tlet«T-

minati<in of longitude is more difliciilt.

If VI )u were dropped by parachute on to some

remote, and to \oii luiknowii. (joint on the l-^rth's

surface, you would find it <(uite imjKtssible to work

(»ut vour longitude imless you had a record of the

lime being kept at some standard meridian on the

I'larth, say tin- meridian ol (ireenwich ()bser\atorv.

Hut if you did have that inlormalion, it would

be just as easy to determine vour longitude as vour

latitude, ^'oll would merely have to find the

moment of midday at your own ]x>sition and

cotn|)are it with the time then being registered at

(ireenwich. Fach dilference of one hour iH-tween

tlu- two times corr<-s|Hinds to a difference <»f if, of

longitude. For example, supjio.se that at your ncMin

(ireenwich time was <) o'clock in the in<irniiig, you

would know you were placed three hours east of

(in'cnwich. In other words, your longitude would

be 45'' F.asl. The dilliculty lies only in liow \oii

are to know the time at (ireenwich.

TiKlay, jjrovided y<»u had a radio receiver, you

could easiK pick up one of the frecpient trans-

missions of (ireenwich Mean 1 iuie, but in the

142

A pressing practical problem at the
beginning of the eighteenth century
was to find a way of determining
longitude at sea. Eventually the best
solution was provided by Harrison's
marine chronometer. (Above is his

first model of 1735 and below is

Kendal's replica of his fourth model
of 1759, together with Captain Cook's
comment on its reliability.)

But until the advent of chronometers
the longitude problem gave a great

impetus to the closer study of the

motions of the Moon, the planets,

and their satellites.
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i'ii^lili-<-iilli rciitun im such rasy luciins w.is avail-

al>l<". Tnic, llirrc wm- |>(-ncliiluni <liKks, l>iil llic

rolling aixl |)iu'liiiii{ of a sliip siilijrctcd llii-in to

such i^roNS fiTors (hat llx-y cuiiUI not Iw r<-li<-(l ii|)4>ii

to sliow ihc s;un«" time as tlic lioiiw-port riorks l)v

wliic li llicy wcrr set at the Iwi^iiiiiiiii; ol a vo\as;c.

So it was natural tlial |k-o|)I(- should turn their

altt-nlion to iisint; the movcuu-nts of the planets

an<l their satellites whirh can Ix- vie\\e<l siinul-

laneously I'roni many ])arts of the J'larlh as a

means of lixins; tlie time at some standard meridian.

Already , almost a Inmdred years earlier, Cialileo

liad l.H-en thinking along the same lines. (iaIiK'o's

idea was lo use the moons of Jupiter. If one could

work out in advance precisely what |)ositions these

m(K>ns would he in, hour by iiour, for many months

ahead, then it would he possible lo provide seamen

with an almanac tabulated in terms of some

standard tiinc, say the time at (ireenwich <»r the

time at Genoa. A seaman would then be able lo

obscr\-c the position of the in<»ons, search the al-

manac until he found the same position, and read

ofT the standard time. One drawl)ack to the scheme

was that the positions of heavenlv Ixnlies cannot be

ol)s<-rved when skies arc cloudy, but the project failed

for two even more cogent reasons. First, it was next

to impossible to make the necessary observations

from the deck of a rolling ship; next, it proved

incredibly diflicult to do the calculations which

such an almanac demanded.

When (lie problem u.i> piil In Newloti hi- thought

ul a similar but simpler idea. Our own MiMm
iiio\cs conslantiv against th<- background of the

stars. II <ine could work out in advance just where

the Moon was going to 1m- hour by hour, then an

almanac of the M<K)n's motions could Im- provided.

In this case tin- seaman would have to obser\<- lh<-

stars that lay n<-ar th(- NfcMin and th<-n. by consult-

ing the almanac, he could inler th«- standard lime.

TIk- second of the diflicuhies which ap|>lied lo

Cialileo's idea applied also lo Xewt<in's, and for

this r«-as<»n some forty years were to elapse iM-fore

anything came of it. Newton hiinst-lf tried to work

out the future motion of the M<Min, but found il

so diflicult that he declared it to lie the only

problem that ever made his head ache. Indeed,

it was not until after Kuler invented new mathe-

matical lechnicpjes that reasonably accurate- calcu-

lations ofthe M<M)n's future motions becaiTie practic-

able. Such calculations were actually carried

through by Tobias Mayer, who pulilished his tables

in a form suitable for the delernnnaiion of longitude

at sea in tiie year i 752.

Hv an <Kld trick of fate, just as il b<'came |K>s,sible

lo use the McM)n as an astronomical cl<K:k, a

mechanical invention made the whoU- method

obsolete. An Knglish inventor, John Harrison,

jM'oduced a chronometer, not regulated by a

pendulum, which proved itself capable i)f keeping

accurate time at sea over a I'mg )M-riod. Tobias

In theory longitude can be found by
observing the positions of the moons
of Jupiter and consulting a table

listing the times of those positions

at a known place. Up to the eighteenth

century, however, if was hard both to

worf( out the table and to make the

observation from a rolling ship.
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Miixrrs MiKiii cliM'k ami I l.nTisi>n\ marine cliroiiK-

iiicUT wore Ixilli trslrd oiil 1>\ tlic Aslniiioinn

Kuyal of (lie linn-. Nrvil Maskrlyiic, wlio loiiiul

that llarrisun's clironoiiiclcr <;avc the better r<-siilts.

With the MiKiii <l<Kk it was |><>ssil>lc to ileteriniiie

loiiiritiide rorreelK to within loiir niiiiiil<'s of are;

with the ohrononieti-r the loar-^in <>(Crror was oiiK

alMitit one niiiuile of are.

MaskeKiM- was laee<l with a somewhat <l<'lirate

hnniaii prohlem. The Kritisli i;o\<-rnmeiit had

oll'ereil a prize <il /'jo.oimi to anv'oiie who solved

the loni;itnde prolilem, and Nfaskelvno was left to

deeide iiow tiie moiiex sjionld !)< apportioned. His

deeision w.is that it should Ix" shared eqnalK

lH't\\e< n th<- two methiKls. This was fair. The
onl\' questionable |)oint was that of the hall-prize

paid for the Moon clock, lailer received very little.

But since most oltlu- hall-share for tin- M(M)n clock

was received bv Ma\er"s widow, there is, |)crhaps,

little to c<implain about.

.\t the time of the seamen's petition, some fort\'

years <'ariier, the problem of t lie Moon clock iiad

Ix-en referred to the newly-establisiied firecnwich

()bs<'r\at<iry. The first Astronomer Royal, John
I'lamstecd, then felt that he could JM-st assist the

project i»y plottini^ accnratelv the background of

stars asjainst which the Mchiii moves. To this end

lie determined the positions of nearlv ;{,tK)o stars

to within an acciiracv of about ten seconds of arc

—

alMiut six times cUiser than the one minute of arc

that Tvilio IJrahi- had achiexcd. This work which

I'lamstecd started as sonx-thiniL; inerelv ancillarv to

lli<- MiMin <lock project turned out to b<- of siir-

p.issiii"; astronomical importance; for in pursiiins;

the proiriani of accurate jxisition measurement, tin-

third .Xstronomer Royal, Jam< s IJradJi-v, made a

remarkable discovery which s^rcatlv assisted the

emeri^enc<- of nnKlern astronomy.

To appreciat<" the importaiKc of Hradlev 's dis-

covery we must take a secon<l look at lh<- pr<tbl<-m

ol cU'finins< |K>sitioiis on the celestial sphere, whicli

we met with in Clhaptcr i. We saw tlic-re that in

one system we can regard the polar axis of the

celestial sphen- as an extension of the I'-artli's axis

ol rotation, and the etpiator of the celestial sphere

as King in a plane at right angles to that axis.

B<'lbre we can state the longitude of a star, w<" must

then de<-id<' on .soin<' arbitrary |}oint on the celestial

etpiator from which to measure. In the etjuatorial

system the arbitrary point chosen is the I'irsl Point

of Aries ('V), one (»f the two jioints at whicli the

plane of the Karth's orbit around the Sun 'the

ecliptic) cuts the c<"lestial equator.

In all onr previous tliscussion we regarded the

direction of the Karth's axis of rotation as being

fixed with respect to very distant objects in ilie

universe. But is this actually the case? The answer

is that it is not.

The direction f)f the Earth's polar axis is con-

stantlv changing. This means that the celestial
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ec|iiator is chani»in<j too. F.vrn tlir First Point of

Aries is conslautix clians^iiii;. a fact wliich liic tjrial

(Ircck aslroiionuT, Hip|)ar<lius, reaii/rd. Hippar-

chiis probably csiablisiioil this by <om|iariiij; his

own <)l)stTvations of the r<niinoxcs, made will) tlic

help of th<- Hipparrhiis rin'^ dcseribcd in (lliaptcr 2,

with the rrcords made earlier i)y Babylonian astro-

nomers. Unless he made the rash assmnption that

the older the olnerval ions the less they could be

relied on, there was only one conclusion to be

drawn. The comparison disclosed that the position

of the Sun at the equinoxes, against the back-

ground of stars, had chans^ed considerably over a

period of about 2,000 years.

The length of this time scale is signiiicant. If we

are not concerned with observations made over

long perif)ds of time, and if we are not concerned

with extreme accuracy, then it is satisfactory to

ignore the changing direction o\' the Earth's polar

axis. But if we are to achieve iiK)dern standards

of accuracy the slight change of direction frf»ni

year to year must quite certainly be taken into

account.

For many centuries alter the lime ol Hi])])aniius

no one could explain wli}' the direction ol'thi- I'-arth's

polar axis changes. Newton's theory of gravitation

gives a complete explanation of the phenomenon.

Consider the situation shown in Figure (>. 1 . The

line OA is drawn perpendicular to the eclipti(,

which is the plane of the Earth's motion around

the Sun. The Earth's axis of rotation makes an

angle of approximately 23->" with this line, and this

angle is maintained to a close approximation

throughout the motion of the axis of rotation. That

is to say, the axis of rotation precesses about OA
in much the same way as the axis of spin of a top

precesses around the vertical direction.

This preccssional motion arises Ix-cause the

Earth is not a perfect sphere. The F^arth's polar

diameter is some 27 miles less than its ecpiatorial

diameter. This causes the gravitational pull of

lK)th the Sun and the Moon to put a twist on the

Earth, and it is this twist, or torque, that ca\ises the

preccssional motion. Despite its far smaller mass,

the MiK)n play.s a greater part than the Smi in

producing this twist, simply lx"cause it is inncli

closer to us.

The time tak.-n for one com])lete |>rccession of

the Earth's axis is about 2t),ooo years, so Irom year

to year the motion is obviouslv very slight. In lact,

the axis of rotation moves in a year through an

angle ol' only some twenty seconds of arc. But

once we Ixxome concerned with |K>sitional accura-

cic-s of the order often secontls or Ix-tter, its Flaiii-

stcetl and Bradley were, we must take account ol

the changing standard of reference. Because the

main etfecl of precession is quite smiM>th from year

to year, there is no dilliciilty in making a j>ro|XT

correction to allow lor it.

However, in addition to this smooth pre<ession

there is a much smaller motion which varies irom

year to year. If the plane ol the Moon's motion

aroimd the I'^arth were the same as the |>lane ol

the F.arth's motion arf>und the Sun, this latter

complication would not exist. But the MiHtn's

orbit is slightly inclined to the ecliptic and d<M-s

not stay fixed with res])ect to the Earth and the

ecliptic. Indeed, the M(K)n moves only approxi-

mately in a plane—a plane that slews round with

respect to the axis 0.1 of F'igure fi.l.

The situation is illustrated in Figure b.2, where

the line OB is drawn perj>endicular to the plane of

ihe M(M>n's orbit, and OA is again drawn |M-r|K-n-

(licular to the ecliptic. Over a periml of a few

months the M(H)n can be considered to move in

ihe orbit shown in our figure. But over a longer

period we have to take into accoimt the fact that

the line OB precesses about 0.1, the period of the

precession being 18.6 years.

Evidently, then, the plane ol' the M(M)n's »>rbit

presents a difTcrent as])ect from year to year and

this causes the eflecl of the M<H)n's pull on the

Earth to change from year to year as well. B«-cause

of this variability there are corresponding fluctua-

tions in the rate of precession of the Earth's axis,

and each complete cycle of these Ihictuations takes

i8.() years. It was Bradley who first discovered

this efTect and who referred to it as a iiulalion.

We have seen that precession arises l)ecaiise the

I'.arth is not a ]K'rfect sphere. The realization of

the importance of the deviation of the l",artli from

perfect spherical form stimulated great interest in

geodesy. In |)articular, the whole i)rol>lem of the

sha])e of the Earth was taken up by the I'rench

Academv of Sciences, and in the years following

1 75^, in<-asurements of tm])recedented accuracy

were made in places as widely separated as Peru

and I,a])land; and for the first time in hiunan

history it became possible to give a tolerably

correct assessment of the shape of the I^arth.

Before leaving the question of precession it is

worth noting that n\<-r a long period of time it



Top: The Octagon Room at Green-
wich, now a museum, as it is today
Below: The same room as it was in
the time of Flamsteed. It was here
that Flamsteed set out to assist theMoon clock project by plotting the
background of stars against which
the Moon moves. On the left is a
star map from his Atlas Coelestis
Flamsteed plotted the positions
of nearly three thousand stars
to an accuracy within ten seconds



Kivfs rise to gross rliaiii;«"s of thr s«"asons. Tin"

Karlli's axis of rotation romplctcs half of a prccrs-

sional cycle in i;^,<mm) ycap;, anti in that time

snmincr and winter arc completely intercliani;f(l.

That is to say, the part of tlie Karih's <)rl)it where

ihe northern hemisphere now experiences sinnmer

and the southern heniisphen- winter will, in i;;,o<m)

years" time, l>e the part where the northern hemi-

sphere ex))<-riences winter and the sonllirrn hemi-

sphere summer.

In his pursuit of accuracy in mcasnriii'; liic

]X)sitions olstars and |)lanets, Bradley madeanother

discovei^' which was to have lar-reaching conse-

quences—the discovery of th<" phenomenon of

alxTration.

In Figure f).;5 light from a star isadmillcd ihrough

a slit, .V,. The tpicstion now arises: where must a

second slit, S.,, Ix- ])laced so that the light passes

through .S'2 also, rcmemlx-ring that light travels in

straight lines? The obvious answer is on the line

joining .V, to the star, so that the star and l>oth slits

lie on the same straight line. This answer is correct

if the slits are at rest, hut il they are in motion in a

directif)n tran.sverse tc» th<" direction of the star, the

situation is altered. It is altered Ix-cause the light

takes a definite [x-riod of time to travel from .V, to

.S'.^, and during that time .V, has moved relative t«)

S,. In that case we hav<- to place the slit .Vj off

the straight line joining .V, to the star, as shown

in Kigurt- f).^.

The situation is made clearer by the two parts

of Figure fi.3. In th<' first part we have a pulse t>f

light just passing through the slit .S',. In the second

part the |)ulse of light h;is now reached the slit .S'.,

and in the time inter\al Ix-twecn the two parts of

the figure, the slits .V, and .V., have moved as shown.

Returning now to Figure ().4, we see that the

line joining .V, and .S'.^ makes a slight angle to the

direction that joins Sj tr> the star. This result is

of importance when we consider the problem of

tart*^'^
inoV'O

Figure 6.1

OA is perpendicular to the ecliptic.

The Earth's axis of rotation

precesses about OA just as the axis

of spin of a top precesses about
the vertical direction. Time for one
complete motion is about 26,000 years.

Figure 6.2

OB is perpendicular to the plane
of the Moon's orbit, OA perpendicular
to the ecliptic. OB precesses about
OA, the period being 18.6 years.

Thus the plane of the Moon's orbit

(and the effect of the Moon's pull

on the Earth) vanes. This causes
fluctuations (nutation) in the rate

of Ihe precession of (^igure 6.1.

Precession causes a slow migration

of Ihe center about which Ihe stars

appear to rotate. Here two sets of

star trails, one of 1907, the other

of 1941, are superimposed. Note how
the centers of the two sets differ.
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Figure 6.3

Placing two slits, S, and S,, so that

light from star passes through both.

If slits have no motion transverse

to direction of star, S; must lie

on straight line joining S, to star.

Figure 6.6

Figures 6.4 and 6.5 explain why the
axis of a telescope must commonly be
offset when observing a star. But the

degree of offset varies. When the

Earth is in the position shown, it will

be maximal for the second star and
zero for the first. When the Earth is

at P, the reverse is true.

-I _ velocity of motion

velocity of light

(1

first position

Figure 6.4

If slits do move in a direction

transverse to that of star, S.. must
lie o/f that line by an amount to

be measured by the above formula.

'IK—

'iH

second position

Figure 6.5

Light and both slits move at finite

speeds. S.. must be so placed that

it takes same time to move from first

to second position above as light

takes to travel the distance S, to S.,.

pointiii!^ a telescope at a star. We can think of .S',

as lieiiig tiie objective of the telescojK" and .S'^ as

being the eyepiece. The line from .V, to .V., then

reprf^enls the axis of the telescope, and we see that

this axis must be slii^htly offset in f»rder to observe

the star from the direction which wonid be appro-

priate if there were no motion of the telescope.

If the <le<;rcc of odset were always the same for

all stars, this aberration eftect wonld be of no

practical importance, but this is not so, as we can

see from Figure (i.6. Here we have the I'-arth at

a particular point in its orbit aromid the .Sun. If

we pf)int the telesco])e toward the first star, which

lies in the direction of the Karth"s motion, there is

no motion ol the telescope transverse to the direc-

tion of the star. There will therefore be no

aberration cfTeet. Now suppose we point the

telescope at the second star. In this case the

motion of the Karth, and therefore the motion of

the telescope, is wholly transverse to the direction

of the star, and the effect of aberration is at a

maxiimmi. In fact, the degree of offset retpiired

to observe the second star would be about lwent\'

seconds of arc. We see, therefore, that aberration

does not distort the directions o( the stars in any

uniform way.

The situation is made even more complicated by

the changing direction of the Karth's motion. For

instance, after a quarter ol a year, wh<-n the l^arth

has moved to the point P of Figure (>.(>. the situation

is precisely reversed. The motion of the Earth.
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and llK-rctori- llic iikiIkhi oI iIk- icIrscoiM-. will llicii

Ik- traus\(TS<' l(i ihr dircrtioii oi llii- lirsl star and

lliis will Im- siihjcrl lo alM-rra(i<>ii; un llic oiIkt

haiKJ, the iDotitm is now al<>n<4 tlic tlircction oIiIk'

MTond star and this will a<<<>rdin<;ly Ix- Iroc Irom

alM-rration. S<i liir every star the disttirlinii varie-;

tlir<>ii!j;h<int the vear. For stars that lie in the

plane ol the l%arlh's orbit aherration is sometimes

absent; at other times it is at a maxiimim. For

stars that do not lie in the |)lane ol the I'^anh's

orbit alH-rration is never al>s<-nt. ( lonsider, lor

example, a star lying in a din-etion ])erpendienlar

to tile plane oftlx- l^arth's orbit. When a teles<o|K'

is pointed al such a star, the direction ofthe F.arth's

motion must neccs,sari!\' be transverse to it at all

times ol" the year.

T<i simimarize, then, the motion ol the Kartli

distorts the pattern of the stars on the sky. I'he

distortion varies thronf^lioiit the vear, and also

according; to the ans^le that the line of sitjht to a

star maid's with the plane ofthe F,arth"s orbit; and

the <i;eneral ortler ofthe distortion is about twenty

seconds of arc. This was the remarkable discovery

which Bradley made.

If we stick to a simple form of i^eometrw avoidina;

the comjilications mentioned at the outset, in

Ohapter i, then the phenomenon of alH-rration

offers convincing evidence that the Karth moves

Left: Page from an early nineteenth-
century book showing the zenith

instrument which James Bradley used
for many of his observations.
Right: Photograph of part of the

instrument (preserved at Greenwich),
and notes made during the course
of one of Bradley's observations.
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around the Sim the kind i>l r\ idciui- lor wliirli

(iaiilc-o sout^lit ill vain. Wr ha\r seen in an earlier

chapter that in the al)seiirr <»r siieh evideim-, the

SN-stcm (ifTyclio Brahe, in whirh the Sun is assumed

If) move around the I'^irth and the otlier planets

around the Sun, t;ives just as i;<hkI a deseriplion of

the planetary motions as (Kk-s the system of

C'opcrniciis. But Tyelio Brahe's system eaiuiot

explain the alxrrations which Bradley ol>ser\ed.

For that, we must follow the system of C'o|)<'rnicus.

As an aside, however, it may he mentioned that

the UKKlern thef)r\' of relativity still allows us to

regard the Karth as the center ofthiims, provided

we are willina; to dispense with simple I",uclidean

geometry. Bui if we persist in rc^ardiiiL; the Karth

as fixed, we have to go far iK-yond tlu- c(»mplexities

of th<' Ptolemaic picture or of the Tvchonic picture

in order to explain the phenomenon of aberration.

It is clear that the phenomenon would not arise

if light traveled at infinite speed, iMxause the light

would then travel from slit .V, to slit .V., of Figure 6.;5

Ix-forc the slits themselvi's had time to move.

Aljcrration is, therefore, a phenomenon that

depends on the finite speed of light. Indeed, tiie

angle of distortion shown in Figure fi.4 is simply

the ratio of the speed of transverse motion ol the

slits to the s]H'ed of light itself. This raises the

immediate question; what is the speed of light?

The classic determination is due to the Danish

astronomer Olaf, or Olans, Romcr who, in the

year 1675, obtained a value whose principal

uncertainty arose from an inaccurate knowledge

of the true size of the F-arth's orbil. Here is a

descri|)lion of Romer's method.

Figure (i.y sIkiws the orbit of lo, the innermost

of the four larg<- satc-IIiles of Jupiter which (iaiileo

first discovered. Its distance from the planet is

closely similar to the distance of the MiH)n from

the Farth. We are able to see lo lK'caus<'ol the sun-

light reflected front its surface, but at timi-s it passes

into the shadow cast by Jupiter itself, and we
cannot obser\'e it when it lies in this shadow.

SupjMise, now, that we wish to determine the length

of time that lo takes to move once round its orbit.

'Fhe obvious method would Ik- to make a note of

the moment at which lo ntoves into ecli])se. 'Fhen

we might say that the time interval between

successive moments of eclipse determines the time

taken to complete one circuit. But is this exactly

right? To examine whether it is or not, we must

consider a little more closely just what hapjx-ns

when we inak<' our observatitms.

At the moment the satellite passes into the

shadow, light ceases to be redected from its surface.

The change from light being reflected to light not

being retlected travels across space from Jupiter to

the Karth, so that the cessation of light is recogniz-

able on the Karth only some time after it has actu-

ally taken place. But how long after? The answer

de()ends on how far away the Karth is from Jupiter.

In fact, the delay is simply the distance of the Karth

di\idcd by the speed of light. Provided the delay

Jupiter

Figure 6.7

The obvious way to find how long
lo takes to move once round its

orbit is to measure the interval

between two successive occasions
when It moves into eclipse.

Figure 6.8

When the Earth is at D the distance
between Earth and Jupiter shortens
between successive eclipses of lo.

Light, moving at finite speed, takes

less time to reach us, and we thus
underestimate the lime between two
eclipses. When the Earth is at B,

precisely the reverse applies.
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In 1675 Olaus Romor made use of the

lengthening and shortening ol the

apparent periods of the satellites

of Jupiter to deduce the speed of

light. 1 he picture shows Romer at

his meridian instrument in 1689.
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Figure 6.9

Because the plane of the orbit of

Venus is not identical with that of

the Earth's orbit, it is only rarely

that Earth, Sun and Venus lie almost
on a straight line. Such occasions
give the opportunity of measuring
the distance of Venus from the Earth.

a/

B\

Figure 6.10

An easier way is to find the angles
at which the planet is sighted from
two stations at a measured distance
apart at the same instant, and make
a simple trigonometrical calculation.

But in the eighteenth century it was
hard to establish simultaneity.

i.s prrrisf'ly the same at two sucrrssivr moments of

<Tli|)sc that is, providetl the distance of the Kartli

from Ju|)iter is preciM-ly llies;ime then our methiKl

o( measuring; the lime whirh lo takes to eoinplete

one eirenit will Im- correet. Hnl il the dislanee

hetween the Karlh and Jii|)iter rhannes Ijelween

one eclipse and the- n<'xt, onr method will fpiiie

eU-arly Ik- incorrect, iK-caiise the amount ordejax

will Ik- difTerent in th<' two cases.

I'he question therefore arises .-is to whether the

distance of the Karth from Jupiter do<-s or diH-s not

chan.^e duriiis;; the time inter\'al iK-lween two

successive ecliiisj-s; and the answer is that it must

chanije if the Earth is mo\ ini; toward or away from

Ju|)iter. Reference to l-'ii^ure it.il shows that the

situation in this res|X'ct chantjes throui^hoiil the

year. At the |X)ints .1 and (.' of the Karth"s orhii,

the Karth is movini; transversely t<i the din-ction

of Ju]}iter, and tiie distance ol" the Karth from

Jupiter does not then chantje appreciably Ix-tween

two successive eclipses of lo. Hut wlu'u the l",arth

is at D the distance shortens steadily, which means

that we shall imtlerestimate the time iM'tween

successive ecli])ses. When the Karth Ls at B the

reverse applies: the distance then lenwihens

steadily, which means that we shall oven-stimate

the time Ijetwecn succi-^sive eclips<"S.

Edmund Halley laid elaborate plans
for observing the transit of Venus
of 1761 and using the observations
to establish the absolute dimensions
of the Solar System.



What R(>incr loiiiui was that tiic apparent

prricKls ol' inotion of Ju])ilcr's satellites do in fact

shorten when the Karth is nioviiii; toward Jupiter

and ieni^lhcn when it is niovinsj away. And,

indeed, from the amount of the shortening; and

len!i;thenin!» lie was able to tlediiee the speed with

which lisjlit moves. In fact, the fractional changing

of the orbital period of the satellite is sini])ly the

ratio of the speed of the Karth's m()ti<in to the speetl

of light. Riinier measured the fractional shortening

of the |)eriod of the satellite and, since he knew

approximately the s|)eed of the Karth's motion, was

able to deduce the s|x-ed of light. In this way he

demonstrated its enormous vahn*—about i86,o<hi

miles per second. His contemj)oraries were

sceptical about the result, and indeed it did not

Ijccome widely accepted until after Bradley's

discovery of the phenomenon fif aberration. But

that phenomenon gave an independent measure of

the speed of light which closely corroborated

R<">mer"s findings. We can see how this independent

measure came into ojjeration by refeiTing again to

Figure 6.4. The angle of aben'ation shown there

is determined by exactly the same ratio as the

fractional shortening of the period of orbital motion

of the satellites of Jupiter, namely the velocity ol

the Karth's motion to the velocitv of light.

The Malhemalks of llie Solar Syslnn

Today we can reasonably expect any iiit<lligent

young student to know that the distance from the

Karth to the Sim is about ();{ million miles; but

even the greatest astronomers of classical times had

no knowledge of that ini])ortant fact. Right up to

Newton's day the distance was knr)wn only to

\\ ithin about ;jo per cent. So the whole long con-

troversy between the C"o[)ernican and the Ptole-

maic schools, like the work of Kej)ler, (Jalileo and

Newton, was concerned with the shapes and the

relative sizes of the planetary orbits rather than

with their absolute sizes. Yet further progress

toward understanding many of the fine details of

the Solar System depended essentially on determin-

ing absolute sizes. And it was to this problem that

the second Astronomer Royal, Edmund Halley,

addressed himself during his term of otTice, from

1720 until his death in 1742.

The method f)f determining the scale of the

Solar .Svsteni which Hallev inventcfi is illustrated

British men of science, 1807-08.

The signatures, grouped as the men,
include those of Cavendish, Maskelyne,
Joseph Banks and William Herschel,

ail of whom played a notable part

in the development of astronomy.

U <D'0^pv^ ii?—^^- "7.x^
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The Transit of Venus, 1 /by

Plans for observations of transits

of Venus were carried out in 1761

and in 1769. In ttie latter year
Sir Joseph Banks and Captain Cook
made observations from Tatiiti. Abov
are Cook's ships in Matavie Bay.
The map of the bay, on the right,

marks Fort Venus and Point Venus.
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in F^imirr (>.c). Here uc li.i\r lli<- urltils nl \ <-miv

and ihr l^arlli. H<TaiiN«" \ Ciiiis moves nioir rapidiv

mund its urhit than tlu- l^arth dtirs, a sitiiatitm

often arist-s when the Sun, Wnns and the F.nrtli

lie- more or less in a straii^lit line. Tlu- collincaritv

(•Ithc contcr of the Sun with the r<-iilrp> oftlir two

planets is never inTlert, however, l)erause the plane

ol" Wnus's orbit is not identical with the plane ol"

tli<- Karth's orhit. In each eireiiit ofits orbit Wnus
crosws the plane of the Eiirth's orbit twice. If on

cither f>f these occasions the Karth happens to be

at the appropriate point ofits orbit, there Citn be a

g<MKl approximation to collincaritv. On such rare

«)Ccasions \'enus is projected as a dark blob against

the bri!j;ht backwrouiid of the Sun's disk. .\n

observer on the Karth therefore .sees a dark spot

move acrfjss the face of the Sun, the motion arising,

of course, from the progress of the Karth and

V'enus along their orbits. Now it was known in

Halley's time that such a rare combination of

circumstances would <KXur in 17G1.

Halley's idea sprang from the circumstance thai

the path of X'enus acrr)ss the Sun is not the same

for different terrestrial ol)ser\ers. Thus two

ol)servers at different len-estrial latitudes will see

Wnus sweep across the Sun along two differenl

chords, the amoimt of the dilference de)X-nding 011

the size ol'the Karth itself, on the particular geogra-

phical positions of the observers, and on the true

.scale of the Solar System. The first two of these

factors can be cimsiden-d known. Hene<- the third

factor—the- true scal<- of the Solar Svslem c-an l«-

deduced, il the jlilference iM-tween the < hiirds <au

Ih- measur<-<l with adecpiate accurac\

Mall<-y's plans for <il)serving the transit of X'euus

from various terrestri.il stations were carrie<l

through in fjhi, and also at a later favorable-

transit in lytiq. As a r«-sult, the al>solute s<ale ol'

the Solar System was <-stalilished to within an

accuracy <>( alxiut 5 |)er cent a considerabl*-

improvement on the previous an to ;{o p<T cent.

I'urther attempts to <-mpl<iy this melhiHl had to

wait until the nineteenth century, when elalxirate

preparations were matle to obs<-r\'e the favorable

transits of 1874 and i}{82. The preparations were

carried thrfiugh by the Astronomer Royal of ih<-

day. Cieorge .\\r\, in consultation with the Royal

Astronomical Society, but in spite of all the careful

precautions taken, the results of these obser\-ations

were disappointing. Troid)l<" arose from the

atmosphere of Wnus, which prevented the jxtsition

of the planet on the Sun from Ix-ing delined with

sullicient sharpness.

liefon' leaving the X'enus transit iik-iIuhI. it is

interesting to ask why the geometrically far simpler

system illustrated in Figure <>. to was not much to

be |)ref«Tred. With the angle at .1 and the atigle

at /} both known by observing X'enus at the same

moment, and with the distance iM-lween the two

terrestrial statirms .1 and li accurately measured,

the other dimensi<ms of the triangle could easilv

Ik- calculated. This ver\' simple meth>Kl could,

moreover, Ik- carried out at any time. There

would Im> no reasoti to wait for a transit of X'enus.

The asteroids shown on this time-

exposure appear as elongated blobs.

Through a telescope they appear as

mere points of light. Telescopes can
thus be lined up on them without
ambiguity. This enables observers to

make very accurate estimates of the

absolute scale of the Solar System.

If we know the sizes of the Earth's

orbit around the Sun and the Moon's
orbit around the Earth, Newton's law

of universal gravitation enables us
to work out how the mass of the Sun
compares with the mass of the Earth.

To work out these masses in absolute

terms, we must first establish the

gravitational pull of some standard
chunk of material. The first man to

do so was Henry Caver.dish (opposite).

With the apparatus on the right he
measured the deflection of the small

hanging pellets (x) toward the large

known weights marked W.
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and indcrd the prrscncr r)f the Siiii would he ;i

dis.idvantanc rather than an advanta.!»c in lliis

niethcKl.

The reason lor nci;lc("linn the sin)|)l('r inclhixi

was that in Halle\"s clav there was no means of

definini^ simultaneity lor the observers at .1 and B.

and imless this eould he done with threat aeeiiraey,

errors due to the motions ol' the Karth and Wiius

vitiatetl the niethiKl. But with the invention of

reliable merhanieal eloeks the situation was quite

chanji^ed. The simple trigonometrieal method ol"

Figure (i. lo could then he used. Not only was the

great inconvenience of waiting for a transit ol

\'enus dispensed with, but Mai-s could be used

perfectly well instead ofX'enus; and this provided

two lurther advantages. When at its nearest to us

(at a distance of about 35 million miles) Mars lies

in a night sky, whereas Venus at its nearest lies

close to the bright Sim ilsell, and is therefore much
more dilhcult to observe. Moreover, Mars is not

a cloud-covered planet, and it is therefore easier to

specify a definite point c»n the surface of Mars

toward which the different observers should direct

their telescoj)es in making the measurements of

the angles.

So far nothing has been said of the minor planets

and asteroids. The largest minor ]3lanet is very

much smaller than the M(Min, while the smallest

asteroids are no more than tinv chunks of rock.

Most ol them move in orbits lying between those

of Mars and Jupiter, but some move r)utside this

range, and a few come cjuite close to the Earth.

It turns out that those which come close to the

F.arth proviile the best op|>ortunity for tietermiuing

the scale of the .Solar .System. For this pur|iose the

asteroids have one great advantage over the planets.

IJecause of their small si/e they appear as men-

points of light, so that there is no possible ambiguitv

in the lining up of the telescopes of the several

observers. In modern times, by obser\'ation of the

asteroids, the distance of the Sun has l>een

determined to an accuracy of somewhat l)etter

than 0.1 per cent.

By comparing the scale of the Farth's orbit

arfnind the Sun with the scale of the MiMm's orbit

around the Farth it is possible, by relying on

Newton's law of imiversal gravitation, to estimate

without dilhculty the ratio of the mass of the Sun

to the mass of the Earth. It turns out that the

mass of the Sim is alnnit one-third of a million

times greater than that of the Earth. Suppose we
wish to go further, and compare the mass of the

Sun with that of a chunk of material of a size that

can be handled in a laboratory. Before we can

make such a comparis(m, we must be able to

measure the gravitational pull, or gravitating

power, of our sinall piece of inaterial. .Such a

measurement was first made by Henry C!avendish,

at the close of the eighteenth century. This made
it possible to compare the gravitating power of a

standard chunk of material with the gravitating

power of the Sun; and since gravitating power is

directly proportional to mass, we can also compare

the mass of the Sun with the mass ofsome standard
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If is said that Frederick the Great
thouqhit everything of importance had
already been discovered in science.
In view of the great advances of the
post-Newtonian era. few astronomers
of the time would have disagreed
It thus came as a bombshell when
William Herschel (left) discovered a

new planet. A detail from Herschel's
portrait (right) is a reminder of his

wish to name his discovery after

his patron, George III. His notes for

March 1781 show that he at first

thought he had found a "curious
Nebulous star or perhaps a Comet."

I

piece of inalerial, say a piere weiijliiiiii one kilo-

gram. Ill this way it was eslahlislicci that the Sun's

mass is close to two million niillioii million million

million kiloi^ranis.

We can det«'rmine the mass ol' a planet l)y a

similar metluKl to that just d<-scrilK'd, provided it

has at least one satellite. That is, if we know the

size and the shapt- of the satellite's orbit and the

time it takes to move around that orhil, we can

calculate the mass of the planet from Newton's

theor\' of gravitation. Two ol the three items of

inrormation we need, namely the shape of the orbit

and the tiine the satellite takes to move around it,

can lie determined by direct obser\'atioti. But in

order to determine the absolute si/e of the orbit

we mvist also know the distance of the planet Irom

the Karth. And this, asjain, flemands a knowleds^e

of the absolute scale of the Solar System. It follows

therefore, that not only the determination of the

mass of the Sim, but also the determinations of the

masses of all the planets with sat<'llites, depend on

the fixini; of tiie ai)solule scale of the Solar System.

With this absolute scale firmly established,

astronomers were abU- to calculate the ina.s.ses <»f

the five |)lanets with satellites. Jupiter has a mass

nearly 1520 times t^reater than that of the Karth,

Saturn some 95 times vjreater, Uranus nearly if,

times irreat<!r, and Neptune a littU- alK>ve 17 times

i^reater; in contrast with these larsje planets Mars

has a mass equal to about 1 1 per cent of that of

the Karth. The followiii'^ table <;ives the informa-

tion that can be olilaiiied li\ combiiiim; direel

ibservation of the plan<t^ with llie determination

>l the absr)luti- scale ol the Stilar .Sv-leni.

jVanif

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

Uranus

Neptune

Mass

{liarIII— I )

0.1

1

3'8-:i.=)

95:5"

14.58

17.2«i

Mon- than <ince in the alK>ve discussion w<- have

referred to the fine details of the Solar Svsti-m.

What are these fim' details.^ in earlier chapters

we have thought of the orbits of planets as l>einir

determined solely by the <(ravilational field of the

.Sun. We saw that these orbits are ellij>ses and

that the Sun lies at one of the f<K-i. But the planets

do not, in fad, move in the isnIaUil sjravitational

field of the Sun. They arc also subjected t<) the

jj^avitational induences <if the other planets. It is

true that the nia-ss of the Sun is so threat compared

with that of all the jilanets that the i;ravitational

field of the Sun dews dominate the motions ol the

planets, and it is true that their orbits are verv

iii-;irl\ true ellipses. Yet they are not exactly so.

In fact, alter a circuit of the Sim the orbit does not

exactly close up on itself

The prr)bl<'m of deK-rminini; pl.inei.irv orbits

with i^reat pr<-cision is evidently one ol siirpassiiii;

dillieiiltv . for all the planets are movins; all the time,

and tlie\ are innv iii'^ in dillen-nl w.iys. so llial tli<-ir
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conil)iiicd <;ra\itational field is constantly altering

and never exactly reprfKluces itself. Tlie perturba-

tions of the orliits produced l)y tliese small compli-

cated effects belong to tlie fine details of the Solar

System. Evidently, if these fine details can be

worked out mathematically, and can be shown to

agree with observation, we shall have a subtle and

far-reaching confirmation of Newton's theory of

gra\itatioti. This was the great problem of celestial

mechanics to which mathematicians of the latter

half of llu- eighteenth century and the first half of

the nineteenth century directed their attention.

The name of Euler has already been mentioned.

To it must be added the names of two great French

mathematicians, Lagrange and Laplace. Very

largely as an outcome of the work of these men,

the problem was brilliantly solved. Observation

showed that in fact the planets do not move strictly

along elliptical paths. They follow more compli-

cated paths which can be logically inferred from

Newton's law of gravitation.

It is here that we should note a crucial difference

l)etween the outl(M)k of modern science and the

geometrical thinking of classical times. Plato

thought that all motion must be made up of circles

and straight lines, because these geometrical Ibrins

have a natural simplicitv and elegance. The
Ptolemaic and even the Co|}ernican descriptions of

planetary motions were entirely in terms of circles.

Even to Kepler it was a shock to find curves as

complicated as ellipses turning up in the analyses

of his observational material. And n(jw, when we

consider the fine details of planetary motions, all

semblance of simplicity and elegance is gone. Yet

so far from being disturbed by the increased com-
plication, scientists of the eighteenth and nine-

teenth centuries were delighted to find the com-
plexities of their calculations reflected in nature.

In modern science we have no thought that the

motion of matter should be simple and elegant,

but what we do h(jpe for and expect is that it

should obey simple and elegant laws. It was there-

fore a tremendous satisfaction to find that the many
complexities ol' planetary orbits could all be

explained in terins of a very simple law of gravita-

tion, namely the inverse square law, discussed in

Chapter 5.

In the above table of planetary masses no value

was given for the mass of Mcrciu-y or of Venus.

Neither of these planets has a satellite, so that the

simple method of determining mass described above

caimot be applied. It must be determined instead

by analysing the gravitational effects which these

planets exercise on each other, or on the Earth.

For example, Venus produces slight perturbations

in the orbit of Mercury, the amount ofthe perturba-

tions being, of course, dependent on the mass of

\'enus. If, now, we <»bserve very accurat<-ly the

orbit of Mercury t)r of the Earth, and if we make
full allowance for the effects produced by all the

planets of known mass, such as Jupiter and Saturn,

then the perturbations that still remain can be

attributed to \'enus. Hence, the mass of \'enus

itself can l)e determined. From such calculations
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Above: Herschel's house af Datchet,
near Windsor, and the telescope he
used for many of his explorative
sweeps of the heavens during the
early 1780s. This twenty-feet-long
reflector had a twelve-inch aperture.
Right: Extracts from the journal of
Caroline Herschel, outlining how she
and her brother worked at this time.
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il has hrt-ii <'stal)lislicd that tlic mass of X'ciius is

ahinit Hj per cent of that of the I'-arth, and (hi-

mass of Mercury alxmt 5 per cciil.

The M<M>ii has a mass about <)iu-ei>j;hiieih as

s^real as llie Karth's. 'I'his is ileteniiiiiecl liom tiic

manner and extent to whicii tile Moon inilnenees

the Karth's motion. We have already considered

one such important influence, namely the fluctua-

tions protliiced in the rate of precession <>l the

I'.arth's axis of rotation. Only in one other < ase

<an a similar method lie used to deterniine tlic

mass of a satellite—the case of Nepluiie. In .ill

other instances the satellite masses are so small in

comparison with the masses of the parent ]ilaneis

tliat any such influences are not readily oWservable.

Here, perturbation methr)ds must be used. This is

pissible in the case of Jupiter and Saturn, because

both these planets possess many satellites. The

method is to study the gravitational influence ol

one satellite on the orbits <»!" the others, and the

calculations inxolved are among the most dillicult

in the theory of gravitation. But not even this

inethfKl will determine all the satellite masses, lor

some of the satellites are too tinv to |)roduce any

appreciable perturbation elVeets. An interesting

leatiue of this work is that there are only six other

satellites in the whole Solar System at all com|)ar-

able with the M(M)n in mass. Juj)iter has four ol

the six - the four which CJalilco discovered. Saturn

has one and Xeptune oni-.

Two of" the planets which figure in our table of

planetary masses, Uranus and Neptune, were not

known al all in Newton's tiiue. 'I'he story of their

discovery is one of the great highlights of the post-

Ni'Wtoniau era.

Frederick the (Jreat is said to ha\<- remarked that

evi'rytliing of r<-al iui|)ortance had already been

discovered in science, and toward the ciKi of the

eighteenth ceiUury this did indeed seem to be so.

riie law of gravitation had been discovered. Men
had learned how to calculate the intricate motions

ol planets and llu'ir sat<-llites. I'heir calculations

were found to agree with the ways of nature herself.

So it is little wonder that the discoverv of a new
planet in the year 1781 burst like a bombshell on a

complacent scientific world.

I'he discoverer was William Hcrschel, music

master at Bath. His life there was a busy one,

playing the organ for the main church services,

giving recitals, and conducting oratorios with what

at that time was a liugi' orchestra anfl chorus. At

night he read books on mathematics and astronomy,

and observ<'d the heavi-ns, at first using only a small

lelescojx' which he bought. Soon, however, he

was building the first ol a series of tele.scojjcs that

was to culminate in the gi-eat 48-iiicli reflector, an

eiiornu)us a])erture by the standards of the eight-

eenth century. Herschefs penchant for doing

things in a big way showed both in the si/.e of his

orchestras and in the size of his telescopes.

/, M* ^^f-^e- /il /71i. -eJ^^J ^ty^MTJ Wert. Ufn/ltm
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The discovery- of I'riiiiiis did not dcinaiid a

particularly Iari»e tel«-sc<iix", liowevi-r. Hrrsrhcl's

arlticvcmeiit was diir h-ss to his iiislriiiiieiu.s than

to his inethnd <>l workiiit; and his attitude of mind.

Whereas other astronomers (xiinted their teleseo|M-s

at known and predeterniined ohjerts, nsnallv with

the view to nieasiirinif their positions, Herschel was

an explorer. He searched the heavtris systeinatic-

allv for whatever he conid hnd there. He surveyed

all objects without preconceived jjreferences. The

main theme of his astronomical life was to survey

the skies with hii^ger and still hii^ger telescopes;

and it is a fitting coincidence that the most detailed

mfxierii survev of the sky was made with an instru-

ment of an aperture identical to that of the lar^i-st

of Herschel's telescojx^, namelv the 48-inch

Schmidt telescope f)n Palomar Mountain.

On March 13, 1781. while he was sweeping the

heavens with a 7-inch reflector. Herschel came

across an tmusual object. It was ci-rtainly not a

star, for it presented a definite disk-like a|)pearance.

Never dreaming it to be a new planet, Herschel

thought that he had found some new, strange form

of comet. Its planetary nature was, in fact, demon-

stratefl Ijy Lexell, at St. Petersburg, about a year

later, when he found by calculation that the new

object lies beyond Saturn and that it moves in an

almost circular orbit around the Sun. Herschel

was immediately honored by the Royal Society of

London. The King became his patrf)n, granting a

pension which enabled Herschel to devote himself

to astronomy. In return for this munificence

Herschel named the new planet Georgium Sidus, a

name that naturally found no favor with astro-

nomers the world over, who preferred the name
Uranus, suggested by Bode.

That Herschel's success arose out of his method

of working is made clear by the fact that other

astronomers had obser^-ed Uranus on a niunber of

occasions without noticing its exceptional character.

Several such obscr\ations had been inade by the

French astronomer, Lemonnier. These former

observations were of great value in calculating the

orbit of the new planet, from which it was possible

to i)redict its future positions. \'arious tables

giving these future positions were soon drawn up,

notably by an Italian a.stronomer, Barnabas

Oriani. So by the end of the eighte<-nth century

the situation was that a new planet had been

discovered, its orbit was known, and the path along

which it was expected to move had been calculated.

But during the second (|uarter of the nineteenth

century suspicion gradually hardened to cerlaintv

that Uraiuis was nf)t moving along its assigned

[)ath. Admittedly the deviations were small, but

they were well outside the range that might Ix"

accoimted for by errors in earefullv-made calcula-

tions. The deviation of Uranus from its exp<-cted

position amoinUrd, in fact, to alxiut twentx se<onds

f>f arc.

What was the cause of these perturbatifms.^ Per-

haps Uranus was not the f)utermost planet of the

Solar System. Perha[)s there was some still more

distant planet whose gravitatif)nal effect on the

orbit ol Uranus was producing the ol)ser\-ed dis-

crepancies. The discover)' of Uranus itself had

opened men's minds to the possibility that the

confines of the Solar System had not yet l)een

reached, and such speculation was therefore

natural. But only two mathematicians tackled the

following problem which such speculation posed.

Given the deflections in the orbit of Uranus, find

purely by theoretical calculation the mass and the

|)osition of the hypothi-lical new planet; then, from

the deduced theoretical position, actually fliscover

the planet with a telescojx".

The two men concerned were Jf)hn C>>uch

.Adams, a voung graduate of .St. John's C'ollege,

Cambridge, and a French astronomer, Urbain Jean

Leverrier. Adams was the first to start his calcula-

tions and the first to finish. He communicated his

results to the British astronomical authorities,

notably to Sir Cieorge .Airy, the .Astronoiner Royal,

and to the Reverend J. Clhallis, the director of the

C'ambridge Observatory. These men were sceptical
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Ill' tlu- value ;uid accuracy of Adams's work, and

were conscciucutly slow and dilatory in llicir search

lor ihf new plaiK't.

I.cvcrricr managed diiiit;s widi iiuuli greater

cllicicncy. Whereas Adams look some live \e.\rs

over his calculations, I.i-verrier completed his in

two. He then sent them to J. CI. (Jalli- t)rthe Berlin

t)l)servatory. Galle picked up the new planet

almost immediately, on Septemlier 2;j, i8.j(), and

instantly sent news of his discovery to Leverrier.

(iaile suggested the name Janus lor the new planet,

hut Leverrier preferred (o call it .\e])lime, and its

discovcrv, imder that name, was amuumeed in

Paris without delay.

Only after that announcement was tiie work of

.\dams made known to the scientific world. To

the French, the claims made for Adams smacked

strongly of plagiarism. Why had there heeii no

mention of the work in any reputable scientific

journal? K\en a letter in the press would have

heeii sutlicient to establish the genuineness of

.Vlams's claims, or ralher of the claims made by

ills sii])|)orters, iiolabK' by Sir .John Herschel, son

of the discf)verer of Uranus. For Adams himsell

took no part in the discussions that followed

Much has been written about this unhap])y alVair.

riie blame, il blame there lie, is not easy to place,

lor a strange comi)oimd of human values and

scientific values were invoked. There were ele-

ments of strong con.servatism and even of conceit

ill the attitudes of Airy and of CHiallis; Adams
himself was reticent to a fault; and the opinion of

.\iry and ol many other astronomers that ihc

problem ilseif was mathematically insohd)le, was

very nearly true. If the incident had occurred 75
years earlier, r)r 75 years later, the problem would

indeed have been insoluble. By a great stroke of

luck -Neptune then happened to be in the one part

111 its orbit that jiermitted of a soluti<in <if the

problem; otherwise the ellbrts <il both Adams and

Leverrier would have been doomed t<i failure.

Both men in fact made a very doubtful assum]3-

tion throughout their calculations. They assumed

that Neptune obeyed an empirical rule known as

Bode's Law. 'Fhe rule is expressed by the following

simple formula. For each planet lirst write a four,

then add a number that varies from planet to

planet: for Mercury, the innermost planet, the

number is zero; for Venus, ne.xt nearest to the Sun,

it is three. After Venus the number is simply

doul)led each time. For the Karth it is six, for

Mars twelve, and so on. The numbers obtained

in this way run in the series, 4, 7, 10, i(), 28, 52,

too, 196 and 388. If the actual mean radii of the

planetary orbits are measured by a scale on which

ten units re|)resent the radius of the Earth's orbit,

then the planetary orbits run in the sequence 3.9,

7.-!, 10, 15.2, and so on. These figures lie strikingly

close til the scries suggested by Bode's Law.

Nowadays, astronomers are divided in tiuir

opinions as to whether this near-agreement is a

mere coincidence or whether it has some deeper

physical significance. The sceptics point out that

given any limited sequence of numbers it is always

possible to find some rule that fits the secjuencc

tolerably well. But in the time of Adams and

LeveiTier nobody doubted the significance of

Bode's Law. Indeed, there were two apparently



George III granted a total of £4,000

toward the cost of building tfiis

48-inch reflector—the largest of

Herschel's telescopes. The king took
pleasure in taking people through the

instrument. To the Archbishop of

Canterbury he said " Come, my Lord
Bishop, and I will show you the way
to Heaven." Herschel employed the

instrument in surveying the sky

in greater detail, and in reaching
out to a study of the Milky Way.

On the right is a modern photograph
of the North America Nebula in

Cygnus, showing certain dark regions
which appear to be almost starless.

Herschel noticed that the Milky Way
in the region between Scorpio and
Cygnus appears to be split into two
branches. This arises because many
of the stars are hidden from us by a

comparatively close cloud of dust.

But to Herschel the gap seemed like

a window opening on distant space.
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\TTv sianx) rrasutB bw arrrp(in» iU \:aJidity. Whm
thr CimtBui astmnnmrr Jotumn Elm Brdr ftrst

proprecd this laM'. in 1772. thr planet Uranus \«-as

unknc>M-n. Nine years later. %» hen it was disn •\Trrd,

it turned out In fit suiprisin^y %»t4I into ili< place

bexond Saturn «thich Badc*s fii^tirrs \AT»uld assign

to it. The predicted size ofthe orbit M-as i()6 units,

it-herras ohseT>-ati<^>ns save a figure oT iqi.q units.

Perhaps e\TTi more tellins; w-as the entry in the

table betMTrn Mars and Jupiter. In Bodc*s time

their appeared to be a «muinc gap in the table.

for no planet \«as then knoMTi to lie in this pcsiiion.

But in 1801 the observational discoxery b\- Piazzi

of the minor planet Cirrrs filled the eap almost to

perfection, for the orbit of Ccrrs turned out to be

27.7 of our units, comparrd x«-ith Bode's h\-pothr-

tical 28 imits.

To both .Adams and Leverrier it therdbre

seemed entJiHy natural to assume that their nexv

planrt would also obey Bode's Law. In Caci the

orfait of Neptune has a value of 300.7 units, \-er\-

markedly less than the 388 w-hich Bode's Law
wxMild lead one to e!cpect.

B\- a luck\' chance thb error did not affect the

positiofis of Neptune calculated by .Adams and

Leverrier for the particular \Tear 1846. But their

calculatioos of its orbit and future pcsitions turned

uut to be entirely nrroo^. In a recent \Tr\- inter-

esting paper, R. .\. L\-ttleton has [toinied out that

if. instead of rrlxing 'm Bride's Law. .-\dams and

Lrvierrier had assumed that the orbit of Neptune

was circular, their caknilatiorK ctnild haxT been

carried through far more simply and with a far

greater degree of accuracy.

Subsequent to the Neptune incident, .\dams and

Lex-errier x»TTr again in\-rjlv«-d in rontn»\TTsy over

fine details in the orbit of the Mfion. This time

the main body of French scientists supported

.Adams, who indeed turned out to Ijc right.

The controversy was in effect only one stage of a

much greater debate which began in the time of

Newnon and continued into our own century.

First Newton's discussion of the nxxifm »jf the

Moon led Edmund Hallex- to suspect that the

period of revolution of the Moon around the Earth

had changed ance Babxionian times. The suspicion

arose that Newton's law of grax~iiaiion might not be

precisely correct, since it offered no explanation of

any such change. The second stage of the debate

is associated xtiih the name of Laplace, x*-!^ rr-

xxTtrked the {iroblrni in greater detail. In fact.

Laplace's calculations closed the gap between

theory and ofaserxaiion. indicating that the law of

graxniation was not at lault.

appwnt notion of tte *ilJis vImJi
I because of llie real nolMNi
! Solar Systea ttwoogh space.

I
those eii I III 111' Hi f. HersdM

'. to 'Mier Vd dvedion of

of the:
Usingi

this

in the the Sun's aolian
the ApeK. The stars thus

toaMM«tothe.

By coolrast, HerschcTs views about
the Sun etc very naive. In this

ifeagra« he shoved the onin boft of

the Sun (AB) as soU rodk. nrhich

was surrounded by an outer envelope
offiretPF). He thougiit of a sunspol
(de) as a hole in the fie^r en velope
through which the possdsly mliaiirted
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Adams camr on lli<- sr<'nr in i}{f);{. wlu-n In-

piihlislu-d a pa|)iT claiinini^ that I-aplacc"s <lis(iis-

sion of tlu" prohlciii was iiu'oinplcU-, an<l thai a

careful r«--fxaniiiiatiiin rrsiisritatcd tlic disaijicr-

lUfiit l)rt\vccii ohscnalion and tlx-orv. Tlic liilltiw-

ina; remarks l>v Di-laiinav in iBIi.j coninieiit i>n

die resiiltini; I.everrier-Adanis eontroversx .

"' The

piii>lieatii>n i>l Adams's pap<T truly marks a

mem<>rai>le step forward, an entire revolution in

this l)raneli of tiieoretical astronomy. His result

has therefore been stron^l) attacked . . . But of

all the arajuments put forward against Atlanis's

pajxT not a single one was right, and the insistence

with which they were presented and maintained

produced an entirely opposite eirecl to what was

intended." Deiaunay ccmcludes by saying that

Adams's analysis, which was declared fallacious and

incorrect, had iM-en recognized as exact.

The last stage of the story came in our own
century, when it was first realized, notably as a

result of the work of Sir Geoffrey Taylor, that the

dilliculty arose out of the neglect of the frictional

effects of the lunar tides. At first it was thought

that the oceanic tides, as they impinge on the

continents of the Earth, constitute the whole effect.

Now, however, it is known that tidal effects pro-

duced not merely on the waters of the oceans but

also on the interior material of the Karth play an

important role in the resolution of this old

discrepancy.

By the middle of the nineteenth century the

great surge of scientific development which Newton

initiated had largely expended itself, but the

ingredients of a new revolution in astronomy had

already come into being. These ingredients were

of three distinct kinds, and to a scientist of the

nineteenth century it would have seemed highly

unlikely that they could usefully be brought

together. First, there was a reaching out from the

Solar System, to Im" described in the last .section of

the present chapter; second, tii re were remarkable

discoveries in the field of electricity and magnetism,

which will Ix- discussed in some detail in Chapter 7;

third, there was further work on fine details oi

planetary motion, which we may well kx)k at now.

We have already noticed that since \'enus has

no satellite, the only practicable way to determine

its mass is to observe the effects which it produces

in the orbits of the Earth, of Mars and of Mercury.

Nineteenth-century astronomers were faced by the

disconcerting fact that the mass of \'enus inferred

from the perturbations of the orbilsof Mars and the

l-'.arth is not quite the same as the value infern-d

I'roni the perturbation of the orbit of Mercur\

.

Because the values derived from .Mars and the

I'.arth are in sensible agreement, it is reasonable to

regard these estimat«-s as essenliallv <-orrect and to

faci- up to the strange circumstance that the value

interred from the orbit of Mercury is wrong for

.some reason. This means that alter the gravita-

tional effects of all the planets on the orbit of

Mercury have been allowed for laccepting the mass

of N'emis given by the effect ol' \'enus on the

I'.arth and Mars) there still remains an unexplained

perturbation in the orbit of Mercury. Leverrier

thought that this remaining |)erturbation arose Irom

a still-undiscovered planet situated within the orbit

of Mercury. Strenuous efforts to detect such a

planet failed. Toward the end of the nineteenth

centurv, a thorough discu.ssion of the whole problem

by the American astronomer, Simon Newcomb,

demonstr.ited that the discrepancy is undoubtedly

real. It remained unexplained until Einstein's

general theory of relativity showed that indeed

Newton's law of gravitation is not strictly correct.

Thus, arising out of the fine details of the Solar

Svstem, came a decisive confirmation of a new

theory which drastically changed our outlook con-

cerning space and time, and which today enables

us to grapple with the complexities of the largest

features of the universe.

Reachino Out frmit the Solar Sysleni

Herschel's main object in constructing larger and

larger telescopes was to surxey the sky in ever

greater detail. He counted the stars in different

areas of the sky, demonstrating quantitatively that

they are concentrated toward a plane, namely the

plane of the Milky Way.

Of particular interest were the clusters ofstarsand

the nebulae. The nebulae are ainorphous masses of

light. Herschel first thought tliem to be star clusters

at such great distances that their individual stellar

components could not be resolved in his telescope.

Later he abandoned this idea, when it became clear

that nebulae and star clusters show a marked

difference in distribution. Whereas star clusters

are concentrated toward the Milky Way, Hersclu-rs

counts of nebulae in different j)arts of the sky

indicated that nebulae tend to avoid the Milky

Wav. Moreover, he found that certain of the

nebulae are clearlv associated with a definite
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North Celestial Pole

(Pole Star)

Galaxy in Andromeda

Ophiuchus
(Asras Alhague)

Arcturus

170

Panoramic photographic map of the
Milky Way, built up from a large

number of separate photographs.
Dark gaps of the kind that Herschel
regarded as windows on space are
common, particularly in the region
of the plane of the Milky Way.
The co-ordinates used on the map
are galactic latitude and longitude
(those of Case (4) in Chapter 1.)
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conlral star. This su^xcstcti that thr lu-hulai- wrrc

not stars at all. Init roiisistccl ol' a l>ri<{hl fluid

iinnicrscd in the spaces Ihmwccii stars. If this \vrr<-

s<i, there was no need to think ol iheni as licin;;

particularly lar away alter all.

We now know that Ixith these ideas alxint the

nature of nebulae were jiartialiy correct. Some ol'

them are indeed bright clouds of gas situated not

very far away Irciii us. Others, on the other hand,

are large groups of very distant stars.

A most remarkable propiiecy concerning llii-

nature of these distant groups was made by ). H.

Lamlx-rt, a mathematician especially interested in

light, toward the middle of the eighteenth century.

Laml)crt presented a sm'prisingK penetrating

qualitative picture of the structure ol the universe.

He suggested that the stars of the Milky Way
constitute one large cluster and that these stars are

in motion around a common center, so that the

Sun and the planets together move around a ceiiler

just as the planets themselves move aroimd the .Sun.

Lambert went on to suggest that the nebulai- arc

similar huge aggregations of stars King lar oulsidi-

the confines <if the Milk\- Wa\ .

For \er\ niaii\ nl the iui)ui<ic this is a correct

picture, but it is one that nnjst professional

astronomers refused to accept until the se<-ond or

even the third decatle of the twentieth century.

The grounds for scejiticism arose from Herscliers

observation that for the most part th<- nebulae

avoid tin- plane of the .Milky Way. Why should

this Im- so if they lie far outside the Xfilky Way?
rhe*ans\\fr is that clouds of line dust particles

an- concentrated near the plan<' of the .Milky Wax,
and these clouds act as a fog, obsctiring all distant

objects lying directly Ijeyond them. Herschel had

Moticc-cl thai the Milky W.iy in the n-gion between

llie constellations ol Scorpio and Clygnus appears

to 1)1- spill into two branches. This s|)lit is not

gcMuiiic; it ari.ses from a cotnparativelv close cloud

of dust which obscures many of the stars that lie

beyond. But to Herschel the gap ajipearetl as a

genuine hole in the Milky Way, and he believed

that he was looking out through a window into

distant space.

Lo(jking back we can see that such mislakes and

uncertainties arose from a lack of physical know-

letlge. In the year 1800 men had an accurate and

precise knowledge of the phenomenon of gravita-

tion, but their ideas concerning certain other

branches of physics were entirely rudimentary. We
can see a remarkable contrast between s()])histica-

tioii and naivete in two other as|)ects ol Herschel's

work. Tobias .Mayer had alread\ pointed out that

i| the .Sini is in motion there must be a systematic

a/)fjaif)il motion of the stars in the sky: stars lying

in I Ik- same direction as the Sun's motion must

a|)pear to be slowly moving apart from each other,

whereas those King in the opposite direction must

apj)ear to be slowlv converging. The expected

motion from vear to vear was, of coui^e, very small,

but -Mayer thought that it might just be measur-

able. Measurements were in fact made by

Maskelyne and I^alande, and using these measure-

ments Herschel was able to infer the direction ol

ilie Sim's motion with surprising accuracv . .\t the

(>p])()site extreme, however, Herschel held beliefs

about the Sun that now seem to be wildlv fantastic

Because of the Earth's annual motion
around the Sun, the nearby stars

appear to execute a small annual
oscillation against the fixed back-
ground of distant stars. If we can
isolate and measure this oscillation

we can calculate the distance of

a nearby star. In 1838 Friednch
Wilhelm Bessel became the first

man to make such a calculation.
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nonsense. He tlioni^ht that the inside of the Sun

was cold, and tlial the siinspots were |)laees where

an outer fier\' envelope was pulled away enai)ling

us to see deep into a dark roeky interior. Most

ludierous of all, he l>elieved the eooler rei^ioiis to

Ik- inhabited by liviiia; creatures.

One thinji; at least was certain once astronomers

Ix'i^an to study the stars in hulk. It was vitally

neees.sary to construct a catalog accurately dc-

scribinsi; the jjositions of vast numbers of stars,

otherwise it was imjjossible ("or two astronomers to

know when the\' were s|ieaking about the same one.

In his pioneering work, Flamsteed had ineasurcd

the positions ofalmost 3,000. Friedrich Argelander

now undertfMik a far more ambitious task. In his

famous Bonner Diirc/inmslerung, |5iiblished between

1852 and i86j, he catalogued over 300,000 stars of

the northern hemisphere, and this work forms

the basis of the catalogs still used by modern

astronomers. The magnitude of Argelander's

achievement is increased by the fact that it was

carried through without the aid of photography.

The idea of making a photographic map oi the

sky was first proposed by David (iill, in i88t). The
project took about half a century of continuous

work and was completed with the aid of a large

number of obser\atories scattered over the whole

Earth. The result was a celestial map containing

about 100 million stars, accompanied by an actual

catalog of the six million brightest ones.

One of Herschel's greatest achievements was

that in reaching farther out into space he demon-

strated that Newton's law of gravitation operates

outside the Solar System. He found far more cases

where a pair of stars lie close together on the sky

than could reasonably be explained on the ground

of mere coincidence. This suggested that many
such pairs must consist of stars genuinely associated

with each other, in which case one would expect

that the two coinponents of a pair would move in

orbits around each other, in much the wav that the

Farth moves around the Sim.

Herschel set himself the task of discovering

whether or not such a motion actually takes place.

To do this it is necessary to obseiA-e whether the

positions of the two stars change from year to year

in relation to the background formed by more

distant stars. Castor, the brightest star in the

constellation of Geinini, resolves in even a small

telescope into two moderately bright stars. By
comparing his observations of these two stars w ith

the o!)servations previously made by Bradley,

Herschel was able to show that the two stars do

ind<-ed move around each other in orbits of the

ex[)ected character. The time required for a com-

|)lete circuit of the orbits could be calculated, and

Herschel's value of 3.J2 years is not very much
dilTerent from the modern value.

.\bout a quarter of a centurv later, the systematic

stiidv of double stars, as they were called, was

initated by Friedrich Wilhelin Struve, the founder

of the great Pulkovo OI)ser\atoi^' near Leningrad.

.\.s an outcome of this wj)rk it was firmly established

that the law of gravitation operating inside our own
Sf)lar System is indeed a universal law. It also

became clear that so far from being rarities, double

stars, and indeed systems containing more than two

stars, are quite common.

The post-Newtonian reaching-out into space

raised in an acute lorm a crucial problem that had

plagued astronomers for over two thousand years:

how far awav are the stars? Among other reasons,

the Greek astronomer Hipparchus rejected the

heliocentric ideas of Aristarchus of Samos on the

grounds that if the Earth moved aroimd the Sun

there should be an annual variation in the positions

of the stars. He argued that since no such variatif)n

was detectable Aristarchus was wrong. With the

revival of Aristarchus's ideas by Copernicus, the

belief grew that such a variation must, indeed, exist

Init that it is not easy to observe because the stars

are very far away from us. With the development

ofmore and more accurate instruments, astronomers

were always hf)ping that the stage had been reached

where the annual variation could be detected. If

one could only measure this variation for a star,

the distance of that star could readily be calculated.

Much of the work of the second half of the eight-

eenth centur\' was motivated bv the hope that this

jwrallax effect, as it was called, might at last prove

measurable. The work ofJames Bradley was initi-

ally started in this hope. It was while he was trying

to measure the paralla.x effect that he discovered

the important efTects of nutation and aberration,

for until the.se effects had been discovered the

harder parallax problem could scarcely have been

tackled with much hope f)f success.

The problem can be formulated as follows.

Sufficiently distant objects can be regarded as pre-

senting a virtually imchanging background. Against

this background a comparatively nearby star will

appear to move, and this for three reasons. First,
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I)ccausc the Sim ilscll is iimviim: next. Ih-<;iiisi- iIk-

star in qurslinn is iiinv in<{; aiul last, Ixcaiisc' <il llit-

Karih's motidit arouiul ihc Sun. 11 ihc iliircl ol

llu-sc rfi'ccts ran Ik- disontaniJilctl Imni tlicntlicr two.

tlifn the distance ol the star can easily Ix- dclei-

niincd by tritjonoinetricai c:ilcidati<in.

To make such a separation we notice thai the

fir^t two efTects are systematic, that is to say, the\

cause the star to drift aloiisf a fixed coin-se with

respect to the distant l)ack!j;round. 'I'he motion ol

the Earth, on the other iiand, causes the position ol

the star to execute an annual oscillation. So we

have an oscillation super|josed on a steatly drill,. iiul

our problem is to separate out the oscillation. In

uKKlern limes we should simply lake photou;raphs

of the star atjainst its backjjroiind at dillerent times

diirins!; the year. The phototjraphs could then be

measured at leisure and th<- oscilLitoiv motion

sejiarated out.

But before the advent of pholoijrapliy all measure-

ments had ftf necessity to be matle at the telescope.

Because the nieasureinents were delicate, ihcy could

not be madcC|uickly. I his incanl llial llie lel<sc()pc

had to 1m- turned so as to comjK-nsate ver\- precisely

lor till- rotation of the luirth, otherwise the star and

its backirround would sim|)lv drift out ol the field ol

I he ii-lesco|M-. Hence th«- first requirement was for

a smiKith. accurate drive of the lelesco|M'. .Next it

was necessarv to in<-asure the aiiv;les between th<'

star in ((uestion and a munlx-r of fixed jxiints in the

backi^round. I'liisdemaiirlixl mountini{ illuminated

threads in lh<- liMal plane ol the telesco|K', and iIm-sc

threads had to 1m- movable wilh the aid ol a micro-

ni(-t<-r thread. All this was very diflicult, and was

iiijl doni- snccesslullv until nearly tin- mid<lle ol the

nin<-t<-eiuli (cnlury.

Su-llar distances were first measured with th<- aid

of an int;<-nions inslruni<-nt known as the heliometer,

so-called because- it was originally desii^ned in rela-

lion to probl<-ms (-oncernint( the Sun. A heliometer

is a refrajtini; telescope with a split objective. It is

possible to inovf- the two halves of the object lens as

shown in l-'i>.fiire <>. i i . I'liis motion caiis<-s a double

inia<.;<- lo appr.n- in liu- local plane, on<- l)eini!; pro-

duced 1)\ llu- uppei hair of ihe f>bjective. and the

rilliir 1)\ iIk- lipwei li.ill. riial is, each star produces
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a (l<>ul)lf ima<;c separated hy a distaiue depeiKliiin

Dii the extent to wllieh the two halves of tlie ohjet

-

live Iiave Ix-eii movi-d. Suppose, unw, llial we wish

lo measure the au!i;le iM'lweeii a eertain dermile siai

aud some lixed referenef- [)oiiit iu lite l)aeknr<iund.

By »haii!iiu^ I'rom position (i) to position lii) wesphi

iii<- ima>;i- of our star into two (hsiiiirt separai<-d

|)oinls oi li<riil: and l)y settini^ tlie two halves of the

ol)ieeti\e a|>propriately, we can arrantje that our

two iinas^es are separated hv exartiv the same dis-

tance as are the star and liie referenee point. It ean

then easily l)e shown tliat our required an^le is

simply the distance of separation of the two liaKis

ol' the ohjective di\ided hy the l()cal Iciitjth ol' the

telescope we use.

With theaitlolthisdexicelheC icrman astronomer

Friedrieh Wilhelmliessel obtained the first measured

stellar distance in the year 1858. The star was (ii

("yniii. and its distance turned out to he ahoul 1 1

livjht-years. or the distance which lit^ht travels in

ahout I I \ears, namely some ()(> million, million

miles. The lollowin"^ year Ihomas Henderson at

ihe (lape ( )l)servator\ ol)lalu<d tli<' distance (ilOne

ol'lhe hrii^htest stars ol the soulhern hemisphere. It

was the l)riu;htest star iu the constellation oldeii-

l.Mirus. Its distance was less than that ol I{<-ssers

star, nameU ahout .\ light-yeai^. Almost immedi-

alely alu-r that, Struve, at the Pnlkovo Observatory,

nicasuri'd the distance olthc star \ <"V[a.

In the years that liillowed, astronomers nteasured

the distances ol' a nnmher of other stars hy the

parallax method. But the ineth<Kl can he applied

onl\ to comparatively nearby stars. (^uite new

teclmifjues had to be discovered belbre vastly

^r<-.iter distances could be determinid.

Havini; served its |)ur|)ose, the lieliometerrpiickly

became obsolete. Soon telescoi^es could be accur-

ately driven ; soon [jhotography was to become avail-

able; soon, indeed, astronomy was to enter the

modern era, when the .scale of the Milkv Way itself

woidd be determined. But in order to understand

llie instriunents used in modern astronomy it is

necessarv that we should Hrst look at what .scientists

learned about the nature of lit;ht from t he Newtonian

age onward, and how their ever-growint; knowledge

ol the subjci't has i)ecn applied.

The instrument first used to measure
star distances was the heliometer.

On the left is a general view of

the heliometer installed at the

Oxford Observatory in 1848. To the

right are close-ups of the eyepiece
and the split objective.

Figure 6.11

How the split objective is used to

produce-two images of the same star.
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Chapter 7 Instruments and the Nature of Light

The somewhat surprising fact is that the design of

several important optical instruments, incUiding

the camera, the telescope and the microscope,

calls for very little knowledge of the nature of light.

Provided one is conversant with the laws of re-

flection and refraction, it is sufficient to think of

light as a collection of fast-moving bullets that

travel in straight lines. This is, in fact, how
Newton pictured light, but bfilh he and others who
accepted this picture recognized that it posed

several awkward problems.

Take first the laws of reflection and refraction.

In P'igure 7.1 we see a ray ol light incident on the

surface of a block of glass. Two things happen:

some of the light is reflected back into the air, but

some also continues into the block of gla.ss, so we

have a reflected ray and a transmitted ray. How-

can we explain this simple experimental result on

the basis of the Newtonian picture? We can say

that the incident ray is a collection of bullets

which move through the air and strike the glass

interface, whereupon some bounce back into the

air along the direction of the reflected ray while

others enter the glass and move along the direction

of the transmitted ray. But now we arc faced with

a far more |)erplcxing question. What decides

whether a particular bullet is going to l)e reflected

or transmitted?

Newton answered this conundrum in a wholly

remarkable way. He suggested that the bullets

worked by fits, so that a bullet would sometimes

bounce l)ack into the air while on other occasions,

under identical circumstances, it would continue

on into the glass. This idea that in identical cir-

cumstances a particle could sometimes do one

thing and at other times something quite different

was curiously prophetic of the point of view of

modern quantum theory. Newton's immediate

successors, however, were not to know this; and

throughout the eighteenth centur\' and into the

nineteenth century they In-came more and more

impressed by the steadily-mounting difficulties that

confronted the bullet picture.

One of these difficulties arises when we consider

how Hght travels from a distant source. All the

light rays from such a source move essentially

parallel to each other, as in Figure 7.2. Some of

the light is made to pass through a hole AB in an

otherwise opaque sheet and travel on toward a

viewing screen. The light that just misses the edge
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lion which overtakes it. Hut whether thisMy-

rjthcfis be true or talfc I do not lure conlider.

content my fcif with tlic bare Difcovcr)', that

the Rays of I .i?ht arc by Ionic cnule or other

alcematcly difpol'cd to be retlectcd or refract-

ed for many vicifliiudes.

DEFINITION.
The retuTHs of the dijpofiion of My Ray to

he refUded I viU call Its Fits of cafy Re-

flexion, and thofe of its diJlofitioH to be

tr/mfmittcd its Kits of eafy Traafnuifion,

and the /pace it pajfcs bclu;een every re-

turn and the next return, the Intenal of

its Fits.

Prop. XIU.

The reafiu 'juby the Surfaces of all thick tranf

parent Bodies repel fart of the Ught inci-

dent on them, and refrad the reft, if, that

fame Rays al their Incidence are in Fits of

emff Reflexion, and others in Fits ef caff

TranfmiJJion.
'

THIS may be gaihcr'd from the i+th Ob-

ferxaiion, where the Light retlcdcd by

thin l-Tates of Air and Glafs. which to the tiakcd

f^c appcar'd evenly white aU over the I'latc,

did through a Prifm appear waved with many

Succcfllons of Light and Darkncfs made by al-

ternate Fits of cafy Reflexion an^ cafy Tranl-

miffion, the Prifra fevering and dillinginflung

the Waves of which the while reHeckd Ligiic

was compofcd, ;ts was cxpbin'd .ibovc

Newton was content to picture light

as a collection of bullets that move
in straight lines. But as we see in

the definition above, he also assumed

that the bullets worked by fits.

/'N

incident ray^

interface

reflected ray

transmitted ray

Figure 7.1

Without some such assumption it is

hard to explain why some bullets

of this incident ray travel on into

the glass while others bounce off it

glass

--^<i-

\
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ril' llir liolc ill .1 r<-;i« hcs the s<rci-ii at f.'. iiiul llic

lit;lit whiili just inissrs llir fcl^c of tin- hoir at li

rcarlifs tlic screen at D. S<> we see an area rxtriul-

iiiv; from (.' to I) illinninatcd <»ii ihr screen. All

this can Im- understood vers simply in terms ol the

Newtonian picture. \Ve can say that the hullets

which just miss strikiui; the opaque part of the

sheet at .1 continue to nii>ve in a straii^ht line until

they hit tlu- screen at (.', while those which just

miss striking the sheet at B continue in a straii^ht

line imtil they hit the screen at D.

But siipposint; we decrease the size of the hole

.Hi; what hajijM-ns? We have already seen tlie

an.swer in the diaijrams on pa<j;e 13. So long as the

hoh- remains lairly \)\>j, the size of the s|)ot of lii;ht

<.'D on the screen decreases exactly as we mi<j;ht

ex|K'cl on the basis of the Newtonian picture. But

if the diameter of the hole is reduced to a small

fraction of a millimeter somethinj; quite dilTerent

haj)[x-ns. The six>t of lii^ht on the screen then Ix-gins

to increase again, so that we have th<- apparently

paradoxical result that as the hole in the opa(|ue

sheet l)ecomes still smaller, the area ol light on the

screen iM;comes larger. We might attempt to ex-

plain this by saying that somehow the light has

managed to turn a cr)nier, but this is something

that our bullets are not allowed to do, for the

Newtonian picture postulates that tli<-y move cun-

sistentlv in straight lines.

Bulleti ur 1 1 'aves ?

\Vhile we cannot concede to bullets the possil)ility

of turning comers, we can do so to waves. Figure

7.3 shows a succession of waves advancing on a

breakwater which has a vertical slit at the point P.

As the waves reach the breakwater a disturl)ance

goes through the slit. New waves travel outward

from the point P on the far side of the breakwater,

and they travel outward radinlly. That is, they have

just the same sort of appearance as the rip])les

that are produced by dropping a stone into still

water. This means that if there is a second obstacle

Ijeyond the breakwater—a wail, say -the distur-

bance from P will reach that ol»tacle over a large

area and will not Ix- simply confined to a central

spot at (J directly op|)osite to /'. In other wor<ls, the

waves have succeeded in turning a corn<"r.

Thus the way in which light tra\<'ls through very

small apertures, coupled with what they knew

alx>ut ordinary water waves, suggested to many of

Ncwion's successors that some fomi of wave motion

nia\ Im' .issfKiaird with the natun- ol light, and

that the bullet idea might Im- completely wrong.

The thing to do was ti> put the matter to I'urtlier

e\|><Timeiital test.

l{<lore looking at tin- kind of test needed, let us

think a bit more alxiut water waves. Sup|)ose we

make two vertical slits in the breakwater, .it /'and

()_ as in Figur<- 7.4. Kach |>oinl on the far side of

till- l)reak\\ater will now receive disturl)anci"s from

both /' and C> . What hapjiens at a particular |)oint

depends on the timing ol the waves. If th<- crests of

the two waves arrive at the same moment there

will be a particularlv high wave; but if a crest of

the waves Irom P arriv<-s simultaneously with a

trough of the waves from () . then the crest and the

lro\igh will tend to cancel each other out and tlu-re

will b<- little or no disturbance.

The situatitm is illustrated in Figure 7.5. It is

assumed that /•" and Q, arc entirely similar slits in

the- breakwater and the point O Ls exactly midway

Ix-tween them. Fn>ni O a mnnlH-r of radiating

lines can In- drawn, one of them, OC, Ix-ing along

the direction of the original wave motion. .At ain

|)oint along OC the p<-aks of the waves from /' and

(> anive sinuiltaneously. The troughs of the waves

also airive simultaneously. .So at all points along

IH. there an- particularly high crests and par-

ticularly low troughs. Kxactly the same is true

along tlu- other heavily marked lines radiating out-

ward fn>ni O. But King l>etween these lines are

oth<-r lines, marked lightly. .Mong these, the (X'aks

of the wavi-s from one- slit in the breakwater arrive

sinuiltaneouslv with the troughs of the waves from

the other slit, so that there is no disturbance at all.

These are the lines of still water. To complete the

picture, suppose now that we have a sc"a wall in-

side the br(-akwater, as shown in Figure 7.*). Then,

at the |X)ints .1, C and E, where the heavy lines

meet the sea wall, the waves will rise high and fall

low; but between those points, at B aiul I). lh(-

water will remain still.

Fxix^riment shows that an »-ntirely analogous

phenomenon occurs in the case of light. In fact, wc

can replace the original water waves to the left ol

Figure 7.b by light incident from a distant source.

We can also replace the breakwater by an jjpaque

she<-t in which two parallel slits arc cut at the

|x>ints P and Q_ and we can replace the sea wall by

a \ iewing screen. On the viewing screen we then

hnd that we ol)tain a series of bright bands or

fringes, as shown in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.2 (Above)
Bullet picture explanation of how
light behaves on passing through a
small hole. But the bullet picture
cannot explain how light can turn
corners, as in diagram on page 13.

Figure 7.3 (Adjoining)

We can, however, explain how waves
turn a corner on passing through a

narrow slit in a breakwater.

Figure 7.4 (Extreme Right)
If there are two slits, crests will

reinforce crests in some directions,
troughs will cancel crests in others.

Figure 7.5

Along OC and the other heavy lines,

reinforcement produces high crests
and low troughs. Along lightly marked
lines, cancellation produces the
effect of almost still water.

Figure 7.6

This cross section through part of

Figure 7.5 shows that at points
A. C and E on a sea wall inside the
breakwater, waves rise high and fall

low. At B and D water is almost still.
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I
Bill \v<- iiiii>l 1m- i^iiiliiius ill .\l l<Mst oiir rrN|M< t

ill ;i|i|)l\ iii<{ our waUT wave anulotjv. I'lir Ini'^lli i>l

I In- Iriimcs ill Fii^iirr 7.7 is not pnKliiri-cl li\ ihi-

rise and fall of llii- wavrs. It is siinplv dur to the

sizr ol' the slits at P an«l Cf,. If ihi-st- wi-rc made
lon^rr, then tlic Iriii'^cs wonUI Ik- Ioniser. It is the

hnnlilmsi on the s<-r<-<"n wliirh is tlir true analoi;ur

ofllic rise and fall ofthr water wavrs. Points on tin-

viewing srrrrn at which the waves rise and lall l)y

a lar!»e anioiinl apjx-ar liriijht; [>oints wliere the

waves cancel each otiier out where a trough i'roiii

one slit arrives siniultaiieoiisly with a crest Iroiii

the other apiM-ar dark. So i-ach point of a hrii^hl

frintjc is a place when- the waves are rising hi<_;li

and I'allint; low, while <'acii |ioint of a dark n-i;ioii

is a place where the waves are interleriii!^ with

each other and tendinis to caiici-l each other out.

Let us return i'or a moment to the Ix-havior ol'

water waves as shown in Fisriire 7.6. lithe distances

Ijetween the wave crests of the orij^inal waves lo

the left ol" the breakwater are chant^ejl, then the

|>oints .1, B, C, D, and A' on the sea wall will

change also. The wider the spacing of the original

waves, the greater will Ik- the distance I'nuTi .1 to ^
lo f, etc. In fact, by carefully measuring the dis-

tance between the slits in the breakwater, the

distance separating tin- sea wall from the break-

water, and the distances between the [)oiiits .1 and

B, B and i'., etc., we can calculate the spacing ol

the original waves. In this wav an observer on the

sea wall can determiix- the distaiH'e between suc-

cessive crests of the original wav<'s without bother-

ing to look outside the breakwater.

What is the analogue ol this in the case ol light,

and what, especially, is the analogue of the dis-

tance lx-tw<i-n the crests of the original wavj-s to

the left of the breakwater.' The answer is color.

Kach pure color consists ol a train of waves with

the same dehnite fixed <listance from one wave

crest to the next. This distance is dilFerent for

dilTen-nt colors. For blue light it is about I ;{«km)

part of a millinieler, for vellow light approximately

1 2000 |)art ol a millim<-ter, and for red light al)out

I il)oo part ol a millimeter. In order to make light

turn comers it is neces.sarv for the width ol the slit

ill tli<- o|>aqiie slic-et to Ix- not much gr«'ater than

llic distancj' Ix-tween the wave crests of the light.

Ill I'act, as we have already seen in C:hapter i, it

must not Im- much more than 1 too part of a milli-

meter. By everyday standards this would obviously

be a (piite extraordinarily thin slit, which explains

whv w«- are not used to seeing light turn corners.

In the case of a pure color, the fLxed distance \yv-

twceii the wave crests is called bv the obvious name
oi nmelen«lb. Ordinary white light, as we call it, is a

niixturi- ol pure colors. It consists of a whole set of

diHereiit waves with different wavelengths, rin-se

difT<'renl wav«"s can easilv !«• separated, however, by

making use ofa |)oint we noticed in Clhapter 2. The

angle through which a ray of light is l)ent as it enters

a glass plate de|H-nds Ixitli on the nature of the glass

itself and on the color of the light. In particular,

blue light is Ix-nt more than red light, as we can see

I'rom Figure 7.B. Ifa ray c)f light containing mixed

colors is allowed to hit a glass prism, the various

colors as they pass through the prism are refracted

Figure 7.7

If we pass light through fine shts
on lo a screen we also get points
of reinforcement {showing bright)
and of cancellation (showing dark).

Figure 7.8

The angle at which a ray of light is

bent on entering a given plate of

glass depends on the color of the

light—that is, on its wavelength.
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(liHrrciilU. ami in siicli a way that tlioy can Ik-

s<-|)aratccl out as tlu'v cinori^o fnini the far side ufllu'

|>risni. Tliis is shown in Kii^nrc 7.<), wIktc l>y usins;;

a vicwini; screen th<' sc-parated colors may l>e

i>l>s<T\r»l. Hine lii;hl apix-ars at one extr<-niily and

ri-d lii;lil at tlie oth<'r, the reinainini; coloi-s ol the

ilM'ctrinu Kint; iM-tween the two extremes. So with

liiis simple d<'vice we can separate ordinary white

li<4lit into th<- coloi's ot the rainliow. Indeed, in the

plienomeiion of the rainbow water drops in the

atmosphere perliirm a Innclion similar to that ol the

prism in our diasfram, separatiiijr the ordinary white

lit;ht from the Sun into its constituent colors.

11 we are inler<-sted otilv in separatini; one partic-

ular color from all llie other constituent colors of

white liijhl, then a still simpler method is available.

All we need do is to pass the light throuifh a lilter.

For example, U \\v want to obtain the vellow lii^lit

only, we simpiv ])ass theori!>inal white lii^ht through

a piece olxellow gla.ss. The vellow glass allows only

the \<'llow light to pass through, and absorbs all the

remainiiig colors.

Just as the distance between the points .1 atid B,

R an<l C, etc., in Figure 7.6 depends on the wave-

length ollhe original water waves outside th<' break-

water, so the distance between the fringes in Figure

7.7 de|M'nds on the wavelength ol the light. The
longer that wavelength, the wider apart are the

Iringes. All this caw Ik- easily demonstrated b\ the

simple experiment shown in Figure 7. lo. 'I'lie lamp

/. has a cylindrical source marked .V. Because the

lamp d<K-s not emit light of a pure color, a filter F
must be used. (In practice-, no filter gives completely

pure color. .A small dis|K'rsion ol' wavelengths still

remains alter passiige through the filter, but the re-

maining wavelengths are sullicienllv similar to each

oth<T lor the pur|)oses of our ex|KTiment.) The
' bn-akwater," marked A), consists of an ordinary

photographic plate on which slits, spaced alMnit half

a millimeter apart, have Ix-en ruled with a knife-

edge. The interference fringes can Ik- viewed

directly by placing the eve immediateK b<-hind this

|)hotographic plate. Just ;is our observ<'r on the sea

wall coidd tell the wavelength of the original waves

outside the bn-akwater from the |K>silions of the

|>oints .1, B, C, etc., in Figure 7.(>, so we can here

calculate the wavelength of th<' light by measuring

the distance between adjacent Iringes. Hv changing

from a blue filter to a red one, the distance In-lween

the fringes can Ix" changed. Ihc fringes are more

w idelv spaced for red light than for blue light.

What would happen if we rei)ealed this experi-

ment without using a filter:" We should then have

fringes formed for th<' whole range of colors emitted

by the lamp; and because Iringes for difl'erent cokn-s

fall in dillerent places, the bright fringes from one

color could fall in the dark gaps belonging to another

color. So instead of obtaining a series of clearlv de-

fined bright bands as in Figure 7.7 we should tend to

get acontinuousstripof light. But the strip would cvi-

dentlv not be imiformly colored. The places where

the blue fringes fell would tend to appear blue and

the places where the red fringes fell would tend to

ap|)ear red. This means that the two slits in our

breakwater would have served to separate the colors

present in the original light emitted by the lam|).

Figure 7.9

For this reason we can use a glass
prism to separate light of mixed
colors, projecting the separate colors
on to a viewing screen.

Figure 7.10

In Figure 7.7 distance between bright

and dark fringes depends on wave-
length of light. Here filter allows

only light of a certain wavelength
to pass. Breakwater screen enables
us to measure distance between fringes

and so to calculate the wavelength.

incident ray glass viewing screen

breakwater
screen



incident light j

Figure 7.11

Fringes for light of various colors
tall in different places. By ruling

many fine slits close together in

the breakwater screen, we can pro-
duce narrow bright bands for each
color, adjacent to each other, without
entirely filling up the dark gaps.

posts

incident light .

Figure 7.12

Waves scattered from posts set
close together behave like waves
passing through closely spaced slits.

Figure 7.13

A diffraction grating is based on the
principle exemplified in Figure 7.12.
evenly spaced grooves on glass serving
as "posts". Instead of shining light
through the posts, we shine it from
the side on to the glass plate,

thus efficiently separating colors.

Tliis riMilt ufFcrs iis a rh;illi-ni»r. Is il jxissililc. hv
a siiit:il>lf aiTaiii;cniciit ol'slils in the hn-akwatc-r. to

separate tin- {lifrcnnt ( olopi emitted by the lamj) in

a systematic wav. so iluit the irinm-s from the various

colors lall into an orderly s<-C|iience instead <»!' over-

lapping with each other in a crinfused jumhie? Il'we

can do so, we shall havi- succeeded in sepiiraliiit; the

lit;hl into its constituent colors, just ;us in the case ol

tin- prism shown in Figure 7.9. In fact, we shall

have succeeded in prodiicins; the kind olinstninient

known as a dilTraction tanning.

Tiiink for the moment of the IVinsjc's priKinced f)\

one i)articular color. If we can make the i^aps be-

tween successive frinj^ps Ijecome larije compared to

llie widths ol the frint;es themselves, then clearlv il

will b«- much easier to lay sets of IVins^es from differ-

ent colors side by side without riuining the risk ol

their overlappini^. Both experiment and calculation

show that there is a simple prescription for increas-

ing the distances Ijctween successive frins»es. Ti> do
so we need only rule the two slits in our breakwater

closer tr>wether than they were l)efore.L'nff)rtunately,

however, this also has the eflect of increasini^ the

width of the friimes themselves, so that there is still

a risk of overlapping.

The solution to the |)rol)lem turns out to !« that

we nuist not onlv cut the slits ver\- close tosjether,

but we must also have a very large inunlM-r of slits

in our breakwater, as shown in Figure 7.1 i. .Mthough

more complicated, the situation is exactiv the same

in principle as it was l)efore. Now, however, we have

waves spreading out from a whole multitude of slits.

In some rlirections the waves from all the slits aug-

ment each other, just as they did in the case of two

slits, and where these directions impinge on our

viewing screen we again have bright bands. In other

directions the waves interfere with each other, Ix"-

caiise crests of some arrive simultaneously with

troughs ol others, and where these directions impinge-

on our viewing screen we have dark bands. But it

hapjK-ns that the bright t)ands are nuich narrower

than the dark spaces between them. This is just the

condition we set out to achieve. If we now take light

madeupofa range of colors, instead ol light of one

particular wavelength, the bright bands for the

dilferent wavelengths can Ix- made to fall adjacent

to each other without entirelv filling up the dark

gaps. This result is more clearly obsei-vable by taking

the bright bands which fall on the outskirts of the

screen, say near .1 in Figure 7.11, rather than

lhos<- ui-ar the center, at (J.
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Color tlis|XTsion l»y llw .irr;in<;cinrn( shown in

Fiijiirf 7.11 is more (-onipliralcci Ixtili to under-

stand and to prcKliicc cx|HTini<-nlally than the sim-

ple prism dis|KTsion shown in Fissure 7.9. It may Ix"

\voiul«T«-d, th<'relore, why the astmnomer prefers to

us<- a dillraction t^ratini; rather than a simple prism

lor ol>tainin!{ a siH-elnnn. Tiie reason is that the dif-

fraction jjratin!; do<"s the joh of separatiiis; colors far

more etlieiently than tin- prism.

Su|)pose we wisli to sejiarate li,u;ljl of two difTercnt

colors. l'ro\ided they are of widely diirercnt wave-

lens;;ths the job of separation is easy, hnt as the wave-

lenijths become more and more similar the problem

Ix-comes increasins^ly dilFicult. Ind<-ed, every known

meth(Kl of separating light fails sooner or later as the

wavelengths become too close. The ])rism is a com-

|)arati\el\' crude meth<xl of separation, and it fails

long In-fore the diffraction grating does. With a

prism it is possible to separate two wavelengths

diirering from each other bv about one part in

10,000; with a dilTraction grating wavelengths dif-

fering by as little as one part in 100,000 can be

separated. To scj)arate wavelengths with even

smaller difierences—as little as one part ir. a million

it is necessarv to use highlv specialized equipment

which need not here concern us.

B<'fore we leave the subject ofdiflVactioii gratings

it is worth noticing that a similar phenomenon

arises il instead of a breakwater with many slits in it

we utilize a series of |x)sts, as shown in Figure 7.12.

Waves an- scattered by the posts and interfere with

or reinforce each other in exactly the same way as

we have already considered. This fact greatly a.ssists

the practical construction of a diffraction grating.

The method of making one is to rule on a plane

glass surface a veiA' large number olequallv spaced

lines, the rulings being cut in the glass with a dia-

mond or some other hard pf>int. (ireal care must be

taken to ensure that the rulings are spaced at pr<--

cisely equal distances apart. They then act like the

posts of Figure 7. 12, but now, instead of shining the

light lliroita/i the posts, it is [>ossible to shine it fr<tm

the sid<- on to the glass plate, as shown in Figure

7.1 J. The grcKives in the glass plate now scatter the

light waves just as they did in Figure 7.12, and the

scattered waves reinforce each other in certain di-

rections just as in F'igure 7.1 1. By viewing the light

scattered in these particular directions a spectrum is

obtaitied; we have at oiu' disposal the essential fea-

ture of an instrument called the \/)trli(isi(if)t\ which

plays a vital part in modern astronomy.

Above: Early ruling engine, designed
to ensure equal spacing of lines on
grating. Below: 5000-lines-per-inch
grating as seen under microscope.
Bottom: Diffraction grating separates
colors more efficiently than a prism.
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The accurate nilinq of difTmction gratings is a

technical problem of ver\- coiisidenihle diflFiciiIty,

and the out.standintr piont-er work in (his fielti was

done l)y H. A. Rowland, who in iJHVi succ<-s.srullv

constructed a nihng engine cajjahle of making al-

most 15,000 lines |x-r inch on the surface ofsp<-culum

metal, a hard alloy of copjx'r and tin. ;Vs we have

seen, the chief requirement of a go<Kl grating is that

the lines should, as nearly as [K)ssil)le, Ik- equallv

spaced. To get such a result it is nect-ssan,- that after

each gr<Kne has Ix-en ruled the machine should lift

the diamond [xiint and move it forward by a fixetl

distance determined by a small rotation of a screw.

The screw must clearly Ix" of almost jx-rfect con-

struction, and it was Rowland who first achieved

such near-j)crfection.

In modern times gratings are ruled on aluminized

glass sul^aces instead of on speculum metal. The
presence f)f the alumiiuun caust-s the grooves to

produce a much stronger scattering, so that far less

light is lost in the prf>cess than would Ik- lost by a

grating ruled on an untreated gla.ss surface. This is a

point of great importance when veiA' faint astrono-

mical objects are under oljsei^'ation.

\Vc may now profitably compare the wave picture

of light with the Newtonian bullet picture. We have

seen that the wave picture ofTers a reasonable ex-

planation of how light turns comers and how a dif-

fraction grating works—explanations which the

bullet picture does not offer. On the other hand, we

have seen in C^hapter 2 that the bullet picture offers

a satisfactory' explanation of the construction and

operation of the telescofx*. ('an we explain the focus-

ing property of a telescope, or even of a single lens,

within the framework of the wave picture? If so,

then all the conclusions drawn in Chapter 2 still

hold gofKl,and the wave theory clearly ofTers a wider

range f)f necessary explanations than the Newtonian

i)ullet theorv- does.

Let us UK>k first at Figure 7.14, where a train of

light ravs traveling in the direction of the arrows

encoimters a convex lens. We make the very iiujjor-

tant assumption that the wave travels more slowly

through glass than it does through air. Since some

parts of the wave must travel farther through glass

than other parts, and are therefore slowed <lown

longer, the wave crests will Ik- cursed when they

emerge from the lens, instead of Ix-ing rangecl in

])arallel planes as they were IxTore entering it. Pro-

vided we make the lens correctly, we can delay the

central part of the wave just sufficiently to ensure
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Rgure 7.14

If we assume that waves travel more
slowly through glass than through
air, the wave theory can explain the
focusing property of a convex lens.

Figure 7.15

It can also explain how such a lens
brings light from S to a focus at O.

Rgure 7.16

Wave theory explanation of how light

from S comes to virtual focus at O,.

Figure 7.17

Concave lens accentuates spherical
form of wave from S. Thus center of

emergent wave is seen at O,.



that on cinrrsjins; lo ihc rii;lil ol tin- li-ns the wave

take's on a convfr>j;ent spherical lorni. l"his is vcia-

easily inulerstcHKl l)y recallini; how water wavt-s

spread out in eoneeiilric circles Iroiii a stone dropjK-tl

into water. Here we have exactly the <>p|M>siie situa-

tion: in this case, instead of spreadiiii» out, the

waves convenje. Accortiing to the ^vave picture, it

is just this ct)nvergence which constitutes the local

property of the lens.

It is noteworthy that the wave picture brings out

vcrv clearly the necessity lor a correct shaping ofthe

lens. If the lens were made unevenly the waves

would emerge in some non-sj)herical form, in which

ca.se they would not converge to a point. The wave

picture also explains the necessity for making the

lens of perfect optical glass, because it is necessary

that there shall Ik- no uncontrolled variations in the

speed at which the %\avc lra\cls through the glass,

such as would happen, for example, if the glass con-

tained bubbles of air.

In an exactly similar way we can understand the

f<x:using of light from a source .S', shown in Figure

7.15. The light wave from S moves radially outward

until it encoimtcrs the lens. Because of the delay

through the central |K)rtion of the lens, the shape of

the wave Ls altered as it emerges to the right. So long

as the delay at the center of the lens is large enough

compared with the delay at the periphery, the

emergent wave \vill be civanged into a convergent

form, as shown. If, however, the dela\' were insuffi-

cient for this and a wave were to emerge in a modi-

fied but still sj)herical form, the light woidd not Ik-

brought to a real focus. We should then have the

situation shown in Figure 7. ib. In this case, the

center of the spherical emergent wave lies to the left

ol'S, and is said to Ik- a virtual f<Kus at the point O,.

Similarly, Um, the wave pictun- <-nables ns to

understand the operation of concave lenses. These

result in more delay at the p<-rii)h(Ty of the lens than

at the center, and this causes iht- original spherical

form ol the wave from S in Figure 7. i 7 to lie accent-

uated. The center of the diverging spherical wave to

the right of the lens must therefore lie nearer to the

lens than the point S -at O, in the figure. It is clear,

therefore, that all the essential features of the op<-ra-

tion ol lenst-s can Ik- just as well explained within

the Iramework of the wave ])iclure as within the

framework of the bullet picture, provided that light

travels more slowly in glass than in air.

An interesting [x^ixit now arises. If we look again

at Figure 7. 14 we may reasonably ask wiiether the

wave pnKluces any disturbance at points near O.

We can tiecide this qui-stion by usin]* a simplifica-

tion first tliscovered by Huygens. The effect of the

wave at fiuun- tinu-s can Ik- d<-cided first by taking

the |M>si(ion of the \va\e at the present moment, and

second l;y consitlering sul)sidiar\ waves to spread

out fnmi all jx)ints of the prt-sent wave front. In

Figure 7.18 we have a spherical wave emerging

from a lens. This is to Ik- the "present" state of

affairs. To calculate the "future", we imagine new

wav<-lets to spread out as shown. If we now wish to

find what disturi)ance <K:curs at some point F close

to O we must work out how all these subsidiary

wavelets affect each other when they reach /'. .\11

the subsidiarv- wa\elets add together, by the way,

when they reach O, the f<K-al |K)int, so clearly they

will all augment each other at O. Calculation shows

that the subsidiary wavelets will all cancel each

other out at the point P when the distance from O
f

to P is given bv the formula OP=1.22 A ^, where >.

is the wavelength of the light in question, F is the

distance ofO from the lens, and D is the diameter of

the lens. In otherwords, there will be no disturbance

at /* if the distance OP is greater than the wave-

length of the light multiplied by the ratio of the

distance F to the diaiuetcr D. and multiplied again

bv the number i .22, which is close to unity. We can

write this n-sult in a slightly different but equivalent

way. Join the point P to the center of the lens. The

angle iK-tween this line and the a.xis of the lens is

closely equal to the ratio of OP to F, and by our

foriuula this is just ecjual to the ratio of the wave-

length of the light divided by the diameter of the

lens and multiplied by the munber 1.22.

angle = 1-22 h.

D

formula OP = 1*22 A

Figure 7.18

At focal point O all wavelets augment
each other. They cancel each other

out at P if the distance OP is

as given by the formula.



I liisciiiiiplicatiiin is \viirllit;ra|>|>lini; with lM-<'aiis<-

it has ail iiilrn-sliiiir application to the n-soKini;

ixmcrofthc ttl<-sc<>pr. .Siip[H>.sca l<'l«-sfo|X"is|y>iiiir<l

toward a distant star. Aromliiii; to the \<-\vtoiiiaii

picture, the iniatjc of tlir star is loriiiwl prrcis<-ly at

a jiarticiilar |>oiiii oftlic focal plain- the point () in

Fii^iirc 7.18. According lo the wave picture, if we
])lace a screen at the f(Kal plane of the telesco|)c, we
will obtain not a mere point of li<;ht lint a circular

disk ol li<;;ht. Indeed, not until we reach a distance

equal lo Ol' Iroin the center ol' this circle of liirht.

will the screen appear to he dark. Next suppose that

there is a second star King (jniteclose to the first one.

The image of tile second star on the f<K-al plane will

also he a circh- of light. Unless this second circle is

well dislingiiislied from the first one the telescojx-

will not tell us thai there is a second star thereat all,

for the two images will he fused together. In order

that the two circles of light shall he well separated

from each other, it is essential that the center of the

second shall he distant from the center of the first

by a distance equal to or greater than the distance

from /' to O. This, in turn, means that the angle

Ix-tween the directions of the two stars must be at

least equal to the angle marked in Figure 7.18.

namely 1.22 times the wavelength divided by the

aperture of the telescope. If two stars ar<- separated

by an angle smaller than this their images will be

blurred together, and we shall have no certain indi-

cation of their separate existence.

Here are a lew instances of what this fa«t implies.

The s;im<- applies to th<' human eye as lo the tel<--

sco|)e. Ill the case <if ihe e\e, the diameter I) is verv-

small —under normal conditions oiilv alxiiil 2 iiiilli-

metepi. ReinemlM-ring that the waxeleiigth of lighl

is only al>out 1 2oo<i pari of a millimi-ter, it is easv

tocalculatelhat under normal conditions the human
eye is unable to distinguish betw<-<-n two obj«-cts that

an- separated by an angle of li-ss than alxiut one

minute of arc. This is alxtui the order of accuracv

achi<-vecl by the Ix-st <(bser\ers in the da\s IxTore

the telesc<i|X'. It will Ik- rec^illed from Chapter 2

that Tyelio Brahe was able to estimaie the jxisitions

ol the stars lo alxiiil the same order of accuracy

-one minute of arc. But using a teU-scoiX" with an

ap«Ttiire ol 20 inches, it is theorelicallv |x»ssible to

distinguish between two stars separated bv an aiigh-

ol as little as a quarter of a second of arc. And with

a telesco|x- aslargeas the one at Palomar Mountain,

with an aperture of 2fio inches, the theoretical r<"S()-

lution is alxiul one-fortieth of a second of .irc. In

|xiint of fact, the twinkling of stars caused by the

[lassage of light through the Karth's atmosphere,

and which is always present lo some degree, even on

the clearest and steadiest nights, prevents the theo-

retical resoKing powers of large tel<'sc()|M's from ever

being achieved in practice.

These considerations sharply remind us that a

telesco]x' is not merelv a collector of light. It als<i

overcomes the inherent handieaji of the human e\e

—that it cannot, unaided, distinguish Ix-twecn two

objects lying nearlv in the s,inie direction.

Figure 7.19

The wave theory of lig!rt is tenable
only if light travels more slowly
through a medium such as glass or
water th-in it does through air.

Here is the equipment Foucault used
in proving that it actually does so.

The Coiiflul licturai Tun Thcorits

So great was the prestige of New ton that manv |x-<)-

]>le still refused to accept the evidence for the wave

nature of light, even after it had Ixx-n demonstrated

by the experiments of such men as Fresnel and

riiomas Young, exix-riments that followed along

lines similar to those we have just considered. IV-

eau.se of this, attcmpLs were made to find a crucial

experiment that would finally decidi* between the

relative merits of the Xewtoiiian picture and the

wave picture.

Such an cxperinient was indeed lomul. We lia\i'

seen ilial I lie wave theory is tenable oiiK if il is

triK- llial waves of light travel more slowK

through a medium such as glass than they do

through air. The Newtonian (licture. on the oiIkt

hand, can Ik- valid only if light travels faster

through glass than through air. It will be recalled
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that when lijEcht whirh has passed throiifi;h air is

incident on Iti a !»lass surlacc, the transmitted rav

in the glass is Iwnt nearer to the normal tlian was

the original incident ray. Ne\\tr)n explained this

fact l)v siip|)osing that his particles, or hnllets,

gained s|)<'e<l as they entered the glass. The argu-

ment was that glass attracted the particles, so lor

light striking a i>lane glass surface there was an in-

crease of spe<-d and, moreover, the increase was

entirely in the direction normal to the surface. It is

easy to see that this would cause the direction of

motion ofthe hiillets to become nearer to tiie normal

than it was during their passage through the air.

The thing to do, clearly, was to measure the speed

of light through a solid or liquid mediinn, and to

compare it with the sijced through air. According

to the Newtonian j)icture the sjx-ed should he

greater in the denser medium; according to the

wave picture, it should he greater in air.

The experiment was actually carried t>iu hv Fou-

cault in ilVy). The equipment he used is shown

schematically in Figure 7. i«). Light from a source

S passes through a small hole. Part of it then traver-

ses a half-silxered miiTor, G. Next it is focused

through a lens /, on to a plane mirror at R. When
R is in the position i, the light is reflected on to the

mirror A/, which serves to return the light iinmedi-

ately back to R. The miiTor R is rotating rapidiv,

however, so that although the light takes ver\- little

time to travel from R to <\/, and back again, by the

time the light has made this double journey R is

not Cjuite in the same position as it was before. That

is to .say, it is not quite in the position 1. Hence R
returns the light through the lens /. along a slightly

different path. Part of this light strikes the half-

silvered mirror G and is reflected nf)w into the eye

at the point A',. The experiment is repeated, but

now with the rotating mirror R .started in the posi-

tif>n 2. In this case the light is sent toward the mir-

ror A/.> instead of toward .1/,. The distance from

R to .VI., is exactiv the same as the distance from

R to A/, but between R and .V/.^ is a tank [T]

filled with water, so that the light has to traverse

the water in order to pass from R to M., and also

in order to return from A/, to R. The mirror R is

rotating at exactly the same speed as in the first

ex|K'riment. and because of this the light is returned

to the lens /. again along a track slightly different

from the one it originally traversed on its journey

from the source to R. Again light is reflected from

the mirror G into the eye, but this time at A^.

Here we come to the crux of the matter. If light

travels mon' rapidly through water than it does

through air, as the Newtonian picture refpiires,

then the point F., will lie to the left of A",. But i(

light travels more slowly through water, as the wave

picture re(|uires, lh<-n the |)<)int li., will lie to the

right of A",. Foucault established that H.^ does, in

fact, lie to the right of A",, thus vindicating the wave

theory. Thenceforward, for the rest of the nine-

teenth century, nolK)dy gave any ver\- serious cred-

ence to the Newtonian picture. .As we shall see later,

the developments of tlie twentieth centurv have

forced us to think again, at any rate in part, in

terms of the Newtonian picture, but let us first

follow the wave picture still further, to the moment
f)f its greatest triumph.

We mav begin by trying to imderstand a little

more clearly just what a wave is. A water wa\e has

three basic properties. First, at each point there is

an oscillation the water moves up and down. This

is easily shown by putting a float on top of the

water. Second, there is a sj^atial correlation between

the up-and-down motions at differcjit points. This

is illustrated in Figure 7.20. A peak at .1 is followed

by a trough at B, and that trough is then followed

by another peak at C, and so on. Not only is there

an oscillation at each point taken by itself, but also

different )M>ints have an orderly relation with res-

pect to each other. If at one point the wave is up,

then at an adjacent point it will be down, and so

forth. This spatial ordering is measured by the

wavelength ().), the distance between two ad-

jacent wave crests, or twf) adjacent wave troughs.

As time proceeds, the whole spatial pattern moves

along as shown in Figure 7.21. The effect ol this

motion is to produce the oscillation at each separ-

ate point. At one mfjment, at a given place, the

wave is up, and at a later moment it is down. The

time required to complete the oscillation at each

point is sim|)ly the time required by the wave to

travel through a distance equal to the wavelength.

If the speed of travel of the wave is V. then the time

required for the wave to move through the distance

X is simply A-f-f'. This is the time that a float placed

on the water takes to nu)ve from its highest to its

lowest position and back again.

The third feature of water waves is that the effect

of the motion of the waves can cause the whole train

to move through the water, as it does when we drop

a stone into a still pond. Waves spread outward

—

thev actuallv Iratrl outward through the water. At
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Figure 7.20

At every point of v ave there is an
oscillation; X denotes wavelength.

-i »-»-
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Figure 7.21

Movement of float shows that the
oscillation at any one point is

completed in the same time that
the whole wave takes to move through
a distance equal to the wavelength.

finite wave tram

Figure 7.22

Wave trains are always of finite

length. Height of waves decreases
toward edges of wave train.

one nioincni waves have not yet reached a pf>st. At

.» later moment tliey have traveled oiilward Im-viiikI

it. Ill practice, wave (rains are always ol finite

leni;lli. Tlu- heii^lu of the waves trradualU tins

away at tlie «xl<.5<'s of tin- train, as in i-'ijuiire 7.22.

So the three basic |)ro|x-rties ol waves an- these:

at eacii |K>int there imist In' somethiii<; that oscil-

lates (in the case of water waves it is the ii|>-aiKl-

down motion of the water); then there is a concla-

tion l)etween the state ol this oscillation at dilTrniit

points, a rci^iilar sequence of jx-aks aiitl troughs;

thirdly, as time proceeds the whole spatial pattern

movj-s alons;, causing a finite train of wa\<"s to pro-

|)a«(ate itsell. lielore we deci<le lo accept the wave

picture of light it is reasonable to ask whether light

jxjssesses these same three pro|XTties.

L<'t lis take them in the reverse order. Light cer-

tainly has the ability to propagate itself. A light

signal emitted from some source certainly travels

outwarfl from that source in such a way that it can

be received a moment later bv a distant observer.

Over small distances we are not very conscious ol

the time required for a light signal to reach us.

simply iKxause ligiit moves so fast ; but light emitted

by a distant star mav take thousands of years to

travel across sj)ace to us. Light also exhibits the

second projx^rty of our waves, a spatial correlation

ex|)r«-ssed in a sequence of regularly arrangetl |)eaks

and troughs, as depicted in Figure 7.20. But dors

light exhibit an oscillation at each separate |xiinl,

and if so, what is it that oscillates?

Here there is a crucial diirerence. In the case of

wat<-r th<' thing which oscillates is the water itsell ; it

actuallv moves up and down. But the motion ol the

water itselfand the motion of the wave are not at all

alike. The wave is a structure, an organization, that

moves forward. The water itself does nnl move for-

ward, it simplv moves up and down. The inateri.il

particles of the water have to move in this wav in

order to express the oscillation. Since light can travel

through regions where I here are virtually no material

particles, any oscillatory mov<Mnent itmayhaveiVJHH')/

be carried in this fashion. But the movement of

material particles is not an <"s.sential condition lor

the existence of a waw. It is quite possible to liav<-

something that oscillates at each |>oint without aii\

displacement of particles being involved at all. Once
this is iinderstoiKl, it iM-comes comparatively easy t<i

see just how a light wavo clilfer-. from a water wave.

To make the [xiint clearer, let us liMik at a soine-

wli.it fantastic parable.
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Ill a certain country the cities were Iniilt at ee|iial

iiiler%'als alonsj; a Ions? straivjlil road. A new cinema

lilni was supplied each day to the first city on the

ro;nl. On Mondavs the lilni snp|>lied was very ,^<mkI,

and the attendances at the cinemas were therefore

•greatest. On Tnesdavsthelilm wasnot (|iiiteas<;o<Kl,

and attendances were a little lower. On Wednesdays

it was tiefinitely poor and the attendances were

lower still, while on Tluirschus the lilm was so exe-

rahle that hardly an\ l)'Kly went to the cinema that

day. On Fridays, however, there was an improve-

ment, and this improvement continued on Saturdav

.uid Sunday until hy Monday night a reallv excel-

lent lilm wasaj^ain l);-inj? shown. S(j thills continued

week hy week. In this way an oscillation was pn>-

duced in the numher olpeople attendinir the cinemas

each day. On Mondays the attendance was u]). on

Thursdays it was down. So, too, was the amount ol

money taken at the l)i)x otlices.

Now from day to day the films wtiich had been

shown at the first city were passed along the road by

a messenger, so that th'" film shown in the first city

on Monday became available in the second city on

luesday. This meant that at the second citv there

was also an oscillation in cinema attendances. There

the |X'ak was on Tuesday and the trough on Friday,

eveiTithing occun-ing one day later than at the first

city. .Xiul alter carrying the films to the second city,

the messenger continued the lollowing tlay to carry

them to the third city. So in the third city the best

films \vere shown on Wednesdays and the worst on

Saturdays. And so it continued from city to citv,

with a delay of one day between each cil\ and the

next one along the road.

Clearly, then, the first city, the eighth city, tlie

fifteenth city, and so on, all showed the best films on

-Mondays, while the second city, the ninth city, the

sixteenth city, and soon, showed them on Tuesdays.

Thus th<- first city, the eighth city, and so on, had

peak attendances r)n .Mondays and trough attend-

ances on Thursdays. The second city, the ninth city,

and so on, had peak attendances on Tuesdays, and

trough attendanc<'s on Fridays.

The wave of this parable clearly shows the second

antl third basic properties of the water wave. The
distance from the first city to the eighth city deter-

mines the wavelength of the s\stem, while the wave
itself tra\els a distance efpial to that between any

two neighl);>ring cities in a time of one day. This

wave of our fantasy also lias the first property of .1

water wave, in the sense that ihi're is somclliin^^ that

Below: James Clerk Maxwell, the man
who showed that the quantity which
oscillates in a light wave is the

electric field. Above: Diagram of

lines of force in a disturbed field

taken from Maxwell's Treatise on
Electricity and Magnetism.
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Much pioneer work on magnetism and
electricity liad to be done before
the nature of light waves could be
understood. The eighteenth-century
print above shows an experiment to
demonstrate the attractive effect of
electricity generated by friction.

Below is the type of torsion balance
Coulomb used in formulating the law
of force between electric charges.

<»srillat<-s in rarli (»('i1m- rilirs. But Iut«- il is rcTtaiiily

not iiiatcrial |>arli<-le-s in tin- srtisc of a vvalrr \vav<-

thai earn, the oscillation ; what os<;illat<'s is llir nmu-
IxT of |K-<i|)lf atlcndini^ the rincnia tla\ hv day. In

short, a wave is simply a niovin<^ sinirlural organiz-

ation, an orijanizalion froui (xiinl to |>oinl of some
ostillalory |>ro|x-rty, quite irn-s|XTliv<- of what the

oscillalory property may lx'.

T<xlay we have freed ounwives from tlu- nec<-s,sitv

of thinkini; of an osriljatitin as the displaeemenl <if a

particle or particles, l>ul scientists of lh<- nineteenth

c<-ntury had not done so. They wen- olisevsed with

the idea that any oscillation iiecessarilv involves the

displacement of particles, as in the cas<- <if the water

\\a\<-. \cl they were \v<-ll aware thai ii<;hl c;ui travel

liiroui^h space, where there are insullicient panicles

to carry such an oscillati<Mi. How Cf)uld (his Ix-

n-concilcfl with the wave picture of litrlit.'

So confused were even the ideates! scientists alxiut

this |x»int that they |x>stulated the existence of an

ideal solid lillin<; the whole ofspace, [t wasohviouslv

not a solid in the accepted s»-nse, and they held it to

Ik; a solid not perceivable hy any of the seuM-s. It

existed in all ordinarv' matter as well as in vacuum.

They even E;ave it a name—"aether". Lis;ht was

thought to consist of an oscillation of this elastic

solid, and the calculations of the oscillation of the

solid were handled in much the same way as wc
handle the calculations in the case of an ordinarv-

solid. The i^reatest mathematiciai^s of the nine-

teenth century all work<'d along th<-se lines. Gauss,

(V)uch\ and Riemann all attempted to solve the

proi)lem in this way. But whene\-er calculations

revealed some new result which could Ix- checked

agaiiLst exjK'riment, it nearly always turned out to

Ik- wrong. Kvcn so, scientists and mathematicians

still climg to the notion of thea'ther, so hag-ridden

were they by the notion tluit a wave oscillation

necessarily entails the displacement of particles.

Ironically, Jam<-s CMerk Maxwell, the ntan who
soKed the puzzle in the third ((uarter of tlu- nine-

teenth c<-ntury, could not r<-ally accept the implica-

tions of his own work. .Mthough he had obtained the

correct answer, an answer that recpiired no a*ther

at all, he tried right lotheendol histlavs loint<"r|)ret

his theoiA' in terms o( thea-lher. In<leed, he felt it to

be a d<'fect of the theory thai it could not Ix- satis-

factorily adajjted to the a:'ther concept. It was

lunstein who finally dispelled the nolion of the

a-ther, a notion which had merely ser\<-il to confuse

men for upward of a century.
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An intri^uini; historical (|U('sti(>ii now arises. How
was Maxwi-ll al)l<' lo arrive at the correct answer

even thoii<i;h h<' was hinisehprciuchcecl in lavorofan

erroneous concept.' The answer is that .Maxwell

worked on the results of experiments instead of

developint; a purely mathematical concept as did

Gauss, Riemann and C!ouchy. Ma.xwell t(M)k the

results ofa whole host orexperim<-nts ami translated

them into mathematical form.

So far we have done no more than show that an

oscillation d(K's not demand the mnvement oi parti-

cles; we have not shown what the oscillatory charac-

ter of lisjht consists ol". Before we go on to examine

Maxwell's solution it will he necessarv tf) retrace

our steps and liM)kat tlevclopments which hatl been

going on in other branches of science.

In the eighteenth centur\' it was alreadv known

that there are two sorts fjlelrctricitv. Xowadavs wc

know that thi-se two forms of eh-ctricity arise from

the two different types ofcharge carried by the basic

kinds of particles of which matter is constructed.

Electrons carry one form and protons the other.

When two material surfaces are rubbed together,

one is often foimd to have acquired an excess of one

ty|K" of charge, and, of course, the other surface will

have an excess of the other tyix-. This is easilv

observed in quite a number of c<Hnmonplaceex[}eri-

cnces. For example, if you comb your hair in a dry

atinosphere, the comb will become charged with an

excess of one tvpe of particle and your hair will be

left with an excess ol the other type. The same kind

of thing sometimes happens if you pull a nylon shirt

off your back vei^' quickly.

The two different types of charge attract each

other. That is to say, having been separated by some

process or other they try to come together again and

mix, so that one tyjw alt«Tnates with the other, in-

stead of lM>th remaining in separate l)imch<-s. Per-

hajjs the most dramatic form of mixing we can

oljserve on the Karth is that which takes place in a

lightning stroke. What happens in a storm cloud is

this. Drops of water cairy an excess of one type of

charge, while the air around them carries an excess

of the other ty[)e, so that to l>egin with the two tvpes

of charge are tf)lerably well mi.xed. But then the

water drops start to fall to the ground as rain, carry-

ing their charges with them as they do so. This leaves

the cloud as a whole with an enormous excess ofone

tyjjc of charge. This excess continues to build up

until the electric forces Ijetwccn the cloud and the

ground liecome so great as to produce the lightning

The most dramatic form of the mixing
of opposite charges observable on
Earth, seen in action over Moscow.
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^ Oersted first showed ttiat while any
charge produces an electric field

only a moving charge will produce a
magnetic field. Above is a model of

the apparatus he used to show the
effect that a direct current has on
a compass needle pivoted below the
wire which carries it.

stnikc. This is sitTi])Iy an cxtrniu-ly lapitl transfer of

charge Ix-twccn the clone] and the gronnd which

cnaljles the two different tvpes f>rcharge to Ix-come

well mixed once more.

The law of force iM'tween electric charj^es was

di.sco\crcd by Ckinloml) toward the end of th<-ei!{ht-

ccnth century. It can Iv.-st Im- nnd<-rsto(Kl in terms of

a new concept—the electric field. As its name im-

plies, an electric field can exist in a rea[ion of space

quite res^ardless of whetlier the reijion contains any

matter or not. Klectric fielrls rna\ Ik- thontrht of as

somethina; that jjush ele<trir chars^es and tr\ to start

them movini;. Tiic streni^lh of the |)ush depends on

the strength of the field, and the direction of the

push deix-nds on the direction of the field. Both ol'

thes<- in general vary from on«- point to another.

enlarges produce electric fields, and it was

CoulomI) who discovered the way in which thev flo

so. We can think of the reaction l)etween two differ-

ent charges in the foll<»wing way. The first charge

produces an electric field in accordance with

Cloiilomh's law, and thisfii-Id pr<Kluc<-sa mechanical

reaction on the second <harge. Kejually, we could

say that the second cliarg<- pnKliices an electric li<-ld

which n-acis on the first charge. In this wav we
obtain a mechanical f<»rce acting on lK)lh the

charges. If the two charg<-s are of similar ty|H- the

meclianical forces tend to push lliem apart, whereas

if they arc of opposite type the m<-chanical forces

tend to make them <iim<- together. Coulomb's law

can Im- slated in precise mathematical iiirm, and this

was in fact done by (tauss.

B<-cause charg<-s placed in an electric field are

subject to a mechanical force they will sUirt to move
unless they are held fixed in some way, and a collec-

tion <if moving charg<-s is called an electric current.

This is just what liap|>eiis when a current flows in a

wire. Inside the wire there is an electric field which

[)rfKluces a fiow ol <-lectrons along the wire. This

electric field lies in a direction parallel to the wire,

and if it is steady and constant the electrons attain a

st<-ady fl(»w al<ing the wire. We have what w«- call a

direct current i !).('.)

But wliat about the alternatini; currents (A.C'.)

with which we are [K'rha|)s even more familiar in

everyday life? An alternating current isone in w hith

the electrons flow alternatelv in one direction then

in the op|)osile direction along the wire. I'o pr<Kluce

such an oscillation in the direction of motion of the

electrons, it is neces.sary for the electric field to oscil-

late at each puint inside the wire. At ,-iny given |K>int

we may think ofthe <-lectric field as |)ointing strongly

toward the right to begin with. A.s time g-K-s on, the

field weakens but still ixiints to the right, and the

w<-akening continues until eventually there is no

ele<-tric field at all at the point. With a further pas.s-

age of tinu-, a weak el<-clric field buiUls u[), p.iinting

tf> the left, and the leftward field continues to grow

until it becomes just as strong as the former right-

ward fi<-ld. Thereafter, the leftward field starts to

weak<'n aiul g<H"son weakening until it, ton, falls to

zero, after which another rightward-|H)inting field

starts and continues to grow imtil it attains to the

same strength as the original rigluward-|H>inting

field. .At this stage one cych" ;>ne oscillation ol the

electric field luis lM"cn completed.

In the case of allern.it iiig currents such as those

that are derivwl in Britain from the luitional grid,

tlK-re are fifty such cycles ever\' second; in the

United Suites the standard frequency is sixty

cvcles per second.

Here we have a conce[)t of an fKcillation very

diffc-rent from that involved in the propagation of

water waves. We have an oscillation of a field at a

])oint, not the displacement of material particles as

in the cast- of wat(-r waves. This gives us th<- l)egin-

ning of an insight into Maxwelfs solution to the

problem of the nature of light, for the quantity that

oscillates in a light wave, or rather one of the quan-

tities, is the electric field.
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The picture shows one of the rooms of

Faraday's laboratory. It was Faraday
who showed that an electric field can
be produced from a magnetic field

provided the magnetic field changes
with time. The magnet must move.

But this \\as a concept that could not Ix- casiK'

gras|K"d a liundrcd years ago when oscillatitig cur-

rents were not yet a feature of e\-eryday Hfe.

Indeed, the electric currents which scientists inves-

tigated in the first part of the nineteenth century

were all of the steady D.C. tyjic. Around 1820

Oersted discovered that such steady direct currenls

produce magmiic fields. Magnetic fields were not

new to science, hut hefore Oersted's discovery they

were thought to arise only from magnets. Oersted

showed that while a charge [jrodiK-es an electric

field quite regardless of whether or not the charge

is moving, it will produce a magnetic field only if

it is moving. Ampere followed u|) Oersted's dis-

covery with an important set of experiments which

enabled Maxwell to determine a mathematical

cc|uation whereby the magnetic field produced by

a steady current could be preciselv calculated. In

fact. Maxwell succeeded in doing for steady cur-

rents and magnetic fields what Ciauss liad already

done for charges and electric fields.

It was noweas)' to see that starting with an electric

field it is [K»ssible to produce a magnetic field ; for the

electric field acting on charges could cause them

to move, and the moving charges, or current, would

produce a magnetic field. But could this work in

reverse? Could one start with a magnetic field and

produce an electric field? The solution of this

problem was Faraday's crowning achicvemeiit. It

was a solution not easily arriv<-(l at because Fara-

day, like everyone else at that time, started with an

erroneous assumption. Because in the case of D.C.

currents a steady electric field produces a steady

magnetic field, everyone tried to reverse the situa-

tion. That is, they tried to produce a steady electric

field fnim a steady magnetic field, and the ])roblem

simijly would not yield to solution that way. An
electric field can be [produced from a magnetic field

only if that magnetic field changes with time. If you

ha\-e a magnet and a loop of wire you will never

make a current flow in the wire by maintaining

wire and magnet in a constant relation to each

other. Vet that is just what everybody was trying

to do until Faraday had the idea of moving the

magnet. In that way an electric field is, indeed, pro-

duced in the wire and a current is thereby made to

flow. This was Faraday's principle of induction.

When Maxwell looked at Faraday's work from

a mathematical point of view, he discovered a rela-

tion between the electric field and the magnetic

field tjuite independent of the immediate presence

of either magnet or loop of wire. This was some-

thing that had to a])ply at every point, whether or

not there happened to be a piece of wire or a mag-

net at that point. In this sense the new relation

resembled Causs's generalization of Coulomb's ex-

periments; it also resembled Maxwell's own expres-

sion of the results of Oersted and Amijere. Where
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Once it was shown that the quantity

that oscillates in a light wave is

the electric field or the magnetic
field, Heinrich Hertz artificially

produced waves of different wave-
length from those of visible light.

Above are his oscillator, or sender,

and his resonator, or receiver.

the new relation (liflcrcd Iroiii the old ones was that

changes witli time now became of paramount im-

jxjrtancc. Ma.xwell had found a relation not directly

Ijetwcen the electric field and the magnetic field at

a point, but between the way in which the electric

field varies from point to (K>int of space and the rate

at which the niasjnetic fielfl varies from moment to

moment of time.

Ihe introduction ol the time variation was quite

new. It showed that the electric field and the mag-

netic field are not .separate, iiKle|jendent entities. It

is only when evervthing is steady and nothing is

changing with time that the two fields appear to l)e

independent of each other, but when things do

change with time the two fields are seen to be in-

extricably linked together. It is impossible for a

magnetic field to change with time without giving

rise to a corresponding electric field

So the situation was this. Maxwell had at his

command three different mathematical results.

That of Gauss enabled him to determine the elec-

tric field produced by a set of charges; his own
equation enabled him to determine the magnetic

field produced by a How of current; and the new

equation derived from Faraday's results ex])ressed

the relation l)ctween the electric liekl and the time-

defxfndencc of the magnetic field. When Maxwell

to<jk these three results together, he found thev were

not in every case mathematically consistent with

each other. The electric field ditermined 1)\ the

first equation (Gauss's equation) and the mag-

netic field determined bv the second equation, did

not in all ca.ses fit in with the third equation, the

one derived from Faraday's experiments. .\ow a

mathematical inconsistencv could not, of course, In-

tolerated, so Maxwell set out to modify the ecpia-

tions in such a way as to achieve consistency. This

had to be done subject to the condition that any-

thing new introduced into the equations must not

mar their agreement with the e.\|M-riments of

Coulomb, ()<'rsled and Amiiere, or of Faraday.

Maxwell found that hi- could achieve consistencv

within the framework of this \ital condition by in-

troducing a new term into the second of the equa-

tions, the one whereby he had himsell represented

the experiments of C^ersted and Am|)ere. C^riginallv

this etpiation had done no more than connect the

magnetic field with the How of a steady D.C'. cur-

rent. Maxwell now saw that he must introduce iiUo

it a term that depended on the rate of change of the

<'lectric field with res|)ect to time. The situation now
had a satisfying synunetn,-. The second equation

now connected the magnetic field with the time

variation of the electric field, whereas the third

equation, derived from Faraday's results, connected

the electric field with the- time v.iriation of the mag-

netic field. Moreover, the new term simpK vanished,

giving no contribution, under steadv conditions,

and therefore ditl not mar tlu' agreement with the

ex[M-riments of Oersted and Anqn're.
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Now f.iiiu- .1 nsiill uliii ii i'ii.iMihI sc iciilisls liiuillx

t<» discaiil ihf trniiMcsdinc ;rtlu-r wliicli liad lor so

loii'j; l>oirsi;c<l down tlicir tliiiikiii;^. Wlu-ii llir new

i-(|iiatioiis wcif a|>|)li<'(l lo a vaciiimi, wlu-ro llicn-

was lUMtluT rliarm' ii<ir ciirrciit, it was louiul dial

tin- clrilric field aiul llu- maijiu'tic field were, in fact,

carried in waves, and thai these waves had all t lie-

properties olliijlit so far discovered by experiment.

Here, then, was the answer lo the quest lor an nnder-

slandint; of the nature ol' lii;;hl. 'I"he quantity that

oscillates in a liglit wave is the eletUric field, or, if

you ])ref"er it, the magnetic field. You can choose

either, hecause if you know one you can determine

the other from MaxwelTs ecpiations.

The thins;; which ostillates in a light wave is, in

fact, the ability to push electric charg<'s, nanieiy the

electric field; and Maxwells e<piation showed that

the electric field has the lull structural organization

ola wave. At a ])articular moment oltiine then- are

analogues of wa\'c crests and wave troughs, and

these are interlinked with each other along the direc-

tion of travel of the light. By saying that at a parti-

cular moment the wave has a peak at a particular

]>oint, we sim|)ly mean that the electric field has its

maxinunn strength in a particular direction, say lo

the right; l)\ saying ihat it has a trough, we mean

that the electric field has its maximum slreiiglli the

opposite way, say to the left. There is no up-and-

down motion as in the water wave, and there is cer-

tainly no oscillation of an idealized a'lher.

At first siglil it might be thought that a theory of

light ought to account for the limited range of wave-

lengths which we find light to have. Why is light

coiilined to a range ofwavelengths between approx-

imately I 3000 and I 1500 part of a millimeter;'

Maxwell's theory gives no answer to such a cpiestion.

There is nothing in the theory which precludes the

|x>ssibility of the existence of waves of any length

whatsoever. So if we accept the Maxwell theory we
have also to accept that a virtually limitless range of

wavelengths can exist in nature, and that the only

reason why what we call light appears to i)c con-

fiiu'd to a certain very narrow range is ihit this

happens lo be the only range of wa\cleiigths lo

which our eyes are sensitive.

At the time when Maxwell produced his llie<iry

neither very long wavelengths nor very short ones

were known to exist in nature. The question imme-

diately arose whether new wavelengths not previ-

ously cx|}erienced could be ])nKluc('d artificialK in

the lattoratorv. For technical reasons it was at first

Maxwell and Hertz paved the way for

radio. This photograph, taken near
the turn of the century, shows an
early Marconi wireless installation.

found easier to produce long waves rather than short

ones, and indeed, a few years after Ma.vwcirs work

long wavelengths were produced by Heinrich Hertz.

The theoretical discoveries of Maxwell and the

|)ioneer work of Hertz together formed the basis of

modern radio technology.

In succeeding years shorter wavelengths were

also found. Toward the end of the nineteenth cen-

tury X-rays were discovered, having wavelengths

100 to 1000 times shorter than that of blue liglil,

and in recent times we have become only too fami-

liar with gamma rays produced in the explosions of

atomic weapons. These rays arc simply radiation

with ua\elengths about a million times smaller

than those of ordinary light. So we see that

Maxwell succeeded not only in explaining the na-

ture of light, but also in predicting the existence of

a host of new radiations not then known lo science.

Throughout the history ofman it is probable that

no more momentous prediction has ever been made.

The Qiianluui Theory of I.ii^hl

It is ironical that flaws should have become a])parent

ill the wav<' picture at the moment of its greatest

triumph; lor it quickly ai}])eared that the wave

lluH)ry alone oflers no explanation of what happens

when li.ghl is absorbed.

Consider the situation shown in Figure 7.23,

where white light is dispersed by a prism into its

constituent colors. These are incident on a screen



At first long waves proved easier to

produce than short waves. But before
the nineteenth century ended X-rays

were discovered—waves a hundred
to a thousand times shorter than
those of blue light. This X-ray plate

was made in 1897. Today we are all

too familiar with the far shorter

gamma rays of atomic explosions.

Figure 7.23

White light is dispersed by prism,
and only light of a particular color
passes through slit S on to metal
foil. Metal reflects part of light

and absorbs part. Absorption causes
electrons to be thrown out of metal.
Speed at which electrons are emitted
depends only on color of light, and
not on its intensity.

white light

Figure 7.24

White light is again dispersed but
this time light of different colors
falls on different parts of the foil.

If electrons produced by absorption
of each color can be kept separate,
streams of electrons for each color
can be made to impinge at different

points on a detecting film or plate.

Figure 7.25

This arrangement, by which dispersed
light falls directly on a detecting
film, is simpler; but an arrangement
like tliat of Figure 7.24 could be
made many times more sensitive.
A 30-inch telescope utilising the
arrangement of Figure 7.24 would be
potentially equal to a 300-inch
instrument using the simpler device.

detecting film or plate

white light

white light
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wliici) has a slit at .S'so arransjcd that only lislil <>i a

])artiiular colitr passfs thr<>u<;li to tlio far side oftlic

sirofii. This lixlit I'alls on metal loil wIu-it part of it

is ri'dfctod by the metal ami part ahsorhed. It can

Ix" proved l)v exjierimeMt that the efleet of the ab-

sorption is to eaiise ehari^ed jiartieles to be thrown

out of the metal. These particles are electrons. (It

will be recalled that in all normal atoms there is a

com|)aratively extensive cloud of electrons sur-

roinidin!; a small, weighty nucleus. It is these cloud-

|)articles that are ejected from the metal when it

absorbs light, i

The surprising thing is that the sjx-etl with which

the electrons are emitted depends only on the color

of the light and not on its intensity. This is a strong

indication that "white" light is made up ofdiscrete

iniits and that the imits are difFerent for light of

diHerent colors. We now call these imits quanta, and

we descrilK" the absorption ol light in discrete terms.

We sav that an atom of the metal absorbs a f]uan-

lum and that as a result of the absorption it emits an

electron outward from its surface. Faint light con-

sists of r)nly a few quanta, strong light of many
ipianla; but |)rovided the color (if the light is the

same, the individual quanta are indistinguishable.

Hence for light of a pure color, since the emission ol

each electron is an individual ])roccss concerning

only one quantum, the electrons are always emitted

with the same speed and energy.

The energ\' of emi.ssion of the electrons does

change, however, when the color of the light is

altered, being greater for blue light than for red

light. We therefore say that the quanta which make
u[) blue light all have individually more energy

than the cpianta which make up red light. Similarly,

the quanta that make up red light have individually

more energy than thos<' that make up infrared light.

Those that make up ultraviolet light have itiore

energy than those that make up blue light while

those that make up X-rays have still more, 'i'hc

quanta that make up gamma rays have the greatest

energies ol' all. At the other extreme, radio-wave

(|uanta have the smallest energies.

In brief, c|uantum energy pla\s the- same role in

the C|uantum theory of light as wavelength plays in

the wave |)icture: the shorter the wavelength the

greater the cpiantum energy. It is because the quanta

that constitute X-rays and gamma rays have such

great energies that they are so damaging to biologi-

cal tissues; radio-wave quanta are comparatively

harmless because of their small cnerifies.

The quantum theory has a direct bearing on the

design and construction of modern astronomical in-

struments. Many of the celestial objects that astro-

nomers wish to study are so intrinsically laint that

the eye camiot Ik' used to detect the light from them

which telescopes collect. For the most part the

photographic plate is used, but in recent years there

has been an increasing tendency to work with the

electrons produced by some process such as that

shown in Figure 7.2;}. The amount of light being

received from a faint cosmic object can then be

accurately measured by actually counting the num-

ber ol' electrons emitted from the metal surface. Al-

ternatively, instead of counting the electrons indi-

vidually, we may take them as a whole. As they

come off the metal foil, or cathode, as it is usually

called, they can be channeled in the same direction

t(j form an electric current, and the strength of that

current can be measured with great precision. It is

in this way that astronomers nowadays measure the

apparent brightnesses of the stars.

The arrangement shown in Figure 7.23 also opens

up other possibilities. By varying the position ol the

slit we can arrange that light of different colors falls

on the cathode, so that the brightness of a star with

respect to one particular color can be measured. In

this way it is possible to say precisely how blue, or

how red, stars are, and the astronomer can deduce

a great deal ofinformation from such measurements,

as we shall see in a later chapter.

Research is now proceeding on a more ambitious

device. If we dispense with the slit and allow the

whole of the light to fall on the cathode, as in

Figure 7.24, electrons will be knocked out cjf the

cathode by light of all the various colors. If we can

somehow prevent all these electrons from getting

mi.xed together—if we can keep the electrons from

the blue light separate from those from the red light

and so on—we can then arrange that the separate

streams impinge at different points on a detecting

film. In this way we could obtain a picture on the

film through the agency of the electrons and nut

directly through the light.

The point of all this is that such a device would

enable us to work with much weaker light. In fact,

a device of the kind shown in Figure 7.24 could be

made about a hundred times more sensitive than

one using a straightforward detecting film, as in

Figure 7.25. This means that a telescope with an

aperture of only 30 inches would be potentially

ef|ual to a telescope of 300 inches.
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hot gas

hot gas

A

Figure 7.26

Light from hot gas passes through
slit, is dispersed by prism, and then
falls on screen. Screen shows bright

lines, parallel to slit, falling at

places corresponding to characteris-
tic colors that atoms of gas emit.

Figure 131
Spectrum lines, produced as above.

Part of spectrum produced by hot

sodium vapor. The two strong lines

(yellow) are the so-called D lines.

cooler gas

Figure 7.2S

Here hot gas containing free-moving
electrons as well as atoms emits
light with a continuous color-range.

On passing through cooler gas some
oi this light IS absorbed. Light so
absorbed has same discrete colors

as cooler gas would have emitted
under conditions of Figure 7.26.

On emerging, the light is therefore

deficient at those particular colors.

So far \v<- have thoiiijht niily alxiiit llic al>s<ir|>tluii

<>r lii^lil. NVIiat lia|>|><-iis when iiiadcr rniils litrlil?

(!i)iisitliT llic simple rase of a hitt ga.s in which the

iii(hvicliial atcntis arc wiclclv separated rrciiii each

mher except at l)ricr iiionieiils of collisimi. Often,

wlien such collisions occur, the atoms liehavc like

billiard halls: they l>oiince olF each other in new

directions and no enersjy is lost front their motions.

In other ca.ses, however, energy i.t lost from the

motions of collidini; atoms. The atoins are activ-

ated or excited hy the collisions and the (•\< iled

aton)s then emit one or mor<- c|tiaiUa ol lii;ht.

.\ particular l\]>e of atom is able to emit onlv

(|uaiita of certain colors that are characteristic of it.

With the riijht apparatus we can use this fact to

lieterniine what kinds f)f at«)nis are emitting lii^ht.

In I'is^ure j.-iii li.^lit from a lu>i j^as is pas.sed

throni^h a slit and then dispersed bv a prism into

its constituent colors. Thereafter the li.i^ht is allowed

to fall on a screen. There we obsei~\T not a snuxith,

( ontimious t^radalion ol color, but a munber ol

bright lines, jiarallel to the slit, fallini^ at places c<»r-

respondin^ to the particular colors that the atoms

of hot Has emit. 'These lines are knf)wn as spectrum

lines 1 Figure 7.27 j. The next [ihotos^aph shows

part of the s)X'ctrum pnKluced by hot srxliimi

\.ip<ir. 1 1 has two particularly strons^ lines. 'These

,irc the so-called 1) lines, and their color is yellow.

This explains why a handful of common salt

; sodium chloride) thrown into a hot fire emits

yellow liljht. .Some of the sodiimi atoms in the salt

are vapori/ed and after collidini; with each other

and with other vajjori/.ed atoms they emit the

stronu; yellow 1) lines.

.Since each l\pc of atom has its own characteri.s-

tic brit^ht lines, tin- study of these lines provides an

excellent iTiethod ofchemical anaKsis. Ifwc wi^li 10

knr>w what atoms are contained in a <;i\eii i licui-

ical sample, all we need do is to heat the sample,

vaiM)ri/e it, and examine the li<j;ht emitted by

the hot yjas. By carefully studyins^ the bright liiu-s

prinluced we can tell e.xactiv what atoms were con-

tained in the orit;inal sam|)le. This method ol an-

alvsis has two disadvantatjes, however. By va|)or-

i/.in<r the sample we destroy its orisjinal structure.

so though our anaKsis will tell us what typr-s ol

atoms it contained, we shall learn nothini; at all

about the wav in which those atoms were combined

to form compounds. .Sccondiv, in s|>e( trum .uialysis

it is dillicult. ihoinrh not impossilile. to iiiler iIk-

ri'l.ilive proporlioiis i>l iIk ilillireni l\pes ol atom.
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VVc liavf seen how difTcrent ty[x^ dF atom emit

oiilv their own eharacteristic colors. It remains to

see how it is possible lor matter to emit light with

a coniiiuions range of color. If a gas is made hot

enough, electrons will be stripped oil" some, or per-

haps all, ol'the atoms, so that there will he collisions

not onlv lK"tween atoms and atoms, but also be-

tween electrons and atoms. It is in these latter

collisions that light with a continuous range of

color is emitted, and it is in this way that light with

a continuous range of color is emitted from the

surfaces of the stars.

At the left of Figure 7.28 we have a hot gas con-

taining free-mo\ing electrons as well as atoms. The
light with a continuous range ofcolor which it emits

is alK>wed to pass through a cooler gas consisting

simply of atoms. Some of the light is absorbed bv

the atoms of the cooler gas. Now the light so ab-

sorlwd has exactly the same discrete colors as this

cooler gas would have emitted if it had been sub-

jected to the experiment shown in Figure 7.26. This

clearly means that after emergence from the cooler

gas, the light will be deficient at exactly these par-

ticular colors. If this light is now dispersed through

a prism and allowed to fall on a screen, we sliall

therefore have the situation depicted in Figure 7.29.

Against a continuous brig/il background we shall have

a number of dark litus, the dark lines occurring at

places coiTesponding to the particular colors that

were absorbed by the atoms of the cooler gas. Thus

Figures 7.27 and 7.29 correspond to opposite

situations. In the first figure we have the emission of

bright spectrum lines by a hot gas, whereas in the

second we have dark spectrum lines cau.sed by a

process of absorption.

The dark-line spectrum of Figure 7.29 has a spe-

cial interest. It is the spectrum of sunlight. This

means that the situation shown in Figure 7.28 actu-

ally occurs in the Sun. The ordinary surface of the

Sun, known as the photosphere, emits light of all

colors, but lying above the photosphere are layers of

cooler gas, and in order to escape out into space the

light from the photosphere must pass through them.

It is this passage through the cooler gas that pro-

duces the dark spectrum lines.

What we have seen about the emission and ab-

sorption of light by matter constitutes overwhelming

evidence that this takes place through the agency of

individual discrete uniLs known as quanta. Here,

then, we have stime measure of return to the New-

tonian bullet picture, but this does not mean that

we must abandon the wave picture entirely and re-

turn wholeheartedlx- to the Newtonian picture, for

quanta are not localized bullets in the simple New-
tonian sense. Rather we should think of each quan-

tum as being a se|)arate little wavelet. We can then

conceive of light in bulk as being made up of a

multitude of individual wavelets. When an atom
emits a quantum it increases by one the number of

wavelets that go to make up the light; conversely,

when an atom absorbs a cpiantum of light it de-

creases the number of wavelets 't)y one.

The essential point is this. When we consider

ordinar\- light we have to deal with a large numl>er

of quanta. Each of these is a separate wavelet and

all these individual wavelets add together in such a

way as to reproduce the properties of the wave

picture of light. So although Newton was right in

supposing that light has a discrete structure he was

not right in his idea of how the individual units fit

together. They are not separate and more or less

disconnected bullets. They are wavelets, fitting

together in a highly subtle manner. To understand

exactly how this fitting together takes place one

must penetrate deeply into modern physics—an

exercise which lies beyond the puiA'iew of this book.

Figure 7.29

If emerging light of Figure 7.28 is

dispersed and falls on a screen, it

produces bright background and dark

lines. The lines correspond to colors

absorbed by atoms of cooler qas.

Light emitted from Sun s surface
goes through same process as that
shown in Figure 7.28. Figure 7.29 is

in fact the spectrum of sunlight.



Here wr nerd only note ihc final result that tlir

i^oss j)ro[)<Tti<'s of the wave pictufe, as deterniincd

l)v Maxwell, are reprodurcd ulienrvcr the mimbcr

of quanta with which wi- are drallni; is \(r\ larLjr.

Radin Astrnnimiy

Because the structure oi a radio wa\<' is exactly the

same as that ol a lis^ht wave, the loijical prnhlem ol

desi£[nin<( a radio telescope is similar to that ol de-

sis^ning an ordinary o|ilieal tclesc (i|)e. riicn- arc.

however, practical <liirerences. When ra»lio waxes

pass thront;h materials they do not behave in the

same way as lit;ht does. It is extraordinarily <liiiicnil

to construct a relraclini; Umis lor radi»» waves, lor

instance, hecaii.se then- is no simple material which

has exactly the same kind orellecl on radio waves as

i<lass has on liu;hl. Bui though there are as yet no

relractin"; railio t<-lescopi-s, any metal can L;i\i- a

surface which will rejkcl radio waves. This means

that mirrors and reflecting telescopes can he hiiiil

for radio waves. In such telescopes the minors

serve to focus the radio waves in essenilalK ihe

same way as optical mirrors focus lii<hl.

Radio telescopes have at least one ureal ad\ anta^e

from the constructional \iewpoinl. Ihe mirrors need

not Im- made nearlv as a<-eurately as the mirrors lor

optical telescopes. To have tjood local properties an

(iplir.il inirtoi jniisl lie ni.idi lo wilinn a Icilnanic

of ahout I lo.ooo of a millimeter. In contrast, a

radin mirror will '.^ive a comparable aceuracv of

l'o< lis wiili .1 lolerancc- as larne as an inch or two.

I hus ladin mirrors can be made enormouslv bii^^er

than optical mirrors without any threat risk of ex-

ccedin<> the retpiired tolerance. The min"or ol the

radio telescope at Jodrell Bank has fifteen limes ihi"

diameter of the largest o))tical mirror, iind plans

alreadv exist lor makins; e\'en lar<;er ones. But

there are no plans lor making optical mirrors suIh

stanlialK Lnxer than that at Paloinar Moimtain.

The enormouslv lar!J;er size and weis;ht <il radio

mirrors raises mechanical problems ol a dilVerent

order .iiid l\ pe Irom lhf>se encountered in the design

of optiial telescopes. The sfreat wei<fhts involved

ma\ cause the designer ol a radio telescope to prefer

a si\ le of inonnliiii; for his mirror which thedesitjner

of ,111 (>pli(al lilisdipe would iitvei' contemplate.

I'or example, the <'(|uatorial mounliiii; that is so

( (invenieiu for optical telescopes raisi-sdillicult prolv

liins of weight distril)ulii>n in the case ol the radio

inslrumenl. These |)roblems were in lact solved in

the case of the oo-foot tnirmrs used by theradioastro-

iioiiiers ,ii ilie ( ^.ilijoi iii.i Institute of Technolosiy,

bill the lei hiii<|iii- lhe\ ( iiiploy<-d woiiUl Im- dillicidt

lor appreciabU l.ir<;er mirrors such as that atjodrell

Hank. I'or such lar<;i- minors as these il is preli'rable

lo use .HI .ih.i/imiilli l\|ie <>l iiiiMiiiliiii;.



Left: View of the 250-foot mirror of

ttie Jodrell Bank radio telescope.
Above: Diagrammatic representation
of its altazimuth mounting.
Right: View from control room.

It will be rcrallctl Iroin C'liaptcr 2 that with an

alta/iiniith niovintiiii; it is necessary lor the telescope

to he nio\ fd coiitinnously ahovil hoth a vertical a.xis

and a horizontal axis in order to compensate lor the

rotation olthe Eartli. With an equatorial nioimting,

on the other hand, motion al)out onlv one axis is re-

t)iiired. Moreover, the motion necessary foraneqna-

lorial mounlin>r is the same at all observatories, irre-

spective ol I he la tit nde, whereas the mot ions required

lor an altazimnth nioimlin!^ depend on the |X)sition

of the obsei"\cr and dilVer from one latitude to

another. So the whole jiroblem oi nio\in!>; an alta/i-

muth telescope is much more complicated than that

ol moving an equatorial telescope. There is. more-

over, the further difhcnlty that in the catalogs the

positions olall astronomical objects are given in the

icpiatorial system, and anv observer who uses the

altazimuth arrang<-ment must make a rather cum-

Ix-rsome arithmetical conversion in ord<"r to find the

direction in which he must ]K)int his telescope to

pick up a specified r)bject at a specified time.

The situation is saved in the case of the large alt-

a/innith radio telescopes by the use ol'an automatic

computer w Inch perlorms the necessary arithmetical

computations vcrv quickly, and by the provision ol

automatic servomechanisms which direct the tele-

scope in its com])licated double motion, the one

about a vertical a.xis, the oilier alM>ut a horizontal.

It is only the existence of these modern devices that

makes the design of the large altazimuth telescope

feasible. .Similar devices cf)uld, of course, be [jro-

vided for optical telescopes, but because there is no

special dilhculty about building equatorial mount-

ings for them, nobody has thought it worth while.

We ha\e seen that a radio telescope focuses radio

\\a\es in much the same way as an optical telescope

focuses light. But what ha])|X'ns to the radio waves

alter they have been brought to a focus? Obviouslv

thev cannot be viewed directlv with the eve, nor can

they be photographed with a camera. The answer

is that thev are picked up on a small aerial placed at

the focus and are led either bv pipes or In <al)les to

a radio receiver. The receiver amplifies the radio

signal, delivering a voltage directly proportional to

the signal, which is then u.sed to activate some re-

cording device in most cases a simple pen recorder.

This teclmicpie. which the radio astronomer must

perforce adopt, unfortunately gives nuich less inlor-

mation than optical ])hotography. In the radio tele-

scope the whole of the waves focused by the mirror

are directed into the receiver, wIktc they produce

one single output voltage. It is as though an optical

telesco|)e, instead of giving a photogra()h of an area

of the sky, were to tak<- all the light and focus it into

one single bright s|)ot. This would tell us nothing

except the total brightness of all the objects lying



within the field ofvicw of the telescope. It would not

enable lis to juds;e whether the field of view con-

tained just one ijris^iit object, two less bright objects,

or a great many dim ones. And this is just the stale

of imceyainty in whicii the radio telescope leaves us.

It simply gives us the total radio brightness of all the

objects in its field of view.

By |)ointing it todifferent parts ofthe sky. dillerent

fields of view can be examined, and their radio

brightnesses compared, and that is the most that a

single radio telescope can do. Once the sky has been

completely surveyed with a given instrument, it is

possible to construct a radio map showing the rela-

tive radit) i)rightness of difTerent areas, but only to a

degree of accuracy determined by the field ofvicw

ofthe telescope. To obtain a more refined map it is

necessary to build a new instrument giving a smaller

field of view. This means constructing a telesco|)e

with a still larger mirror, since the field of view is

determined by the size ofthe mirror—the larger the

mirror, the smaller the field ofvicw.

All this refers only to the operation of a radio

telescope at one particular wavelength. Xow a radio

mirror will ser\e to bring to a focus all radio waves,

irrespective of their wavelength, just as an optical

mirror brings light to a focus irrespective of its color.

So what determines the wavelength on which a

radio telescope is operatedi" The answer is the par-

These photographs of the Mullard
Observatory, Cambridge, show first

a giant mobile aerial mounted on
1000 feet of railway track running
north to south, and next a fixed

aerial, 1450 feet long, running east
to west. With equipment of this kind
nebulae 5000 million light years
away have been observed.

ticular aerial and receiver used to pick up the radio

waves. If thes<- are changed, the wavelength on

whicli the telesco|H- operates will be corres|>onding-

ly changed ; and if the pick-up aerial and receiver

are arranged to accept a shorter wavelength, the

field ofvicw ofthe telescope is reduced. The tele-

scope then gives nH>re information al)out the distri-

bution of radio intensity over the sky at the new
wavelength than it did at the old, longer wave-

length.

So there arc two ways in which the radio astrono-

mer can gain more information alxiut the sky. He
can build tclesco|}es with larger and larger mirrors

or he can use shorter and shorter wavelengths. Un-

fortunately, it isn't very easy to do Ijoth, because the

shorter the wavelength used, the more accurately

nuist the mirror be made, and, of course, the larger

the mirror the harder it is to make it within the re-

quired tolerance. Moreover, the intrinsic radio

brightness of the sky decreases everswhcre as the

wavelength becomes shorter, so at shorter and

shorter wavelengths it becomes necessar\' to meas-

ure weaker and weaker signals. For these reasons a

mere reduction of wavelength is no simple solution

to the radio astronomer's problems.

At the time of writing, there are two schools of

thought among radio astronomers. There are those

who believe that more detail about the sky will lx"st

be obseiAed b\' building huge mirrors, and there are

those who belie\c that the best policy is to use

shorter wavelengths. Among those who prefer larger

mirrors, there is again a divergence of views. Some
prefer a reflecting telesco]je of orthodo.x design, such

as the one at Jodrell Bank, the one now being con-

structed in Australia, or the one with a mirror of

6oo-fcet diameter to be constructed by the U.S.

Navy. Others, particularly the radio astronomers at



{'.»ml)ri<l.<;c, Ix-licvc that il will iicvrr Iw |jiissil)l<- to

hiiild ail orthodox inoviin; t<-lfsfo|)r liaviiii;a mirror

w ith a (liainotrr of more tliaii about 5,00 to loooli-ct.

Ilif\ prefer telescopes of a less orthodox desiv;i), a

design which saerifices'enlireiy Iree moxciiient l>iit

which il) return is al)l<- to ol>tain an elleetive diam-

eter olahnost lantasticallv large dimensions.

It might he thought that liie soiniioii to these

problems lies in inventing some sort ol radio photo-

graphy, but this is not so, lor the dilliciilty the radio

astronomer laces is one not ol technique but ol

principle. From our discussion ol the optical tele-

scope it will be recalled that there is an iiiherenl

The radio astronomer can measure
and map the radio brightnesses of

different parts of the sky at any
given wavelength. In the map below,
contours denote strength of radio
emission at a frequency of 160 mega-
cycles (wavelength 1.875 metres) in an
area of sky visible from Cambridge.

limitation to the resolving power ofthe tel<-scope. It

is im|)ossible to distinguish two objects when the

angl<- between their directions is less than a certain

calculable fpiaiuity, given as 1.22 limes the wave-

length iX) divided by the diameter of the aperture

oltlie telescope. I^.\actly the same limitation applies

ill the case of a radio telescope, and because the

wavelength is so very much greater in that case

than in the o))tical case, the limitation is vastly more
stringent, ("onsider, I'or instance, the radio telescope

with ail aperture of 200 feet op<'rating al a wave-

length of about '5 meters. Our loriiiiila shows that

w illi such a tele.scop<- two objects must be separated

by an angle of more than 3'' in order lor them to be

distinguishable. And it is this limitation which de-

cides the etlective field ofview ofthe radio telescope.

C'learly, it is not merely technical ignorance that

prevents us from determining the details of what

lies within the field of view of the radio telescope.

Wc arc prexcnted from doing so by the inherent

structure of the radio waves themselves.

«eoo 0700

Right Ascension
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Chapter 8 The Birth of Modern Astronomy

Until al)oiit a century ago astronomers were con-

cerned only with the p<)sitif>ns, the motions and the

masses of celestial bodies. Ofthe physical make-ii])

of stars they knew little or nothing and had no

means of finding out. Yet today that is one of the

prime concerns of astronomy. This revolutionary

change is due in large measure to two results of

man's ever-growing knowledge of the nature of

light: the ai)ility to make spectroscopes capable of

breaking down light from a distant source into its

c<im])()neiit wavelengths, and. the recognition that

each dilTercnt type f)f atom emits lines only at its

own characteristic wavelengths

\\ hen the slit of a spectrosco|)c i> illimiinatid i)y

sunlight the solar spectrum can readily be oljservecl

or ])liotogra|)hed. It consists of a coiuinuous l)righl

l)ackgrouiid of colors ranging from red lor the long-

est visible wavelengtiis to violet l(ir the siiort<sl.

This bright background is crossed by many trans-

verse narrow dark lines, called Frannholer lines in

honor of the great CJerman scieiitisl I'raiinhnler,

who first discovered them.

Wavelengths are ((iinmDiilv nicisured in units

called angstroms, naiiu-d alter liic Swedish jjhysi-

cist .Xnflcrs .\n<rslr6ni I he aiiustroni is a imit ol

length equal to i 10,000,000 of a millimeter. Blue

light has wavelengths aroimd 4,000 angstroms, yel-

low light aroimd 5,000, and red light aroimd f),oo«).

riie human eye is sensitive only to wavelengths

ranging from about 4,000 to 8,000 angstroms, and

this is more likely due to biological adaptation than

to accident, for most r)f the light emitted by the Sun

falls within a similar range. In fact, the solar spec-

trum that can be photographed with normal astro-

nomical ecjuipment is limited to a range of between

about ;5,ooo and 10,000 angstroms.

This limitation is due to a variety of causes. The

Sim actually does emit most of its radiation within

this range, with the maximum emission occurring in

the vellow part ofthe s])ectruni, near wavelength

-,,i)oo angstroms; but it also emits some radiation

at wavelengths shorter than ;J,ooo angstroms and

some at wavelengths longer than 10,000 angstroms.

The short-wave radiation entirely fails to reach our

telescopes because it is absorbed by the ga.ses ofthe

I>arlh"s atmosphere. Long-wave radiation in tin'

region of 10,000 angstroms also finds it dillicult to

])enetrate the atiriosphere; some of it d(K's get

through, however, but photographic plates fail in

seiisitivitv in the region of 10,000 angstroms and

jn.i



It was through the work of the early

spectroscopists that man gained his

first insight into the compositions
of the stars. In the 1860s William
Huggins of London used this 8-inch
refractor fitted with a spectroscope
(in circle) to obtain star spectra.
Comparison with spectra actually

produced in the observatory showed
that the stars possess many elements
in common with our own Earth.
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tliorrldrrtioncit cnahlr us to deter I it. S|MTial <-<nii|)-

iiiciit ol a pliotiK-lccirii- cliiirartc-r tan Ix- tisetl l<i

cxtciul the raiiijc (dsensilivitN Ix-vihkI io.imki atit;-

slroiiis, but up to now such (-(luipincnl islar Icssioii-

\cnicnt in practical use than tli«- |>li<il<it;raplii<' plali-.

A portion of tlu- spcclnnn ol' tlic Sun is shown

in l-'i^'urr 7.2()
(
pa,<;<' H)()i. \Vi- saw that the hriuhl

contiruious l>ack<j;rouiKl is produced by collisions of

elc-ctrons with atoms in the pholospheric re>,'ions ol'

the Sim. while the dark lines are pnKliiced by in-

di\idual atoms lyini; in the cooler a;as<-s almvi- ilu-

pholos])here. Thise atoms absorb radiation ai llieii

own characteristic wavelengths, and the alisorp-

live power varies from one kind olalom to another;

it also varies with the temperature, and between

one characteristic wavcleni^th and another for the

same atom. It is because of all these variations that

the dark lines of the solar speclrinn vary so much in

width. When llie al)Sf)rptive power of a particular

atom is weak the corresp(jnding line appears nar-

row ; w hen it is strong the corresj)onding line a])pears

w ide. Two of the lines of the solar spectriun are

particularly wide. These are lines jHoduced by cal-

cimn atoms that have lost one of their electrons.

Such atoms ha\e an enormous absorptive piiw<r at

these particular wavelengths.

11
'Art/ .S/i,cliutii l.iti,\^ Tell

Just as we can obiain the spectrum of the .Sun. so

we can obtain the s])ecira of stars. Their study

iorms a major branch of modern astrononiv and
provitles thre<- broad streams ol inli>rmation. First,

i( l<-lls us a great deal about the phvsical conditions

at the surfaces of stars alxiut the teni|><-rature

.uid densiiv ol' the gaseous material that pr<Kluces

the spectrum lines. Second, it tells us alxiut the

chemistry of the stars, l<)r since dillerent atoms have

ililferent characteristic lines, we can inf<T the exis-

tence of those atoms by detecting those |)articular

lines. 'I'hird, a careful study of the wavelengths at

wlii<li tlic lines are foimd giv<-s iniporianl clues

about the millions of the stars.

Let u^ look at the last ])oint lirst. C'.<insider a

source ol light that moves toward the ol)ser\<-r. re-

membering that the light is a succession ofcrests and

troughs. .Vs successive crests reach the observer tliev

will be slightly closer together than if the source

were stationary. That is, the wavelength <»!' the light

will be a little less than it would otiierw isc be. It w ill

appear slightly bluer to the observei

.

'I'o sec this, we lirst notice that the time re(|uired

lor a particular wave-crest to travel from the source

to the observer is sim]}lv the distance between the

source and the observer divided by ihespeedof light.

Hut when the source is nio\ iiig toward the observer

that distance decreases Ironi on<- crest to the next.

Hence the timedelav between emission at the source

and rece]5tion at the observer also decieases from

one crest to the next. This means that the crc-sls

reach the observer with progressively shorter time

K HH& ;L4026 H6

K HHe X4026 H6III I

A4200 H y X4472 A4542 ^4686
I II

A.4227 G HY 4384 X4472 X4649 X4668 HP

IMUkil III

1

X4S8S A.4668 X4762 H|) A^954
I I I I I
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(Irlavs. In other words, thr liinr inlrrval hctwi-cn

ilu- arrival ul' Muxcssivc rrrsis is less liiaii llic liiiu-

iiilrrval Im-iwccm iIk- rniissiiHi of snrrcssivc waves

Irom the source. Siiici- the waves always pass tin-

observer at the slaiulard fixed speed ol'lii^lit. it I'ol-

lows that the disiaiu-e hetweeii tlie wave-erests imisl

he less than it wmild he il'the source were stationary.

I'he liuihl ihereiori- a))pears hhier to tlie observer

than it would do to anyone who happened to move
with the source.

\\'<- can derive a simple mathematical liinnula

Irom these consideratifnis. Siip|)ose that V is the

s|M-ed at which the source moves toward I h<' observer

aiul / is the tiim- between the emission olsuccessixe

wave-crests at the source. Then in the tittie / th<-

source moves a distance ccpial to I' / toward the

observer. Hence the second wa\i--cresl takes less

time to reach the obser\'er than the first one by an

amount equal to V \l >< where < represents the

speed of light.

II the source of liii;ht were stationarv, successive

wave-crests would also take a time / to pass the

olxserver. but when there is the motion I'that time

is reduced by T X < ^c. Thai is to say, it is ffin/Miliim-

ately reduced by V ^c, and this is just the amoimt by

whi<li the wavelength is proportionately reduced.

Suppose that the unshil'ted wavelength is X and

that the sliilted wavelength is X -AX; then the

pro])orlionate shift of the wavelength is just

Ax -X, and this must be equal to V ^c. We thus

Left: Spectra of 0, B, A, F, G, K and
M stars. In eacfi case the number be-
side the letter denotes subtype. Shorter
wavelengths show at left and longer
wavelengths at right of all spectra.
In the sequence shown, this system of
classification is also a guide to
surface temperatures of stars, ranging
from O (hottest) to M (coolest).

<|U.ltlnn
AX V

Here a source of light (shown by dot
at center of smallest circle) moves
toward an observer. As successive
crests reach him they are closer
together than if the source had been
stationary. Light thus appears bluer.
To an observer from whom the source
is receding, light will appear redder.

I'Vom this simple e<piatioii we dc-rive much oFoiir

knowledge ol the motions ol the stars and of the

vtructure of our own galaxy, and our ideas about

the imiverse in the large also make iis<- ol'it. Vet the

derivation ol'the etpiation depends onl\' on the con-

cept olwave motion. It could (equally well be de-

rived Irom a knowledge ol' water waves or soimd

waves and woidd efpialK well apply to them. It is a

matter of common e.\j)erience that the pitch of a

train whistle is rai.sed when the train is moving
toward the observer. The degree to which the |)itch

ol the whistle is raised depends precisely on our

ef|uation.

One detail remains to be mentioned. E.xactlv

similar considerations apply when the source ol'light

I or somid) is moving away from the observer. The
situation is then reversed. Instead ofthe wavelength

decreasing, it is increasing, and it is increasing by

an amount given by an exactly similar equation. So
when a soiu'ce of light is moving awav Irom the

observer we get a shift toward the red end of llie

sjjectriim.

Leaving aside this question of wavelength shift,

which is now important in the study ofthe motions

of galaxies, there were two other kinds of informa-

tion which the pioneers of modern spectroscopy

hoped to gain by studying the spectra ofthe stars.

Fi'St they hoped to beabletodetermine the physical

conditions at the surfaces ofthe stars, particularly

the temperature and the density ofthe material in

which the spectrum lines are formed. Next they

hoped to determine the chemical composition ofthe

material itself. This was a dilhctilt and ambitious

program, and astronomers have onl\' come near to

carrying it out in recent years.

At an early stage it became < lear that the spectra

of stars can be classified into several broad groups,

according to which lines dominate them. There is

:i grou|) in which the lines of th<' sinijilest el<-ment

of all, hydrogen, form the dominating feature. Such

stars are known as A ty|)e stars. There are other

stars in which the second simjilest element, helium,

pro\ides the dominant lines ol the spectrum. These

sI;ms can be subdivided into two groups, according

to whether the lines ofthe ordinary neutral form of

the helium atom dominate, or whether the doini-

n.inl lines come from helium atoms that have

liisl one 111' their two electrons. These two groups

are called B ;uu\ () l\p<' stars respeclivelv.
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\Vc liavc alrracly mnarkcjl nii llic ijn'al slrciii;tli

olilic liiifs priKliucd liy calciiiiii aloius in ihr atiiici-

sphcrr <!!' ihr Sun. 'llicrr is a i;roii|) of sla.rs. ilic I'

l\|>o stars, ill wliicli tlir lixdrogcii lines ami iln-

(akiuni linos arr rons^hly coinparaijlr in slrrnmli.

Mclal lines, or lines ])r<Klue<'cl h\ atoms of nielals

other than calcium, also become noticeable in the

F stars, whereas metal lines scarcely sh<»\\ al all in

the B and O 'jroups and only occasionally do they

show at all strongly in the A grou]). Next come stars

with spectra rather like thai ol the Sun. Hen- the

calcium lines hav<- betome stronger than the hylm-

gen lines and a tremendous |)rorusi<)n ol' metal lines,

particularly those ol iron, begin to show themselves.

'I'hese arc the G ty|)e stars.

The next group, the K type stars, also reseini)lc

spectra that can be obser\'ed in the Sun. lor the K
type stars have spectra similar to those ol sunspots.

Sunspots do not appear dark because no light at all

comes from them; they ap|)ear dark only in com-

parison with the surroimding regions Irom which

considerably more light is received. If we take the

precaution to exclude light from the suiTounding

regions we can obtiiin the spectrum of a simspot,

and the result differs from the normal solar sjjcc-

trum in that the hydrogen lines have become greatly

weakened. This is the situation in the K type stars.

I'inallv there are stars in which the line s are pro-

duced by molecules as well as by atoms, and where,

indeed, the molecular lines become dominant.

These are the M stars. SpeciroscopisLs have sub-

divided these molecular stai's itito four separate

groups, M, N, R and S. It seems likely, however,

that these subdivisions arise from chemical differ-

ences, whereas the differences we ha\'e so far con-

sidered arise mainly from the effects of tcm|)eratiire.

Since ii seems imdcsirable to mix together the effects

of temperature and of chemistry, we shall ignore

here the detailed division of the M stars. Hence our

groups run as follows: A, B, O, F, G, K, M.
We have already noticed in Chapter 7 that the

space between the stars contains line particles of

dust. The size of these particles is in the general

range of three thousand angstroms and this fact

causes them to al)sorb and toscalt<-r blue light more

readily than red light. Hence the light from a distant

star ap[)ears to us to be redder than it really is. The
observed colors of the stars thereby tend to be lalsi-

(ied, and the farther away a star hapjx^ns to be, th<-

more its color is falsified in this wa\'. Now stars ol

the class O are coniparativcK unconuniMi. and none

of them li<'s very near to us, so as a group the {) tyjje

stars are more reddened by the elle<t ol interstellar

(lu^i ill.HI are the iieanr B and A t\ |x' stars. For tills

re.ison it Wits not immediately clear to the early

s|HHiroscopisls that the s|X'ctral classification out-

linc-tl al)ov<' can also give a color classification rang-

ing Irom blue toward red. To do s<», the groups

must !><• rearraiig<'d in the following sequence : (). B,

A, F, («, K and M. This setpieiice is easily re-

memlMTcd from the old nuiemonic Oli Be .1 l-iiir

(ill, AVi.v Alf.

I'.veryday obser\ alii 111 l<ils us liiai llic liollera lire

burns the bluer the light it emits. Hence our sequence

of stars from blue to red, or from lyix- O to tyjx" M,
is a temjx'ralure sequence, the O stars Ix'ing the

lioUesl and the M stars the coolest at their surfaces.

It is easy to show that this is true for the (i and K
sequence. We saw that (i corresponds to the normal

solar spectrum whereas K corresponds to the sun-

spot spectrum, and of course the suns|xit is dark

simply because it is cooler than the solar regions

surrounding it.

.According to modern work, the temix-ralun's

actually involved in the spectral classilication

.scheme are as follows: O type iqiward of ;55,<xx) C.

;

B type from about 1 1 ,000 to about 35,(khj ; A ty]x^

from 7,500 to 1 1 ,000 ; F type from (),(«)o to 7,500"

;

G type from 5,100 to 6,000 ; K tyjx- from 3,600'

to 5,ioo'; M type cooler than 3,600 . (These are all

temperatures al the surfaces of the stars; the temjx-r-

atiires in their interiors arc enormously higher, as

we shall later see.) The temperature range for s<ime

groups—the B stars, for example is very large. To
cover the wide range from 11,000 to 35,000' ten

subtype's are introduced. These range from lio at

35,CKM)\ through ihesubtyix's Bi, B2, B3, etc., up to

type B9, coiTesponding to a tem|x"rature ol approx-

imately I2,(MM) . The other main groups are likewise

divided into subclasses, and by studying star spectra

the astronomer can classify the stars not only into

the main, broad groups but also into the subclas.ses.

C^insider the F stars. .At subclass Fo, the hydro-

gen lines are still stronger than the calcium lines,

whereas at subclass F8 the rcvei-se is the case. In-

deed, the whole sequence of subclasses Fo, Fi, Fa,

etc., is ba-sed on the relative strength of the hydro-

gen and the calcium liiu-s. As we pa.ss along the

sequence, the hydrogen lines weaken in comparison

with the calcium lines. The ability of the astronom-

er to (lassify the stars in tluse snbgrouiis allows iiis

esliiiuiles of slellar leiiiperaliires l<> be greatly re-
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JiiKxl. Amiing stars of types C and K temperatures

ran l)c t'^itunatecl to within 'ioo , anion;^ stars ol

ty|K- A to within 500 \ ainons^ typ<- B to within

2,000°, and among type O to witltin alxjut 5,000 .

Next comes the question of the chemistry of the

stars. If our only concern were to recognize which

atoins are present in various stars, the problem

would Ik- comparatively simple. VVc should merely

have to compare the spectrum lines present in the

light of the star with the lines which different types

of atom produce in the lalxjratory. A suitable cor-

respondence in wa\'elength would then reveal the

presence in the star of types of atom already exam-

ined in the laborator\-. Indeed, it is in just this way

that the stars liave Ijeen shown to contain es-sential-

ly all the elements that are found here on Earth.

But we want to know much more tlian this. We are

not satisfied with a qualitative chemical analysis of

the stars; we want to know the concentrations of the

various elements, and here difficulties arise.

The first is that we must know the stellar tem-

perature very accurately, and even granted this,

there is the further difficulty that different atoms

vary enormously in their ability to produce spec-

trum lines. Whereas helium atoms are very reluc-

tant to produce spectrum lines, even at high

temperatures, calciuxn atoms do so very readily,

even at comparatively low temperatures. All these

inherent differences between different sorts ofatom
must lie taken into account, and such a feat wjts far

beyond the capacity of early workers in this field.

The first big step w-as taken about thirty years

ago, when the work of Professor Henry Norris

Russell of Princeton clearly showed that the com-

positions of the stars differ in one crucial respect

from that of the Elarth. The stars contain a vastly

higher proportion of hydrogen, helium and other

light gases such as oxygen, nitrogen and neon, than

the Earth does.

The whole problem of the chemical make-up of

stars is still under active investigation, and much
remains to be done liefore the picture is complete.

By now, however, we do have a pretty good idea of

what the chemical comjxKition of the Sun Ls like.

Hydrogen atoms arc alx>ut ten times more numer-

ous than helium atoms, while hydrogen and helium

atoms together are about a thousand times more
numerous than the atoms of all the other elements

put together. Of the rest, oxygen and neon are the

most abundant elements, followed closely by carbon

and nitrogen. After these, and something like ten

times less abundant than oxygen, come magnesium

and silicon, then iron, then a whole lot of elements

such as alumimnn, sulfur, calcium and conunon

metals like nickel and chromium.

The situation, therefore, is that the light group

of elements ranging from carlxin to nc{>n contribute

a little more than one per cent to the mass of the

Sun. The elements of which the Earth is mainly

constructed, namely magnesium, silicon and the

common metals, contribute alK>ut a fifth of one |M'r

cent. The concentrations of the remaining elements,

such as tin, barium, europium, mercury, lead and

uranium, are almost negligibly small.

Most of the stars we can see in the sky have com-

positions very similar to that of the Sun, but we now
know that some are markedly different. In partic-

ular, there are stars vvith very low concentrations

of the common metals—stars in which the profK)r-

tion of iron, for example, is only about one

hundredth of that in the Sun. At the other extreme

Hydrogen fgfa^
Helium ^^bh^
Carbon^^

7 8 9 10

Nitrogen ^B^a^Bi^B^a
Oxygen pa^B^^^^i
SodiumHB^^^^

Magnesium(^^^i^
Aluminum pBM

Silicon

SuKur
Potassium

Comparative abundances of atoms of

various elements on the Sun (first of

each pair of bars) and on the Earth

(second of each pair). The horizontal

scale is logarithmic, 1 denoting 10',

2 denoting 10, and so on. Relative

abundances are adjusted to agree for

the element silicon, which is usually

taken as the reference standard in

discussions of relative abundances.
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llicrc an- star- willi al)iii>rinally hii;h loiufiilra-

lioiis <>l certain partinilur ricinr-iils of l>ariuiii,

stronliiini, or /ircnnium. Thrro art- i>tli<rs will) liii^h

ronrrinraliniis olllic rare eartlis.

One ty|x* olstar contains an clement which does

not exist at all on the F.arth. This is the element

lechnetiiim. 'IVchiieliimi is naturally unstable; that

is, it st<-adily breaks down into other elements. I'he

half-lile ofits loni;est-lived isotope is about two hun-

dred thousand years. This means that half of any

given quantitx oiit breaks down into other elements

in two hundred thousand \ ears, hallolthe remainder

in the next two hundred thousand years, and soon.

At that rate eveti a very considerable Cjuantity

would effectively disapjx-ar in, say, twenty million

years. None is now foimd on the Karth lor thesiinjile

reason that even il" there were any to Ijciiin with it

must all have decayed long ago. Vet technetium is

found in certain stars, and the implication is that it

has l)een produced by some form of lujclear trans-

mutation. We shall delve more deeply into this cpies-

tion in the next chapter, antl also into the whole

problem of why it is that stars differ in their

chemical com|X)sitions.

Exploring the Surface of the Sun

One of the first triumphs of sjjectroscopy came in

i8fi8, when with the help of a six-ctriwcope Sir

.Norman Lockver detected the j)resenceofa hitherto-

unknown <-lement in the Sun. The fact that tin- .Sun

has a t<-nuous outer atmosphere situated alxive the

photosphere had already Iwen verilic-d by direct

oliservation duritig total eclipses. At such times

ol>ser\ers had sometmies seen arched structures in

this outer atmosphere, arches with ri>ots descending

into the photosphere. These were the prominences.

One ol l.ockyer's outstanding contributions to spec-

tn>scopy was to discover that tin- s|M-ctra of promin-

enc<-s could Ik- obser\ed in full sunlight; that is, in

the absence of an eclipse. In the course of his oljser-

vations he came across one s|M'clrum line \\ hich did

not correspond to any of the characteristic lines

that could Ix- ])r(Khiced in the lal)oratorv bv anv

type of atom then known. He suggested that the

new line was [)rrKluced by an entirelv "new" ele-

ment, which he a[>propriately named helium.

In the last few years of the nineteenth centurv Sir

William Ramsay discovered th<- presence of helium

in certain radioactive materials here on the Earth.

Helium is, in fact, constantly Ix-ing produced bv the

radioactive materials in the Karth's crust and is con-

stantly leaking away into the teiTestrial atmosphere.

Incidentally, helium changes from a gaseous to a

liquid state at a lower temperature than any other

substance. Its l)oiling-|>oint is - 21)9 C\ and it was

not until 1908 that anyone succeeded in liquefying

it. Since then heliimi in liquid form has given rise

to a whole new branch ofphysics, the branch known
as iow-tenijxrature |)hvsics.

We saw earlier that helium does not readily pro-

duce s|)ectriHn lines except at high teiTi|5eratures.

How, then, are the sp<-ctrum lines of helium pro-

duced in the Sim? The answer is that the outer atmo-

sphere of the Sun is indej-d very hot, f«)r a remark-

able situation arises as we go upward from the

photosphere. At first the temperature falls. This is

Engraving from Lockyer's Cfiemislry
ofllie Sun, showing apparatus he used
in determining coincidences of solar
and metallic lines. In the course of

his work Lockyer discovered in the
solar spectrum lines produced by an
element not then known on Earth.

Before the close of the nineteenth

century Sir William Ramsay
found that this element—helium-
does exist on Earth. On the right is a

facsimile of some of the notes taken
down from Ramsay's dictation on the

day the discovery was made.



in ilic rcsjioii ihat ])r<>duces the dark Fraiinh<»f<T

lines of the solar s|XTtnim. Hut then the situation is

reversetl. Some four or live thousand miles alnwe

the photosphere the temperature rises almost dis-

continuousiy from about 5,tH)o' to 100,000" and

more ;ls we continue upward into the solar corona.

(Tile corona is the j^reat halo that surrounds the Sun

and wiiich shows itself so magnificently during a

total eclipse of the Sun.) \ow wiiy does this hot gas

not produce a lot of blue light, like the gas at the

surface of a B type star or an O type star? The
answer is that here the density of the gas is too low

to enable it to emit very much light. But the small

amount of light it does emit has the genuine high-

temjx-rature property, and this is why the helium

S|x^ctrum lines arc produced.

We can get a clearer notion of one high-temper-

ature proixTty by considering the spectrum lines of

the Sun's high corona. For a long time the origin of

these lines was fraught with inystery, for in the

laljoratory sci<-ntists could find nothing to match

them. Remembering Lockver's discovery of helium,

some thought that these mysterious lines might be

produced by other elements not present, or not yet

discovered, on the Earth. The problem was finally

rest>lved .some thirty years ago by the Swedish phy-

sicist B. Edien. Edien found in the laboratory that

these lines were in fact produced by very well-known

elements, such as iron and calcium, but bv atoms of

thtise elements from which a considerable number
of electrons had been stripped away. For example,

one of the brightest lines arises from iron atoms from

which 13 electrons have lieen stripjjed. The reason

why atoms exist in this state in the solar corona is

that, Iwcause of the very high tem[K'rature there,

they arc subject to violent collisions. Indeed, ihc

vcr\- existence of these lines in the spectrum of the

corona is a sure indication that temperatures there

are extremely high.

We have seen that going upward frf)m the surface

of the Sun toward the high corona there is a reversal

of temperature. There is a similar reversal as we go

upward from the surface of the Earth. The tem-

perature at first decreases, but at a height of some

15 miles it begins to increase again, and at a height

of about 35 miles it rises back to normal ground

temperatures. Then for a while it drops again, hut

at about 60 miles alnn-e the Earth's surface the rise

is resumed, and it continues until temperatures in

excess of 1000° arc reached in the high atmosphere.

This is the region of the Earth's ionosphere. The
ionosphere has two main regions, one called the E
region and the other the F region, the latter being

subdivided into two parts, Fi and F2. In the E
region, which occurs at a height of about 60 miles.

X-rays emitted by the corona of the Sun are ab-

sorbed by the gases of the atmosphere. The absorp-

tion causes electrons to become detached from the

atoms; that is to sav, the atoms Ijecome ionized.

The main F region occurs at a height of between

120 and 200 miles. A rather surprising fact, recently

established with the aid of rockets, is that ionization

in the F region is produced by radiation in the hel-

ium lines tliat occur at a wavelength near 500

angstrtuns. Thus the main ionosphere of the Earth

owes its origins to the radiations emitted bv the hot



outer corona

-

temperatures in degrees Kelvin

chromosphere
4500 -7-35.000

photosphere 5.700

interior 15.000.000

As we move away from the surface of

the Sun the temperature at first

falls. Then, as we move farther, toward
the solar corona, it rises sharply.

A similar reversal takes place as we
move away from the Earth's surface.

Temperatures fall up to a height of

over ten miles, then begin to increase.

Fj layer

begins

F, layer

E layer

D layer

aliiiosplu-rc- III the Sun. Witliuiil tlics<- radialioiis

iIktc would 1m- ru) i<>iu>s|>li<Tr, aiul l<>iii;-clislaiir(-

radio (raiisiiiLssioii. wliirli dc|H-iuls on the ri-llcrlion

<»l clcclromai^nctir waves from this region, would

therefore Ix- intpossible.

Soine ioni/atirxi al.so ocnirs in r)ur alniospliere at

heit;hts well below the F, rei^ion. This als<» seem to

Ije caused hy X-rays Ironi the .Sun, hut in this case

l)y X-rays olconsidr-ralily shorter wa\-eleni;lli than

those emitted by the corona. These harder X-ravs

appear to coine Irom rei^ions down near the photo-

sphere where they are produced by tiie remarkable

phenomenon known as the solar flare. Flares are

stronijly correlated with suns|)ots. and at this [xiitU

it may therefore be as well to examine l)rieHy what

astronomers have so far learned alMJUt sunspots.

Schwatx-, a (lermaii a|X)thecary, is usually credi-

ted with the discover)- that suns|x)ts wax and wane
peritxlically. Schwalx- matle his annoiutcement in

1843, but toward the end of the eighteenth century

Horrebow had already announced that suus|xils

\\ei-e probaijiy sjoverned by a law of jx-ri<Klicily:

and .Sir William H(-rs(-hel had already lx)ldly s|x-c-

ulated that certain events on the Karth, such as the

sjrowth of wheat, inis^ht be correlated with a |x-riod-

irity f)f solar activity. .Schwabe's value for the

jjeriod ol sunsjxit activity was ten years. A few years

later, R. Wolf arrived at a value of 11.1 years, re-

markably close to the modern estimate.

The frequency of iK-currence of sunspots ai the

ma.ximum phase may be as much as a hundred

times jfreater than at the minimum phase. .Xluiost

all the s[X)ls lie at latitudes of less than 40 , and they

are more or less synunetrically distributed Ix-tween

the two solar hemispheres. At any spven moment
the spots are usually distributed alons; two belts,

one in the north(-rn hemisphen- and the other in the

southern. At the be>!;iiming of each new cycle, the

belts lie at their i^eatj-st distance from the equator,

at about 40 .\ and 40 S. .As the cycle proceeds these

Ix-lts y^adually drift toward th(- (-rpiator, and by the

time of maxinuiin activity lh(-ir latitudes an- usually

somewhere Ix-tween 15' and 20 . Bv the end of the

cycle thev have alinost reachetl the (-cpiator, but

usually they die away at about latitude -, . Tht- first

s|X)tsofthe next cycle then ap|x-ar around latitudes

40 N and 40''S.

.-Xn individual sunspot starts its life, which ntay

last from a day or two up to several weeks, as a

multitude of small dark s|M-cks. These s|x-cks then

coagulate to lorm a rlark spot which ma\ measure

temperature in degrees Kelvin



This photograph of the solar corona
was taken in the Sudan during the

eclipse of February 25th, 1952.

The torm of the corona is closely

related to the phase of the eleven-

year sunspot cycle. First diagram
shows typical form of corona when
spot activity is at maximum, second
one shows typical form when spot

activity is at minimum.



aiixtliini; Ironi icn tlioiisand miles to a hiiiuirrd

tliousaiul niili-s in <liaiii(-tcr. S|M*ts iisiiallv orriir in

|)airs, one lyin.n alnntsl clue \v<-sl ol'llu- other.

\V<- saw in Chapter 5 how (iaiileo used siins|>(>ts

to measure the |M-ri(Hl of rotation of ihi- Sun and
arrived at a value of alx>ul 27 days. By re|K-atini;

(Jahleo's ol>ser\ations more rareliilly, Carriimton

and Sporer, in alxmt the year i8tjo, were able to

show that the jM-riod of rotation is not exactly the

same at dilFerent solar latitudes. They r<Mind that the

Sun rotates most rapidly at its equator, and that at

increasiiiij latitudes the |MTiiK.I of rotation hecomes

pro!;ressively longer. Indeed, the variation in the

time of rotation between equattirial and polar

regions of the Sim ainoimts to three f)r four days.

A century later this remarkable result is still unex-

plained. The problem is a famous one, for all the

considerations that one might expect to bear on it

suggest an exactly contrary situation. All our ex-

jjectations would Ik- that the Sim should rotate more
slowly at its equator.

In the early years of the present century Cleorge

lUlery Hale made a momentous discovery. Using

complex s|jectrogra|)hic metlMKis, he detected the

presence of strong magnetic fields inside sunsjiots.

This was the first direct evidence ol'the existence of

magnetic fields in an astronrtmical problem. Now,
in recent times, magnetic fields have come to play a

dominant role in almost all our astronomical think-

ing. (,)uile apart from the sunspots, photf)graphs of

the solar corona taken at total eclipses suggest

strongly that a large-scale magnetic field emerges

from the solar surface into surrounding space. The
movements of prominences and their structure is

also strongly suggestive of the presence of magnetic

fields emerging at the roots of the prominences

from the interior of the Sun.

This brings us back to the (|uestiiin ol' solar flares,

and a terrestrial analogy should help us to under-

stand what these may be. Sup|X).se a high-voltage

|Miwer line were broken, say in a stonn. At first sight

one might think that the flow ofcurrent in the |X)wer

linecirciiit woiildsimplv ci-asi-. But ex|xTience shows

this is not so. I'he currc-nt t<-nds to continue, and un-

less adequate precautions are taken a situation might

arise which would cause serious damage to the gen-

erators at the iy>wer station. It is for this reason that

elect ricitv suppiv companies use ela I Mjrate switching

airangemenls lor causing the flow (jf current to die

awav whenever a break in the |x>wer line (xcurs. All

this can l)eex|)laine(l in the following way. \Vlierever

there is a flow of current there is also a magnetic

field, and in the case of a large cuireiit the magnetic

field carries a large ainoimt of energy. This energy

does not siinply cease to exist as soon as the power

line is broken. It must somehow l>e dissijjaled, and

this is precisely what the electricity supply com-

panies arrange to do with their elalx)rate switching

devices. X'iolent s))ark discharges f)ccur at the

switches, and it is these discharges that dissipate

the energy of the magnetic field.

It seems likely that on the Sun, tof>, there are

situations in which magnetic fields are annihilated.

There, just as in the terrestrial case, the energy

carried bv the fields den's not suddenly cease to

exist. It is dissipated in the form «>f huge discharges,

and these are the solar flares.

In the course of the discharges electrons and

atomic nuclei are accelerated to high sjjceds. This

has two im]K>rtant effects. First these liigh-s[X"ed

particles, colliding with each other and also with

more or less stationarv particles, generate the highly

energetic X-rays which pnKluce the lowest ioniza-

tion zt)ne of the Earth's atmosphere. Second, vast

numbers of the liigh-sj>eed particles themselves are

shot out of the Sun in a form somewhat like the

beam of a lighthouse. If the Karth hap]M-ns to lie in

the path ol'the beam, the particles ini|)inge on the

P>arth"s outer magnetic field. This produces the so-

called magnetic storms. It also seems likeK that in

1

Diagram showing the distribution of

sunspots at various solar latitudes

(marked on vertical scale) throughout
the period 1933-47. Spot distribution

moves steadily to«/ard solar equator
as activity begins, increases and
dies away. First spots ol next cycle
appear near latitudes 40 N and S.
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In each pair ot spots above, one is

almost due west of the other. Specks
may later coagulate into big spots.

If spots were lined up on a single

meridian (first diagram) those near

equator would increase their longitude

more rapidly than those distant from

it (second diagram).
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ihr loiirsr ol tlic impinging process high-sjx-cd rlrr-

Irons arr gt-ncrati'd, some of wliich arc captured l)y

till- Karth, lincling their way into the l^arth's mag-

netic field.

It seems to Im- in this way that theout<'r\'an Allen

radiation licit is formed. The \'aii Allen radiation

Ih-Hs, recently cILscovered by the tei hnicpie ol space

prolM-s, consist of just such liigh-s|K"ed electrons

trapped in the Flarth's magnetic field. RcKking back-

ward and for^vard Ix-twcen the north ami south

jHiles of the ll;irth. taking li-ss than a second lor each

round trip, these electrons are res[)onsil)le for the

sfK'ctacular |>olar aurorae.

We have already seen that there is conviiwing

evidence that the Sun's outer atmosphere is ex-

tremely hot, l)ut we have not yet asked uhy it is. The
foregoing discussion alxnit how solar Hares are pro-

duced should help us to understand the answer

most la\i)red 1)\' astronomers.

\V<- know that the matter Ijclow the photosphere

ol the Sun is in constant convective motion the

kind of motion water has when Ix-ing heated in a

kettle. This motion must tend to produce magnetic

energy at the exp<-nse of its own mechanical energy.

The magnetic fields so generated then emerge from

the photosphere into the solar atmosphere where

prr>ces.ses r>f <lissipation can take place. The solar

flare is an extreme example of such a ])rocess, but

for the most part the discharges are far more g<-ntle

anti less sp<-claciilar. Even so, they generate a great

deal of heat; not as much as is produced in the flare,

where liigli-s|)eed particlci> are blasted tiutward from

the .Sun into space, but quite enough to heat the

Sun's atmosphere to a very high temperature.

In short, most astronomers now think that the

Sun's atinosph<-re derives its energ%- from the con-

vective motions that take place Ik-U»w the photo-

sphere. The imjiortance of the magnetic field lies in

its role of en«-rg\ -conveyor. It takes up the energy' of

motion of liie material Ik-1ow the photosphere and
transports it into the solar atiiu>sphere where, in a

proc«-ss ol dissipation, it emerges as heal.

Much of what we know and much of what we
lx-liev«- alM)iit the surface and the atmosphere of the

Sun de|>end on our knowledge of magnetic fields.

Since magnetic fields first entered int<i astronomical

])rol)lems after their detection in sunspots, it is not

unreasonable to ask what we have since learned

alxint sunspots. VVc susfX"Cl that magnetic fields

play an im|x>rtaiit part in pnKlucing the dark

ap|K-arance of sunspots because they interfere with

the ellicieiicy with which con\ecli\e motions carry

energy Iroin the immediate subphotospheric regions

out to the photosphere itself B<-yond that, we have

learned surprisingly little. Just why sunspots wax
and \vane in a time of about i i years, just why they

form Ix'lts around the Sun, and just why thost- Ix-lts

drift toward the equator as the cycle prcx-eeds, we
still do not know. We can only suspect that we are

up agaiiKt extremely subtle and complex pr<x-«'s.ses

of which the explanations are far from simple.

The study of activity at the surface r>f the .Sun and

of its relation to the Earth has Ix-en vigorously pur-

sued for upward of a hundred years, an<l a truly

vast number ofobser\ations have Ix-en made. What
has all this great effort achieved in coinparison with

achievements in other branches of astronomy? It

seeiTis tr) me that the answer cannot Ix'a particularly

Graph showing sunspot activity from
1750 to 1950. Numbers in the vertical

scale are Wolf numbers, in which each
spot visible through a particular

telescope used as a standard reckons
as one and each group of spots as ten.

Telescopic photograph of sunspots
taken from a balloon over 80.000 feet

above the Earth. The spots are cores
of relatively cool gases associated
with strong magnetic fields. Wisps
of hotter gases envelop them.
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chcrrful one. The most interesting and uvful de-

velopments have emerged only recently, in our in-

creased understanding of the imjiortance of mag-

netic processes. But progress as a whole has un-

doubtedly Ixvn slight compared with that in the

rest of astronomy.

These considerations have a special importance

for British astronomy. With the coming of sjxrctro-

scopy and of interest in the solar cycle, British astro-

nomers lost most of their interest in the larger prol>-

Icms. The lines of research started hv such inen as

Herschel were abandoned, and Ix-cause large tele-

scojjes arc not necessary for obscr\'ing the Sun, no

telescope of appreciable aperture has Ijeen built in

Britain during the past fifty years. As this l)<M>k goes

to press, Britain docs not f>ossess a telescope with an

aperture equal to that of the largest of Herschel's

instruments. This woeful lack can be traced to the

over-emphasis that has been placed on solar re-

search. That is not to say that the investigation of

the surface activity ofthe Sun is without importance

.

What is Ijcing said is that it is not of such great

importance that it should l)e allowed to override

the interests of the rest of astronomy.

All this has an important iiKKlern connotation,

for space research is in large measure simply a con-

tinuation of the investigation of the surface activities

of the Sun. And the en]|)hasis now being placed on

space research, particularly in the United States and

Russia, is similar in many ways to the emphasis that

has l)cen placed on solar research in Britain during

the last hundred years. Just as a false sense of pro-

portion led British astronomers to forgo the larger

problems of astronomy, so overemphasis on space

research may again prtxluce a situation in which

the main problems are lost sight of.

To give substance to these remarks, we may well

quit the surface phenomena of the Sun and consider

some of the fa.scinating problems that arise when we
examine its interior. Here we shall encounter phe-

nomena that are of importance for the stars in

general and which also have application to the

universe in the large.

Inside llif Sun

If you throw a ball into the air, it falls back to the

ground. It dix's so because it is pulled downward by

the force of gravit\. Now gravity d«K-s not stop act-

ing when the ball touches the grf>und, so why
doesn't the ball continue to fall until it reaches the

center of the Karth? The answer is, of course, that

the ground presses upward on the i)all with a force

e(|ual to that with which gravity pulls it downward.

The same- is true alK>ut all the material in the Karth,

and our whole planet is in equilibriinn Ix-cause

gravity is everywhere balanced by the pressure's

that exist throughout the Ixxly of the Karth.

This appli<-s equally to the atmospheric gases.

These, too, would fall downward imder the action

ofgravity if it were not for the pr<-ssure within them.

The pressure that supplies the balancing upward

force at sea level is the sf_»-callcd normal atmospheric

pressurf, alx.Hit 15 pounds [jer square inch. The
pressure existing at the center of the Earth is some

ten million times greater than this.

The same considerations apply to the Sim, but

l)ecause the .Sun is much heavier than th<- Karth

the pressures inside it have to Ix; corT<-s|M»ndingly

greater. The pressure at the center of the Sun is

alxjut a himdred thousand million times greater

than thepressureof the terrestrial atmospheric gases

at sea level.

How do we know this? In Chapter 6 we saw that

the mass of the Sun can l>e determined from the

motions of the planets. We also know the distance

of the Sun and hence its true size. Ciiven the mass

and size of the Sun, it is a simple matter to work out

the pull of gravity at ius surface. This tiu'ns out to

be about thirty times greater than the \ni\\ of gravity

at the surface of the Earth. At first sight the differ-

ence is not ver\ great, but it rapidly Ix-comes more

marked as we penetrate inward from the surface of

The top photograph shows giant loop
prominences on the edge of the Sun's
disk. The movements and structure of

prominences strongly suggest the
presence of magnetic fields emerging
at their roots from the interior of

the Sun. In fact, magnetic fields

cause the ordinary atomic lines of

a spectrum to split into a number
of components, and by using complex
spectrographic methods it is thus
possible to detect them.
The small photograph of the Sun's
disk was taken on July 18ih, 1953.

Beside it is a magnetic map of the
Sun for the same dale. It shows the
location, intensity and polarity of weak
magnetic fields in the photosphere,
apart from sunspots.
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Time: 16h 03m (U.T.)

Series of photographs of an eruptive

prominence, taken on June 4th, 1946.

Small circle above first picture

shows the Earth to same scale.

Time: 16h 36m

the Sun. H<Tausf the Sun contains so much more

material tlian the Earth does, the weight of the

oV'Crlying la\ers Ixronn-s \a.stly greater as we near

its center, and it is to withstand this great weight

of the overlying layers that such tremendous pres-

sures are necessarv'.

The next question is how are the requisite pres-

sures maintained? Nineteenth-century physicists al-

ready understood that ordinary solids and liquids

cannot withstand more than a certain limited pres-

sure, and that they fall far short of being able either

to supply or to withstand pr<*ssures of the order that

must exist inside the Sun. So the deep interior of

the Sun cannot possibly ix; solid or liquid, as

William Herschel imagined it to l>e. But nine-

teenth-century di.scoveries concerning the nature of

gases showed that the necessary pressures would be

forthcoming from ga.ses if they were sulliciently hot.

The pressure existing in a gas depends on three

things: density, temperature, and the nature of the

l)articles that make up the gas. Let us take these in

turn. In the seventeenth century Robert IJoyle had

already established that the jiressure of a gas in-

creases with its density, and provirled the d<-nsity

is not t(K) great the pressure is directly j)roporti<)naI

to it; that is to say, if the density is doubled, the

pressure is doubled. This is known as Boyle's Law.

In the eighteenth century J. A. Charles showed

that there is a similar direct proportionality Iwtween

temperature and pressure: if the tempr-rature of a

gas, as measured from Absolute zero, is doubled

then the pressure is also doubled. We can write

these discoveries in the form of a simple equation.

If we use P for pressure, T for temperature, and

the Greek letter p (rho) for density, we can set up

the equation; P=A xpx T. In our equation .1 is a

constant that dejjends on the nature of the jiarticles

that make up the gas.

To determine the constant A we need to know
two things: first, the chemical composition of the

gas—the concentrations of the various types of

atoms in it; second, the condition in which tlu>se

atoms exist. As we have already seen, we now know
the chemical coin[)osition of the Sun, and t)f many
other stars, but this information was not available

to the early investigators. Nevertheless, at least one

early investigator, J. Homer Lane, made a surpris-

ingly g<K>d guess at the answer to the second part of

the problem concerning the condition in which

atoms exist in the Sun"s interior—close on a century

ago. Lane argued that at the ver\' high temperatures

probably existing inside the Sun there would Ik"

fierce collisions between atoms which might cause

them to 1k' torn asunder. This is just what modern

physics teaches us to expect. The atoms are torn

asunder in the sen.se that the electrons which nor-

mally surrouiul the heavy central nucleus are large-

ly strippr'd awav. Thus the nuclei of the atoms move
around Ireely by themselves without carrying their

normal retinues ofsurrounding electrons with them,

and the stripped electrons themselves move around

freely t<M). So the gas inside the Suii consists ol two

kinds of particles moving freely and separatelv: the

bare iniclei of atoms and electrons. Knowing this.





Ilipw III i-iicriry Iniiii h> (filter is carrird in jlisl thai

way— hycdiivccliun. IT, kiitiwiii^ tin- rhcinical c<im-

|M>sitloii of tin- Sim and hcncr tin- value of the con-

stant .1, one niak<-s this assumption, it is (xtssiblc

with the help of the formula l'=A p T t<i com-

pute the structure of the Sun in precise mathemati-

cal terms. TIk- leni|x-rature at the center then turns

out to Ik- (|uite close to ten million dei^rei-s. The
density turns out to Ik- alxiut 50 s^ams jx-r ciihic

centimeter, or alniut fifty times as i^reat as the d«-n-

sity of cold distilled water at sea level.

riiis raises a cpiestion that was a serious worT\'

uniil about forty years ago. Can we rigluly resjard

iii.iHer with such his;h densities as gases, and if we
can, is it re.'i.sonal)Ie to ex|>ect theni to conform to

the simple pressure formula s^iven alwive? It will

he recalled that IJoyie's Law, w^hich tells us that the

pressure ol a gas is directlv |)ro])orlional t<i its den-

sity, is applicalile onlv il the densitv is not t(Hi high.

The validit\ of the law in a terrestrial lalxiralorv

certainly ceases at densities as high as 50 grams |ier

cubic centimeter. \V'h\ should the law not ;ilsu cea.se

lo be valid at similar densities inside the Sun or

iiLside the stars?

The answer is to be found in tlic e\trrinel\ liii;h

temixratun's that jjrevail there. Hv stripping the

electrons from the nuclei of atoms these high tem-

))<'ratures enal)le matter, even ;it verv high densities,

111 behave just as gases dn on I'.arlh. Thus IJoyle's

In recent years American astronomers
have obtained clearer photographs of

the Sun's surface than ever before
from unmanned balloons at heights
where "bad seeing", produced by the
Earth's atmosphere, is eliminated.

Photographs show preparations for

launching and actual ascent during
such a flight made in September, 1957.

Diagram shows telescope mounting.

battery and flywheel

electronic assembly



Law is made a|)|)li(-al)l«' at far lii!»li<T drnsitii-s

than we niiijht at first sisjht cxiKTt. In liwt, at vitv

liij^li tcmiKTatiirrs, serious (liscrc|x-n<'i«'s tlo not

arise until the tlensity ehnihs ti> alxnit I(kh» t^ratns

p«-r ruhie eentini<-ter. Hence our sinipU- pn-ssnre

lornuiht holds <;«mkI everywhere inside the Sun.

Returning now to the (low of eni-ri^y from the

internal rei»ions of the Sun toward its surface. Nine-

teenth-centurv astronomers were aware ol the pos-

sibility that some or ail oflhis How mii^ht he carried

not by convection but by radiation, as <Miergy is

carried across space from the Sun to the I'.arth. 'I'lu-

problem was how to calculate theellect ol ra<lialioii,

and the basic |)lan for doins^ this was discovered by

Karl Schwaivschild only as recently as i()o(i. Mod-

ern work has now demonstrated that the enersjy

How deep inside the Sun does indeed take place in

accordance with the mathematical ecpiations which

Schwar/.schild worked out. That is to say, the trans-

port of enert;y there is by radiation and not by

convection as earlier workers such as Homer Lane

had assumed.

But although this is true in the deep interior, con-

vection d<M-s become impK>rlant nearer the surface

layers of the Sun, as the series of photographs shown

below would lead us to expect. The situation, there-

fore, is that in any thoroughgoing discussion of the

structure of the Sun, lx)th radiation and convection

must Ik- carefully considered.

We ncvd not Ix- satisfied with merely s|)ecifying

in a cpialitative way the m«Hl<- of transport of energy

inside the Sun. It is |>ossible to make a <|uantitalivc

calculation. The result of such calculation is a pre-

diction of what the brightness of the Sun should In-,

and this we can check by observation. In nuKlern

work the check lH-tw<'en observation and theory has

Ix-come most satisfactory, but bef!)re we come to

that we must look at the pioneer work which Kdd-

ington did in this held.

Let us think now not just of the Sim but of any

star. The temperature at its center will not neces-

sarily be the same as in the Sun. It will depend upr)n

the mass of the star and up<>n its size. These factors

are important becausi- they determine the strength

of gravity, and hence the pressure re(|uired to w ith-

stand it. The larger the mass of a star, the greater

the gravitational force it e.xerls. This implies that

the tem|3cratures necessary to provide for support

against gravity inside stars of large mass will l)C

higher than the temperatures necessary inside stars

of smaller mass; and becau.se the internal tempera-

tures are higher, the flow of radiation from the

inner regions tf) the surface will al.so be greater.

Hence we expect stars of large mass to Im" more

luminous than stars of small mass. TJiis is indeed

the case, as we shall shortly see.

The efTect of the radius of a star on its luminosity

can also be considered in a similar wav. If two stars

Flying telescope view of Sun's surface

(left) sfiows ligfit spots (columns
of hot, rising gas) and darker areas
(sinking masses of cooler gas). First

small ptiotograph shows convection
pattern produced by heating shallow
layer of paraffin gently; second one
shows convection pattern produced by

heating deeper layer more rapidly.

Second resembles granulation of Sun.
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arc <>l rf|iial mass hut <ildiirrrrnt radii, gra\il\ will

1m- li'ss ill llu- star of larger ratlins. Hrncc thr iiilcrnaj

pressure and the iiit<-riial trni|MTature will also ix-

less, and for this n-asoii the leakai;<- of cneri^y Iroiii

the inner resrions t<i the surface will Ik- smaller. In

<»lhi-r words the Linger star will he less luminous

than the smaller on<-.

These are the i<leas that Kddint;ton suhjeeted to

ralciilation. He was ahle to <»l)lain inathematical

formulae from which he- could deduce the value of

the luminosity from the mass and the radius. By a

fortunate circumstance it happens that the radius

does not enter the calculations in a sensitive way.

Without any suhstantial loss of accuracy, it is

possihie to omit a precisely-determined radius and

to suhstitute suitahly averai^ed ohserved values. For

example, if we wish to determine the luminosity of a

star of known mass hut of unknown radius, we

simply insert in our calculation the average radius,

det<-rmined hy actual <)l>servation, for stars of that

particular mass. In any given instance the actual

radius will prohahly dilfer from the average value

used, hut this will not appreciahly affect the result.

Hence it is jKJSsihle to calculate a luminosity for

each value of mass.

I'.ddington's results are shown in Figure 8.1, where

the s<ilid line gives the outcome t>f the calculations.

The vertical scale on the left represents the lumin-

osity (L), while the horizontal .scale at the hottom

represents the mass (M). Tile mass (\l) is plotted

logarithmicallv. It is convenient to take the unit of

.\1 as the solar mass, so that mass values in terms of

the .Sun are easily n-a<l off Irom tin- figure. Hut the

situation is more complicated for the scale of lumin-

osity. This is a niai^nilut/r scale, which calls lor some

explanation.

From a mtKlern |)oint of view the magnitude scale

coukl hardly Ik- mon- arhitrary or more incoii\eni-

ent. \fl it is a scale with historical :Lss<H'iations going

hack to Hipparelius and I'toU-my, and lor that

reason it is not lightly to Ix-ahaiidoned. Adillen-ncc

in luminosity <(f one magnitude corres|)oiids 1<» a

factor of a])pro.\imately 2.51 2. That is to say, if two

stars differ hy one unit of magnitude, one is 2.512

times more luminous than the other; if they differ in

magnitude hy live units, one is km) times (or 2.512*

times! more Imninous than the oth<T. Note that the

niagiiilud<-s g<» a|>parenlly the wrong way, so that

the hrighter oi two stars has the smaller magnitude.

Thus if star .1 is 2.512 times hrighter than star B,

the magnitude of .1 is one unit lf\.\ than the magni-

tude of JL

The magnitude difference Ix-tween two stars is

simply a measure of their difference in luminosity.

So providt'd we take any one star of known lumin-

osity and give it some arhitrarily-fl-xcd magnitude

value, we can also give magnitude values to all other

stars of known luminosity. But which star sliail we

use as our yardstick, and what arhitrary magnitude

numher shall wi- assign to it? One might have ex-

pected that the Sun would Ik- cIiom-ii, and assigned

a magnitude value ofo or [x-rhaps 1, hut imt s<i. In



liul, lor liistorical reasons wliirli ar<- lu-ro irrrlcvaiit,

the Sum is assii^iicd a Miai^niliulr of 4.7; and i^ivrn

lliisarl)ilrar\rlioi»-c, all t he ol her inai;iiitu(l<-s follow.

I'lM-rc is one <illirr li-aliin- ol niai;ni(u(l<'s thai

must l)c nu-ntionrd. Mai^nitiuh-s <-x|)r<-ssinij llu' true

linninositi<'s olstars. that is. llu-anioinit ol radiation

tlu-v actiiallv rniil, art- known as ahsolule inas^ni-

tndcs. 'I'liis is to dislini^iiisli llioni front tifi/mirni

tna^nitiidcs, which cxpn-ss tin- appamit hiininosi-

li<-s of stars. Ihc apparent linnin<»sitv of a star is its

briijhtm-ss as it ap|H-ars to iis, not its true i)ri<i;htn<-ss.

'I'wo stars with tlu' same true hrii^htness can have

(piile dillerx'nt apparent luminosities simpiv In'raiise

tlK-y are at tlillereiu tlistances from ns. Tims appar-

ent limiinosities and apparent ma!;niliid<-s differ

from aUsolnte Inininosities and ahsoliite ina^iiiludes

in that they are affected hy the dilUTent disUtnces

of the stars.

The true luminosity of a star includes the whole

of the radiation it emits, and the w<»rd hnlometric is

sometinu-s includ<'d to emphasize this ])oint. Thus

we mav talk of iMtlonu-tric luminositv or boiometric

absolute magnitude to indicate that we arc referring

to the totality of th<- radiation emitted by a star.

This |X)int derives its Ibrcc from the fact that when

we obser\-e a star neither our eyes nor our photo-

grajihic plates are sensitive to the whole of the light

from it. Iiuleed, not all of it j)cnetrates down to us

through the gases of the Karth's atmosphere. Meas-

ured luminosities, then, cannot in their nature l>e

Ixilometric luminosities. Astronomers allow for tliis

fact by referring to visual luminosities, blue lumin-

osities, or ullra-viol«-t Imninosities, each of these

Ix-ing delined as th<- amount of light that a star

emits within a pn-scriln-d range of wavi-l<'ngths. In

the CiLse of visual Imninosity lh<- prescrilx-tl range of

wav<'leiigths is approximal<'ly that to which the

hiunan eye is s«-nsitive; blue Imninosity relers to a

rang*' of wavelengths that is systematically less than

that involved in a visual luminosity measurement;

ultravi<»l<'t Imninosity n-fers to a range of still

short <T wavelengths.

From all this it is clear that boiometric luminosi-

ties eatmot by their very nature Ik- determined by

actual observation. They are determined partlv

from obser\ation and j)arlly by calculation. The
calculation is nec<-ssary to allow lor the part of the

light that fails to get through our atmosphere and to

which our detecting instrmTients are not sensitive.

Now that wc understand the meaning of the

scales employed, we may profitably lot)k again at

Exldington's luiTiinf»sitv diagram (Figure 8.1). The
solid line refers to the calculated Ixilomctric lumi-

nosity values and the marked points to boiometric

Imninosities of particular stars. The agreement Ix*-

tweeii theory and obser\'ation is remarkable, clearb'

demonstrating the general accuracy of the physical

ideas on which the calculations were based.

Luminosities, Radii and Masses of Stars

How d(M-s the astronomer coine to grips witli the

problem of det<'rmining the Imninosities, radii and

A.
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masws III" stars? In (IcIiTiiiiiir llir true liiriiiiii>sil\ ol

a star we must know its (listatiic. A iiirtliiKl li>r

(l<-t(Tiiiiniiit; till- (lislaiKi-s ol the nrari-st stars, the

|>ar:illa\ iiirtliiKl l>as<-(l on thr animal motion ol llir

I'Uirtli, was clcsrrilx-cl in ( lliaptrr (>. For mori- distant

stars otlx-f m<'lliiKls must Im- used, howrvcr. and it

will Im- ron\'(-nii-iii to drii-r a disnissioii ol lh<-sc until

a later c-liapti-r. For tlic moniriit wr will snpposr

that w«- an- i-qiii|)|5c<l with thr know l«-«l!;r ol the

distancr olaiiv partirular star wr wish to <-\aniin<-.

Tin- next stop is to dctrrmim- tin- appan-iil liimin-

ositv lor a particular ranj;*" ol wav«-lc-n<;ths. lor

rxampir, thr visual raiiijr. This can Ix- dour most

accuratrly liy thr iisr ol' photiK-lrctric trclmie|nrs.

'I'hrn a simpir calculation i based on thr I'acl thai

thr desire of brightness wr sc-e varit-s in inverse pro-

ixirtion to the square of thr distanc«- ol thr sourer ol

lij^hti drtermines the al)soliite liiininosily for the

wavelength rangr in question. Tin- linal step is to

makr a correction to allow lor the portion ol llu-

star's radiation that was not included in our chosen

range orwavrlrngths. This givrs llie al>soliil<' Ih>Io-

nietric luminosity of the star.

Just how accurate is thr final r<-sull likeU to Ix-.^

When a phot<H-lrctric trchni<)ur is us«-d. thr inacj u-

r;icy of the actual ol>scr\-ation is \er\' slight. \'irtu-

ally thr whole of any error thrrrl'on- arises from the

rstimatr of distance and from thr final coiTcction to

allow for radiation not includrd in thr range of

wavelengths u.srd in the ol)si-rvation. For stars with

September 2nd. 1915

July 10th. 1920

Much of our knowledge of star masses
is derived trom orbits of binaries.

At the left we see the two stars of

the binary Kruger 60, together with a

neighboring star. Above we see how.
from a series of such observations,
the apparent orbit of Kruger 60
was eventually determined

siirlace tein|)<-ratiires lK-lw<-en al»out {,oo<> and
.>o,iNM> this corre<tion is ex|H-cte»l to Ix- compara-

tively accurate, so that the <-rror in such cas<-s is

lik(-ly to Im- almost whollv due to the distance meas-

urements. But liir stars ol v«-r\ high surlacr- tein|M-r-

aturr and stars ol vrry low siirlacr trm|M-raturr the

<orn-«-tion lacti>rs an- uncertain. Inde(-d it is [xtssiblr

that errors <)l as much as i(m> |M-r c<-nt could aris«- in

our rstimatrs oi thr himinositi<-s of ihi-M- stars, sim-

ply from errors in tin- corn-ction factor alone. Pro-

vid(-d we are not concerned with verv distant stars,

errors arising from distance nieasureiiu-nts will not

usually Im- as large as this, ft may. ofcourse, hap|M-n

that thesi- two kinds of r-rror have a cumulative

rlleet, but il mav equally hapjien that each alFects

the result in the op]x>sil(- sense, aiul so tr-nd lr>

r aiir«-| raeh oth«-r out.

Our nr.xl problrni. determining the radius of a

star, is ri-adil\- solved |)ro\idi-d we know itsal>sohitr

lx>lomelric luminosity and its s|x-ctriiin ty|)e. Lumi-

nosity, radius and surface trmix-raturr are related

by the r-quation /.=D X /?-x 7 '. in which /. stands

lor luminosity. R lor radius, antl 7 for temjx-raturr;

I) is a constant whose precise value wr know from

physics. Now D is known precisely, and 7 can Ih"

drt(-rminrd from thr sjx-ctruin ty|x- of the star in

question, in the manner di-scrilx-d earlier in the

prrsrnt chapter. Thus, once thr luminosity /. has

brrn drtrrminrd from the considerations of thr pre-

vious paragraphs, it is an easv matter to lalriilatr

the radius. R.

Ihe mass«-sof the stars are more dillicult to<lrtrr-

inine than either their luniinr>silies or their radii.

Most of our vrry limited knowledg<- in this field is

derived from binary systems, that is, from systems

containing two stars. We saw in C.'hapter tl how

Herschel discovered thr existence r>f such systems

and how the persistence of such men as Frirdrich

Wilhrlm Struve resulted in drtennining the orbits

in which thr two stars move around tlu-ir common
c<-iitrr of gravity in a numlx-r of binary sxstrms.

.Sincr th«- time of Struve the work of ol)serviiig

binaries h;»s lx;en carried on by many enthusiastic

ol)ser\ers. Let us examine how such an observer

sets to work in an ideal case. He .sei-s the two stars of

a double svstem separated Irom each other on the

skv. The imaginarv line joining them turns rr>iind as

they move alxnit each other, and the time the line

takes to move rmce round in a conipleti- turn deter-

mines the |x-ri<Kl olOrbital motion. The [x-riiKl may
Ix- one of many years, but with sufTicient patience

22(i



nil llic |);irt of lli<- <>rii;iii;il < il >s(*r\<T and |>(issil)I\ a

loiii; liiM- ul siuccssurs it can Ik- sur<-i-sslnll\ (Iclc-i-

iiiiiii-<l in this \\a\

.

.\l(li<>ii<;li IhiiIi slarsol tli(-<|iiiilil<'s\st(-ni arc niov-

iiii; with rcs|)ccl to (lie paltcrn (ifdistanl stars, then-

is a iHiiiit K iii!^ somewhere Ik-Iwccii them that sta\s

ahllosi lixcd w itii res|>cct to the distant liack<;roun<l

;

and il is on this jxiint that tin- liii<- joinin<; tiic two

stars a|)|M'ars to |>ivot. This is lli<ir so-call<-<l com-

mon center olirravilv. In lavorahlc cases the motion

of the ceiiHT of <rravit\ against the i>ack!::roiiiul ol

distant stars is so sliijht that lor the purposes ol'oiir

itU'ali/ed cas«- we can lu-j^lect it. At any !^iv<'n mo-

ment, then, \\<' liave die two stars antl their c<'nter

of i;ravity lyins:; at a |K>iiU soinewjien- on the line

joinint; them. In lact the center of i^'avitv divitles

the line into two parts and wc can \cr\ easily <l<-t<T-

iiiine (he ratio ol these parts: and from that ratio wc

can detcrmiiu- the ratio of the masses of the two

stars. 11, lor example, the center of irravily divitU's

tiie line in tin- ratio 2:1, then the star nearer the

c<-ntcr ol s^-avity has twice the mass oldie star lar-

tlier from il. 'Ihis, of course, delerinines oiiK the

mass rtiliii. Determininif ahsolnte masses iii\<>lv<-s

quite other consi<leralions.

()l)sciv.ili<)nsorihe])ositiotisortlie lw<i stars, even

extended over a complete orUital p<-rio<l, d<K-s not in

ilsc-irdet<"rmine the triu- orhit ol the liinarx svsleni

except in the special case wIktc the line olsiijht to

tile Karth liap|><-ns !<• he perp<-iidicular to (he plane

of lh<- orhits of the stars around each otiu-r. In all

other cases wiial we see is the true orbit projectc-d

ai^ainst the sky; that is to sa\, proi<-cied on a plane

[i«-rp«-ndicular to the line orsit^ht, as in I'i<fure }{.j.

So the next problem is to reconstruct tiie tnieorliii.

Tiiis is a tricky inatt<'r, hut il the oritjinai ol>s<T\a-

lions w«'rc made acciiratcK eiKiuijh, it can lie done

liv dint olcaivrui calculation and she<-r |)ersisten<-e.

When it ;v doin-, one tliint^ more remains. In order

to (ix the true scale o( the orbits, we must know the

distance ol'the binary system. TIktc are several wavs

(rdoint; this, and one tlu' parallax inediod has

already lK-<-n described in (Miapterb. Knowing the

shajK' of the orbits and their lru<- scale, it is then an

easy inaU<T to work out tin- averas^c- distance be-

tween the two stars over the whole ol the orbital

period. To determine the absohite masses ol the

stars we now use Kepler's third law. This tells us

that tiie ratio of llie combined masses of tiu- two

stars to tlie mass ol'tlie Sun is e<pial to the ratio ol

till- cubi- of tile a\<'ra'{e distance between ihrni lo

the sfjuair ol'the orbital |x-ricKl. Tims if we <all tli<-

lw<» stars .V, and .V, our e(piation is:

(Ma-ssoCS, |- (.Vvcraije dislance

Mass ol'S-j) JH-lweeii S, and S^)*

Mass ol' Sun (()rl)ital |K-riod)-

Iii this <-<piatioii the avi-raije distance is measured

usiiii- tli<- distance ol'tlK- I'Larlh Iroin llic Sun as the

unit ol measurement; the orbital periinl is measured

in y<'ars. Since wealreaily know the mass oltlie Sun,

the avera;,;<- <listaiic<- Im-Iwccii S, and S.,, and the

orbital p<'ri<Kl, our ecpiation now '^ivrs us tin- <-oiii-

biiK-d masses ol S, and S.^ in absolute terms. This

n-sult, loi^etlier with our pre\ious del<-rmiiiation

ol tlie nilid ol the masses olthc two coin|>on<'nt stars,

det<-rmin<-s their separate mass<-s in al)solute t«-rms.

In soiiu' cas<-s the stars ol'a double svstem iiiav Ik-

so <lose tou;etli<'r that they cannot Ix- separately dis-

tiiii^uislK-d even with a lari;c t<-lesco|K-. Net so loni;

as one star is not enormously brii;lit<-r than another

il is still possil>lc to know that we are dealinu; with

a double sysl<-ni. Both stars priKhuc sjK-ctrum lines,

aiul because both are in motion in their orbits

around each other, these s|K'ctrnin lines exhiiiit the

wa\cl«'ii<>;lh shilt discussed near the iK-ifinnins^olthe

prcs<-iit chajiter. Since the elVect ol'the orbital mo-

tion is lo cause one star to move loward us while

the oilier iiuives awav Irom us, ;is in Fii;nre }{.j, one

set ol sp<-clrnni lines will shilt loward blue while the

oiIkt will shilt toward n-d. M<ireov<T. llie ell'ecls

apparent orbit

(plane perpendic

to line of sight)

ular |\{ J^

Figure 8.2

The apparent orbit is the orbit as

we see it projected against a plane
perpendicular lo the line of sight.

From what we see we must work out

the true orbit. Ratio of lengths of

lines joining each star to point

about which both rotate then gives

relative masses of the two stars.

If the distance is known it is then
simple to find their absolute masses. direction of observer



\.ir\ a^ ilic l\M> -.l.ii^ iiiii\<- .inMiiid r.i< li oilier. Iiir

lli(- oiii- llial is iniivin;^ toward us now will laU-r Im-

iiioxiiit; away Iroiii us, anil vice vrrsa. Hcn<i' llif

sliil'is ot w'av(-l(-n<;lli vary from nioni<-nl to nionicnt.

Bv ilctcclini; this variation, wc ran inlcr that we arc

ilraliii!^ will) a (lonl>lr systtin.

It isorti-nsiin]>l<'r to clrtt-rininc llic relative ni;ts.s<-s

o( the romixdients in binary systems where the tw«i

stars are o>ni|>arali\'ely elose ti)i;ether than in sys-

tems where llie\ are w i(l<-ly separated. For the orl>its

ol" close systems, the so-called s|H-clrosco|)ic hinar-

i<"s, are nearly always very close lo circles, where;is

in ras<-s of wifle separation they may Ik- hii^hly el-

liptical. When the s]MClnim lines of Ixith star-

com|>onents can l>e s<-parat«-ly distinguished it is a

ri-latively easy inatKT lo determiiu- the velocities of

both stars in their orbits. This imm<-diately gives us

the ratio oflhe masses ol the two stars, li)r the ratio

of the velocities is equal lo llie ralios ollhe sizes ol'

the two orhils. This must Ix- so since the Iwo stars

have exactly ihe same |M-riods.

\Vc can seldom go iM-yond this, lor in most cases

we must |x-rlorce remain in ignorance ol the angle

iK-tween the line of sight an<l the plane (»rthc orbit

of the two stars. Ihere is one s|X'cial case, however,

in which this angle can be deti-rmiiwd lo a g(«>d

appro.ximation, namely the case where the angle is

iie.ir zero. In this <ase th«- line olsight lies nearly in

the plane of the orbit, and al certain moments one

star will pass almost directly in Iront ol the other antl

1945
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<•( lipse It. riiis e< jipsing illri I is iiia<l<- evident bv

the variation in the light that we reieive Irom the

svstem. We can put the matter the other wav roimd

and say that wlu-ii vv<- observ«- such an eclipsing

c-dect we can salely assert that the angle iM-tween

the line ol sight and the plane of the orbit niust be

near zero.

In such a case, a knowledge ol the veliKities ol

the two stars in their orbit, together with the orbital

l«riiKl. determines the al>solute sizes of the orbits.

Then, from Keplers law, we can deduce ihe com-

bined absolute masses olthe two stars: and bv using

the ratio of the inas.s<-s. obtained from the ratio ol

the v<-locilies, we can estimate their individual

masses in al>solute lerins.

In Figure 8..^ we have a typical case of the light

variations that (wcur in such an ecli|)sing svstem. It

will 1m- seen that there are two dips in the light, one

d<-eper than thr- other. I'Ih- tleeper dip ob\ iouslv

o<-curs when the lainter star passes in front of the

bright<-r one; the shallower tlip occurs when the

brighler star passi-s in front oflhe fainter one.

The Herlz^firung-Russell Dianram

Whal conclusions can we draw Irom our knowledge

oflhe luminosities, radii and ma.sses of stars.^ B<-lore

answ<Ting this (|uestion it is ne<-essar\ to take stink

ofJust what we do know.

S|M-<lra are available for a great main stars, and

lor all ol these we know llie approxiniate suilace
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lrm|KT;iliirt-s. Tin- iitiiiilKT of slars for wliicli \\<-

als<i hav«- n"asoii;il)l\ arruratr cstiiiiaU^s <irclistan<<',

and lor which \vc (horclorc know ihr hiniiiutsilics

and radii as well as lh<" sHrlaic l<'ni|H-ralun-s, is <<>n-

sijl<'ral>l\ more rcslrirCcd. I'ar more r<-slrict<"d slill

is ihr ninnlM'r (or whiili, in addition (o all tht-sc

ollirr thinjis, wv also have an arcnral<' <-sliniat<- ol'

mass. Indi-<'<l, this last irnui|) is so small that it can-

not |>r<i\ id<- a s(itli<'ii-nt basis for a consideration of

the |>ro|KTlics ol stars as a whole. For. this wc must

rcK on the int<-rm<-diate and reasonal)l\ lunneroiis

group lor which we know S|)<-clrniii 1v|k-s, luminosi-

ties and radii.

A method ol n-presenlms; tlu'se stars was invented

inde|KMidently hy I',. Hertzspruny; ol Leyden ami l»\

Henr\' Xorris Russell. Their representation, now

known as the H<Ttzsprniii;-Russell diasjrain, is

shown in Kii^iin- 8.-,. Aloni; the v<'rtical axis we have

the altsolule visual ina'^nitude. i.Vs we have alrea<i\

seen, absolute visual magnitudes correspond more

dir<-ctl\ toohsei^atioii than iHilometric magnitudes,

hut, unlike Ixilometric mai^nitudes, tiiev do not re-

present tlu- total emission ol radiation from a star,

hut onl\ th<- radiation in a restricted range ol wave-

lengths, i Along the hori/.ontxtl axis of the diagram

we liav<" the s|)e<-trun» tv|K', starling with lyiH-s ()

and H on the left, ami ranging through A, I'", ('• and

K to lyjn- M at lli<- right.

Th<- slars plott<'(l here are a sample of tlios<- in

tlie ivgion o( th<- Milky \Va\ lying coniparali\'ely

close l)y the Sun. Now it will Ik- n'called tliat a

star's s|M-<'lrnm ty|X" is a measure of its surface tem-

|M-rature, and that when Uotli surlhi-e lem|)<-ralure

and luminositv are known the radius can readilv

Ik- (U-termined. Henc<', when a star's |K>silion oti

the Hertzsprung-Russ<-ll diagram is known its radius

can Ik- lound pro\ided w<- mak<- an appnipriate cor-

rection Irom its visual magnitude to its lMilomelri<-

magnitudi'.

A pronounced li-ature of the star distribution in

the diagram is tin- c<incentration toward a lin<-

stn-tching from iKtttom right t<i t<ip U-ft. This is

known as tli(- main sequenc<-. There is also a strong

con<-eiitralioii ol stars at about sp«-ctrum tv|K- K
and with absolute visual magnitudi-s aroimd 0.0.

'I"h<-se are stars ol large radii, known as giants.

These an- the two main li-atures that stand out ol

the H(-rt/.sprung-Russell diagram lor stars of the

solar neighlHirluMKl. If stars from more distant parts

of the Milk\ Way are [jlotted, somi- ol them ar<-

fouiitl to lall in tpiite different placi'-s. l-'or example,

very higliK luminous slars with \ isual magnitudes

ap|)roaching }{ and at s|K-ctrum types V and (i

can Ik- found. I'hese are kiKiwii as su|KMgiants.

What is the r(-a.son for the dillering (Kisitioiis of

tiie stars on the Hert/.sprung-Rus-sell diagram? B<--

l<>r<- attempting to answ(-r this question in detail it

will Ik- best to l<Kik at the first of the theories put

lorward -tli<- giant and dwarl liieorx pro|)os<-d i»y

Henr\- Noiris Russell.

direction of

' observer
direction of

» observer

TX CASSIOPEIA [2 days 22 hrs 14.7 min]

Figure 8.3

When one star of a binary system is

moving toward us tfie other is moving
away from us. Spectrum lines of first

star are displaced toward blue and
spectrum lines of second star are

displaced toward red. Thus the lines

of the whole system are doubled
Some quarter of a revolution later

noithor star is moving either toward
or away from us. Lines produced by
both of them are then superposed.
At left are spectra of Mizar. a binary
in the constellation Ursa Ma|or

Figure 8.4

If the line of sight lies nearly in the

plane of the orbit of a binary system,
then each star will periodically

eclipse the other. We can then
calculate their relative masses from
their velocities and the orbital

period. The diagram shows variations

in luminosity from an eclipsing

binary. Deep dip comes when fainter

star eclipses brighter one, shallow
dip when brighter eclipses fainter.
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Sino- llic lime <»!' Kaiit, and pnssihiy even In-lon',

niosl s«-i<-iilisls \y.i\r tli<iii<>li( <il llic slat's as <>ris;iii-

aliii<; l)y a priM'css <il ('oiidciisalioii rrmii a <liirusr

^ascdiis iiif-(liiiiii ill iiitcrsd-llar space. liuU-<-(l, \\<-

iiow know (hat siuii a i^ascoiis iiicdiiiin docs exist

and tlial new stapi arc CDiitiniialK lorinint; out iii

it. RusselTs idcM was that primitive sUirs, In-fore

th«'v hati linally coiidcnse<l, woiiUI he lari;c and dil-

liisc and would have low snrlare teni|K'ratiires. I'liis

would cause ihein to lie on the ri'^Iit si<le of the

Hert/,s|)rim<;-Russell diav;rain. He susrs<<'sted that

perhaps such condensinj; stars were the ijiants.

H<'iice. accordiiii; to Riiss»-li's view, these ijiants, as

they continued coiulcnsinu, should gradually move

toward th<' main sccpiencc which he ret^arded as

the normal coiulcnsed position of the stars. If one

asked what determined the particular position that

a star occupietl on the main secpiencc, Russell an-

swered that it was its mass; the larijer the mass the

his/her the star would lie on the main sequence. And
Russell went one step lurther. He thought that alter

reachinu the main sequence, stai"s might evolve

down it. His idea was that in the (ii-st place they

would reach the main sequence toward the up|X'r

left-hand corner of the diagram, and that they

would then move down toward the right-hand bot-

tom corner, implying a steady loss of mass.

Some of these ideas c<irres[Mind with modern

theory. Newly forming stars will certainl\ apj^ear

lar away to tin- right of the diagiam, and as they

condense thev must mo\<- toward the left until thev

reach the main sequence. So far so goiKl, hut as we
shall see in the following cliapt<T, these newly con-

densed stai-s are not the giants. The situation for

the giants is precisely the reverse of what Russell

sugg<'sted.

It turns out that the giants are stars which once

lay on tin' main sequenc<- hut which, as a result of

nuclear pr<K-esses that have taken place inside th<'in,

ha\<- moved away from tlu- main scfpicnce toward

the right. That is, the giants are mainly moving

toward the right, not toward the left in the diagram.

Kventually the rightward motion is halted, how-

ever, and stars finally move leftward again. That is

to say, after expanding into giants they contract

again, tlu'ir surface temperatures rising as they do

so. Such cpiestions arc under active investigation by

astronomers at the present day. Prohlems of very

great mathematical difliculty arise in tln'ir in-

vestigation.

Do newly condensed stars, once having reached

the main sequence, move down it? Do they, in fact,

lose mass? This old j)roposal of Russell takes us

right to the center of a modern controvei-sy. Many
Russian astronomers believe that such a loss of mass

does in fact take place, but this point of view' has

not found any geiK'ral favor outside Russia.

Any examination of this controversy or any fur-

ther discussion of th<" Hertzsprung-Russell diagram

raises cpiestions relating to nuclear physics. The
to]>ics that tlM'ii arise arc of such importance

that they nuist Ik- given a chapter to themselves.

Henry Norrls Russell of Princeton,
one of the two men who independently
invented the important type of

diagram shown opposite.
In 1929 Russell also made one of the
first comprehensive determinations
of the comparative abundances of

atoms of various elements in the Sun.
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Chapter 9 Stars as Thermonuclear Reactors

The very tiny rraclion i>l tlic Sim's cncn^N that l;ills

on the Karth--<-stinialrd at alxnil live parts in a

hundred niiUion million— is alK>iil kmmmm) times

greater than all the eiier!j;\' used in the world's in-

dustries. The total energy the Sun emits in a single

secfind would Ik- siillieient to keep a on<'-kilowatt

electric lire hurning lor io,iM>o million million \cars.

Put in a dillerenl way. the energv the Sun emits in

one second is greater than the whole amount ol" en-

ergy- the human species has consumed throughout

its entin- histor\'.

We have considered how this vast amouiu ol' en-

ergy is convi-yed within the Sun, hut we have not

yet asked how it is j>roduc<'d. It is certainly not pro-

duced by any ordinan,- jinK-ess olcomhuslion. II' the

Sun were simply a gigantic coal Hre it would In- re-

duced entirely to ashes in aljout a thousand years.

Even the most violent forms of chemical comhus-

tion, such as that which iHcnrs when hydrogen and

oxygen combine to lonn water, would suppK tin-

Sun's energv- for only some two thousand \ears. So

the idea that the Sun tlerives its ( lu-rgy from am
|>rocess of chemical combustion can 1h' dismissed.

In the nineteenth cenlur\' the scientists Kelvin

and Helntholtz ofTered an explanation of li«>w the

.Sun iniglit go im producing its colossal output ol

energy lor a iktIikI uuich greal<-r than a mere two

thousand y«'ars. Their explanation de|M-nded on gra-

vity, and we can Im-si U-gin to understand it l>\

noting what ha]>pens when a stone drojis from a

high tower. Pulled downward by the ILarth'sgravitv

.

the stone gains sjK-ed and en«Tgy during its fall, and
when it strikes the gromid nui<h of this euerg\ is

converted into heat. In a similar way. heat would

Im- released if a stone were to fall into the Sun.

Inileed. since the .Sim's gravitational lield is iiiui li

stronger than that of the l^arth, the stone wo\ild at-

tain a nuich greater spc-ed and would consetpiently

release a much great<-r (piantity of heat on impact.

Suppos<-. now. that instead of one stoiu- falling into

the Sim the whole surface of the Sun were subject

to a constaiu rain of Jailing IxKlies from outside, l(>r

e.\ampl<-, a steaily rain of meteorites; then energv

would Ik- released all ov<-r its surface. Could this e.\-

plain the origin ol the energy that the .Sun con-

stantly radiates away into s|>;ice.^

The answer must In- no, lor two reasons. I'irsl. if

there were any such rain of lalling IxKlies, we ought,

with nxHlern instruments, to be able to deled it. Iiul

in lad we cannot, \e.\l. as we saw in the i)re\ious

This photograph of the Sun, taken in

hydrogen light, gives a tremendous
impression of power. In fact the
Sun emits more energy in one second
than the human species has consumed
in its entire history. During the
nineteenth century scientists asked
themselves how this vast output of

energy could have been maintained
over a period of millions of years.
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('Ii.i|ii('i . lli<- Snn\ radi.iliiiii r<'|>r<s<-iiis ilu- llnw nl

i-inTi;\ iiii(vvar<l Iruin its itmrr rct;iiiiis, so cUmiK \\c

iiiii^l sfck lor a sourer or<'inT<4y inside tlie Smi. not

siiiipK at its siirlace. Hut llie main idea <irenei°i;\

l>eiii<4 |>i'<Klueed l>\' <;ravity tan Im' modified l<i meet

ImiiIi iIk-m- ol)jeelions. Iiistc-ad ol assiimin<; a rain ol

material Ironi ontside on lo the snrlaee ol tlx- Smi.

we ma\ sii|)|)ose that the whole ImxIx ol the Sun is

shrinkin'^ very sli;^lilly all the lime. The Smi would

then Ik- lallinii sli'_;lnly inward a.\ a ulin/r, and enerijy

wonki lie released in tin- same way as In-fore. It is

true that if we assinne the rate of infall to he very

slow, the energy > ield fnun eaeh omiee ol" niatt<'r

invoKed would he I'ar less than the ener;;y yield

from each ounce olinattcr lallitii; on to the Sun Ironi

outside. But the whole ol the material in the Sun

wiiuld now be involved, and because that amount

is so huije, the energy olitainable in this way would,

indeed, be enormous. In lact it woukl be about

lo.iMio times greater than could be |>ro\itled by

ev«'n the most |)owerlul eltemieal reaction.

'I'his, then, was tin- theory that Helmholt/ and

Kelvin put forward, and it would certainly suliice

to explain how the Sun could go on emitting v;ist

(|uantities of energy lor many thousands of years.

C'alculation shows that, on this theory, a rcduclicm

in the diameter of the Sun of only some fifty yards

a vear would Im- sulhcient to account for its known

output of energy. This would nn|)ly a shrinkage of

onlv alxiut fifty miles in the Sun's diameter since

the Roman invasion of Britain. Iacii if the me;is-

uringequiiinicnt ol antiquity had Ixn-ii etpial to that

ol lo<la\ it \Miuld !« <|uite im|xissilile to detect so

sm.ill ,1 shrinkage as this.

.\e\ertlieless, if tli<- thiorv ol 1 1< liiiliuli/ ukI Kel-

vin were eoiTecl, the diameter ol llie Sun would

hav«- diminished marke<lly o\-er |MTiiKis of M-veral

niillitin \ ears. But we know from gt-ologieal exidence

that it has not done so. l-'rom lossil evidence it is

known that some genera of animals brachio|)<KJs,

the tuatara aiul some li/.ards, lor example have

[MTsisted relatively unclianged lor upward of a hun-

dred million yeai^s. This is convincing e\ ideiuc of a

conslaiicv of plivsical environment on the Karth

that would be iiii|><issible if the Sun had changed

its (liamelii .1 \ ery great deal during that |)<Ti<Kl.

Ill fail we know from fossil records that the Sun

must have been shining pretty much as it is now for

at least a thousand million years. Thus the idea that

a slow shrinkage of the Sun accounts for the energy

it radiates into space is simply not tenable.

In bri<'f, the ideas of Kelvin and Helmholt/ could

explain a source of energy io,(mm> tinu-s more |><itent

than any form of clu-mical combustion; but in vi«'w

of what the fossil record reveals, we must seek for an

explanation that will account lor a |)otency io,(k>o

times as great again. Such an explanation is indeed

available ilWe think of the Sun as a vast thermo-

nuclear reactor; atul the transference of the prob-

lem from chemistry to nucl<-ar physics max b<- said

to sMiibolize the entry of astronoiiu into its most

iiKKlern phase.

Nuclear pr<K-esscs are ;il)out a hundred inillioii

times more potent in their energv \ ield than are

If the Sun's energy were derived
from chemical combustion, it could
not have been maintained tor more
than about two thousand years.

Kelvin (left) and Helmholtz (adjacent)

suggested that the whole body of the

Sun might be steadily shrinking.

It might be slowly falling inward,

releasing energy in the process.
This accounted for a vast output of

energy over several million years,

but it also presupposed that the

Sun's diameter must have shrunk
markedly over such a period.
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< lii'iiiit ;il |)i(n<-sM-s. I'lir cxamplr. llic liiiniiii'^ <il

one poiiiul III .III (ir(lin;ir\ «'li(-iiiu'al liu-l vicUK <inl\

cnoimli ciuTjjx Id kc<'|) a ciiic-kilowall clrrlric heater

Ixiriiiiii; fur al)i>iit an liniir, Ixit tlu- coiisiiiiiptioii ol

OIK- |)(iiiii(l iil'tlu' iiiosi (-llrrlivc niu'lcar liu-l would

keep it op(-i'atiii<4 lor alioiit li-ii tlioiisaiui \i-ars. In

iiiuii-rstaiui wliv this tjrcat (iillcrciirc arises we musi

oiiisider sonietliiiii; ol llie pli\si<'s ol iiiiele.ir and

cluMiiical processes.

(•imitiiliiiiiiil. h'.hiltunl and \ii(lini l-i(lil\

I.el us return lor a nioinent to the lallint; stone

\vlii<li \\ellioii<;lit ai)out in the context ol'the Kelviii-

Helniliolt/ theory. The stone trains enertjy as it falls

liecaiise it is accelerated toward the KartlTs center

by the attractive force ol gravitation. A similar ac-

celeration with a consecpieiit i;aiii of enersi^- can. in

fact, Im- ]ir«Khicerl liy any other attractive lorce.

The lorces that »c)iitrol clieinical process<-s are

electrical in nature, and whereas the ijravitatioiial

force lH'tw<-en two Ixxlies is alwavs attractive, the

••leclrical forces lietween them <aii 1m- either attrac-

tive or re]>ulsive. Whether they are the one or the

other dep<-nds on just how the IxKlii-s are made ii])

from thi-ir elementary constituents, (-lectroiis and

protons, which represent tli<- two stalile forms of

electric chari^e. It turns out that for the most jiart

the forces between atoms are attractive, which is

why they tend to combine into <rroups.Th«-se ijroups

are called molecules, and thev mav ranije in com-

|)lexity from simple structures, siic-h as the mole<iile

ol common salt whi<'ii contains onl\ one atom of

sodium and one ol chlorine, to the complicated

molecules encountered in bioloi^ical structures

which may contain soiiK-thiiii; of the order of a

iiiillioii individual atoms.

.Now when the electrical force Ix-lween atoms is

aiiraclivc the atoms gain spe<-d as they approach

each other. II. alter approachiii-^, the atoms were to

(haw apart a*j;aiii there would, ol' course, be a com-

])insatiiis4 loss of eiier!j;y; that is, the atoms would

•jaiii s|>eed, and hence eiieri^y, as they approached

and would then lose sjx-ed and energy as they sep-

arated. When chemical combination takes place,

however, there is no such compensating loss of eii-

ergv. for the atoms d«) not sep.irate; thev stay to-

getli(-r in the combined moli-cule. Hence there is a

gain of energy, and this energy ultimately apjwars

as heat. This, then, is the source- of chemical energy.

It arises from attractive- (-lectrical forces and is siini-

lar in principli- to the source of energy of a falling

stone. Tlie difTerence arises from the dillerence in

the nature ol'the force that promotes the attraction.

.\iid wh(-ii we c<mic to micli-ar energv the situ-

ation is still, in principle, the same. Again we have

an attraction bc-lwcen particli-s, but now it is an

attraction promoted neither by a gravitational field

nor by an electrical field, but by the nuclear field.

Two kinds of ])articles, protons and neutrons, are

directly aflected bv the nuclear field, and we must

later look at Ijoth of them, but let us first see how
nuclear attraction operates.

There is a vital diflerence between th<- nuclear

force and electrical or gravitational forci-s. Two

If ttie Sun's diameter had in fact

changed a great deal, it would have
been impossible lor any form of life

to persist relatively unchanged for

many millions of years. Yet we know
that some have done so. At left is

a fossil of the primitive lingula of

Ordovician times, some 400.000.000

years ago; above is the lingula which
still lives in the Pactic Ocean.
Only if we think of the Sun as a vast

thermonuclear reactor can we explain

how it has steadily emitted energy
over such an immense time.
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(hmIJi-s attract carli <illi<-r <;ravilatiiiiiall\ c\i-\\ wlirn

llii"\ arc a \rr\ I'rcat dislaiirr apart. The Sim, lor

<-xam|il<-, i*; a|)|)rcoial)l\' attractrcl l)\ lli<- s^ravila-

ti<iiial (i<-kl (il'slarNM-xcral lii^lil-y<Mi> auav. TIk- sitii-

atiiiii is (lie same- for electric l<»rc<-s. Two clectrili<-<l

particles still coiitiiiiK- to altnut or re|><-l <-acli other

\\lu-ii tli<-ir distance apart increases. It is true that

the ellecl <il the lorce weakens as tin- di.staiice Ik--

tween llieiii increases, l»nt it (l<»<'s not cease alto-

gether. It declines as the inverse stpiare ol" the dis-

tance apart <>(" the two particles; tliat is to say. for

<-acli doul)lin;,{ol the distance apart the eirectiveness

ol'the lorce decreases to one (piarter of its value.

Klectrical forces thus o|H-rale ov<"r great distances,

in precisely the same way as gravitational lor<-es.

lint their long-rang<- efTectivenc-ss lends to Iw dis-

guised in astrfdiomy for a ver\- simple reason. We
have already noted that there an* two kinds of elec-

tric charg*-. the negative charge >

) In-ing can-ied

l»y <-lectrf>nsaiid the |K»sitive charge (-(-U)v protons.

The force iK'tween one electron and one proton is

attractive, hut the force iM-tween two electrons, or

lK-tv\een two protons, is repulsive. Xow large IxKlies

such as stars are only weakly electrifKtl liecaviM-

they contain essentially the s;ime nnmher of ])rotons

and electrons, and attractive and repulsive effects

therelore tend to caiic<-l each other out. With gravi-

tational forces, which are always attractive, no such

canceling can occur, and it is for this reason onlv

that gravitational fields, rather than electrical fields,

dominate large-scal<- phenomena.

(,)uite unlike electric liirces or gravitational liirces,

the miclear force is effective onlv over verv small

distances. The imdear lorce hetween two particles,

whether two neutrons, two protons, or one neutron

and one pn»ton, o|)<-rates only if the two particles

are not more than alxiut one ten-miliion-millioiith

part of a centimeter apart. The nuclear force he-

comes C|uit<- n<-gligil»l<- if the distance is a|>preciai>l\

gn-ater than this, hut it is |)owerfiilly attractive at

distances of this order. Hence, if protons and neu-

trons till- particl<-s affected hy th<- nu<l<-ar lorc<'

a|)proach close enough to ea<h other thev will gain

sjKH-d due to the action of the miclear forc<-. 'I'he

situation is now exactly analogous to tli<- case of a

ciK'inical reaction. .Atoms attracted together l)V elec-

trical forces, and which comhiix' into mole<-ules,

yield chemical energy. I'roloiis and neutrons atlrac-

li-d together liy miclear forces, and which comhiiie

into a permanent striu liin- aiiaiogniis to molecules,

vieid nuclear eiiergv

.

Electron Proton Neutron
(negative charge) (positive charge) (no charge)

Hydrogen atom

Oxygpn rtiom

One oxygen and two hydrogen atoms
combined as one molecule of vi/ater.

% #
Hydrogen Helium Lithium Boryllium

Boron Crtiljon Nitrogen Oxygen

Nuclei of the commonest isotopes

of the eight lightest elements.

Figure 9.1 (Below)
Comparison beiween gams of energy
produced by assembling one gram of

nine different chemical elements.
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IVIon- \vf s;o (111 l<> sr<- jnst wlial llwsc sdiutiircs

,tr<-. let IIS l<Mik at (lir t\vi> kinds iil parlitlc invi>lv<-(l.

Nfiitrniis carrv no clcclrir chars^r, sd lliat mily the

.illractivc iiiulcar ror<«'<>p<Tatcs Ih-i\v<tii llii-iii. l'u>-

loiis, on lli<- oilier hand, all carry a |H)sili\r clcrlrir

rliar<4<-: ln-iiic ImiiIi dir atiraciivr niK-lcar I'oitc and

a rf|)ulsivr cU-ttrir force o|M'rati- hctwct'ii iticm.

Hill x\ lull wf isolate tile eirect of tin- nuclear lorce

Iroiii iliat ol' the electric r()rc<-, it appears that the

nuclear lorce hetween two protons is the same as

lliat hetween two iieiilrons, or Iwtween one neutron

and one proton.

What are the conihiiu'd structures which neutrons

and |)rotons yield:' I'hey arc the nuclei, or hea\y

cures, ol' atoms. Stated the other way round, the

nuclei ol atoms are simply comhined structures ol

protons ami neutrons, and ev<'ry |M)ssil)le stable

comhination ol this sort is represented somewhere

or otlu'r amoii!; the chemical elements. The nuclei

ol atoms must he very small compared to the si/.<-

of the whole atoms because ol'the short rans^o ofthe

nuclear force; for only when the protons and neu-

trons are very close to each other will the nuclear

rnrc<'s hetween them operate to hold them t()i;cllier

into a coherent structure. The dimensions of the

cloud of electrons snrroundiim the nucleus ol an

ordinarv atom are more than ten thousand times

•..;reat<-r than the dimensions ofthe nucleus.

\\'h\ do electrons surround the niulei of ordin.iry

atoms.' lk-caiis<- of electriial forces. The jirotons

present in the nucleus exert an attractiv<' electrical

force on the surroundin!» electrons. Unless the tem-

perature happens to he very high, as it is in the cen-

tral re«;ioiis of th<- stars, the electrical force is ade-

(piate to hold the electrons tf> the nucleus, always

provided that there are not more electrons in the

surroundinu; cloud than there are protons in the

nucleus. In fact th<- normal neutral form ofan atom

h.is a numher of ele<trons equal to the mimher of

protons in the nucleus.

S'liilfiir luini^r

We have seen that there is a gain ol (nert,'\ when

protons and neutrons come toi;ether to form the

niulei of atoms. But tin- amount ofthe ijain varies

with the diirerent numher of particles that go to

make up the nuclei of various eh-meiits. How, for

ixample, diK-s the amount of nncli-ar en«-ri!;y pro-

duced in the as.seml)lin<^' of one <j;rain of o.xyi^en

compare with the amount produced in the as.seml)-

liiij; of one gram of iron;' The answer to this and to

other similar (|iiestions is conlainetl in Figure <(. i.

The vertical axis represents, in units of ten years,

the length of time for which the yield of nuclear en-

ergv could kiep a one-kilowatt electric lire burning.

The horizontal axis represents the niimlHr of pro-

tons plus neutrons which must be assembled to lorm

the nucleus ofthe element in cpiestion.

There is one further [joint to notice alxml the

number of particles shown for the nucleus of each

element in our figure. I'lie < hemical pro]Hrlies ofan

atom are determined by the number of electrons

that surround its nucleus, and this, in turn, is detei-

niincd bv the numlM-r of protons contained in the

nucleus. Hence the chemical pro|Krties are ulti-

matelv determined solely by the niimlM-r of protons

in the nucleus. This means that two atoms having

the same nuinl>er of protons but a ditlerent niimlxr

of neutrons in their nuclei will still have e.s,seiitially

identical chemical properties. Ihey will be what

arc called different isotopes ofthe same chemical ele-

ment. In fact many of the elements do have two

or more different isotopes, but the values given in

our figure refer in each case to the commonest one,

that is, to the one which occui-s in the greatest

abundance on the Earth.

The figure shows that wc obtain most energy by

assembling nuclei of iron. The energy yield in-

creases with the mnnbcr of neutrons and protons

contained in the nucleus, until that number reaches

sixty or thereabouts. After that the energy yield

slow Iv falls away. Why is there this maximum to the

energy yield? Why does it not go on increasing in-

definitely as more and more neutrons and protons

are added to the nucleus.'

Lett: Structures of two diflerent

isotopes of helium. Right:

Structures of two different isotopes
of lithium. Different isotopes of the

same element contain the same
number of protons and the same
number of electrons. They differ

only in the number of neutrons
contained in their nuclei.
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'Ill all^\\<•r lln-s<- <|ii<-sli(iiis \M- iiiiisi Ix-ar in iiiiiul

dial «-lr«tri»al lur«<-s iiia\ Ik- at work as well as iiii-

»l<-ar liiro-s. Wlicii a lu'iilron is adclt-d I" a iiiiclriis

iiu cl(-r(ri(-al l<>rr<- is iiuolvc-d. In order dial a iit-n-

(ron ran Ik- raplurrd by a inicli-ns ii must rU-arlv Im-

(irrd very atriirat<-ly toward its target, lor oth<-r-

wisr tin- sliort-ran<^«- nnclrar ror<-<-s will n<-\<T coni<-

into o|K-ration at all. If, liowi-vcr, tlic lirin" (a acciir-

at<- and tin- neutron i\ captured li\ the nucleus, en-

«-r!^\ is \ ii-lditl. riie conditions i«-(|uired lor addin-.;

a |iroton to a nucleus are <-vcn more rit;orous. Not

only nmst it Ix- aimed v«-r\ acciiratelw, so as to stantl

a eliant't- ol comin;^ within raiii^e of the miclear

lore*-; it must also have a very hiijli initial s|K-ed in

order to overcome the n-pulsive electrical liirce exist

-

inn Ix-twi'en it and other protons alr<-a<ly in the

nucleus. Without that liii^li initial s|><-<-(l it will sim-

ply Ir- turned hack bel'oi-e ii <onn-s within ran!;c ol'

the nuclear liirce. Kv<-ii iltlie iiicid(-nl proton should

reach the luicleus and Ik- capture<l h\ it, the <-iK-r<{y

made availahle will Ik- Ii-ss than in the case ol' the

neutron, sinipiv In-canse the proton has lost s|H-(-d

<lurin;.r the earlv part ol' its llii^ht due to the repiil-

sivi- electrical lorce. And clearly this repulsive- l<)r<e

will lK-coni(- stron«<-r as the nucl<-us contains more

and more protons.

\\'(- can now see why I"ii;ure 9.1 re\eals a maxi-

uumi lieyond which a law of <liminisliin<4 rt-linns

lK-i;ins too|M-rate. As lons^as tin- mmilH-rol neutrons

and protons in the nucleus is small, the <-ir»-ct olth*-

<-lectrical lon-es on the en«-rjrv yielded hy adding;

mon- particles is comparatively imiin|Mirtant. I.ven-

tually, liow<-ver, the numlK-r of protons in the nu-

cleus Inx-omes so larsje that the <-Ii-clrical l<»rce in-

cn-as<-s, thus reducini^ the eners;;\' yi<-ld v<tv appre-

ciably. Indeed, there comes a |K)int whc-re th<- i;ain

ofenerijy due to the attractive nucl<-ar U)rcc- is more

liian ollset hy tin- l<»ss ol'c-nc-rgy due to tl.«- n-pulsive

electric force. It is lor this reason that the l)uildin<.{-

up of atoms (-ontainint; laiijc- numhers of protons

and neutnnis gives a smaller yield ol' enersjy than

the l)uildin!{-up ol'iron atoms.

Our (iu;ure als<» enables us lo answer other

im|>ortant questions. Sup|»os(- we ad<l tlirei- Ixlium

nuclei together to lorm carbon; iK-cause <-arbon lies

hii^her in our diagram than helimn, <-iu-rg\ will be

yi<-ldt-d by this fusiiin process. Similarly, il \\c .i(U\

two carbon nuclei tog<-tlier to form m.ignesium w<-

again obtain eiu-rgy, since niagiu-sium lies higher

in such a diagram than carlxtn. This situation

holds g(M>d for all the liglit<-r elein<-nts, that is, Ibr

iIk' elements th.it contain coniparati\<-K lew n<-u-

irons and protons in their nuclei. II we I'um- tiit-ni

togi-ili«-r we obtain <-nergy. But the situation is re-

v«-rs(-<l lor lli<- lieav iest miclei. Tlx-n- we gain <-niTg\

not by liision but by the op|M>site prix-<-ss of fission.

II, lor exaniph'. we bn-ak lh<- nucleus ol uranium
into two I'omp.irable pieces, then <-n<-rgv will Ik- re-

lc-as«-d. I his lollows lH-caus<- tin- two pie<i-slie higher

in tli<- diagram than th<- original uranium d<M-s.

.\u(liar l'iii(i\M\ III .\tiiiii SrijitiiUf Situs

We have s<-en that in order to build up a light ini-

cleus into a heavier one by th<- addition of protons,

the protons must have a high initial s|K-<-d: other-

\\is<- they would Ik- unable to reach the micl<-iis Ik--

causeol the repulsive elect ric;»l lorce acting on th<-ni

<hiring th<-ir journey. When- d<K-s this high ii'.ilial

s|K-ed <<imc Irom? In the stars it comes Irom the

high t(-m|K'ratiire existing de<-p in their interiors.

lnd(-<-d, it is iK-ciiiise high temperatiirc-s art- neces-

sary to promote the building process that the word

l/iiiiiiiiiiiiclr/ir is used to descrilx- it.

Since the repulsive <-lectrical l<»rces Imcouk- larger

as miclei olgn-ater and greater atomic munlx-r are

involved, it is ob\ ious that higher initial s|K-eds, and

th(-relore higher tempc-ralurt-s, will Ix- ueed«-<l to

build heavy nuclei than lo build light ones. To build

th<- simplest light nucleus. iiameK the helium mi-

cl(-us which contains two protons and two n(-inrons,

tciup<-ralur<-s ol alxiut ten million d«-gre<-s are n<-<-<l-

ed. rile building of the other conunon light miclei,

such as carlMin, oxvg<-n and ik-oii, needs t(-in|K-ra-

tur«-s ol alKHil one hundred million degre«-s. I'ii

build magnesium, silicon. siiHur, or calcium de-

mands tenip<-ratur<-s in the r<-gion ol' a thous^md

million degrees, ami to build iron the tem|M-rature

must Im- around three thousand million degrees.

How does all this help us lo answer the (pu-slions

alK>ut tli<- H<-rtzspruiig-Russell diagram wlii«h were

lelt uiiansweretl at the end ol the pr<-\ ions <liapl<-r?

Magnesium

Carbon Silicon

Oxygen Sulfur

Neon Calcium Iron

LJ J I i

1000 2000 3000

temperature in millions of degrees.

The building-up of heavy nuclei

demands higher temperatures than
the building-up of light ones. Here
we see the lemperature-range at

which nuclei of various elements (orm.
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With n-lcrrnrf Co Riiss<-irs ijiant anel ilwarfllicon,-,

it will Ik- r«TalU-cl thai ii<-\vly li>rnnii<; stars a|)|H-ar

toward llu' ri<;lit ol' the cliaL;raiu; that as th«-y roii-

jlrnsr tlicy inovr toward the Iflt until th<-y rrach

tlic main sf(|n«-iici'; anti that diirins; the |)roc<"ss ol

shrinkaijo tlii-ir internal t«-in|H'ratur»' rises. This part

ol Riisst-ll's theory clearly corres|x>nds closely to the

idea ol K<-lvin and Helniholi/. l>iirin<!; its formation

anti condensitlion a star d<H's indeed derive energy

ihroni^h its t^ravitational held. Part ol this energy is

radiated away into space and part is taken up in

|)r<Kliicins; the steatlilv risini^ lem|)cratiire of the in-

(irior. Kvidently the lirst nuclear reactions to take

place will Ik- those that require the lowest tein|X'ra-

tnre, and thes«-, as we liave just seen, are the re-

actions in which heliimi is formed. Hence our ex-

|M-ctation is that the first nuclear reactions to occur

inside a newly-condensed star will l)c those in which

helium nuclei are assembled from their constituent

particles.

Why do stars stop niovinsj toward the left in the

Hertzsprung-Russell dias^ram oner they reach the

main serpience? The answer is that the main se-

(pience marks the stars in which the jjrod\iction of

iielium has Im'sjuii. In other words, it marks the

)M>sition of stars that have hes^un to behave as

thermonuclear reactors.

We saw in the previous chapter that overvvhelm-

ini^lv the most abundant atoms inside the Sun are

those of hvdros;en, and this is true of all stars at the

lime of tlieir formation. Now a normal neutral hy-

dros^en atom has a nucleus consisting of only one

])roton, and an outer "sheir' consisting of only one

electron ; but inside the stars hydrogen atoms do not

exist in their neutral form. Because of the high tem-

[K-rature, the electrons arc separated from the pro-

tons, forming a gas in which electrons and protons

move freely and independently of each other. And
the protons ibriu the raw material out of which the

helium luiclei are built. ^ el since a helium micleus

contains two protons and two neutrons one may
well ask where do the neutrons come from? In fact

a iree neutron changes s|K)ntaneously into a proton

.uid other particles; anti for similar but rather more

complex reasons it is pf>ssible for a proton to change

into a neutron.

Let us lake the simpler case first. There is a .gen-

eral rule in physics that provided the necessarv pro-

ces,ses are :ivailable, matter will alwavs tend to

reach its lowest |X)ssible energy state. (In fact, as

can Im" inferredfroiTiour discussion of Figure t). I, the

lowest form of energy arisj-s when iron is formed.

The reason why all the matter in the imiverse cKk-s

not asseml>le itself intr> nuclei of iron atoms is that

no relevant physical proc<-sses are available except

inside certain stars where teni|KTatures are in tli<-

region of thr«-e thou.sand million jlegrei-s; at temper-

atures lowi'r than this the incident protons cannot

reach the iron nucleus lj<-cause of the stronglv

repulsiv<- »-lectric forces o|)<Tating.) Now when a

fn-e neutron changes spontaneously into a proton,

an electron and a third particle known as an anti-

neutrino, it (/of.t attain a lower energy state. The
proton an<l the electron together have a slightly

smaller ma-ss than the original neutron, and this

implies that they also have a slightly smaller energy.

(The anti-neutrino has an almost negligible inter-

action with matter and plays nf> part in the pro-

duction ol" energy inside a star, so we shall here

make no further mention of it.)

^ct although a proton by its«-lf has less mass (and

hence less energy) than a neutron, a nucleus com-

posed entirely ol a given number r)f prolr)ns wi>nld

not have less energy than a nucleus composed of a

suitable mi.xture of protons and neutrons. One rea-

son for this lies in the repulsive electric forces invol-

ved; another depends on the wav the particles yiack

themselves together, the details of w hich need not

concern us. The main jjoint ol present importance

is that if we attempt to build a nucleus containing

too many protons it will actually have a higher en-

ergy state than if it were composed of mixed pro-

tons and neutrons. In accordance with the general

rule of physics we have already noticed, r>ne or mf>rc

of the pn)tons will then change into a neutron. The
nucleus thereby attains a lower energy state than it

had bclbre.

The very fact that protons can change into neu-

trons is sufficient to explain how, starting with pro-

tons only, it is ])ossible to build nj) nuclei containing

both protf)ns and neutrons; but we may paus«- here

to .see just how the change comes al)out. We have

seen that a nemron changes into a proton by emit-

ting an electron and an anti-nt-utrino. Similarly,

when a proton changes into a neutron two other

particles are inv(»lved, a |)ositron and a neutrino.

The neutrino, like the anti-neutrino, has only an

extremely feeble interaction with matter and need

not further concern us. The ])ositron which the pro-

ton emits on changing into a neutron can Ix-st be

described as an electron carrying a positive instead

of a negative charge.
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I
I'roloiis ain-adx Ix-^iii ilianijint; into iii-iilrons il

\vf irv 1(1 Imilcl a luulnis r<>Il^i^lins; u( only luo |)n>-

lons. ihu- iil'llic- i\v<i tlu-M Ihtoiiii's a nculroii, thus

riiriiiin<{ a iiiulciis in wliicli one priilon and iinc ii<-u-

iniii arc Ixinnd losrctlicr. Tliis i-> <allr<l a drulcron,

and il is llic niiclcns (ifln-avy hydrogen, a oin-itilu-

i-nl <>{' lica\\ water. IK-iitrrons (jnKluccd in diis way

ran tlicii pick up a rnrllicr jjroton so tlial a nuch-us

ronlaiiiiii<{ tw<i protons and one neutron is fornx-d.

'lliis is tli<- niK'lenstilan isoto|X' ol'helinni. Altlion<;li

it contains onK one neutron, it also contains two

protons; atoms with such ruirlei would therelon-

have just the s;ime chemical pro]MTties as f»rdinary

iieliinii atoms, whose miclei contain tuo iiiMitrons

and two protons.

But how is f>rdinarv helium formed in the

thernifinuciear reactor of a star? Vhc answer is some-

what complicated, since the conversion can Ik-

hrounht alM>ut in a variety of ways. Inside the Sun

the main jjrocess is one in which two mxlei ol this

li'.(ht form of helium come into collision. Since each

fif them contains two protons and one tieutroii, if

ihev were to fuse the resultint^ new nucleus would

have fotir ])i"otons anfl two neutrons. This would he

a ii-rht-wei'.jht form ol' the eii-ment iH-rylliuui; hut

this form is not stable and it can reach stability in

either of two wavs. One of tiu- l<)ur protons could

change into a neutron, yieidins; a nucleus with three

prot<»ns and three neutrons. This would be the mi-

cleus of an isolopx- of lithium which forms a vital

com|)onent of the hydroi;en Iximb. The other |)os-

sibiiitv is that the li<;ht-w<'i^ht lH'r\lliimi muleus

nii!;:;lit eject two protons, leavini^ a nuch'us consist-

ins? of two protons and two neutrons. This would

Im- the nucleus of our ordinarv form of heliinn. aiui

the ovcrwhelmins; probabilif%' is that this second

pn>c«-ss is what actually cK-curs inside the Sun.

We have thus traced a contiimous liii<' <if reac-

lions starlin<; from prol<»ns only and endiny; with

ordinarv helium inielei; and eneri^y is <j;eMerated at

s<-veral statues aloni; the line. Ihe two protons eject-

ed at the last slai^e move at his^h s|K"eds. Inside th<-

Sim most of their motion is ipiickly lost by collisions

with f>tlii-r particles, and their energy of motion ap-

|K-ars in a -^^eneral increase of motion of «// the par-

ticles, that is to say in the lorm of heal. Ilnersjy is

also emitted to a les,ser extent in the other reactions.

In th<- first stai;e. when two protons collide and oik-

of them changes inl<i a neutron, a jKisilron is emit-

ted. This (Kisitron cpiickly combines with one of the

eli-ctrons that it encounters in its motion. The elec-

tron and the jMisitroii iIkii niutualK annihilate

each other, yieldiiiir a quantum of radiation. The

third source- oi eiu-rgv' com<-s from the addition ofa

proton to the deut<-rofi. A (|uaiitum of radiation is

also emitted in this process. In total, then-Ion-,

energx is made available partly in the form of radia-

tion and partly in the form of heat. This is the

resolution ol the age-old <|U<-stion ol when- the Suns
energy comes from.

I he temiM-rature inside the Sun is not high enough

to allow more complicated nuclear pr<K<-ss<-s to take-

place- with appreciable fretjue-ncv. .\s an exaiii|)le of

a more- coinplicat<-d process \\<- might consid<-r the

collision ofa proton with a nucleus f»f carlxm. I'm-

vid<-d the proton has a sulIicieiitK high initial s|K-<-d

to overcome- the- re-pulsi\e e-le-ctrical linrce l)clween

itse-ll and the carlndi nucleus, a re-actiein can occur

in which the- pndem is adde-d to the carl)eni nucleus,

thus preKliicing the nucleus <A a light isoteipe eif

nilreige-n. |-^nergv, in the leirin eif radiatiem. is alse>

preKiuce-d by this process.

Such [)reKe-sses dei not have any gre-at ini[H)rtance

inside the Sun simpiv In-cause the teni[)e-rature- the-re-

is teK) letw tei give- the pre)teins the necessar\ initial

S|)eed. We saw, however, in the previetus cha[>ter

that the- temperatures inside stars e)f the main se-

quence incre-ase- as we move- up the sccpience fremi

the ])eisition e)f the- Sun to the te)p left-hand ce>rner

of the He-rlzsprung-Russell diagram. In other weirils.

the inte-rnal temjM'rature- is higher inside main se--

rpiene-e- stars with ma.sses greater than that of the

Sun, which is pre-eise-K \vh\ such stars are nieire

The first nuclear reactions to occur
inside a newly-condensee) star are
those in which helium nuclei are
assembled. Our diagram shows the
mam process by which helium nuclei

are built up inside the Sun.

•o

•o

Two protons collide, one becomes
a neutron, and they combine to form
a deuleron (heavy hydrogen nucleus).

Deuteron gains a pioton, torming
nucleus of light isotope of helium.

Two such nuclei collide and eject

two protons, leaving nucleus ol the

common form of helium (see page 236).
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Uiiiiinoiis Chan the Sun. At th<-sf higher tcniix-ra-

liin-s nuclear rcartiiins ol llic kind just descrilx-jl

tak<- place on an iin|)<triant s<-ale.

In lad it (urns out that iIktc is a s<-<|uencr of pro-

cesses which In-s^ins with tin- forniation (if nilroifc'n

Iritni carl)<)n and ultiniat<-ly results in the produc-

tion ol heliinn nucU-i. I'Uv lis^ht-weis^ht isoto|x- ol

nitrotjen (seven protons and six neutronsi produced

Ironi <-arlM(n cliaiiijes into a heavy iso(o|)<- ol carlxm

' six protons and seven neutrons . TIm- latter inicleus

then a<fpiires a lurther pntton to t?ive th«" common
lorniornitro^en is«-\en protons and seven neutrons).

This common form of nilrosren then actpjires still

another proton; hut one proton ol the resulting

nucleus very (piickly chans^es into a neutron. The
result, a structure consisting; n<»\v of seven protons

and ei<>ht neutrons, is the nucleus ol'a heavy isoto]H'

of nitrosjen, an isolo|K' that is indeed present in the

s{as«-s olthe Karth's atmosphen- hut only in a very

low concentration. This structure ne.xt picks up yet

another ])roton, thereby iiirniiii!; a nucleus with

eis^ht protons and eis^ht neutrons. This is just the

common lorm of oxvt^en. But the ox\sjen nucleus

so lormed is initially in a state of violent agitation;

that is. th<- eight protons and eight neutrons are

moving \ioleiuiy around inside the nucleus. Tar more

\iolently than they do inside the nucleus of an

ordinary oxygen atom.

Two |>ossil>ilities now arise. The agitated nucleus

could get rid ol the moti<m <irits particles bv emit-

ting radiation, in which case an ordinary stable <»xy-

gen nucleus would l>e lormed. The alternative is r<»r

it to eject a helium nucleus i two protons and two

neutroiisi. This second |K>ssibilitv is lar the more

probable, so that in the great majority of cases a

nucleus of oxygen is not permanently formed. In-

dewl, after ejecting the helium nucleus the struc-

ture tlial remains is a nucleus containing six protons

and six neutrons; and this is ju\l the aimiiion fmiii of

farhnnfrom which the uhnle firnccss hcgan. We may ex-

|)r<'ss this by saying that the carlxm acts as a cata-

lyst. It serves to generate- a .series ol reactions as a

result ol which it is itself ivpnKluced in the over-

whelming proporii<»n f»f cases.

Hence there is a second way of jjroducing lieliimi,

and this secoiul wav is lar more ini|X)rt;inl in stars

of large mass than it is inside the Sun, simjily ix'-

cause the teni|X"ratures in m<ire massive stars are

appn-ciably higher than itt the Sun. Indeed, this

carlxMi-mtrogen cycle, as it is called, provides the

main process for the production of helium in stars

•DV

•0€

•-^ SL

>-»- JtP

lgO0

8?

In main sequence stars with masses
greater than that of the Sun, internal

temperatures are higher. Our diagram
shows one ot the nuclear processes
which then takes place.

Proton |oms ordinary carbon nucleus,
producing nucleus o< light nitrogen.

One proton ot thai structure becomes
a neutron. The result is the nucleus
of a heavy isotope of carbon.

This gains another proton, to become
a nucleus of ordinary nitrogen.

Another proton joins this structure,

but one proton turns into a neutron.
Result is a heavy niirogen nucleus.

This gains yet another proton, and
becomes a nucleus of ordinary
oxygen, but one in violent agitation.

It rids itself ot this agitation by
ejecting two protons and two neutrons
(together a helium nucleus). There
remains a nucleus of ordinary carbon.

^o«
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witli iiiasM-s iiiorr lliaii alxml twice tliat lA lli<- Sun.

All stars lyiii!^ on llir n|)|xr |>arl ul' the main s«-

qiicncr t»rn«Talr an uvcMvliclniins; |>ni|Mirtii>n ol

llu-ir i-n«Tir\- tliriiii>{li tlir <>|MTali<>n nl llic rarlxm-

nilri>i^<-ii <vrl«- ratli«T than llir<>iit;li the sinipU-r pric

ct-ssj-s llial laki- plair insich- the Sun.

1 he (lillfrrnl niiKli-s <»r rnrp^y-ufniralion inside

massivi- stars (rarlKni-uitri>!»i-n <\(l«-i and inside

stars i>rsniall mass, whirli we ma\' clesrHIn- as solar-

t\|X' stars, leatl to at) interestinv; dilleienee in their

iiit<-rnal slriiiliires. This is illiistra(( (I in Tii^nre ((.2.

In the shaded parts ol' each star <'iieri;y is trans-

|><>rted niaiiih l>v convection, while in the imshaded

parts trans|>ort ol eiieru;y is entirely l>\ radiation,

except lor a nes^liijihlr contril)iition Iroin conduc-

tion. The two cases are thus completely op|)osile in

character. In massive stars we ha\e convection near

the center antl radiation outside, whereas in soiar-

tv|X' stars we have radiation carryini; the ener!»y

throut^hont the inner portions and convection on

the outsitle. It is transport oreners»y hy convection

in the outer re!j;ions ol' the Sun that probably ac-

counts rr)r iiumIi ol the hii^hlx coin|)licaled iM-havior

ol'the <<ases ol'the solar atinosplicre. discussed in the

previous chapter.

Eiolution Aunr ftinn llie Main So/uintf

In the conveclive region ol'a star, any helium pro-

duced by nuclear reactions will Ijc mixed more or

U-ss unilormlv. Thus in the massive star shown in

Figure ().-..> the h<-lium priMluo-il in the hot central

re!{ions is thoroii^hlv mixed ihroui^hout the inner

part ol the <<>nvecli\e core. But in the solar-ty|)c

star at lelt ol Fi'^iire ().-2 ^ there is no mixins;

except in the outer parts, where the priKluction

ol helium is ne',;lit;iblr In-cause lem|><-ratures are

not hii^h enou<{h to promote miclear reactions.

In the solar-ty|w star, therelore, the helimn stays

put where it is prtKluced, and the helium roncen-

tration acci>r«liiii;l\ rises higher in the central rei»ions

than anvwhere else. .Vs more and more hvdr(v,{eii Ls

converted into helium the cheiuical ci>iu|>ositioi) of

the star thus l>ecomes niori- mark<-dl\ nommilorin.

i his has, indeed, already hap|)<-ned in lh<- case

ol the Sun. In the outer parts the coin|)osition is

still much the same as it was when the Sun first

liirmed from its parent cloud ol i;as: th<- hydrogen

concentration is alxtiit 70 jxr ci-nt by mass. But

now. alter some 5,«mjo million years, the hydrogen

concentration at the center ol the Sun has lallen to

aljoiit ;{o per cent.

The elFect olthis steadily t^rowini; nomuiilormity

of chemical com|j<)sition is to cause a star to move

toward the riijht ol tin* Hert/s|)run<;-Rns.sell dia-

i<rain. The i^eneral features of this motion are shown

in Fii^urc 9.;^. Stars hij^h on the main se<|uencc -

that is, stars lyini» toward the tijiper lelt-hand side

ol the Hert/spnint;-Riissell fha'.^am move more

<»r less directly to the rii^ht. Ihey enter the region

of the diai^ram which marks the sc>-call«-d su]mt-

o
Figure 9.2 (Above)
Left: Star with mass similar to that

ol Sun. Right: More massive star,

on upper part of main sequence.
In each case shading denotes region
where energy is transported mainly
by convection. In unshaded region
transport is by radiation.



triaiits. Such stars an- rare, |)artly iK-raiisc luii many

(iftlu-iii arc l><)rii. aiul |>;irlly iK'caiisr tlu-y arc sliorl-

liv«-<l. Noiu- is IouikI cI<>s<' lo tin- Sun, and lliis ex-

plains wliy nono a|)|H-aiN in llu-diaijrain <4iv<-n in llu-

previous rliapler.

Slars that iK-ijin to nuivc t«» the ri<^hl I'roni |x>ints

somewhat lower clown the main se<|ueiiee pass

throui;h a rei^ion marked as th<' ("epheid \artal)les.

These- are stars that pulsate in cpiite rei(uiar |M-riods,

their radii alt<-rnately expandiii<< aiKl eontraetinj".

Durinv^ the (-xpaiisi<»n phase llu- radius increases

l)V soin(-thin<^ like to per cent ol'its mean value. 'Ihe

|K-riod of oscillation ol'a C!<-pheitl xariaUU- is direct-

Iv related to its absolute luniinosilv, in th«- manner

shown in Fi;_;ure ((.4. Ihis means that such stars can

Ik- us<-d as indicators of distance-. Ihe relation Ih--

tweeu iM-riod and luminosity in C'» pheid variahles

was discovered in it)i;j hy Miss Lc-avitt, ofHaiAard

(lolU-<{e ()l>servator\-, in her now-classic ohserva-

tionsol'lhe Maii;i-llani<- CHouds; and it wasthi- Aumt-

ican astronomer, Harlow .Shapl<-y, who first used

tiie (liscov<-ry lor determining distances.

'Ihe method is not dilhcult to imdei-stantl. .Sup-

|x>s»- there is a ("epheid whose distance we wish to

d<-termiin-. Ik-caiise the distance- is so I'ar imknowu,

w<- can ni(-asure only its apparent brightness, not its

ai)solute l)rii;htn<-ss. But we can also measure tiie

|)<-ri<Kl ol'its oscillation, simply because- its luminos-

ilv varies during tlw- oscillation. Hence I'roin our

cur\<- shown on I'igure 9.4 \v<' can sim|)ly read olT

the al>S4>liitc lumiiiusity. 'Then, knowing Ixitli tlic

absolute hmiinosity aiul the apparent Imninosity,

we can very <-asilv <-alculat<- the distance of the star.

Although the Ct-pheid variabh-s have played an

im(Kirtant part in astronomy over tl«- last (ilty years,

and although much theoretical work has Ix'cn done

on their structure, no on<- has yet iK-^en able to oHer

an entirely satisfactory explanation ol the cause of

their oscillations. These stars occur only in one part

of the Hertzspnmg-Russell diagram, and they seem

to imdcrgo their oscillations as they pass through

this region along tracks which start on the main

secpience and ultimat<-ly move far toward the right.

Wlu-n we consider stars that sl;irl lower and lower

down the main s<-(pieiic<- W(- lind evoluti(jnar\' tracks

which not only move towar<l the right, but which

also ascend in llu- tliagram. 'i'hus all the tracks i'rom

tlu- low«-r hall of the main .se<pience lend lo con-

verge and concentrate in one particular region,

namely that occupi<xl by the giants, the slars ol

large radius discussed at the end of the previous

chapter. These stars are (ar more numerous than

either the supergiants or the C^epheids, (larlly be-

cause- the number ol'stars |xipulating the low<-r half

of the main secpience is nmch gi-<-ater than the num-

ber on the upper hall, and partly because the time

recpiired lor evolution is much greater lor the lainter

stars. In lacl th<- stai-s of the solar neighlMirhood in-

clude C|uitc a nmnber that lall in the giant n-gioti.

This explains the distribution ol the stars in the

Figure 9.3 (Left)

Only in the conveclive region of a

star is the hehum produced by
nuclear reactions uniformly mixed.
Hence in solar-type stars helium
stays put where it is produced.
The chemical composition of such
stars thus becomes increasingly

non-uniform. This causes them to

move rightward in the Hertzsprung-
Russell diagram, as shown.

Cepheids

1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

Period (clays)

Figure 9.4 (Above)
Cepheid variables pulsate in regular
periods, their radii alternately

expanding and contracting. The
period of oscillation is directly related

to the star's absolute luminosity in

the manner here shown. This fact

enables astronomers to use Cepheid
variables as indicators of distance.
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Hcrt/.s|>rinii{-Rus.scll <lia!^;iiii as giwn in the prr-

\i()ns cliapttT, when- OMiiparativcly iicarl>y stars

tciitl t<i <-<»iucntrat<' on or near tlic main s<-f|ncno-

or rlsi- in the <;ianl region. Il was stalcti in llu- pn--

vitiiis <'lia|)t«-r dial iIk- 'giants arc not iicwK lorinin'^

stars nio\ in:; toward (lie Icil, as Knsscll orit;inall\

lliou<j;li(. I)nt that tlicy aiv stars nioviii:; from the

main s«-(|n<-nc<- toward tin- ris»lit. Now w<- have jnsli-

licd this stal(-iu<-n(. 'I'hf stars arc moviiii; toward

thf rii^ht iH'cauM- ol'th<- incrrasin!:; conocntration of

Iiclinni in their central rei^ions.

C^dcnlation shows that no significant motion to

ihc riijht takes place inilil the concentration ofhyd-

ro!»en in the extreme- central ret;ions lias lallen to

zero. In lad, it is the exiiauslion olhydroi;*-!! in tin

central retjions, cansinj^ a cessation of eners«y pro-

duction dwre, that prcxiiices the <-v<»liilion into the

i^ianl res^ion. The situation is de])icted in Fis^nn- 9.5.

I he star lias an inner core con-.isiin<f mainly ol he-

linm, tin'on!>lioul which the h\<h'oi^en has IxM-n ex-

hausted liy nuclear reactions. IJul ontsid<- the core

hydro;j;en is still present, and it is in the liydro!»en

immediatelv surroinidina; the core thaf the main

enerw\-priKhiction olthe star now takes place. 1 his

causes more and more lulimn to Ik- add<-d to the

suHhcc ol the core, which therefore- ifrows steadily

in mass. By the time the star enters th<- siant phas<-

of its evolution, the wrowins^ core olhelium accoimls

for som«- ;{o jM-r c<-nt of its total ntass.

In Figun-s <}.(\ and 9.7 we sec the starsof two well-

known clusters plotted in the Hert/.spruni;-Russell

diagram. The [xtsitioning of the stars indicates their

evolutionarv paths. Figure o.<) shows the stars ol tli<-

Hyades cluster, while Figure 9.7 shows those of the

cluster Messier ()7. Here, then, we hav<- direct ol)-

scrvationai evidence for the forms of <-volutioii

shown in Figure <(.;{.

We saw in the previous chapter that a knowledge

of the s|K-ctral t\|H- ol a star implies a knowledge of

its surface teni|)eralur<-. Hence when w« know the

Left: Part of outer region of the
Great Spiral in Andromeda. M 31.

The marked star near the center
is a Cepheid variable with a period
of approximately 18i days. Here it

is at its maximum luminosity.

Figure 9.7 (Right)

H-R representation of the stars

of the cluster Messier 67.

energy-generating skin

(low ol energy by radiation

by convection

by radiation

Figure 9.5

Where energy is produced and how
it is conveyed in a star entering

the giant phase of its evolution.



(Misitioil iii A star in the I Irrt/^pniim-Riissrll <lia-

i^rnin, \\v kiii>\\ lH>tl) its al>s<iliil<- liiiiiinosity and its

siirtarr li iii|i<Tiitui"«-. From ihi-sr ilic radius i>l llir

slar can rradilv Ih- riii]i|)ulrd willi tlir liclp ui llu-

rrpialion /. /) >" A'- >' 7 ' iiirnlionc-d in (Hiapirr i\.

It \xill Ik- K-ialU-d that in tins ccpiation /. stands

lor Inniinosiiy. /) li>r a conslanl. R lor radius, and

r lor surlacr l<-ni|XTalurr. y Acrordini;ly. when \\«-

know ill)- |)osition of a slar in llir ili-rt/spruni;-

Russcll diat;rani wr also know its radius.

I'itjnn- ().H shows dnT«- lines su|><'rini|>os('d on ilu-

Hrrizsprunij-Russcll diaijrani. ()n<- joins |)oinls

when- llu- radius oli-acli star is «-C|ual to that of tin-

Sun: the second joins points where the radius is ten

linii-s that ol' the Sun; and the third joins points

where the radius is one hundred times tliat ol the

Sun. It will he seen tiiat the line drawn lor a radius

olone luni(lr<-(l Sims ])asses throu<rh thei^ianlrej^ion

of the diau;ram. Hence we see tiiat the !»iants are

indeed stars with very lari^c radii. 'Hie radius of the

Karth'sorhit isa little more than 200 limes the radius

olthe Sim. Il'lhc .Sun were a ijiant ami indeed it

will Im-couic one at some lime in ihc luture—the

Karth would lie comparatively close to its surfact-.

In Ihct, the Ilarlh mii^ht even lie inside the Sun.

li<-cause a j^iant has such a hui;e rndiii.s, gravity

at its siirlace is vj-ry much weak<-r than it is at the

surljHC of the .Sun—anythini^ hetween i(),oi)(> and

l<M>,o<M> times weaker. For this reason dislurhances

taking ])lace at the surfaces ol" such stars, clistiirli-

ances similar to those thai take place al present on

the Siin, must cause material to U- thrown outward

to vastly 'greater distances than in the case of solar

sur!»es. In lad, disturbances comparahU- with those

that normally (xcur on the .Sun would result in

material Ix-intj thrown so far ontwartl into space

that it would escap<- entirely from the gravitational

field ol" a jjianl slar. Ohservalional evidence has.

indeed, come to hand lo show that niant slars, and

super-jianls t<M), are steadily showeriny; olF material

I'rom their surfac-es. 'Fhe outer layers of such stars

are hence |)eeled steadily away. (Jranted that

i-:ioiii{h ol" the outer layers arc thus peeled oH", the

inner n-t^ioiis, when- miclear |>r<K'esscs have been

takint{ place, will j^rathially Ik- revealed. It is thus

|)ossil)le lor the priKlucts ol" nuclear reactions that

onc<- tiKik place in the dee]) interior lo ap|M-ar ai

the surfaci- of a siar. And once this hap|K-ns those

pnxlucts are suhjecl to ol)si-r\ation by means ol the

s|)<-ctrosco])ic teclmicpies which were discussed in

the previous chapter.

o.,6

Let us l<M>k al some ol the evidence ol the pro-

duets ol niu lear priKcsses anil s<-e what it implies.

It will Ik- re«alled that slai-s olsiK-clral iyp«- M have

suriace lem|KTatur<-s lower than alKiiil ;{.Ikk> . Fhc

dominant conlribution to the s|M-clra ol sue!) stars

normally comes Irom molecules ol /irconium oxide,

but in the i^ianl class ihere are some stars wliosc

s|K-clra are dominated bv lines priKluced by carlxm

molecules. 'I'lii-se stars, then, e\ idently have a hit;ll

concenlration ol carlxin .it their surlat <s. I low (1<m-s

this coiiH- alxmt.'

\Vi- have seen that as a star moves ri^htward to-

ward the niant region ol' the Hertzsprimi;- Russell

diagram it tl<'velo]js an inner core com|josed ver\'

lar^elvol helium and con tain ini; no hydroj^en. As the

star evol\(-s and conlinnes to move ri<^htward the

temperature insitle this core rises steadily, ("alciila-

tion shows that it reaches about too million dei^rces

as the niant ret;ii»n is reached, and al sii<h temiH-ra-

tuics intcresliim new miclear reactions be^in to

operate. The first is one in which three helium nu-

clei I each -.vith two protons and two neutrons j Iusc

together to lorm a nucleus ol" carlKHi six protons

and six neutrons 1. 'I"h«- sul>secpient addition of I'ur-

iher helium nuclei pr(>diic<-s lirst oxygen and ihen

neon. Here we have an example ol what was em-

phasized alKive, that the higher the temperature

insitle a star the more coini)lex the nuclear reactions

that can take place. Ihe situation, then, is that at

temperatures ol the ordi-r ol" 100 million (legre<-s

occurring inside giant stars, the helium that was

Figure 9.8

Curves showing positions on the

Hertzsprung-Russell diagram ol stars

with radii equal to that of Sun (1),

ten times that of Sun (10). and one
hundred times that of Sun (100).



first pnKluccd from hydrogen ran itself fuse lo pro-

dncr ini|xirtanl new olrmrnts, naiiu'ly (-arlM>n, oxy-

s;cn and neon. And the production of carl « in ex-

plains liow it conies alKxil that we can ol>ser\<- <<t-

tain stars with <piit«' exceptional c<»ncentrations ol

carlxm at their surfacc-s. These are stars Ironi which

the outer layers lu»ve In-en removed liy the sheddins;

prtHTCSs already descriln-d.

As a hv-product ol the helium lusion which j)!"o-

duces carlnin, oxyi^en and neon, a reaction occurs

in which neulr(His are set free. At the temperatures

in question these neutrons are not ahsorln-d to any

appreciable extent l>y carbon, oxys^en or neon, nor

arc tliey absorbetl by the heliinii; and since the

initial hydrojjen was long ago exhausted, they can-

not Ik* absorlM-d by hydrogen either. It turns out

that they are added to the much heavier nuclei

present only in low concentrations at the tini<' when

the star was formed. Iron is an <-xample of such a

nucleus. We saw in the pn-vious chajiter that the

initial concentration r)f all the nuclei as hea\y as

iron is a small fraction of one per cent. This is so

low that the absorbing miclei lend to l)o ovei-

whelmcd by neutrons. In other words they do not

pick up merely one neutron, bin a whole sec|uen<e

olneutrfuxs. In this way, atoms of iron are gradually

built into atoms of heavier and heavier elements:

first cobalt, then nickel, copiier, zinc and so on to

strontium, zirconiimi, etc. In some cases, elements

as heavv" a-s tin, baritmi, the rare earths and ev<-n

lead are formed.

There is striking ol>servational c<mfirmation <(r

these results. In th<- giant n-gion of the Hert/.sprung-

Russell diagram we can obs<Tve stars in which

strontium, /irconium, barium an<l the rare earths

are particularly abimdant. Most remarkable of all,

some contain the elem«-nt techiu-tiuni. 'l'<-clmetium

is n<»t loimd on the Karth, for the n-a.son that it is so

imstable. In a time scale <»f the order o( a hundred

thousiuid years it changes, due to tlu- decay of a

|jroton into a neutron, into molylKlemmi. But tech-

netium is observed in certain stars those called the

S stars, and which also contain abnormal abun-

dances of strontium, zirconium, etc. The clear im-

plicatifin is that the technetiiun has there been pro-

duced very recently—that is within the last hun-

dred thousand years or so —by nuclear reactions.

Does a star undergo any further evolution after it

has reached the giant region of the Hertzsprung-

Russell diagram? Figure 9.9 shows an example f»f a

cluster ol stars in which such a further evolution

almost certainly takes place. The final phase of the

evolutionary track shown in this figure turns sharp-

ly to the left, and the stars in this final plia.se are

said to belong tc» the "horizontal branch." So far no

reliable calculations are available for such stars, but

there is reason to lu'liev*- that this swing-back to the

left, during which stars reach a higher level o( lum-

inosity than at the l)eginning of their evolution, is

caused by a lack of hydrogen, not only in the inner-

most regions but throughout the whole iKidy ol the

stars in question. Such a lack of hydrogen can arise

Sizes of orbits of the first four
planets compared with sizes of two
giant stars. Mira and Orionis.

Figure 9.9

Stars of the globular cluster M 3

plotted in the Hertzsprung-Russeil
diagram. Stars of horizontal branch
have evolved beyond the giant stage.

Characteristic of them is a lack of

hydrogen and increased luminosity.

Mira

orbit of Mars

orbit of Earth

orbit of Venus
orbit of Mercury

horizontal branch

10 9 8 7 6 5.5 5 4.5 4 3.5 3

Surface temperature in thousands of degrees centigrade
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i-iilirr as a rcsiill oi iui<'l<-ai' rrai lions or l>v the slicd-

• liii!^ oil' of MirliuT inatcrial iiiln spacr diiriiii; the

v»iaiil siai;r.

1 lu-s«" roiisitlrratioiis, ai;aiii. an- (iintirincd l)\

<il>s(Tvatii>ii. .Vsiroiioinrrs havr luiiiid our star, Iviim

far l<» the Icit ol'llir Hcrl/spniiii^-Riisscll diat;raiii,

wIkisc atmi>splnTr roiitains no dctcctalilc iracr ol

liydroi^rn whau-vrr.

Il'wv ask wliat liapixiis \\lirii a star n-a(li<-s llu-

end of \hv trark shown in Finiiir 9.9, \vr nuisl srck

the answrr l>y l<M>kin!; at a class of stars vrn. clilFcr-

cnl t'roMi any so I'ar int-ntioncd tlic \vhit«- dwail's.

A wliitc dwarl'is cliaractfri/.i-d i)y a vi-n. small linn-

inosily and a vrry small radins: the radius, in I'acl,

is ('oni|)aral>l<- with that ofone of the larger planets,

stuh as Saturn. .\nd liccaiiM- of this vrr\ small

ra<liiis the density with which material is packed

inside a white dwarf is exIremeK hi<);h. so hii;h that

nothiiii; at all comparable is known on lUtrth. One
well-known while dwarf is the Pnj). eoin])anion of

the l)oi;-Slar, Sirins. So densely jjacked is the mat-

erial at its center that a sin-jle inatehlMixinl would

wei.<<h several tons. C^learly the white dwarfs are

stars that have reached the end of their evolution,

stars in which nuclear prf)cesses have ceased. The

thermonuclear reactor is dead and the ashes are

now ciM)lins; ofT. The white dwarf slate is the grave-

yard that all stars will ultimately reach.

Bm what are the evohuionarv chans^es through

which a star passes l)etween the time when it lM-<<ins

its swin<r-l)ack to the left and the time when it

reaches the white dwarf stale? The honest answer

is that we do not yet kni>w, either from theor\- f)r

from ol)ser\ation. .\nd the flitlieulty that stands in

our way is this. Stars that lie far lo the left in the

Herlzspriin«;-Riissell dia'^ram have very hii^h sur-

fac<' tem|)eratures temperatures |>rol>al>lv exceed-

ing i(M>,iM>o decrees. .Now the lii<ht emilled at such

l'-in)M-ralures lies mainly in the far ultraviolet, and
therefore fails to |)»-netrate through the leases r)l the

I'.arth's atmosphere; indeed, intieh of it is prohahlv

.d)sorlM'd l>y the •»as<-s that lie iH-tween the stars,

and thus u<ver reaches the Solar Svstem at all. So

our t<-lesco])<'s can reveal little alMtut what is hap-

|M-nini; in stars «)f very lii.t;h surl'ace temix-rature.

Nova Aquilae increased enormously
in brightness during 1918.

These photographs, taken at Mount
Wilson in 1922. 1926 and 1931 show
the expansion of the gaseous shell

surrounding the nova.
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Gases expelled from Nova Persei

in 1901 have formed the nebulosity

shown above. The photograph was
made with the 200-inch Hale telescope.
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Hut we (III li.ivc some iiitcrrsliii!^ rrat;inciilary

(•vi<lciH<". il s«'«'iiis almost <-<-rlaiii tlial a s|)<-ftai'iilar

class olslars actually ciI)mt\c<I l»y astroiKniir-rN (IfK-s

lie far to llic- Icll in the ll<Tt/.s))ruiii;-Riiss<-ll <lia-

t^runi. This is the «lass olc-xpliKliiit; stars, of wliicli

tlic sujMTmiva provides tlie most violent example.

A siiiMTiiova is a stellar explosion in which vast

cpiantilies of material are thrown xiolently outward

at s|H-e<ls ol the order ol a (iioiisand miles a second.

The famous C'ral) Nehnia, shown l)elov\. is com-

posed of matiTia! Ilunsj oiil hy a sn|K'rnova which

("hinese astronomers s;iw lila/ini; out in .\.l). io-J4.

Dnrinsi llie last nine c<-iitnries the material has con-

tinued to move outward at <'noriniius s|M-ed imtil

it now forms a nebula measurin<r some 40 million

millioti mill's across.

l-"urthermore, there are llieorelical reasons lor he-

licvins; thai the teinix-ratun- iiititU stars ctintinues to

rise as thev move towani the left in the H<Tt/.spruni;-

Rus.sell diat^am. VVe havealn-ady noticed thai t<-m-

jxTatur<"s of the orch-r of a liimdred million <le!{re<-s

are attained in (he giaiu plutse; diirin<j; the swinir to

tli<' l<'lt internal leiu|KTatures inav well s<iar aJKive

ijCKMi milli<iii de!<n-es. At this static n<-w mi<l<-ar re-

actions lK-i;iii. At alxiut i,<hm» million clej^n-c-s the

carlxm and o.xyj^en, pr<Kluced diirint; the sjiani

phase, the!nselv<-s Ix'jjin to fuse, prcKlucinsi; such ele-

ments as mai^nesium, silicon, art;on and calcium.

But still there is no pnKluction oi iron. For this,

tcinpeiatun-s in excess of ;{,o<io million d«'!j;rees ar<"

ne<-<led. Only when such tem|x-ratiires l)uild up

diN-s matter pluntre into its lowest enerifv state,

which, as we have scon, is reached with the pro-

duction ol iron, toi^ether with a few n<-i^hlMirin^

el<-ments such as titanium, vanadium, chromium,

mani;aiu-se, nickel, cobalt and copper.

We have already traced how, Ix-irimiint^ w ith hy-

droi^en, tliesimpl<-st of all the <'Ieinenls, the thermo-

nuclear reactors of the stars build up various liijht

cl«-menls : first helium, then the carlxdi and nitrogen

which lari;ely make up our own Ixxlies, then the

oxyf^en (hat we bn-athe. In later stashes, these mat-

erials are used in (he building-up of heavi<T ele-

ineiUs: (he inairiiesiinn and silicon (ha( U)rm so lar«;e

a part of (he lUirth's crust, and the common metals

such as iron and copiMT, of which we mak<' such

widespread daiK use.

How is it (hat such elenieius, produced onlv at

fan(as(ically hii^h ((•mperadires inside s(ars, form

our K;irtlu' This is a subject we must |x>s(|K>ne (o the

next chapter, where we shall consider (he s(ructure

and ori»^in of (he Milky Way, widi par(icular i-in-

pliasis on (he ori<;in of (he Solar System.

There is yet another question implicit in this

chapter which has not Ik-cii answered. We have

seen how i( is possible (o (race (he ttrisjin of all the

elements, iK-giiuiinsj onlv with hydroj^en. 1)<k's i(

mean any(hing (o s;o liirdier and ask al)ou( the

orii^in of ludroi^en it.self? This is a far dee])er ques-

(ion, and mus( 1m" reser\ed until tli<' lit\al chajxer.

Eastern astronomers saw a supernova
blaze out in A.D. 1054. Material flung

from It moved outward at enormous
speed to form the famous Crab
Nebula (left), now 400 million million

miles across. The still-expanding

Veil Nebula in Cygnus. shown
opposite, may owe its origin io some
similar but unrecorded happening.
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Chapter 10 The Structure of Our Galaxy

Pcrha|)s wcran l>cst appniachthcproMi-iiKil'plaiu't

iurmalioii l>\' first so<'in<^ what is known of the slnu-

tiirc and conlcnt of our sjalaxy as a wliitl<-. Aiul wc

niav well start by askiii'^ liow aslnjnonuTs have set

to work to measure the dimensions anti to assess the

motions within the Milky Way, a s^alaxy <c>niprisin<^

some 100,000 million stars. I h<- task has l>een and

is a colossal one. The motions involved include not

oiilv liiM'-iir-sij^hl moti<»ns, directly toward or direct-

ly away Cntin the terrestrial <il)server; they also in-

clude lransv<-rs<' motions motions across the <»l>-

.scrxcr's line ofsii^ht. Most distances involved arc so

s^rcat that they cannot Ik- mcasinwl l>y trigono-

metrical nietluKls. How, then, do we lie^in?

\V<- saw in ('liapter 8 that astronomers do |K»ssess

a iKtwerlul and accurate metluKl for determinini;

th<- s|)<-«-d ofmotion ol an\ object directK toward or

away Ironi the lljirlli. Such a motion |)r<Klu««'s a

shift ill the s|)eclr(im line's. If tlu- motion is away

from us the lines are shift<-d toward the red enti ol

the s|K-ctriun; if it is toward us, tliey are shifted

toward the blue end oltlK- s|j<-ctruni.

L'nfortimalely then- is no such ]x»werful metlnKl

of delerminin<» motions across the line ol sit^ht. Fi;i^-

iirc to. I shows a star whose motion is made up ol

two com|xinenls, one alont; the line of si<;ht Iroui

the Karth. and the other across it. The motion

ahmsj tlu- line of si<j;ht c;in readily Ik* delermiiM-d

from the shift of the star's s|K'ctrum lines, but the

transvers«- motion is much more dilhcult to mea-

sure, since it protluces no <lelc<table eflect on the

s|)«-ctrum lines. Indeed, the- transverv- motion shows

it.s<-lf only in a slowly-chans^ins^ din-ction of iIk- star.

This can Ik- scm-u Irom I'isjure 10.2. Assuming for

simpliciiv that the llarth is fixed, th<- star li<'s at r)ne

moment at the |><>int .V, and at a later moment at

the |K>inl .V^. H<-nce the line joiniiiir the i'Uirlh to the

star has chanijc-fl its direction. If w«- can measure

this chani^e, we <"xtn arrive- at an <-stimale of the

slar"s transverse m<»tion, since in practice it is always

{Missible to mak<- allowance for the T-irth's motion

around tli<- Sim.

Howev«'r, such a pr<Kcdur<- is dillicult and awk-

ward. It is dillicult lH-caus<- verv small chani;t-s ol

ans^le are involv»-d; and it is awkw.ird Ix-cause- the

tw<» moments of time must Ik- as widely spaced as

|Ktssiblc, since- the- lousier the time int<'r\al the ijn-at-

er will Im- the chani^e of .inijU- and lh<-e.xsier it will In-

to mc'tsure that clians;e. In practice, the desirable

intcr\'al is at Icjist liftv \ears.

Top: A multitude of stars in part of

the Milky Way, photograptied with

the 48-inch Schmidt telescope.
The task of measuring dimensions and
motions within a galaxy made up of

some 1(X).(XX) million stars has heen
and still IS a colossal one.
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Figure 10.1

Only the radial component of a star's

motion can be measured by the shift

of its spectrum lines.

Figure 10.2

Transverse motion shovKS itself only

in the slowly-changing direction of

the line from the Earth to the star.
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Tliis rais<-s practical pruhlrms. 'IVI<-m<>|x-s an- not

c<>iii|)U-lcly rii;i<l slriirUircs; they Ix-iul \<tv sli<^lilly.

C'^Tii \\<- Ik- sure tluit ihc clrt^rcc <il iK-iidiii!; is llic"

saiiu- l<Kla\ as ii was (illy years ai;«)/ II \\c us«" tin-

same trlrs<-«)|><- \\c can Ix- r«-as<>iial>ly sure of this.

But it is not always |Hissil)l<-, lor practical rcas<»iis, lo

use the same lel«-s<(>|M-, aiul iiul<-ecl it we atleiiipl<-<l

to do Ml wc- slioiiid prevent an\ improveiii«-nts in

teU-M-opic teclinicpie Iroiii ever Ix'ini; employed in

the measurements. We should |)erlorce Im- oi)li<^ed

to work with instruments that were fifty years out of

date. For those reasons, the available eslimaU-s of

the motions <>! stars across the line of sii^hl an- of

comparativelv |)oor cpiality, and in any case thc-y

arc available only lor comi»arative!y nearby stars.

For the most part, then, astronomers are c-om[)ollcd

to make do with a knowledge of motions alonu; the

line of si!>;ht.

With mcKlc-rn tc-clmiqucs it mii;ht In- |M>ssible

greatly lo extend the measiiremc-nt of transverse

motions. But ainoiie who c-mbarks on such a pro-

gram nnist iic-cessarily start Ironi scratch; that is, he

will have to wait alxtut (ifly yc-ars iM-lore the results

l)ccome available-. Such a proi^ram demands a dc--

Igreeof patience and resignation that not many scieii-

iisls |)ossc-ss. Vet any young astronomer preparc-d to

dc-votc- his cITorts to such a task would 1h' sure- lo

earn the gratitude of a futinc generation. I Vans-

vcrsc inotions can sometimes Ik- in(errc-d from

theoretical calculations but moslK llie\ remain

unknown.

In order to determine the structure of our

galaxy we must have metlicKis for determining the

distancc-s of the- stars as well as thc-ir motions. We
saw in OhajHc-r <> that wc- can measure the distances

of the- nc-ar<-sl stars bv the- parallax methc»d adirect

trigonometrical mc-tliod clc-|)c-nding on the motion

of the l!,arth around the Sim. This motion causes a

slight amuial oscillation in the- dirc-ction of every

star. If this tiny c-dect can be measurc-d then the

distance of the star in question can c-asily be- de-ler-

miiK"d. But in practice this can Ik- done- with a rc-a-

sonable- measure- of accuracv for onlv alniut io,eKK)

stars, the-sc- Ix-ing the 10,000 that hap|M-n to lie

closest to us, all within a distance- ol l<-ss than icki

liglil-vears, or alKiut (icKi million million niile-s.

Although this is only a small sample com|>areel

with the- le)0,eM)0 million stars of the- whole- Milky

Way, it issudiciem to allow asironome-rs to calibrate

a tnore |)<>we-rful me-thod lor ine-asuring much great-

er distances. When wrilo know the- distance ofa star,

we can e-asil\ ceinve-rt its measure-d a|ipar(-nt magtii-

tude into iLs al>s<ilute magnitude, and, ol course, we
can aluaysde-te-rniine itss|>ee trum tv|)«-. Hence- eat-||

of the stars lor uhieh a gewid irii^onometrical dis-

tance /i available can I
K" plot ted on the Mert/sprung-

Kusse-ll diagram. Our Sitmple- of io,eMMi stars ofmea-

sured distance- is then siitlicient to de-le-rmine the

lowe-r part of the- main se-cpic-nce- with considerable

accuracy, althouirh the-re- are- not su(iicie-m mc-asure-

ments for stars high on the; main se-epie-nce to enable

us to dc-lineate that part of the- see|iie-nce with ade-

quate accuracy.

Shown opposite are the Large anc)

Small Magellanic Clouds. By observing
Cepheid variables in the Small Cloud,
whose stars can all be regarded as
lying at virtually the same distance
from the Earth, Miss Leavitt was able

to show that the relation between
period and apparent magnitude is the
same as that between period and
absolute magnitude Thus once we can
measure the distance ol one Cepheid
we can fix the disiances o) others

by direct observaiion of their

periods and apparent magnitudes.
By means of the main sequence method
of measurement (which is calibrated

from the trigonometrical parallax

method) astronomers have determined
the distances of several Cepneids.
Thus other Cephe^ids, which are bright

stars observable from great disiances,

can now be used to measure the

vast dimensions of our galaxy.

The bottom picture opposite,
showing the Small Magellanic
Cloud. IS from Miss Leavitt's negative.





Kiin\viii"4, (lien, llii- lower pari <il llir in.iiii M--

((iii'iuf, \\<- can iis<- it to (IcIt-riniiK- the (lislancrs ol

a much larger Nain|)l<- (if stars. Omsicirr a star lliat

is l(M) lar a\\a\ for its (listancc to Im- iiii-asiirrd a<'-

curatcly liv th<- trijionoiiK-trical iiK-tliiKl, Imt wliicli

is iicvfrthcU-ss dost- rnoii<r|i l<i allow lis to (IctrriiiiiK'

its s|)cctrimi ty|i:\ Sii|)(x»sr its spcrtrmn t\ pc is simi-

lar to tital of the Sun. This implies that ihc star lies

<tii or very close to th<" main se<pience, and li<-nce

that its alisohile liiniinosii\ is also similar to that ol

the Smi. Knowini^ tin- al>sohit<- ina^nilude ol (he

star, we can compare this with its measured appar-

ent nia<rnitiideaiidsoinfri'its distance. I'he distance

ofanv star that falls on lite lower part ol' the main

s<-quence can In- determined in this wav once its

s|H'ctrinii ty))<- is accuratelv known.

.Mthou^h this nu'thod is a irreat i^ain on the trii^ri-

nometriciil metlvKl, it d<H-s not eruihle us t<i extend

distance measurements enornioiisl\' far out into

space, since uiifortunatelv it works onlv for com-

paratively faint stars those that lie on the lower

l>art of the main si-jpienc*-. I'o obtain a still more

powerful system ol measurement we must turn au;aiti

to the Opheifl variahles, hrielU menlionerl in the

precedini; cha[)ler. We there saw that the use of the

Opheid varialili-s as <lisiance indicators depends

on the remarkahle relation lH-lwe<-n their ai)solule

nutgnitudes and their |x-ri<Kls of oscillation. This re-

iaticHi was plotl<-d in Fi|:fure t).^, and we ma\' here

ask liow this fiifure was olxained.

Ihe oriji^inal ol)si-r\ations ol Miss I.eavill were

made on the (lepheitl variables in the Ma'^^ellanic

(Monds. liotli Clouds, the lars;e fine and the small

one, contain many such variables, the peii<Kls of

oscillation dilVerini; from one star to another. The

small <ine contains far less obscurina; dust than

d<M-s the lar!i;e one and llu'refore s;i\es the obs<-r\(r

a lK-tt<-r op|M)rtunity of deterniinin<^ the appan-nt

niaijniludes of the Clepheids with acctiracx . What
Miss Leavilt did w;',s to compare the measured a]>-

parent ina<,;niludes ol lli<- ( leplu-ids with their peri-

rxis. Ihen by plotiini; apparent mat^niludes on one

a.xis ol a in"'*!''' •""' lM'ri<Kls on the other, she ol>-

tained a line like that of l"ii;ure <].[. We must now
bear in mind thai llie .\lat;ellanie (Montis are verv

small compared to iheir distance from the l.arth.

We can therefore i"e<j;ard all the ("epheids in either

the Small Cloud or (he l.ar<re Cloud but not in

both tos^cther) as lyinj^; al es.semially llie sami-

distance away from us. Thus (he relation belweeii

apparent mat;nitude and absolnle mat;nilude is (he

siime foi all of Miem. I( is dnis < leai (hat (here is a

similar rela(ioii l>e(\\e<-n appareiK ma'^niliide an<l

|)eriod as (here is |K-I\\f<'n absolnle ina<;nilu<le and

|kti<h1.

Now il we are (o use Cepheids tor (he pur|H>se ol

dislaiic<- deiermina(ion. w»- imist know the relation

betw<-<-n absolute niat;nilude and |x-ri<Kl. and this is

not i^iven bv observation ol'ihe Magellanic ('louds.

lor th<- simple r<-ason tliat we have no iiiiliol know-

led>^e of th«- dis(ances of the clouds. .Ml we know to

Iwiiin with is that tli<A ;'re verv far awa\ from us.

ill (ACMtualK (urns out that their distances exceed

itM),(HMi litjht-yearN.'l 'I'o eonv<-rt the relation Ik--

tween apparent magnitude and |>ericKl into a re-

lation iK-tween absolute mai^nidide aii<l |Hri<Kl. w<-

miis( det<-rmine the <listanee ofal least one { leplieid,

lor only then shall we know the relation Ix-tween

apparent and absolute inat;niliide for that C^epheid.

Then, since for all Cepheids then- must Ik- the re-

lation between apparent mairnitudeand (x-riiKl that

was shown in l"ii;iire o..|, the absolute mai^iiiliide

scale in this lii;ure will become lixed.

But how can we determine tin- distance of at

least one Ceplieid, remt-mlM-riii!.; that none is close

enou<,;hforthelri<4<>nomelrical method l<d)eem])lov-

ed .icciirateK .' B\ "^imkI fortune a number ol caM-s

ha\e recentiv been discovered of ('»-ph<-itls present

in a comparalivelv compact cluster of stars. The
stars of a cluster all lie at essentially the s;imc

distance awa\ from us. and in the cases in (|uesiion

(lie distance is not verv sjreat. So if we <-an de-

termine (he dislance of niiv star in the clusler. we

ha\e also determined tin- distance of the ('<'plieid

member of the cluster. .\nd liiekib this has be»-n

done in several cases, iisini; the main setpience

method olnieasur<-inent <l«-scrilM-d above. Hencewe

now know the distaiucs ol a small handlul ol C»--

pheids and this information enables us to calibra(<-

the cutAc ol l'i<.iure (1.4. This cur\c can then Ik- used

lor distance m<'asin'enieii( in the manner des( rilK-d

in ('hapler <(.

Ihe importance of the melhiKl lies in this. I he

Cepheids are briijht stars, and «'an thorelore be ob-

served at i;real tlistances. Moi"eo\«T. the oscillation

of tin ir lit;ht is a rea<lily tlisiiii<;uishabl<' fiatiire.

Hence the\ can Im" used for measuring; distances lar

iO"eater than those Ibr which the main setpience

metluKl can Ik- emploved.

We can now see that ihere is a whole cli liii of

methods ofmeasurini; distance. Sol'arw<- hav.-notetl

lour links. The first is the measurement of distances

^V,



inside tlic Solar System. es|)e<iall\ llie distaiiee ol

tlie Kiirtli Ironi the Siiti. This is lli<- rtiiulaiiieiital

ineasiircment, since tlie size ol" iIk- l".aitl\"s orbit

forms an essential datum in tlie tris»onometrieal

methiKl of mcasnring distances of nearer stars.

This triijonometrieal niellnKl the parallax

metlKxl is the s<-cond link in the chain. The main

sequence method, calii>rate<l from the trij^onfimet-

rical method, is the third link. .\nd now we have the

lourth link theC^epheids method wliich intnrn is

calibrated from the main setpience method. I'.ach suc-

cessive link allows distanc<' ineasurenuMits to l>e car-

ried to jfreater and !i;reater de|)ths into spac<-, and

each link deiH'iids for its calibration on the |)reced-

iiisi link. In the last chapter we shall add two fmtln-r

links beyond lh«- CVpheids. lliesc fnrlher links arc

necessary only when w<" come to l<H)k Ix-yond our

galaxy and consider distances outside tlu- Milky

Way. For the presenl the four links of our chain

will Ik- sullieient.

Shape, Siz<', Motion and Make-uji

.\lmost two hinidred years as^o it was already clear

to Thomas Wright, a Durham siiilor, and to Wil-

liam Herschel thai the Milky Way is a Hat plat<--

like structure, and that the Snii and Solar Svstein

are immersed inside the plate. But without the

means of measurement that modern astronomers

command, the early invest iii^ators were quite un-

able tfi determine the sizi' of the whole structure,

the precise |K>sition ol the Sim within it, and the

general nature of the motions of the stars. All these

things were still matters iiir s|K-culation, but some

of the guesses were surprisingly near the mark. As

long as two hundred yeai's ago J. H. Lainlwrt con-

jectured that all the stai^s of the galax\ migiit \tc

moving around a common center, much as the

planets all iuonc around a conunon <'<-nl<'r in the

Solar System. I'liis idea has proved to be correct.

The stars do indeed move around a common center,

namely the central bulge of our galaxy.

I'he general featuri-s of the modern picliin- olOur

galaxy are shown schematically in Kigun-s lo.'^ and

10.4. The first gives an edge-on view and the second

a face-on view. From Figure 10.3 we see that the

Sun lies well out toward the edge of the galaxv, its

distance from the center being about 25,000 light-

vears. In the central regions of the galaxy, the plate-

like structure lends to disa|)pear. It is r<-placed l)v a

distinct bulge, the thickness of the bulge being, |n'r-

haps, alKiul 10,000 light-years. The region of the

bulge is known as the nucleus of the galaxy, and an

imijortanl characteristic of this nucleus is that the

density of stars within it is higher than the densitv

in the outer plate-like ix-gion. In particular, it is

proliable that the star d<"nsity becomes very high

near the extreme center of the galaxv.

The Sun moves in analmost circular orbit around

the center of the galaxy, the speed ol the motion

lM"iiig about 150 miles per second. This motion is

not apparent to us here on the Farth sini|)ly be-

cause the Sun and planets all have it in common.
For the most part, other stars also move around the

center in almost circular orbits. The relation Ijc-

tween the speed in these orbits and the distance

from the center is shown in Figure 10.5. It will be

seen that the speed rises to a maximum at a distance

of about 15,000 light-years from the center. There-

after it declines slowly. The Sun lies on this declin-

ing part of the cur\'e.

Figure 10.5 gives no indication of speeds for the

stars of the nucleus, that is for stars lying at dis-

tances of less than alKtiit 5,(kh) light-years from the

center. The reason for this is that the motions of the

Figure 10.3

Schematic edge-on view of galaxy.

Figure 10.4

Schematic face-on view. The spiral

structure represents the positions of

highly luminous stars recently formed
from the interstellar gas.
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stars inside the niirlcvis an- prohahK not siiii])lf.

Such stars pr<)hal)ly do not iiiovr around tlic (enter

in rimilar orbits. Indeed, some stars jtist as distant

from tlie center as tlie Sim is do n(».t move in orbits

that are even approximately circidar. These stars

are known as Iiii;h-velocit\ stars, a name derived

from the fact that those cK)se l»y the Sun are movini^

at hi^li sjx-etls with res|H-ct to the Sun. This pro-

perty arises simply lx"cause of the fUfTerences he-

tween the orliit of the Sun and the orl)its ol the

stars in question. It is not an indicatir>n tliat those

stars have particularly hii<h s|M'eds in their orbits;

it is just that their orbits have a different shape from

that of the Sim's orbit. The kind of (lifleience is

shown in Figure 10.6, Ijclow.

So far, we have dealt only with the slar.t of the

galaxy, but as we noted in (-arlier chapters, gas

occupies the spaces between the stars and this is

also an imjxjrtant com|>onent of the galaxy. Con-

tained within the gas are fine particles of dust—the

dust that produces the troublesome obscuration

mentioned in Chapter 6. We have little or no cer-

tain knowledge of the chemical composition of this

dust, but many astronomers believe it to consist

largely of ice particles. It was only after astrono-

mers had discovered the presence of interstellar

dust and had learned to allow for its eflTccts that

they were able to mcisure the dimensions of our

galaxy with any show of accuracy.

Although the dust makes its presence only too

readily felt, the gas is peculiarly difficult to detect.

Nevertheless this gas causes spectrum lines to ap-

pear in the li.ght ofdistant stars. These lines are dark

like the Fraunhofer lines of the Sun's six-ctnini (see

page !<)<); and they are pr(Kliiced in an essentially

similar way. It will Im- recalled that the Fraunhofer

lines are produced iHxause light with a continuous

range of color, emitted from the jjholosphere, passes

through cooler gas lying al)ove the j)hotospher<' ; the

atoms within this cool gas then al)S(jrb the light at

their own characteristic wavelengths, so that these

particular wavelengths tend to l)e mi.ssing when the

light reaches the Earth. .\ similar situation arises as

the light from a distant star passes through the in-

terstellar gas. .Vtoms within the gas aljsorb light at

their own characteristic wavelengths.

The effect is particularly marked for atoms of

sodium and calcium and it would not therefore l>e

very noticeable in the case of a star whose spectntm

already contained dark lines produced by sodium

and calcium atoms in its own atmrwphere. We have

already seen, however, that the spectra of stars of

high surface temperature, the B and O ty{)e stars,

contain essentially only the lines of hydrogen and

helium. The reason why no lines of sodium and

calcium appear in the spectra of such stars is that

at their high surface temperature the sodiimi and

calcium atoms have so many electrons stripped

away that their absorptive powers cease to l)e im-

portant. Consequently it was suspicious when dark

lines of sodium and calcium were found in the light

of distant stars with high surface temperatures. The

.1 100

r ( Thousands of Light Years

)

Figure 10.5

Relation between distance of stars

from center of galaxy and speed in

their orbits around that center.

galactic

orbit of highXveloc

Figure 10.6

Orbits of Sun and high-velocity star.
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No observations of

neutral hydrogen

o
NGC 7635

A NGC 7380 \.^^°

S Monceros
IC2177 IC405

* OAOrionis „^^
^ NGC 7762 O

Or>on Nebula ^ p,,3^i q ^

PerTua.
Cy. ^ ^^ ^^'^ '^'^
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^^^^pu O North America Nebula
Coal Sack •q f^B/^^^ *

A 9 Aquila to

Scorpius Cygnus
Ophiuchus O, ' ' •

8o .

NGC 6871

® Sun
luminous ionized

neutral hydrogen O hydrogen clouds 'dark clouds ^O and B type stars
young open star

clusters

Some features of the region of our
galaxy \n the vicinity of the Sun.
as revealed by modern observation.
Names refer lo dark and bright
hydrogen clouds. The arrow/s with
figures in degrees show galactic
longitudes. The circle, drawn with
the Sun as its center, has a radius
of about 10,000 light-years.
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rorrcrt int<'r|)rrl;iliciii i>l llicir |)r(si-n<'r was i;ivi-ii

l)y Sir Arlluir Kdilint^lmi, iiamrly lliat tlicy arc

pnKliired by s<Mliiiin and ralciiim aioins lyini^ in

the interstellar s^as.

Althon'^h sodiiini and caU iiini linrs wen- lliiis im-

portant in rcxealini; the urcsenrc ol the interstellar

!<as, they do not reveal the most eoinmon eonstitn-

eiits of it. which are atoins oChydroi^en and helium.

It was first n-ali/cd that hydroi^en must he a very

much more common constituent of the interstellar

gas than cither siKlinm r)r ealcinm when faint radia-

tions from the hydrogen were detected some twenty-

live vears ago. The ol)scr\ations of T. Dnnliam

at the Momit Wilson Observatory then revealed the

])resence of hot patches of hydrogen with tem|>er-

atiires of the order of lo.om) . The concentration of

hydrogen atoms in these patches was alKtiit a mil-

lion times greater than the concentrations ofsodiuin

and calciimi atoms. .At first it was thought that the

whole interstellar gas was as hot as this, bnt we

now know that such hot patches of hydrogen are

comparatively rare. Indeed, most of the interstellar

gas is very ccmjI, with temperatures aroimcl too on

the Absolute scale (i.e., the scale on u iiich the tiielt-

ing point of ice is 273).
Xow cool hvdrogen gas camiot be detected by

direct optical means. Provided the atoms e,\ist by

themselves—that is, provided they arc not com-

bined together into molecules the hydrogen does

emit a spectrum line, but the characteristic wave-

length of the line is close to 21 centimeters, so that

it falls into the radio wave band and can therefore

be detected only bv radio lechnitjues. Thusalthoiigh

optical aslronomx fails to delect the ])resence ofneu-

tral hydrogen atoms in the interstellar gas, radio-

astronomv is able tosuppl v this missing inlormation.

I'igure 10.7 shows a map of the distribulion of hy-

drogen as di-terniined by the ratlio tnethiKl. It was

prixluced by Dutch and .Australian radio aslrono-

uiers working in eollalxiration, measurements in tlx-

northern sk\ Iw-ing made bv the Dutch and those

in the southern sky by the .\ustralians.

The radio method has the disadvantage that it

cannot delect molecules of hydrogen, but only neu-

tral atoms by them.selves. Hence our map is neci-s-

sarily incr)mplete in that it d<M-s not include the con-

tribution of molecular hydrogen. How important

this may be is uncertain. Astronom<-rs differ widely

in their views on this question, some In-lieving that

molecules are probably the main constituent of the

gas, others believing that they arc fjuite uni!n|>or-

tant. If the molccides arc indeed unimportant, then

the total mass of the interstellar gas amounts to

only two or three jx-r cent of the lr)tal mass of the

stars. If, on the other hand, they prove to l>e ini-

j)orIant, then the total mass of the gas will l)e coi-

respondiiigly higher.

Magnetic Fields and (jumic Rays

It is strongly susjM-cted that a magnetic field |M'r-

vades our galaxy. .Although its exact structure is not

yet determined there are some things that can 1m'

said about it. .A magnetic field is most easily thought

of in terms of inagnetic lines of force. When iron

filings are placed near an V>rdinar\- bar magnet they

arrange themselves in a pattern that readily shows

up the lines of force, as shf)wn in Figure 10.8. The
direction of a line of force at any ))oint is simply the

direction of the magnetic field. It will 1m- recalled

from Clhapter 7 that the presence of a magnetic

fielfl is shown by the effect it exerts on a moving

<harg<-d body.
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Figure 10.7

Map showing distribution and density
of neutral hydrogen in the galaxy.

Measurements in the northern sky
were made by Dutch astronomers,
measurements in the southern sky

by Australian astronomers.
On this page is a Dutch radio

telescope at Dwmgeloo and on the

opposite page is the Mills Cross
telescope near Sydney, Australia.
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riu- liiifs ulforrr within tlir iiitirstcllar t;as srcin

to Im- alit^nrd mainly parallrl ii> iIk- plane <>l the

galaxy, l)ut litis may not Iw the whole story. Lin«-s

of force prol>al)ly emerge from the nncleus of the

galaxy into a huge halo that enlin-ly surrounds the

(listritnition ofstars, as shown seheniatieally in Fig-

ure 10.9. riius the whole galaxv is prohahlv con-

tained within a huge magnetic l)ul>l>le; and this

magnetic ijubhie ser\-es to contain the cosmic rays.

These arc particles mainly protons —with tre-

mendously high energies. Indeed, some of them

have even higher energies than it has Ijecn found

possible to impart t<) protons in the lalM)raton,', even

with such huge machines as are now available, for

example, at the CF.RX laboratory at CJeneva. There

is as yet no entirelv satislactorv theory of the origin

ol cosinic rays. Such rays, of comparatively low en-

ergy, are certainly produced by the Sim, probably

during solar flares. But stars like the Sim cannot be

the principal source of jirfKliiction. Many astrono-

mers and physicists believe that the main ])roduc-

tion occurs in the explosion of supemovae. Their

view is that cosmic ravs are constantlv pr<Kluced by

exploding stars, and that instead of traveling freely

away in space outward from the galaxy, they re-

main trapped inside the great magnetic bubble.

There is .some suspicion, however, that the origin

of cosmic rays may be a still larger-scale pheno-

menon. A decisif)!! between tlii-se points ol view

remains for the future.

Figure 10.8

Iron filings reveal lines of force

in magnetic field of a bar magnet.

Figure 10.9

Schematic representation of magnetic
field ol galaxy. Lines of force

seem to be aligned mainly parallel

to galactic plane. Otfiers probably
emerge from nucleus to form a halo
surrounding the entire distribution

of stars. This magnetic bubble serves
to contain the cosmic rays.

Interior view of the ring building

of CERN's 28.000 million electron-
volt alternating gradient proton
synchrotron. Here protons have been
accelerated up to 99.9 per cent
of the speed of light. Cosmic rays

consist of particles— mainly protons-
some with even higher energies.
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It M-ciiis iiiilikclv lliat the wlioir oltlu- iiitcrstollar

<;as is roiifiiK-d ti> tlu- disk ol'tlio s^alaxy. as in Figure

10.7. RallitT (l<K-s it srcm tlial it must occupy tlic

whole of the l)iil)l)lr shown in Figure 10.9. There is

this (lillereiice, however. Tlie gas of Figure 10.7 is

c<)ni|)aratively dense and its tt-inperatiire is low,

whereas the gas within the lnil)l)le, or halo, must

ha\e a high temperature prohahly in excess of a

million degrees and its density must be compara-

livelv low. But tliough thedensityofthehalogasmust

certainly be verv much lower than thai of the disk

gas, this d<H-s not necessarily imply that the total

mass of half) gas is smaller than the total mass of the

disk gas. Tor the v(»lunie of the halo is vastly greater

than the vohnne ol" the disk. There is no general

agreement among astronomers about the mass of

the halo gas. Some believe it is more or less com-

parable with that of the disk gas; <nhers suspect it

mav be very nuich greater, simply because of its

Imge volume.

High-energy cosmic rays, moving at speeds close

to the speed of light, occasionally collide with the

lialo gas and in such collisions electrons and posi-

trons of higli energ\' are yiroduced. Being particles

with electric charg<-s, these electrons and positrons

are deflected by the magnetic field; they are niade

to turn conu-rs, as it were. The protons of the cos-

mic rays are also electric particles and they, too, an-

made to turn corners by the magnetic field. But

since the protons have a far greater mass than the

electrons, their dellections are much w<-ak<T —the

corners they turn are less steep. Now whenever an

electric particle is made to turn a corner it radiates

energv, and the steeper the turn the more powerful

the radiation. So the magnetic field causes both the

prf»tons and the far lighter electrons and positrons

to radiate, but the electrons and positrons are much
more efTective because they ar<' made to travel in

tighter curves.

This radiation occurs at wavelengths which do

not produce spectrum lines: in fact the whole range

of wavelengths concerned falls in the radio wave

band. Hence the radiation emitted bv electrons in

the halo of the galaxy must necessarily be detected

l)\ the radio astronomer rather than by the optical

astronomer.

Thus our galaxv is not onl\- an emitter oi light, it

is also an emitter oi radio waves. An overwhelming

proportion of the light comes from the stars, and is

derived from the energv |)roduced by nuclear pro-

cesses inside them. The radio waves come from high-

speed jK)sitrons and electrons moving for the most

part in the magnetic bubble surrounding the galaxy.

I There are also electrons moving in the interstellar

gas in the disk fif the galaxy, but the radio eiuission

from this cfunjionent is appreciably less than that

contributed bv the halo. 1 The emitting electrons

arc ])robably derived from the cosmic ravs, which

in turn mav be derived from the stars, bv means of

the explosion of superiiova<-. lor exain|)lc. In total.

Figure 10.10

Most astronomers believe that the

galaxy formed from a vast, slowly-

rotating cloud of gas. As this gas
condensed, the speed of rotation

increased to such an extent that

further contraction could no longer

take place toward the axis of

rotation, but only parallel to the

direction of rotation. This would
explain the shape of Figure 10.3.
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the radio emission of tin- fjalaxy is weaker than the

optical einissi(»n by a factor of something like a

hundred thousand.

The Formation of ihf Galaxy

The great majoriiy of astronomers In-lieve that the

galaxy was formed from a riond of gas of very large

dimensions, certainly with a diameter of many him-

dreds of thousands of light-years. To begin with the

cloud was rotating very slowly, but as it condensed

the rotation gradually speeded ii|i, causing the cloud

to become more and more flattened. Eventually

the rotation !>ecame so rapid that any further con-

traction toward the a.xis of rotation was prevented.

Only contraction parallel to the direction of rota-

tion could then take place, as shown in Figure

to. lo. The ultimate residt was a condensation to

the disk-like structure we saw in Figure 10.3.

During this period ofconden,sation, only a sprink-

ling of stars was formed, and this sprinkling now

surroimds the main structure t)f the galaxy. These

are the stars foimd in the halo of the galaxy, and

their total mass is about ten per cent of that of the

disk stars. Sometimes the halo stars are found in

clusters. These are the globular clusters, of which

an example is shown in the photograph opposite.

But the great bulk of the gas reached the disk-

like shape of Figure 10.3 before it condensed into

stars. Once this .stage was reached, star formation

may have taken place with great rapidity, the bulk

of the gas s(H)n disappearing. A little remained un-

conden.sed into stars, however, and it is this small

fraction that constitutes the interstellar gas of the

disk. Similarly, another small fraction remained lie-

hind in the halo, and this is the gas that we Ijelieve

to be present in the halo today.

This picture of the formation of the galaxy is ven,-

qualitative, and there is no certainty that it is cor-

rect. It does, however, stand up to one explicit test.

We saw in Chapter 9 that all the elements other than

hydrogen are prcxluced only h\ thermonuclear re-

actions which take place inside the stars. Thus the

iron and calcimn which show so strongly in the

spectra of many stars must ihem-selves have been

produced by such reactions. If our picture of the

formation of the galaxy is reliable, we should expect

the initial cloud ofgas to contain scarcely any heavy

nuclei, since such nuclei arc produced only inside

stars; we should therefore expect that the sf)ectra of

the earliest stars to be formed would reveal only

traces of iron and calcium. \i a later stage, when
many stars were already formed and had had time

to produce such elements, we tnight e.xpect the still-

condensing cloud of gas to contain more heavy

nuclei. This, in turn, would lead us to expect that

the spectra of stars formed at a later stage in the

condensation process would reveal a higher concen-

tration of iron and calcium. On this basis the stars

of the halo should contain lower concentrations of

such elements than do the stars of the disk.

This expectation is confirmed by observation.

The concentrations measured in certain halo stars

are as low as 1 per cent of the concentrations found

in the Sim. Besides supporting the alxive general

picture of the formation of the galaxy, this obser-

vation also gives strong support to what was said in

the previous chapter, that hydrogen is the basic

building block from which all the other elements

are made.

It must lje added, however, that although this

obser\-ation agrees with what we should expect on

the basis of our picture of the formation of the gal-

axy, it does not prove that this picture is correct.

For there are other ways in which the low concen-

trations of iron and calcium in the halo stars might

be explained. Beyond this cautionary mention we

shall not here consider such jxjssibilities, for they

\vould lead us on to extremely sjjeculative ground.
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This photograph of the Orion Nebula
shows huge dark areas consisting of
dense clouds of gas and dust. There
the formation of stars in our galaxy,
which began 15.000 million years
ago. almost certainly still goes on.
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Rrturniiii; to our t;cn<Tal picture, \vr may well

ask how loiiu; aijo <li<l all this hap)><-n how old is

our s»alaxy.' 'I'hf ti-chi)i(|iu-s ofohservaliou and ral-

culatioi) <lcsrrilH-d in tin- previous chapter allow us

to j;et to ijrips with this question. L<«)k ai^ain, for a

nioineiit, at Figures ().;5, <).(> and <).7. We sa\\ that

the exhaustion or!iydros{en in the central re;j;ions ol

a star causes it to move away Irom the main se-

quence toward the riijht-hand side of the Hertz-

spruns-Russcll diagram, and a numher of evolii-

tionarv tracks arc shown in Figure 9.3. It can be

shown by calculation that the stars move along

tracks of this kind, and calculations can also deter-

mine how long the evolution takes. F'or stars high

on the main sequence the time is nuicii shorter than

for stars lower down the main sequence. The evolu-

tion times are longest for stars coinparatively low

downon the main .sequence that follow tracks which

not onlv move simply to the right but also steeply

upward in the Herizsprung-Russell diagram.

In Figures q.ti and 9.7 we saw examples of actual

clusters of stars. If we caiT\' out calculations ol an

evolutionary track that matches the distribution

shown in Figure 9.7 the length of time calculated

for the evolution will represent the age of the Mes-

sier 67 Cluster. A similar proc<-dure for Figure 9.6

will determine the age of the Hyades group of stars.

The results of the two calculations will not neces-

sarily agree, and in fact they do not do so. The

reason is, of course, that the two clusters were lorm-

ed at diHVrent epochs. The Messier 67 Cluster is

older than the Hyades group. The situation, there-

fore, is that if we take a whole series of clusters we

shall obtain a corresponding series of age deter-

minations; and the age of the whole galaxy must be

at least as great as the age of the oldest ol our

clusters. If we have been lucky enough to include a

cluster that was formed during the earliest piiases of

the histor\- of the galaxy, then we shall have a close

estimate of the age of the galaxy itself

In Figure 10. 11 we have the positions in the

Hertzsprimg-Rus.sell diagrain of the cluster XGC
188, believed to l)e one of the oldest clusters in the

galaxy. Clalculation shows its age to hv aixnit 15,000

million years. This, then, is the answer to our ques-

tion, for that figure must be close to the age of the

galaxy.

The Sun and the Solar .System are much younger.

Fvidence from the rocks of the Earth's crust and

froin the meteorites suggest that the age of the .Solar

System is about 5,000 million years, or only about

NGC6611. Here a vast cloud of gas
is expanding, probably as a result of

radiation from newly-formed stars.

Only when the cloud has become even
more diffuse will it be possible to

see into it and observe whether or

not it contains newly-formed stars. 267





a tluni as old as llic j^alaxy itsj-lf. Our Sun was not

anioni; llic first stars to lorni hy a very ronsi(lrral)lc

margin. In fact it is a comparatively yoiinti; star.

Thr Formalion of Stars

B<Tatisc !^as is still present in the disk of the sfala.xy,

it is still (X)ssil)le for new stars to I'orm; and a very

simple arijument shows it is extremely prohahle that

stars are still formini;.

In the ])revious chapter, our discussion ol' F'igure

I). 3 made it clear that stars high on the main se-

quence go through their evolution in a compara-

tively short time. Indeed, the most hmiinous known
stars take only alxiut a million vears to complete

their evolution. Since we can actually obscrse such

stars—not any great number of them, it is true— it

nnist follow that they were formed within the last

million years. It would obviouslv be imrealistic to

suppose that star formation. Avhich began 15,000

million years ago and which cjuite clearly went on

until at least a million years ago, suddenly ceased,

say, a hundred thousand years ago. Hence, although

we do not actually see new stars l>eing formed at

the present moment, it is nevertheless C|iiite clear

that such a process of formation is almost certainly

still going on.

The reason why we do not literally sec new stars

being formed is easy to understand. New stars are

bom in dense clouds of gas and dust, such as the

Orion Nebula shown on page 266. Because of the

large amoimt of dust, we cannot see into the interior

oi these clouds to the places where the actual star

formation takes place. We must wait until after the

stars have actually formed. Once a very bright star

begins to radiate, it quickly heats up the surround-

ing cloud of gas, and this causes the cloud to expand.

.•\s the cloud thus becomes more diffuse, it eventu-

ally becomes [xjssible to see into it, and at this stage

we do indeed obser\'c recently-lK)rn stars. This is so

in the case of the Orion Nebula.

It appears to be a necessarx' conditicm for star

formation that there should be dense clouds of gas

and dust, .so \ve are naturally led to consider the

location and origin of such clouds. Now the gas in

the halo of the galaxy is too diffuse and too hot to

The Lagoon Nebula in Sagittarius,

photographed with the 200-inch Hale
telescope. This is an emission nebula.
In such nebulae the density of

hydrogen is many times greater than
the average in interstellar gas.

(x-rmit the formation of clouds like the Orion Neb-

ula. Hence there seems to be little or no new star for-

mation taking place in the halo. N«)r is there much
star formation in th<- nucleus of the galaxy, the

reason being that the nucleus seems to be largely

devoid of gas. The densest gas fx-curs in the outer

parts of the disk of the galaxy—in other wrjrds, in

the sort of region where the Sun lies.

The cIoikIs are probably I'ormed by a cooling prf>-

cess. If there wi-rv no cooling the presence of exist-

ing stars would s<M)n lilt the gas to a temp<'rature of

alx)ut 10,000". That is why astronomers used to l>e-

lieve that the interstellar gas had such a temjjcra-

lure. They had overl<x)kcd one thing: the ccx>ling

power of dust and molecules in the gas. The dust

particles in interstellar space probably play an im-

portaiU part in causing atoms to combine intf> mole-

cules. What happens is that individual atoms strike

and stick to the surfaces ofdust particles. This brings

them into contact with each other, enabling them to

combine into molecules. The molecules then cvajj-

orale away from the surfaces of the dust particles.

This dust, which probably plays such a vital part

in the formation of molccides, and in the ctxjiing of

the gas, and so in the origin of stars, is not uni-

formly distributed in the interstellar gas. .-Mmost

any photograph of the Milky Way shows apparent-

ly dark regions. These are not places where stars

are absent; they are simply places where patches of

dust intervene between the Harth and the stars that

lie beyond. The fact that such regions are irregular-

ly scattered alx>ut the galaxy shows c|uite plainly

that the dust is not uniformly distributed. .\nd

because of this the cooling effect of the dust is not

uniform. .Some local regions must cfxil far more

effectively than others.

Where the dust is most dense the cooling f>f the

gas is most rapid. Pressure within the c<x)led region

declines, and becomes less than the pressure in sur-

rounding regions. The surroimding regions press

the gas of the cooled regions inward, thereby pro-

ducing a localized dense cloud. Here we have a

possible mode ol" formation of localized regions of

higher density within which stars can begin to form.

We would expect stars to derive two important

characteristic properties from their parent clouds of

gas: a magnetic field and a rapid speed of rotation.

Consider the magnetic field first. We have seen that

a magnetic field exists within the interstellar gas. If

the gas increases its density, the lines of force of this

field Ijecome compressed together; and since the
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rise III <l('tisit\ is riKiniKiiis ulicn ;i >l.ir is Irinnrd.

till- rise <>l tlir iiiai^tictic intensity is <-x|M-<lr(l In Ix-

r<>rr<-s|x>n(linuly irn-al. Tluis cvc-n il' tin- niairmlic

field in the intersiellar i^us is iniliallv rather weak,

the lieUl pnKlueed inside a star can still lie ver\

stninij. It is iM-lieved tliat the stars do, in lael, de-

rive their nia<{iietie fields in tiiis way. They are

simply fields that have been pnKhired hy tlu- eoiu-

pression <>l" the initial lines nl" force pervadini; ihe

inli-rst<-llar sjas from which the stars were foriue<l.

\"ery prohahly the magiielic field of the Sun was

derived in this way. We saw earlier that the Sun's

masiiietic field plays a crucial role in inan\ of the

phenomena we observe at its surface. I'lu-se, llieii.

may owe tli<-ir orii^in to tiie conditions within the

orij^inal i^as cloud lr<im whi<li the Sim condensed.

I.^t IIS turn now to the second lieredilarx' charac-

t<-ristic we should ex|)<'ct the stars t<i |)ossess, name l\

rapid rotation. The interstellar clouds that we <il)-

ser\-c all have some d<-tO'<"<" of random swirlintf mo-

tion, and this ntcans that any portion of such a

cloud which condenses into a star will also have a

rotation. At the l)eifinnin!< of the condensation pro-

cess the rate of rotation is small and comparativeK

unimportant, hut as conden.sation pr<«<-eds tli<-

speed of rotation increases, and calculatitm shows

that siK'cds of many hundreds of miles a second

must finally he reached hy the time a star is formed.

Two (piestions now arise. Do all stars i)os.sessmasj-

iietic fields and do they all have rapid speeds of

rotation!* The answer to the first question is thai

many stars have, iiideetl, In^en shown to iiav<' strolls'

majinetic fields. This work, caiTied out hy Bahcock

at th<' Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories,

could not be expected to reveal the presence of a

ma^^^netic field except luifler special circunisianc<s.

For example, if wc were to obser\e the Sun from a

great distance, usiny; IJabcock's method, we should

not be able to delect the mai^netic fields that do in

fact exist. Hence wc can answer our first cpiestion

in two parts: on the ]>ositivc side wc can say that

many stars cpiite certainly do have strons"; masfnelic

fields; on the ne!i;ative side, we can say that there is

no evidence lo siinj^est that some stars l,i< k a tiiai;-

netic field.

Measurini; the rotation of a star is cousideial)l\

easier than measiiriim the stren<rlli of its mai;ii<ii<

field. If a star is rot;;tiu<;, some i^arts of its surl'ace

will be niovinii; toward us and other parts away IVoiii

us. These motions prodiici- sliijlit displac<-menis ol

the spectrum lines coinini; from difrercnt parts ol

the star's siirfai c. I he \\a\elent;llis of I he lines from

ihos<- parts that are movini; away from us ar«-

slii;hll\ increased, while the wa\clciinllis of ihe

lines fiom those parts that are mo\ int; toward us are

sliijhily di-cieased. This causes the spectrum lines to

be broadened. I nl<irtunat<-l\ , thereare other caiiM-s

\\hi( h may also prcKliice a broadenint; of s|x-ctrum

lines, but i)ro\ ided th<-se other <-aiises can Iw cor-

rectly allowed lor it is possible to <'stimate the de-

gree < if rotation of a star.

It liirtis out that stars King high on the main

se(]uence do, indeed, rotate rapiclK . in accordance

with our expectation: but slat's low on the main

sequence rotate only very slowly, ;i.s the Sun dr«-s.

Here we have a very definite dejjartuR' from what

we would at first sight expect. How d<i wc- (-xplaiii

this appar<-nt contradiction.^ The answer l<-ads us

directly to a consideration of the whole problem ol

planet formation.

Tfir Origin iij Ifif Plamli

Tin- surprising thing is that if all the planets were

scooped up and ])laced inside the Sim, then in spiti-

ol lh(- insignificance ol their total ma.ss compan-d

wilh that of th(- Sun, the solar speed of rotation

would I)!- greatly iiicri-ased. In fact, it would be in-

crt-asf-d almost a hunda'dfold. This arises l>(-c.ius<-

of th(- great distances of tlu- plauc-ts fnim the Sun.

I'urther consi<leration sugg<-sts that if all the orig-

inal planc-tary material were placed inside lh<- Sun.

itssp(-(-d of rotation would be increased still liirthi-r.

We can best mulerstand this (xiint by taking a brief

look at the eh(-mical make-up ol th<- planets. TIk-

largt- outer |>lan(-ts. Uranus and \eptun<-, contain

ver\ little hydrogen and helium, in contrast with

th<- large iiiiiei- pl.iu<-ts. )u|)iler and Saturn, both ol

It seems highly probable that the

Sun, as it continued to condense from

a rotating cloud of gas, spun round
faster and faster and thus bulged

more and more at its equator.

When il had condensed to the size of

the orbit of Mercury, its equatorial

diameter must have been about twice

as great as its polar diameter.

Calculation shows that gas would
then leave the equatorial regions to

form a disk moving around the Sun.
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which have litRh ronrrnlrations of hyclro!^cn and

Iicliiini. Iiulrrd, thr rompositions of Jupitrr and

Saturn an- so nearly thr same as lliat Dl'thi- Sun as

to su,s;_m-st that thr orii^inal phmctary matt-rial had

exactly the same chemical coni|M>sition as th<- Sun

itself. In this case hydrosjen and helium must at

si>mc stai^e have escaped IVom the [H"rij)hery ol the

S«)lar System, otherwise their ahsence from Uranus

and Xejjtime could not he explained.

It is easy to see how such an escape might have

come alH)ut. Hydrogen and heliimi are the lightest

gas<-s, and at the outskirts of the Solar System the

restraining influence of the Sun's gravitational field

on them was weak. Hence these gases simply evap-

orated away into space. If the mass of these "lost"

ga.scs, together with the mass of the planets, could

be placed inside the Sun, its speed of rotation would

be increa.sed almt)st a thousandfold. And this is just

what our calculations on star formation would lead

us to exp>ect.

It seems highly probable, therefore, that our ex-

jjectation with regard to the rotations of the stars

is in principle correct, biU that somehow the rota-

tion of the Sun, and of other stars low on the main

sequence, became transferred to an outlying system

of planets.

So let us follow our ideas on star formation a

little further. As the still-forming Sun continued its

condensation, it must have spun round faster and

faster, and this caused it to bulge more and more

at the equator. By alx)iit the time it had shrunk to

the diameter of the orbit of the planet Mercury,

the innemiost planet of the Solar System, its equa-

torial diameter must have become about twice as

great as its polar diameter. Somewhat complicated

calculations show that at this stage gas would leave

the rapidly-swirling equatorial regions and form a

disk moving around the Sun and lying outside it.

And the soundness of these calcidations appears to

Im" l)orne out by actual obsers'ation. Certain stars

lyinghigh on the main sequence, which are indeed

in rapid rotation, do seem to pos.sess just such a disk

of gas lying outside the main body of the star and

moving around it in a circular jjath. One example

is Pleione, an important member of the Pleiades.

More than a himdred years ago Laplace put for-

ward a theory of planet formation that had similari-

ties with all these considerations. He held that a

nascent star could develop a surrounding disk ofgas

in just this way, and that planets could then form

out of the material of the disk. But his theory did

not secure universal acceptance among astronomers,

particularly in the early part of the present century,

for one important reason. Merely saying that a star

may throw off a disk ofgas does not begin to explain

why this should slow down its rotation. Indeed,

Pleione has a veiA' rapid rotation, so the mere grow-

ing of a disk is certainly not the whole story.

In order to account for the slowing down of rota-

tion we must be able to show that there is some
coupling between the star and the disk—a coupling

that conveys the torque of the star to the disk. This

would not only explain the slowing down; it would

also explain how the disk itself is pushed farther and

farther outward, and hence how planets formed

from it can lie at such great distances away from

the parent star. The stumbling block to acceptance

of Laplace's theors', then, was that until compara-

tively recently astronomers could not show the na-

ture ofany such torcjue coupling. How, for instance,

could the Sun ever have been connected with an

outlying disk of gas? What influence could p>ossibly

Figure 10.12

The mere throwing-off of a disk of

gas would not explain why the Sun
rotates more slowly than the theory
of its formation leads us to expect.
But this is explained if lines of

magnetic force, behaving like elastic

strings, provided a torque coupling
between Sun and disk (later between
Sun and planets formed from disk).
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liavi- »T<)S.s<'(l till- w i(lf N|);ic<- Im-I\\<-i-ii iIk- Sim .in<l

tin- disk, a s|)ai<" that nmsl have in< hmmcI ,L^ (lie

disk <»rj;as was pushed oiilwardi'

Fiir the answer \\v imist ronu' l)a<"k in the strong

magnetic fieltl which we have seen was present in

solar cond<-nsation. When the disk ol i^as Ix-canie

separated iroiii llie Sun it is prohahU- that niagnelic

lines of (brce continued to connect the material of

the disk with the material of the Sim, in spite olthe

throwing distance i)ctween them. Now it has been

known since the time of Faraday that mas^netic

lines of force Iwhave in many ways like stretched

clastic strinfTs. Such strinsjs connecting the Sun with

an outer disk could indeed play the role of a torque

conveyor. The situation is shown in plan in Figure

lo. 12. Lines of magnetic force emerge frtun the solar

equator, cross the space between the Sun and the

disk, and then enter the material of the disk. So long

as the Sun rotates faster than the disk, the lines ol

force become twisted, as shown in the figure. Re-

membering that thev behave like stretched elastic

stiings, it is easy to .see that they not only t<"nd to

slow down the rotation ol the Sun but also to force

outward the material of the disk.

So far we have an explanation of how the Sun

could d<'velop an outer disk of gas, and of how that

disk could slow down the Sun's rotation; but we

have not yet examined how planets could form from

the material of the disk. What was the first step.'

Almost certainly it was not a simple aggregation ol

gaseous material, for the strong gravitational efTecl

of the Sim itscll w(»uld prevent an\' such process ol

aggregation from taking placi- within the disk. But

what the gravitational field of the Sun cannot prevent

is the formation of small solid, and jjerhaps liqiiiil.

particles within the gas. Wc saw in Cihapter 8 that

the Sun contains not only atoms of hydrogen and

helium, but also though in very much smaller jiro-

portions atoms of ox\gen, ne<iii, carbon, nitrogen,

magnesium, silicon and the common metals as well

as very small quantities of tin, barium, mercury,

lead and manium. Sf) from the disk of solar mater-

ial, particles of these elements, or of combinations

of these elements, can form. Such particles form

rather like the raindrops in ihe clouds of the f^Trth's

atmosphere. Yet although the Sun's gravitational

influence df)cs dot prevent this type of condensa-

tion, its radiaii<in does have an im|)oriani elfecl.

For example, neither water <lrops nor drops <»f am-

monia will form if the gas is tfx) lu)t; hence, only as

the gas in the disk moves steadily farther away from

the Sim and <<hiIs more and more will a stage be

r<M<'lied where \\al<'r and ammonia iK-gin to con-

dens<'. It lui'iis out ilial (he distance in (jucstion. at

anv rate for ammonia, though perhaps not for water,

is comparable with the ra<lii of the orbits of the

planets Jupiter and Saturn. I hus the planetarv

gases had lo move outward until ihcy reachi-d ihe

neighlKirluKxl of these r>rbits l)cfore ammonia was

able lo contlense out of the gas.

But panicles of nick and metal would readib

condensi- at higher temperatures, and henc<- cUiser

to the Sun. In fad, ihey could condense already at

the distances of the inner planets from the Sun the

distances of Mercury, X'eiuis, the Karth ami Mars.

At one stroke this explains three outstanding char-

act<Tistics of the inner planets: first, their unusual

comixisition the fact that they contain ver\' high

concentrations of such elements as magnesium, sili-

con and iron, elements that must have In-en com-

])aratively rare in the original planetars- material,

amounting in ina.ss to no more than alwdit one-

tenth of one |>er cent, exactly as we find in the Sun

today: second, th<-ir small masses; and third, the

fact that they lie comparativ<'ly close to the Sun.

We now see that all th<-se three characteristics are

closely interlinked. The first two are directly com-

plementary to each other: the inner planets are of

small mass simply Ix-cause they are composed ol

elements that were present onlv in low conc<-n-

trations in the original planetary material. These

elements had the property that their solid forms

were able to condense as particles from the gas at

comparativcK high tem|jcraturcs; and this explains

why the rock and iron planets lie comparatively

dose to the Sun.

We can now readily visualize the sequence of

events. As the torque coupling operated to slow

down the Sun's rotation, the planetary gases nutved

rapidly outward. As they moved through the regions

now occupied by the inner planets, small particles

of rock and metal condensed out of the gas and

were left behind whili- the main bulk ol the gas con-

tinued to be pusli-d farther and farther outward.

(iradualK the ])arlicies ol rock ;md metal that were

left behind Iwgan to aggregat<-. I-Ai'iitually, quite a

number of bodies of a considerable si/e say com-

parable with the size of the .Moon were formed.

In the linal phase tlies;- bodies became lus<-d to-

gether into the sntall iiandfulof inner planets that we

now find. At the outskirts of the region of rock .md

metal condensation that is IhaomiI the orbit ol
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Mars (Ihti- wire iiisiilliririK panicles to riirm a

pl.iiu-l <il lolcraltic sizi-, however, and tliis is just \v li\

ue still liiul lliereasitiiatioiiorparlialc'uiuieiisation.

I liis is the re)j;i(>ii still iMipiiialed liy a host oCsiii.ill

lnKlies, iiaineK tiie asteroids, or minor planets.

Hv tli<- time tin- iim<-r planets had a<^t(re^ate(l

into bodies \\ ith appreeialileirravilalional (ields, the

main l»nlk of I lie |)lanetary nases had swept out to

the reujions olthe ureal planets, Jnpit<T and Saturn.

rh<- ujravitational lields ol the inner planets were

tiins niial»le to i;atiu'r nj) \'er\ mneh t;as l)ecaiis<-

otilv a little was (hen availai>le. Tlx- small amount

that was still availahU' we luiw find, for exam|)le, in

the nilrosjen ol the terrestrial atmosphere, in the

water of the <K"eans and in carbon dioxide.

Let ns turn now to the threat planets. We have

alreadv seen that ammonia condensed in the region

ol' the ))resent ori>its ol' Jupiter and Saturn. Once
solid particles ol annnonia became aggregated into

biKlies with appreciable gravitational fields, these

])rimiti\c biKlies were able to pull in large (pianlities

ol gas, lor here the sitnatif)n was very dillen-nl from

the case ofthe inner planets. The gas olthe disk had

not eHectively Iwen all jmshed l)eyoiid the orbits of

Jupiter and Saturn, so imich of it remained to be

picked np through the graxitalional infhieiice ol the

aggregating primiti\e planets. AntI it is because of

the addition ol large quantities ol gas, particnIarK

of hxtlrogen and heliuni. that the masses of Jnpiler

and Saturn are so large in comparison with those

t)l the iimer |>lanets.

I'hc formation of L'ramis and Neptune dill'ei'e<l

fiom that of Jupiter antl Saturn in one crucial

respect. By the time the first primitive condensations

grew lai ge enough for their gra\ itational lieUls to be

ca|)ai)le of pulling in gas, the bulk of the gas had

disap()eared ; for when the disk gases had inovcd

oiiiwaid that far, the hydrogen and helium had

e\aporate(l .iwa\ entirely from the Sun's gravita-

licinal inllnence. Ihiis only gases such as methane
.ind carlK>n monoxide remained l>chind in the

region ol I ranns and Neptune. These gases were,

in<lee<l. picked up by the primitive contlcnsations.

Their abimdances were high enough to give I'lanus

and Ne|)tune much larger masses than those ofthe

inn<T planets, but not masses comparable \\ ilii those

of )ui)iler and .Saturn.

Thfr<- is just one I'nrther point to note. Vet an-

iii her planet, Pluto, lies beyond i lie orbit ofNeptune,

li lias onl\ a small mass and i^ in no sense similar

1(1 I lanns .iiid .Xeplune. Hui as l.\ lilclon has point-

ed out, Pluto ma\ well Ix- ati esca[)etl sat<-lliie of

Ne|)luiie, in which case it cannot proi)erl\ be con-

sidered as a planet at all. We shall consider the

class of sat<'lliles in a moment, but it w ill be as well

first to sav something of lh<' |)h\sical characteristics

ol each ol the |)lani'ls. bcgimiiiig w ith the innermost

one, .Men iii'\ .

.Miiruty

Because .Mercury ''s orbit lies inside that of tin- Earth

and because .Mercury shines by reflected sunlight,

the part of its ilhnuinated heinisphen- that we see

undergiK's phases similar to those of the M(K>n.

Mercury lies almost in the plane ofthe ecli|Jtic, so

that it appears either to follow or to precede the

Sun, according to the [josition of the planet in its

orbit. Indeed, owing to its luotioti in its orbit, Mer-

cur\ ajjpears to oscillate backward and forward,

lying first behind the Sun, then in front of it, tlu'u

behind it again, and so forth. When Mercury lies

behind the Sun we see it near the western horizon

in the evening sky; when it precedes the Sun we sec

it in the eastern sky near dawn. In antiquity it was

not realized that these difTcrent observations were

in fact observations of one and the same planet.

The ancieiUs ga\e the name Hermes, or Mercnrv,

to the evening aspect and the name .\pollo to the

morning- aspect.

Pluto escaping ,,

Former orbit of Triton

Former orbit of Pluto

New orbit of Triton

Pluto may well be regarded not as a
planet but as an escaped satellite

of Neptune. The diagram shows how
the present satellite, Triton, may
at some stage have overtaken Pluto
in Its orbit around Neptune. Such an
encounter would have speeded up
Pluto enough to enable it to escape.
It would also have reversed the
direction of Triton's motion.
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L lulcr ilir miisl lavoralilc rimimstancrs, M<i-

iiir\ is an easily visible oWjcct. with a l)rij;lilii«s.s

ciiinparabic lo that of tin- star Siriiis. Wlicii such

favorahlc occasiiuis arisr thry iniisl In- seized, Inr

Mercury chaus^es its |M>siti<in very quicklv. X'iewed

Iroin the Karth, it executes one nuiipU-te oscillation

—from Ix-hiiid the Sun to in front, to l>chind again

— in only tifi days. Its actual |M-ri(Kl of motion

around tlie Sun is 88 da\s, and, if we exclude Pluto,

its orbit is more iiighly elliptical than thai of any

other planet.

Its diameter is roughly j.ooo miles, or .[<> |)er cent

greater than that of the Moon, and its mass is some

four or five times greater than the mass of the Mcmhi.

IneicU'ntally, the internal density of Merciuy seems

to Ih- higher than the densities of the other three

inner i)lanets. This high density would appear to

imply that Mercury contains a higher propwirtion of

metals than docs \'emis. the Karth or Mars. Venus

and the Karth seem to contain alxiut the same pro-

portion of rocV to metal: Merciu"y contains more
metal and less rock, while .Mars contains more rock

and less metal.

Since Mercury has little in the way of atmo-

spheric gases we can see through to its surface, w hicli

.seems to be very similar to the surface of the M<M)n;

and because we can see its surface, we can readily

determine its rate rjf rotation, louring last century

Schiaparclli showed that Mercury's pericxl of rota-

tion is the same as the period of its motion around

the .Sim, namc-ly 88 days. This means that .Mercury

always keeps the same face diiectcd toward the

Sun, so that one half of the planet is in jierpetual

sunshine and the other in perpetual darkness. Hence

.\ler( ur\ has the distinction of |M>ssessing not only

(he Imttesl place but als«> the coldest place in the

whole planetary system.

I 'tllUS

\'enus also lies nearer to the .Sun dian the Karlh

dfx's, and like MercurN' it also shows phases similar

to those of the M(K)n. Because it lies nearl\ in the

ecliptic, and Ix-cause of its motion around the Sun,

it ap|M-ars sometimes Ix-hind the Sim and sometimes

in Iront of it. This means that we see it sometim«-s

in the evening sky after sunset and sometimes in the

morning sky Ix-fore dawn. The Greeks had two

names for it Hcsi>enis when it apfwared in the

evening sky and Phosi>horns when it a))|«-ared in

the dawn sky.

\'enus is almost a twin of the Karth. It is only

slightlv smaller in mass and diameter, has almost

the same internal densitv, and probably much the

same comjiosition. This has raised the ()uestion of

whether its surface features are also similar to those

of the Karth. l.'niortunately this quc-stion camiot be

settled l)v direct observation, since \enus is |)er|«t-

ually shrou<led in a mantle of white cloud. .\nd this

cloud not only obscures f)ur view; it also ol)scMres

the problem of assessing the ])robability of whether

the surface of \'enus is partly covered with oceans.

The atmosphere of \'enus is known to contain

a huge quantity of carl)on dif>xide, and very recent-

Iv, as a result of obser\ations inade from balloon

flights over the United States, a minute quantity ol

water has also Ijeen detected in it. Now this new

discovery can be interpreted in two different ways,

depending upon what temjjerature we assign to the

Mercury, the innermost and smallest

ol the planets, seen against the disk

of the Sun. The photograph explains

how easy it was for early observers

to mistake sunspols for the passage
of Mercury across the Sun's disk.
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This reproduction of one of the best
recent drawings of Mars, made by
Dr. de Vaucouleurs of Harvard College
Observatory, shows the visible

markings of the planet and what
seems to be a yellow dust storm
sweeping across its surface.

Venus—almost a twin of the Earth
in mass, diameter and composition-
seen at crescent phase. Since it is

perpetually shrouded in a mantle of

cloud, astronomers cannot yet tell

whether its surface features are
also like those of the Earth.
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rloiuls olNinuN H llicir lrin|Kraliirr is fairly liis,'l),

ihtn the lai I ilial only a small riiiaiilily ofwalcr lias

hiTii ticlcrird lorci's us lo llic toiiiliisiDii lliat llicrf

can l)c vrrs- liltlr water indeed t>i\ tin- siirl'are i>l

\'enus. If. Imwever, the elouds are very rold we

should not ex|)rrt to (nid more than a verv small

(|uanlil\ ol water lyini; above lliem, however mm li

miijht lie heneath. OIniously we ran only ohseiM

the content of the atmosphere that lies above I he

clouds, antl not that which lies Ixlow them; and it

the clouds and the regions alM>ve them are very

cold, then almost all the wat<'r will be frozen out.i

This second interj^relalion has lo face up to a

serious dilliculty. Unless the temjxrature is as low

as 7", (". more water vapor would exist than is

actuallv found. Hf>w can the clouds maintain a

temperature as low as this when they are constanlK

swbjectetl to intense heat from the Sun:" In fact th( \

could do so only if they |>ossess the remarkable pro-

periv of bein>> able to reflect and transmit sunlit;hl

without absorbiiii; it. In such a case, ])art ol the

incident simlii^dit would be reflecled back into space

and the rest of it would peneirale ilii(Mi;;ii ilic

clouds to the rei^ions below: \irlually none ol il

would be absorbed in heating the clouds. If this is

w hat actualK hap|M-ns. the problem of the nature

of the clouds can 1m- solved vei-\ simply. They could

be no more than a ha/.e ]jriKluced by fine particles

of solid carbon dio.xide. an<l ordinary cloiidsolwaler

va|>or mitcht well lie far below them. Henc<- it

wr)uld be possible for X'enus to have oceans ol waier

like those ol our own I'.arth. A decision Ixtwecn

these two jioints ol view will pri>bably be ma<le

within the near futun-.

lenuons clou<l cover. Kven so, il must lx-remenil)er-

rd ihat a view of Vlars ihroimh the Ik-sI telesco|)e

under the most favorable circumstanci-s is still in-

ferior to a view of the M(M)n with the naked eye.

( )l)si-r\alion of distinct surface markinjjs shows

that .Mars makes one complete rotation on its a.xis

In J
I
hours ;7 initMih s 2;{ secomls. Thus, while

Mars takes almosi two terrestrial years to move
once round its orbit, the Martian dav is of almost

the same U-imth as the terrestrial day. Moreo\cr,

the .Martian axis of rotation is inclined at almost

exactly the saine angle to the ecliptic as is the

l".arth"s axis. These similarities have prompted the

(|ueslion as lo whether there <-ould 1m- lile on Mars.

What we know of the ch<-nusti*v of tin- .Martian

atmosphere do<-s not rule out such a jjossibilitv. The

almosjihere of Mars probably contains small cpian-

lilies of water and carlMin dioxide, and perhajis a

somewhat gr(-ater quantity of nitroi^en. .Nor can we

sa\ that Martian tem])eratures preclude the pf>s-

sibiliiy of life. White polv caps develiij) durin>; win-

ter in each hemisphere, but these melt so readily

when suminer comes that they cannot Ik" deep.

Probably they are siinply thin caf)s oriK>ar frost.

Il is ]M>ssil)le. then, that life exists on .Mars, but

if so. it is likely to be conlined lo low forms of jilanl

lile. In '.general, temperalures are t(M) low and the

whole phvsical and chemical environment 1<m>

sparse and ])rimitive for any luxuriant flora i>r fauna

lo bt- reasonably exjM-cted. In this connection. Sin-

don, working at the Lowell Observatory at Klat;-

siatf. .Arizona, has fomid ihe siM-ctnun of Mai's to

show features that coiTesjMHul closely to ihose loimd

in the light reflected by certain terrestrial flora.

The luirlh

Only recently have photogra|)hs of the F.arlh Im-cu

taken from rockets and artificial saicllitcs. One of

them is shown on page i i . They give the best im-

pression ycl available of the Marih.as a planet.

Mars

.Mars, since its orbit lies outside thai of the Karth,

never exhibits eresc<-nl phases as do Mercurv and

\'cnus. \\li(-ii iicnesl lo us il lies in ihe opposiu-

direction to that ol iln- Sun. In dislinelion i<> \ Ciius

which, at its nearesi. lie, ni approximaleh llu- sam<-

direction as the Sun. Thus Mars lies in lh<- nielli

sky wh(-n it is clf)sest lo us. This is a highly favorable

circumslance for the astronomer, and the situation

is inad<- slill brtlcr b\ ihe fai l lli.U .M.irs Ins onlv a

Percivai Lowell's "map" of Mars,

made in 1901. Lowell held that Mars
was criss-crossed by canals made
by intelligenl bemgs. (On the original

map many ol Ihese "canals", drawn
as perfectly geometrical lines, were
given names.) Few people then and

still fewer now would draw such a

conclusion from the scant visual

evidence available.
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I Main' astronoiiK-rs iiiicrprct this ohscrvaiion as

clear «'vi<lciicc olllu- cxislcncr oi'plaiU lU'c mi Mars.

One imisi nolo as a tnattor circauiioii, lumi-vor, tliat

this ovitli'iu'c cannot l)c rcij;arilc<l as conclusive un-

less it can l>e shown that no inori>anic material

could have caused the s]H'ctruin ellects in question.

This nev;ative demonstration is, ol course, hard to

make, and in fact it has not vel l)een made. Strictiv

I
speakins;, therelore. the proof is incomplete.

r Some lill\ vears ay;o there was a lieat<-(l contro-

\ei-sv about whether or not anvhi'j;her rormsoriile

<-xisl on Mai-s. I'erci\al Lowell, on the one hand,

maintained that thesurlace olMai-swas criss-cross-

i-<l l)v a iK'twork ol lines, or canals, and that the

^geometrical rcijularitv olthe network, lo<;<-ther with

its variations lhi'ou<.i;h the .Martian year, indicated

I
it t<i hean iirtelact c<»nstructed l)\ inlellitjeiit heings.

At the otiier <'xtreme were the views of 1",. I",. Bar-

nard, views with which the s^reat niajoriiy of as-

tronomers now agree. Barnard said Mars ga\e him

the impression ol'^a glohe whose <'ntire surlace had

l)eeu tinteil with a slight pink color on whicit the

darkd<-tails iiad lieen painted with a greyish colored

paint supplied with a very poor Urush, [jroducitig

a shredded or streaky and w isjiy edect in the darker

rt'gions." Suggesting, p<-rliaps, that it was unwise to

draw over-lirm coiu-lusions from such scant visual

evid<-ncc. he ad<led that "no one could accurateU

delineate the reniarkahle compiexitv oldetail ol the

features w hicli wen- \ isil)le in moments ol'ilu- great-

I
est steadiness."

. Wliat Barnard meant l>v this last remark is that

the shimmering ("llect of our own atinosph<'re pre-

vents us from vicwhig the line detail of tlic Martian

surface with any great accuracy. This defect may
well be remedied by the jirogram now b<-ing carried

out by Martin Schwar/.schild in the United Stales.

During the next year or two Schwarzscliild intends

to carry' a telescope of considerable aperture on a

balloon at such a great height that the disturbing

ellects ol the Earth's atmosphere will be largely

eliminated.

]u/>ili'i

When seen in even a small telescope Jupiter is a re-

markable-looking body. Its surface shows a great

variety of detail and it is \ery rich in color, with

dominant reds and browns and occasional greenish

tints. The details change contimiously as the planet

rotates on its axis. The markings an- arranged main-

ly in belts more or less ])arallel with the equator.

The belts themselves change slowly over the years,

varying in their widths and in their numbers; usu-

ally there are about four such belts.

liesides these ever-changing features, J u])iter also

lias markings which appear to preserve tlu-ir iden-

tity over long periods <if time. The best known one

is the famous red spot. Such markings are probabh'

connected with the internal structure f>f the planet

itself- perhaps w ith the configuration ofa magnetic

field, for it seems likely that Jupiter has a strong

magnetic field. C'ertainly powerful electrical disturb-

ances occur within its atmosphere, and intense

bursts of radio waves emitted from these disturb-

ances seem to lie associated with particular poiilts

on the surface.

The main constituents ol llie almosphere ofjupi-

ter seem to be hydrogen and helium, methane and





ainntonia. ("alculati()iisn<^s;cst>iiliai ihisaimosphrrc,

snr|>i"isiiis;l\ rnoiiijli, is ralhcr shallow. A pciiciia-

lioii into Jiipiloi' would soon oncoiintcr solid or

licHiid iiiaioi'ial. ("citaiiily mnrh olthc iiuciior inusi

Ih" solid or li(|iiid hydroijcn, and the remarkable

Icaliire ot (his hvdroi^en is that it exists in a nietallir

liirni. Ill the cxtrenio central rei>ions there may well

be a ilenser core represent iny; the primitive conden-

sation around which the h\dr()i;cri and helium ha\<-

colleeled.

Nothing is known about ihe temperature inside

Jupiter. Possibly it is quite hit«h.

It is attractive to siippos<- that sonu- form of en-

ers5v-s<»nrce exists insicU- this massiv<' planet per-

haps a concentration of radioactive materials, such

as uranimn. Such an eneri»y-source could serve to

|)rinluce convective motions in li<piid metallic hv-

drotjen, leadinsr to marked and |>owerl\d electrical

ellecls. Indeed, the interior of Jupiter <<ndd behave

as a vast (Knamo, <i;enciatin!^ a s^rcal and powerfid

magnetic field. Such a |)ossil)ilitv would account for

the distmbances we observe at the surface <i

))lanet, ])articularl\ the electrical 'Storms that

to occur there.

th.

Saluin

The main body ol .Saliuii is probabK similar in all

essential lealures to that of Jupiter, but the belts

observed at the surface of Saturn are less marked

and less variable than those ofJupiter. There is also

much less in the way of reil and brown colors;

rather do the equatorial regions of .Saturn a[)pear

yellow, and the polar rey;ions screen. Probably the

colors in both planets aris<- from th<' condensation

of small liquitl particles, the conditions bi-ina; differ-

ent in the two cases because the atmosphen- ol .Sat-

urn is colder than that ofJu])iter.

To the eye the most slrikini; feature of Saturn is

its masfuificcnt svstem of rinses three flat concen-

tric rins^.s lying in the plane of the planet's ecpialor.

(iaiileo glimpsed the rings indislinctK in the vear

I'iio, and the main division between the two outer

rings was first observed by Classini toward the end

of the seventeenth century. Il was not until the

middle of the nineteenth <cnlury that Bond first

observed the faint innermost ring.

.\lthoiigh so striking visually, these rings are

cpiite insubstantial. They consist of a swarm of tinv

particles, probably crvstals of ice.

Lett: This painting of about 1700

by Donate Creti shows astronomers
observing Jupiter, depicted as their

telescopes would then have revealed

it. with red spot and satellites

clearly visible. Below is a modern
color drawing of Jupiter, the most
massive planet of the Solar System.

This drawing of Saturn shows the
magnificent system of rings which
are its most striking visual feature.

Though impressive, they are quite

insubstantial. If all the particles

of which they are made could be
swept into one body, it would be
only a tiny satellite of Saturn.
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/ Ilium and .\i-filiiiii

I'ramis and .\«-|iliiiir prohiibK (<>ii>.isi iiiaiiil\ ol

water, ainmriiiia, mrtlianraiul perhaps carlx in nioii-

iixide. They lack the i^ieat masses cil" liydroijen and

hehnm whieli rharaeleii/e Jupiter and Saturn, lor

the reasons already seen. In iacl thc-se two outer

planets are jiioijahly similar to liie eores ofJnpiter

and Saturn. Not miiih ean i)e said about their ap-

pearances. Tor ihcy are imdistini»nislied f)l)jecls e\ en

when seen w iih llie aid of a iari^c telescope. 'i'he\

|)ieseni small s^recnish disks, their color resemhlint;

that of Saturn rather than that ofJnpiter.

The Salfllilc.i (if the I'lanels

.\ lull discnssion olall the details of tile Solar .System

would occnpx itiany voliim<'s. Hi-re we shall con-

sider onlv one. the ori<j;in of tiie salcllitis of ilic

planets.

Two distinct processes can be dislins^nishcd. ( )nc

is a simple process of cajitnre the process by w lii( h

llie i^-avilational ])iill of a comparatively massi\c

|)lanet catises a less massive IhkK that comes near it

to keeji orliiting aroinid it. The small sati-llites ol llie

ijreat planets Jnpiter, Saturn, l"ramis and Xeptnne

seem to have been accpiired in this way. Possibly,

tf)0, the Earth accpiired the .\I(M)n by a |)roeess ol

caj)ture. It is dear. li(iw<\<r. that ihe wain satellites

of the great planets, siu h as the four (ialilcan sat-

ellites of Jupiter, cannot be accounted for in this

wav. It is far more likely that they were formed

from their parent planets in much the same way as

the planets themselves were formed from the Sun.

Ihe i^reat planets, as they wen- foriii(<l. rotated

verv rapidlv. I his caused llieni to shed a disk of v;as

ill essenliallv the same wav as the .Sim had done.

Ihi- trravilational fields of the plan<-ts, however,

were mil as siront; as that of the Sun. Hence the

lightest gases the abundant hvdrogen and helium

evajxirated awa\ from the disks. Iea\ ing ImIuikI

solid and li(|iiid particles, notably water, and jxt-

haps some partiel<"s of riK-k aiul metal. These par-

li( les aggregated to form the larger class o( satellite

lieionging to the great planets.

It seems likely that magnetic lields did not |)lay

the same part in the liirmation of satellites as they

(lid in the formation ol' the planets. This would ex-

|iiain in a very satisfactory way the notable dilTer-

ence between the system of planets and the systems

ol sat<-llites. The liirmation of tin* planets slowed

down the Sun's rotation because- a strong magnetic

lii-ld supplied a torque coupling between the .Sun

and the disk of gas that it shed: but there was no

magnetic torcpie coupling i<i connect the planets

with their surroundins; disks of gas, and hence the

l)ianets were not slowed clown. If this theory is cor-

nit. the disks of gas wtiuld iKit have b;-en |)iished

\(TV far away fnim their parent planets, and we

Almost all the thousands ot millions

of stars of small mass in the Milliy

Way have a slow rotation. This is

an incfication that almost all have

formed their own planetary systems.

Since the conditions which make life

possible on Earth are not so special

as was once believed, it seems highly

probable that life itself is not

the monopoly of our own small planet.



WdiiUl llicrdoiv fX|>tTt llu- satellites to lie rompara-

tiveK close in to their parent plan<'ts. Antl indeed

lliis is aetiiallv the ease.

Here, tiien, we have striking < onlirnialion ol the

iniporlanee ol a torcpie ronplinjj; in sliiwinij down

llie speed ol' rotation of a heavenly l)o«ly vvhieh

slied-. .1 disk <il y;as.

I In- AhiiiiiUime (ifPliinelaiy Systems

The key point in the theory ol' the orii^in ol the

planets ontlin<'d above is, ol' course, the slow ro-

tationsiM-etl ol'the Sun. \Vc have seen that this slow-

speed ol' rotation is explained hy the origin and

i-xistenee ol'the jjlanets. If we wish to know how

many stars other than the Sun also possess planetary

svstenis, it is therefore natural to consider how many

stars rotat<- slowly, as the Sun does. It turns out that

ctreetively all stars ol" small mass do so. In accord-

ance with our ars>innent, we should thus expect all

such stars to have |)lanetary systems. 'Iheir number

in the .Milky Way is known to be about 100,000

million. Hence our ar>>innent indicates that there

are ])robabl\ about 100.000 iiiillion planetary sys-

tems within our "alaxy.

We can follow up this somewhat startlins^ con-

clusion by an equally stairtlinti; question. \Vcre the

conditions that promoted life here on the Earth in

anv way special to the Solar System, or can they be

regarded as quite typical, in the sense that they

mis;ht well have occurred in a considerable pro-

jHtrtion of the ioo,(X)o million other cases? .At first

si<j;ht there seem to be many very special require-

ments for the e-xistence of life, but this consitleration

tends to recede as we look more closely at the prob-

lem. It se<-ms, rather, that only our ignorance has

made ihein look special.

Take, for instance, the distance of the Karth from

the Sun. .\t Hrst si<j;ht this looks to be very s])ecially

adiusted to ii;ive the correct temperature for bio-

loiiical phenomena hereon the I'.arth. What chance

is there that a planet will lie at just the riujht dis-

tance from its parent star? In fact the chance is quite

hisjh, simplv because the central star does not have

a constant luminosity. We have seen that stars be-

come brii^htcr as they ai»e, so that provided a planet

is initially somewhat loo far away from the central

star to enabU- it to have a high enouj^h temperature

to suj)port life, the increase of luminosity will soon-

er or later produce a situation in which the temper-

ature is exactly ri!j;ht. This, indeed, is just what has

liappenid on the Karth. Orit^inalK the Sun was

siirnifieanlly fainter than it is today. Over the his-

tory of th<- Marlh the luminosity of the Sun has

increased by some lilt\ |>iTcent ov<T its initial value.

()rii;iiially the I'.arth was probably not too cold to

have precluded the possibility of life, but its tein-

peralure must certainly have been well below an

optiinuin value.

Further, the situation coiu(rnin<; the cluinistrv

of the planets is now seen to be no accident. Small

rock and iron ])lanets like the Karth and \'enus will

always lie on the inside of every planetary system,

and for the same r«-ason. C'arbon, nitrogen and oxy-

•ren will always be present amont; the oriajinal plan-

etary gases, because these are elements found in

every star. .Nitrogen probably condensed into the

material from which the Karth was formed as am-
monium chloride; o.xygen was contained in water;

carlxm probably derived from carbon monoxide.

Perhaps the most critical feature of conditions

here on the Earth is the amount of water in the

oceans. This is only a small fraction of the total

mass of the Earth, and if the fraction were just a

little larger the whole surface of the Earth would

be inundated. Yet this, presumably, would not have

stop])ed the emergence of life; it wyuld merely have

stop|)ed the migration of life from the oceans on to

the land. How far the amount of water on the sur-

face ol the Earth is due to chance we do not know.

The intricate details of the condensation of the

planets is still loo imperfectly understood. More-

over, for all we as yet know to the contrary, it

could be that a great deal of water still exists inside

the Earth- that the amount we find on the surface

is sim|)lv the amount exuded from the interior, along

with the rocks of the continents. If this is so, if there

is a rough proportionality between the ainount of

water and the amount of continental rock, then it

may well be no accident that a proportion of the

rock is lifted abf)ve the level of the water. It could

be a necessity for there to be both oceans and land.

In that case almost the last of the apparent coin-

cidences necessary for the development of life here

on the Earth would disappear.

W'e have already seen that astronomers are now
actively investigating the problem ofwhether or not

\'enus, so similar to the Earth in mass, size, and

chemistry, possesses oceans. If the answer should

prove to be yes, then almost ihe last bairier will be

removed to our acceptance of the strong probability

that a vast number of })lanets within our galaxy are

just as capable of sup|)orling life as is our Earth.
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Chapter 11 Galaxies and the Expanding Universe

\Vc lia\c seen that tlie Sun is l)iit one member of a

\cist ags^res^aiion of stars, tho as^iairegaiion that we
call the galaxy. Other agsjregations, other galaxies,

exist within tlic imiverse. Of tliose that arc com-

parahle to our own in Nize and in mass, tiie nearest

is shown in tiie arcomijanying pietmc. .\ few

coin|)arati\e.l\ niin<ir aggregations aetuallx' li<'

closer to ns. This is the famous galaxv in the

eoMslellation ol Andromeda. Its position is shown

on map 8, ])agc 28 (M 31 ). With this map as a guide

it is ca.sy to pick up the .\ndromeda Nebula, as a

faint blur of light, with the naked eye. The blur

ap|}cars yellowish in color ijceause what you sec is

only the bright central part of the galaxy, the part

that appears yellow in the picture.

The Andromeda Nebula has a special iiUetcsi

in tlial it is very closely similar to oin- own galaxy.

Its general sha|)e is that of a flat circular plat<- with

a central bulge. The reason whv we do not se<- it iis

circular is that we are looking at the plate from an

oblir|ue direction.

Most ol the gas and tlnsl in our own tjala.w . .nul

also in the Andromeda .Nebula, lies well out from

the central regions. This means that new stars do

not lorin with an\ appreciable lr<(|ni-n( \ in diose

regions. The central regions therefore consist almost

wholly of old stars, stars of comparativelx small

mass lying low down on the main sequence, like the

.Sim. or stars that have evolved away from the main

sec|iienc,e in the Hertzsprimg-Riissell diagram to-

ward the region of the giants. In fact, most of the

light that comes from the central bulge is emitted

by giant stars, and it is just because such stars arc

l)ig and have low surface temperatures that the

light Irom the central inilge has the yellowish color

we luive already remarked on. Well out from the

eeiural bulge, or nucleus, as a.stronomers call it.

some ol the newly-formed stars are much more

massi\e than the Sim. They lie high on the main

sequence and are blue in color, which is whv the

outer ))arts of the .Vndromeda Nebula present a

bluish aspect in the picture. 1 hus the coloring ol

the .\ndroineda Nebula i^and of our own galaxy,

if we could see it from a distance, arises basically

Irom the presi-nce of ga.s and dust in tin- outer parts,

and from their absence in the iim<'r parts.

What an ordinarv optical pictur<- ol the .An-

dromeda Nebula d<M's iiol prepare us lor. ix ihi'

ili.scovery of recent years tluit tluit nebula, our own
galax\ . and \<r\ liki-K nio-.l other large g.ilaxies.

The Andromeda Nebula—the nearest
aggregation of stars comparable in

size and mass with our own galaiy.

The yellowish light of the central

part comes from old stars with low
surface temperatures. The blue of the
outer regions comes from hot stars
newly formed from gas and dust.
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Elliptical Nebuls

EO E3 E7 SO
cr
so\

Normal Spirals

Sc

Sb

Sa (9^. C^y

H. '^—^
Barred Spirals

The classical method of classifying
galaxies is due to the American
astronomer. Edwin Hubble. Below his
photograph the essentials of the
system are shown diagrammatically.
E denotes ellipticals, S spirals, and
SB barred spirals. Figures after E
and small letters after S or SB
indicate various sub-groups.

,(ri- siiriiiiiiicird li\ lialns <i( \ri\ hot i;a>>. I licsc

li.ilos iiiiii X-iays rallnr liiaii (irdiiiarv linlil. iiiul

Ik-ik I- \M- (III rii>l sec llicin willi inir t<-l<'sri»pcs: li>r

i|iiiti- apart rroiii tlic fan thai (lie i-inissioii is rallicr

Icchlc. the X-rays lail t<i ]H'nctralf the I-Larlli"s

.ilimisplicri'. and sii d<i not n-arli ihc Iclcsmpc at

.ill. Bill the lialos alsd omtaiii cxtmnrly riHTuctir

clcrtriins, (•Ic<tr<ins nioviiiir with N(M-<'ds close In

that ol lit<h(. 'HK-sr rlcrlroiis arc <lc(l<rlccl in their

Tiiolioii l>y llic iiiatjiictic fields that pcr\a<lc the

halos, au<l this dcdcrlion causes ih'-m to ciuil radi<i

\\a\cs. Th'-sc w.ivcs do pi-netrate our terrestrial

.iiiin i>pliirc and can ilicrclorc !>< detected l>v the

radio aslroiioiiicr. Indeed, it is Ix-cause of the

lindint;s ol llie radio astronomers iliat v\<- know

ahoiit iIk- halus. these huhhies <»! hoi ^as that

surnunid the sjalaxies. Allliou<;h. jiids^cd by terres-

trial standards, the emission ol radio waves Iron) th«'

.\ii<lroni<-da Xehiila is enornious, it is l<-cl>le com-

pared witii other cases that we shall have <K-casion

to notice later.

The ac<<>inpan\ inn pictures show a inimlxT ol

•ralaxies with didereiil slruclural forms. The class-

ical method ol' classifyin!; sralaxies is due lo the

American aslroiiomcr, Iklwiii liiihlilc 1889-19531.

Hul)l)le"s cla.ssification, based on wheth<T or not a

i;alaxy possesses spiral structure, coitsists <il three

s<'(]neiu-es. I'irsi we hav<- a secjuence without spiral

sirucliiie. tiie elliptical "galaxies. .\t one end of the

Here and on the opposite page are
photographs of nine galaxies, taken
with the 60-inch reflector at Mount
Wilson. Each is labelled according
lo Hubble's system of classification.

Ellipticals, in increasing numerical
order, become increasingly flattened.

In both spirals and barred spirals

the spiral structure is more highly

marked when the nucleus is small
than when it is large. It is believed
that in barred spirals rotary and
magnetic forces are comparable while
in spirals rotary forces dominate.

m
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i-lliptical srciiu'iui- \vc have almost sphcriral forms

i»alaxics thai smn to consist of Ims^c l)alls of

stars; at the otluT cikI afc (falaxics flattened into

plate-like sinietiires, hut possessiiis; central nuclear

Inilnes. The sjalaxies at this end of th<' elliptical

sequence are somewhat similar in general shape to

our own s"alaxv, allliou<;h our galaxy is known

to helon;^ to the spiral class and not to the ellip-

ticals. Indeed the whole o!" the s|)iral class is

similar to the extreme lorin ol llaltened elliptical

!»alaxy so far as s^eneral overall sliajx- is concerned,

hut the s|)irals diller from tlu- ellipticals in that they

contain appreciable (|iiantities of gas and dust.

The s])irals form twosequcnces, based on whether

or not their structiu'*' possesses a central straight

bar. The re;v>on why some galaxies piissess such a

bar and others do not is imperfectly understood,

but it is believed to be connected with an interplav

between the effects of rotation and the ellects of a

magnetic field. In spirals with a straight bar, the

magnetic and the rotary forces are thought to be

comjiarable with each other, whereas in spirals

without a bar the rotarv forces are thought to

Ik- dominant.

In Hubble's system of classificatii>n all spiral

gala.xies without a bar were denoted by S, and all

barred s])irals by SB. Tlie contraction S or SB was

followeil by either a, b, or c, the purpose of these

letters being to indicate the relative importance ol

the central nucleus. It was foimd that galaxies with

large nuclei tend<-d to have a rather weak spiral

structure, wherciis galaxies with small central

nuclei tended to have a iiighly marked spiral

striictiu'c, as a|)pears in the photographs shown
below. I^tibble denoted the elliptical galaxies by the

letter K, followed by a mnnber ranging from o for

those of almost spherical form up to 7 for th<- most

llalten<-d elliptical galiLxies.

There was sonje uncertainly as to whether the

three sequences of galaxies, S, SB and K, should be

comiecud together. HubbU- himself ap[)ears to

have lavore.d such a connection, at a galactic- tvin*

which he referred to as So. This connecting type So
was similar to the elliptical galaxies in that it had
no (lisci-rnible spiral structure; but it was also

similar to the spirals in that it was more flattened

than any of the elli])ticals more flattened than

even type R7. Indeed, an So galaxy was like an Sa

galaxy from which the weak spiral structure had
been removed.

The remarkable thing about Hubble's classifica-

tion was that something like 07 per cent of all the

large galaxies that he observed coidd be fitted into

it. Among the exceptions were a few ellipticals

which appeared to possess gas and dust, and

certain galaxies which showed no clear-cut struc-

ture at all. The latter Hubble term<-d the irregulars,

and he regarded them as being of very unconunon





The photograph at the left, taken
with the 48-inch Schmidt telescope,
shows an Sc galaxy in Triangulum.
A negative of the same galaxy, above,
emphasizes the characteristically

well-marked spiral arms.

This galaxy in Sculptor, NGC 253,

represents a special sub-group of

Sc galaxies. In this case the arms
are defmed as much by dust clouds

as by light from stars.

o(<iirrciuc But if \vi- lakf into accouiil llic vast

iiiiiiiImt of mini)r ijalaxics that arc known to c-xisl,

llu-n ihf proportion of iri« t^ulars is nuuli liigh<T.

IikIcciI, tin- irregulars iht-ii prol)al)ly outnuniIxT

the inassivr ijahixit's with rcijularix- dcrnu-d slrnt-

turcs l)y a considcrahlc margin.

Xcvcrlhflcss, Huhhic's sysli-in of classiiiration

makes it very clear that the lar<;er "galaxies, at any

rate, fit into a siTH«>th raiitjc of lyp<-s. Allhounh in

recent years .some astronouMrrs have preferred a

different system of classification, it is also a feature

of the ni-wer systems thai, th(.v present a continuous

iradalion ol' types rather than a set of discrete

exam])!i-s. I'he intereslini; im]>!ication is that the

structure of a galaxy tloes not arise from random
effects, hut rather from .sincK)thly-varying physical

factors. One exanii)le of a sniooliily varying

physical factor is the degree of rotation that

galaxies possess. It is very clear that the sec(uencc of

elli])tical galaxies from Eo to E7 is a sec|ucnre

charact«-ri/.ed by increasing rotation. More or less

spherical galaxies at Eo can have little rotation,

whereas galaxies at E7 are highly flattened by a

marked degree of rotation. The latter situation also

arises in all spiral gal;i.\ies.

Now the degree of rotation of a galaxy is a liictor

that could Ije present at the time when the galaxy

was formed. If all the relevant physical factors

were present at the birth of the galaxies, then the

sequence of structiu'al forms would simply reflect

the ditlering conditions of origin. One galaxy

would be an elliptical and another a spiral simply

because the initial conditions were different in the

two cases. On this basis there would be no reason to

l)elieve that a galaxy changes its structural form

with time. It is, however, |)ossible to take an oji-

posite point of view. One can argue that the present

observed ])roperties of any given galaxy were only

partially determined by initial conditions; that

(luring its lifetime a galaxy changes from one type

to another; that there is a continuous evolution

among the galaxies.

In fact, when we examine the available evidence

the )>resence ofsome degree of evolution can hardly

be doubted. Let us l<M>k first at the spirals. Spiral

structure in galaxies is known to be closely asso-

< iaied with the ])resence r)f gas and {Inst. B«xansc

the outer parts of a galaxy rotate more slowly than

the iimer parts, there is a constant tendency for

distributions of bright new stars formed within

the gas to be drawn oin into spiral structiucs.
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Alilionsjli this is rcr(ainly nol (he wliolc siorv of

how spiral ionns oris^iiiatc, il is iindoiilxcdiy an

iin|)(irtaiil (•oiu|)<>iifiU ul'thc ston.'. N<i\v (lu- aiiiniiiit

i>l i;;ts and dust witliln a s^akixy must cliani?*" willi

lime. This cluintj<' nmsl hi- rc(l<Tt<'<l in the rati- at

which new stars arc liinncd, and in the dcjjrcc ol

piuiiiiiirna' (if (he result ini; s|)iral structiues. Al

the |)r<">ent lime i;as and dust are lluiui^ilt t<i com-

prise some five |mt cent ol the total mass ol our own

tjalaxv, an<l about the same pro|>ortioii oltlie total

mass of the Andromeda Nehula. Possibly this

estimate may he too low, th<- true amomit l«-ii\'4

nearer lO per cent.

An interestiu'j; wa\ in which mir struclurai type

of i^alaxy coultl chans^e into another was pointed

out some vears au;o by Lyman Spitzer of Princeton

Uni\crsity and the late Walter Baade. From time

to time s^alaxies must collide with <-ach other. So

lar as th<-ir widely-spaced stars are concerned, the

two <j;alaxies involved in such a collision could ]iass

smootlilv throu<jli each other. !5ut the siiuatioii

would be \ery difl'erent lor their <);aseous coiii-

])onenls. The ii;as in one i^alaxy would collide with

that in the <»thcr, and at the expected sjxed ol

collision il would become s<» hot that il would

simply e\aporat<- away into space, lea\iii!> its

parent j^alaxies altoijether. In this way it would be

possible lor two s])iral sjalaxies to collide and (o lose

their «;a.s<-ous components in the pr<K-e.ss. Xo further

new star lormation could then take jilace in eilher

of tlicin, .so that their spiral siructure would tend

gradually to disappear.

Thev would then l)e very much like i;alaxies of

type So, an<l Haade and S])it/;cr su!r<>;rsted that So

•galaxies mii^iit indeed orii^inate in just this way. Il

was also poiinetl out thai once no new bri<j;hl stars

were formed in llie outer parts of such a '.galaxy.

those outer parts would Iwconie nnich fainter tluui

bel<>r<-. This would m<'an that when viewe.tl from a

distance the oiiter j)arts would !)<• diflicull to ob-

ser\"c, and could be missed altogether for s»alaxies

at very sjreat distanc<'s. For these, the ol)ser\'er

would see only the nmch brii^hter inner parts,

which would appear to him to possess just the

cluiracteristics of an elliptical galaxy. Hence after a

collision between distant spiral galaxies the ob-

server might well judge those galaxies to be of

elliptical tyi)e. In this way a change of type, as

judged by the terrestrial observer, could arise from

the p;i.ssage ol time.

Probably this i<lea does correctly explain the

origin of galaxies of ty|)c So, but the work of the

la-st lew years has shown clearly that it does not

explain the most notable examples of galaxies of

the ellii>tical type, for it would imply that the

ellijitical galaxies are necessarily fainter and less

massive tluin the colliding spirals. In fact the

reverse situation holds for the outstanding giant

elliptical galaxies. These are from about two tr>

five times more hnninous than the brightest spiral

galaxies, and they have masses as much as ten

times greater. This allows us to .say one of two

things. Either there are no major switches of type

with the passage of lime, or else the changes are

more drastic than the kind envisaged by Baade and

Spitzer. Indeed, f<)r spiral galaxies to change into

giant elliptical galaxies it is necessary for a large

increase of mass to take place, jjcrliaps at the cx-

peitse of a universal gaseous mediinn filling the

s])ace between -the galaxies.

While there is as yet no cerlaiiUv as lo which ol

these very different pt)inls of \ iew is correct, radio

astronomy has shown that the massive elliptical

galaxies are certainly not dead structures. The

Left: NGC 5128. a strong emitter

of radio waves. Ttie picture may
represent a collision between two
galaxies, one globular and the other

spiral. In such a collision both
galaxies may lose their gaseous
components so that no further star

formation can take place. In the

photograph on the right the fuzzy

object near the center depicts the

colliding galaxies—both probably
large spirals— in Cygnus. This is

among the most powerful of all

known sources of radio waves.
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iu-riiiniilat<-(l cviclciui- ol" the hisl few ycai-s sli<m-i

llial tlic str<»iis?<-st r;i<li<i sonrrcs aiv just these <lli|)-

tieal '^alaxi<-s of sjreal mass. Tliis is not to sa\ lli:u

all siieli ijalaxies are stroiii; railin s<»iiit<-s; wliat is

l)eiii'.^ said is that th<' stroiitjest soiirres are mainly

li> l)e Iniiiut amoiiir the class i»f massive elliptieal

•galaxies. |-"ri)in such SMuncs the cinissioiis ol radio

uaM-s are of the order ol' a inillioii liiiirs more

iiiteiis<- than from our own ujalaxy or the Aiidro-

metla Nebula. 'This is a certain in<li<atioii ol the

preseiKc of intensely a< li\e physical |)r(H-<sses in

the I". I\|)e ijalaxies.

.\ \<-r\ diderent ol)ser\ation sliows tlial the

>.;iant elli])licals also |)lay a dominant role ainont;

other t;.i!axics. So far iiothiiii; has heeii said ahoiit

the distribution of jvalaxies in space. Space is

strewn with thoin. Th<- distaiicc-s between neii;h-

lK)rinsj sjaiaxics is, on the averay;e, only about a

lumdretl tini<-s tjreater than the dimcnsicins <»l an

individual i>alaxy. I'hns il we think ola galaxy as

beins> about a yard in <liameter we can think of the

averaije distance between neis»hboring ones as

,d)ont a hundred yards. I'his situation is very

di(Ver»-iit from tluU of the spacini; of individual

stars within a galaxy, for if we think of a star a.s

being a yarfi in diameter, then the comparable

distance JK-tween neighboring stars would Im- alMiiil

t(>,(KM> miles. So in r«-lalion to tlieir individual

sizes, the stars arc very vvid<"ly space*!, whereas the

galaxies are c<>mparati\e!y clos<- together. And

there is a circumstance tliat mak<-s the galaxies

seem still closer, for they teiul to tH-cur in groups.

So while their average distances apart are as we

ha\e already seen, the distances within a particular

group can be consid<Tably less. In<leetl, in the

centers of certain rich groups the galaxies seem Ki

be almost touching ea<h other. Small groups con-

tain about ten members, whereas large ones may
contain several thousand. 'I"lu- small groups arc

verv much more common than tin- large ones.

Now it is very ty|)ical lor a small group of

galaxies to be dominated l)y a giant elliptical. Most

members of such a group are commonly spirals,

some three or (bin- times fainter than the dominat-

ing elliptical. Ihis makes it clear that the massive

elli|)tical galaxies pla\ a role outside themselves, as

it were. Thex apjK-ar to control the situation within

their particular group. This is another fraginent of

evidence indicating that the large elliptical galaxies

are active structures.

Here it may be useful tf) summarize the main

points so far made. On the basis of their visible

Left: Individual stars of a galaxy

are very widely spaced, but galaxies

Ifiemselves, in relation to their size,

are comparatively close together.

They also tend to occur in clusters.

The photograph shows the cluster

in Corona Borealis. The small round
spots and objects with "spikes" are

stars. Other structures are galaxies.

Below, projected on the plane of the

Milky Way, we first see our local group
of galaxies and comparable objects.

Next, shown on a far smaller scale,

our entire local group is reduced to

a small dot at the center of the

diagram. Like the other small dots it

represents a cluster ol fewer than

fifty galaxies. Large dots indicate

clusters of more than fifty galaxies.
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siriictiiral liirnis, tin- i,';ilaxics can l«- llliiil Into a

simple iinpirical mIiciiu- of tlassi(iralii)ii in wliicli

uiu- I\|)c thaiij^rs snioollily into aiiolhi-r. Tliis

indiratrs that tlu- siriirtural li-aturcs ola galaxy an-

(ontrollcd liy iloar-riil pliVNiral larlors siuli as the

(Irsjrcc of rotation, ratlu-r than liy nicrr random

ciiancc. The major issin- ol' wlictlur .ill ilic main

physical fact jrs were decidetl at the lime ol oii^ln

ofa j^alaxy, or whether the tjalaxics are in fact in tlie

))rocess ol' constant chant;e with lime, is siill nn-

tlecided.

The- E\lmnsiiin of the I'nivcrse

'llie ijalaxies apparently stretch away into s|)ace

witiioiit end. Within the rans^e ol' the largest lel<--

scopes there are alxMit a thousand million ol'tliem.

Y<'t althoui^h local irremilarilies certainly i xi^i in

their (listril>iition irre<»nlaritics ol" local ( Insiers

lor ixample on a lari;e scale there .seems to In- no

important dilFerence Iwlween one ])art ofspaci- and

another. In other words, the '.general dislrihution ol

galaxies seems to have large-scale hoiriogeiK-ity.

Moreover, there seems to Im- no diHerence l«-tween

the observations we make in one direction anil the

ol)M-r\alions we make in another. Space is i.sotropic

— that is, it manifests the same physical properties

in all directions.

.'Ml this can readih Ix' summed up in evcrvdax

Ic-rms. Su|)|H>se vou are an ol)ser\«T placeil at

random in space, tluii hy ol)ser\int» the larg«--scale

distribution of gala.xies yon cannot find out where

\(>u are. .\iid it yon are in motion with res|M-ct to

the system of galaxies, then it d<K-sn"t matter where

vou are going: a journev in one direction will show

\(>u the same things as wouUI .i |ourn<y m an\

otlxT direction.

l)o the galaxies themselves |M)s.sess any motion.'

The answer is that the\ do, and that this million

constitutes the expansion ol the univcrsi-.

\Ve saw in Chapter 8 that the spectrin); linis

emitti-d by the atoms in a tlisiant object are shifti-d

in their wavelengths il a relative motion e.xists

Ix-tween ourselves and the distant object. II there

is a motion away Irom us the wavelengtlLs are in-

creas«-d and the lines are shifted toward lh<- red eiul

of the s|M'ctriim. II there is a motion toward us the

wavelengths are decreased and the lines are shifted

toward the bine end i>f the spectrum. We also saw

:1

In this photograph, the clear round
dots are stars In our own galaxy.

The cluster of faint hazy spots near

the center are the remotest galaxies

whose distances had been determined
by June. 1960 (3c-295 in Bootes).

They are receding from us at a rate

of about 70,000 miles per second.

In each ol the oblongs at the right

the fixed pattern shows positions

of H and K spectrum lines produced
in a terrestrial laboratory. The
central band shows positions of

corresponding lines emitted from the

galaxy concerned. In each case the

lines of the band are shifted to

the right—toward the red end of

the spectrum—indicating that the

galaxy is moving away from us. The
more distant the galaxy, the greater

the red shift, and the greater the

speed at which it is recedmg.
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(hat llu- rate ai wliicli llu- distancos an- iiKT<'asiiis»

or dj-nvasiiis; can Ix- iiilcrrctl (mm (lie n»casiircd

anioiiiit <»r the clisplaccinciit of die spccirum lines

rolalivc to tlic same lines emitletl by similar atoms

ill the terrestrial lai>oialory. The I'raetioiial rhan,t;e

of wavcleiiijth, J>, : )., is e<(iial to V : i\ where F'

re|)reseiits the veioeitN hrlwccii source ami ol)-

ser\er atit! < the veloeitx ol litflil.

Here lu<i provisos must i)e mentioned. First, the

veloeit\ hetvveen soiiree and observer is measured

as positive when Uie distance is increasing and as

iio<^ativc when it is decreasiiij^. Second, the simpi*'

formula j^ivcii alK>ve is a|)|)iicable only when the

v<"locil\ r is small compared to the velocil\' ol

lit!;ht. The corresponding formula when I becomes

comparable to the speed of light is:

'a V I - Vjc

When the \elocity is small com|iared to the velocity

of light, the sf|uarc root in this equation takes a

value close to i ^ I'c, so that the e<|uatioii then

l)ccomes exactly the one we had before. But when

thevclocitx (is comparable with < the correcl loini

with the scjuaie root must be used.

.\ow let us consider the observed situation con-

cerning spectrum lines emitted by the stars in

distant galaxies, particularly the so-called H and K
lines ol calcium atoms. The results obtaiix'd lor a

number of galaxies are shown in the accompanying

picture. First it should be noted that the galaxi<"s

become fainter and lainler as we pass from the top

to the bottom ol tin- i)icturc, implying tliiit wc ate

dealing with galaxies at increasingly great distances

away from us. Next, the larther the H and K lines

are flisplaced toward the right in relation to the

fixed pattern above and bel<iw the central b;<nd. the

larger is the \alue of J/.. (It should be noted that

the fixed pattern above and Iwlow the central band

in each case simply represents the positions of the

corresponding lines as given b\ atoms in the ter-

restrial laljoratory.

)

Now there are two clear iiiiijlications to be

drawn Irnni tin- |)i(lure. liisl, the lines are dis-

placed ill such a direction as to indicate that the

galaxies are all moving away from ns, not toward

us. In oilur words J/, is alwavs a positive quantity.

Si'cond, as the distances (pfllie galaxies increase, the

vekicitN r also incicasrs. In Figm"e ii.i explicit

Cluster Nebula i Galaxies at left

are shown in order
of increasing distance
nearest at top.

most remote at botlon

750 miles per second

Corona Borealr

Hydra

13.400 liifles per

24,400 miles per second

38,000 miles per second
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values c)!" V (or a nuinlMT of galaxies an- pluiiid

against tlicir ap[>ai'<-nt iiia!^iiiliul(-<i.

II \vi- now make Uvo sii|>|>osilioiis, J-'iijurc ii.i

ran Iw sliown lo have a siniplrr iiiliiilivc meaning.

Our fip>t snpposiliiin is ilial all llii- 'galaxies in

(|n<*stion have llic same iniriiisic l>rii;luni'ss, tlir

siwiH- al>solut<' luniinosin . I'liis will <-crlainly no! Ik-

exacllr llir r;is<\ Inil i( onr i;alaxirs have l)ccn rhosen

suilaMy, llii-ii rmr asMniiplioii i>f'(-(|ual linninositirs

shniiUI at Icasl Ik- approxiniatt-ly corrrct. Onr
second supposition is that spar<- lias the <^<-oinclr\ ol

Fairiid (and licrc w<- conn- lo llic issues o("i;eonii-lr\

niised in the fipit clia|)t(Ti. If this is so, then it is

possil>l<- to express the scale orap|>ar(-nt inaL;nitudi-s

in Figure ii.i as a distance scale, the unit of dis-

tance de|x-ndin^ on what intriiisi(- hniiinositv we
take the galaxies to ])oss(-ss.

Fii^ure I 1.2 is <lrawi) on tin- l>asis that we are

dealinL' with -galaxies lia\ in;^ an inirinsic hri-^^'lilness

—I—

r

100.000

10 12

Apparent magnitude

Figure 11.1

The relation between the apparent
magnitudes of a number of galaxies

(horizontal scale) and the velocities

at which they are moving away from
us (vertical scale).

.ihoiil ilie s.iine as thai oluiir own t;alaxv. We now
s(-i- that I'i^urc it..; reveals an ini|>ortant relation

lK-l\x<-en the distance of a galaxy and its vcliK-ily.

I he \cl(H-il\ I' is closely pro|>ortioiial to the dis-

laii<(-. Douiile the distance and the velcMitv douliles.

\\<- (an <-xpress this hy writing I' // R. where A'

is the distance, and // is a constant known as the

llnlihle constant, named alter lluhhle in mentory

oC his discovery of this remarkable relation.

Uclore we go on to t-xainine the implications of

lliis vel(K-ity-distan<-i- n-laii'iii, wi- may well ask

whether the ol)s(-r\alions really m<-an what we
siip|K>se them to nuan. Do the nu-asured values of

J'/ really implv that th(- sjalaxi(-s are n-ceding IVoin

us, or could th<-r(- just possil>l\ !» soriie aliernatiM-

explanation.^ Apart from one or two (-xc(-|)tions.

astronomi-rs and |>h\si(-ists are unwilling to l)elie\e

in the possiliility ol" an alternative interpretation,

l<)r a reason that can readily l)C tniderstiKKl.

\V<- noted alM)ve that the distrihution of galaxies

possesses large-scale homcgi-neity and isotropv.

riial is. ;m oliseiv(-r at an arhilrarv point of space

is uiial)l(- to divcovei' am sprcial li-atiire <-ither

ahoMi Ills posiiion or alxml tin- diirereiil directions

ill s|>a(c Now this statement rcfein-d lo a particu-

lar moiiieiii ol time. If we allow that the tjalaxies

iii,i\ iii(i\c. ( li.iii'^iiii; lluir posiiiiiiis with time, hul

also assiuiii- that siicii inoiioiis must not destrov

spatial homog(-neitv an<l isolro])y. wh.it motions ol

tin- galaxies can jxissihly take j)lace:' The answer

<aii l)c wiirk((l niii m;uhi-niatic;illy. and it turns

oiii th.it the ouK permilted motion is precisi ly the

moiiiiii of ex|)ansion envisaged al)«>ve. This cor-

respondence hetwi-en the observations and the

malliemalieal d<-mands of homogeneity and iso-

iropy is so striking that almost all siicntists leel that

lli<- obser\ations ri-all\ do iiir.iii es.K ll\ what

urdiuarv phvsies K-lls us liuv iiiiaii: lli.il ilii- dis-

l.iiK es bi-lwrcii the g.ilaxies are sleadilx iiu reasiiig.

I Ik- iiolidii soiiu'limes |>ut lorward in po|)iilar

eoiiiiiK-nlariis. ih.il there might Ik- some mxsirrious

process a' pieMiii imkuown to science ih.it would

also piodiiic du olivcrxcd results, seems <|uile

impri iliable.

This is a siiilalile iihiiikiu, before returning lo

our main topic, to < ousider the (juestion ofdislance

measurement in a little more iletail. It was said

above thai llie disiaixe scale of I'igure I I.J has

liei n drici iniiii'd i>ii llic .issiimplion that we are

(ii-.iiiir; Willi n.il.ixics li.i\ Iiil; .in inirinsic brightness

.iboiil die s.ime .is ili.ii of our own '4.ilaxy.
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What ijniiiiuls do ur lia\<- liir l«'li<-\ iii'^ llial this is

triK-J* Indeed, liuw <Iim-s (Ik- aslroiioiiKi' ;;<) alxnil

llic pi-iil>l(-iii cirdi-tcniiiiiiiii; the iiilrinsic liri!i;hlrn'ss

oCilic s^alaxios:" Thr answer is by an rxicnsioii of

ilic system ol" distance ineasuremcMi desi rihed in

the <-arl\ part (if ('.hai)t<'r lo.

riie startiiii; ])(>int <>l' <listan<c nKasiirciiii nts is

llie trii^ononietrieal nictliod, iisiiit; ilie niotioii ol'

(he I'.aith around the Sun. Tiiis inetit<id enables llie

distanr<-s ol alMxil ten thousand neari)y stars to Ix;

deternjined willi jfreat accuracy. AUhciiii^h the

distances measured in this lirst step are sniall. even

compared lo the si/.e ofdur own i^alaxy, an accu-

rate cleterminati<in of the taint <'nd ol the main

se<|iie!ice can Iw macU- from this sainpU'.

Then a more distant chister ofstars is considered,

l)ut n.it so distaiU that its fainter stars cannot be

disliiii^uislied. A fit of the laint end o( the main

set|iieii<-e ol th<- cluster to that ol (he lo( al stars is

1
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known. \\<' niiw li.ui inlorni.itinii iii'i nicrcK about

iti(li\ idiial stars. Ixit alH>iit the total inlrinsir

hrii^lilnrssfs of whole ijalaxics. This leads us hack to

ihr <|iirstion asked al)ove: how do we know the

intrinsic hii^lunevses of the ijalaxies.' From those

we measure in our sampU-, tin- sample lyint; within

a ranj;c of al)<>ut 2f, million lit;ht-ycars. Finally,

iiiven the intimsic hris^hlnessc-s ol whole galaxies,

»he vast distances of Figure 1 1.2 are determined in

the mann<-r already tliscussed.

The rc-markai)le lealure to notic<- in this train

ol arnmnent is how the \<t\' j^reatest distanci-s ol

thousands of millions of li^ht-years arc determine<l

l)v a mclluKl that proceeds step by step from tin-

elemenlarv trigonometrical system based on the

molion of the Karth.

If. now. we refer ba<k to our e<) nation V— H\ R.

it is clear lluU \i R is sulhciently lars^e, the velocity

I' will rise to the vel<Kity of litjht. I'his forces us

either to denv that the etpiatioii will continue to

hoUl i^imkI as R iiicreas«'s and assert that the vel<Mity

will not rise to the veliM-itv of light, or else to dis-

pense, with oin- snpf>osilion that the geometry of

Kuclid coMtiiiiies to hold gocnl when R Inxomes

sullicieiitly large. The rea.son why we are forced

into one ol these alternatives is tliiH we know from

the phvsics of F,instein"s sp<-cial theory of r<-lalivity

that iinJt'i llie amdiitons nj F.mliilian tieniiirlry no

material Inxly can move at a velcnily relative !o

ourselves gr(-at<-r than the vehxity of light.

I'hus lh«' ])oint al)out Kmlidean geoin<-try is

crucial. Many non-physicists and non-mathemati-

cians fail to notice this re<|iiirem<-nt about the

nature of the geometry to Ix- usetl. The point is of

great in>|>ortanc<- Ix-cause most astronomers In-lieve

that the resolution of the issue lies in the second

alternative. 'FluU is, they Ix-lievc- that at sufliciently

large distances l".u<li«lean geometry cj-ases to hold

go<Kl, for in view of the facts, it would be a l)old n)an

who would say today that the velocities of galaxies

caimot rise to th<- velocity of light. The latest ob-

servations by Rudolf Minkowski for the galaxy

shown in the |)hotograpli on page 2<)2 give a valui-

of rcc|ual toovcr a third of the velocity of light, and

this is alxiut twice as great as the v<-liK-iti<-s that

were measured belore the year i<)«m). Steatlily over

the last forty yars the measured vel<K-itie> have

increased from al)onl on<- p«T cent of the speed ol

light to nearly forty jx-r cent, and it is a safe predic-

tion that thev will continue to increase in the Jnturi-

as observational techniques contimie to improve.

Hesidi s. ilic plusics of F.insteins general llirorx ol

relativity not his sp<'cial theory 1 shows that in any

case we nuist abandon Kuclirlean geonu-trv when
very large distances come under our r«-view.

Let us r<-turn now to the phenomenon ol ex-

pansion. If at a particular moment of time we
choose an arbitrary fmin- inmilx-r ol galaxies,

spaced at considerable distances apart, we can

regard tin- galaxies so chosen as forming a lattice of

points. At a later moment of time we can again

choose the same galaxies and they will again form a

lattice of ixiints. What <-xpatision in accordance

with Hubbh-'s law implies is that the second lattice

will lia\<- exactly the same form as the lirsl one;

only its scale will have changed. For example, if we
ch<M>sc three gala.xics to form the three |>oints of a

triangle, the triangle will have the saine sha|>c at a

later moment as it did at an earlier moment. 'I'hc

only change will Ih" that the lengths of all three

sides of the triangle will have in<rease<l.

One other |M)iiU must Ix' mentioned. I hi- lionio-

geiieit)' and isolrop\ of space imply that there can

Ik- no center of expansion, otherwise an observer at

the center would Im- abl<- to judge that he «av at the

center, ami would hentc Im- able to distinguish his

I)articular |>osition in space. How, tlwn. is it

possible for all the galaxies to Iw moving away from

us without our In-ing at the ceiiler of the imiverse.-*

.•\ very simple experiment provides the answer.

.Mark a mnnlM-r of dots at raiulom on the surface ol

a ball<Hin. then blow it up a little. The distance

Ix-tween eM)]: pair ol dots will increase, in analogy

to the situation lor the galaxio; but ol)vi<»usly

there is no central dot in this casi-. Whichever dot

voii choose, all the others move away from it.

In measuring the distance of a galaxy we use the

same unit as that used in measuring distances with-

in a galaxy: For example, we couhl decitle to use

I lie distance from the Farth to the Smi as our unit,

or we could decide to use a mile as the miit, or

indei'd w<- coultl use any standard yardstick. When
we sa\ that the distance between us and a galaxy is

increasin<;. \\< niciin lli.il .is lime passes the mimlx-r

of units of distance that separate us from that

galaxv is increasing. Hence w<- are really sjiying

that ilistances outside otir galaxy are increasing in

relation to distances within the galaxy in relation

to the distance from the Karth to the .Sun, or fnnn

the Sun to the center of our galaxv, or in relation

to th<- size of the Karth itself. This means that

within a galaxy there is no partici]>ation in the
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i^cncnil cx|>;ii)si«)n. In other words it is the ratio

lH'i\v<fii (hstaiucs rxtcrnal to ilic galaxies ami

ilistanrcs int<-riial to tin- ijalaxics that chaiis^fs with

time. Hence when we sjjeak of tlic cxpaiuling mii-

vcrsf, all we can projM-rly itsscrt is a chant^c in this

ratio. Indeed, it would In- possible to maintain that

the external distances remain fixed i)ul thai the indi-

vidual galaxies and everylliinu; insitle them, incliid-

ini; oun»elves, arc shrinkint; with time. But this point

olN-iew si-ems somehow dellalin<.{ to our own es;o, so

that we fmd it more |>leasant to think ol'oiirselves as

reniainiiit; a fixed si/i-; and when w<- do this we

must take the distances l)etween the "galaxies to he

stcadilv increasinsJ with lime. It is this increase that

constitutes the expansion ol' the imiverse, the in-

crease in the scale of our lattice descriln-d above.

Before we go on to consider the implications ol

this expansion, there is one last point of detail that

is worth mentioninji. AVe have already noted that

galaxies tend to occur in groups, the common
groups having alxmt ten ineinhcrs, and the large,

much less common, groups several thousand mem-
bers. What of the clusters, do they also expand?

Certainly the distances between dilTerent clusters

increase, but the situation Avithin many of the

clusters is similar to that within individual galaxies.

The tlistances within many clusters do not increase

with time; the clusters stay together without ex-

pansion. It must be mentioned, however, that some

recent observations have suggested that there may

be clusters that are in a state of expansion, although

j>robably the general rat<- of expansion for the

whole univeise is more ra|)i<l than it is within these

special clusters.

Cosmolugical Thrnries

ObseiA-ation suffers from the inherent handicap

that it can never tell us unequivocally how things

change with time, for over the pericnl of a luunan

life, or even over the whole time scale of human
history, few astronomical objects change in any

detectable way. (There are excepti<jns—in the Crab

Nebula, for instance but these need not detain

us.) The best that observation can do is to present

us with a contimioiis range of cases, such as a range

of stars at difierent stages of evolution. By seeing

the dilferent examples at different stages, it may
then be possible to infer how one particular example

changes with time, and this, indeed, can be done

for stars. But this is only because we possess a re-

liable physical theory of the structure and evolution

i>f stars. Where such a theory is not available, as in

the case of the gradation of structural forms ol

galaxies, observation cannot present us with an

unambiguous situation. The straightforward ol)-

ser\'ation of the se(|uence of structural types cannot

r)f itself tell us whether the galaxies were born in the

sequence in question, or whether it is the case that

individual galaxies evolve along that secjuence

durins; their lifetimes.

The expansion of the universe in

accordance with Hubbie's law implies

that if. at a given moment, we regard

a number of galaxies as forming a

lattice of points, then at some later

moment the same galaxies will form
a second lattice which differs from
the first only in scale and not in

shape. Here only the scale of the

triangle ABC changes with expansion.
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I Ills Wi-.lklirss (il ill)' iillsrr\.llliill.ll IIM'lllixi shows

ilsrir most ;u'ii(i'ly when \vc toinr In <<iiisi(l<-i lli<-

[lasl <ir the riiliirc of llu- miivci-sr ;vs a vxlmli-. ( )l)-

scrvatioii, ol' iist'll, siiii|>l\ raiiiKii tell us wlial an

<>l)s<T\<T liviii"^ li\c- lliiiiisaiul inilliuii years ago

would liiivc srcii, nor tan il li-ll us wlial ;in observer

li\'in<; li\i' llions^nul million \<-ars lu-nn- niii^ht sec.

lo answer sueii (juestioiiN a rosniolot;ieal llie<ir\

musl Im- added to the ol)ser\ations. In liiis r«-s|KTl

(lie siliialion is no difTerent from what il is in the

case ol' tile <'\<>lulion «il slai>.: Iinl a iiii; pr.icliea!

diirerenei' aris<-s from the fact that no presi nl-(la\

rosniolotfieal llierjrv |iossessCN anytliin<^ like the

siime d«-i(ree of validity and ])reeisi()ii as do our

llieorii-s of tli<' physics of stars. Of necessity, any

slatem<-nts that we make alM)iit the past history or

the future of tlie whole uni\crse lies at the \crv

frontiers of our knowled'^e, and iinisl loda\' Ix-

considered uncerlain and tentative.

Willi llies<' reser\ations in iniiul. llie nio\in'.;

apart ol the ;.;aluxies can lie lollnwcd oul in its

theoretical implications. Just as we exp<-ct the

(raliixics to l)e farther apart in llu- liiliire than they

are now. so we ex))ecl that they were closer lo-

'.;eilur in the |)asi. Hut how close together.' Cionsider

this c|iiestion first on the basis that the i(alaxi«-s luive

alwa\s lieen moving apart at their present rates.

Then with those rates nieasur«-<l from ohservation

we arrive at the conchisiou that the galaxies were

all presse<l tighllv together some ten lo IwcKc

thousand million vears ago. This leiiglli of lime is

(|iiite close lo the age ol our own galaw llial we

discussed Ml iIk previous chapter, nam<l\ alMiut

lilleen ilioiisand million \ears. While it is ohvioiisK

irue that our galaxy caimot Im- older than the

imiscrse, a discrepaiicv In-tween an ag<- of rilleen

thousand inillic»n years for oiu" galaxy and tw<-|v<-

ihoiisand inilli<in \ears for tin whole universe is one

ihal might well lie within the errors of measurement.

I he discrepaiicv Ix-comi-s worst-, however, if w<-

all<iw for variations in the ral<-s of ex|>ansiun. The
expansion itself is regard<-d as toining froiii an

initial slate ol explosion of the whole miivcrse.

(irav italion, as it is ordinarily iiiuU-rsKxKl in phvs-

ics, supplies an attractive force that tends lo retluce

the sp<-ed ol llu explosion, that is, to reduce- the

sp<-(-d ol s(-paratioii of llu- galaxies, and w«- might

tlu-relon- expect that they wen- nioviiig apart at a

gri-al<-r velocity in llu- past lluin lliey are n<»w

.

When this eirecl is allowed for, llu- <-stiiiial(-d age of

the universe is cut hy some ;<> to .]o per cent, that

is. to lK-lw<-en s(-ven and i-iglit tlious;md million

y<-ars. which is only alMiiit half the ageolourgalaxy.

Till- <liscrepancy is now Uki large to he explained

away except on the basis that a mistake has Im-cii

made somewhere— either in the estimation of the

ag( of our <iwn galaxv or in the rat<- of expansion of

tlu" univei-se. That such a mislak<" has Ik-cii made is

hy no means iiiipossilile. The tliscrepancy iiiav he

g<-nuiiie. however, and the balance- of <-vidence is

perha|)s in favor of the view ihal it i> g<-nuiiu-. II

so, we are forced into a situation where the most

straiglilforward conside'ralion of tlu- ex|)aiision of

ihe universe in terms ol ordinarv phvsics— is

Given that all clusters of galaxies

are expanding apart, one can reason
that they must once have been packed
tightly together. Given that Ihe pace
of expansion is constant (or slowing
dov/n at a calculable rale) one can
estimate how long it is since that

tightly-packed matter started to

spread out. These considerations give

rise to cosmological theories in

which the universe had a fmite and
"explosive" origin. In most theories

the estimated age of the universe
then turns out as less than that of

our own galaxy. In LemaTtre's finite-

origin theory, here summarized in

diagrams, the discrepancy is avoided.

(1) Shows the primeval galactic atom
just after its explosion. Very soon
afterwards (2) its temperature has
fallen from several billion to ICXK)

million degrees, and particles are
combining to form nuclei of atoms.
In 30 million years (3) temperatures
are down to a much lower level;

gas and dust accumulations from
which galaxies will form are already

present. (4) Shows today's universe,

20,000 million years after explosion.

Arrows indicate rates of expansion.
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rciulcrcd iinlcii;il)Ii-. In otlirr words wi" arr faced

will) a siliialioii dial drinan(K a ('liaii<^i' in 'xir

|)rrsi-nl |)li\sics.

Siiinr oisnii>lo'^isl-;. ni)i.ilil\ ilic Al)l)i'- l.ini.'flrc.

Iiavc liinnd a llu-<>rt-li<°al imiliod c>| avi>idin^ llir

disrrcpaiuv we have noli-d. In ilwir ((isninlotiy liic

l)('l)a\'iiir of i^ravitv dillcrs liimi di.i' cil ordinary

<-x|)<Ticn('c. Arrordint; to ilii>- diiorv, oner ihv

galaxies liavr bcconicsullicicndyscpaialcd, u;ra\ita-

lion lends lo s|)eed up tlii-ir expansion aparl raliier

llian lo retard it. Heme in I.einatlre's cosnioioiry

we eannol arijiie tliat llie rates ol' separation were

always ijn-aler in the past than tliey are at present.

Dnriii'j a certain ])eriod in the past, the rates ol'

expansion could have heen suhstanliaily less than

they are now. Our initial calculation ol twelve

thousand million years lor the total time ofe.xpan-

sion is then too low, not loo hii^h. Hence in this

eosmolot(v there is no conflict hetweeii the ai^e ol

ihc universe, as deduced from the rates i>f expansion,

and the ai;e of our own galaxy.

Although it modifies the law ol' ijraN itation.

I.emaitn-'s cosmolotjv does not difler Iroin the

straiu;litl<>r\vard eosmolonA', considered first alK)ve,

in one crucial respect: it still tlemands a dehnite

origin lor the whole universe. This ori!»in is con-

reived of as an infinitely dense state of matter at an

inlinitelv hit;h tem])erature. A dillerence arises,

however, as to the amount ol' matter involved. In

some thef)ries the amount is iniinite and in others it

is finite. Partictilarly in Leniaitre's cosnioloi^y, the

amomil is finite. Since the tlensity of matter is

initiailv iniinite in all the theories concerned, the

total amount ol' matter eaimol he finite unless

space begins with a zero volume. In such a case we

can think of the iniiverse as liaviiisf a ])oint ori;.^iii.

In all the theories so far considered, as lime

proceeds the density ol" matter falls ra])idly. In

cosmolo!»ies such as Lemaitre's, as the density of

matter falls space increases from a point to a finite

volume, a voluiiK- tluit s^rows rapiilK in order to

maintain the constant finite amount ol matter.

With the further passau;e of time, the density ol

matter falls lower aiul lower, and the volume of

space hecoines lar;.;cr and lari;er. We can ask at

what stai^e, within tin* framework of these cosmo-

los^ies, did the ijalaxies form.' The auswi-r is at a

slau;<" wIhtc the density hail fallen to a very low

value, not a i^real deal more than its present-da\'

value. This leads lo llie further (piestion of win tin-

sjal.ixies should have formed al liiis parlKuiar

staije and not l)i-fore. .No ri-ally coiiviiieiim; answer

lo ihis lattc-r (piestion has yet heeii i>lfered. The

l)e;.fimiin'j;s ol .m answer can he Ljiven in I.eniaUre's

eosmolony. lint not. I ^uspe(l. in the other cases.

Il is the (lul\ ol s(i(iuisls In eovir all possible

forms ol ilieor\ . i hen olisc i\ alion is used to decide

which ofthe possibilities puf forward by the theoreti-

cian arc to be allowed to survive and which must

be rejected. It is therefore im|*ortant lo ask whether

a llieorv can lie built uj) to explain the observed

expansion apart of the galaxies without re<|uirina[

till- universe to have had a definite origin. One such

theory proposes tluit the universe has an infinite

))ast and an infinite future, passing through an

infinity of cycles of expansion and contraction.

.\ serious difliculty in this theory lies in the

reversal of the contracting phases. One can under-

stand how an expanding |)hase can be replaced by

a contracting phase, but no convincing explanation

lias \et been found for liow a contracting |)liase can

be replaced by an expanding |)liase. It seems as il

coiuraction must proceed until space shrinks to a

|)oint, until the density ol nialter becomes infinite,

and indeed uiilil the univirse ceases to exist. The

difficulty lies in ex|)laining how expansion begins

from this state.

The theorx of an oscillating universe raises an

interesling |)oint. It is necessary that there be no

n<t change ol'chemislry from one cycle to the next.

.Now with hsdrogen being systematically converted

into helium within the stars during every ey( ie, ii is

clear that if there were no reconversion ol helium

The Abbe Lemaflre. His theory makes
the age of the universe greater than

that of our galaxy, as logic demands,
by assuming that the rate at which
the galaxies move apart, so far from
decreasing, has actually increased.

This modifies the law of gravitation

as it applies to ordinary experience.
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Ii.uk III li\<lri>'_;<ii. llicn l>\ now. .iIi<t an iiiliinlN <>l

rvrlcs, there eoiiUI Im- no livdros^eii lell in llii-

univ<Tse. And lliis, <»rcuupve, roniradirts ol)N<T\a-

tioii. Tr) provide for a reeonversioii oriieliinii hark

to livdro^en it would Im- neeessary lliat tlie universe

should eonlrart snflieieiilK' for the deiisitv ol

matter to iH-eonie verv hii;li. of the order of the

densities foinu' in the niielei of atoms. This means

tluil all tj;alaxies and all stars would lia\'e (o l>e

destroyed diiriiii; the eontractiii'^ phase.

We s<-e. ihen-lore, that the oseillatinu; theorv diws

not avoid the recpiireiiieiit that the matter ol lh<-

universe sliall have In-eii (hroii<.rh a |)hase ol' very

hii^h density and very hii^h teni|K'rature. On the

contrary, it requires that matter shall have- been

lltroui^h siieli a phase an infinite mnnlx-r of times.

Indeed, all the theories so lar considered |>ostulate

a siatje of liiijh density and hii^h K-mperature, and

this raises a ver\ important issue, (ian we iind any

direct ol>ser\ation.il <-\i(leii< e to show iImi matter

has ever actiiallv l>eeii in iliis slaii- nl rxtremely

hi'^h density? The answer seems lo he thai wi- can-

not. It is jiisl |>ossil)l<- tluit some of the helium that

we ol)ser\'e in tin- stars of our own ^.ilaxy, and in

iieis(hlMiring sjalaxies, mis^lit have been pnKluced

durinsT a ver\' liis^h density phase, l)ul it dors not

seem that am of the other elements were produced

on a literallv universal scale. R.iliier lia\c th<\

oris;inated inside individual siarv. in ilu- m.iimir

described in C'haptcr (|.

The absence ofaiiv cleai-cut evidence- in la\<ir ol

a hiijh-density-his^h-temperature phase- in the liis-

torv of the universe is a suspicious rircunislanc*-, al

the very least. In order lo preserve aiiv of the

theories so far mentioned we are comjx-lled to say

that although all the matter of the universe has

passed at least once (hrouirh a most rem;>fkable

hi<_;h-density condition, {lurintj wliich a profusion

ol nuclear rcaciions must have taken place, n<ilhiu<_;

of its cliccts survives cx(-cpl. |K)ssil)ly. in the case of

helium; in other respects, \\liile the world around

us l>cars ample evidence of beini^ pic«-essed inside

stars, it l)cars no sit^niiicant evidence of ever haxini^

Ijccn proccs.scd in a hii;li-deiisity-lii<.^h-tempeialurc-

phase of the universe.

In vic-w of all this, it se<-ms iustiiiai)le to ask

whi-thc-r any thcc^iy can be found thai tloc--, iim

recpiire the- matter of the imivc-rsc- to have- passed

iiiroui^h a his;h-d<-nsiiy-hi'4;h-t<-mpc-rature phase.

Invest illation sIiown th.il il we restrict oursc-lves to

normal physical ideas we r.iinioi line! any such

lhc-or\ Hut arc- wc- ImiuiicI to rc-stricl ourseKcs lo

normal ph\sical ideas.' Let us approac h the answer

this wav. Man\' dilferenl lv|)<-s ol held arc- known

lo the plusicisi: ilie gravitational field, producing

the- phenonu-non ol gra\ilatioii: the electromag-

n<-tic licUl, prcKliicing the phenomena ol eleclririty

and magnetism; th<- nuclear fu Id. holding log<-thc-r

th(- particles of the atomic niicK-i. .\nd Irom time to

lime new lie-Ids are- discovere-d by ex|M-rimc-iils in

the labe)raleir\ - lor instance, the meson lie-Ids ol

modern ])hvsics, discove-red during the last lw<-nu

years. He-nce il is b\ no me-ans c<-rtaiu that I he-

physicist ve-t |j<issess<-s a complete inve-nlory of all

jxissible fields. The jxissibilily there-fore aris«-s tlial

some- iie-w field, nol at present known from terres-

trial expe-rimi-nt, miglu Im- im|M>rlanl on the-e'osmo-

logical scale. If one- make-s this hypothesis, llie-ii a

new ivpe- of ihe-orv ;i\c»iding ih'- lecpiiri-ment cd a

high-de-nsilv-liigh-lcmperalure- phase- for all malte-r

can iiuleed Ik; le)und. Postulating whal is almost ihe

simplest type of new lield, one arrives mathe-

maticalK al wh.il has iM-come known as the

sleaeK state nni\ersc.

The liie-or\ of the sle-ady state- unive-rse is basetl

on a physical lield that causes ne-w matle-r to

originate-. Thc-ri- is nothing parlicularlv re-volution-

ar\ in lliis ielc-a. lor the- lie-Ids alre-a<l\ known to

pliNsics can cause- matter to originate-. Onlinary

gamma-rays, for example, can prcKluce pairs <if

e-le-clrons. I The- problem diflers in detail but not in

principle- from the situation already known lo exist.

What is new in dc-lail is that a rempling can Im-

found betwe-en the c-xpansion of the universe- and

the rale e»l creation of mailer. 'Ihis coupling is of

such a nature- that if one knows the rate of cre-ation

of malti-r tlie-n one- can deduce from the the-orv' th<-

rale" of expansion of the- unive-rse. Converse-ly, il one

knows the rate ol' c-xpansion of the- universe, as

inde-e-cl wc- clo Iruiii dbserx alinn, then the rale of

crc-alicn ol m.illii is spec ilii-el l)\ the- lhe-or\. It

liims ciiil ill. II llii- rc-e|iiircel i.ilc- is \cry slow,

amoimiing lo .iImiui one .itoin |)er century lor e-ach

unit of \dlume corri-sponding to tluit ol the largest

man-made- building. So it is not at all diflicull lo

understand wh\ the prcK-ess, if il realiv eM"curs, has

not be-e-n de-tccte-d in the ten-esirial lalMiratory.

In spite- of this very slow rau-, the e-irect of such

ere-aiion of mailer on a large se-aie would Ik- enor-

mous. The- coujiling Im-Iwccii the ex|>ansiem of the

unive-rsc- and tin- e ic-alion of mailer operate-s in such

.1 w.i\ lli.!i ihe .ivcr.igc- density of mailer in spaee-
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rt-ntaiiis ronslaiit. Allluumli rxpaiision icDcls lo

rrcliHT llu- ilcnsily, this tfiuW-iiry is precisely

roinpensiitecl l)y the erealion of new luatevial. We
tlierelDre ex|)<-ct llial a diiriisj- s^as will exisi

ihniiiLtlioul s])ace, aiul that new nalaxii-s may luini

conliiiiiouslv oiil (>r it. Thus allhoiiuili expansion

i.iirics .1 heady-existing s<alaxies apart I'roni each

iilluT. liie avera!»e density ol' •'[alaxies in space can

remain constant because ol' the i'ormation ol' new

ones. This is »piit<' a dillerenl picture ol'the way the

nniverse Ix-haves with time than that u;iven l>y the

other theories. In the other theories, the i^alaxies

move apart Irom each other, so that an observer in

the I'lUnre wonkl lind space to be more sparsely

p<>|>ulated with galaxies than it is now. In the

steady state theory, on the other hantl, the sitnation

ren.ains constant. At excry ejioch an observer

would see exactly the sacne large-scale [)ictnre.

Individnal galaxies change with time, or can

change with time, just as individnal humans change

with lime; and just as the young replace the old in

the human spc-cies, so new ly-lormeil gala.xies take

the place of older galaxies as the latter move

larlher a]>art.

This re))reseiUs an important change in outlook

on space-time symmetry. It was pointed out above

tiiat .m observer cannot discover anything sjiecial

.iboul his position in space. We are now atlding the

I'lirther \ ital point that he cannot distinguish any-

thing special about his particular epoch. The

imiverse in the large looks the same from all points

ol" both space and time. .\nd, ol' course, because

things look the same at all limes, there is no begin-

ning to the imiverse, and there will be no end.

How do we go al>out deciding betwt en these

tliHerent theories? By taking the dilli rent predic-

tions they make and checking up on thi>se predic-

tions by observation. Here we may take a brief look

at how things stand at the pri-senl moment.

We have already seen that some systems ol'

cosmology encounti r the considerable difficulty of

arriving at an i stimate f>l the age of the universe

that is less than the estimated age of our own
galaxy. We saw, too, that the age criterion favors

Lcmattre's cosniologv. It also favors steadx' slate cos-

mology, for in the latter the universe possesses an

inrmite age, and lliere can therefore be no question

of our own galaxy being older than the imiverse.

On the other hand, a recent observation goes

against both Lem.iitrc's cosmology and against

steadv state cosmology, so that at the present time

the situation would appear to be rather evenly

balanced.

Suppose we consider all galaxies to have exactly

the same intrinsic brightness. We can then work

out purily from theory how we would expect the

s|)eeds ol recession of the dilleriMit gala.xies to varv

with their distances or, mor<- usefully, wilh their

apparent magnitudes. For gala.xies that are not too

far awav from us the results arc the sainc for all the

The steady slate theory of cosmology
offers an explanation of how the

universe, though constantly expanding,
may have had an infinite past
and may have an infinite future.

It postulates that new matter Is created
at a rale directly coupled with

the rate of expansion. Thus
although existing galaxies move away
from each other, new ones can form
to maintain a constant density of

galaxies in any sufficiently large

volume of space, as indicated

schematically in the diagram.
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tlu-orirs. Iii(lir<l. (In \ .iri- jiisi llic irsiilis ,ilr<M(l\

i^ivcii ill l-'i<;iin- I I. J. I5iil l«ir i;;il;ixi< s siilliciriilK

lar <i(r. tin- (Ic-parliin-s lioiii l-.tulidcaii <4i-<iiiictr\

imi'^t Im- oiMsidrnd. and llirsc drparliin's arc

dillcrciil liir \\u- dilli rciil duorics. as laii Im' scrn in

Fisjnrc ll.;',. In lliis Tmnrc the case (ilslrailN slalc

cosi I Idiocy is t;i\cii lo'^cdiiT widi dial <irdir siinpli-,

slraii;lidi>nvartl lusniolotjy ronsidi-n-d at llii- onisri,

in wliicli llic nniviTsr <>ri!<;ina(('(l a liiiilr lime ai;ii.

Here ohscrvalion seems to laMir the <'<isin<)l(ii>\

e<iiisicl<Tc-d at llie outset. In parlienlar. a recent

similar i(l)ser\ati<in l)v \V. liainii of a \<-rv dislani

'^alaw is ilioni^lit l)\ some astronomiTs to l)i- in

serious disrre|i;incv willi tlie pre(li<-|ion of stead\

stale rosniolosjy, and also with I.eniattre"s eosniol-

ot;y. Bnl ol'ronrs<- the assnmption dial all i^alaxies

liav<- lli<- sanu- intrinsic hrii^litni-ss is certainly not

corr<-ct in itself. (Galaxies vary Iroiii one to aiiodier

l>y at l«-;isl a liimdrefl per cent in tlieir intrinsic

Figure 11.3

Assuming all clusters of galaxies

to have the same absolute brightness
we can work out from theory how we
would expect speeds of recession of

different clusters to vary with

their apparent magnitudes. For the

remote clusters different theories,

assuming varying departures from
Euclidean geometry, lead to different

expectations. Here observed results

for eighteen very distant clusters

are compared with the expectations
of simple "exploding" cosmologies
and of the steady state theory.



ol KiiisU-iii liiriis out l«> decrease the slope of tlic

«-xp<'(tf(l »iir\<-, tliiTchy iiicrcasinir tin- (lisrrcparicy.

riic sciisf ol till- (lis»Tc|)aiu\ , as our li;j;iiie show -i,

is iliat tluM'c arc t(K) many faint sources in compari-

son will) llic number of inlrnsc sources. Rvlc has

inlcr|)rctctl tliis in tlic lollowin^ way. Ka(Jio waves

travel at the same six'cd as hulit, and just as htjiii

takes time to reach us from a distant source, so do

radio wav»-s. The time re(|uired for radiation to

reach us from a star within our own s^alaw may he

measm-ed in years, in centinics. or in thousands of

years; hut the time rc<iuired lor hjijlit or radio waves

to reacli us from a t;ala.\y must he measured in

millions, in Inmdreds of millions, or even in thou-

sands ol millions of vears. Indeed, the radio waves

from some i>l the most intense of the soinces under

consitleration took inore than 500 million vears to

reach us. In other words they were actually emitted

from their source at a time when the lirst priinitivc

Figure 11.4

Here observed numbers of radio

sources above a specified apparent
brightness (horizontal scale) are
compared with what we should expect
if their frequency in space is

uniform and also if space has the
geometry of Euclid. The difference
between expectation and observation
actually increases if we change
to the geometry of Einstein.

X High resolulron observations

©Total power observations

N/Ster

forms of life had only recently appeared in the

oceans f)f our Kartli. And the radio waves from the

faintest t>f Ryle's sources may have taken some two,

three, or foiu' thousand million \ears to reach us.

I'hcy may have started on their join-ney across

space at alxmt the time that our j)lanetary system

was lirst formed.

The second lA' the two points on which Rvle's

ixplanation of his results is based depends on the

fact that the chance ol a particular j^alaxy being a

strong radio source— that is, of its being strong

enough to be included in Kyle's survcv— is veiA'

small. Only about one galaxy in a million is thought

to be of the type that is under consideration, a

proportion that we may here call/*. XowourobsciA'a-

tions of very distant galaxies tell us not about their

situation today but about their situation many
hundreds of millions of \ ears ago. Thus Ryle argues

that the fact that p is higher than expected for very

distant galaxies indicates that the quantilv /> was

significantly larger in the past than it is today, that

there ^vere then more sources of radio waves.

If this arginncnt is correct, it disposes of the

steady state cosmology, for according to the steady

state theory things must be essentially the same at

one moment of time as at another, so that the

quantity/) could not be greater in the past than it

is now. According to the steady state theory, if the

quantity/) is measured as an average for a sufficient-

ly large volume, then the resulting quantity will be

the same at all places and at all tim«'s. So it follows

that if the observations have been correctiv made
the theory is forced into the supposition that the

quantity/) has not l)een measured for a sufiiciently

large volume.

At first sight this would seem an unlikely form of

defense, for certainly Rvle's observations extend

over a huge volume of space, a volume even larger

than that which is sur\cycd by the largest optica!

telescopes. There is, howe\er, just one possible loop-

hole. If any property, such as that of being a radio

source, increases in probability with sufficient

rapidity as a galaxy ages, it cannot be defined by

comparativciv' small \olumes. Indeed, il a property

increases in probability more rapidly than does the

weakening cflcct of the exjxiiision of the universe, a

curious situation arises in which it is not possible to

define the average property of a small region of

space. In such a case, the chances of finding a

galaxy with the required property increase with the

age of the galaxy in such a way that most of our
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i>l>scr\;ili<>iis uill !«• CMiurriicd widi galaxies at \<T\

>^rcal (lislaiurs. In inallu-inalical U-rins, then- is a

iciulfiux i<)\\ar«l tlivcnjoncc of ili<- proix-riy lor

ijal.ixirs at iiurcasin;^ tlislanrcs, a (livcrsjciur tlial

is oiilv ()rc\ciUc<l l)v the ii<>n-l',nrli<lraii rliaractcr

• >l llic i;c<>iiicti\ .

rill- upsliot is llicrrluii- as lullows. Acciiidiim In

R\ l<-'s poiiil <>l' view it was iiiorr pnihaUlc lor a

•galaxy (o Ik- a stronii; radio sourer in tin- past ijiiin

it iv ii()\\ ; in <>lln-r words, a s;alaxy is more lik<-ly to

lie ,1 sironsj; railio sourer dm-ini^ tli<- ( aviy |>art oCits

lilc iiislory tliati it is later on. II this point orvi(-w is

correct, th-n st<-ady state co>nioloiry would seem to

he wront?. for steadv state cosmoloijy requires either

that the observations are wrong or else that a

j^alaxx' is more likclx lo Ix-coine a slronn radio

source as it s^rows older.

The cjue-iiioM therefore arises as to which way

round things reallv an-, hut it is a question lo which

no definite answer can he s^iven. We have alr<-a<l\

seen that a lars^e proportion of the strong radio

gahixies are giant elliptical systems. syst»-ms that

we helieve to contain old stars ami very litlU- gas

and dust. The presence of the old stars would seem

to support the steady state point of view, lliai llirsc

galaxies are indeed very old systems. At all <-\i-iits,

tlu- steady slate cosmology is consisl(-nt in thai it

places the galaxies in an age seqitence in which the

elliptical galaxies are the oldest, and this jjlacing

agrees with the cpiite indept-ndcnt re<|uirenient

that we h,ive just considered lor the radio sources.

When we know uhy a galaxy is a strong radio

source, it will undouhtedly Ix- luuch e;>.sii-r lo

arrive at a defmitc answer to our (|nestioii. .\t one

time it was thought that strong radio sources arise

from collisions between galaxies. If this were so.

then Rylc's argument must he judge<l better than

the steady state argument; lor in all cosmologies

other than the steady stale cosmology, the densitx

of galaxies was higher in the past than it is now . and

collisions Could therefore b- <X|)ecl<-d to occ ui iiioic

lref]u<-nlly then than now. Thus all cosmologies other

than thesteadv state cosmology w<iuld hi- consistent

with Ryle's observations. But the tendency among
radio astronomers in recent years has been away

from the id<-a that strong radio sources arise from

th-' collisions of galaxies, lor on sncli a basis it is

diflicnlt to imdersland the predominance of giant

ellij>lical galaxies among the strong radio sources.

And hen . at this \ery uncerli'.in point, lh<- <|u-stion

must be left.

hlssiiilinl Dijfrrfiues lirlurtii (Msmnlnnies

The- various cosniologi<-s can Ix- di\id(-d into two

kinds: (hose (hat i-eqiiir<- (he uni\'erse (o have had a

\<-i'\ detinid' origin and thosi- in which the imiverse

had no origin at all. In cosmologies of (he first kind.

the presen(-da\ sidialion is not onlv a consi-<|iience

111 the law> of physics but also of the paniciilar way

iu which the uni\crs<- s(ar(ed oil. in cosmologies ol

tli(- second kiml. the- present-day sidiation is a

coiis(-<|u<-nc(- piireK nl the laws ol physics. In the

t<-ruiiuolog\ nl till |)li\ vii 1--I. wr mav s;iy that in the

former (use ilu priMiit-d.iv |>n>]>erties ol tli(-

universe di priiil both mi llie law~. ol ph\si«s ami on

initial bound.uy couditions: in the lallc-r <ase (h<-re

are no initial boundary conditions.

In so lar as one can assert any g<-neral principU-s

by which to judge where the balanct- of |)rob.ibilit\

lies belwi-iii the two classes of cosmology, one

might lKi;iii l)\ saving that nature conunonK

appears lo avoid starling with a complex situ.'ition.

C'i>mpl<-.x silualions arise out ol the o|x-ratioii ol

plusica! laws. For exam|>le, complex atomic nu<l<-i

are built Irom the simplest element. hydrog«-n, by

processes wliicii Like place within the stars;

lliire was no \ltiilini; with tlie cnniiilev nuclei,

f.x.u ll\ the same situation .ipplirs in ilieniistry.

Higiiiiiing wilii singU- atoms, moleciiii s wen- luriii-

iil at lirsi rel.iti\il\ simple molecules, but linn

more .ind iimre complex ones until the \.isll\

intricate processes of life were reached. 1 liings

did not stall with life already existing.

II one accepts this idea of evolution from simph-

Inrnis to much more complex forms, then cosmo-

logical theories of tin- first kind, those that retpiire

the universe to havi- hail a defmile origin, nuist

surilv be (\cluded; Inr such cosmologies require

till- HI lin ])ioprr{iis ol tiie universe as we observe it

luil.u 111 iia\e l)i-;n already biiill into the starting

I uiuliiiciii^. .\ii example is the formation of galaxies.

.According to cosmologii-s of tin- lirst kind, tlie

galaxies formed b;-cause thinLjv were sl.irted in .i

\iry particular way. In cosmologies of the second

kind, ill particular in the stciidx state cosmology,

there is no possibilitv of appealing to special condi-

lioiis. lAcrvthing. including the formation ef

g.ilaxi(-s. must liillow from the phvsical laws.

Some preliminary work luis been done on this in

steady stale cosmology, on the basis tluit the general

gas ill space is very hot, as indeed it must be if

ncwly-crcatcd matter is in (he form of neutrons.

The neutrons decay spontaneously into hytlrogen
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.iluins. ,iiul cm-i'^N ri-lcis.'d in llu- dcciv licalv tin-

li\tlri)i;i'ii iKvny lii'Jili l<'ni|)i'i;itiiri-N. ( 'uuliii',; wiili-

iii ihi- lioi '^iis llicii leads to a silii.iiion in wliiih

'galaxies, and indeed clnsters nl 'jjalaxies, ean l>c

Icrnied. l".arli<T in tliis eliapler ii was nunlinned

ihal our own sjalaxy and the .\ndfome<la \(l)Mla

|M>sscsN lialos ol" very hot i;as. These lialos would

represent reijiuns of transition between the inn< h

eooler, denser ujas Kins; williin the Hal plale-hke

slriietinc oltliose ij^ilaxics and the entirely exlernal

world ol'hi-^h-leniperalnre <^as. The efleets of cool-

ing; uilhni the hot s;as ean pifKhice speeds ol

motion III tiie order of two tiioiisand miles per

second. This is so lar,si;e as to sii«;!;;est that ijowerlnl

ele<troma;4iietic elieets should occur in intert'alactii

space. I here shonUI I lejjrocesses of]iarticle accelera-

tion. j)erliaps leadin;.^ to the production ol cosmic

ra\s. Misjh-speed electrons am<»n^; the cosmic ra\s

should then lead to the emission of radio waves.

In<le<-d. the whole subject of exlrairalactic radio

astronoim becomes intimately connected with this

external lii<,fli-eMeru;\ world.

So the steadv state tlieorv |)rcs<-iils us with a

remarkable view of the conilitions that mav exist in

interiralactic space. According; to this theory, inter-

i>alactic S])ac<' is a ])lace of ifreat acti\ity. It is a

place in which -falaxies arecfmslantly !)eint; formed,

and in which alreacly-existini; galaxies are steadilv

cliansjiii;; with time. In other words, alreatlv-

exisiitit; galaxies are in interaction w ith the medium
that surrounds them. This picture is eutirelv dilfer-

eiu from thai presented by tiie other cosmolosfies,

in which intc r!;alactic space is a dead region in

which lillic or nothing is su]»])osed to take place.

I'robably it will be u|)on this dillcrence that the

theories will finally l)c judged as more and more

e\ idence is gathered. Sooner or later it must be

(xissible to decide by observational teclmitjues

w hedier or not a high-energy world realK does

exist outside the galaxies. Perhaps one might sav

that in the phenomena of cosmic rays and cosinic

magnetic fields, and throitgh extragalactic radio

astronom\', we already do possess at least some evi-

dence to favor the existence of such a world.

Milton Humason who, together with

Hubble, established the relation

between distance and velocity of

recession of galaxies. The spectra

shown earlier (on page 293) were
obtained by Dr. Humason.
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Appendix on the Epicyclic

Constructions of

Hipparchus and Rolemy

Fixed direction

Figure A.I

In Figure A.i we have a l)ody /' inovini,' around

an ellipse of eccentricity c and senii-niajor axis a.

The angle of tlie radius vector from a (ixed direc-

tion through the focus F is and tin- line ol ajjscs

makes angle ('> with this fixed direction.

The equation of the ellipse requires

,=_?iLi£!L_ (I)

I +e COS {0 - vi)

The conservation of angular iniMiicntinii n-cniircs

r-0 = constant = /( say,

so that

h
0=- [i +« cos {0 - i'))]'^- (2)

Since the epicyclic constructions of Hipparchus

and Ptolemy only represented the elliptic motion

at best to terms of the first order in c. the above

formulae will be approximated by neglecting

terms containing the square and higlier powers

of <", viz.,

r=^a[i -ecos{0-(o)], (3)

6 = n[i +2ecos [O-oA], (4)

where n=h a^. (X.B. \Vhen the square of e is not

neglected, n is usually defined as /; (n^ (1 -f-)^).)

Equation 4) can be integrated by successive ap-

proximations

()=nl+(T, (5)

in first approxiniation, provided / = o is chosen as

a moment when the body is nearest to the focus.

Substituting into the cosine term of (4) gives

=n [i +2e cos rit]

so that in second approximation

- rit + 2« sin III + ft. (6)

Substituting in (3) gives

r = a [1 -e cos {nl + 2f sin nt)] =a (i -e cos nt), (7)

neglecting a term involving <•-.

For the purpose of comparing the elliptic motion

with constructions composed from circles, it is

convenient to express the position of /* as a com-

plex number lexpiiOi. Thus

r i\f> ih ^ (J I - c cos nl , cxp i ^nl ~ 2e sin nl - <"»).

(8)

By expanding r.\/i 2iesinnt\ as i ~ 2ie sin nl and

by neglecting the term in e'- arising from the

iniilti|>li( atioii wilh 1 r ens nl) we obtain

r e.xfi < lOi == a t I - e ins nl r- 2ie sin nt '• e\p i nl - I'l)

.

The next step is to express cos nl and sin nl as

exponentials,

' r / .

rns nl [e\p ^tni) ^exp [
- inlj\,

I r , / T
sin nl = -. [exp [intj - exp {

- ml)].

givmg

I exp iO = a exp (ii'i) [exp [inl)

e , ,

,

- {exp 2inl - I
;
J. (lO

We now compare this result, correct to order e

for ellipiic motion, with an assumed motion in

an epicycle, as shown in Figure A. 2, where a is the

radius of the main circle, hereafter called the

Heferent, and ae is the radius of the epicycle. Taice

f'>,i as the angular veK>city of the center of the

epicycle about the center of the deferent, and oe
as the angular velcK'ity in the epicycle, lM»th

reckoned in an anti-clockwise sense, from the same

fixed direction. At / = o the center of the epicycle

is taken as having argument i'>a, and the argument

of/'' is taken relative to C as vtf. Then the fxisition

of /'' is given by

a exp i [oal + i'>a) + "' ''•v/> 1 (to^t + o)e). { 10)
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Fined direction

Fixed direction

Fixed direction

Figure A.2 Figure A.3

Kvidenlly (9) and (lo) represent tlie same posi-

tion at /=o if (r>d=<'i and 01^-01 +n:. Moreover

if r-ij =n, i'>e=o, (9) and (10) are always tlic same

apart from llie extra factor exp (2inl) - i appearing

in (()). 'fliis extra factor vanislies when tiie body

is al citlicr of its apses. With these ciioices for

'"(I, <'>ey <'>il^ '"'ej (•«) is in fact just

a exp {ioi) \exp (itil) -c].

This s;ives Hipparchuss theory of tiic Sun and of

the unc(|iial seasons. In Figures A. i and A.2, F
is the Earth. P is the Sun iti Figme A. i, and in

Figure .•\.2. P' is Hipparchuss position lor the

Sun. I'lie two differ only by

(IC • - r •
1— rv/) ^(('») [exp {2inlj - I |.

Hipparchus's ])ictiire of tiic sohir motion is illus-

trated in Figure \.\. S^, S.,, .Vi. .V4, S;, are positions

at various points of the orbit. .V, being perihelion

and .V4 apiiclion. The Sun is held, as it were, in a

constant direction on the end of a slick of length

ae*.

The position becomes more intercstitig when we

turn to the case of the Moon. We have seen that in

our third phase of sopiiisiication the major axis

of the Moon's orbit imist be considered as slowly

tiu'iiing in its own plane. This we can reprcsetit

in terms of the elliptic iiiolimi b\ uiiting

,-, - 0,1 : ,',„

where (». (^(o arc constants. The magnitude of (o

* Drrycr. in his authoritative- t/islorr of Ihe I'latirtary System!

Jnim ThaUs to fii/iUr. rciuarks that HippaiThus <l<Mcrmin«i

a vahic e iioyitid IVoiii <iii[i|);uisiiii with ihr obsi'r\cd

li-n^lhs irf ihi- MiiMiiis. Ih- a<lil> that this was " I'airly correct".

Tiiis appears to Ik- an ov<-rsi<;hl, since lh<- Irui- value off is

o-oi(>-. Ilipparchus could not [Missibly have made so largo

is small compared with «, so that the line of apses

hardly changes frotn one revolution o*" the Moon
to the next. The period 2.T <> is abotit f) years,

as compared with 27 days for 2.t n.) .Substituting

in (9), the elliptic representation gives

re'" =^a exp i<\) [cxp i {n +0) I -e exp (/(•>/) +

exp (ioil) iexp •iinl - ij\. (>>)

If again in the epicycle picture we do not seek to

represent the term iti exp sint - 1. which still

vanishes at the apses, the retnainiitg terms are

given by putting r'*,i n 1 fr», i<it.^ci, |7|^^=^7)^^

(^Je ='>()- -T, in 10 . Tims the Motjii is not at-

tached to a sti< k that maintains a constant direc-

tiuii. l)iil to otie that turns, relative to a fixed

direclioti. with angular velocilx o. litis being just

the angular veK)city of the apse litie.

This was Hipparchus's theory of the Moon. It

brings out the advantage of an epic\clic theory

(when otily circttlar motions are allowed) atid

well illustrates the diletmna of .Aristarcluts.

Iti fact the Moons motion is, of coitrse, far tnore

complex than this. The Sttti causes the Moon to

speed up iti some parts of its orbit and to slow

down in others illic so-calictl eieeliaili. litis

I'tolctiiy was able lo reprcsetit by att extension of

Hip]jarchus"s theory, an extension in which the

center of the deferent circle ceased to fall exactly

at the Earth, and in which wa was no longer a

utiiform angular nif>tion. But rather than pitrstie

Ptoleniy's theory of the Moon, it will be more

instrticti\e to consider sitnilar ideas applied to

the planetary motiotis.

Ill Figitre A. t let /•' repicsent the Sitti, and let

P represent any platiet. (iive all rptantities a
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siihstript 1'. I luis ihf |i<isili(iii ol /' is -ivrii by

{91 l)ut willi till- suljsrripl I' iiildcd, vi/..

»> cv/> iO,. - fl|. f'v/) , ii'i,. \f\/> itiyl I ci-
-

— Uxpairivl - I )|. I '2)

I he posiiinii ol till- l-^artli is ^\\vi\ l)V wiiliii'^ an

(•\.irll\ simil.i <'C|iiatiiiii l)iit with suhsjiipi 11.

I'loriilcd Iff (issiiine llir jilatie.s 0/ llie oihil.s la hr llif

uiiiit. \\w |)()siii(iii tif ilic planci as seen IVniii ilii-

l-larlli is iIkicI. lie

rtH cv/< i/(^*|.| \e\l> \in,.l! - * 'r ^ t"^/> -"'i'','

I

a,, i:\p (iihyj \e\f> iiiyl <

- 1;. r— ex/' 2/;/,' |-

1
;

Next \vf consider I'lolcmx s lanioiis ronsiniclioii,

sliown in Fis^nrc A. |. Ilrrr llu- ccnUT ofllic ilclVi-

cnl circle is at (). nol al liic Karll> /•-'. Moreover,

llie center (.' of the cpic\<li- does not nio\e willi

iinirorni an^nlar velocil\ ahout (). hut alioiit a

point il on the line HO. (>_ is llie so-ialled

piiinlmii neiniaiis. I'ro\ ided llie dislaiKc ()(l is

small compared willi ()(.. lliiii OOJ ma\ lie iii-;^-

lected in

DC- ^UOJ (h:- - 20(.)j(h: cos <.,!/ . •h\}

when we work oidy to lirsi order. Ileiue

in first order. The posiiioii ol /'' is llius

JXl
I
()(. - Oiiii's •h\' ''M 1

' v/' ' '".1/ * '"'.l) +

CP' r\/) i i;,.l o,,.,.

E-\pandin<< the cosine in exponentials wc obtain

JXi }. 0(.i- 0<:<\/>i .•,„/ |'.^

.'. ()0,.\f> 21 l',,tl ,h,i! <:l'' l\/>i ir.,,./ f'V-.

riie (|n<-siioii now arises as lo liow lar llie

direction and ici.ni\e dislaiKC ol /''. as '^iveii l)\

141, can he made to ai;ri-e Willi llie direi lion and

distance ol /'. In the tiisl pLu < no <i)iiiplele

e(|lli\aleiice is possible, bin a partial agreement

can be achieved, especially if either )iyi , is larL;e

compared willi (i,ii •>r if «hi' is sm.iH (dmpared

with (l,(,. 1 he worst ease is where iIicm- i|11.i!1-

tities are comparable with eac li oilier. I 01 iiinaleK

this is not the situation lor aii\ planei. Indeed

(JiCr is lari^e c<»nipared with tli.n lor all planets

except X'enus, wheie the opposite is llie i .ise as

can be seen from Tables i and _>. '^ixeii al tin-

begiimiiiir of C^hapter \]<.

Consider the < ase where tl\^, is larv^i' compared

with (itft:- I'irst we note that the <ompl<-x iimiilx'r

14 is taken with the line l-X.^ns real axis. \\v can,

however. cIkmisc a real axis ihrou-.^h /•.' such thai

the aririimeni of /i<.>_ is /ri,,, say. Then in place ol

i.{, the position ol /'' is

,\/> ;».„ |/-.'0 ',(>(l(K:,\f> I l^,,^l ,:,,ii
-

}, ()ilf\/i 2/ i;,il i'mj

(./'' exf) i i'>i.t ("»,. |. 115)

We make no alleiiipl to represent the terms in-

\oKlim <i in 1 ; . but the Iciiii iii. f\/> it'h:}

t\p [iiiyli must, of (oinse, be repieseiited. this

re<piires o,. m, . '"'n '"».• -t '•'', and (.'/'' iiy.-

The ."T appears because of the miims sit^n. ilie

otli<-r main term in i;; . ./;. dy r\/) ii'in f\p [irirl 1

.ippcars in 1 ", when we put ()(^ iii-. cm lit:

'){< '•^•ii
'"'! liic term .: tiiiy i\j) n'n- app<'ars

if -•,„ no,,: IK.l .1 0(/-:j/JK,.. finally, the

lerm },ii,iv i\/> •iiiu-l i~),-< appears if OO n,^,..

ih,, 2<'">i| -rr I'ly. ( -ollectiiv.; all th<-se recpiire-

iiients

Cr' ,iy. ()( "r. I-O 0(> -rtw,..

(),. «,, 0,1 //!.

(>„ .7 (<,•. r/,. I'l, i-i,-. '">,! y. M)

With these ( lioices llie |)osition of 1'' in tlu- epi-

c\(hc pKliire is

i\/> ii'),-
^ «ii> rti<A/» itirl) +

rti.(i- fxfi I'irivt I I (?: f\p i ' '),/ • (">(.). (17)

Only terms in n,,ry, appear in 1 i;; but not in 17 .

Ptolenivs consiniction therefore repiesenied the

elliptic motion, to first order in the e( centrii ity,

i\(cpt for these sin. ill omiiied terms.

ScMi.d liirllier |)oiiils imist be notic<-<l. In the

first Ime ol ili the distances conid be written

(./'' I.,l,. Ol- I'ly. /() 00 I.,,,.,;. iH

where/, i^.uiv < ciiisl.uil. w iilioul the direction of
/''

beiiii; ( liaiii;ed. .iiid without iilalur distances beiny;

l.ilsilied ill ,ui\ w.i\. Since absolute distames were

not known lo I'loUnn, l'! should realK replace

the lirst Ime of il> .

I'tolemys choices liir the dist.uucs l:0. (Kiwere

made empirically, so .is lo ^et the best lit to the

observations. It is of threat interest that his .utual

choices did sjive h'.O siibstantialK e(|ii.il to OQ

.

Moreover his v.ilucs for h'.O were (lose to ityif in

the ( .ises of .M.iis, )upiter. S.uuni. llie eases of

\ iiiiis .111(1 .\ler(Ui\ re(|uire scpai.ite (nmment.

1,(1 us i.ike McK ur\ lirst siiuc. like the outer
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plaiu-ts. /i,if is siilislaiilially lai'i;cr (liaii (hXw. '><'-

cause <>l till- \t'rv lai'^c f<(«'iilri(il\ (p( ili<- iirl)il

ol Mfn iir\ (ii-.!">")'>. as (niiip.iird with 11111(17

for <v .

riu- sitii.iti<iii cmci'^o ili.il Ixiausc n,. is smaller

lliaii (li li>i M(riui'\, OC inusi lie siii.illcr lliaii

(I''. Heme mir disciissioii icalK i<(|iiire'~ (lie use

<il (he eeeeiKiie circle |>i( (uie i.illui than (he

epievcle |)iiHMc. In point ol' lai t. I'loieinv pre-

ferred III \Miik with (he epie\<le piidire. This

na(nrall\ Iniicd him (m mcidil'x iiis •^cdiiictrical

C(iiislriic(i<)ii. lie Mi-ed mil lia\e dciiie so if lie had

wished I<> use tlic eccentric circle piclure. Dreyer

remarks thai the coiistructiim used for the ciuter

[ilaueis "failed" in the ease of Mercury. It did

iio( realK fail. I( was re[)laced l>\ an e<niivaleiit

ciinstruciinn.)

Turniilt; last lo tin- ease <if \'emis. ii,fi: is in lliis

(iiie case appreciably lar<4cr lli.in i!,ii. ^Ve chan'_;e

the eoiistruction simpK l)\ iulen iiaiit;in'4 the

subscripts I' and K in (id) (or in (il!) if we wish

to he strict, iiislead of the lirsl line ol (i())). I'luis

Cr - Art,.. OC - /.«,:. EO = 0(> - koyfy.

il)f ^ Hi; cld ^ "!

(•9)

Because oi' (li<- iii(erchaiii;e of subscripts, OC is

a'.;ain lai'_;< r tli.m CI'', as it is lor the outer planets.

The piclnre is (lirrcioic (he epii \ ( li< one. and no(

the e('<cnlri( ( inle ime. Ilnis l'(ol<-m\ did nut

need lo modilv Ins i (inslrn( lion lor \ elms. Unl

JiO imisl now be ( hosen .is ihiy- no( .is ii^i,.

P(olein\ s empirical clioii cs lor l:() .ind ()(J_\\i\i-

anain siibslaiitialK I'lpLil. and /:() w.is loii'^hly

e(|ual. iiul no( e\,i(ll\ e(|n.il. (o(;i(k- Once a<;ain.

Drever s idinmenl on (his pom( .ippears to arise

Irom an o\crsi'.;hl. lie notes lii.il l\() is no Ioniser

clo.se lo (7|(|. but lails to noiiii- the reason. In a

footnote he implies that the chau<4C was a weakness

in Ptolemv "s conslriiclioii. This was obviousU

not so.

The above anaKsis is liased on the planes ol the

orbits of the planets and oldie I^arlh beinsi; coin-

cident. To take some .iccomil ol (lie etl'ecl of the

inclinations of the planet,n\ orbils. I'loiemy iiKro-

duced tiic addilioii.il complii .uioii ol iec|uiriiiy

the plane of the e|)icycle to be not (piile the same

as that of the deferent. Althoii,;;h it is luil profitable

to include a del.iiled discussion of this feature (no

new inatters of principle beinsj invoked), it is

worth noticing as a further indieati(jn of the

subtletv of PtoleniN

.

Figure A.l

Fixed diceclion

Fixed direction
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284, 289, 302-3 I'ass.
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()3 fXISS.

mirrors, 46—7
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Rieinami, 12, 190, 191

Right ascension, 22, 34
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Rosse, Earl of, 62

Rotation of stars, 269-70, 271

measuring, 270
Rowland, H.A., 184
Royal .Vstronomical Society, 138

Royal Society, 60, 164

minutes re Primipiii, 141

Riidolphine Tables, iiy, 115

Ruling engine, i8j

Russell, Henry Norris, 209, 229-31,
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Rylc, Martin, 302-4

Sagittarius. Lagoon .Nebula in, 26ij

St. Thomas .\quiiias. 94
Satellites

<s(aped. -V,-. 273
lo. .32

ol.Jupiter. Iff Jupiter

origin of, 280-1

Triton, 2/j
.Saturn. 2j</

description of. 279
determining mass. 163

eccentricity. 308
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table, 70

mass, itio

origin, 270—3

solar distance and period, table, 68

Scheiher, Christophoro, 123

Schiaparelli, 274
Schmidt, B<-rnhard, 63
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Thomson. William. Haron KrKin.

\ee Kelvin
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Triangulum, galaxy, 28/'
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Tycho Brahe, ire Brahe, Tycho
Tychonic ]>icture of C^osmos, 88, S<t

L'lagh Beg. r/;

L inverse. I'xpanding. 2<)2—4. 2()6—

7

L'ranus. description. 280

discovery. lO'o, 163-4
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<irigiri. 270—3
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Nan .Mien radialion belt. 21(1

\'au( (iiileuis. Dr. (ierard de, 2~j
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origin, 272-3
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Istanbul I'niversils Librar

(II Ikised <ui diai;rams in a

i()-,o. by Karui-Niya/o\ .

|-rom .\tclinliiu\ (ii/iliriiiiciis. I^-opold Prowe I<IH3 4.

C^)urtesy: London Library.

(1.1 Portrait ol Nicholas Co|iernicus <. ibcMi.

C;ourtesy: Cracciw I'nivc-rsity. Photo: Lric h Lc-ssini;-

.Magnuin.
(Ri I'rom the- |>orlrait in the- |)ossc-ssion o( the

Seminary c>f Braunsbert;. Poland, prior to ic|3ci.

iT' rile (ic-oniiirv Room at ( irac ciw Cnivc'isiiv.

Photo: Lric h I .essini'-Manmun.

H l.c-sson in Dissection Iroin Faicicolo ill Mrdinnii.

JohannesdcKi iham i 4<)3. Brit. .Mus. iB\i-lB.'.>io4 1 .

(T) t)opcriiiciis' RcKim at I'raiicnbcrt;.

Photo: Lricli Lessini;-Mai;num.

(n I'rauc-nbc-itc. V'rom .\'iclii/l(tii\ Cn/)ftcinictn. Lc-o|K>ld

Prowe i!S}i3 4. CVjinlesy: London Librarv.

Ii.f />( l.ihii\ Heroliilioniini Wiinilui Piiiiin.

loachim Rhciims I -,41. Brit. .Mis. 1 BM--,3i.e.3i 1 .

(R) /)( Reiiiliitiiinihus .... .Nicholas C.oi«-rnicus i.'(43.

Courtesy: Loudon Library.

(I.) I'roin .Xil.tilaus h'i)/icniikii.\ Ocsamlnu.\ti<ihe Vol. 1. a

facsimile c)l ciriyinal ms of /)< Rrii>liiliiinihu\ c-ditc-d bv

Fritz Kubac h. ic)44. 'R. Oldcnbouit; N'irlas;,

Munic h.

(R) I'roin the portrait in the- possession ol the

Copernicus (iiainiiKir School. loriin. Poland,

prior to ic)3C).

I'roin De lieniluliimihus \ichi>lii\ (M/ifniicu\ 1 343.

C;onrlesy: London Library.

(I.) Tycho Brahe painted about i-,c(7. Roval

Obsc-r\alor\ . I'.dinburiih. Courtesv: tin- Astrono-

mer R.ival lor Scclland. Photo : .j . 1!. Walson Ltd..

I'.dinbinxh.

R I rom Astionomiiu- /ii^liiiitnldi .... I

It))!!, Cournsv: London Librar\

.

Ivcho Biah.'s .Miiial <iuadiant. From
M.ijoi . . . \ol. T. Jan Klaeii l()(.3. Brit.

' i!M-\i.\i's ( :.-,.i).i .

in Lraniboii; ()bservator\ from Allii\ Maim . . .

\'ol. i..|an Blacu iliti4. ii\i-m.M"s C.-^.d.! .

1 11 Stic-rnebon^ Observatory from Alln^ Majni . . .

Vol. 1. jail Blacu by C:ourtc-sy of the- Scic-nec-

.Museum. London. Photo: David Swann.

.1 .\claplc-cl from 'ric7«i liiahc's I'lanihoiz anil

Slicimbotu 11,1 lite Isliinil iij Hvecn. F. Bc-ckett, 19-21.

Bv permission of Sclskabet til L'dcivelsc- af Skriflc-r

om chuiskc- .\Iiiiclesin:ierkc-r.

II M:ip ol H\<c-n from Alias Maioi . . . \ ol. 1.

Jan Bkicu ilil)}. Brit. Mus. • iiM-\t.\i's (;.4.cl.i .

(T) Kepler, paintc-d in oils 1. iGjn. B\ cnurtcsv of

Foimclalion .Saint- Thomas. Strasboun;.

;ii From MysUnnin (Muiioara/ihidiiti ..... JoIianiHs

Kepler i-,'i'>. Bril. Mus. iBM-C:./i4.bb.34 .

II . . . Myslitiiiui (,Vi.v/»Oi;i<i/(//(fH(n. Johannes Kepler

i(i->i. Bril. Mus. (iiM--,3jr.K.ii 1-3 .

lahiii' /iii'lal/iliimir. Johannes Kepler 1(127. Brit.

Mus. 'HM-i'TI,7).

Tomb of Tycho Brahe in the- Tvn CJuiidi. Prague.

Photo rc3>ic>ducc-d b\ Courtesv of the State- Institiitc-

for the Care of Historical .Monumc-nts. Prat;uc-.

T'rom the- Kc-pler Mss on the calculations for the

orbit of Mars. Prc-sc-rvc-d in the .\rchives of the-

.\cadc-mv of Sciences. Leningrad. Photo: Comtc-s\

of the Diic-ctor of the Piilkovo Obser\ator\ .

(ho Brahe

.l//cl-

.Mus.
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lib Ri <)l)Si-i\al<>i\ .It I'liiirm-. I'holii: I'.iicli l.rssim;- i;{9

M;)t;iuiin.

117 1 1. From .Isliiinoiiiia .Sum . . . . Johaniirs Ki-|)liT i(m)<(.

I i.'l Soiiiniiim .... Ji>lianncs Koplcr rtv^.j. Ilril. .\liis.

ii\i--,;ji.K.i:{ii)' <. 14"

I 11) I I'udii .1 Hi^loir 0/ .l\lii>iionirjrom llitiln In hc/ilfr,

]. I.. I-.. Dnvcr i()aml>iKls;i- L'nivrrsily Pn-ss>.

K I Idiom opr l)v K<|)lir I'lDiii .tiiil Tlirif kvm l.iglil. 141

Rll.loir Ihirl !.)-,« Andl.- Drills, hi.

l-ji I ( )iic lit .1 scijis ol asiioiiiinui a) paintings by 14J
Doiialo Cicli (. I7<in. ClouiKsy l)in< lor (icncral.

.MoniiiiK'iiti. Miisci c (ialKrii' Poiililicir. Photo:

Plioiiii;ra|>hi( Anliivcs of tin- \'ati< an .\liisfiims \-

(.all.ii.s. (Sc- also p. J7«.

Ill Portrait ol (iaiiico (ialilri l)\ \tla\io l.roiii

(. I -,7l!-il>:{o . Coiirtisx : Itibliolct a .Maim rlliana.

I lorriKc. Italv. I'liolo: Dr. (',. B. Pimidi-r. KlorciKc.

iiK Rr( oiistrtK lion from (iaiili-o's cirawina;, by
( oiirtrsy ol thi- Dim tors o( the St icncc .\lusriim.

I.oiiiloii. Photo: David Swann. 144
I -'.' ' 111. I IslDiin f (ltiiiit\liiizi"nf itilvitiii iillt MiiiiJiir Siilini . . .,

(.ahlco (lalilcl it)i {. Brit. .\Iiis. 1 i!M-(mi.c. i()i.

iiR Dav-bv-dav r<< ord ol ^iinspot y;roiip ol .\lar< h-

April M)47. Photo: .\ll. \\ . & P. Obs.

|j;{ RiiMt I i\iiu> .... tUirisiophoro Schiiiicr itjjb-^o, 144-

Iroiilispictr to Book ill. Photo: S( iiiuc .Miisciim.

London.
IJ4 (l.i Siilereiiy .\unciiis .... (ialilrn (iaiilii ibio. 1 j.7

Brit. .\Iiis. (iiM-('..i I j.< .;{'.

124 !Ri I'roni /yiMoi fries unit 0/>hiioHi nj (inlilin. Iraiis-

lalfd by .Siillman Drake. Clopy right i|t.">7 by
Siilliiian Drakr. Rrprintrd by permission of

Doiiblcdav \- Co.. Iiu.. \<\v \ ork.

IJ-, 11. Replica ol li-leseope made by (Galileo in ibio.

Oourlesy ol' ihe Director ol the Siienee .\Iiiseiini,

London. Photo: David Swann. 140
R Siileiiiis .S'liiiiius .... (iaiileo tdio. P)rit. Mvis.

HM-C. I i-'.i .;> .
1 ',"

\-2~ < )piiiin!j pane ol (ialileos notes on jupilir's

satellites. Cioiirlesy: Biblioteta .Na/ionale ( lenlrale,

lloieixe. |-, I

128 r iriiiluon ill Cnlilfo (.iililn .... it);v-'. Brit, .\liis.

iiM-C.-28.i.4i.

ni I'ronlispieee Irom (>/>nr ili (iidiiliiiin lirimo . . .

\'ol.i. .VIoHo Warner i">;5<). Brit. .Mus. inM-i i i;j.i.7

121) I. Iranslation ol (Jaiileo's .\bjiiration from Tin

Sl,r/Wfill;ns. .\. Koesller i()6l.

R (:ontein|)oiary lopy of (Galileo's .\biiiraliiin. 1

-,;^

(lointesy: .\iehi\iodi .Stato. .\Ioderna.

I ;}2 Portrait ol Hnyijens by .Netseher. Oolleelion .\Iiini-

lipal .Museum. I he Hawne. hlolland. 1 -,4

13.} Paris ( )bser\atory. Radio Times Hiillon Pi< line

Libr:ir\

.

1 -,.j-

l;{-, Ironljspieee Iroiii lii-aifil ilf /ihiunin liiiiliz 'If

Miilhi'iniilii/iit i/i r Aidilnnit liiniili (lis Sriouis. it>7{).

Brit. .Mus. (HM-7J{(). 1.41 i. 1 -,b

I ;{li-7 IT! Krom <
'.iinliibrisin llhutxiln. Da\i<l Loygan ibi)o.

Brit. Mus. (Ii\i-i2<).h.;{).

111. Redrawn Irom The Mnlhtmnlunl Prhuifdes of
.Wiliiiiil Pliiliisit/tliy, the l'^ni;lish Iranslation olXewton's
I'liiiii/iiii. by .\ntlre\v .Molte i7-'<). Brit. .Mus.

i|>M-2:.i:5.l".22J. i-,7

uvii Sir Isaac Newton, painted by Sir (.odlrey

Kneller in 1702. Photo: C^)urtesv: .National Portrait

(iallery. Loiulon.

UR Woolsthorpe Manor. Courlesv: .National rriist.

I'hoio: Da\ id Swann.

(t) Halley's Comet painted by Samuel .Scoll

U. 1702-1772). Formerlv in possessifMi of .Messrs
.M. B<riiar(l. Lonilon.

1! I'roni ihe Ba\(ii\ I'apesiry in Bayeux Cathedral.
Original mimiles of the Ro\al Six ielv lor 2!! .\pril

ibW). Coiirtesv ih. R..\al Six i, ly. i'liolo: David
Swann.
P>iiiii/>iii MiithiiniilKii. Newton i()!'i7. Bril. .Mus.
i!M-C.-,«.li.l .

Ti John Harrison's .\o. 1 limekeeper 1 7{-,.

Courtesy: Iriislees .National .Maritime .Museum,
(ireenwich. Photo: David .Swann.
HI.) Kendal's copy ol' John Harrison's .No. 4
limekeeper 1770. Courtesy: rnistees .National
.Maritime .Mumuiii. (ireenwiih. Photo: David .Swann.
BR I C:apt.Jamis Clook's Journal. .) I'lnanf Timinih

llir Sviilli Pole. ;77-'-77, show ins; last pafjt-, July 177^).

Courtesy: Trustees National NKiritime .Museum,
(Jreenwich.

(T) Satellites ol' Jupiter on 27-1'! .\pril 11)4;,. Phi>to:

Griffith Observatory, Calilornia. I S.\.

(Bj Adiiticril Aliniiiiiic <i AsIkiiiudiuuI K/iliniieri.\ for
1767, by tlommissioners ol Lontjilude. 1766. Brit.

Mus. (IVVI-PP.2;573.mi.

3 English Shifts in n Strung Ilieizr painted b\ C. Bouw-
meesli-r. Clourtesy: I'rusiies .National .\hiritimc
-Museum, (ireenwich. Photo: David Swann.
ITI Octas^on Room, (ire<-nwieh Observatorv. show-
ini; Maskilyne's Obserxinw Suit. Courlesv: N. .NL

\riii)l(l-l'osler and I ruslees National .Marilim<'

.Miiseimi. (ireenwieh. Photo: David Swann.
iBl.i .Ulirs (:oelesli.s.]i,Un I'lainsteed 1 721). Brit. .Mns.

(BM-4!{.i.i7i.

(BRi rhe Octagon Room, Irom an oUl print.

Photo: .Science Museum, London.
iBRi From A.stronn iiy, |ohn C. Duncan 1 Harper &
Bros.. New Yorki.
(Jrahame's Zenith Se< lor made for Bradley, from
.Misrrlliiiii'oiis Works uml (.'nrrfs/mntleme of James
liriiilhy. i'!:;2. Brit. .Mus. bm— -,;52.i.24i.

(ii (iiahaine's /.enith Sector. Courtesy: Trustees
.National -Maritime Museum. Cireenwiih. Photo:
David .Swann.

Bl Bradley's ms noi<- ol observalioii ol (amma
Draioiiis. 21 De<ember 172-,. Irom Miscillimroiis

W'url.s iitid Comslmnilnnr of James IhitilUx. i!{;52.

Bril. -Mus. I BM-f, ;{2.i.24).

Riimer at his transit instrumem ol' 1684, from Basis

Aslrononiine .... Pelro Horrebow 173"). Brit. .Mus.

BM--,3i.li. 171.

1 1.
1 Portrait of Ltlmund Halley by Thomas Murray.

('oiirtesy: Curators of the Bodleian Library. Oxford.

;, Mm of Siirnce, in ihe Library of the Roval Institute

of (ileal Britain in i)!o7-o8. iiiKiavcd by Walker &
/.obel. C;oiirlesv: .Nalional Portrait (iallery, London.
Tj rill- Rcsoliiliiin and Ailitntmc at Taliiti, 1772-75.
Painted b\ \S illiani Hixlges. Lent by the .\dmiralty
to the National .\Lirilime Mnseuni. (ireenwich.
Photo: Film Strip Distributors.

(Bj Chart of Matavie Bav. Bril. .Mus. 1 i',M-.\ild.Ms.

7o«-,.K).

(TI Mappemonde of Transit of N'enus of 1 7()<).

C^ourlesy: ( )bservaloire de Paris.

iBLi ".Mr. Banks shows the Indians the Planet

\'enus on the .Sun" from I'oivijjc lo the Southern

Heinis/iliere or .\alure Ktfiloreil, Lrindon r. 177").

By permission of Sir Maurice Holnii-s.
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(iiR- Caiw N'riiUN. liihiii; (1< tail liniii inap <it

Malavio Uav. Hiil. Mus. iiM- \<1<1.mv 7<.l{-,.!t .

I'lails iif Asl.ii.itls. I'Iii>Im: l.aiul.ssl.riiwarli-

Hridi-llMru-Kr.iiiysliilil.

nil. > Appaialus un«-<I 1)\ C'.avi-iulish. IViiiii Philn-

^ofMcnl hnn-iulinm of tin- Unynl Snarly. \'cil. !!«. I 7«)!1.

Bril. Mus. ii\i-l..R. -•.)-' .

iiR I'lin il and wash |><iniail i«r Cavendish by

William \l<\an<l(' . Hiit. Mus. ii\i print l*.4.I.H-i {-

I'firiiait ofW illiani ll<Ts< li<l l)V.|. Russ<l. Cciiirlcsy ;

rriisu-<s National Maritime Museum, (jreenwicli.

I'lioto: David Swann.
'R' Kxirail from HersehePs jmirnal. repniducetl

from .S'lV W'illidiii Hfr^chel\ Cnllerlrrl Sricnliju ItVo/.i.

\'i>l. I, pi. I. Cnurlesy of llie Riival .\str<in<>ini(al

Stxielv. I'liolo: (ierald Howsmi.
nl lilustratirin of jd-lt. rell<<t<>r of Hersehel.

I'holo: I'alais de la Deenuverle, I'aris.

< in KxtracI Imni ili<- jnurnal olCaroline Hersehel.

Courtesy: Hiunanilies Resean h Center. lniversil\

of Texas.

From John Coiirli Adann (mil llic DiMiurn "f \i-filmie.

Sir Harold Spen<<r Jones. My permission (il' tin-

Ciandiridije rniviisiiv I'ress.

I'rom the Sciciilific I'li/'tn of Si, H'illirim Heiuhel. m i 7-

C;<>urlesv: The Ro\al Astronomical Soriet\ . I'liolo:

Gerald Hou^on.
North .\in<Ti(a Nebula pliotoijraphed in lolor with

tlie4H-in(hS(hmidllel<s(ope.l'holo:.Mt.\V.(S:l'.()bs.

Itl. IJasetl fin I'isi. !> in /•'/""' llir Aiiilii\ (ilnhr In llir

ZriM I'ltmeliiriiiiii. Dr. H. Werner.

'HRi l-fom riie Sdnililir I'd/iery of Sir Willinm

Haschrt, I'M 7- C;ourlesy: '\'\w Royal .Vstronomical

.Society. Photo: C;<rald Howson.
I Map of .Milky Way. I.und Observatory. Sweden.

Portrait of Irii-dric h Wilhelm liessel I7!!4-|K4() .

Radio liuKs Million Picture Library.

Oxford Meliomeler. made by A. S; (.. Repsold ol

Hamlniii,'. ifi4!!. On loan I'rom the Tnistc-s of th<-

Rad.lille Obs.rvatorv. Oxford. Hv courtesy of llu

Director of the Sc i<-n( e Museum. London. Photo:

David Suatm.
Details of th<- Oxford 1 l.liomeler. Hv i ourt.s\ of the

i7'l

I Ho

till

Ml don. Phot.

h\

it. .\lus. iiM-

K.. .\. Rose.

|K()

Directors of the S< i.-n

David Suann.
()/)li,l..y. Isaac Newlon 170]

Ripple Tank phtito'jiaphs

in .\( fiustics. Noitiniihani.

Ill Hv permission from l-'mnliiinenlah nj 0/ilirs, ;^rd

edn. by F. .\. Jenkins and H. L. White. Clopyrishl

ii|-,7 ( .McCJrau-Hill Hook Company Inc. i.

i!R .Vs abovi-.

r Hlythswciod Rnlini; ICn^inc, built on Rowland's

system by Otto IIils;er. By Courtesy of the Science

Museum. London. I'liolo: Da\id Swann.
IM I I'rom a paper by R. (.'•. N. Hall ami L. .\. Sayce

in the froierdiii';^ nJ llu Unynl Smiily. .1. \'cil. .' i ",. 1 i)-,j.

Courl«-sy of the- Royal Society.

'Bl I'nblazc-d dill'raciion siraiini; made- at Thi-

National Physical L;iboiatorics. reddiimioii. Mid-

dlesex. Hy C:ciurtc-sy of the Sc iini < Musium.
Lonflon. I'lioto: David Swann.
Hv pc-rmission from l-'iiii(l(iiiiniltll^ nf()lili<\, {rd c-dn..

bv F. .\. Jenkins and II. I".. White-. Cc.pyrii;hl ic)-,7

( Nlcfiraw-I lill Hook Compain Inc...

(t) a Tif(ili\r nil lilerliirilv mil .\l/i^nili\iii. Jainc-s

Clerk Maxwell \H<)-j.

lltc, 11 James Cl.fk .MawM II. I'lioto: Radio limes
llulton Picture Library.

ic|o I \„. 1 l'iffi,lu\ III Hitlnrin Elrdiitilntis . . . . C. .\.

Ilaiisi-n I7ti. Hrii. .Mils. (ii\i--,;{}!.l.-,i ^ .

II .\ Cioiiloinb torsion balance. C.oiirtc-sy: Sc ic-nc c-

.Museinn. Londoii. Photo: David Swann.
|C|i Liv>litiiini;{ pllolcii>raphecl over Mosc cim . Reprcichic c-d

from Sii.iel I iiinii published in .Mosienv,

IC|J Replica ol appar;ilus used b\ Hans C. ( )ersled in

ift-'o. Hy i.i.irles\ of the Direc tors of the Sc iciic c-

.Museum. London. Phoio: Da\ id Swann.
ii);t I'araday's Laboratory in the- Royal Institution.

painted In his nic-cc-. Rc-prcKliic c-d by |M-rmission of

the Royal Institution of (irc-at Krilain.

ii|( I Heinrii 11 Ilert/. frciiii Siginilliiii; .lr;<iii S/mrf

uilliiiiil ir/;<->. Oliver J. LchIijc- i»C)H. C:oiirtesy

:

London Library.

ic)-| Karly .Marccmi wire-less in a liiilitship at the turn

of the- century.

ic)(i 1 N-ra\ pliotonraph of iHf)7. Phoin; (lernslnim

ColK-e tioii. London. '

ic|^t (m) Sp<-ctrum lines of strontium e liloiide and ol

sodium \apor. Hoih from (.lifiiii\ln of llif Sun by

SirJoseph .Noriiuiti I.oe kvir i!U(7. Courl»-sy : London
Library.

ii)e) Part of spc-ctruin ol' sunlight. From C.liemislry of llie

Siiii bv Sir Joseph Norman Lockyer iJWi/. C^iurtesy:

London Library,

joo Howl ol Jodre-ll Hank Radio Fc-le-si eipi- utide-r cein-

struction. Plieito: Park Pie lure-s Manche-sier: Ltd.

L'oi Control Room ai J.idrell Hank. Photo: Park

Pictures .Mane h.-sti-r Ltd.

joj I. .Mobile aerial at the- .Milliard Radio Asiieineimy

Observalorv. Cambridu;e. Photo: Couiiesv : Milliard

Ltd.

iR- Fixe-d aerial at the Milliard Radio .Vstninoim

Observatory. Cambridiic-. Photo: Courtc-sy: .Mullard

Radio .\stronomv Obse-rvatory. Cambridsre.

:!o;{ Contours of radio brii^hlness at itio .Mcs from

Cilihtic Ihuhuioiinil Slimy mid llu (inlnrlii Hnln. ii|-,!!.

a paper in the- Paris Syniposium on Radio Astro-

iioiny i<)"it!. C;<)urle-sy: Prof. J. I'.. Haldwin. Cam-
bridge.

•JO-, Vvnin Piililititlii>ii\ 0/ Sii Williiiiii Hii!<«iii\'\ ()h\<i. nlmi.

tiieic). Biil. .Mus. ii\t-}l7-,j.i .

jo() Sc-<|uence of ste-llar spectra. Courtesy of Ciirtiss and
Riil'us. L'nive-rsitv of Michigan Obsei vatory.

jeiei Hased oil Fi<;. (i I in On, Snii bv Donald H. Men/c-1.

re-vise-d e-dn. ie)-,e|. Cciurtes\ : Harvard I'nivcrsitv

Press,

jiei II. I'rom Th, Cli.'iiii'.liy nf llie Sun bv Sir Joseph

Norman Loekyc-r. iii!l7. Courtc-sy: London l.ibrarv.

R Sir Willi:im Ramsav. C\iurte-sy: The Librarian.

I'liive-isity Ceille-s.'i-, London.
Jll Note- on Rainsav's disiiive-r\' of helium. C^ourtc-sy:

llie- I.ilirarian. I'nixe-rsity Colle>;e-. London.

_>i_' I Diai^ram le-printe-d with pc-rmissioi

A^lniiiniuy by I'he-odore- (i. Melilin. |c|-,ei

W'ilev & Sons Inc. .

11 Hasc-d on Fit;. ", in .I//.M nf llu- I nr.rr^,. Hi

.ind I j. I'., de- \ri.-s. e-ditecl by II. L. Hlltl.

1 homas Nelson & Sons Ltd., l'.dinbur<.;h.

ji j I Solar corona photen-niphe-d in Sudan on j;

I'ebriiary ie|-,j. I'liolo: N'lrke-s ( )bsc-rvalor\ .

II Hase-d on eliai;r.ims I'rcim '/In Sun. (.ioryii

Abe-tti ic)-,7. iFaber & I-'aln-r Ltd.. London.

.M
I

Siinspots re-ccirde-d acceucliin; 10 Si>iire-r"s svstein

Ire im

John

l.rnsi

ie,til.
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Rtpijntrcl from /)«, Amjusl n».->-'. I'liolo: Kidnr-

iimsisclic StrrnwarU-. /.iiii< li.

Bas«il oil lij;. bit in Oiii Sun, DdiuiM II. Mcii/il.

irvisfil i-cln. i<)5<). CouiU-sy: llaiv.ml I iiiMiNiiv

I'r.ss.

Simspols. IMiolo: IVrkiii-Klincr Corp., ISA.
,1 Loop proiniiu-iuc or 4 Juiu- ii).(.(). I'lioto: Hiijh

Altiluiic ()l)N<r\alor\ (.I'iIk- I iii\( rsilv nlColorado.

I S.\.

(Bl. Sim pholo!;raph< d in wliiu- lii^lil.

liR Ma!;iulo<>ram i>l Sun. Jiilv mi;,:).

Both phoios: .\lt. \V. & 1". ()l>s.

Loop proinincMKi- on Snn. I'lioIo: Sa< raniinlo I'cak

()l)s,rvalory, LS.\1-. Sunspui. N.vs M.m.... I S.\.

iT< Balloon in asn-nt.

i HI. lili'Mopc and tanicra.

Otlirial US Navy photographs.

BR l)ia!»rain ot tanicra and Iclrsiopc uiountins;.

(loiirlfsy: Scifnlijic Antfrhnn.

II.; Suriacf of Sun photograpln-d with the balloon

Iclcstopf.

iM & Ri Two experiments with paraflln wax by Dr.

Martin Sehwar/.si-hild. I'roject Stratosrope of

I'riimtoii Liiiversity, siJousori-d by the IS OHicc

of Na\al Research, the National Si ieiio- I'onndation

and the National .Xeronaiiiies an I S|>aee .\d-

ministration of the L'S.\.

II. .Mass-luminosity diagram lioiii Iiilenmt Con-

sliluliim uf llic Strin. A. .S. liddinutoii ly-'b. 1 C:ain-

bridije University Press.)

fRi I'rof. .\rthur Stanley Eddin^ton in 1931 at

Cambridge. Photo: Ramsay & Musprati Ltd.,

Cambridge.
Eddington's .ms from Sir Arthur Stonln Etldinalim,

A. Vltjert Douglas ti)-,(). (Thomas .Nelst n iS: Sons

Ltd.).

(L) Krliger Go photf>graphed in i<|oH, i<)i') & 1920.

Photo: Verkes Observatory.

R Diagram of orbit of Kritger tio from Astromimy.

R. H. Baker 7th cdn. Caipyright i<)3i). : D. \aii

Nostrand Companv Ine.. I'rineelon. Niw Jersev,

US.\.

Mi/ar 1 /eta Ut^ae Majorisl. .\p. period 20.-, days.

Photo: Verkes Observatory. (SSi<|i)

Light eurves of TX (^.assiopeia, from AsUuiiomy

\'ol. It. by Russell, Dugan and Stewart if)")").

fiinn & Company, Boston. .Mass.. US.\.

Hertzspnmg-Russell diagram from Slclhti F.tnlution,

Otlo Stnive ii).")0 (Princeton Liiiversity Press,

Princeton. New Jersey, US.\i.

Henry Norris Russi4l, from liionrti/iliiccil Memoirs

of the Rovnl Soiielv, N'ol.iii. page 173. With permis-

sion of File Royal Society.

Sun photographed in hvdrogen (Hex; light, 12 .\iigust

if|i7. I'hoio. .\lt. W. & P. Obs. Neg. 22",

II. William Thomson. 1st Baron Kelvin of Largs.

(R 111 rinaiui L. von 1 lilmhollz. Both photos: Radio
Times Hulton Picture Library.

Lingiihi murphiaiia King, from .Xiistralian waters

and l.ingiitii sp. of Ordovician limes. Courtesy: The
Trustees of The British Museum 'Natural History).

Diagram reprinted with permission from Aitrnnninr,

I heodoret;. Mehlin H)",;). John Wiley & Sons Inc.)

Southern portion of .\ndromeda .Nebula, -M 31

.N(;C22.}i, photographed w itli the loo-im h Hooker
telescope on 24 .\ugust H)2",. Photo: Mt. W'. & P.

Obs. \No. loi).

243 (r) l'"rom Frontiers of Astronomy, l-'red Hoyle l<).')<(

(Heinemann I'.diu'ational Books Ltd.. London 1

M Di:igram based on lig. 1 in an artiile by H. L.

Johnson ami .\. R. Saiulage in A\liojih\siaii Jumniil,

\'ol. 124, page 47!'.. Published by the University

of Chicago Press. Copyright ii)",!) by the U iii\ersity

of C'hicago.
'»i Diagnini basid on lig. 3 in an article by ().

lliikiH.uui and II. L. Johnson in Astro/)liy\ic(it

JijiiniiiL \(>l. 121. page- tiiC). Published by the

Uni\irsity of Chicago Press. Copyright ic)",", by
the Univc-rsity c)f Cihicago.

24(1 I'roiii Fi(>nliir\ of A^lKihuiiir, I'red Hoyle 1C).",C).

I Heinemann lUlucational Books, Ltd., Loiidoni

247 I.I Diagram from .I.i//</;;»»n'. John C. Duncan ic),")5.

(HarjK-r iS; Bros., New N'orki

(R) Ironi l-rimliers of Astronomy. Fred Hoyle i<)5C).

(Heinemann F.ducational Books Ltd., London)
248 Nova .\c|uilac- ( icjiH)

IT) 2oJldy IC)22.

(Ml 3 Sc-ptember 1C)26.

lU; 14 .\ngust ic)3i .

Photo: Mt. W. it P. Obs. ( .NVg. C-i3(i).

24C) F.\panding nebulosity around Nova Persei (icjoi).

Photograph taken with the 200-inch Hale- telescope.

Photo: .\lt. W. & P. Obs. 1 Ncg. 6,1

2-,o Crab Nebula photographed in red light. Photo:

.\lt. \V. & P. Obs. I Neg. 7)

251 \eil Nebula in CAgnus photographed in red light

with the 48-inch .Schmitlt telescope. Photo: Mt. \V.

& P. Obs. (Neg. ifjc))

2")3 Photographc-d in red light in region of .Sagittarius

with the 4H-inc h Sc hmidi tele-scope. Photo: Mt. \V.

& P. Obs.

254 Miss H. S. I.cavitt. Photo: Harvard College

Observatory.

2-,=i iTi Large Slagellanic C:loud photographed at the

Cape of(;ood Hope on 1 3 November 1903. Courtesy

:

Royal .Vstronomical .Society.

IB Small .Magc41anic Cloud. Photo: Harvard
College ObscTvatory.

230 Diagram based on Plate f>i in Atlas 0/ lite I'niverse,

Br. Flrnst & Tj. L. de \rics, edited by H. F:. Butler

i()t)i. (Thomas Nelson & Sons Ltd., Edinburgh
2()o Radio tc lesco|)e of the RacHophysics Laboratory of

the Radio .\stronoin\ Observatory near .Sydney.

.\iistralia.

261 III Distribution of neutral hydrogen in the galactic

svstem from l'<iii\ Sviii/iDsiiim on Radio Aslronoiiiy.

July-.\ugust IC)-,!!, iclitc-d by Ronald N. Brace-well.

Courtesy: Stanford Unive-rsity Press, US.\.

n, The radio telescope- at Dwingeloo. Holland.

Photo: Clourtesv Roval Netherlands Embassy,

London.
262 (T Reproduced from Magnets. Professor Francis

Bitter ic)-,c). C:ourtesv: Doublc-dav & Co., Inc., New
^'ork.

B; Proton synchrotron of the laboratories of the

European Organization for .Nuclear Rc-se-arch,

Geneva. Photo: C;FT<.N.

264 (T C;lobularclusteriiiHe-rciiIe-s: M 13 i photographed

by J. S. Plaskett at the Dominion .\strophysical

(Observatory. \"icloria, V.C (Neg. k2fi8). Courtesy:

Royal .\stronomical .Soc iety.

(B) Diagram showing distribution of globular

clusters in relation to the plane of the galaxy.

Librarie Larousse, Paris.
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26a

273
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279
280

283

284

-•88

28<,

2<)(l

-!'tl

(I.) I)iai;r:iiii In A. R. Smm.I.h;. . Ml. W \ I' ( )l,s.

IK) \(.(: r8n.

I'luilu ll.irvard tlollcgc ( Hisciv.iKiry.

(rial \<-l»ila in Orion. |)li<i(i>t;ra|)li<'i! in <<il<ii wiili

llu- 2<Ki-ini'li Hale t<-li-s< fi|>i-. Ml. I'aloniar. I'lioln:

Ml. W. & I*. <)l>s. ls-2{

Ni-bula in Si unini S.iliiiski M |ii NdCtidii in red

linlil. I'li..|.): .Ml. \\. .S: IV Oljs.

l„ii{<H>ii .\i'liiil;i in Sai;illarius 1 M 8, |>hoi(ii;raplic(l

ill < olor will! ihi- jiMi-im li Mali- lcl<-.S(<»|)c at Ml.
I'aloinar. I'll..!..: Mi. W . & I'. ( )lis. s-j-,

Basrd III) (liau;raiii rrmn (hinilrily Jiniiiiiil of llie Hoyiil

.\\lii>immifnl Suiirty. Vxv.. 1. |). ;{<(, \'<>l. I, No. i,

ScptcinlKT i<)(x). ClmirtcNv: Royal .Xslroiuiniical

Six iciy.

l-iom M<tn\ Vieic of llie l'iit:fr\i. R. A. I.Mlhioii

ii)(ii. : .Mirhai'l Josi'pli. London.
Miiciny in transit, photonraplicd at (iricinviili on

7 NoMinlxr I '114. 1 } t" • K'"P""'"' "'<' '>> p<"rinis-

sion of till- Royal < irrrnwii li ( )l)Mr\ator\ .

'T/ Drawiiit; of Mars hy Dr. dc \'aiic-mil<-iiis of

Harvard (:ollct;c- Observatory. I*ifparr<l lor .M< l)on-

ncll .\ir< rail. St. I.onis, Missonri. Iiy Jolni I'alrick

Starrs .\d\<i lisiiii; .\i;i-n< y. Ncu ^'<lrk. IS.X.
(Bi \<inis in blue liyhl. jiHi-iiu li Hair Iclcscopr.

I'hoto: Ml. \V. & I'. Oils.

Map of .Mars basc-don l'cr<i\al l.owcirsniapol i<|iii.

Our of a srrirs of paintiiit^s by Doiiato 0<-li 1. 1700.

(lourlrsv Dirrclor (irnrral, .Moiuiinriili. .Miisri <•

(iailrrir l'oiilili<ir. I'liolouraphir .\r<hivrs ol" thr

\atiiaii Miisrunis \ (;,illrri<s. 1 .Si-r also p. 1 _ 1

.

l)r.i\\iiinsor)ii])ilir and Salnrn b\ Irn ik r Malonry.

.Milky Way in ( Annus. |)liol<i!;rapli<(l uiili thr I.i( k

((-iiuli trlrscopr on jo 0< tobrr llUiJ. I'liolo: l.i< k

Obsrrvalory.
(irrat .\iidroinrda Nebula. .M ^i iNCiC: 2241.

plioloi^raplicd in color with iho 48-iiuh Scliinidi

tclrs<..p<. I'hoto: Ml. W. & P. Obs. (s-24

(T, Kdwin I'ow.ir llnbblr at thr .}8-in< h Srlnnidl

lel<-scopr at .Ml. I'aloinar. I'hoto: l'lan<-t News.

fM Hasrd on <lia<_;rain in Thr Renlm <// the \i-hiiliir.

E. I'. Hiibbli- i<):{b. \alc L'niversily I'ress, ropy-

riuhl i<|-,8. (Dover Publications Inc.. and Constable

& C:o. Ltd.
-, Nrbiil.ir Iroin 7lir Keidm „f the Sebuluc. I'.. I'. Hubble

ii|;{<i. l'hotoi;raphed at .Ml. Wilson Obsrr\;itory.

I'hoKi: W-rkrs ( )bsir\ alory.

(ialaxy in Triainjulnin. M 33 (NCiCl ",<(8i. photo-

sjraphrd in i olor with the 48-incli Schmidt lelrs< opr.

I'hoto: Ml. W. & I'. Obs. (s-28

T. (ialaxy in Triaiitiiilum. M :J;{
NdC. ",<)8 .

pholoc;raphed in n-d lii;ht with thr 48-in< h Si hinidi

telcscopr. I'hoto: Ml. U . & I'. Oljs. (No. I .-,8 .

(I! (ialaxy in Sculptor (N(;(; 2-,;{ . photoi^raphed

in (i)lor uith thr 4r.-inch S< hniidl tcli-scope. I'liolo:

Ml. W. it I'. Obs. s-27

Probable collision ol a ijlobular and spiral i;alax\

<N(;(; -,1281. Photo: Ml. W . & P. Ol^,.

Radio Source in (Ai^niis '".X". phoioirraphrd willi

ihr 200-inch Hal.- i.lrscp, . I'liolo: Ml. W. cV P.

Obs. No. -,{

Cluster in Coro.ia Hon alis. Photo: .Ml. W. \- P. Obs.
Diagrams Iroin p <)( ",. \lim\ Vitxc of l)ir I iiirriM-.

R..\. I.vtllrton I. ,<.!. ..Michael. Joseph l.ld.. London
Bootes showini; rarthest galaxies yet pliotoi;raplird

(1961). I'hoto: Ml. W. & P. Obs.'

2<r{ Rrlalion iM'lwrrn ml shili i\rl<Mii\ and ihslanic.

Photo: .Ml. W. ^: P. Obs. \... (i;;

.'<l|-", I \\o diai;rains basrd on I'ii;. 10 in a pajx-r li\ M.
I.. Huniason. N. \ . Mayall ami .\. R. Sandaur in

ihr .i\lii)niimirnl Jmniiiil. \ Ol. 'il. No. 1 237. I<(V-
2i|8 ( losinolin-v III' Canon (ieorues l.emattre from Alla^

iij Ihr I iii.n\e. Itr. l>nst aiul Ij. K. de \rie>. edil<-d

b\ H. I.. Hullrr ii|lii. niiomaN Nelson & Sons. Ltd..

Ldinburi;li

2<('| Canon (.<ori;es l.einaitre. repriKliu'ed (roni Sirlliii

f'o/iiiliili'iiii. s\ niposium al the \ alicaii. Ma\ i<)",7.

rdiird bv I)..|. K. O'Connrll. S. |. North Holland
Publishini; Co.. .\msterdam: and Inlrrsc irni c Pub-
lishers. Inc. N<-w ^drk

302 'I I)iai;ram based on a titrnrr ap|M'arint; in

Srirtili/ir Aiiiriirnii. September I<|.V'-

303 I)ia£;rain from Monthlv Notices of The Royal
.\stionomical Six ietv. \iil. 122. No. -,. C.ourl«-sv

:

Professor .M. Rvlr. I .R.S.

30-, Phoionraph of Dr. Miliim M. Humason. Photo:

Ml. \V. & P. Obs

II ihr puhlishrrs li;i\r uin\ ill iin;l\ infiiimrd <cip\rii;hl 111

.iu\ diusir.uion ripnniin rd llirv uill yl.idK p.i\ .111

:ippropri,Ur In on bniiu salishril as to llir iiwm r's liili .

.^,lnl^: .\. Pall. K. Urndall. (i. Cramp. |. I.arlv. N.. jours.

A. 1. I.ock«oi,d. |. Mrssriiyrr. S. A. I'arlitt. P. Snlli\aii.

I'holo^ui/ihrn : K. Dustaii. .|. R. Iiei-nian. (i. Ilowson.

Studio -,i. I). Swann.
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(continued from front fi(ip)

Herschcl, Eddiiigton, Russell, Einstein, Kuiper,

Lemaitre, Hubble, the Schwarzscliilds, Urey,

Shapley, and others. In the latter sections of the

book Professor Hoylc's focus is on the most ex-

citing realms of present day discovery — the

thermonuclear origin of the elements, the struc-

ture of our galactic system, and the stimulating

cosmological theories of the beginnings and the

evolution of the solar system and the universe.

Astronomy by Fred Hoyle is a masterpiece

of description and synthesis of man's attempts

to understand the universe around him.

FRED HOYLE, a distinguished scientist and

author, has written several internationally suc-

cessful books on astronomy and cosmology, in-

cluding The Nature of the Universe and Fron-

tiers of Astronomy. He has published many

original investigations in astronomy and is one

of the leading proponents of the steady state

theory of cosmogenesis. Hoyle has also written

several delightful science fiction novels and a

musical comedy that was recently produced in

London. A frequent visitor to the United States,

Mr. Hoyle has worked for many years at the

California Institute of Technology and the

Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories. He
is Plumian Professor of Astronomy and Experi-

mental Philosophy at Cambridge University,

where he was University Lecturer in Mathe-

matics from 1954 to 1958. He is a Fellow of the

Royal Society.
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"Astronomy is the oldest of the sciences, as has often been said.

What has not been so often realized is that, in a certain sense,

astronomy is also the newest of the sciences. The great advances

in physics during the first third of this century are bearing fruit

in astronomy at the present day. Scientists are coming more

and more to realize that only a very limited range of experi-

ments can be performed in the terrestrial laboratory. The uni-

verse itself supplies a far subtler laboratory, and a far wider

ranging one, with possibilities that can never be realized here

on Earth."

From the Foreword to Astronomy by Fred Hoyle

ASTRONOMY
FRED HOYLE


